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Pcsearche^ on the Moda of Distribution of the Consta7its of Samples

taken at fandom from a Bii^ariate Normal Population.

By Kahl Pkarson, F H S

(Rcceivi'd April 26, 1926 )

(1) The theory of bampled, whatever their Hize, has been largely developed of

recent years This developTnent may Im- said to have followed two independent

lines. In the first of these there la no limitation to the nature of the froqurncy

in the sampled population
,

that population has been au^iposed to be known

by its momental ( oelhc leiits, and the aim has been bo determine the momental

roeibcientM of tiie population of fiamplea, and to find the succesBive momental

coefficientfl of those momental cootticicntH tliemselvca Thus wo now know

completely the brat four momental ooellicientH of the distribution of means,

and of standard deviations of samplea of any Mze large or small taken from a

finite population with any law of distribution I’hcHc give us some general

idea of how the^o means and Htundard deviations are likely to occur in

practice But tho nxprrssioiiH are very lengthy, and m the case of the third

and fourth moments inveritigatorB have boon reduced to approximations,

or to supposing tho population sampled "infinite,” i e., to supposing an

individual just drawn to be returned to the sampled population before the

next drawing. LSome recent researehes, experimental and theoretical, seem

to indicate that if the sample bo not more than about one -fiftieth of the

sampled population, jt is,/f>r prmiical purposes, mdifferent whether we consider

tho population sampled liuite or “ iiilimte
”

Tho second form of investigation is to obtain, if possible, not the momental

constants, but Aho actual frequency distributions of tho various characters

which describe the distnbutions of samples Thus tho distributions of the

VOL CJCU— A. B
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nMJanfl of sample from populations foUowing cortam types of fiequeooy ewes
can now be written down in algebraical form. But thus far this method

inquiry boa not been very fruitful, except m the ease when the sampled

population in supposes! to follow a normal law and is considered infinite. In

this case the djstnbutioiis of the meanH, standard deviations, and tlie

correlation coefficients have now been very completely studied. There are,

however, other characters of samples, what we may term com^iind

characters,” that contnbutc essentially to our knowledge of samplmg, and of

which it IS possible to obtain the theoretical distributions Illustrations of

this will be given m tlie present memoir It must be remembered, of course,

that they only apply to samples from a normal population
,
but these samples

may be as small or as large as we idease, and the results may possibly tend to

throw light on the corresponding distributions for samples in the case of non-

normal sain pled populations

(2) 1 suppose the sampled population bivariate, with variates and y
tucasiu'ed from the means rni, the standard deviations oi, oo, and tho

correlation p. If the size of the population be N, the distribution will be given

by tho surface

N
27rcri<7ji \/l — p^

(t)

Let the size of the samples be M, the means, standard deviations and

oorrelation coefHcieut of any individual sample be git^ by I, y ,
2^1 ,

and r.

Then it is known that the frequenoy surface for the distribution of these five

variables is given by

_ M p7 H

^ — Jge i 'i'

_M 1 M-4

[<E dydEi dSt% dr\. (u)

It ioUowR accordingly that jf any compound character" involves more than

r, Hi and Hij I c*j involves either 2 or y or both, we must use the complete five-

variate surface to ascertain its distnbutiou. We will illustrate the process in

various cases

(3) The Distnbutum of \/1 — r* in Sampler,—If the population be normal'

V1— r* represents the standard deviation of any array about the mean of that

array, and its " probable error ” is a matter of considerable lu^portanoe. In

the case of any single array, the total number in the array varies from sample to
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AATttplft, and Ire an cnncemed not with the value of fche standard deviation

as found from the singlo array, but as determined from Xi and r df the whole

sample* I wnte X == ZiV1 — r“, and we need consider only the t, Zi, 2a factor

in (ii]| for x and y are independent vatiatoa and can be supposed integrated

out. To simplify the expressions we will put

'

= (Ti

'

v/T'-^/VM and — 0*2 Vl — p"/ VTtf, (ui)

and further throughout indicate the independent variables by placing their

diflereutials in square brackets after the equation to the surface. As to the

constant Zo we can throw any additional fartors into it which tlo not involve

the independent variables themselves. It will thus change with each trans-

formation of variables and with each integration ; we shall indicate such changes

by merely adding a dash to the letter zq The hnal value of is to be found by

a simple integration of the remaining constant or compound character, and will

be expressible m terms of the total number of samples and the constants of the

distribution This process is much simpler than substituting for ib? value

ab imiiOy and following it through all the vanate chan^ and integrations

Finally we may note that if wo retain two of the original variates, two com-

pound characters, or one original variate and one compound character, wo get

the corresponding correlation surfaces, from which the regiessiou curves may be

deduced. These are frequently of consulerable interest, but become at times,

both as to surface and regression curve, of considerable complexity

In our present case, we start with

and transform the vanablns to X. 2*< ami r, thus teaching -

_i ,J,2 \M-S

(1 —
2 ^

I now write v = J
-L

^
and transform the variables to X, v auii r, expanding

*2

the
,
third exponential.

We have

;

S « Zo"e e— § ** — rfX],

aod afteir integrating with regard to n from 0 to ao :
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We mufit now integrate this from r = — 1 to 4- 1, Let um put f *= flin 6,

and the general term in r being :

• (1
’

we have lor its integral

:

'^i“ f
^

tan* 0 e'**iP^**<i ton Oj

J-1.T

whitih vaniflbefl when t la odd. When / = 2t, if y ^ Ji/A and u = tan 6,

we have the vbIuc
L xa <+ « irf

which is equal to

I
xa (+00 uA

J — in

,,XB

e ifi» \/27rY (2t — 1) C2t — 3) . 1 .

JHence

Z = ti

8
(2^-3) 1 (2pf): r(i(M-l) +t) [JX]

T-0 wt;I

1!t+1

As the eerioa m t ib independent o£ X, it can bo again thrown into the

and we have finally for the diatnbution of X, the curve ’

. Mxe

z = (iv)

Now the distribution curve for the standard deviation S of samples of sbe

taken from a normal |)opulation of standard donation a is well-known to be :

-MU
2i=Zo^c"*'^I

Hence tbe distribution of X is not the same as that of samples taken from a

population of standard deviation oiV 1 ~ p®, the power term m M — 3 and not

M-2.
(iv) Frondes the following points as to the distribution of X

—

(a) When M is of the order of fW, for all practical purposes tbe distribution

of X may be treated as a normal curve* mean value = oiVl ^ p®

and standard deviation = ^ P
.

Vm



CimBtaHtB taken from Bivariate Normal Popvlaiion.

(&) The modal value of X = =

(c) TIm mean value of X = X„^

5

(d) The standard deviation ctx of X ia given by

<!*» + - 2),

and can thus be found for any given value of M.

(fl) The frequency for any desired range of X can be found from the Tables

of the Inoomphte T-Functiona, H M Stationery Office

(4) The Distribution of the Regression Coefficients Rg.—The value of Ra for

the second vanato on the first is : :== rS^/Di. shall accordingly again

need only the second part of our five-variate surface (ii) and shall transform the

variates £|| r to £ 1 , 2^^ and R2 . We have

Now f = EeSi/Ib is always less than unity, and therefore whether M be even or

odd the expansion of the binomial (^1 l^ifcimate. If M be

even, there will be a fiiute number of terms, if M bo odd. the senes will still

converge and gamma functions, such as F (M/2 — t) where « is a positive integer,

will still have a real value reducible by means ol the relation

r(-m)= r(l- w)/(-m)

ultimately to F (i). We can accordingly write our binomial expansion :

(‘
Ru^ir-sM)

S**'

«ul pKMMcd without zegaid to whether M is even ot odd We will fint integrate

witii regard to wnting

:

2,*
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We huve

tut

Jo

Henre we get the Biiiface for Lj and Bj

But the sum term in (u) is the negatiro exponential, or e * 1
^

_ J
5l?

f J R, +
' ^ Si“-’ [dZi dRg]. (vi

This is the correlation surface of Li and Rg, t e , the correlation surface for a

standard deviation of one vanate ajid the regression coefficient of the second

variate on this vanate. It is clear that for a given value of Zy the diatiibutioii

of Rj is a normal curve with mean and mode == P^i/^i
“ c., the regres-

sion coefficient in the sampled population The regression line is therefore a

horizontal straight line, but the standard deviation of the arrays of B, for a,

given Sj is flj/Sj ^ *'** sf^dastic curve is a rectangular hyper-

bola This is a good illustration of how correlation *' can exist, when the

regression line is honzontal, but the shapes of the array carves vary.

If we consider the regression of Zj on Rg we find for the modal value

^of for a given R,

a quartio curve, while for the mean h,£| we find

or a parallel quartio curve, These are farther illustrations of how, even for

M^ GO
, f,6 ,

for large samples, the regression need not become linear, HerOp

agaiop the standard deviation of the array of Z^ for a given R, is very far from

constant, i.e., the system u heterosoedastic.
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tlife dxpr^ioa (vi) for ar

\ Sg

We oan now integrate the expr^ion (vi) for and fmd at once

Z = Zq

fvi- p^)+(r.-p=^)7“
\<Jl (Ti' /

(ii)

This M a Hymmetncal curve of my Typo vii The slope of the recession line

vanes symmetncally round the value in the sampled jMjpulation procoeding

from plus to minus infinity.

The momontal coefRcientH of this curve are given hy the relations

2s — 1

M - (2s -h l)(Ti

Accordingly,

P, - 3

^ih —

M-3

(x)

(xi)

P4
-= 15

M-3M -3
&(*

M-6’ "M-5M -7'

Thus as M "* ®
,
we have pa ^ 3' pi — 15, et<’

, or tho normal values, or the

regression coefficient tends with increasing size of the sample to a normal

difitnbution, and we have for the standard deviation the value

1 /\ i

(xil)

This is the usual value deduced for large samples, irrespective of the nature of

the sampled population, on the assumption tbat it has Imear regression. It

seems probable, accordingly, that the result (xi) may extend further than fof

normal distributions ot the sampled population

The determination of the frequency of Rj within any given range depends

upon a knowledge of the integral

f.
cos''

f.c., on

*(1 — if j- “ 0,

Thus it reduces to a knowledge of the incomplete B-function, tables of which are

in preparation and will be shortly pubbshed.
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(5) The Dietnbuiwn of the Mem of the Array of y-Ymates for a Ottm Value

of the x-Vanate—^We will represent thw quantity by Va to be determined not

from tbe individual obaerved m that array in the given aamplej but from the

regreenion straight line of the sample In other words, we take

"I

It is clear that ^3. involves all the hve constants T, and r of the sample.

Accordingly, we shall need to use the two parts of the five-vanate surface (ii)

We may write —
y — Wa — — W2 — Rfi (sc — mi — (i — mj)

and throw this into the form :

—

Y- Y,-R2(X-X),
where Y = 2/

— m^, Y^ — ?/,
— X == a: — X — and Rj =

as before Here X is an absolute constant from sample to sample, and

we have eLr = dX. dt] =zdY and — dy^ if wo transform for y toy keeping the

variates R^ and X constant. The first portion of our surface (ii) may be

written

. M / fa 2pTY.Va\ - -
2 = ro f

‘
^ [dx dYl

Transform this to X and Y^,*and after somewhat lengthy leairauging we

find

z ^ zoe

- 2a 11.+ af H.0— +
-»») -1

where

X' = X - 1 (xiv)

CTM 1 — 2p— Rg -|—^Ri*)
\ 02 Oi J

Keeping Ra and Y, cxinBtant we can integrate out for X" and the lunita will be

the same as for X, and so for J\ 1 0., from plus to minus infinity The result

of the integration is

-f-
my/ (I

-

pa)

Z — So

(I -pZ) tf,» (l-2p
^ H<+

Jjl
H,b)

\/i^.2pSR2 + %R2*
02 Oe‘

(xv)

where

Y^^ - Y. ^ RgX.
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Wa hAva now to combine thi« witih the aecond part of (u)

But if WQ change our variablefi in thU from l,i, Xi*, r to Xi, Xg and and

integrate out X[ and Xg, we know from section (4) the answer This can be

done because (xv), while it contains Rg, does not contain Xi and Xg directly.

The result is then *

—

~
* (i i n,+ 2^ a,i)

^ . " a rnff+T) IdYl dE^l (xvi)

\ oa oa* /

Now

Y', - Y. - RgX

= — ma — p— (« — wi) (Rs — p (i — Mil)
(Jl \ C]/

= !/m — Ri" (JD — lUi),

where and Rg' are the array mean and the regression coefficient measured

from their respective mean values Hence w^ have .

—

-|M-
(f.-V (*-«!))»

5i!(i-pi) +B,'i

; = zn TFirnr
[dffjd^i'] (xvii)

as the correlation surface between ^d Rg' This surface is a somewhat

complicated one in Rg'. We note, however, that for Rg' constant, yj
follows a normal distribution with a bnear regression, » e,,

Mean y/ = Rg' (i — mi)

but Idle system is heteroBoedastio with a standard deviation given by

^,..£L 1^ +7^
V

The diatdbntion of Rg' for a given ^ 1^ easy ol interpretation.

If we integrate from y*' = + « to — oo
, we obtain at once the curve already

given aa the frequency distribu'tion of Kg'. If we could integrate with regard
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to Rtf' we should obtain the frequency distribution of yj. To simplify the

required integral, take

Rg' = — p* tan 0,

and we have

coB'^'^efdedy;], (lix)

Accordingly, writings — VM \/l— p** and b = \/}A ^ ^ ,
wo have

for the required integral

:

(xx)

J-ir

By expanding firrd the exponential and thenthe resnlting binomials it is possible

to express this integral in a double senes of complete beitn-functions as

coefficients of a senes of powers of and and their products, but the senes

is not rapidly convergent,*

I have therefore approached the problem from another standpoint. If we

multiply the expression in (xix) (.y/)” and integrate with respect to

from — oo to + 00
»
and 0 from*— Jtc to + we shall find Np,» where N is

the number of samples and p, the moment coefficient about the mean.

These integrations are feasible.

WritingU = .»// cos 0 — — Vl — p® (* — fni) sin 0 and traoBfoiming from

i/'a to U, we have :

f+|ir 1 MC"
ff

e (U + — y'l — p« (j; ^ mi) sm 0)"
-« J -4* ni

cos*-"-** edodij,

If^ be odd = 2s + 1, this will depend on integrals of forms which contain

either an odd power of U or an odd power of sin 6 ; in both casea the integrals

vanish or we conclude that =3 Q ;
all odd moment-coefflcienta vanish, or

the curve of distribution of y\ is symmetrical

FrofesHor Q N. Wstson ktndly sends me the expansion

m=:« \

when F 18 the bypergeomoirloal series, hut ua^and bothoontabi the fsotor M, usually

Urge, this does not Baem likely to work In our ease.

^ (e-wi) Bln •)*
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I

n 3e; 0, then :

N ^ 220*' VSiTt
^ j^cos“~® 0rf0 = ^ B(^,|(M— 1))

(xxi)

If ^ = 2, then

*r*^r+« . MUi ^ _2
NfiK* 22o''l I e (U-4- (1— p”) {x— ni\)“ flin“0)coH'*“^ 0 d% (ZIJ,

Jo J-»

since the odd term in U vanifibes. Hence

!

. V’ B (i.l (M-3))M

+ (1 -P*) B (* \ (M-3))

and hence hy (xxi) :

CTi

aB®(]— p=)/, 2 (x— m,)'^

/t _ 1 -j.
(x-w,)- \i

/M—S ^ M <Ti“

' ’

This agrees with the usual value for large.samples, t c
.

(xxu)

(xxil'^")

The formula indicates that o];, gets larger and larger as we pass away from

arrays near the mean.

For p — 4

N|14 = 2*0*' ^1- 6U*ff,*(l - p») ^^ MP*0
JdJ-« i ffi“

+ OS* (1 - p»)« ^^~^^l* Bin* e| co(i“-* e de rfu
ai /

+ (* B,n« ol cob“ • e de
ffx )

*„«- ffB* (1 - p')»{j|j B (i i (M - 6))

^ ^ ^ r:” ,
')! B (^, i (M- 6)) + ~ ,*?)* B (|, i (M - 6))} .
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Hence,

1“ - (M-aHM-») «' - t)(‘ " »)

Thus, we have for Pa =

M~3

(ixiii)

Pa -3 M-6 1 -

Pa ^3 =
6

M-5 1 -

(-i+r-ir^))'

(xxiv)

It is easy to see that the second termin the curled brackets is less than unity,

so that Pa — 3 IS always positive. Hence, the distribution of as far as the

first four moments are concerned can be expressed by a leptokurtic curve,

l^pe vii. But an investigation of the higher even moments indicates that the

moment-coeMdente of the distnbution for do not satisfy the intermomental

relations for Type vii. If that curve bo

20

then we have
{a* + J^)**

’

N = —^a’|X4t |Xs=— *0
n — i n — a

But for y' the momental coefiScients are

:

U. B OtMl -P*) fi _ 2 , (x - mQM
'*• M - 3 d,* J*

(M-3)(M-6)U M/

+ „/, a\(a) — m,)*
,

(x — mi)*1
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3.6.g.»(l-pV I/, _ IVi _ A'l/l - I'l“ (M-3)(M - 6)(M -7) l\ mA mA M/

+ - ffX'

-

b)*^

_ 3.1i.7../(l ~ pV 1/ _ _ _4 w _ iUj _
(M-3)(M-'B)(M-7)(M-9)\\ M/l M/\ M/V Mj

+

If we put — 1 — ^ -f ^ we have
M CTi®

M-3 (M-3)(M-5)r Mr u/y

W(l-py fi/. - 2\ , _8 A _ 2\1
^ (M - 3) (M~BHM^7) ^ M/j*

Gind so on.

ThuSi as M increases, tlie dominanb term in the series of curled brackets is

the hist, and the momonbal coefiicionts approach closer and closer to a curve of

Type vu, or the distribution of y „ will follow tuen with considerable accuracy

the curve of Type vji

:

^ (xxv)z —

and will ultimately pass over into the normal distnbution

^ - loff
- ' ^ .r, / / (XXV*^)

It is, perhaps, desirable to rezuind the reader that the actual value of the mean of

the X array of is ;
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I have not Bucoeeded^^xcopt os a double fiumiiiation—in Bhowitig what the

freq^uency curve for y', ie whatever be tho value of M, That remaina a problein

for the mathemabioian who can eihihifc in ^ compact form the result of

integrating

I (o, b) = CO#*-' 0d0.

The object of this paper has been to indicate how regression lines far from

straight^ and correlation surfaces far iiom normal,* may arise in the case of

compound characters even if we are sampling from a normal population. Thus

we see how readily the old theory of “ probable errors may mislead us.

Further Hptchoscojnc Studies on the Luminous Vapour Distilled

from MetallvG Arcs.

Uy Lord Hayckigu, F U 8

(Received June B, 1D26 )

Platas 1-3

This paper eontmues tho investigation of a previous onef entitled " Liumnous

Vapour from the Mercury Arc, and tho Progressive Changes in its Spectrum
”

Several points (it is hoped) are cleared up, and new phenomena are described

Needless to say, much remains bo be done. The present work is an instolmeut

only.

§ L. Cof^Uiohs far the Apj}earuf\cc of Higher Mernbers of Spectrum Sines.

ft was fouud^ that the lines of the difiuso series from M 12 upwards,

]/j| — I2d, Ipi — Mf/, etc, were seen in tho distilled mercury vapour, but

not m the arc from which the distilled vapour came. This pmnt has now been

examined more closely

In the first place the spectra m question have been photographed with a

* Jfot eumple (xav) or (xxv^^) above when we treat x and F'v M out vanatea, 1 have
dealt with the regtaauon and aoedaeticity of sorfaoea of the type of (xxv) in ao earlier

paper. 'Biametnha,' vol XV, pp 231-244(1023)

t ^ Roy. Soo. Proo A. vol. 108, p, 282 (1025}.

I Zoe. ctt., p. 266.
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l&rgei quarts ipdctrograph ioBtoad of the amail one used before, Tbe point

ia brought out atiU more clearly. See Plate 1, 1 la the distilled vapour

apeotrum, and U the arc spootruin. The diffuse seiiea lines are indicated on

the atrip aeporating the two.

To examine more closely the transition between the arc, in which these linea

do not appear, and the jet of lumiuoiis vapour hi which they do, a special

arrangement was set up (fig. 1). The arc

was produced in a porcelain tube A of

1 cm, inside diameter. The top of a

barometric column B formed the c,athode

aa usual The anode was a cap of steel

tubing C, 0 75 mm thicks with a side hole

to the left 1 mm. diameter. The cap was

kept cool with wat>er as shown it was

desired to make the metal wall immediately

r(;und the hole the effective anode The

porcelain tube was cut away under this

portion, to expose it, and it alone, to the

vapour (loliimn. The end of the porcelain

tube was covered with a mica disc The

whole WHS assoiublcd in a T tube of sihca

D, the joints being made with mdiarubbcr

oemoiited on The mercury vapour issued

through the nmall hole into the aide sibca

tube K where its luminosity could bo

observed. Near the hole it was com

centratedj but broadened out in a distance

oompatablo with the diameter of the tube

until it filled the latter The appearance

of the SGlf-luminoua vapour ia indicated

aa well as may be in figa. 1 and 2. E (hg. 1) was attached to a vc^el for

catching distilled mercury, and to the oir pump

The advantage of the arraugoinent was that there was no trouble from stray

light. The porcelain tube containing the arc was sufficiently opaque, at any

rate in the ultraviolet, and the only place where the light of the arc could issue

was the small hole. Observing as near as possible to the hole, and acroBs the

honaontal iaeuing jet of vapour, the light from the latter was not appreciably

contaminated with light from the arc The spectroscope slit was verbcol, and
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the jet waa focuaaod upon il by a quarta-fluorite achromat Thus the central

part of the length of each epectrom line came from the core of the lummooe jet,

and the extroznitiQB of thie lino from the expanded and much lesa intnnfiioally

lommoua vapour around this core see fig. 2
, which abowa the imago of the

iaauing jet of vapour and the wall of the ateel

tube
(
0,

fig. 1) as depicted on the plane of the

apeclroscope ebt

The reault isinfitructive. It ih aeen (Plate I,

No. Ill) that the bnen of the diffuse aenea

Ipi — 9d upwards are very broad at the centre,

and fine out above and below The central

broadomng is not due to photographic over-

pxpofliiro Tina is clear if we oonipore these

luiea with, c 9 ., the line 2576-29 — 3fl.

The latter, though more intense, is narrower.

It IB certain, therefore, that the broadening of

Ipi — 9d, etc
,
13 real.

The breadth increoaeB as we go up the senes, and at Ip; — 1 1 d upwards the

breadth has become so great that the successive Im^s tend to encroach on one

another

It seems pretty clear that the broadening is due to tlie Stark effect,

as it does as we proceed up the Henes The case is mteresting bocause liere we

have no external electric field at all, and the effect must be duo solely to the

interatomic fields In accordance with this it dimimBhes os the luminous

vapour expands, and the luminous centres get further apart

It appears then that the failure of these high members of the! rliffuae serica

to appear in the arc is simply due to the fact that at the high concentration

of luiniuouB vapour, which prevails there, they are broadened to the point of

becoming unrccogniBable, the higher membors actually overlapping one another.

It IS therefore impoBsiblc to resolve them

In the case of the second members of the diffuac triplets, of the type

the same broadening may be observed in the more ooneentrated region of the

distilled glow In the expanded vapour the sories can be traced on my
negatives 7 or 8 members further than in the arc.

The Same cause of broadening and conse^iucnt enfeeblcment of the lines

acts in the case of the sharp series, but less powerfully, and here the distilled

vapour has not so great an advantage over the arc in bringing up the highei

members.
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The same phenomenon may be seen at the limita of the principal tnplete,

and oi the difiuae and sharp singlete. It appears to be general,

1 2. AppMfQnoe of enhanced lines in the oapoar jeU from mercury, magnmum
Qfid oaloivni, Belais/oe dv/raJtion ofthese and of the ate linea, Eda^ve dtiration

ef rMonanofl fines.

In the inveatigation oi last year* certain lines ivere listed as present m the

arc but apparently absent in the distilled vapour. I recapitulate the bst,

partly because there were some errors in it, and partly because further search

of the bteratUre has enable me to add notes about the character of the lines.

3284 Enhanced (Steinhausen).

3860 Belongs to many lined epectnim (Stiles).

3820 Enhanood (Steinhausen).

5770 Enhanced (Steinhausen). Many bned speebmm (Stiles).

3752 Enhanced (Steinhausen).

3561 Enhanced (Steinhausen)

3544 Enhanced (Steinhausen).

3390 Enhanced (Steinhausen).

3382 Not traceable in tables

3278 Many lined spectrum (Stiles)

2848 Enhanced (Steinhausen). Subordinate series of spark spectrum

(Carted).

2820 Enhanced (Steinhausen), Many lined spectrum (Stiles).

2775

2791

2086 Many lined apeotnim (Stiles)

2003

1974

1943 Principal series of spark spectrum (Carro]).t

That the intensity of the bnes listed above is at any rate very small in the

distilled glow is clear from the reproductioD in the former paper. These show

spectra of the arc and of the distilled glow in comparison. The triplets are of

equal intensity in each, but the bnes of the above list are apparently limited

to Uie arc, and do not noticeably distil out of it The experimen tal arrangement

* Loe, 00., p. 906.

t BMareiWH in above L-^Steiidiaiiflen'B paper la In ' Zeite f. Wlesen..’ Phot 3, p. 4fl

(1900). Stibi In 'AStroply, J.,' vol. 90, p. 48 (1900) Oairors claaaifloation ot ipark

llnM Is refwred to by Totimt and Oompton, ‘ Fhya. Rev.,' vol 25, p. 013 (1025).

TOl. oxa.—A. 0
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of iig 1 allowticl oE a tiharp isolation of the spcclruDi of tho disfcilled vapour

without ambiguity from Htray light This maiin possible a more searching teat

for some of the above Jiiiph in the light of the distilled vapour without ambiguity

from stray light of the arc. An exposure of about 1 hour was made on the

brightest part of the iHsuing vapour^ near the hok The plates were oiled with

*' Nujol ” for sensitiveneas m the extreme region of the quartx apeutograph.

The latter was put close to the silica tube, so that the source was approximately

in focus, and the bright part of the glow only prtaluced short spectrum lines

as in photograph No lU, though in the present ease no lens was used The

shortness of a spectrum Imo gave confirmatory evidence that the bright issuing

vapour was really its sourie, since the limits cotrespouded in the vertical

direction

The seneH lino 1850 (IS — IP) of the arc spectrum came out very definitely,

This ifl important, siuce m the former paper it was found to weak be in the

vapour.

Tho lines 1974, 194^, J003 also camo out strongly, m the above order of

intensity, diflcroiit from the order of intensity in the arc, in which 1943 la the

strongest

Judgmg by these examples, it would seem that there is no absolute distinc-

tion between lines which appeal in the arc only, and those which appear m the

diatdled vapour as well These lines in tho renioti* part of the spectrum were

only obtained when tho exposure was so prolonged that the region of the strong

senes triplets was fogged by dilTuaed light. It would therefore be more difficult

to extend the tost to the less refrangible lines in the above list.

Mercury is not a very suitable metal for this particular part of the investiga-

tion, because the enhanced hiie^ are not very strong, and are not situated in a

very accessible part of the spectrum Kxpenmonts have therefore been carried

out with magnesium and calcium The arrangement used for observing tb«

jot of luminous vapour will fie described m § 3 of this pajier, in another connec-

tion Here it 18 enough to say that it was similar m principle to the arrange-

ment used for mercury, except that the vapour expanded into an open space,

inatead of being led along a silica tube

The photograph No. IV shows the spectrum of the magnesium jet focussed

on the slit of the spectrograph, the vertical magmficatlon of the reproduction

being twofold as compared with the actual height of the vapour jet. It will

be seen that the pair of enhanced lines 2795-2802 due to ionised magnesium

appear at the base of the jet The arc triplets are marked at the top of the

photograph by their aeries designation and by the wave length of the middle
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member It will be seen that oa oompared with these the enhanced pair qiuckly

hftde out as the vapour moves up.

It la remarkable that the resonance lines (flame lines) of the magucaium

apeotrum 2B62 (IS — IP) and 4571 (IS — Ipj) fade out quickly, like the

enhanced lines.

In the case of 2852 (IH — IP) this is seen in No IV, though with the small

dispersion used, the line is somewhat involved with the triplet Ip id Never-

thelenis on the origmal negative it is quite clear that 2852, less refrangible than

the triplet, IS the line which quickly fades out.

The same is seen without complication m the cose of 467 1 (IS — Ipg) See V

from another part of the same negative, showing 4571 m contrast with the

diffuse senes of singlets.

The behaviour of JS — IP and IS — of magnesium is surprising, in

the first place because the diffuse triplets and singlets, which are intermediate

between the resonance linos and the spark lines in facility of excitation,

yet persist longer than either of them In the second place, it is surprising

because mercury show's most strongly the opposite behaviour. The resonance

line IS — Ipg ol mercuiy 2W7 grows continuously in intensity relative to all

the mercury lines as the vapour moves away from the orifice *

In the case of calcium, the enhanced lines H and K are conspicuous in the

distilled vapour They do not die out qiuckly like the enhanced lines of mag-

nesium, bub maintain their intensity approximately part poem with the triplets

of the arc spectrum. The resonance lino 4227 (IS — IP) also dies down at

about the same rate as the above. On the other hand, the resonance hue 6572

(IS — Ipa) gams intensity relative to all the above, behaving m this respect

like the corresponding mercury hue

It would seem that these facts must ultimately prove important
,

hut they

do not fall into any obvious generahaation at present,

§ 3 EiscMton o/ a Afetrdhc Vapour by Ctmlact wiU% Ariotkcr prcvimtaly excited.

The importance was early rocognised of determining whether other metallic

vapours, introduced into the ]et of glowing mercury, would be excited to

lummosityj and if so, under what limitations This question was considered

in 1914, but, owing to the circumstances of the time, no experiments were then

made. Since then, the advance of knowledge has put the whole subject in

a much more defimte Light. The theorehool considerations of Klein and

o 9

Loc. cii„ pp. 287-260.
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Roasdand* indicated that collisions “ of the second kind should occur between

excited atoms and electEons, resulting in the transfer of energy from the excited

atom to the electron, with gam of kinetic energy by the latter. An extension

of this conception lead Franck and his school to the idea of direct exortatioii

of one atom by another previously excited. The experiments of Franck and

Cariol showed that mercury vapour emitting resonance radiation under the

influence of X2637 could excite the Ime emission of thallium vapour mixed

with it. The hues excited had, however, in some cases a greater excitation

potential than the 4 86 volts which the excited mercury atoms could afiord.

To explain this, supplementary hypotheses were mode

Fmally, Saha and Sur| suggested that active tutrogen denved its power of

exciting the spectra of other substances by this mechanism They regarded

active mtrogen as a molecule energised to the extent of about 6 ‘ 5 volts §

The experiments so long contemplated have been recently carried out.

Luminous mercury vapour distilled from the arc in a silica tube apparatus

(somewhat as shown in
* Roy Soc Froo / A, vol 108, p 264) was passed over a

piece of sodium As soon as the tube was heated so as to raise sodium vapour,

a strong yellow glow was observed, startmg from the sodium and proceeding

down stream. It was observed visually that lines of the diffuse and sharp

senes were present as well as the D Ime. Similar expenments were made with

magnesium and cadmium instead of sodium.

This experimental arrangoment, though it showed conclusively and at once

that the effect sought for really occurs, was not very convenient for its further

study ;
for it was not well apphcable to obtainmg a jet of luminous vapour

from metals other than mercury ' and the quarts tube was obscured by

formation of an amalgam of the metal under investigation
,

thus only an

intermittent and unsatisfactory view was obtained.

I have previously described
||
a method of observing these luminous jets with

the more volatile metals in general The arc was produced in a silica or quick-

• ‘ Zeita f Physik,; toI 4, p, 46 (1921)

t
‘ Zeita f. PhyBik.; vo! 17, p 202 (1923).

X
^

Phil. Mag vol. 48. p. 421 (1024).

§ The view taken by Saha and Sor is interoeting and sqggeitive, but J ooiinot regard it

OB free from senous difficulty. In partioulor, attention may be drawn to some experi-

ments which I desonbed In 1012 (Strutt, ' Roy Soo. Proo.,* A, vol B6, p 264 (1012)) These

expenments show that active nitrogon omits its energy most rapidly when oompreoeed to

a small volume. It Is difficult to explain this except on the view that a blmoleouiai' reaction

is talong plooe, or at loaat that oolhsions determine the emUsLon of light.

II
Strutt, ‘ Roy Soc Proc A, vol 00, p. 364 (1014)
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lime tube with a metal cap as anode The vapour raised by the heat of the

arc wne allowed to rush out through a hole in the anode into an evacuated

bell jar» in which the silica tube was mounted. In retunung to the study of

the luminous ]etSj vanous improvements ofjtechmque have been made, and

the methods axe worth recording, though no doubt capable of further improve-

ment The following descnption should be read with the help of the three

Fio 4

Fio 6

diagramsp figs 3, 4, 5 (ono-quarter actual scale). Fig 3 shows a section

through s vertioal diametral plane of the apparatus.

Fig. 4 shows a section through a diametral plane at right angles to the former

Fig, D ahowB the elevation in the same aspect as fig. 3,

The an is produced in a silica or alnndum tube A, figs 2 and 3. This tube

contains the metal under investigation B, the surface of which serves aa

cathode. The nickel plate CO serves as anode. A rests in the steel tube D,
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into which it iH packed with mica D fits on to a solid steel cylinder E, frotn

which the cathode connection in led out airtight and insulated as shown, G is

aupportcfl by the tubular brass pillars F and G (hg 3) and the anode connection

is inoile to the body of the apparatus The latter is in two parts, united by a

rubber bIccvo H (fig. 3) This is made airtight by rubber solution and by thin

Btecl wires. Each wire takes one complete turn round it, and la kept in tension

by elastic bands attached to fixed lupports (nob shown) The metal casing

IS kept cool by three ring water-jackets KKK A stream of cold water goes

through these m senes The vacuum is maintained by exhaustion through G,

The luminous vajxjiir issues through the hole in C into the space above It

IS observed through the silica window^ L, fastened on with soft cement At M
there 18 a slit in the mam vessel, affording only limited access to the side tube

carrying the window L This i« designed to avoid the obscuration of L by a

film of deposited metal, and succeeda fairly well m most cases. The rod N,

fig 3, serves to strike the arc For this purpose it is pulled down for a moment

into the tliseharge tube B, to make contact between cathode and anode The

nibber tube P, kept from collapsing by a spiral spring, can be stretched to allow

of this movement N is tipped with tungsten to prevent thV end fusing into

a knob It is turned aside when out of use, so as not to inUrfere with the

Hsuing vapour, Light is reflected into the apparatus. with a pfece of mirror

glass when using the striker

This comiileteH the arraugementa when the glowing jet from any one metal

15 to be examined (sec above, p. 10) The electric resistance furnace B
(fig 4) IS to afford the (non-luminous) vapour of a second metal S, which luuea

tronsverBely from the small hole and mixes with the luminous vapour of the

first metal B In some cases the spectrum of S is excited thereby. The

furnace B is made ou an alundum tube, and the nichrorap winding is l^ed
with alundum cement

It will be noticed that indiarubber was freely used in the apparatus, and It

greatly facilitated the work. Any vapour that comes out of it u ol'amall

consequence compared to the large quantity of gas that comes ont of the

metals vaporised in the expenment. A Gaede rotating mercury pump was

used and served the purpose, though more pumping power would sometimes

have been desirable for rapidly removing this gas, The vacuum required in

the e^ienmente is not high. About * 2 mm. of mercuiy is quite good enough.

A glass speotrum tube connected with the pumping system, and excited by a small

induction ooih forms a convenient gauge of this, and gives warning by the

speotrum whether air is leaking in.
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The aolderod jomU of the metal vessel were coated with rubber Bnlution to

protect them when mercury was evaporated in the apparatus.

To control the amount of the metal S evaporated from the furnace R (fig 2)

the furnace waH weighed before and after the CKpenment

Tf an experiment of this kind apparently gives a poaitivp result, anxiety is

naturally felt as to whether the vapour of the metal H or condensed metallic

particles from it have not gamed admission to the discharge tube A If this

happened, the result would be made ambiguous, because the arc would pass

through the vapour of the inetAl S mixed with the vapour of D and S would

be subject to direct electrical excitation

Aft^r trying vanuus methods, T came ultimately to keeping the arc running

coiitiiiuouRly in the discharge tube throughout an experiment This ensured

a constant outward stream of the vapour of B, and seems to afford satisfactory

security that the vapour nf S could not enter the discharge tub(‘ to nny appre-

ciable extent. The latter vapour was only generated by closing the current

in the heating circuit of the furnace after the arc ufw started

In some cases it was possible to check the suci^cjjs of these precautions by

observing or photographing the spectrum of the arc in the dist^harge tube

Bimultaneously with tliat from the glowing vapour above it in the external vessel.

This could bo done when the metal B was zinc cndmium or mercury, fur in

these cases the arc was produc^'d in a translucent silica tube, which was not

chemically attacked, and allowed the arc t4) be observed through it in con-

veniently reduced inbenHity. The absence of lines of the metal S was then

observed m the discharge tube, combined with their presence m the space

above ' the Imes of metal B showing in comparable intcuoity in each In other

cases when the walls of the discharge tube were opaque, it was impossible to

apply this test But it always proved reassuring in the oases where it could

be applied See the photograph Ko Vf, which shows the spectrum of the

cadmium arc below (intensity rodnoed by the translucent sihca tube) and the

luminous cadmitun vapour ]eb above, into which sino vapour is introfluccd,

and which shows the zme bnes in addition Cadmium wave lengths are marked

below, zmo wave lengths above

In carrying out the experiments there was a danger of missing the oppor-

tunity when vapour of the metal S was coming off in the most favourable

quantity for its lines to be excited strongly. To avoid this, snoceoaive expoauros

were token continuously during the experiment. Each exposure was usually of

one or two minutes' duration, though in some cases more. Visual exammation

of the spectrum often indicated when the conditions were nght, but with a
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continuQua photographio watch, this wafi merely supplemeutarj, It dooe noti

of cooTfie, show what is happcmng in the ultraviolet region, which is often the

moat important

The photographs were taken with a small size Hilgei quartz spectrograph,

using a quartz-fluonte achromat to produce on the slit a reduced image of the

issuing ]et of luminous vapour The reduction was about fivefold, and

allowed nearly the entire height of the jet as limited by the window (6 cm.)

to be projected on the slit if necessary, It was often more convement, how-

ever, to limit the length of the spectrum lines to the bnght part of the glow.

Each eicpenment was continued from 10 to 20 minutes, and in most cases

there was no difficulty m mamtaming the lummous jet for so long. Obscurmg

of the window by deposited metal was a residual source of trouble ; the arrange-

ments for mitigating it wore usually adequate, but least so when sodium was

in use

It wa^ not desirable to lot tho vacuum m the apparatus become too good,

since in that case tho jet becomes very large and diffuse, and its intrinsic

brightness is (liuiinisbed. Moreover, there is danger of parasitic discharges

taking place outside the discharge tube proper By checking the pumping

when necesaary, the jet would be limited to a height of 1. or 2 cm. It was then

very bright and well defined, and this was the condition best suited to the exjieri-

ments The arc current was usually about 10 amperes, which was necessary

to maintain tho evaporation In the special case of mercury much loss is

desirable

The followmg tables give the lines observed to be excited in the various cases,

together with the calculated excitation potentials. They are arranged so as to

brmg together the results for the metal 8 (in tho nomenclature used above)

when the metal B distilled from the arc is varied.

The various triplets of magnesium calcium and mercury are denoted each

by its middle member but it is to be understood, of course, that when this was

present its companions were present as well.
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Excitation of Sodium.

Exoitlng
UetAl

luniMtion
PotantJAl

of Samo

Principal

Ooubletfl

DitfiiHe

UoubloUi
Bbarp

Doublets

Codmiiuii 9 06 volba to ]ir — 4v
A. 2490

4 00 vollfl

to Iw — 6fl

A 4066
4 72 rulta

to 1» — !iir

A 4760
4 00 volts

Mercury 10 4 Volta to lir — 3ir

A 2H6J
4 32 Tolta

to It — 4fi

\406O
4 57 Toltn

-

Excitatiou of Magneaium

Exoitiog
Metal

loniaation

Potential

of Same.

IS -Ip,
X4fl7l

2 70 voIU

1

IS -IP
A 26^2

4 33 vnltii

Difliue

Triplets

Sharp
Triple ts

Diffuse

Sia^fleta

Spark
Spectram

2706
2B02

12 0 volts

Sodiam 5 12 volts - Masked, if

prosent

- - — -

Godnilum B 00 volls — Masked, i(

pTDSOUt

to Ip - nd
A 2734

7-20 volts

to Ip — 4fl

A 227B
7 13 volts

to IP - 0D
X4ie7

7 28 volts

rrment
12 0 volts

Mercury 10 4 volts PrvNont

4 33 volts

to Ip — 3d
X 3003

6 67 volts

to Ip - 1 d

A 6172

5 07 volba

Extibohon of Calcium

Exciting
Metal

lunlsaboD
PoteDlial

of Same.

IS - Ip,
A 0672

1 RB volts

IS - IP
A 4220

2 92 volte

Diffuse

Triplets

Sharp
Triplata

Spark
Speotnim
3034 K
3eOB H

0 19 volts

1

Magnennm 7 01 volts

1

1

1

Prosent

2 02 volts

to ]p — 3d

A 3031
6 20 volts

- -

B 00 volts Prceent

1 SB volts

Frosont

2 93 volts

to ]p — Od
A 3216

0 71 volts

to Ip — 3s

A 3470
5 43 volts

PlWQt
0 IB volts

Zmo 9-30 volts Not
examined

Present

2 02 volts

Ip - 2d
A 4436

4 06 volts

— 0 10 volts

Maroiuy 10 4 TolU Not
examined

Preaent

2 02 volts

Ip - 2d

X4436
4 04 volts

— Freaout
B 10 volts
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Excitation of Zinc.

Exciting
Metal

InninaUnn
Puttnitial

of Saruf*

IB Ip.

^ 307B
i 01 l^olU

IH ^ IP
K 2130

H 77 volta

IP -20
A 6302

7 00 vglta

Ip - 2d
K 3302

7 74 Volta

Ip — 3a

\ aooi
B 00 volta.

SofUiim 5 12 voUm — — - — —
Magnmuin 7 til vulta

1

—
- - - -

CudiuJum B lii'i vnlU Prenpiit

4 01 vnlLq

- — — Doubtful

Morrury li) 4 vuIIm Preaonfc

i 01 VoltM

Prenenl

a 77 vultt)

PrcKenfc

7 6U volta

Prost'iit

7 74 voUh
Preaent

B GO vulta

I'^xcitation of (''adiniuni

hliiMting

Metal

loniHation

PoleiiLlal

u( Same

IS Ip,

\ 3261

3 76 volta

l.S - IP
A 22HM

6 30 volU)

IP - 21)

A 6438
7 30 voltn

Diffuse

'I'llpic Is

to Ip - id
X 2677

8 38 volta

Sharp
Triplets

to Ip — 3s

A 2776
8 22 volts

Bwlium ' ft 12 vciItJi Present
3 78 volta

- -

Magnmiuin 7 01 vciUa Preiumt
3 78 voIlN

PiTHent
3 30 volta

PretHMit

7 30 volta

Present
H 38 volts

Present

6 <22 volts

Zlno U JS volta Preaent

3 7B volta

Present

3 39 volta

PrpBPnt
7 30 volta

Preaent

8 38 volts

Present
8 £2 vom

Meroary ' 10 4 volta PmiPnk
3 7N volts

Pn»ont
0 30 volta

Present

7 30 volu
Freaent

8 SB volta

Present
B 22 volts

Excitation of Mercury

Eariting

Metal

louiaatmn
Potential

of Same

IS - Ip,

A 2537
4 86 volta

U - Ip
A 4358

7 70 volta

Ip — 2d
A 3130

8 BO volts

Hodium ft 12 volta — —
Magneduni 7 61 volts - - —
Cadmium 8 05 volts — Present

7 70 volts

—

Zinn 0 35 volta Present
8 46 volta

Pivaeint

7 ' 70 volts

Present
a BO volta

In addition, it has been found that neither hydrogen nor helium ahoWB any
Tienal line when introduced into the mercury vapour jet. Hydrogen requires
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more than 19 volts to excite it, while helium requires mote than 20 volta

Singly Ionised mercury can only supply 10 4 voltSp

It Will be noticed that so far as lines of the pfe spectrum are concerned, the

excitation potential of the observed lines rarely exceeds the ionisation potential

of the exciting metal. It is natural, therefore, to regard the excitation os due

to single collisions with ionised or excited atoms of the latter metal

There was, however, one distinct exception In the case of cadmium the

series triplet Ip — 4d requinng 8 38 volts was excited by inagnesiuni. which

has an ionisation potential of 7 'HI volts only.

The data of the present investigation are not adequate to settle the ex])lanation

of this. Franck and Carlo (lor at
)
have given reasons for believing tliat the

kmetic energy of translation of the interacting atoms should be added tn the

energy of the exciting atom in order to determine tho total energy avadable

Having regan] to the temperatures involved,this cause woidd probably be enough

to contribute the energy of less than one volt which is needed to make up the

dcftcicncy. There is, however, another possible explanation, the emission of

the Mg'*" lines 2795 and 2802 shows that some of the magnesium atoms carry

an energy of 12 volts, and if these come into action their energy is, of course,

more than enough to satisfy the requirements

The question onsos, how much stress can be laid on negative results as a

general confirmation of the point of view that excitation is determined by the

ionisation jKitential of the exciting metal It is difficult to give any definite

answer. If excitation is not observed, the possibility always remains that

longer exposure or more favourable experimental conditions might have

brought it out. and the technique of the present work, bo far as developed at

present, hardly admits of a variation of, c g., the densities and relative propor-

tions of the interacting metals over wide limits. In ibis w'ork wo have no

evidence so aatisfactory as, for instance, the abrupt appearance of a line at a

certain excitation potential, which gives definite significance to its non-appear-

ance below that potential

Speaking generally, if the spectrum of the metal B (fig 4) comes out very

strongly on the plate, and if a gram or more of tho metal 8 has been evaporated

into the luminous jet, the absence of any of the lines of S is probably a fairly

reliable indication that no excitation has taken place. It must be admitted,

however, that in certain cases when the conditions are apparently favourable,

the excitation is by no means strong. For example, the excitation of mercury

by the eadimium jet is very feeble, though quite definite both by visual and

pbotographio observations, It would not seem that this faintness can easily
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b« brought into relation vifch the excitation potential. For the reaoiiaiUM line

1x3 — (2637) of low excitation potential was not seen at all. Yat H ia

orduanlj as intense as the triplet of much higher potential actually obiamd^

Indeed, it was expootod that this resonanco line would readily appear

Uiat is to say in the absence of other merouiy lines, when a metal hke aodiufli oi

low ionisation potential was used to give the luminoua jet : but this was oarer

ofaaerved with mercury The analogous experiment with cadmium did aueoeedi

however, as the tabic shows. The expenmenta using a sodium ]et were leu

aabisfactnry and less often repeated than I could wish, owing to lack of ade^

qUate air pumps to carry ofi the large quantities ol gas given ofi by this matal.

Bfany attempted expenments failed from this cause,

In certain cases enhanced lines of the metals are excited. Thus it waa

observed that the magnesium linos 27D5 and 2602 were excited by cadmiiimi

and that the H and K lines of calcium were excited by either cadmimn or

mercury It seems impossible that the magnesium line mentioned oould be

excited by colbsion of the normal atom of magnesium with the singly ionised

atom of cadmium unless the latter had itself undergone further exnitatioa

;

but the spectrum obtamed with cadmium alone does not show ai^ of the

(strmig) spark lines of this metal. It would seem, tberefuie, that we are thrown

back on the alternative of iomsation and farther excitation of the magneamm

in two separate stages. There are, however, diffloulties in understanding the

appearance of the enhanced lines in the luminous jet of magnesiuiii aloaei

which appear to aggravate those dwelt upon last year (foe. oit.> p. 277). I

cannot help thinking that we have much more to leam before the theory of

metastablo states can be considered to be on a satisfactory basis.

My assistant, Mr R Thompson, has given valuable help in carrying out these

expenments,

1 4. Brnmary.

In this paper observations are dosoiibed on the jets of luminous vapour

distilled from meballio arcs further to those in *Roy. Soc. Proo.,' A, voL lOS,

p. 263 (1905).

It is shown that the appearance of high series members in the luminoos vapomc

is due to their narrowness In the arc these lines are so broad as to overlap one

ano^er. As tbo vapour emerges and expands, they become narrow and can

be resolved.

Enhanced lines occur in the distilled vapour though in diminiahed intensity

rebtire to the arc linea. In some cases, magnesium, they fade out tuy
rapidly compared with the arc lines.
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The TMOCkVIoe Une of mennuy IS Ip, guns intensity relative to all other

hues as the vapoot nuitures. The saiiae is tnle of calcium ,
but the correspond-

ing line of megnMinm l>ehaiVes in the oppoate nukEiner, dying out more qiuckly

than the series lines in general.

A lomhurtis jet of one metallio vapour is able in many cases to excite the

vapour of another metal injected mto it. As a rule such excitation does not

place mileas the ionisation potential of the first metal exceeds the exoita-

tioB potential of the spectrum line in question. There arcj however, some

exceptions to this role, and possible explanations arc discussed.

DKRCRITTIOX OF PLATES.

P1.ATB 1

I,—Spectrum of mercury vacuum arc

II.—Specirum ol inercury vapour (Uetlllcxl from the arc, Llnm of the diffiue senei

Ipj — md are marked on the atrip between I and U . Note development of lughn

member of the aeiiea In the vapour

nL—Spectrum of glowing merouiy vapour. The micldlo of the length of each dpectrum

line u from the dense vapour immediately it has left the arc. The ends of tho linea

are from the expanded vapour. Note the dirnuushing breadth of Imee of the dltfuse

eenefl

Plats 2

IV.-^peotrum uf a jet of glowing magneaium vapour aa it emergea from the arc into a

field free apace. The spectrum la in loona with the jet itaelf Note that the apark

linea die out much more quickly than the aeries triplets. Vertical magnification

about twafold.

V.—'Another rc^^lan of the aame apeotmm Note the ahort extenalon (and therefore duration)

of the resonanoe line IS ^ Ipi.

Platb 3

Vl^Hxeitatioii of xlno vapour hy Injecting It into cadmium vapour pievioualy exutad.

The arc apeotmm below. Cadmium lines marked The dlatilled vapour apectnnn

above. Zinc linea marked.
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The Freezing of Gelatin Gel.

By T Moran.

(F(Xid Inviiatij^ation llnaid of ihe 1)01)0111mont of iSoientitic and iDdiutnal Roac^rob and

J/0\v Toinpomturo IloHcarch Station, Cambridge
)

(Cotiiinuuiratcd by Sir William Hardy, F 11 S —Received Tune 10, 1926 )

[Plate 4 J

” Aish-fror ” golatin Hiipplmd by fhn EaHtinnn Kodnk Company was used

thTongbout Tht* actiml contt'nt of ash was found to be 0 05 per rent of the

dry weight To prepare gels of known strengHi, the requisite amounts of

gelatin and water wi're left together overnight and then heated at 60° to fl0° C

on a water-bath for the least time required to produce a homogeneous solution

When dissolved in distilled water, the hydrogeu-ioii content of the gel was found

to be 10“* ^ gram ions per Litre (t v
,

^4-7), which is the iso-eh‘ctnc jioint

for golatm.

Save where the contrary is stated, discs of gel as nearly as possible I *5 nns

in diameter and 0 3 cm lu thickness were used

The behaviour of the gels on freezing and thawing was exaimned from three

standpoints .
—

(1) The rnuTO-structure produced by freezing

(2) The quantitative determination of the icc which Beparates

(3) The volume changes,

No assumptions were made as to the structure of the gels, although a certain

amount of evidence was obtained as to the molecular nature of the individual

gelatm-waber complexes,

1 MicTo-StTucture produoed by Freezing.

As is well known, fieezing and thawing alter the configuration of colloidal

ayateniH whether gels or sols, and the resulting structure depends upon the rate

of freezing. Stiles^ has suminansed the work ol previous mvestigators.

The structure is due to the fact that on freezing a gel ice separatee, leaving

relatively dehydrated gnl, and on thaw ing all the water is not at once or indeed

readily reabsorbed

* Speoml Report No. 7 of the Food Inicutigaiiun tionrd." Puhliihed by H M.

Stationery Office (1922).
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Only a qualitative abudy o{ the subject was abtem|)tod under this hcadiiiff

Cooling wofl nut measured, but was broadly classified as very rapid when the

freezing agent was liquid air or in air at — 19° C ,
as medium lu air at — 1

1"" C\

and slow in air at — 11° 0 The structure produced was found to dopeml upon tbe

rate of freezing and the strength of the gel . the latter is given m percentages,

namely, grams dry gelatin lu 100 grams gel

Sections were cut at the freezing tempeiature
(
— 3°, — Jl° or — 19°), save

when liquid air was used, all the iiiiplcmcnts being at this temperature, and

were then at once dropped into 40 per cent, formaldehyde at tbe freezing

temperature.

After fremiig by dropping the discs into liquid air they \^erc removed t/)

— 1 1
° C and sections cut at that temperature The following is a bnef descrip-

tion of the results obtained

Gel 12 per cetU --(a) Frozen in air at — 11° C (fig 1). Jn the interior of the

gel are a number of irregular spaee.s each of which contains a sponge of gel

Between those spaces is homogeneous gel Freezing obviously must have

started at a relatively small number of centres in the interior Freezing also

starts on the surface nf the gel beuaiiso it was found to be covered by a thin

shell of ice

(6) Frozen m liquid air (fig 2) The interior of the gel is now occupieiL by

a large number of clear spherical apai es each about 'Ip* m diameter and arranged

IQ rows Each space represents a distinct centre of crystalliaation. No

detectable quantity of ice formed on the surface of the gel

(c) Frozen in air at — 3° (' No spacea are found in the interior Freezing

takes place wholly on the surface, where a thick she’l of ice forma which encloses

a core of dehydrated gel

These observations prove that there are two groups of possible centres of

cryaballisatioD, external and internal^ and that the former are prepotent bccausp,

when the de-gree of ovorooolmg is not boo great, they alone function The external

centres may be supposed to be situated in a layer of insensible thickness of

very dilute solution of gelatin covering the surface.

At medium rates of cooling the external and a few only of the internal centres

function.

* The diameter of the gelatin mnosoB between thoHo ioe apocM is niuglily of the name

order of magnitude. It la mlereeting, therefore, to cite the observation u( Hardy (‘Roy

SoQ Proc.p' vol 06, p, 05 (1900)) He dissolved 13 5 grama of gelatin in lOO c,o, of 50 per

oent. alcohol and found that on cooling fluid droplets appeared of the order d 3/i which

later went sohd and linked up m linear rows.
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Freeung at — 19° C. in air Traa found in to be fdry ^|iid ooobng, the

reeultizig Btructiire reaembJing that given hj liquid air.

It should be mentioned that whereas the ajqpearanoe shown in figs^ I and 2

peruBted for aome days at least in the thawed statoi the oore of the^iao Iroeen

at — 3” C. was peileotlj clear and transparent and readily leabaorbed Water

until its Goncentration was again 1 2 per cent.
,
in other words, it was conqdetely

reversible.

Gels tpeaker than 12 per cent .—The important difference was that at ^ 3°C.

some internal centres were active, the appearance being that shown in fig. 1.

Therefore the weaker the gel the slower must the rate of oocding be wholly to

suppress internal centres of crystalhaation.

Strong Gds—3d per cent—Frown in air at — 1 1® C. An entirely new form

of freezmg now appears The irregular growth of icc crystals resulting in the

irregularly shaped spaces, shown in fig. 1, with their contained sponge is replaced

by a regular disposition of shells of alternate ice and gel disposed ooncentrioally

about the original centre of crystallisation. The spheres so formed are shown

in fig 3.

The structure of a sphere was detected by dissecting out one whilst sbU

frosen, fixing it with 40 per cent, formaldehyde, and cutting sections, the whole

operation being carried out at — 11° C The concentric layers of ice and gel

are shown in fig. 4

The effect of rate of cooling upon the growth of these larger spheres is com-

plicated Another sample of the same gel was kept at — 11° C. until Ihe ^eres
just began to appear. It was then transferred to ^ 3° C. to complete the

freering. The spheres now no longer had the structure shown in fig, 4, There

was presumably a central nucleus of concentric shells of ice and gel as described

above, and no doubt formed at the higher rate of cooling, and about thig a

thick shell of continuous ice. The anangeineBt of concentric shells therefore

appears to need for its formation a rate of cooling lying within certain liinits.

At the lower rate it was replaced by oontinuoua loe fonnatian.

Rohonyi* obiamed by an artifice oonceatik sheUs even in dilute gels (2 to

5 per cent.). In his experiments (he gel was trazutferred altematdy bom
- 10° C. to + r C

Fig. 5 gives a clue to the mode of formation of these rings. It represents the

changes in volume of 6-36 grams of a 43-7 per cent gel which anperooded to

— 11° C. and finally frose at the same tetnperaSore, giving the aune ioe

formation as in fig. 3. The progress of the freeing was followed diktoo

*
' Blochem. Z voL 63, p. 210 (1013),
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ttfohili^ne of which u doacTibed later) and fche oiditiatea repreaeot

capiUliry reading9« It will be obacrvod that complete cquilibriuia waa only

* Fio, fl.

atthi0^ iwonl^-alz days after freeEuig had begun* Let be 0uppoBed that a

bctetogailMjila of omall ice crystals and partklea of ooncoutrated gel fomvi

abojat each intenul centre of cryatallisation. As is shown in the next section

»

oxn.''^* D
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the concentration of the gelatin particles will bo greater the lower the

temperatiue

Owing to the low dilTiiBivity of the gel and the lateut heat of fusion, the tem-

peraturo at which the mixture of gol nnd ice forms will be higher than the

external temperatuTe (— 11°) Let us suppose that it is as high as — 1“ C,

The curve in hg fi shows that, at this temperature, the concentration of gel

in cquilibniim with icc is approximately 50 per cent., whilst at — 11” the

equilibrium concentration la 04-4 per cent. Now let the mass cool to — 11°.

More ue will separate from tlie gcl particles, and in this way, by alternate

warming and cooling, shells of ice will form

The spheres (fig 3) gradually disappear on thawung, leaving behind m each

case a .smull hole in the gcl

Qehfrom 1 2 ciuit to 40 ptr ernt.—Frozenm air at — 3° C ,
ice was formed

only on the surface Moreover, it was found that this surface ice formation la

independent of the external medium ami was obtained when the discs were

immersed and frozen m organic solvents such os benzene and toluene It does

not depend, therffnre, on Lliauec seeding by crystals of ice floating in the air.

2 Phase EfiuilihTmm heUoerii Ice mul Gel

The fact that with (baes of gcl frozen iit — 3° C contaimng not less than

12 per cent gelatin, icc separated only at the surface on freezing was used to

determine the ice-gcl phase equiUhriiim at various temperatures. At con-

centrations of gelatin between 12 per cent and 40 per cent
,
with gels at the

ISO- cloc trio point, it was found that on alow freezing m air at — 3° C water

passed into the external shell of ice until the gel had reached a constant com-

position of 54 3 per cent gelatin When equilibnum hod been reached at this

temperature, some of the discs were transferred to lower tempcratureB,when more

water moved from the core to the shell In this way the equihbnuni concen-

trations of gelatin were obtained for diflerent temperatures, and the results arc

plotted in fig G,

The actual expcnnicntal figures are given m the following table :

—

Table I

Tsrujjorature Conc'pnti-atlon-

C Per pent
>- 3"

^ n'*

~ T
-ir
- 19“

04 a

60 1

62 1

64 4
66 3
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Each point; on this curve 19 the mean of eight separate analyses and represonts

a true equilibrium value for the aualyaeSj which for any one temperature

extended over a peiiod of days, showing no ovidenoe of a trend, and the same

pomt was reached whichever way it was approached along the curve. For

example, several discs of an 18 6 per cent, gel were frozen at — 3° C and stored

at that temperature fur Ave days. Six were then transferred gradually to each of

the temperatures ^5°, —7°, —11° and —19° for seven days Another six were

plunged into hquid air for a few minutes The discs were then all brought back

to — 3° C for 24 hours. The ico layer was then removed and the gelatin cores

analysed. The cure 111 every cose was 64-3 per cent within the experimental

error. The drying of gelatin gel between 64-3 per cent and 65 5 per cent seems

to be truly reversible The lower limit of concenti ation is presumably that

gel m which free water appears first, i e the gel which on further swelling

suifers no contraction of volume. Taifel* has shown that the contraction per

1 gram of gelatm is as complete m a 25 per cent as in a 2 per cent gel. The

concentration is therefore greater than 26 per cent It is shown later that m a

62 1 per cent, gel which is reversible on freezing the last ico portion thaws at

— 0 8° C. Presumably the minimum concentration of gel which is reversible

on freezing with no hysteresis is approximately 50 per cent
,
in which case the

complete form of the curve in Ag. 6 is H-shaped.

The curve reaches a constant level at a concentration of 66 to 06 per cent

gelatin
,

therefore when the water content falls to 35 to 34 per cent
,
there is

no separation of ice at any temperature. This was conArmed by immeTsing

a 05 ‘ 6 per cent, gel in liquid air, when it remained clear and transparent, showmg

that no ICO had been formed All gels of lower concCiitration become whito

and opaque in liquid air

This undoubtedly suggests that water is present in the gel m two states^

which may bo distinguished as " bound ” water and “ interstitial ” water.

Bound water is merely water which is incapable of being frozen. It is possible

that the bound water is held by the gelatin molecules to form molooulai com-

plexes, and that the spaces between these act as capillaries.

This theory has been applied bo the silica molecule by Patrickf and his co-

workers to explain many of its properties, particularly its adsorptive power

towards various gases and organic solvents. On the same basis, that water

in a gelatin gel which freezes below 0° C would be the capillary water. There

* ‘ J. Chem. Boo.; vol 121, p. 1971 (1922)

t
' J. Amor. Chem, Soo vol 42, p. 040 (1920) ; vol 44, p. 1 (1922) ;

' J Phys Chem /
Tol. 29, p. 1 (1026) ; vol. 20, p. 220 (1026).

D 2
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18, howevpT, no pvidenop that a j»platin gi?! hfu a papillary Htnicture. Thus

m a gel of ooncentrahnn 05 5 per cent
,
prnHumably the oapillanefl are already

in existpnce, and yet this gel will not absorb orgnmo eolvents Until, therefore,

more definite cvidenc^e is brought forward, the most tiabis/nrtory oonccpt u to

figure the gelatin molecule or aggregate being smrounded, first, by an envelope

of oombmod water, and then by auocpsmve layers of non-comhined water up to a

oritioal distance depending upon lomperatiire and the presence of other Bolntea,

i e upon the dielectric constant of the aqueous phase This ifl virtually the

micellar hypothenia of Nageli (1858)

Taflel* comments on the striking curve obtained by Sheppberd and Sweetf

for the relationship between the setting point and concentrations of gelatin

gels Between 0 and 65 iier cent the curve is hyperbolic to the axis of con-

centration, but at a concentratjon of gel between 65 and 70 per cent there is a

sudden change of direction m the curve, due, as he suggests, to the gelatin-water

complexes touching uiio another and bringing into play force fields of con-

siderable magnitude Hr also cites the observation of iShroeder,t who exposed

a atrip of dry gelatin to saturaird water vapour for 20 days and found that its

weight increased from 0 904 to 1 318 grama
,

in other words, 1 gram of dry

gelatin absorbs 0 414 gram of water to form a 70 0 per cent gol This water

might be presumed to be the absorbed or bound water The difficulty, however,

m this type of expenment is to inamtam the vapour in the saturated state

Unless most elaborate precautions are taken to ensure constancy of temperature,

the humidity is often below the saturation pomt Moreover, it is not at all

certain that the system had reached equilibrium in 20 days

The hypothesis that chemically held water or water of true hydration may be

put as high as 0 53 gram per i gram gelatin raises many difficulties. There is

evidence for putting it much lower, namely, at about 0'08 gram SvedbeTg§

has measured the contraetinn in volume that occurs when 1 gram of gelatin

in gels of various concentrations is dissolved in 100 c c of water. The curve,

fig 7, has been constructed from his figures It shows the contraction m cubic

nullimctres per gram of gelatin when different weights of water are dissolved in

it = 35-2° C ). The ( urve shows a sharp change of direction at about 0-08

gram water per 1 gram gelatui equal to a 92 per cent gel.

Moreover, if diWM of a 65 -6 per cent, gel are immersed in anhydrous acetone

• Loc, at

f
‘ J Ind Eng. Chera.,' vol. 13, p. 423 (1B21).

X ' Z. physihaL Chom.' voL 4fi, p 75 (1903).

i
' J AmeT Chem Soo.,' vol. 46, p. 2673 (1924).
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(which u contmualLy replaced)
,
they rapidly lose water, but eventually reaih

oquilibnuen at a concentration of gel in tho neighbourhood of 94 per cent.

A Hot of uoturtl figures are shown in Table IT

Table 11

Nujnl>er of days m
aootono

Weight of fful

djati

gniiu
0 4) 2408

2
1

0 1742
ft 0 1732

12 0 1710
Id 0 1710

Likewise, ordinary Kodak gelatin (water content — 16 4 par cent
)
under the

Hame conditions gives a cnticaJ gel concentration of approximately 92 per cent.

(Table in)

Table III

Number of days in

eoetoas

' Weight of gel

dilo

graiOB

0 0 2164
2 0-2021
7 0-1060

10 0 1007
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Fifiher* also atates that the rate of drying of gelatin gob b a linear function

of the gel concentration until the water content has been reduced to lesa than

10 per cent, (tea gel concentration > 90 per cent ).

It IS in the very earbest stages of absorption of water that the greater part

of the heat of mixing of gelatin and water is given ofi Katzf has calculated

that at the initial moment of swelling the heat liberated by 1 gram of gelatin

for 1 gram of water absorbed is equal to 230 calories, whilst 'Wiedemann and

Ludekingt found experimentally that the average heat of swelling at 18 4“* C,

is 5 7 calories per gram.

Possibly watrr combines with the large gelatin molecule at more than one

point, os Jordan Lloyd§ suggests, and that each has its own heat of combination

and its own effect ujmn the specific volume

3. Chartres ^n Volnrtie of Iso-Ekclric GeU on Freezing and Thawing

An attempt was made without much success to settle some of the diificulties

raised in the last section by measurements of volume.

All ordinary glass bulh-capillary stem dilatometer waa used with liquid

paraffin (sp. gr 0 880) as the displaced fluid. The capillary height couM be

read to O ' 05 cm
,
and as 1 cm. of capillary had cm the average a volume of

0 015 c c the volume measuremonts were accurate to 0 0007 c.c.

The expansion and contraction of the liquid paraffin was perfectly linear

between H- 16° end — 1
1° C

,
but increased more rapidly between — 11° C and

19° C , BO that 1 gram of liquid paraffin nt — 19° C contracted 0*001 10 c c. more

than that given by extrapolating tbo straight line choracterifitic of the tempera-

tures between + 16'’ C- and — 11° C, The cooling and warming curveB were

completely reversible, and there was no evidence whatever of capillary “ creep.'*

Figs. 8 and 9 are the curves obtained with 23*5 per cent, and 52 -1 per cent,

gels respectively. The arrows indicate whether temperature was falling or

rising. Starting at A, the volume falls uniformly until freezing begins in the

super-cooled gel at B. Part of the water m the gel then freezes, accounting

for the expansion fiC, When the freezing is complete the volume again falls

uniformly to D, the lowest temperature available for prolonged exposure.

With a 23 ' 5 per cent, gel D appears to be a true equilibnum point easily reached.

No chMige of volume occurred in four days. 'With a 62 ‘ 1 per cent gel there is

« ‘ Hoy. Soo. Froo / A, yoL 103, p, 673 (1023)

f
* KoU. Chem. Beihefte,’ vol. 0, p, 1 (1917)

X
' Wiod. Amubu,' vol 28, p. liS (1B36).

S
‘ Bioehem. J./ vol 14, p. 147 (1930).
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a alow inoreaae in volume at — 19“ C , which appears in figure as DD'" The

increaae in volume took 18 days for completion. D' is now a tnie equilibrium
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ro-wannjDg to — 19° C This slow approach to cquihbnum virith ooUoidB has

not been realised auificiontly hitherto, but it is clearly an obvious point of

cnticiam in all work of this nature, particularly static invoetigationB. Thus,

as already noted, true Q([uilibrium was attained at ^11° C. with a small

sample of a 43*7 per cent, gel in not less than 26 days

The storage time at each temperature for the t^o concentrations 23*6 per

cent, and 52 1 per cent are given m the following table :

—

Table IV.

1

Approximal-e
|

lempprAtiiro

Stora^i

23 6 per oesb

) time

GZ 1 per cent

0 1 Dtiya Payn
1 2 2

1
,

1 1

- r
1

I ]

- 3"
1

1 1

- T 11 12

\r 6 2
- 10" 4 10

Ji" 2 2
- 7- 2 3

- G a 4
-- V i 2
- P -- 1

+ 1“ 2
H* 4 J

At each temperature constant volume readings were obtained a lew hours

(or days) eaiber than the stated storage time

The reverse curve m figs, 8 and 9 at first diverges shghtly from the freezing

curve, t f DK and D'E are not parallel to CD This has been observed for

different substan cos by other investigators, notably Foote and Saxton,* ond is

ascribed to tlie rupture of capiUanoa m the freezing process, with consequent

increase m volume of the sysUuu as a whole

It will also be observed from the thawing portion (D'EF) of the curve in

fig 9 that the bulk of the ice formed in a very concentrated gel (52 1 per cent

)

commences to thaw once a temperature of approxunately — 6*5° C is reached.

This 18 ill agreemeut with the general shape of the cprvc in fig. G, which steepens

suddenly at about this temperature^

A second effect of concentration appears on thawing When the concentra-

‘ J. Amar. UhMn Soo / vol. 38, p. 584 (1918) ,
voL 39, pp 637, 1103 (1017),
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tion u high (0,^. 62*1 per cent, gel), the curve fiF meets and fuaes with the

curve AB, but when it is low there is an inoreaae in volume which peraeta into

the fully thawed atate^ Thia volume increase, which U presumablj the

result of Btruotui^ breakdown, may be regarded as a measure of the irre-

versible changes in the gol 62 * 1 per cent, and 4:3 * 7 per cent, gels showed no

visible alterations as a result of the freezing cycle, and for these gels the increases

in volume per 1 gram of gf^tm are 0 and 0 0009 c.c. illpectively The

11*6 per cent, and 23 '6 per cent, were white and opaque on thawmg, and, as

would be expected, showed the greatest increase, namely, 0-0070 c c per

1 gram of geUtm in each case. This measure of the irreversible change ments

farther analysis. Apart from the oonccntiation, the only other variable is the

rate of freezing. With concentrated gels fieezmg proceeds at a very alow rate,

whereas with the more dilute gels eqmhbnum is reached quickly The obvious

question therefore anses as to whether, other factors being constant, the rate

of freezing determines the extent of irreversibihty in gelatin gels. To test this,

discs of gel containing 6 *26 per cent ,9*58 per cent, and 11*6 per cent, gelatin

were prepared and weighed and kept for 2 days, some at — 3° C , others at

— 5®^ _7°^ — 11°^ — 19® C
j
and some in liquid air (—190° C )

for three minutes.

T£MP£R0r(/H£ I 'ey

Fm. la

klffUH
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The disea at ~ 3° and ^6° C. were seeded with loe as soon as they were cooled to

ensure freezing. All were then restored to — 3° C, for 24 hours and thawed in

distilled water ol^ 4 ’ 9 at room temperature, the Q 20 per cent, and 11-5 percent,

gel discs for three days and the 9 58 per cent gel discs for two days. Each disc

was then weighed after having loosely attached water rapidly blotted off with

filter paper. The ffain in weight then represents water absorbed by the gel,

and this is plottens a percentage against the temperature of freezing in fig. 10,

The experiment was earned out, when necessary, under antiseptic conditions.

The curves show that the more rapid the rate of freezing the slower was the

nptake of water, i e tho greater the freezing rate the greater the damage to

the gel as determined by its subsequent affinity for water A further point of

notice was that in all oases the discs of gel which had been frozen at ^3° C.

and thawed were quite transparent and apparently unchanged, whereas those

which had been frozen in liquid air were densely white and opaque. The

obvious suggestion, omitting a capillary hypothesis, is that in some way

part of the bound water is removed by rapid freezing with a consequent increase

m volume of the system, as opposed to the decrease in volume dunng normal

solution The reabsorption of this bound water, which will take appreciable

time m the gel state, evidently precedes the further swelling of the gel, Tho

vabdity of this suggestion is borne out by a detailed examination of the

dilatometei curves

Analysts of Ddalonr^nc BesuUs,—It has already been suggested that the

bound water in iso-eleotnc gels is approximately 0*53 gram per 1 gram of

gelatin and that all the free and pseudo-froo water is frozen out at — 19“ C.

Accordingly, an attempt was made to confirm these oonclusions by calculating

from the volume changes the amount of water unfrozen at — 19° C, The

physical constants employed are all taken from lAndolt-Bomstein Tabellen.

The density of loe at 0° C la 0*9166, i e. at 0° C. 1 gram of water in changmg

to ice mdeasea m volume by 0*0907 o o This, however, is not true at— 19“ C.,

since water and ice posaesB difleient oo>effioiente of expansion. Mohlei gives

the apocifio volume of water os low as — 13“ C. Extrapolating, the specific

volume of water at — 19“ C is 1 00563 Further, from Roth's data, the density

of ice at —19“ C. = 0*9181, t e. specific volume = 1 *0892. Therefore,

the increase m volume when 1 gram of water changes to ice at — 19“ C.

= 0*0836 0.0.

Table V shows in detail the results obtained with four concentrations of gel,

The apparent increase in volume (column 6) was read ofi from the curves, and

is the diflerence in capillary height betweenAB produced andD (or D^) multiplied
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by the volume of I cm of capilla^. Ijo this ib added a correotiou due to the

cjq)aiiBion of the liquid paraffiu ceasing to be linear with tempeiaturc,

Svedberg,* moreover, has shown that at 36° C. the contraction in volume

when a 66 ‘5 per cent gelatm gel containing 1 gram of gelatm is dissolved m a

large excess of water is equal to 0 020 c c,, i.e. this volume lepresenta the

Contraction of interstitial water per I gram of gelatin at 36° C In the present

experiments the gel froze between — 7° C and — 11° C,, but no data are available

as to the contraction in this region TaiTel'l' gives 0 066 and 0‘073 c c. at

32° C. and 16° C respectively as the total contraction when 1 gram of gelatm

enters into solution. Assuming a similar proportionality fur the contraction of

mterstitiaJ water, it is concluded that its value at — 7° C la 0-026 c c. The

factor, inasB of dry gelatin X 0 026, is the volume m c.c to be subtracted from

the obaervod increase in volume (columu 6) to obtam the increasem volume due

to the Water freezing It will be not>cd that for the purposes of calculation it

waa hrst assumed that the unfrozen gol would be of concentration 66 5 per cent.

The table shows that with the 43 - 7 per cent and 62 1 per cent gels the average

amount of boimd watiT per 1 gram of gelatm is 0*66 gram, which compares

well with the previously obtained value of 0 53 On the other hand, with the

11 '5 per cent, aud 23 6 per cent, gels, the amount of bound water is distmctly

less It is mconceivable on a mass action basis that the extent of bound water

should decreas4* with decreased concentration of gelatin. Some other factor

IS responsible It is suggested that dunng the fieozmg of the interstitial water

in these two concentrations of gel, a jiurtion of the more loosely bound water is

mechanically torn away from the gelatin molecule Incidentally, this would

explain the relatively large mcreaso in volume of these two gels on thawing.

4. Efffset of the H-Z<m CmUent upon Ice Separoixon.

Gels containing 20 per cent gelatm with varying quantities of bydroohloiic

acid were moulded mto discs, frozen at --3° C,, the external sheet of icc removed,

and the concontrated gel dried to constant weight at 106° C The time of

storage m the frozen state vaned from five to ten days, and constant analyses

were obtamed over the whole penotl In calculatmg the weight of gelatin,

the combined acid was allowed for on the assumption that 10 grams of gelatin

oombino with 9 c c. of N . HCL
In fig n the water per 100 grams of gelatin which does not freeze is plotted

against the number of cubic centimetres of normal acid in the gel per 10 grama of

•loc. eU.

t Loo. oir.
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geladn. At Q c.o, of nonnAl acid the curve toriiB Hharply upwards and, accord-

ing to the figures given by Harris,* Hitchoockf and others, all the acid up to

Fra U.

this point will have combined to form gelatin hydrochloride. Along the

ascending part of the curve there was, therefore, excess acid, and the decreasing

availability of water for freezing may be ascribed to the lowering of the freezing

point by the free acid.

So long as the aojd is not in ozeesa, the quantity added has relatively little efiect

upon the avajlability of the water. The availability of water is greatest at tbe

lao-eleotrio point.

If the available water be identified with the interstitial or freewater of the gel,

this result is in sharp contrast to the conclusions of Callow,^ who found the

velocity of crystallisation least at the iso-eleotrio point and greatest at pg ^ ^

• * Roy. Soo Proo ; B, vd. 97, p 364 (1025).

t
' .1 of Q«n. Physiol ,* vol 4, p. 733 (1922),

t ' Roy Soo. Ptoo.,’ A, vpl, lOfl, p. 307 (1025).
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whioh coTreflpoiidB to the inflexion point in the curve fig, 11. He concludeH

from this that the amount of availablo water is least at the iao-electrio point.

Callow moAsuied the iat« of advance of the tips of the advancing ice face

along a cylinder of gol cooled to — 3° G. and seeded with ice at one end, It

cannot be supposed that there was equilibrium between ice and gel at these

points On the contraryj behind the levels observed by Callow there would be

left a mixture of ice and gel in which ice formation would continue The

velocity recorded by him would therefore have little relation to the time required

to convert all the available water into ice and cannot be used to determine

when the available water is greatest oi least. His velocities probably depended

upon diflerences in the gel structure duo to variations in the state of aggregation

of the gclatin-water oomplexos.

In conclusion, 1 wish to express my thanks to my assistant. Mr. H. F. Hale,

for his help in the experimental work

Summary

T, The freezing rate and gel concentration determines (a) the disposition of

the ice in the frozen gel, (&) the extent of structural deformation in the gel.

If, When gels above a concentration of 12 per cent are frozen slowly*, there

is a clear-cut separation into icc and more concentrated gel, and the concentration

of the latter is determined by the temperature.

Ill The existence of this phase cqmhbnum between ice and gel has been

used to determine the state of the water in iso-olectric and acid gels,
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A MioTOscopio Study of the Freezing of GeL

By Bit Wiluah B. Habdy, F.R.B.

(Departmeal of BciantlAo end ladlutrial Researoh, Low Temperature Beaearoh Station,

Cambridge.)

(Received Jane 10, 1926 )

[Plata 6]

The ouriouB spheres described by Moran, consisting as tKey do of a succession

of shells, gflord unmistakable proof that the formation of the ice phase inside a

gel may not only vary in rate but actually intermit. This study was under^

takan in the hope of throwing some light upon this phenomenon It has

revealed two unexpooted facts, namely, that, save m very dilute gels, the course

of internal freezing is usually mtermittent, and that, instead of pure ice, a solid

solution of gelabm and ice separates. Pure ice can and does Bometimes form

in the shape of rounded crystals scattered throughout the gel, but m the

common type of freezing, by spheres or rays spreading from centres of

orysballisation, it la always a solid solution which separates

The current conception that the spongy structure found in gels after being

frozen and thawed is due to crystals of ice is wrong It is due to the de-solution

on rise of temperature and fall of pressure of the solid solution mentioned above.

Actually, so far aa my observations go, when crystals of pure ice melt, the water

IB re-absorbed at once by the sunoundmg gel, leaving only a tiny cleft.

Neither the optical properties nor the behaviour on thawing of the loe phase

support Moran's suggestion that it is at any stage a mixture of ice crystals and

particles of dehydrated gel.

Part 1 —Mtcro8oop%cal Observationa.

Freezing was watched under the miciosoope in cold chambers at — 7°, — 11°

and ^ 12 ‘ 7° respectively. All appliances and reagents were at the temperature

of the chamber. With the exception of numbers 1, 2, B and 9, the figures are

from free-hand sketches made as carefully as the rigorous conditions permitted of.

The process waa followed m plates of gel, roughly 0*5 mm, thick, prepared

by pladug a drop of melted gel on a slip of glass, oovenng it With a very thin

sheet of glass, and allowing it to set at room temperature. Ordinary mediomaJ
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par&flin waa iwn round the edge to prevent evaporation, and the prepaiatlona

were stored at 0° for a few days before use

The following types of freezing were found

(1) Circles.

(2) Rays

(3) Disseminated.

Cvrde^ were undoubtedly the equivalent of the spheres observed by Moran,

Each was about 0-5 min. in diameter, and consisted of a central circular area

surrounded by rings (hg 1) With high magnification the ringn were seen to be

Fio. 2.

40 per oent. gel, froaen at —11° ( X 100 diameten, from photographs).

Fid. 1.—A cinle Fro. 2,"SeoQndary anas forming in oentral part of a oiroie.

separated from one another by membranes (flg. 3(a)), about D-Sp thick, of dense

gel, which were curved m a vertical plane. The structure, therefore, was that

which would be produced by oompreaaing one of Moran's spheres between two

planes. The membranes separated zones of optically homogeneous material

Flo. S—26 per cent, gel, froaen at — 11^. Part of a oiroie highly magnifled - (a) before,

(b> alter, rapid thawing. To save tune, the aeoondary areas, whinh now oompktely
oooupy aaaes 1. 2 and 3 were aketghied in only in places
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which appeued to be poie ioe {fig. d (a)), bat which, on thawing, web found to

be a solid solution of ioe and gelatin (fig. 3 (6)). Freezing obviously had been

inteimitteot.

Eaya^ like drclee, were always products of intermittent freezing, being

divided by curved membranes into oompartmenta filled by homogeneous solid

solution (fig. 5). Ciroles formed at first rapidly and then slowly In the first

period, growth was too rapid, and in the second too slow, to be followed. Rays,

however, advanced at a rate which allowed the process to be followed under a

high power with ease.

Rays and circles are merely minor vanonte of the same type of freezing

Sometimes a circle would stop growing when the diameter had become about

0-6 mm. Others at at near this limit would continue growing by rays, which

often advanced with the same velocity, so as to preserve the oiroular contour.

The membranes of the circle could be seen bulging into the base of the rays

(fig* 0)

Fio. 1. Fio. 5. Fio. a.

Fig. 4.—40 per cent gel, frozen tk — IP. Tnnsferred to 3^ to nllow zecoodary aieu to

develop fully

Fm. 5.—Tip of a nj zhowlng membnnei (a), luminoiu eobc (A), and fine etohed Unei (c)

Fta. 6.—Sketoh of a olrole with a single ray growing from It.

I>u«cmtnatod/reezin^ was of two types (1) The gel was everywhere oloeely

studded by crystals with, rorunded edges very regular in size, each being about

20[i in diameter. Each crystal was of pure ice, and each began os a minute

sphere whose growth was rapid in very dilute gels, and too slow to follow

in gels from, say, 20 per cent, upwards. Freezing did not appear to be

inteimittent.

Sometunes oircles, with or without rays, would form at a few oeztties, say,

0 to 10, and after a while cease growth. Eight or more days later the remainder

of the gel would be found to be occupied by crystals.

(2) Hie gel was ocoiipted by minute spheres, all of the same size, namely,

about 3p in diameter (see Moran's fig. 2). This kmd of freezing was found by

VOL. om.—A. s
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lloraD only at toinperatares balow — 19°, when cooling was very rapid,

probably in this second iarm of disseminated freezing ioe began to form duziDg

the fall of temperature, but ceased wben tbe viscosity became too great, in

which case the two types are merely different stages in the same process.

Nothmg is known as to the nature of the centres of crystallisation, but it is

clear that they were in two classes, a few (not more than, say, a dozen in a

square centimetre) which became active with moderate cooling and gave rise

to circles and rays, and others, many hundreds m number, which in strong gels

became active with moderate coolmg only after a long latent period lasting f(ff

days and at once with great coolmg (—19° or more). The less the degree of

cold, the fewer of this second class became active.

Prolonged study would be needed to evaluate all the variables, especially

as some unknown factor operates, All tlie preparations from the same

mass of gel, for example, do not give the same results Thus, in ten

preparations of 15 per cent gel exposed to — 11° for one day, there was no

freezing at all m one preparation, and circles, with or without attached rays,

from two to hve in number, in all the others. The following conclusions,

however, appear to be certain —
Freezing is intermittent, with separation of a solid solution in gels from 2 per

cent, to 40 per cent (the latter the strongest used) when exposed to temperatnies

from — 6° to — 13-6°.

Freezing is always disseminated and very rapid, with separation of a multitude

of crystals of pure ice, in gels of less than 2 per cent. This Same type of dis-

seminated freezing may occur in stronger gels, but it takes a week or more to

appear.

Exposed to —19° C in gels between 15 per cent, and 40 per cent., freezing

was always disseminated, and only minute spheres of ice were formed. Weaker

gels were not tned.

At — 2*6° to 3°, no spontaneous freezing occurred.

Callow found that when he removed gels in which spheres hod begun to

form at — 11° to ^3°, pure ice was deposited about them
; therefore a solid

solution separates only at temperatures below — 3°. It will appear later that

the solid solution la unstable at — 3°.

It nu^t be supposed that the separation of a solid solution depended upon

rile rate of cooling. Slow cooling was tried, ten days being occupied in the

change from 0° to — 10-4°. Freezing was intermittent, and a sebd solution

separated. Owing to the capacity for oveicooling, however, slow cooling does

not imply slow freesmg.
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Membranes ,
—^The end of a ray has a smooib rounded contour BUggesting a

aurfacd moulded by auifaoe tenaion, The gel enda in a luminouB aone (b, fig. 5),

whioh may be a diffraotion halo or nay be a zone of deneer gel. It is about

0 - 5(i wide. Beyond it in the gel ore finely etched lines (cu the figure), Some-

times bnes appear also to be within the Inminous zoncj but this appearance is

probably due to the ourrature of the surface in the vertical plane Fine etched

lines, similar to those described above, are also found in the gel at the outer

edge of circles.

As growth proceeds membranes may be seen to become detached, so as

to divide the ray into oompartments (figs, 6 and 6), each of which is filled

completely by optically homogeneous transparent matenal

It might be supposed that each compartment represented a single block of

Bobd solution and that the appearance of menfbranes la really due to difiraction

halos at the surfaces separating them. This is negatived by the fact that the

membranes are singly refractive, while the contents are uniformly doubly

refractive. With crossed Nicols the former arc dark against a luminous back'

ground The membranes also persist on thawing.

SufiSoient cause is found m Fait 2 why freezing should bo intermittent, the

pauses bemg duo either to an increase m tho intornal friction, or to the con-

oentration of the gel at the ice face inoreasmg until it is in equilibrium with the

ice phase The nuoroscope shows, however, that when a pause occurs freezmg

starts again, not at the original face but at a new face within the gel, thus leaving

the charaoteristio membrane of dehydrated gel behind

The explanation probably is simple. During intemuttence the temperature

at the face will fall and the hydration of the gel rise. The fine lines described

above show that cleavage occurs in the gel owing to uncompensated stresses^

and each cleft will be the locus of a thin layer of ddute solution. Such a solution

wiU have a higher freezing point than that of the concentrated gel on either

side, and therefore freezing will start m it. The layer of dilute solution will,

like the layer of fluid of insensible thickness on the surface of overooolod gel

referred to by Moiau, be the locus of centres of crystallisation of higher potential

than any in the interior of the gel. The defta at the end of a ray are seen as

they appear after thawing in the photograph (fig. 9).

Thawing ,—^By a simple device it was possible to raise the temperature of a

preparation on the stage of the microscope either quickly or slowly, and thu3

Watch the ohanges.

Two distmot events happen—distmot because the first can happen without

the second, They are a separation of the sobd solution into ico or water and

E 2
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oonoeutiated gel at about ~ 6°, aud a violent tcanafecence of watec fnm tbe

aponge of concentrated gel so formed to the surrounding gel^ which ocean at

about 0° C Tho sponge oommonly desonbed in the interior of gels whioh have

been frozen and thawed is due to the first of these changes of state, and the

final volume occupied by the sponge when thawing is complete is very much

less than the volume of the ioe phase, owing to the second process. Nmther

process is arrested by the use of strong fixatives such as formaldehyde. Some

years ago* I drew attention to the artifacts caused by fixatives No more

atnhing instance could be fumiahod than the false picture given by strong

fixatives of the process of freesmg m gels, even when used as Moran used them,

in the most favourable fashion

As temperature slowly nses, small spheres appear in the sobd solution, whioh

slowly increase in size In cuclAs they appear first in the central area. Fig. 1

shows a circle at ^11°, and fig. 2 a circle in which small droplets are beginning

to appear at the centre owing to a slow nse of temperature,

As the word sphere ’’ has been used to denote an entire system, it will

help to avoid confusion if these spherical droplets are called secondary anus.

The secondary areas are smaller and more numerous the more rapid the rise of

temperature. One has therefore in the sobd solution, as in entire mass of gel,

a great number of centres or nuclei, of which the number which become active

IB determined by the rate of change of temperature. Secondary areas can be

developed to their limit of size by taking a gel from, say, —11° and keeping it for

a day at — 3°. They are then found to occupy the whole distance between the

membranes (fig 4)

Figs 3 (a) and 3 (5) illustrate the effect of more rapid wanning Very npid

warming or flooding with 40 per cent, formaldehyde or absolute alcohol—of

course, after removal of the cover glass—produces a fine-gramed alruoture

composed of a multitude of secondary areas not more than 0 -

1 p in diameter

The vanation of the size of the areas with the rate of warming proves that they

are not preformed.

Secondary areas do not appear to communicate with one another—a fact

which makes it difficult to understand the expulsion of water which takes place

on further nse of temperature. It is impossible to loUow this process
;

it takes

place with such startling rapidity. The quantity of water lost u considerable—

rays shrink by 30 to 50 per cent, of their volume, and tho water so lost is at

once taken up by the surrounding gel Figs. Y (a) and 7 (b) show the appearance

* ' Jouraal of niyiiologv,' vol. 24, p. 1S8 (1699).
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oi rays before and alter rapid thawing. The serrated edges indioate where the

membranes have folded together.

Fig. 7.—lA per oent. gd. froKcn at — 11‘’. Raya bdore thawing (a), and after rapid

thawing (6). The hne grained structure produoed by rapid thawing ia mdioated in

only one of the latter

Expulsion of water from the solid solutioD occurs also in cirdes, but a large

part IB trapped between the conoeotrio layers. The result is that the mem-

branes ore split. This is clearly shown in figs. 3 (a) and 3 (h), which show port

of a circle highly magnified before and after thawing.

The oapa^ty of the gel for le-abaorbing water is shown also in the case of dis-

seminated freesmg. Each ice crystal disappears, and in its place is left a small

daft. The space occupied by the crystal therefore vanishes almost entirely,

but, as might be expected, the collapsed walls do not join together. It is to be

observed, however, that such extensive re-absorption of water occurs only when

the gd is fairly concentrated (20 per cent, and upwards) ; when it is very

dilute (under 2 per cent ), the spaces oocupied by the crystals round up on

thawing, with but little decrease of volume. The result is an open sponge, the

spaces in which, however, do not appear, at any rate at first, to communicate

with one another.

Polarised Light — Before any freezing occutb, the gel is singly refractive, even

though it has been overcooled for some days. When freezmg has taken place,

that part of the plate unoccupied by circles, rays or crystals is doubly refractive
;

the solid solution is also doubly refractive ; the membranes are singly refractive.

After the formsiion of secondary areas their walls of concentrated gel are singly

refractive.

Even when thawing is complete the plate of gel remains doubly refractive.

The moleoular structure imparted by freezing therefore persists. Whether it

ul^motely vanishes was not determined.

These observatione suggest an ex{danation of a sbriking fact discx>vered by

CbUow.* He seeded cylinders of gel oyercooled to — 3° at one end and observed

• ‘ Boy. Sou. Proo A, vol. lOd, p. 907
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thfl nfce of advance of the ice. Up to a oonoentratioQ of 2 per cent, the vekxnty

waa of the order found in pure water. At 2 per cent, it Buddenly dropped from

960 om /hr to 40 cm /hr. My own oboervationB were made entirely upon

epontaneoufl freezing, but they showed that at some low concentration of the

gel intermittent freezing appeared and disseminated freezing with aeparatioa

of pure ice became very infrequent. The drop in velocity noted by Callow

may therefore have been due to intermittent freezing replacing a contmnouB

process,

These observations throw some light upon Moran's dilatometer curve (fig. 9)^

which shows that as temperature naes there is a sudden contraction at between

6^ and — 7°. This is the temperature at which secondary areas appear
;
it u,

therefore, a decrease of volume due to de-solution of the solid solution. When

thawmg IS complete, the volume does not always return to its original value

—

there is persistent slight increase. This is probably due to the persistence of

that molecular pattern into which the gel is thrown by the stresses set up about

the places where actual separation of an ice phase takes place, and which is

manifested by the persistence into the thawed stage of doable refraction.

Attempts were made to determine whether the separation of a solid solution

was due to the rate of freezing by exposing gels to —3®, They were not

fluooeasfnl owing to the overcooling. Gels from 2 per cent to 40 per cent, failed

entirely to freeze at ^ 3°. Callow obtained considerable nodules of ice in the

interior of a large mass of gel in a test tube, but each was deposited abont a

mmute sphere which had previously formed at — 11°

My acknowledgments are gladly given to Mr. Hale for microphotographs

taken under most trying conditions, and for making all the preparations of

gal needed

Part 2.

—

TheonfMol,

Moran distinguishes between internal and external centres of cryntailiaaticm

and pomts out that ice fonnation is confined to the latter when the overcooling

is not too grest-t He also finds that when ice forms wholly on the surface of

the gel a true phase equiUbnum between ice and gel is reached in what is, for

tile colloidal state, a short tune.

phase equilibrium of the kind described is so rare in the case of ooUoidal

systems (1 cannot recall another instance) aa to deserve some thought. It is

no doubt conditional equilibnum and not toe absolute eqoillbrium which simple

soiationi exhibit, because it will certainly depend upon the previous history of

• Vid§ p. 39. t Vid€ p. 49.
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the gel upODi for examplei tiie tempeiatiire at whioh the gelatin wae dueolFod

end the rate at which gelatunitookpUoej ainoe suchithingH influenoe the struotuie

of gela. The point u that whm the atrnoture had been finallj eatabliahed the

phase relations with ice became a pure function of temperature andj as will

appear later, of pieesore.

Moran took care to asauze himself that the phase rdabons observed hy him

were between pure ioe and gel. The interfaoe was efleotively plane, for, m the

thin discs employed, the ourvatnre of the lim was small and its area only a small

fraction of the whole surface.

Oonaider the formation of ioe on the suriace of one of his thin discs. The ioe

face Would advance inwards at a rate equal to the mass of ico (m) deposited in

unit time multiplied by its specific vdume (84). The gel face would retreat at

a rate equal to the same mass mulUplied by the specific volume of water (S.) if

the minute contraotion which oooors when gels of medium strength absorb

water be neglected. Since Si is greater than SL ^ pressure would be set up

which would oraok the shell of ioe at the edges of the thin discs, and Dr. Moran

tells me that the shell of ice always was found so cracked. We may therefore

take it that the equiEbnum obtained was not only at a plane face but also

aenaibly under constant pressure.

When ioe is being formed we may, following H. A. Wilson, suppose that the

water is being driven from the gel to the ice by a pressure A which is equal to

the difference in the internal pressure W, of the water in the gel and of the ioe

Wf, That is, A (W« ^ W|). This is the pressure which is equal in

magnitude to that which would have to be applied to a piston impermeable to

ioe to stop freeiing. For small values of A it may be put equal to the

difference in the vapour pressures of gel and ioe at the interfaoe multipbed by

a constant.*

The pressure A may be stipposed to drive water on to the ice face through a

Layer of gel of depth a proportional to the range of moleoulat forces, against a

faiofcional reauiaitce t}. The velocity of ice formatum V will then be

whioh, for small oveicooling, may be put « C (do ^ 0).

The effect of an external {wessuie upon the internal and vapour pressures of a

gel is not, BO far as I am aware, known, but, save perhaps for very concentrated

gela of gelatin in whioh all the water is absorbed with considerable evolution of

* H. A. Wibcm, ' Pm. ONob. PUL Boo voL 10, p. £0 (1S88)
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beat and contraotioii of volume, inareaae of pieeeuie ie certain ta hare mndi

the same efieot u it baa on water. Tberefbre, if botb ioe and gel are subjected

to an external pressme F instead of a pressiire applied only to the ioe, Wf will

be moreaaed, but not to the same extent aa Wi. Tberefore, though F can atop

ice formation, it will have to be muob greater than A to do so.

The pressures A and F are the only ones which have to be oonsidered if either

ice Off gel, or botb, are free from external constraint, as they would be, for

example, if they were contained in a cylinder with fnotionless walls open at

one end Thie condition la practically realiBed when a oylindez of gel enclosed

in a test tube is seeded at one end if the gel be dilute, because then its adhemtm

to the glass will be slight. This is the condition which obtamed m CaUow’a

measurements of the velocity of ioe formation,*

When both ice and gel are under external constraint, as they would be if they

were enclosed in a rigid envelope, there is a third pressure n normal to the ice

faoe and due to the expansion of water on freezing. This pressure will dimjiHA

the effective overoooling by lowering the freezing point until freezing oeasea^

when the ice phase will be in equilibnum with gel at the temperature 6 and the

pressures P and n.

When freezing occurs m the Interior of the gel these conditions are lealued,

except that the interface is no longer plane and the rigid walls are replaced by

the elastic mass of gel. Freezmg must be stopped at some pomt by the elastic

compression of the ice by the surrounding gel unless the latter is fractured,

which it never seems to have been. As a matter of observation, with moderate

overcooling freezing did start at only a few centres in the interior, and after a

relatively short time ceased.

When ioe forms from water the direct influenoe of the ice face may be supposed

to end at the diatance a measured along the normal. When it forms from gel,

however, owing to the fact that the interface u impermeable or only slightly

permeable to gelatin, a diffusion ooluizm is formed beyond the bmit a.

Let us call the layer of depth a next to Uie ice M and the diffusion column N.

The movement of water m the latter is due to a gradient in the internal pressure

BO that the velocity through any elementary layer is given by

V
dr u

when u is the frictional resistance reckoned at the layer.

(2)

* Lo6. eii
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The escpTesaion V = ^ diflers ftom the aimilei expreBsioa lor the freezing of
anj

w»iei in two partioiilAiB
;
the quantity A ie a function not only of the degree

of overocoling and the preaauiea P and it, but also of the concentration of

gelatin in the layer M. This follows from the phase relationefound by Moran

The reetstanoe ir) also is a funotion of concentration as well as of the degree of

overcoohng and pressure.

The internal pressure of water in the gel is also a funotion of temperature,

presanie and ooncentration, but the coefficient in equation (2) is either

independent of temperature and pressures or is not the same function as the

other quantities.

This most not be taken to mean that if the magnitude of A is changed by,

for example, a fall of temperature, the diffusion ccduran N will not change It

means simply that if the gradient of concentration dcjdx be everywhere kept

constant throughout N and the temperature or pressure alono changed, there is

no evidence to show that the gradient of internal pressure will change. We
may therefore assome that dW^/dx is a pure function of dcjdx.

Let 6o ^ 6 be the overcooling, the concentration of gelatin in the layer M.

We have then

:

^-F[(0o-e), c^, P, rzl

dW, Jdc\

dx W'

( 3 )

(i)

(B)

Let the efficiency of the diffusion column have its oLvious meaning, namely,

the rate at which water is brought to the layer M. It is easy to sec that the

velocity of freeung will depend not only upon expression {1) but also upon the

efficiency of the diffusion Golumn It is also obvious that if one of the

variables, temperature or pressure, be altered, the result will depend upon the

raU o| change of di^erent processes such as the rate of addition of water to

and of its removal from the layer M , it is therefore the second differentials

taken with, respect to tune which arc of importance

The intermittent charaotei of the freezing is expressed algebraically by

saying that dVjdl is not always positive. Moran's study of the phase relations

shows that at these low temperatures it may even have a negative value. The

value will be zero when the concentration of gel m layer M is high enough to be

in equilibrium with the ice phase at the local temperature and pressure, but
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ezpressioDfi 1 and 2 show abo that it may become sensibly rero li the quantity i]

becomes large enough.

Consider, for example, the effect of a sudden increase in the degree of over-

cooling. The change would, by increasing decrease the effioienoy of the diffu-

sion column It would also, if not too great, increase the rate of remoyaf

water from the layer M and the result of the two prooesses would be a rapid

nse in the concentration of the gel in M.

The chief cause of accumulation of gelatin in the layer M with consequent

rise of concentration is, however, the impermeability, or relatively slight

permeabihty, of the interface to this substance It is easy to see that by reason

of this impeimeabihty a plane face of ice would not advance along a cylinder

of gel at a constant rate. Callow (foo. cU.), it is tme, found the velocity of

orystallisation to be remarkably constant, but what he observed was the rate

of advance of the ends oi rays of ice along a cylinder of gel seeded at one end

and not the total ice formation. The gels he used were of low concentration

and the overoooling shght. Probably owing to the low concentration the

growing points of the rays pushed aside the acoumulated gelatin. The ke

face also was curved and the effioienoy of a diffusion column is greater over a

curved than over a plane surface.

The quantity tj is an important one in the theory of freesing. The form of

the curve connecting the velocity of ciystallisabon with the degree of over-

oooling is determined mainly by it H. A. Wilson* points out that in one-

component systems the pressure term A mcreases more rapidly than i} for amall

overoooling, but when overcooling is great t) becomes so large as to atop freezing.

Id a single component system t
\
is the pressure needed to drive unit mass

of the fluid at unit velocity through itaelf. For a gel it la the pressure needed

to dnve unit mass of water through the gel in layer M at unit velocity. In

reckoning the quantity, however, regard must be had to the movement of the

framework of the gel which the movement of the water brings about. Owing

to the impermeability of the interface to gelatin, the internal preunre A is

called upon actuaUy to compress the framework, t] obviously is a more complex

term than it is in single component systems, and in any complete analyiia it

would probably be necessary to express tbe frictional resistance by two terms*

Since t] is taken to include the resistance of a solid framework built of enormous

hydrated molecules of gelatin, it is likely to increase rajndly with fall of tem-

perature ;
it IB therefore not a matter of surprise that, save in dilute gela

^Loe.al.
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oonbaiiuAg much free water, freedn^ oeaseB at a very early atage when the

overooolmg ia only aa loach as 19’’.

Tbo framework of gela ia not a purely paaalve Btruobure, In some gela, soah u those ol

rilloa or flbfln, the trameworh eponbaneonaly ahiinka and water la eapellad. Graham gave

bo this pruoeaa the name aynaeraaik Let ua oaU the aynaenma of anoh gela poutive, In

oUier geb aynaeraaia la negative, up to a point—that la to aay, in oontaot with water auoh

gob Imbibe water and Inareaae in volume A gel of g^tin haa negative aynaereala.

The dgii of aynaereala must be an Important factorm the freeeing of a gel, aa la obvloua

if diAydrathm and hydration ace taken In two etagee Let the gcf Ant lose water to the

loe. If aynaeceab la poaitive, rehydratlon by aheorpUon from neighbouring gel will be

redated. Synaoreala aota like an Inbemal Iriotlon whkh may be very great.

Over the range <rf conooitrationB we an oonaidanng the aynaereala of gelatin gel may be

taken to be negative. Nothing La known of the effect of temperature upon it, bnt the extra-

ordinary rapidity with wbioh water ia raabaorbed on thawing ahowa that it can by no meana

bane^eoted.

In any case the framework of a gel with no aynaereeia la not one whirh offeie no reala-

tanoe to change of form, beoauM aynaereau la a meaaure only of the Intrinaio capacity for

apontaneoua change.

The internal pressure of water W^m the layer M next the toe face is a function

of the concentration o' of the gel in that layer, but for dilute gels in which some,

of the water is ''free" it will be independent of concentration, and become

dependent cmly for more oonoentrated gels. The limit between dilate and

concentrated, however, is unknown, but Moran’s observations appear to fix it

at about 50 per oent. All the gels used m this enquiry were below that con-

oaitration, but we oannot conclude that A was independent of concentration

because the vahie referred to is the local concentration in the layer M at the

lace. All we can say is that it would be difflonit or perhaps impossible for

local aocnmulation of gelatin senously to decrease the quantity Wg when the

concentration of the general mass of gel is very low, and this, no doubt, ia one

of the reasons why intermittent freezing was not found in very dilute gels.

Two of the observed relations seem Busceptable of simple explanation. The

prepotency of the centres of crystallisation on the surface of a gel can be

accounted for by the presenoe there of an insensible layer of very dilute solution,

and to the absence of the normal pressure n

;

and the separation of a solid

sdution in the interior within certain limits of concentration and tempera-^

tore is dne to the pressure n and the degree of overooolmg, since Moran

found pure ice deposited at — 3” on the surface only where tc == 0, but at

lower temperatuieB pure ice was deposited on the surface and at the same

lame, as his figures ahoWj solid solution m the interior, and the only difference

between sur&oe and interior was that ic was zero at the surface and had a
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pontive value u the interior. If^ however, the speoiiueii was removed fromf

Bay, — 11° to — 3°, pure ice was depoeited in the interior about the apherea

of Bohd solution.

Freezing ol a Spherical Surface —^Let a sphere of the ice phase form inaide

a mass of gel large enough for the distributioii to be Byimnetneal about Its

centre. The presiiurea at the surface of the sphere are A and (P + 7t), P ia

the atmosphenc pressure. The preunre n gives rise in the gel to a radial

prosfiuie and a circumferential tension, both of which vary inversely with Uie

cube of the radius.

Since the internal pressure of water in the gel is increased by pressare, the

effect of this distnbution of radial pressure will be to decrease the steepness of

the gradient of internal pressure of water m the diffusion column about the

sphere of ice, so that, if the gradient of concentration remained unchanged, the

effect of introducing the radial pressure would be to decrease the rate at which

water moved to the ice face, On the other hand, the velocity of the diffusing

water through each shell required to keep the rate at which it amves at the ice

face constant varies inversely with the square of the radius. We therefore

have as a consequence of the form of the surfaces two effects of opposite sign,

that with the negative sign being some function of the inverse cube, and that

with the positive sign varying with the inverse square of the radius.

Whilst the ice phase is forming heat will be hberated at the surface of tbu

sphere. If the quantity formed in unit time were constant, and loss of heat by

radiation be neglected, the sphere would be at a constant tempeiatuie. If the

rate of formation of loe varied about a mean value, the sphere would act ae a

reservoir of heat, so that oeciUations of temperature due to variations of the rata
*

would decrease as its radius moreased.

The gradient of falling temperature about the sphere will have an important

effect upon the efficiency of the diffusion Column Let a given diffusion oolunui

at uniform temperature deliver water on to the ice face at a certain rate. Now
let the external temperature be vaned so that^ whilst the temperature at the ice

face remains constant, a gradient of temperature fallingfrom the ice face outward

IS set up. The result will be to increase the fridonal resistance v] everywhere

except at the ice face. From geometry it is obvimix that the gradient dvjjdr

BO produced about a spherical face will be greater than dyj/dx at a plane Burfaoe

if the diffusivity of the gel is the same.

If the diffusivity of the gel were very low, enough heat might aeoumulate in

the sphere to stop freezing until some of it was dissipated. This possibility

was explored. Mr. Adair was good enough to measure for me the effect of
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Gonoentration upon the difiuflivity of the gel, and fotind it to be the same as

that of fltill water over the range of concentration cKainined.

Probably the moat important effect of curvature of the ice face hea in ita

effect upon the redistribution of gelatin The framework oi the gel la being

piuhed back by the ice face and ta also retreating owing to the transference of

water to the surface of the sphere. Therefore, when any shell in the gel

expands from fj to fg, there will be motion of the molecules of gelatin both

radially and tangentially Since the greater part of the gelatin is contained

in a solid framework, the rate of redistribution will be rather that of a solid

than of a fluid, thereforcj unless the rate of icc formation is very low, low enough

to permit of redistnbution of the stresses, actual fracture of the structure is

likely to occur. The microscope shows that fracture does occur Clefts in

the gel appear about the ice face (figs 8 and 9) and, much more rarely, radial

olefba appear as fine radial lines

Moran found that gels in which the concentration was greater than O/i 5 per

cent, could not be made to freeze. His phase curve becomes horizontal at this

oonoentration. From this he infers that at this concentration none of the water

in the gel is available for freezing because it is bound chemically to the gelatm

There is an alternative explanation It is stated m text books on colloids

that the freezing point of water absorbed in swelling may be lowered as much

at 100°. The statement has no particular signifloanco unless it means that at,

say,— 100° ice has been found to separate It is certain, however, that, in the

strict sense of the word, the freezing point oi water in gels of high concentration

is lowered considerably At the same time the internal friction t] increases as

concentration increases and as temperature falls, it is possible, therefore,

that freezing ceases at high concentrations because the lorces tending to form

ioe ore not able to overcome the internal friction and that all the points on

Moron’s curve are detenmued by this equation If this were the cose, how-

ever, SLDce 18 of the nature of a Inction, one woiJd not expect the complete

revenibility which he found
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StwHes in Adhesion.—I.

By Sir William Haudy, F R.8., and Millicent Nottaqe.

(Report to the LubnrutioD Committee, Department of Solentifio and Industrial Research )

(Keoeived Juno 31, 1926 )

Friction measures the tangential reaction at an interface to ext:eriial forees,

and certain relations to time, temperature, presBure and chemical constitution

have been described in earlier pafiers It seemed worth while to examine the

relations of the normal reaction, but nothing has been attempted beyond a

prebmiuary survey of what has proved to be an interesting field.

For the purposes of this paper the word adhesion means simply the normal

force needed to detach completely a cylinder from a plate Measurements

of this force arc describt'd in an mteresiing paper by Budgefct,* which will be

referred to later

The difficulty in discovering the laws of adhesion lies in the fact that, when

the lubricant is fluid, anything between lero and a high value can be obtained

by varying the time relation and the method of placing the cylmder and lubricant

on the plate To get comparable values one has to seek out mechamcally

" corresponding ” states, to borrow the convenient notation of chemists One

of these states ih de-alt Avith in this paper.

Static friction, strictly speaking, ift the tangential force per unit area which

just falls to cause slipping Jt cannot be observed because, owing to the

fallibility of our senses, a certain rate of slip enters into all observations What
actually is observed in exjienincnta upon static friction is the force which

produces a certain tangential acceleration and it is noticeable that the acceler-

ation vanes widely for different lubncants As a brood rule, it is high when

the molecular weight of the lubricant is low, and low (merely a gentle slide)

when the molecular weight is lugh

Let Ro be the reaction t-o the traction just before slipping occurs, then the

observed reaction is

V might be called the velocity of release.

As nothing exact is known of boundary conditions in kinetic fnctiou we cannot

• ‘ Hoy Soc Proo A, voL Ml, p 25 (191 1)
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say whether Ho really does carry over from the etatio to the kinetic eUte It

may, however, be worth while coquiring what happens if it does The second

term on the right then becomes, with the sign changed, the force produemg

acceleration.

Ro therefore (= minus the true static fnetion) would, on this assumption, be

less than H (observed) for lubricants of low molecular weight, and the two,

H and Bq, tend to equality as the molecular weight nses The enquiry cannot

be carried further without more knowledge derived from expemuent

The fact that the observed static fnetion is independent of the quantity of

lubricant on the plate, of whether the lubricant is solid or fluid, and of tem-

perature within the bmita explored, is perhaps osauriince that the observed value

IB very close to the limiting value No such assurance, however, is forthcoming

for studies of adhesion It is difficult to settle what exactly is being measured,

save iu one group of cases, namely, when a solid lubneant is employed, wdien the

force needed to break the cybnder away from the plate without doubt measures

the tensile strength of the ]Oint, so that, though acceleration conies in as

it does in stahe friction, the theoretical reaction is clear.

Any value can be obtained for the adhesion produced by a flmd lubricant, for

any normal force given time enough will, if it be suilicient to overcome the

relatively alight resistance offered by the surface tension of the lubricant, lift

the cylinder When the normal force reaches a certain value, however, the

break away occurs instantaneously, and this is a true limiting value because any

addition to the force fads bo alter the result. As it is a limiting \aluo, it is

identifiable. It is not the only identifiable value, that given by solid lubricants,

for example, is another. Under certam circumstances it becomes a corresponding

value which we will call Value A.
Value A.

Methods—Both cylinders and plates were ground to " optical faces Karh

oybudei, no matter of what material it was mode, weighed 5 ‘ 6 grammes, and

hod a diameter of 1 cm. A normal force was appUed by a cord attached to the

cybndoT in such a way that the force was central, and led over a light pulley to

a pan for carrying weights The normal force is the weight in the pan less the

weight of the cybnder. The pressure between the faces was vaned by placing

weights on the top of the cylinder
,
these weights, with that of the cybnder itself,

are called the load Unfortunately it was necessary to remove the added weights

before a measurement could be taken and, us adhesion decreases when the

load la reduced, the recorded value is somewhat less than the true one The

measuiements were earned out in a chamber filled with clean dry air
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The lubiioant wu added in one of two ways : a large pool was made on the

plate and the cylinder then put into it , or the cylinder waa first pnt on the

plate, a little fluid then placed touching its edge and, when fluid had ceased to

be drawn underneath by capillary forces, and when therefore fluid was visible

all round the edge, more was added to form a large pool.

G. I Taylor has calculated the rate of fall of a flat disc through fluid on to a

flab plate and hi a equation ahows that it would bake infinite tune to get within

molecular distance of the plate * This equation ia abundantly verified by these

experiments. If sufficient time were allowed the oylmdor placed in a pool

would fall until its weight was borne by the Leslie presaure'l' due to the

attraction of the solid faces for the fluid.

This equilibrium position can, however, be reached quickly by starting from

the other end, that is to say, by placing the cylinder on the plate, and allowing

the fluid to run underneath The capillary forces then are enormous and

equihbnum is reached m a few seconds. Value A wu laien always from this

egu%libnum posUion-^ is thefejofe the force needed to break the cylinder away

instanta7ieou8ly when the thickness of the layer of lubncanl is such that the Leslie

pressure comes the load For all the loads employed^ this thickness mcludes

hundreds, if not thousands, of molecules, as is proved by the fact that if the

temperature bo allowed to fall sufficiently to freeze the lubricant, and the

cylinder be then broken away, the layer la found to bo of sensible thickness

to l>e measured in fractions of a milhmetre rather than in even for the

heaviest loads employed. This alone is proof, if further proof be needed, that

the attraction field of the solids modify the state of the Inbnoant ^iroughout

a layer many hundreds or thousands of molecules in thickness.

The Latent Period is the interval which elapses between placing the cylinder

in the pool, or forming the pool about it, and the time when adhesion attains a

steady value It may be the time taken by the cylinder m falling or rising in

the pool
;
or the tune occupied in the orientation of the molecules of the Inbnoant

in the attraction fields of the solids When the cylmder is falling the Valne

increases, and the opposite when it rises. The latent period of orientation is

always a period of increasing values |

The latent period of onentation can be obtained by following the normal

• ‘ Boj. Soc. Proo.,' A, voL lOB, p 12 (1926).

t Loc. at

X The Utent penod in friction is disoossed In ' Boj, Soo. Proo,/ A, vol, lOi, p, 26 (IMS),

end A, vol. 108, p, 0 (1986).
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procedure, namely, placing the cylinder in position and allowing the fluid to

run under, The following values were obtained —

Table I —Load 5 6 grammpfl

Jjat^nt Penod of Orientation

OclAne
Lynlohoxaiie
p-Cymojie
Mefchyl £thyl KeUine
AMtophenone
Cyclaheiuknoiip

1-3 Mrthy) (’y(iJol]i"(iini)np

1 -*

Ethyl Alcohol
flTityl

Iteiuyl Alchohnl
1 -2 Methyl Cyc lohuxAnol
1 -3 Cji‘»o1

f/'arvacroJ

Heptylit Ar'td

Cuprylic

Miiuitfls Viacosity

u 0 OOfi 1 Hi 20

0 0 IHl8n

(1

zu 0 0042 afc 20'

20
2t) 0 03H0 lit

20
' 20

1

20 0 OIOS 25
’

1
2<l 0 0200 H( 21

' 20 0 072 in ut 2.1'"

1

0 052S 21'^

;

*”
> 40 0 1S73 hi 20’

!
40

:

0 04J.7 ar 20

1 M)

1

(I 0171 af 20

It might be auppoaed that some part of this latent period was occupied by

the flowing of fluid between the surfaces, but it must be remembered that the

pool was not formed and the measiireitieut was not taken until fluid had ceased

to be drawn in A similar latent period was also found in the study of friction.

Octane, m which both ends of the carbou chain are aUkc, and the saturated

ring compound cyclohexane, gave no latent period of onentation, that is

to say, the first value obtained was always the Bairt* as that found after an

hour, no matter what the load might be AVhy paracymene should show

no measurable polanty must be left to chemists to discuss.

The latent penods of orientation for static friction of the three S-carbon

compounds are reproduced here for companaoa Octane, none, Octyl alcohol,

15 minutes, (Japrybe acid, 60 minutes

The latent period seemed to increase slightly with increase m load, but this

might be due to the defective uxpenmental procedure which involved removal

of added weights before a measurement could be taken.

Paracymene was chosen for the study of the latent penod due to rise or fail

in the pool, because it gave no measurable latent period of orientation. A pool

was first made on the glass plate, a steel cylinder placed in it, and after a known

interval the force needed to detach it instantaneously was measured. Cylinder

VOL. cxii.—A- »
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and plate were then cleaned and another meaaurement made after a longer

mterral, In 'vay the currea were obtained for loada 5'0, llD-1, and

259 ' 6 grammea. The values of A for these loads— is, the value which would

have been reached had the cylinder had tune to fall to ita equihbnum poaitaon

—

are plotted at the end of the dotted lines It is obvious from the form of die

curves that it would tahe a very long time to reach these steady values
j
these

ourvesj therefore, are completely m aucord with G. 1. Taylor’s equation

A relation of great theoretical importance which confirmed a similar relation

found in the study of fnction was got by starting from the equilibnum condition

and varying the load.

Steel on glass
.
jM^ymene,

Load 259 '6 grp. Loaded cylinder placed on the plate, fiuid then run

under, and a pool formed : 264 grs, then removed and reading taken after

the interval shown in the first column. Force needed to detach m nght-hand

column.
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As qajck)y ah jKMsible

30 seconds

60 „

90

2 minutes

3

10

30

n

15*2 grs = A for a load of 259-6 grs.

7 5 „

6-0

5'6 „

5 0 „

4 7

4-7

4 7 ,,
= A for a load of 6 6 grs

The figures are plottecl in curve ABC, fig 1. The cylinder moved from one

equihbriutn position to the other, nsing in the pool, in 3 minutes.

Cylinder m place, fluid ran under ns before and pool formed Txiad then

ifwreaacd from 5*6 to 259*0 grs. and rcaiiings taken (curve DE, fig 1)

—

As quickly as possible

30 mmutes .

.

60

120

it

>1

4-7 grs. = A value for a load of 5 6 grs

5 3 ,,

6 0 ,.

Value of A for load 259*6 grms. is 15 2 grs. If t: is the Leshc pressure, and

P the normal pressure (load divided by area) the condition at the beguimng of

264
the first case was P — tc = = — 317 5 grs

,
aud of the second P— tc =

* 0

-f 317-5 grfl.j why, then, should equihbnum be reached so rapidly when the

cylinder rose and so exceedingly slowly when it fell ^ The answer offered is

the aame os that given in the papers upon friction*— that when the cylinder

rises fluid of low viscosity is drawn in, when it falls it presses out lubricant whose

moleoulea are locked in place by the attraction fields of the solids. It lb the

difference between drawing m a bght spirit and expressing a jelly. If this

view be correct, the viBGOsity ij in G. I Taylor's equation must be treated

as a variable which is a function of time and the distance between the solid

faces.

The time taken for the cyhnder to rise to the top of the pool and break away

depends, as might be expected, upon the normal force. For example —

J

* ‘ Roy. Soo. Proo A, vol. 104, p. 27 (1933).
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Octyl Alcohol.

Steel cylinder placed on glaas plate, the fluid then run under and a pool fonned.

Load 5 6 gra.

Normal Full, Time

0*4 grs. Bose slowly to top of pool m 30 seconds.

2-4 „ Bose slowly and broke nway in 23 aecondH

4-4 „ Broke away m 9 seconds.

6‘4 „ „ T) „

9 4 „ n n 2

14*4 „ ,, 1 second

15 9 „ n 1 »i

121 2 „ ,, ,, insfanUneouflly.]

The laat of these la the A v^alue

With the help of a telescope magnifymg 10 diainctera, the nac of tbo cylinder

was followed under small normal pulls It moves at first very slowly, but

rapidly at-cclerates until the final break away a lum The impresaiou ia that

of a pause followed by rapid movement At the liirutmg value there is no

apparent pause, and this gives the cunuua impresaion that there is no resistance

on the part of the cyluider This apparent disappearance of resistance is

characterifltic of the A value and of great value in expenmenta by marking a

sharp end point

The A value probably is not a measure of the tensile strength of the lubricant,

Worthington found the tensile strength of alcohol to be 8,165 grammes per

square centimetre The A value for ethyl alcohol for a load of 5-6 grs.

was only 9 gra per square centimetre The elastic give of the lubrioaut appears

to be sufficient to allow of a tangential flow being estabbahed before rupture

takes place The A value in that case is a measure of the viscosity of the

lubricant, the time value being arbitrarily fixed by the condition “ lUStanU-

neons,” This question can be more profitably pursued, however, when the

adhesion produced by solid lubricants has been described

Steady Valuee.

The A value for a number of substances with different solids and loads

are given in grammes in Table II The viscosity of the lubricant in mass at a

temperature of 20° C is given in the second column, the figures being taken

from various sources. In the third column are the loads m grammes.

The value >110 means that the adhesion was higher than tho apparatus

would measure.
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Table II.—Value A

Temperatitfe lA” eaoepfe where
foentlaned

Steel on
GhLu

Steel on
Steel

(3opper

cm GUm
Copper
on Bt»l

Chopper

on CJopper

e L A A A A A

OotuiQ 0 005 5 e 1 2 1 1

115 1 3 0 2 8

250 6 a a 3 3

Ethyl aJcahoJ 0 OOD a a 7 2 5 2 2 7 1 7

115 1 22 1 14 a 7 7 4 7

260 6 33 0 33 2 12 2 7 2

Bniyi eloobol 0 024 6 a 11 7 0 7 0 5 3 7

115 1 30 2

250 a 42 0

Undeoyl lUoobol 5 6 20 2 23 2 20 2

Ootyl eloohol 0 (MM 5 a 21 2 IS 7 18 7 130
ns 1 44 0 36 a
250 H ai e 60 0

Heptylio Mid 1
0 045

1
6 e 12 7

US 1 50 0
256 0 540

Cftprylio Mid 0 057 5 a 25 0 18-0

US 1 00 0 73 9
259 0 >110 07 0

Cydobemie 0 uoe 5 a 3 7 3 5

115 1 7 7 1 7 4

250 a 11 7 1 11 2

UndsDUie (51°) 6 a 1 6

N<Hudloaiie (51°) 50 8 2

Tetnoowu (51°) 5 a 12 7

Me Et Ketone 0 004 5 Q 1 5 1 a 1 0
115 1 3 0 3 2 2 7

250 a 7 0 6-7 4 a

p-Cymeoe a a 4 7 4 a

115 1 102 0 2

250 a 15 2 13 7

AoetophanODe 5 6 4 2 3 0 3 6

115-1 8 0 7 2 a B

250 0 12 7 11 6 10 2

Cyoloheunone

1

5 a 10 7

1

115 1 25 2
1

1

259 0 31 2

1-3 Methyl Oyolo- 5 a )77
heiMone

^

115 1 20 0

250 a 37 0
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Table V—(continued).

TemperAliaro 1S° oxoept wfam
mvntloned

gfcnel StMl
I

Oopper Oopper Ooppar
I Glam on Steal,

|

on Gum. on StwK (MiCoppsr,
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Effed of the Pfesiure —Static fnotion when both faces are plane increases

with the preasure (that is load area) but not so fast as the pressure. When
the latter reaches a certain value the fnction varies with the pressure so that

the coefficient p (= tangential force load) becomes constant. This was

attributed bo the thinning of the layer of lubricant until a layer of great

mechanical stability alone remained *

In these experiments on adhesion it was not possible to reach the pressures

found necessary to make p independent of the load j all values, therefore, lie

In the region of varying fi.

The curves m hg 3 show that the coefficient % A load) decreases as

• < Any. Boo. Pne.,' A. voL lOS, p. I (19U).
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the load inoreasea, Whether it would become independeDt of the load at

higher preseoieB must be left uncertain.

Effect of the Nature of the SoUd.—The value of A dependa not only upon the

ohemioal oonatitution of the lubricant but also upon that of the eoUda. The

following order was always found glass ^ steel ^ copper

In the case of friction the effect of a change in the nature of the solida

was merely to shift the curve for ^ and molecular weight parallel to itaelfp

and the curve for two different solids was half-way between the curves for each

solid by itself.* Tbese same relations seem to bold (or the A value# as the

curves m fig. 4 show. The equation for the coefficient k (A load) is

a = - *M,

where r is a function of the nature of the sohdj the load, and the temperature,

$ a function of the chemical senes, and M the molecular weight.

The influence of the nature of the solid wall is so strihiDg as to make it a matter

of suipiise that it is not taken into account in certain of the standard methods

of measuring the viscosity of fluids.

Effect of Mdecular Weight.—The values for the normal alcohols and normal

* ' Roy. Soo. Proa / A» voL 100, p. 503 (1921-32);
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Fia 5

The value for cetyl alcohol wae caloulated from meaeuremeiitfl made at 51°

and 75^ by luing linear relation to temperature. Sinoe these measurements
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were made with eteel on steel it was neceesary to apply a oorr^ctloa to bring

the value to that for steel on glase. The value plotted for oetyi aloohcd is

therefore for the fluid state

Effed of Temperature ,—The value of A for octyl and oetyl alcohols at diflerent

temperatures are given in Table III and plotted in the ourvea fig. 7.

Table III.

Tomp, CyliDder, PJato IamI fl‘6 gn 116 1 gn 259 0 gn.

OatyJ AJoohoJ

18^ Sta«l Steel IH 7 36 2 SO 9

C/oppor 19 7 20 3 39-9
56“ fitiAel 10 9 31 9 45'9
3fl'’ Copper 12 2 22 2 309
sr StMl II 12 2 27-9 419
or
7B°

Copper
1

Sieel
SP

PI

H

B

a

2

1B>2

2!^7

362
34 9

73“ Copper 4 2 13 2 10 7

Oefcyi AlooboL

or Steel Steel 30-7 30 9 78 0

9r Copper 20 7 40 9 03 9
79= Stwl 3fi-7 90 9 71-0
75“ Copper 23 2 40 9 05-9

It Will be seen that the curves for different solids are parallel, but the position

of the curie for the same solid vanes with the load The slope of the curvea

depends upon temperature and the load. The curves are linear.

The equation therefore is

A = (X — p0,

where cx is a function of the nature of the solid and the load and where ^ is a

function of temperature and load.

These relations are similar to those found for frictionm the oompaiable region

where the pressure was not great enough to make the ooefflcient of friction

independent of the lo#d. When that ooeffioient is mdependent of the load it

is also independent of temperature *

* ‘ Bby. Bos Prao.,' A, toL 188, p. 18 (1938), and A, tdI. 101,^. 40T (1831).
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Rumman/

1 Any force, if it be great enough to overcome the slight resiatance offered

by the surface tension of the lubricant, can bit a cylinder standing in a pool of

lubricant upon a plate, certain values of adhesion are, however, identifiable,

and one of these is the normal pull required to break the cylinder away

instantaneously. Adhesion here means simply this normal pull

2. In order that the value shall be comparable, cylinder, plate and lubricant

must bo in a meohamcally corresponding relation. One such is when the load

IS in equilibrium with the Leshe pressure. To the identifiable value for this

corresponding state the name A value is given.

3 The latent penod which elapses before this state is reached is due either

to orientation of the molecules of the lubricant or to the oyhnder nsing or

falling in the pool.

4. The A value is a function of the chenuoal constitution of the lubricant

and of the solids, of the load, and of temperature
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Atomic States cmd Spectral Terms.

By Prof, J. C McLennan, F R.S
,
Mr. A. B. McLay, M A., and Mr. H Gratbos

SmitHj Ph D., University of Toronto.

(Received June 24, 1926 )

Through the recent Imlliant 'work of Pauh,* Heisenbergt and Hund| the

foundations have been laid for the inteipretatioiL of spectra in terms of atomic

states, and it appears that wc can now predict, almost with certainty, the

structure and chief charactenstios of any optical spectrum of the atom of any

element when the extra-miclear electronic configuration that gives nse to it is

known. Conversely, if the chaiactenstios of any optical spectrum of an atom

bo known, it is possible likewise definitely to desenbe the extra-nuoleai

electromc states of the atom involved in the production of such spectnim.

The writers were engaged recently in a study of the optical spectra of a

number of the elements, including manganese, gold, platinum and palladium,

and by appl3ring the ideas of Heisenberg and Hund suoceoded in unraveUing

the arc spectra of each of these elements, and also, in part, those of a number of

other elements. In the course of this work we had the advantage of several

consultations with Dr Laporte during a visit he very kindly made to the

Physical Laboratory at Toronto, and wc wish to acknowledge here our

appreciation of his help

The present coromunication§ is intended primarily as an introduction

to the papers that follow, deabng with the chief characteristics of optical

spectra of the elements ol gold and palladium. The mam features of the

theory expounded are wholly due to Heisenberg and Hund, and the paper in

BO far as it deals with these contains nothing onginal Certain details in the

method of applying the theory appear to us to be novel, and have been found

by us to be extremely helpful in deabng with complex spectra Some simpli-

fications m the notation have also been introduced which seem to be desirable.

During the study referred to above we found it of interest to seek to determine,

if possible, the specific spectral term that coiresponded to what, from the

* Pauh, ‘ Zoft fttr Phya / voi 31, p 766 (1926)

t HriflfiDberg, ' Zeit Ittr Phyi / voL 32, p B41 (1926).

t Hund, ^ Zeit fUr PLys / vol. 33, p 345 (1926).

S We wish te note hero that after thu Oonummlostlon was prepared oor attention

was drawn to a paper by Fowler and Hartroe in the ‘ Roy Soo. proc voU 111, p, B8
(May, 1920), in whioh on outline ia given of the Hdwnberg-Himd theory.
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experimental dafca then available, appeared to be the moat stable electronic

configuration of the atom of each element,

The rcaulta of this application of the Heisenhcrg-Hund method are given in

Table I A simllai table in sbghtly ihlferont form was publiahed recently by

Table I
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Table I—(continued).

Element
At
No

Alumic
Weight

1

Extra-Nudear Elerimino (^nnhgur&timiH

LOHTQBt

S^utnl
Term,K

1|

1-

I 2, a

M
3, 3, 4

N
1
». «• 5,

0
Sj Sj G|

P
0, 0, Oa 6^ 0a 6,

Q
7| 7. 7a

Cb 41 03 5 2 2 6 2 n 10 2 0 4 J

Ho 42 06 U 2 2 6 2 0 10 2 6 5 1 "Sa
Ma 43 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 0 6 1 *Diua45
Bu 44 101 7 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 6 7 1 ‘Fima

Rh 45 102 R 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 6 8 1 *Veou
Fd 4tt 106 7 2 2 (1 2 n 10 2 6 10

Aff 47 107 H8 2 2 6 2 0 10 2 6 10 1 "Si

Cd 48 112 40 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 6 10 2

la 49 114 a 2 2 6 2 0 10 2 0 JO 2 1 "Pis
Sn E3 118 7 2 2 6 2 0 10 2 U 10 2 2 "Pois
Hh SI 120 2 2 2 6 2wmm 2 H 10 2 3 ‘Sa
Te 52 127 6 2 2 6 2 G 10 2 a 4 "Poi*

I 53 126 92 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 G 10 2 5 •Pia
Xe 54 IlFTign 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 (1 10 2 0 *lSo

Ca 56 132 81 2 2 U 2 6 10 2 2 6 1 "Hi

Ba M 137 37 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 6 10 2 6 a 'So

La B7 139 0 2 3 6 2 6 10 a 6 10 2 G 1 2 "Dm
Oe sa 140 2S 2 2 6 2 0 10 2 6 10 1 2 G 1 2 "Hjm
Fr C8 140 6 2 2 U 2 0 10 2 6 10 2 2 6 1 2
Nd (K» 144 3 2 2 6 2 0 10 2 6 10 3 2 6 1 2 “LrtTBOlO

n 61 2 2 6 ^ 3 6 10 2 6 10 4 2 0 1 2 LjB7ft»10
Sa 02 150 4 2 2 0 2 6 10 2 6 10 5 2 6 1 2 16078010

£u 63 152 0 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 6 10 6 2 G 1 2 "HM4667eo
(M 64 167 3 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 0 10 7 2 0 1 2 "DsaMB

Th 65 159 2 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 U 10 8 2 6 1 2 "Haikuras
I>8 60 ia2>5 2 2 0 2 6 10 2 0 10 9 2 6 1 2 ^K4MTMI0
Ho 67 163 5 2 2 6 2 0 10 2 0 10 10 2 6 1 2 'L:M780i0
Kr 68 167 4 2 2 6 2 0 10 2 0 10 11 2 6 1 2 "UTMifl

Tu 69 168 6 2 2 0 a 6 10 a G 10 la 2 0 1 2 ‘Ke7M
Yb 70 173 5 2 2 0 2 0 10 2 6 10 13 2 6 i 2 Hisfl
Lu 71 175 0 2 2 6 2 G 10 2 6 10 14 2 6 1 2 Dm
Hf 72 178 0 2 2 0 2 6 10 2 6 10 14 2 6 a 2 ‘Fm.

Ta 73 181 5 2 a 0 j 0 10 2 G 10 14 2 6 3 2

W 74 184 0 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 6 10 14 2 6 4 2 •All 804
Re 76 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 6 10 14 2 6 6 2 •Sn
R« 7B 2 2 6 2 0 10 2 G 10 14 a G 6 1 •DllUMJ
Ob 76 100 0 2 2 6 2 G 10 2 0 10 14 2 6 6 2 •Do12B4
Oi m 2 3 0 2 6 10 2 6 10 14 a 6 7 1 Fiaa4ff

Ir 77 ;loa 1 a 2 6 a G 10 a 6 10 14 2 6 7 2 •Fnij
Ir 77 2 2 6 3 6 10 a 6 10 14 a 6 8 1 *Fai4j
Pt 78 ]106 a a 2 6 a 6 10 2 6 10 14 2 6 B 2 •F284

Ft 78 2 2 6 2 H 10 2 6 10 14 2 0 D 1 Oiaj
Pt 78 2 2 6 2 6 10 a a 10 14 3 6 :10 'So
A«i 79 ]107 -2 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 6 10 14 2 0 10 I Si
Hg 80 3KKI 6

-1
2 2 2 6 10

-

a 0 10 14 8 6 ]10 2 'Ho
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Table 1

—

(coDtinued).

79

gleueiii
At
No.

Atomic
Weight

ESxtra-NuclDi^ Eleotronu) Cnnhgurntionj

Lowest
Nppi tral

TermK L
a.

M
a. a.

M
*, *,

0
Si B, 5j «1 fl|

p
fli fl, 0, fl.

g

T1 81 204 0 2 2 e 2 0 10 2 a 10 14 2 6 10 2 L

Pb 08 307 3 a a 0 2 fl 10 a a to 14 2 fl 10 2 2 Pfll2
Hi 88 208 0 a 2 6 2 0 10 2 a 10 14 2 0 10 2 3 ‘Si
Po 84 810 0 a 2 a 2 6 lU 2 A 10 14 2 6 10 2 4 Poij

Eha-Iod 88 a 2 0 2 (1 10 2 H 10 14 2 fl 10 2 5 “PlJi

Bn 86 222 <0 a 2 6 2 6 10 2 0 10 14 2 a 10 2 0 ^So

Eka'(%^ B7 1 2 2 a 2 fl 10 2 fl 10 14 2 fl 10 2 fl 1

Ha 88 220 0 2 2 a 2 6 10 2 6 10 14 2 fl 10 2 6 2

Ac 80 227 0 2 2 fl 2 6 10 2 0 10 14 a 0 10 2 0 1 2

Th 00 232 IS 2 2 6 a a 10 a H 10 14 2 tt 10 1 2 fl i 2 “K#,a
ITi 00 2 2 0 a fl 10 2 fl 10 14 2 fl 10 2 fl 2 2

Ui 01 230 0 2 2 6 2 0 10 2 6 10 14 2 fl 10 2 2 6 1 2 ‘KcTNfl

Ux 01 a 2 0 2 fl 10 2 6 10 14 2 Q 10 2 0 3 2

I7r
1

02 238 2 2 a 0 2 fl 10 2 6 10 14 2 fl 10 3 2 6 1 2 '^IwI7H010

Ur 92 2 2 6 2 6 10 2 a 10 14 2 fl 10 2 a 4 2

Dt. PaulD. Foote**m a paperm tbo ' TraDaactiona o| the American Inatitute of

Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.' In Dr Foote's paper the clasaificabion

of the electronic orbita adopted waa according bo the scheme of Stouerf and

Main Smifchjt while in ours the classification is limited, it will be seen, to the

Orbital types usually designated by
; *2i, 2g ,

Sj, 3^, Sj
j 4^, 4^, 4g, etc.

In Dr, Foote's paper no details are given regarding the method by the use of

which he obtained his results

In Older that the arguments presented in our papers on the spectra of gold and

paliadium may be apprehended more easily, we prop3se giving in what follows

a few notes illustrating the manner in which we appbed the method to obtain

the results indicated in the table. It will be seen that in Note 111. we have given

full details of the detemunafcion of the basic terms involved m the structure of

the arc spectrum of oxygen The manner in which these terms were found

and the way they are arranged will servo to show how the basic terms of the

arc spectrum of any element are evolved from the deepest terms m the first

spark spectrum of such element.

Since Table I was formulated its validity has been confirmed by experimental

* Paul Foote, ' Tram of the Am. Imt. of Mining and Metal. Eng./ p. 1, No. 1047 D
(Febniary, 1026).

t Stoner, ^FhiL Mag./ vo], 48, p. 710 (1024)

} SiHith, * Ghemlstiy and Atomio Structure,' Van Xoitraod (1024).
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data obtained by different inveati^toTa with a number of elemenU In no

case M yet, in ao far as we arc aware, baa the type of the fundamental term

recorded in the table for any element been found to be incorrect

The only features of the table about which there ib n lack of complete definite-

ness iH in connection with the elements, Thonum, Uranium X and Uranium,

and in eonneitiou with the group Rhenium, Osiuium, Indium and Platinum.

Alternative “ deepest ” terniB are given for each of the tJiree elements,

Thonum, Uranium X and Uramum, based (1) on the assumption that these

elements arc, respectively, homologues of Hafnium, Tantalum and Tungsten,

ami (2) on tlie assumption that they are homologues of Cerium, Praaoodymmm

auci Neodymium respectively Which of these alternatives is the correct one

will probably be ascertained shortly from a study of the arc spcctnim of either

Thorium or Uranmiu As regards each of the other four elements experiment

must decide which of the configurations given in the table is the most stable one

The table, it ivill be seen, gives only the deepest term involved m the structure

of the are spectrum of an element, but in the case of many nf the elements the

deepest terms involved in their successive spark spectra are given by the result

recorded m the table for e^h of the elements lighter than and immediately

successively preceding the one under consideration.

Jn oases where the fundamental term involved in the structure of any spark

spcctnim of an element is not directly obtainable from the table, it c>an be found

quite easily by the application of the same method as that Used in working out

the fundamental Uthi of the arc spectrum of the element.

Without going any theoretical development, it will siiflice to give here a

few rules on which the method of determining the lowest spectral terms involved

in the structure of the arc spectrum or in that of any spark spectrum of the

atom of an eloment m based

finks.

1 Orbit types are to bo considered as defined by the total, and azimuthal

quantum numbers n and k respectively. For purposes of calculation in con-

nection with spectral term determination the quantum number ‘"j” usually

designated as “ inner," is to be considered as the vector sum of two subsidiary

quantum numbers and j. It is necessary also in some cases to take intn

consideration the effect of the orientation of orbits with respect to an imagLoary

Binall magnetic field, and such onentation involves a fourth quantum number

m, which in turn is itself composite and is equal to the vector sum of t^o sub-

subsidiary quantum numbers and m,,

2 Spectral terms are to be designated in tbo usual way os follows :— P, D,
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F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, 0, P, Q . . , corresponding to tbo values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

Oj 7^ 6
j 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 14, . . » for a spectral term quantum number denoted

by **
I The manner in which " I ” can be evaluated in any selected case is

illustrated in the examples given later in this paper,

3 The quantum numbers j, and are given respectively by — I — 1

and where { is the quantum number referred to lu Rule 2, and

r signifies the multiplicity involved The number is to be considered as

having the following values - -
1, j. - 2, - (j^

—
2), - (ja — 1),

— ja, and the number r/i, the values i,— 1, j, — 2 . — (7,
— 2),

— (7, — 1), — (j,). The possible 7 values associated with a term of any multi-

phcity are given by the 7'^ and 7^, corresponding to the term with

j max. L^7o +7.and7 mm =7„ -7.^7, -ja
4 . A single electron by itself is to be considered as possessing intnusically,

when occupying an orbit, a doublet character, a feature that is marked by

assigning to its corresponding spectral term the multiplicity r = 2, which gives

j, == I The designation of such corresponding spectral term is detemuned

by the quantum number " I,*’ whose numencal value m such a case is that of

the orbit quantum number k*' that defines the type of orbit in which the

electron under consideration revolves.

6. No two electrons can occupy identical orbits. If the orbits of two clectians

should be characterised by the same values of the quantum numbers n and A,

both the associated quantuni numbers and cannot have the saino values

for the two orbits.

0. In determining the energy states (and corresponding term values) for an

atom we must take mto consideration the resultant effect of all the extra

nuclear electrons of the atom m question.

7. If the total number of electrons that can occupy an orbit type, charactensed

by the same total and azimuthal quantum numberB n and k, be N, the number

N IS given by N = 2 (2A: — 1). Such a number is 2 for an orbit of the nj type,

and fi, 10, 14 for orbits of the 112, n,, ^4 .. types respectively.

6 If there are X electrons occupying orbits having the same n and k (equi-

valent orbits so-called) where X i N, the resultant action of X electrons is

equivalent to that of N — X electrons, so that the resnlUnt term types will be

the same in both cases.

9 If the number of electrons in equivalent orbits is X and if X S ^
the components of any one of the resultant terms will be in the normal order

—

VOL CXIl —A. G
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that IB, the romponent with the snialleBt ” value will be the “ deepest.''

But if X >5
m
the term coiuponents will be inverted, t e,, the oomponent with

the largest "j value will be the “ deepeat.”

’ 10. By Buie 8 it can be shown that the resultant action of N electrons m
equivalent orbits, te, orbits ha\'ifLg the same value for and is

equal to that of no electrons Therefore, if an orbit type has ita complete quota

of eleotrojiB given by N and forma part of a given elect^n conAguntion of an

atom, it can be neglected when deriving term types corrraponding to that

conAguiation

11. If in a group of terms that roBult from a given electron oonfiguration

there are terms having the same 'W values but with different multiplicities,

the one with the highest nuiltiplicity will be the " deepest/' For example, if

in such a group there is a term and a ‘F term, the ‘F term will be deeper than

the *F term

12. If in a group of terms that result from a given electron conhguration

there are terms of the same miiltiphcitj, but with different values of “ that

with the highest "
I " value will be the deepest. For example, a *F term will be

deeper than a *D term, a deeper than a *P, and a deeper than a *8 term

13, If and represent the resultants of tbo and values arising from

a set of electron orbits cbaiacterised by the same “ n " and “ Ar," then will

be considered as given by and vn, by m, =
14, The multiplicities of the spectral term system of an element are cither all

even or all odd.

Procedure.

In order to show how the resulta given in the table were obtained, and also

to make clear the procedure to bo followed in determining the term type corre-

sponding to a given electron contigurstion, wc append herewith a lew illustrative

notes.

Note I Carbon .—In the case of carbon the orbits 1| and 2^ are full The

lowest spectral term most therefore be determined by the electrons in the 2^

orbits.

For the spectral terra oorresponding to each of these electrons r 2, therefore

j, = J and y’a
=5 I — 1 = ^ — 1 = 1. Consequently w, *= I, ^ i andw, = 1,

0,-1. But the two electrons cannot have the same m, and also the same

BO that we have the following six possibilities '

—

= i i \

7W. = 1 0 -1 10 1
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By adding t>ho above valuea of fii, and in patrs we can obtain in all fifteen

values of tn, and nia. These are as follows .

—

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -I

m, 10 2 10-110-10-1-210-1
and they can be arranged in three groups as follows —

I. 11 111.

m. 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 -J -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0

m, 0, 10-110-1 1 0-1, 210-1-2
I c

, we have the following types represented —

L 0 0 --i.-o J.-a r = 1,1-1 %
II. 1.0, -1 J,0, -1

. J, -1 r=3,f-2 . »Poiii

III. 0 2,1,0, -1. -2 . 3, = 0 J„ = 2 f =
i e., there are three possible types for the lowest term involved in the carbon arc

Bpoctnim, namely, a singlet S, a singlet D, and a tnplet P. According bi Rules

II and 12, "P is the lowest term, since it has the highest multiplicity, is the

next lowest, and^S next. As the inner quantum numbers y for a tnplot P term

are 0, 1, 2, and as X, i e
, 2, is <N/2 i e

, < 3, it follows that “Pq is the deepest

component. The lowest term involved in the carbon arc spectrum is therefore

"Poisi the figures in italics giving the deepest component. This result, it may

be stated, is a prediction and has yet to be verified oxpenmentally

In the case of one 2, electron orbit and one 3^ orbit, where the value of each

A IS 2, aqd consequently by Rule 4 each I is 2, our problem is to combine two ^P

terms, and the procedure is as follows —

fn\ — 1, 0, —1 m\ — f -J

m-. - 1, 0, -1 m", =. i,

By addition, taking two values at a time, we have then the following

possibilities :

—

= 2 1

1 0

» ®
» Jfl = 0, I and 2 .

• f = 1 , 2, 3

3, = 0,1 , r-1,3
G 2

0 -1
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The term typeu involved are therefore

^Sa 'Pi 'Ba

*Poi*

which di^rs from the oaae of all the electrons being in equivalent orbits in that

the terrns ®D, *P arc retained.

This last result might have been obtained more simply by using the vector

magnitudes and j, directly, for we have for the two terms

= 1 y.= i

.Ifl max =; 2Ja min — 0 or J, = 0, 1, 2 . 1 = 1, 2, .1

J, max — IJ, mm. = 0 or J, = 0, 1 r = 1, ^

The term types involved are therefore

'So 'P,

«Pou

Note II. Nitrogen ,—With nit<rogon the loweat spectral term must bo

determined by the three electrons in the 2^ orbits,

With nitrogen, as with carbon, we have the following possible combinations for

Mg and ;

—

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

«. j i i -i -1 -i

m, 10-110-1
Our problem la ‘ In how many ways can we combine these six sets of corre-

sponding values oi m, and m^, taking three sets at a time. Clearly the number

, 6, G. 4 = 20, and they are the foUowing

abc acd ado

abd ace adf

abe acf

abf

bed bde bef

bee bdf

bef

edc cef

edi

def
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These give the following three groups of values for m, and —
I. II. III

"» i -1 i 3/2, 1/2, -1
1,0, —1 2, 1,0. --1, ^2 0

Group I gives Jj — i r = 2

the term®Pn

.-.1^2

Group 11 gives J. = ^ . r = 2

. the term

f =3

Group III gives J, — 3/2 • r = 4

, the term *8^

The deepest term jn the spectral system of nitrogen I is the next

deepest IS and the next to that is ^Pig- If, bow^ever, we should have two

electrons in 2^ orbit and one m a Sg, a 42 or a Sg, etc
,
orbit, the following is

the procedure to follow —

Two electrons in a 2g orbit give us the terms ®Poig, ^Dg, ^Sq. One electron in

a 4g orbit gives us the term ‘P] g We must therefore find the result of combining

separately “Pjg with each of the terms ^Pojg, ^Dg and This is worked out

in the following manner ~
Combination,

I.

= 1 Ji max. = 3/2 . r max = 4

ja = 1 Ji min =1/2 ' r nun =2 or r = 2 or 4 by Rule 14.

*P11
fJt ~ i

\j =1

r

j, min =0J

The term types involved are therefore

‘Dih. ‘P,« *S,

“I>M 'P.. *S,

M-j, = 0

J. = 2

j, max. = 1-1

1 r • ' “ ^
j, nun. — ^J

« / j. = \ j^max. = 3"l , ^
r-' ^ — 2, 3, 4

l;, = 1 j^nuu
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The term types involved are

>Pu

III

S3. = 0 J, max =
l_;, =0 J.min. =

j,max —

^amin. —

or the type of term involved is ®Pj|

An important feature is brought out by the calculations just given, namelyj

that the arc spectrum of mtrogen involves spectral terms that can be resolved

into three groups, each of which originates in a special type of term that is

representative of the carbon bke singly charged nitrogen ion This is a feature

that applies generally in working out the term systems for atoms of nearly all

elements A second feature that is brought out by the calculation is that the

term typos obtained are the same when the outermost electron of the mtrogen

atom IS in any one of the 3^1 4^ . . . orbits. This feature is the one that

provides for the existence of spectral series and series terms.

111. Oxygen ,—With oxygen the lowest spectral term wiU be deter-

mined by the four electrons in the 2% orbits

For possible combinations we again have

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

m. ^ i 1 4-1 -4 -4

1 0-1 1 0-1
and our problem is to combine the corTcspoudiug values of m, and i e ^

a, b, c, d, e, f, in as many ways as possible taking four at a time^ i e
,

= 15, and to obtain possible values for wi, and m,, These combiuatiojis

are as follows :

—

abed aede

abce aedf

abcl

bede beef

bedf bdef

abde abef

abdf acef
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Theve groupingB give ua for and the following :

—

I. II. III.

0 0 0 0 0 0 11100 O-l-l-l
0 2 I 0-1-2 7O7o7o

Group I gives J. = o ^ the term

J, = 0 I

Group 11 gives •J.
= 0 ^ the term

f - j/

Group III gives J. = l ^ ^ V‘ tho term ’*Puib

l^2f

Of the three tcnna ^iSq, ^Fyis we see by Rules 11 and 12 that the deepest

^Poi4.
deepest ^Dg, and tho next to that

N"
Further, since tho number of electrons in 2g orbits is 4, i,e,, > — or > 3,

2

we see that the usual order by Rule 9 is inverted, and of the components of the

term ®P that with the largest j value is thr deepest, namely,
; the deepest

term with our system of designation is then ^Poi«.

Tho complete spectral term scheme for oxygen as it has been built up from

the three fundamental terms of nitrogen, *3^, “Ogj and is given in Table IT.

Table II.

Nitrogen

1, i| Jj J, J, TrrmH

2 2 J — —
*r^i *J) aa “Pia

Oxygen

A
1

U

ns 1, 2i 2| 3j 3, a. Tennn
|

«t li 2i 2, 3| 3i 3a Xerma

2 2 3 — ‘M, 2 2 3 =t),a

2 2 1 — — — “Po,.
n 2 A — — —

2 2 3 1 — — -H. -S, 2 2 3 1 -Duj
2 2 a ™ 1 — *Piia "Poia 2 2 3 — 1 —

*Poii

2 2 3 — — I >i>i *p,

2 •i 3 — — 1 HJa,. ‘^4 "^lil

•Ppia ’Hi 'G,

^Di %
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Table IL—(contmued.)

Theae ternu are all shown graphically in fig , 1 , From this diagram it will be

seen that the Triplet-Quintet scheme of terms A includes practically all of the

Flo
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known acriee lines in the spectrum of atomic oxygen. The sioglo-triplet

BchevncB B and C, howeverj provide systems of levels for two groups of senes

lines whose posfublo existence has not been suspected hitherto. It has been

suggested by one of the wnters that the Auroral Green line X 5577 ‘3D A may

find its place in one or other of the term schemes B and G set forth above. It

IB possible, too, that some spectral lines hitherto unidentihed and others assigned

to so-called " coronium
**

or to so-callcd nebuhum may ultimately be

identified as originating in the term schemes provided jn B and C or in aimilar

schemes of terms that can be worked out for nitrogen or others of the elements.

The method by which the terms m A, B and G have been worked out will bo

seen from the following three examples ;

—

Scheme A (see last ruw).

Combine the terms Sj and

"We have giving = 0 max — '2

j. ^ 3/3 nun. = 2

giving J. ^ 2 j, niBx. ^3
;,=^laml2,

j.mm.

' I = S and r — 3 and 5.

• tho terms ®Dj284 «-nd ®Dija.

Scheme B (see last row)

Combine tho terms and

Wc have giving 2

Ji-i
giving J, = 2

j. = i

' the Utius

J, max —4^
jgiuin ^of “

^ 01234

J, max.

J. min

“S.

HJ, JFj iDa

Scheme (J (sec last row)

Combine with

Wo have giving = I

J, = i

Ja

Ja

max. = 3

nun. = 1

1. ‘2,
*3

1^ 12345

f = J and 3

.*. I - 2, 3, 4

giving ^.^2

7 . = 4

J, max

J, min.
r=l, 3
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The ierma &re theiefore

®^iaa

^P,

Ij 2i ^2
Note IV. Neon ,—Here we have the conhguration

2
,
2

,
0

For each of the eix 2^ electron orbits the correspondiDg Rpectral term is

“Pjg givefl 7a = 1 w, = 10—

1

7, = 1 m,= i -i
or

m.

1 J From Wo = 0 we have 7 ,
= 0 l = l

0
- 1 \ m, = 0 , J.

— O f = 1

1 - i

0 - i

- 1 - i

Wa = 0 Wi, = 0

i e
,
the loweat term involved in the neon spectrum is a singlet S term.

This IB a result that recently received a remarkable verification through

the invcatigatioDB of Hertz *

Note V. TUantunit A^eeW, Zirconium, Hafnium and -possibly Thorium—
With these five elements the lowest spectral term is determined by two

electron orbits That this is so will be seen from the following table :

—

n*.

j

li

1

3,
j
1

Ji 3. 3. -^1

1

3. 3. 5b 5i a. Ob «. « 7i 7.

TiUniuni 2 2 H 2 ti

1

2 ' 2 _ _ — _ J _ _

Nlokel 2 2 S 2 6 S 2 _ _ _ - _ _ ^ - - - - -

ZirooDium ^

,

2 2 2 ti 10 2 0 2- 2 - - - - - - _ - - -

Hiftuuni .1= 2 2 M 2 6 10
1

2 ti 10 U 2 0 2 - - 2 - _ _ _ _ -

Thpnum t 2 2 e 2 0 10
'

2 ti 10 M 2 6 10 - - 2 H 2 „ ^ - 2 ,

To determine the term corresponding to the combination of an n\ orbit

and an orbit where W is not equal to n*, we may proceed as follows —

HertK, ‘ Zejt* flit Phya yqJ. 32, p. 033 (]D25).
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For an tig orbit we have the doublet term and are therefore required

to combine two “Bgj terms

“Daa gives ja = 2 ^

i = 12346

J. = i U nun. = 0

®Dga Rives ja = 2 mnic = I

• r = 1 or 3.

i. =\ j, tnin = 0

The resultant terms are therefore ®G, ^F, ®Dj ®P, *S and ^F, ^D, ^P, ^8.

Certain hmitations are imposed, however, when w'j — ^ for example,

and to And these, as we have seen before, it is necessary to take into account

the quantum numbers Wg and m.

Since ja = ^ it follows that = 2 10 —1 —2 and

since Jm ~ i II fli, -- — J from which we have

i l i i -i -1 -l -1 -4
m. ^210-1-2 2 I 0-1-2

There are 46 ways in which we can select two out of the ten sets of values

for ?w, and Wg and these give for m, and nig the following groups of values

I. II. III. IV. V.

m, 0 1
,
0

,
-1 1

,
0,-1 0 0

mg 43210 -1 -2 -3 -4 3210 -1 -2 -3 1, 0. -1 210 -1 -2 0

Group I gives = 0 ' • r - 1

/a = 4 '-1=6

Group II gives — 1 - - r — 3

Ja = 3 • • f = 4

Group III gives = I . r == 3

- 1 • i = 2

Group IV gives j, = 0 ' r — 1

;,-2

Group V gives j, —0 • • r = 1

the corresponding term is Kl|.

the corresponding term is *Fhi

- the corresponding term is ^Pgi2

the coneaponding term is >Dg

the corresponding term la ^8o.

ja = 0.*-t = l
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6oe, then, that with two orbiia we may have one or other of the spectral

terms ‘F of which is the deepest In the case of Titanium,

Zirconium, Hafnium and Thorium the component of that is deepest is

^F2, while with Nickel it is 'Fi. This follows from BuU 9.

Note VI. Neodynnujn^ Uranium and Tnii^sten .—In order to find the lowest

t^rm in the arc spectrum of Neodymium and possibly also of Uramum, wc must

find the resultant spectral term corresponding to a combination of three 4

4

orbits and one 5^ orbit

To do this we must first of all find the deepest spoctral term corresponding

to three 44 orbits, In all, there are 14 types of 44 orbits and of these wc can

select three at a time in ^2 ^3 ~ ways.

To a 44 ortut there corresponds the term ^F^ and gives

i. = 3

J.-4
fur m, and we have the following sets of values —

“ 1 1 i 4 i i i -1 -i -i -1 -1 -1 -i

m, = 3-210 -1 -2 -3 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3

By inspection we sec on considenng these pairs of values in groups of three

that the highest multiplicity involved is given by w, == 3/2 with the corre-

sponding value of wla given by = 6. This shows that the deepest term

three 44 orbits can give rise to is a quartet J, t e
, ‘JjBTa.

The complete list of terms that corresponds to three 4| orbits we have found

to be 'J, *G, -F, 'D, '8, *L, *K. *J, H4, '^1, ^F, *F, *D, «D, *P, with

*Jmio tho deepest

We must now combine the t<*rm ‘J with a term and w^ have

‘J or j, ^ 5 j, max. ^ 2
•

' • f -= 3 anJ B

2, = 0 j, min. = 1

•JJ or j, = J /, max = 8
• . J ^ 6 C 7 8 9.

u - J- ^

The corresponding terms are therefore ^L, ^K, ^J, H5 ami "L, ®K, ^*1,

H3, and of these the deepest by Buie 9 is '^L. Of its five components

is the deepest, which agrees with the term designation given for Noodymjum

in the table, namely, '^Lnswio- This type of term may possibly turn out
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to be the lowest involved in the structure of the arc spectrum of Uraniilm

AS well, but certain oonsidcrations lead one to the view that with Uranium the

lowest term should be the same as that involved in the structure of the arc

spectrum of Tungsten, namely, “Dotesi This it can be easily shown is

the term equivalent of four 5^ orbits and is obtained by combining four

terms Reverting to the case of Neodymium it may be stated that we found

that the complete list of terms residting from a combination of a term

with each of the terms *J, ^G, *F, *D, ^S, ®L, ®K, *0, “0, “F, *F,

*P, numliers 168. It is given in Table III.

Table III —Lowest Terms involved in the Structure of the Neodymium

Arc Spectrum

I “L •K J “H »G 11 J 'H •0 ‘F “D HI •u KJ IF D P
•L K •J Hi »j G F D >G F *D P

IV “G “F •D ‘P "S
' V VI “N •M L K J

0 "F D >P “S D IN iM IL iR IJ

VI

1

M L “K >T ’H VIll “L K J »a IX tt "J H o F
L >K iH iL IK IJ IH iG IK IJ IH IQ IF

X K J •G F XI “J H »G F >D XII •G IF •D >P

>K 'J *0 IF ij IH Hi IF ID iG ip ID ip IS

Xlll H "F D P XIV H G ap >D P XV “Q "F D P ‘S
'0 IF Ip IH iG IF ID ip Hi IF »D ip <a

XVI G F >D P 8 xvri F D P
iG IF Ip IS IF ID Ip

With such a number of " deep ” terms available, it is easily seen that

Neodymium should possess an arc spectrum of great complexity.

From the illustrations given above the method of determining the type of

spectral term that corresponds to any selected configuration for the electronic

orbits of an atom will be evident. The expenmental data still required to

completely test the validity of the scheme as set forth are not extensive and

are likely to be forthcoming soon. With the validity of the scheme of orbits

set forth in Table 1 established, we shall be in the position of being able to

predict all optical spectra including both the arc and the spark spectra of the

atoms of all the elements We shall be able also to make some progress in

the determination of the characteristics of the spectra of atoms of hypothetical

elements heavier than Uranium,

We desire to state here that one of us (A. B McLay) was enabled to

collaborate m the investigation leading up to this communication through

the award to him of a fellowship by the National Research Council of Canada.
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On the Structure of the Arc SpectTum of Gold.

By Prof. J, C. McLenkan, F.R S
,
and A. B, McLav, M A

(Received June 10, 1926 )

I. IntroduclioTi.

The firyt succomIuI attempt to find senes relationships among wave-lengtha

of tbo gold arc spectrum was that made by Thorsen* in 1923 Tu his paper he

classified two seta of wave-lengths into a sharp and a diffuse subordinate doublet

^series, the first pair of the sharp aeries providing the first pair of the corre-

sponding principal doublet series In a communicabionf by us a year ago some

absorption cxj>enmentB were described that were carried out with the normal

va]>uur of gold in the quartz and fluorite spectral regions In this eommunica-

tion it was shown that we confirmed Thorsen's selection of the first pair of the

principal series, and that wc were able to eictend this senes so os to include

the second pair as well. In addition, two other intcresiing features of the spectral

stnicture were pointed out that at the time were not completely understood.

The first of those was concerned with the existence of a deep metastable inverted

doublet D term, and the second with a pair of terms that were characterized by

features similar to those of doublet terms of the P type. This pair did not

aeem to belong, however, to the regular series of doublet P terms In the

communication referred to we also pointed out that our term scheme did not

permit us to classify a number of strong lines that were known to belong to the

gold arc spectrum, and that included many of the wave-lengths found to be

absorbed by hfiss Buifam and Mr H J C. Ireton^ iiv^expenments on the under-

water spark spectrum of gold To account in a general way for many of these

wave-lengths we suggested that they might possibly be found to lieJong to a

quartet or to a sextet system, the features of which vie were not at the time

able to develop.

Recently, through the brilliant work of Pauli §, HeisrnbergH and Hund^ on

the interpretation of spectra, wc have been furnished with a means of predicting

with considerable accuracy the structure of any spectrum By this theory,

* ' Naturw- / vul. 25. p GOO (1923)

t ‘ Roy*^ 8oo. Proo.,' A. vol 108. p, D7l (1925)

t ‘ Trsas, Boy Soc Can / vol. 10, III, p. 113 (1925)

I
‘ Z. f. Phyaik; vol. 31, p 765 (1025).

II

‘ Z, f Phyaik,' vol. 32. p 841 (1025)
‘ Z. f Phyaik.’ voJ. 13, p 345 (1025).
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with some modihcAtionfl and extenaioDR, we can now predict the atracture of

the gold arc apcctiuui, and os a consequence are able to cony out a more

systematic investigation of its features The significance of the two unusual

features found by us in our earlier work and mentioned above is now more

clearly understood. Wc ohall proceed to explain these features and to develop

the structure of the spectrum more fully in the discussion following in Sectiona

IV and V

II. Abeorptwn Expenmenis and Wme-lengih MtfUHfcmenU.

As a further aid to the present mvcsti^tioUj absorption experiments were

repeated in the quartz spectral region, both by the method of normal vapour

absorptioD and by that of the underwater spark. Table III contains all the wave-

lengths found to be absorbed by gold vapour in these experiments, and they

are classified according to our subsequent analysis of the spectrum

A few wave-lengths, not previously recorded in either the arc or the apark

spectrum of gold, have been measured by us either from our plates of absorption

npcctra or from some plates of the emission arc spectrum taken by us for the

purpose, These wave-lengtJhs are noted by an asterisk in the tables. All other

values used in this paper were obtained from Kayser and Konen's * Handbook,

Vol. VII, with the exception of tbo three wave-lengths X1833 20(1 vac),

X 1666 62 (I vac.) and X 1046-60 (I vac.) which were measured by Bloch.*

Certain of the wave-lengths, however, that had been observed previously only

in the spark spectrum were found by us to be really arc lines. The intenaitiea

of such wave-lengths were estiiuated by us from our arc spectrum plates.

We have adopted Sommerfeld's values for the quantum numbers and Husscirs

notation for the term designations throughout. For example, the deaiguation

] *Da represents the component of the “ deepest ’* term of the doublet D type,

having the inner quantum number j = 5/2

1 1 1 Theortiioed ConsidcTotiom .

It has been shown by Pauli, Heisenberg, and Uund m their treatment of the

interpretation of spectra, referred to in Section I of this commumcation, that in

order to determine the energy states of an atom involved m the emission of any

of its spectra, the resultant action of all the electrons of the atom in question

must be considered Without going into the theoretical development in any

detail, we will merely give here a few rules that it will be necessary to refer to

later. Certain of these rules are based on theoretical considerations and certain

* * J. Physique i^t Rod.,' voL VI, 4r-6, pp. 105 and 154 (1025).
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of them were given by Hund in hu p>aper and were derived by him fruDi empinml

relatione found to exiet in a number of known casea.

1. If the totalnuznbet of electrons that can occupy an orbit type, charactcnzcd

by the same total and azimuthal quantum numbers n and be N, the number N
u given by X = 2 (2k — 1). Such a number is 2 for an orbit of Lbc type,

and 6, 10, 14 . , for orbits of the ng, Hi ... types respectively

2. If there are r electrons occupying orbits having the same n and k (equiva-

lent orbits) where r s N, the resulting action of r electrons la cqmvalrnt to that

of N — r eloctruua, and so the resultant term types would be the same lu either

_ N

3.

If the number of electroiiH in equivalcnl^ orbits jh r, and if ,the
2

oomponenta of any one of the resultant terms should bo lu the normal order,

that is, the component with the smallest “j " value should be the “deepcHt
’’

N
But li r > — the term components should be inverted, that is, the eompouent

2

with the largest '*j *’ value should be the
**
deepost."

4 By rule 2 it can be shown that the resultant action of N clectroiiN in

equivalent orbits is equal to that of no electrons. Therefore if an orbit type has

its complete quota of electrons, given by K, iind forms a part of a given electron

oonfigoratioa of an atom, it can be neglected when deriving the term-types

corresponding to that coniiguTation.

5. If m a group of terms that result from a given electron oonligujation there

are terms having the same 1 values but of different multijilicilies, that with

the highest multipbcity should be the “ deepest," For exomjde, if in such a

group there is a term and a term, the term should he " deeper
"

than the ^ term.

6, If in a group of terms that result from a given electron cotihguxatioii there

are terms of the same multiplicity but with different values of "1," that ^ith

the highest 1 " value should be the deeper. For example, a *F term should

be deeper than a term, a deeper than a and a deeper than a *H

term.

We wUI now proceed to develop the thooietical stnioture of the gold arc

speetrum ocoording to the methods furnished by Pauli, Heisenberg and Hund,

before discuaBing the results of our empineal analysiB of its features,

Hund has shown in his paper that wc can most easily predict the terms

belonging to the arc spectrum of any element by first considering the " deep

ttinna of the spark spectrum that correspond to ail stable and meiastabic electron

VOL. GXU.—A. H
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coafigumbiumi potMible (or the atom when in the singly iuniaed state Pawing

then to the terma of the aru spectrum we obtain these by adding an electron

that iH supposed to occupy an orbit of any type not already posseBnng its

complebo quota of electrons

Table 1 gives the three possible electron configurationB that represent

the most stable energy states involved in the emission of tbu Aii II Hpeotrum,

\.e
, the first spark spectrum of gold.

If now we add an electron in various possible ways and calculate the resultant

terms, wc arrive at the term types given lu Table II. In this table only tboso

ConfigurationB are given that determine the most important energy sUti^H

involved in the emission of the Au I spectrum, and that are nocessary for the

discussion of our empirical analysis of its features. The fiddeil electron la

bracketed in each configuration of Table II It should be pointed out that

from each configuration in Table II only the brat member of a term series

can be determined Higher senes members result when the added electron

occupies an orbit of higher total quantum number, a, than that given

When the gold atom is in any one of the statos in Table II, say in lA, 2A|

or Ha, it-fl arc spectrum is characterized by *S, “P and "D terms reapecfcivoly,

If the bracketed electron m 1a, 2a, or 3a, Table II, is removed entirely, the

atom will then in each case bo in the ionized state 1a in Tabic I, and its first

spark spectrum while m this state will be characterized by a deep ” term of

the bS type This means that the " deep
”

terms of the spark spectrum is

the common limit of the ‘S, *P and senes of the arc speotrum, the first

members of which are indicated m 1a, 2a, or 3a, Table II. In the same way

the limit of any other term senes belonging to the arc spectrum can be shown

to bp one of the
**
deep " berms of the spark apeebrum given m Table I In

Table II the senes limits arc indicated m the right-hand column.

It will be soon from Tabic 11 that the gold atom cannot get directly from

any one of the stat’es in a certain oIbhs ], 2 or 3 to any other state in the same

class without involving a violation of the selection ride for bhe azimuthal

quantum number, k,*' of an orbit, i e , that in a transition “
/t ” may change

only by ± 1. Neither can the atom get directly from either of the states

m class 1 to either of those m class 3 without a violation of this sel^tion rule.

But the selection rule would permit certain transitiuus between a state in

class 2 and certain states in class 1 or certain states in class 3, Hund, however,

says that the atom can get directly from any of the states m class 2 to any

of those in class 1 or to any of those in class 3. If this is cfirrect, there must

be two lands of traiuutlonn possible, (a) those fur which a single electron jumps
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from ftn orbit with jb to one with ^ ± 1, in oooc^anco with tho HolecUon rule,

and (6) thoae for whioh two electrons jump Biniultaneously one from an orbit

with to an orbit with k^±^\ and tho other from an orbit with to an orbit

with ibfl d: 2 where and I 2 may be equal or unequal For exainplo, i£ the

atom ia to get from 2a to iB one electron must jump from a 6^ orbit to a 6^

orbit, the other electron from a 5| orbit to a orbit. Our empirical aualyaia

shows that such a transition does occur in the cmiaeioii of certain wave-lengths

of the gold arc spectrum, so that double electron groups, governed by the

rules lu (6) above, must be passible for the un-ionized atom of gold They

have been known to occur in the atoms of a number of other elements also,

and were found originally by Russell and Saunders* to be an important

nharacteristic of the emisHion of the arc spectra of the alkaline earth elements

IV - -Diarusston of Empir^ial Remlis

The results of our empirical analysis of the gold arc sjiectrum are given in

the energy diagram Fig. 1 and m Tables IV and V, Table IV contains tbe

PiQ. I.—AToCe^To Intep the notation uiulorm with the text, aX/ of this diagram sbould h

jvad as nOC, throughout, e g. 3S|' as 3^,, etc

* * Aalrophya J.,' toI 01, p. 38 (ID20)
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valuei of bU tbe torma we have b«en able to find The terma have been groaped

eo that each group coiie&pondB to a certain configuration o( the electrona ol

the un-ioiuxed atom oE gold The conflgxirationB (of the 11 outer electtona

only) are givenin the nght-hand column in such away that 6 for instance,

indicates that there are 10 electrons occupying Sr orbits and one occupying

a 6j orbit. Table V contains the wave-lengths that we have been able to

classify as combiiiatiuns between pairs of the terms in Table lY.

Our absorption expenments show that the deepest term of the whole arc

spectrum of gold is that designated as 1%^, for all the wave-lengths in Table IfI

that we found to be absorbed by the normal vapour of gold involve this term.

To it, therefore, we have assigned the value eeio It corresponds to the *8

term predicted in Table II, 1a, isnd is the Arst member of a doublet S series,

two higher members of which have also been identiAed. The terms designated

as and 2‘D,| correspond to those predicted m Table II, 2a and 3a

respectively They arc the first members of a doublet P and of a doublet D

Table III —Absorbed Wave-lengths

I a(IA) r (veo y. Combioeticm Melbod

'
8 3122 78 33018-3 1»D,—I'P. U W
He lioa0<22 ' 33002 2 1«D,—1»P, U W.
« 2748 26 36875 0 1>D,— u.w
4 2700 00 37013 7 I'D,—I'D, uw.
lOH ae76‘OG 37368 8 I'S,—PPi UVf 1 NV
4 2641 40 37S46 1 I'D,—I'D, u w.
lOB 2427 B8 41174 0 u.w

1 N V
G 2387' 13 41867-

6

1'D,-1'D, u w.
4 2370 26 42070 3 l'Dr-2'P, uw.
b 2362 66 42402-2 I'D,—I'F, ITW.
a *2ia0'40 40046-4 u w
a -2126 62 47008-2 l-S,—l>ff, U W

,
N V

4 2110 60 47864 B U.W
4 2082-00 48018-3 U.W,
a *2021 40 40484 6 u.w.
3 2012 02 40688^2 uw.
i 2000 08 40066 0 uw.
a 1091 16 60303 8 u w
4 1077 32 60567-1 u.w.
3 1061-21 31283 4 1'8,—2«^ UW.J N V.
2 *1038 62 01567-7 UW.
4 1918 02 68000 5 l'D.-c„ u.w
a 1870 13 53108 4 I-Bi-rf. U W. )

N V.

A (I vac).

1 1066 62 00041 S NV
2 1646 60 60734 0 l'B,-yP, NV.

Measured by the autbun
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neneflj and we have found one higher mrmher of racli HtTieH an well The

common hmit of oarh of thcKO t.rnii smioh wn have shown in Section III to

be the “deep” ^8 term of the Au II spoctnini, given in Table J, 1a I'he

calculated value of the limit is 74,461 rin.~\ and is indicated in 6g 1 by Lhc

horizontal line with the infinity Hymbol at the nght of it.

Table IV.

"J” 1

Term Term Term ( 'oiiligur&tmri

of Outer
BloutriHUi

vaJiie Vuliio 8opar«bion

1/2 A‘Hi

1

0

a/2 OKM) 8

1
12274 0 (».)' («i)'

8/2 I'O. 21434 a

1/2 87368 d

1
3816 6

(8,)'"0,

3/2 i-Pi 41174 2

7/2 1% 42163 0

7/2 1‘F. 46836 7

6/a

3/a I

I'D.

I'D,

46174 6

47007 0 1
832 G

7/a I'D, 61028 4 Kilo 4

3/a a-p. 61231 0
1

fi/a PF, 61B63 I y 1B77 3

1/2 2>P. 63206 3 J
3/a or 6/2 "ii 66106 2

3/8 or a/B

<*1

58ei6'2
3/a or 6/B 61366 4

a/2 or 6/2 63712 H

1 /a a-s, 64464 H («.)“7,

3-Pi 6003a 6
1

1
tm 7

(»3)‘-’7,

3/2 II"P| 60726 2

“'3/7 2«D, 61061 6

1
82 4

fl/2 a-D, 62033 0

1/2 3"S, 64742 4 («.)••».

a/2 3"D, 0746B1

1
41-8

6/a 3-D, «7610 B

7/2 67810 6

8/a i 68704 6

3/2 70662 7

9/B 76731 6

0/2 7682B a
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Table V

1. *. (I A ), (\rao )
CaniMiutfoa

G 7510 74 isaio^s i"Pr-a^
4 0278 IB 15023 8 1"D,—l«Fi
lu 5956 98 16782 4 I'D.-.,
In

1

6fitV2 94 17051 6

4 5837 >44J 17126 2
0 *5721 26 17473 8 2-P,-»,

1 0655 76 1 17076 2 I'D.

1 '5261 82 18009 6 l-K,-.,
1 *3147 39 J0421 0 #P. HI.

'Ilf 5064 62 10739 4

4 W 4811 Ul 20777 3 I'P,—^*1),
M 4792 ‘60 2U850 7 J'P, -2*1).

0 •4620 70 21635 7 I'D.-..

4 4607 35 21608 4 I'D.-*.
4 44a8'26 22274 1

4 4437 '28 22530 0
1 4315 11 2S167 9 -a.

2v 424 1 84 23568 2

Lh 4084 14 24478 1

(J

1

44)65 08 24592 8 1>P^—2^,
4040 05 24730 7 I'D,— l*D,

2 8009 39 25572 2 I'D,—I'fJ,

4 3897 88 25647 7 l'F._,
1 3880 45 25703 3 —

0,

1 3675 06 25800 8 I'D,-6,
1 •3801 97 26294 7 I'P.-J'D,
4 3705 BO 3«336<7 I'P,—3^,
3 3050 74 27383 8 l'P,-3-8,
2 9355 18 20796 1 l'D,-2*P,
2 3320 U 30UO 6
2 3308 31 30218 3 1»D,—l*F,
4u 3204 '74 81194 7 I'F,^
4u 3104 73 81292 5

i 3146 37 81778-6 I'Dg-Sp,
8 Sm 78 82013 6 I'D,—I'P,
Hu 3020 02 88002‘2 I'D,—I'F,
4 2801 06 84568 6
3 2883 46 34070 4
(1 2748 30 36376 9 I'Dl-lSfr,

4 2700 90 37013 7 DD,—I'lT.

4 3688 78 3T1RI 4 I'D.-i.,
ion 3070 05 37B58 8 m-i'k
4 2641 40 37846 1 l'D,~l'D,
4 2500 05 38507-7 I'Dr-iPPi
4 3544 30 30293*4 I'D,—a-p.
4 2510 50 3B820 6 I'D,—0|,
ion 3427 08 41174-0

D 2387 7D 41867 e I'D,—I'D,
4 2376 25 42070-3 I'Dr-OT,
4 2364' 67 42278 1

8 8362 65 42402-2 I'D,—1*F,
3 •2130 46 46046 4

2 •2120 63 47008 2 pa,—I'D,
3 •2021-40 40464 0 l'D.-6„

UouHred by the autbon,
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Table V.—(oouturned)

T A(tA) y (vap)

1

(kimbliiatinii

3
1

I9ai-2i 51233 4

3 1938 02
,

51607 7

4 1918 02 1 52095 6

J 1879 13
^

6.1198 5 1»H,—iPP,

X (1 VBC,)

2 1833 20 54547 0 rf..

1 1008 S2 00041-

3

i“H, -a>i\
2 104(1 50 007.H4 9

The term deHij^naied afl l^Dga oorTOHponds to the t^^rm given in Table TT,

1b. The fcerm values in Table IV show that it is another “deep” term of

the Bpectrum, but that it 10 not bo “ deep ” as the l^Sj term Our absorption

expeninentfl also confirm this view, for all the wavelengths m Table 111 that

involve the component HOg were abaorhed by the excited vapour in the under-

water spark but not by the normal vapour of gold The energy provided by

the under-water Hpark waa, therefore, su'fficient to raise the gold atornH to the

state repreHented by the term but was probably not Hufflrient to raisi'

them to the l*Dj state This would explain why wc did not find any absorp-

tions involving the term As the term I’D^i does not combine with the

term 1^, it must, therefore, represent a motastable state of the un-ionizod

atom of gold.

The values of the components of the term show that the term is

inverted, that is, the component l^£)g is “ deeper ” than the comjionent l^Dg

This feature is in conformity with certain rule^ (^iven in Section III. For the

terra represents the resultant action of the 1 1 outer electrons of the un-ionized

atom of gold, when nine of them occupy Dg orbits and two of them 6^ orbits

The 6j orbit type is by rule 1 thus filled and therefore by rule 4 can be neglected,

while the fig orbit type contains nine electrons and this number is greater

than N/2 where N = 10 for this type. Therefore by rule 3 the term ahuidd

be inverted and this we have shown to be the cose The significance of the

mebastablo inverted doublet D term, found by us a year ago, 10 thno made clear.

It should be Aoted, however, that the term here designated aa I'Dg is not

the same as the one we selected in our earlier work as l^Dg m the previous

notation). Our identification of the term last year was based chiefly on

a wave-lnngth given by Quincke,* namely X 4623 -26a having the estimated

* KayBer and Konen, ' Handbook,' vol Vll.
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inteuflity 6v. A close inspoction of out platea oi the emission ato Bpeotnim

of gold failed to reveal any hoe of this wave-length iii the spectrum.* Our

previous evaluation has therefore probably no significance, The discovery of

the correct value of the term has made possible the advances recorded

in this commumcation.

The most important of these advances is represent^^d by the group of twelve

terms at the right of hg 1, beginning with that designated as i'Fi and going on

to that designated os All these tenns are new with the exception of those

designated as 2^Pg and 2‘Fi, which constitute the irregular terms of the P type

found by us in our earlier work and mentioned above in Section I Although

we have been able to identify only eight of the twelve terms referred to, it seems

fairly certain that oU the twelve correspond to certain components of the

group ‘F'D^P^F'D^P that result from the electron configuration 2b in Table II.

This group, as the table showsi has the term of the Au II spectrum as a

common senes IJimt Of the tenns in this group the quartet terms should be

" deeper ” than the doublet terms of the same type by Buie 6 in Section III.

But from the arrangement of the eight components that we have identified

it would seem that m this case there is a contradiction to the rule,

I e
,
that the *F term is deeper than the tenn, the *D term is deeper than

the term, and that the “P term is deeper than the term We will proceed

to discuss our arrangement of the group, first empinoally and then from a

tlieoretical standpoint

We have shown in Section III that the gold atom can get dirwtiy from the

state 2h to the state I A in Table If. Consequently the terms ^F*D^P*F*D*P

flan cornbiue with the term 1*8^ subpn t to the selet'tion rule for the inner

quantum number *‘jV’ associated with any term component, if, ‘*j may

change only by -±1 or 0 in a transition. The selection rule for “
j

’’ liimta the

number of possible combinations to eight, namely, those from the oomponenU

‘Fj, *D|, *Pj, ’Dj, *Pg and “Pj to the term The three doublet

components ^Dg, ^P, and should combine with the term more readily

than the five components of the quartet terms. It will be seen from fig, I

and Tables IV and Y that only three of the eight possible combinations with

the terms 1“S| occur. We have, therefore, been led to the view that the three

wave-lengths X 2126 62a, X 1951 •21a and X 1879' 13a result from the three

* Table VI contains a number of wave-leilgtlui, given by Quincke, that we were notable

to detoot in the omission aro speotrum of gold^
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oombinsiiOTifi between the doublet uontponeniii and ^P| and the term

and as a oonBequence we have identified the terms deRi|;nated as

3*P, and 2*Pj The three other doublet componenta designated as l^Dj, l^Fi

and 1*F| were then selected so as to be in agreement with Rules 3 and 6 m
Section HI. The terms designated as l^Fi and were identified by the

fact that they are the only components of the group that have the

inner quantum numbers, “j'’ ^7/2, and, as Table IV shows, each of them

has this value for As we have arrangeil them, is deeper than

1*D4 , but we cannot he certain of this. The lemaming four terms of the grou]>

of twelve probably are other components of the group *F*D*P as well, but wo

have not sufficient evidence to enable us to identify any of them, and so we

have designated them as a^g, bgs, Cgg and dgg lor the time being. The double

subscripts 2 and 3 in each case indicate that the inner quantum number ”j”

belonging to each term may have either of the values 5/2 or 7/2.

If our identification of the terms discussed in the last paragraph be correct,

we have shown that in this case the doublet terms of the group ^F^D^F^D^
must bo “ deeper " than the quartet terms of the same typo The question

of the senes limits involved probably has some bearing on the theoretical

significance of this feature. We have indicated in Table II that the terms of

the group *F‘D*P*F"D*P have as senes limit tJie ®D term of tho Au II spectrum,

but the ’’D term is threefold, and by Rule 3 m Section III should be inverted.

The question then is, of tho 17 com[>onent terms in the group, which ones have

the component as limit, which ones have the component and which

ones have the component ‘Dg

The question of senes limits was treated recently in an extended way by

Hund in a special paper.* Am an example of spectra charactenaed by doublet

and quartet systems with a threefold hmit, Hund discusses the structure of

the arc spectra of the elements of the filth column (N, P, As, Sb, Bi). We give

in fig, 2 a diagram of the term structure of the arc spectra of these elements,

taken from Hund’s paper By means of the rules given by him we have

Constructed fig. 3 to represent the arrangement of the group of terms

41*40«pifBD*F, that We are discussing, in the Au I spectrum In fig. 2 the

components of the Umiting term *P of the spark spectrum are in the normal

order, and as a consequence the components of the term types in the arc spectrum

are in the normal order as well Also quartet terms are deeper than doublet

* •Z.t PliynLk,^ vol. 34, p 200 (102^).
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tertiu of tbfl same type. But in fig. 3 the limiting term H) of the An II apectrum

haa ltd components inverted, and the eomponenta of terms of the arc spectrum

having the term as limit are therefore inverted In order to explain the

fact that the doublet terms of the group in the Au I spectrum

are deeper than the quartet terms of the same type, we now put forward the

view that the invenuon of the oomponents of any term, when the hmit is

inverted, is accompamed in some oases by an inversion of the relative depth

of doublet and quartet terms of the same type, so that the doublet term of

any type would bo the “ deeper
”

Table VI,—Wave-lengths of Doubtful Origin recorded by Quincke as belonging

to Au I.

I \ (1.A,) Origin r I K{IA) Ongin T

2 6101 6fl 6U 3002 86 A1 1

Sv 4623 26 Jh 30J8 01

1 4643 74
1

1 3034 IJ an I

OH •3027-67 lu 3024 34

I 3002 27 20 2073 26
U 3673 60 ’ 2 2070 41

‘JH 3641-03 1 2 2063 7S

3 3377-60 lU 2061 01

3 3242 60 Prf 1 iH 2043 04 (iA 11

U 31BI 30 C^l lu 2013 30 .111 11

4tt 3117 01 Ju 2UB4 20

* A flint line it thla wave-length wu obieived in nur platoa

The only terms in fig. I that we have not yet discussed are the high ones

deaiguated by Greek letters These are probably components of the group

resulting from the electron configuration 3b lu Table II, but wo have not been

able to show that any of those terms correspond to eomponenta of any of the

predicted types

Our analysis of the Au I spectrum has not funashecl mure than the first

member of any senes that has the ’D term of the Au II spoctnim as

limit. We therefore cannot calculate the values of any of the compemeuts of

tho "D term.

V.- -Condwion

lu the foregoing analysis we have been able to classify by our term scheino

nearly all the wave-lengths known to belong to ihe gold arc spectrum The

most important wave-lengths that have not yet been classiliGd are six, given in
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Table 111, that wete found to be abaorbed by tbe vapooi in the under-vater

eparlc oi gold. These wave-lengdu undoubtedly involve Uie metaetable tenn

l^Ds will probably be found to lead to the identiAoation of certain of the

terms of the group with the limit of in Table 11, or bo certain

of those of the groups in Table II, 2c But we have not any further evidence

in support of this view. Zeeman effect experiments will probably furnish the

best means of deiimtely settling this question and any other features of the

arc upectruiu of gold that are not yet clear

Tho auihon wi«h i4j thank MinM'H AlUn, (.Vthen, MiAXiOaM aud Riittun, and Mr M J

for aiwiniantici m taking phoLugrapha of «|ioiitra Ai'knuwknigDtriib nhould also be

iiiadp to the National Rescaroh Oouncil of Canada, for the award of a fellowship to

Mr A B McT^y, which enabled him to oollaborate in this mvefltigatlon

On the Series Spectia of Palladium.

By Pruf if C M('Lknnan, F R and H (rHAvaoN Smith, Pb.D.

(Department of Physiea, University of Toronto)

(Remvwl June lU, 192ft )

InlroduGtinn,

(n a previous paper the authors have given a preliminary analysis of the

arc spectrum of palladium This has now been extended and brought into

better agreement with the theoretical considerationa of Hund. In addition,

some progress baa been made in the analysis of the second or spark spectrum

of palladium. The work on the arc spectrum has been made possible by the

study of the Zeeman effec t of the palladium arc by Baals,f by tho experiments

oi McLennan and Cohen, and McLennan and Liggett| on the absorption

spectrum of normal ^lalladiiun vapour, and by the measurpments of Meggersf

of the lines of the palladium arc in the region from 4500 to 9000 A,

* ‘ Ttkiu Roy ScMi t!aa III (lU2ti}.

t
' Hoy. Hoc Proc' A, voj. 100, p. 3fl0 (102fl),

X Papers bo appear m

*

Trans Ray Roc Can Seo- III (102ft)

§
‘ Bureau of SUndards Svi. Papers,' P 400 (lD2fi)
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Th4 Qf<ifiind TermA of Palladium I.

On fche baau of hi^ expenmenta on the Zeeman effect, Beale assigned most

of the strongest lines ol the arc spectrum to oombinations between a group of

low terms designated by ^So, (ui the notation of Russell) and a

group of singlet and triplet P, D and F t^rms. This has boon generally con-

firmed, although it has been necessary to rearrange the PDF group slightly in

order to bring it into agreement with the theoretical grouping of thr*sc terms

The new arrangement of the lines involved is shown in Table I, and is sup-

ported by consideration of the relative intensity. Those lines for which the

Bgnusment between observed and calculated Zeeman coffer t is purtieularly good

are not affectoil by the changes Table I also containn other bnes due to com-

binations with the low group, some of which have been identibed as the second

members of scries of which the lines given by Beals are the first members The

nature of the other terms combining with the low group has not been ascertained

Table 11 contains lines duo to combinations between the PDF group and two

Table I — roinbinations with l-siw-Lying Terms

Torm. l‘D I'U

i 0 2 1 2 3

1>F 2 27080 88 (aoR) 3H717 90 (flOK) J1056 66 ( 3)

,1 25671 84 (20) 29633 56 (
30K) 30820 48 (lOOE)

4 20363 78 (lOOR)

1>F 3 28739 >53 (20R) 27606 4B (lOOR) 88867 32 (
5UR)

1-B 1 40S37 83 (SH) 20116 98 (20R) 30744 72 (30) 33083 01 (3)

2 39049-63 (30R) 30677 30 (3C') 38016-13 (20) 34307 08 (LO)

a B61fte-4e (50R) 32102-08 (30) 33204-06 (10)

I'D 3 23356 15 (20) 36881 98 (16) 39230 93 (50R) 30411 H5 (10)

|.p 0 27094 02 (30R)
1 3H1B0 (18 (16R) 24458 74 (10) 26086 S3 (10) 28433 52 (lOOR)
a 32346 79 (15) 23974 94 (3) 26318 80 (10) 37504 90 (200R)

PP 1 4om 33 (HR) 28646 89 (IS) 30374 64 (30R) 32613 31 (20)

a-TT 1 A8001 (uba.) 47934 (iiwa)

2«P 1 56709 (>bi )
- 40001 (uwb) -

a 1 57630 (aba
) 45048 (uwu) 47381 (dwa)

0 i 45464 (Abu
)

— 35396 4 (1) —
3 30188 56 (1) 4315a-40 (1) 44347 23 (1)

1 5(1580 (hIm.) 44707 0 (1)
— 46764 (uwA)

• 3T 56964 (aU ) 38120 (aIh )

H tthiuit^lnrin. uwa under-*watar spark revarHal
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Tftble ir -(}oinhini&t]rjiv9 with f^Y

Tt-nn

J 1 3 4

i>y 2

3

^ 1

-
12292 44 (6)
jQg26 A5 (1)

1"D 2

A

12507 72 (4)

11044 64 (1) 14707 OH (12)

Table ITI.-“Line8 absorbed by Normal Palladium Vapour.

VBTO'klQgth

I.A

Absorptinn
Inlennfcy

Frwiuenoy
cm CombliiAtioii

5e34*«B4 5 27604-00 l*Pt - 1»D,
5609-548 5 27606 43 1*K, - m.
3516 963 2 28425-52 1"P| - I'D,
3460 761 3 28087 23 I'F. - 1'D;

3421 227 H 20220 93 PD, - I'D,
.3404 663 10 20363 78 1"F» - I'D,
3378 018 4 20638 50 l^F, - I'D,
3302 147 6 .'10271 64 1>P, - I'D,

1‘iTi - I'D,3287 248 6 .30411 85

3258B03 1 30677-30 1*0, - 1»D,
3251-657 3

10
30744-72 - I'D,

3242 710 30680 48 I'F, - I'D,
3114 076 5 32102-08 I'D, - I'D,
3066 326 4 32613-61 DP. - I'D,

I'D, - I'D,3027 -942 4 33016-16
3002 666 2 33304 06 I'D, ^ I'D,
2022 518 1 84207 08 I'D, - I'D,
2763 001 10 36180 08 I'P, -- Dfl,
2761-07 1 36328-1
2470 441 10 40368 33 I'P, - Dfit
2447-008 ' 8 40637 33 I'D* “ Da,
2272 2 1* 43007
2251-470 2 44401-63
3247 7 2- 44476
2232 85 T

1 a 44707 0 5, DD,
2197 0 a* 45484 ft

-

1824 7 1 54804
1760 0 4 56530 1

11
1783 4 4 S670B
1755 8 2 56054
1747 4 1 07m
1734 6 4 57600 •. - l-S.
1724 1 a 58001 a-D, - i-a^

«. ^ I'D,
1720-3
1715 6

2
1

58120
58292

* JJbm mii idiutUietl wilh ttmloloD Unet la bha
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new law tema designated as These are the lowest nembers of a

theoretical group for which the remaining combinations would lie in the inira-red

beyond the range of the measuzementa of Meggers.

Table III oontains the lines which were observed bj McLennan and Cohen and

McLennan and Liggett in the absorption spectrum of normal palladium vapour.

These show very dearly that the term designated as ^So represents the normal

state of the palladium atom, all the lines due to combinations with it being

very strongly absorbed. Most of the lines due to combinations with are

adso absorbed, and some of those due to combinations with showing that

the triplet D term represents a metastable state of low energy of the palladium

atom. It is alao evident that there can he no other terms as low or lower than

these* This is in agreement with the assignment of the low terms by Bechert

and Catalan *

Theoretical arid Observed Groups of Terms

F Hundf has recently given a theory by means of which it is possible to

predict the arrangement of the terms of the spectrum for an atom containing

any number of electrons The effeotive (Quantum number (0 that defines the

spectral term corresponding to a given configuration of extra^nucloar

electrons in an atom is given by 2 = -{- 1, where is the vectonal result-

ant of the quantum numbers \ representative of all the individual

electrons outside the last previous rare gas shell. The quantum number y,

determines by the relation — 1) the multipUcity of such spectral

term ' it alao is a vectonal magnitude, being the resultant of the quantum

numbers (j,) of all the individual electrons, each of which is taken to be

intrinncally of a doublet nature With lis j, => In this way each posaible

arrangement of the electrons m orbits (n^) of given total and asimuthal

quantum numbers can be associated with a group of spectral terms.

When two or more electrons are m " equivalent orbits,” that is, in orbits

having the same values of n and k, account must also be taken of their orienta-

biozL with respect to an imaginary small magnetic field. No two electrons may

actually occupy the same orbit, and so if they have the same values of n, ja and

one or both of the vectors and must be differently oriented with respect

to the field- This limits the number of electrons which may occupy equivalent

' orbits of quantum number ^ to N = 2 (2^ — 1), and also limits the number of

* ‘ Z. f. Pbynk,' vol. 3fl, p 449 (1926) ; also ‘ Roy. Soo. Proc./ mpra, p. 76,

t ‘ Z. I. Pbysik/ vd. SS, p. 846 (1626),

VOL. oxn.—A, 1
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possible ways of combining tbeln to gi^e the quantum niunberB I andy, of the

texms. In thia connection it was shown by Hund that a combination of N a;

equivalent electrons (where x |N) gives rise to the same group of spectral

terms as a combination of x electrons. In the former case it is found empirically,

however, that tho multiple terms are inverted," that is, that the term with

the highest value of the inner quantum number (j) is the lowest of each multiple

term Hund also gives the empirical rules, that, of such s group of tenne,

those of largest multipheity should be the lowestj and that of terms of equal

multiplicity that with the largest value of I should be the lowest The last-

mentioned rules are apparently stnotly obeyed by the low terms of a senes

system, but other efiects may cause them to break down for the higher terms.

In the case of paUadium (atoniio number 40) there are ten electrons

outside a krypton-like core, and these are to be distnbuted in the 4^^ Oj

and higher orbits The most important configurations to be considerrd

are those in which all ten electrons arc in 4^ orbits, which will be denote

by (43)^^, and those in which there are nine electrons in 43 orbits and

one in a higher orbit, denoted by (43)^ 5^, etc These give the ordinary

series system, in which the lines are due to transitions of a single " senes elec-

tron The configuration (4a)'° represents a completed shell, and gives rise to

the low term^So only, so that it must be the normal configuration of the palladium

atom. In order to find the terms due to the other oonfigurationa, the> and

of the tenth eloctron must be combined With the berm resulting from the nine 43

electrons, which is a term ‘D. Thus (43)” 6^ gives nse to the metastable terms

“Djij, ^I)j, and (4 b)® fi, to the group *F "D *P observed by Beals. In

accordance with the rule mentioned above, all these terms ate invorted. In

Table IV the observed terms of the palladium arc spectrum are given, grouped

according to the electronic configurations to which they are supposedly due.

The first column gives tho configuration, the second the predicted terms which

should arise from it, and the third the values of the corresponding observed

terms. Borne terms whoso nature has not been determined appear at the

bottom of the table Those all combine with the terms of the lowest groups,

and may be part of the group due to the configuration (43)“ and so involving

double electronic transitions.

The selection principle for the azimuthal quantum number ( Ait = ± 1)

should be applied to tho electron concerned in the transition, and not to the

elective quantum number (1) of the terms. Thus any term of the group (4|)® fig

may combine with the low terms, or with any term of the group (4B)"0g, subject

always to the selection principle for the inner quantum number (Ay ^ ±1,0).
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Howeverj tranaitioiu in which I changes by 2 or 3 give rise to lines of small

intensity compared with those for which I changes by 1 oi 0, According to

the usual practice, bars have been used to distinguish terms which combine

with ordinary terms of the same value of 1. Table V shows the observed oom-

binations between the group (4,)^ and the higher terms The rules of intensity

are on the whole obeyed for combinations with the D and P terms, and justify

the arrangement of the upper terms so as to agree with the predictions The

intensities of all the combinations with the V terms are rather irregular

Table IV —^Terms of the Palladium Arc Spectrum.
4

Confifuntlon
Tcimu

(pndJbted)

Value of

obaarvBd term
Separatum.

(4.V
’

1»S 0 0 00

(*!)• fl| 1«D 3 6504 02
2 7754 OS 1100 06

1 10003 03 2338 01̂

l‘D 2 11721 72

(*•)• (5i)- 6"f 4 25101 12

3 2H213 63 3112 41

2 —
6"? a 1 0 1

A>G 4 1 CombinsUoiu due to tboM
ft»D 3 r term! would be In infn-nd
&18 0 J

(«)* B| 1*F 4 36027 75

1 3 37303 63 1406 78

2 3BSn 71 1418 18

PF 3 35461 25

1-D 3 30BdS]4
2 40771 <20 013 16

1 40S35-67 67-38

I'B 2 30075 S2

l"P 2 34008 80

1 30180 46 2111 60

0 38088 02 1007 60

' PP 1 4030858

S^D a 40010 >40
215 28

2*D a 48804 21

52587 70 3783 40

1 62330 31 - 25130
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Table IV—(continued).
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Table V.—CombmAtionB between Upper Terms

,

Term.

J

1>F.

3

1“F.

4 3 2

2'D 9 13568 21 (18) 11628 00 (9)

3*D 3
3
1

isaoa-M (7J

17036 46 (9)

12876 44 (18) 11410-68 (8)
—

*

18004 14 (4) 13676 09 (3)

13524 80 (8)

10360 00 (40) 18883 53 (7) 17417 76 (7)

Bi 99619-73 (9)

' 18878-53 (SO)

99136 39 (10) 90670 61 (4)— — 10837 23 (20)

a'f a 10560-04 (18) 10084 46 (2) 17618 60 (3) 16200 40 (8)

wm 10873 SO (1) 10007 44 (20) 17631-02
( 30)^ 91168-80 1) ^

£1162 55 (6) 10744 00 (10)

olD 9 10547 98 (6) — 16186 85 (5)

HH
10406*47 (7) 10010 08 (10) 17854 16 (20) 16136 00 (2)

10596-37 (3)

16011 03 (9)

10360-36 (8) 17427 04 (12) 16008 05 (1)

10383 63 (O)

M 1 15769 40 (1)

m 9 29686 62 (4) 90744-77 (2) —

ro 9
1

— ^ 22896 80 (1)

29701 10 (9)

* In infis-red
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Table V—(oontiiiiied)

Term

s

I'C

2

i-lT

3 2 1

zn) 2 12043 71 (fi) e ¥ •

2*n s
2
1

11 828 37 (0)

18511 01 (2)

15350 80 (fl)
1

—a
12620 43 (7) 11716-40 (2) 11460 11 (2)

IIMS 03 (1) 11407 67 (1)

aH} 4 14003-15 (8)

oH} 4
a 21373' Id (8) 18400 82 (5) 17577-68 (3)

a>F 3 18036-43 (30) 16164-04 (1) ~
OFF 4

3

2

21885-86 (2A)

21970 DO (3)

16167 03 (3)

18703-64 (10) 17700-38 (12)

18607 62 (2) 17784-46 ( 8) 17717 08 ( 8)

a>D 2 18028-70 (30) 16140 30 (1) 14227 00 (1) U169 83 (6)

o»D 3

3

1

17071 DO (3)

21432 36 (0)

10080 54 (4) 14176 30 ( 3)

18000 43 (3) 17677 26 (10) 17000-84 (1)

17630 79 (3) 17660 40 (0)

o»P 1 17846-04 (8) » 13083 01 (0)

ii»P 2

1

0

14062 44 (3) 14040 90 ( 3) ~
17423 02 (4) 17866 56 (4)

1

17842 64 (4)

a'S 0 14654 37 (8)

a>B 1 17008-38 (8) 18802-83 (9) 13739-43 (2)

31D 3 21162 M (6) — — 17290 60 (1)

a-D 2

1 - 21780 46 (3) 80867 31 (2 )
20700 03 (1)

30831 78 (1) 20764-10 (1)

» In infra-red.
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1

9

Table V.—(continiied).

Tbpib

J

1

1*P.

1

1

1>P.

2 10
2^D 2 • 14D0O<74 (3) 12838 83 (7)

2^0 a

2

1 11067^69 (2)

14733 38 (00)
18418-84 (4) 16307 16 (8)

18267 06 (1) 16105 80 (6) 14248 32 (8)

a

a iaLfi7<20 (0)

4>U 2 14028 83 (8) 20828 82 (4) 1B818 06 (12)

fl^D a
2
1

18079 87 (5)

i8038>42 (1)

20878 84 (20)^ 22267 es (5)
-- 22227 07 (3) 20320 00 (8)

flip 1 14404 07 (9) 20703 84 (B) 18642 10 (15) 10734 40 (0)

2

1

0

144fil 88 (2)

17820 07 (7)

18312 76 (2)

20751-83 (30) 18640 21 (4)
X- 22014 80 (10) 20107 24 (0)

22500 82 (3)

laa 10O(M'43 (4) 10182 67 (LO)

IBB 14203 02 (3) 20000 30 (20) 1830S-62 (7) 16483-00 (1)

3>D 2 - 21937 84 (4)

Vt) 2

1

21270 12 (1)

21234 20 (2) ^ — 23014 B7 (1)

In infra red

The Senes IjinvUs.

Senea o£ terma, lollowiDg approximately formuls of the Rydberg or Ritz type,

will be produced by configuretiona with the electrons in orbits oi the (ume

azimuthal quantum numberBi but with increasing values of the total quantum

number of one of the electrons. For example, the Buccefiaive configurationa

(4a)'6i, (4g)“7i, etc., of palladium give riae to senes of tnplet and singlet

D tetma of which the metastable D terms are the first members. When the

Beries electron is completely removed, there remains a singly charged palladium

ion with its mne outer electrons in the configuration (Ig)**. The energy of this

configuration, expressed in frequency units, must therefore represent the limit

of the series. But at the same time it represents a possible configuration of the

Spark spectrum, and so in this way the limits of the series of the arc spectrum

can be associated with the low terms of the spark speotmin.
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In the caee of palladium the oonfiguxation (4d" gives riae to a low doublet D
tern of the spark spectrum, and either or *D| may be the limit of a particular

Knes of the arc la a recent paper Hand* has oonaidered this question and has

shown how to distinguish between the series which proceed to either member of

a double limit. In the cose of triplet and singlet D terms it is found that the

senes converge to the limit ‘Dg, and *D| ^Dg to the limit *Dg. Three

members of these senes have been found in palladium, and the limits have been

calculated approximately by means of Rydberg formule. They are found to

be 70902 and 67387 cm. respectively. Thedifierenoe between these limits is

3615 cm.'^ and should be equal to the frequency difference of the low doublet D
term of the spark speotrum, which we have found to be 3612*4

In the case of the series ansing from the configurations (4g)" fig, ’Fga 3D|g *Poi

should converge to the upper limit, *Dg of the spark spectrum, and ‘F4 ^Fg

*Dj ^Pg ^Pi to the limit Of the second members of this group we

have been able to identify only and both of which combine with ^So

to give lines which are absorbed by the normal vapour. The existenoe of the

double limit shows in the term separations of the group (4g)^5g, which is divided

into two distinct sub-groups according to the particular limit of the senes of

which these terms are the first members The multipholty of the limit will

also explain the irregular separations of the PDF group, and the fact that the

singlet D and F terms are lower than the corresponding triplets Bince the

spark term corresponding to the Umit is inverted, all the singlet terms arc

converging to the lower limit, and when the separation of the limits becomes

large compared with the difference to be normally expected between the tnpJets

and singlets, the latter become the lower, and Hund's rule for the order of the

terms breaks down

In the energy diagram (see fig. 1) the terms found in the regular spectrumrepre-

sented by the configurations have be^n plotted, Terms which arise

from the same configuration are connected by broken lines, the two lines for

each group representing the two possibilities *Dgg for the nine 4^ electrons. The

vertical lines on the diagram represent possible series of terms, and terminate

in the particular limit to which the senes should converge.

' Z. f. Phyilk.,* voL S4^ p. Sae (192A).
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The Spectrum of Palladium IL
Tlie Values of Uie wave-lengths for the investigation of the spark spectrum of

palladium have been taken from Dhein* for the region of wave-length longer

than 2000 A., from Eailf for the region from 2000 to ISOO A., and from the

recent measurements of McLennan and Liggett| for the Bchumanu region

The analysis is nocessanly incomplete, smoe many of the important lines lie m
the latter region, where not much reliance can be placed on the accuracy of the

frequanoy difierences.

The first attaok on the spark spectrum was made by looking for frequency

difierenoee approximating to the value 3fil5 cm.~^ which had been found for the

difference between the two linuts of the arc speotnim, and it was soon found

* Z. 1. wlM. Phot.,' vol. 11, 10, p. 117 (1019).

f
' Wien Akad. Wua. Slteb / lU, vol 123. p. 1267 (1014), X Lo6. eU,
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that 3512' 4 cin.~^ was an impoitabt frequency difierenoe in the palladium apaik.

This was Bubaequently found to be the difference between the lowest term and

a term with a value of j one unit smaller, and was accordingly taken to be the

inverted doublet D term predicted for the configuration (4|)*, Other terms,

only slightly higher, have been identified with most of those predicted for the

configuration (4,)^ 5}

Table VI —Terms of Palladium II

Terra J Vftiue Term 3 Valne

1

(ConHgurmtion Middle tsimu

>D R(2 0 0 A 0/2 41540-3

3/2 3018 4 B 5/2 43437 0
0 a/3 42558 a

D 3/2 45369 6
K 5/2 48482 0

(ConfigurAblon !.) »i) F 5/2 48660 3

G 7/2 40027 6

•F Q/2 — H 6/2 60482 7

7/2 im 9
6/2 1946 4 J 5/3 60378 47

3/2 23109 K 3/2 61988 27
L 5/3 62189 4

.p 7/2 4049*3 M 7/2 63809-67

S/2 5362 4 N 3/2 . 63266 9
P 7/2 63452 4

•P 5/3 Q 7/2 03480 6
3/2 4694 0 R 7/2 03637-4

1/2 — 8 6/2 63971-0
T 5/2 64260 1

<P 3/2 6222 9 U 5/2 OiiOl 1

1/2 — V 6/2 64484 4
w 5/2 64070 7

“Cl 9/2 X 5/8 64080 07

7/2 M20 3 Y 7/2 04841 8
Z 6/2 60129-1

D 0/2 AA 5/8 00188-2

3/2 9691-07 BB 3/9 00188 8
CO 5/3 06844 2T

1/2 <— DD 6/8 07098 a

£B B/9 67100 07

FF 3/9 07332-9
OG I/a 60829-47

(Coofiguntion «•) (»)*)

a 3/2 6203^0 High tenoIB
b 0/2 10174-4 a 0/9 80468-07
c 9/2 13197 ST 0 3/2 03580-1
d 3/2 16434 8 y 2/2 05300 0
e

1

3/3 18289 0 3 3/2 10Q500-0

/ 9/2 20402-77 « 0/2 1017t0-0
9 7/2 31435-77 c 6/2 101850-8
h 0/3 ttU7'S n 7/2 109400-0
J 3/3 29607-9 9 3/8 108786-0
k 28912 4 K a/3 104126-7
m 0)9 23374 0 a/3 106B81-4
n 5/2 34804-0 V 5/3 100077-4

P 1/9 20367-87 w 1/2 107b7B'l
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All the terms found are collected in Table VI, and the Imea arising from

oombioations between themm Table Vll. We have not been able to determine

the nature of the remaining low terms, or of the higher terms, and they have

been denoted by letters, Small letters have been used for the unknown low

terms, papitals for the middle terms which combine with these, and Greek

letters for the high terms which combine with the middle terms, and which

have served principally as a check on the values of the other terms It is

probable that the low terms which have not been identified form part ol the

group due to the configuration (4j)^( 5^)^, the predicted terms for which would be

Table VII —Lines Identified in the Spectrum of Palladium II

Wayfrlcm^th Intctcuiiy. Frequency CombinKtioD

asas-as 1 26746 1 8. - OCa I

3S4a 36 1 26012 2 B, - rf.

B842'61 1 26016 0 » - Pi
38Ba-41 1 26133 6 C. - J,

3670 073 0 P| - Si
3311 13 u B, - «,

3X43 131 2
»-r-n, 0 |

C, - b>Dt
8105 340 1

3041 664 2

3040076 3 N| - P.
3623- 18 V fl. -- AA.
3774 770 4 B, - W,
8761 -4 1 G, - "P,

3714 347 3 - ‘p

3700^316 1 A, - «F,

8606-460 0 B, - -F,

3687-676 3 C, - -F,

8677-867 2 a, s.
3669 468 0 0

-
3633 816 1 FF. - p.
3636-247 10 A. - fl-D.

3606-068 0 Cl — Qi
3603-770 3 B, - L,

A, - ‘P.2687-371 0 38039 22
3684 166 0 38686 64

S', - 2b,3677-141 4 38701 08
2676-631 3 38816 33 L| — m,

B, ^ o>b|3668 338 0 38024 62
X066-687 6 38966 77 - M.
2664-336 0 38986-20

C, - oib.3660- 323 1 30046 87

8664 446 0 39136 71 ~
3668-728 0 39146 70 D, *P,

3868138 0 89186 90 B, — Wj
3546 01? 1 30366-35 - XX.

2646-346 0 39877 06
E, - WD,2632 373 0 30476 81

3639 164 1 39687-03 B, - ‘P,

868B-407 8 39686-08

8630 86 u 39667-2 X*i - *1
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Table VU—(continued).

Wftve'leiiglh. IntiBiiflby Fiequenoy
|

Comhinjttiofii

3520 M u 89660 8 F, - fr-D*

3515 055 1 80740 IS w. - FF,
201 a BOD 1 80766-07 Wi — »i

^ — BB,2612 530 1 30708 56
2508 224 0 30856-04 Bi - "0.

2505 742 15 30806-32 M, - *4
2502 403 0 30040-05

S'. - £b.340? B4a 0 40023-48
S40O 75 0 40040-0 F, - KI4

2409' 617 3 40154 70 Ai — fljl

2404 243 0 40241 ao

24B0 1 IT 40300
2479 113 2 40334-00
2471 103 3 40454-71
2466 03 1 40540-1 p. - i.

2461 740 1 40600 25 N,
2456 474 1 40663 33 - Aa^
2467 732 3 40675 61 Dl - 'P.
3454 76a 3 40724-96 B, - t.

2452 426 0 40768 60
2450 031 3 40003 45

Ai - N,2446 716 B 40850 74
2437 710 2 41000-56 Ml - Y 4

2436034 2 41020 46 N. - *•
2433 103 0 41007-31 0,- »,
2431 06 1 41100-7 Vi — fHi P

2430 240 1 41185 58 - Y|
2420 797 1 41211 04 i»i “ L.
2423 370 0 41258 10 Qa - *1
2419 664 0 41317 20
2410 610 1 41384 60
2415 207 1 41300 36 M.

-
2414 736 2 41300 B8 - s
2410-207 0 41477 50 H, - WD,
2406 '754 1 41537 00

;a-

- Jd,
\H| — *Oj

2406 063

2301-63

0

1

41540 to

41802 0

33Bd 345 3 41857-23

2300- 172 1 41012 00 W, -
2378 712 0 42086*72 Pi — ffi

2377 040 1 12040-22 oc, - ^2374 IDl 0 42106 74 5. - H.
2367 ‘060 5 42217 01
2366 327 1 42246 66

2360 621 1 42250 67

2364 605 1 42275 81 aa. - 84
2361 503 0 4188800 w! - iL
2860 ’7B8 0 42845 77 I

11
2357 360 1 40407-18
3355'713 1 42436-00
2350 03 48090-1 n - Pi

C| -2346-006 0 42508-38
m7‘536 1 42584-66

i»j - N,
2846-466 1 42604-21 V.- i,
2886 105 0 4207710 G. ^
2338>42 11 48026*2
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Table VII—(continued).
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lotenaity. FrequeDoy. Comblufttion.

SW-a79 1 43042 35 Mb ~ M|
SaOfl M9 2 43303 15 Fb -- 'F,

B2M -fi03 2 43831 03 BB. - j.
1288-lSS 1 43680 20 DD, — m,

1283-020 0 43787 01
fK, - ‘P,

l». L,
2261 -078 3 43806 23 iri - N,
2278 080 u 43023 ns ^B “ F,
227i-42 1 43053 e J, - d
2271 27 1 44016 0 F. - -i.
2308008 0 44000 34 a, - D,
2204286 1 44160 02 DD|- k.

2200 472 0 44234 as H. a

2282-024 0 44378 as {?:=;?•
2322 030 1 44060 62 Ej ^ t^D.
2214 008 3 45152 00 F. - o-D,
2203 427 1 45360 65 D, - o>D.
2190 480 0 48037-78 DD, -
2185 488 1 46108 07 Eb - -F,
1108-148 1 46171 67
2148 200 1 46835 70 E, - -It,

2134 800 1 46827 77 y. ’ Eb
2131 622 J 46807-77 AAj - e, T

2128 330
,

1 46070 30 H, - a-D,
2110 871 1

1

47104'36 GO. -
2117-008 0 1 47210 46 Si Ji|

2081 006 0 48036 28 U. - J,

2071 65
1

tl 48255 2 X,- d.
20ei-065

,

0 48482 00 E, - »-D»
2050-640 0 48536 36 H. - -F,
2084-103 0 48665-28 ^ - «'Dj
3045 844

1

0 1 48871 00 E^, - e,

2030 011 0 40027 86 Q, - o'D,
2031 056 2 40107 76 H, ~ *F,
2001-748 0

;
40940 00 ». - D.

1008-11 2
1

00031 0 », - c,
1004 71 1

' 50110 a 1, - H,
1080-33 2 60482 6 H, - o*b»

1048 07 1 51202 3
i?/: a.

1045-00 1 1 81373 2

lose 87
1

1 01832 8 QOi - Bu

1024 80
1

2 81033 8 «B - F,
1031-88

1

8 52010 1 Li* —
1808-00 2 52644 6 Y. - cj

1800-00 3 82873 1

1888 73 2 02084 1 K, - 6-b,
1870-62 1 03184 4 L, - 8>D
1870-41 1 53100 B F. — F,
1076-83 3 83277-0 P. - 6,

1864-3 2 08630 A, ^ H,
1860-2 0 83758 Tb - A.
1808-5 2 83807 M* - W),
1842-3 2 84265 N, - ra.

1843 3 e 54283
f Sj — 6*D,

tu, - b.

1830-2 2k 04371 Vi - Cf.
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Table VII—(oontlaued),

Wave-Length

1832'4
]S2fl 2

1H20 B

1N17 e

laiQ 7

1B02 3

1802 5

nSfl 0
17B4 i

1790 1

17BI B

1770-8
1772 H

17IM 7

17S0 8

1748 7

1742-2

1741 0

1730 2

1730 0

1731 0

1727-0

1722-4

1721 4

1710 6

1716 1

1714-4
1710 0
1707 3

1700 3
1704 3
1701 0
1000 5
1607-8
1007 6

1000 8

lOOS 3

1003 4

10021
1001 3

1086 a

1080 8

1080 2
1083 0
1673-3
1671 0
1071-4
looa-s
1007 0

1060 B
2001 >4

1660 8

1008 2

lolenalty Frequenoy Combliialioa,

0
2A
0

3

1

1

1

2

3
1

6

2

2
4

0

u
3
6

2

1

2
2A

4

2

4
3
0

2

4
1

8

4
3
4
2
lA

1

0

lA
3

lA

L

0
3

2

1

0
lA
7

1

1

2
3A

04073
64000
6401$

600] H

00227
00404
60479
60679
00720
65803
50123
66180
60408
60007

00820

67186

07300
57438

67408

67084
67750
67004

68050

00002
681S3
58272
58330
08480
68072
68000
08070
08798
58841
08000
08007
68034
08087
69063
09098
60120
00294

00310

00340
60418
50702
00812
00830
00023
00006
00031
00100
00212
eoaoe

T| — tf-v

J J. - -F,

t AA, - A.

O. iSb
V, - fr>D

X, - 6»D
J, - -F.

V, - -G.

2, - 6»D
AA, - A'D

{ i\ -

{bb, -
P. _ -G,

Q. - 5.

{IV = \
R. - *o.

Ul: z •Ji

00, ^ 6*b
K, - a»D
N, - ‘P,
S. - -F,
L, ^ fl»D

y, ^ >0,

Q. - -F,

T. - -F,

Z, - -P.

r^l -
\x, ™ %

f, — B|

fc.-?#.

Ai:-!?;
w, - IF,

X. - -F
Y, - %

- A*
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Table VII—(continued)
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Wan-length. Intensity Frequenry Combinatinn.

law 3 2h 00376 J, -

lOM B 3 60436 z. - ‘P.

16M 1 1 00460 H, - a>D,

16A3'4 3 60481
fZ, - -F.

— D,
IBOS 0 1 60400 AA, - -P,

i6fii a 23 (M>640 / p. - -p.

\AA. - -F.
16S1 1 U 60600 \z%.IBM-l U 60760
1644 0 41 00827 BB, - “P,

164^0 1 60901 {K'g.I?-
U, -- fl*D,1640 B 4 60940

1640 0 1 60976 V, - a»D,

1 61058 J IS, *1*,

\W,- a'D,
0 61106 S, - C,
a 61301

- ‘f.2 01303

2 61482 CC, - *F,
5 61S0B P| - 'P.

u 6I61B Z, - o'D,

1 61056 S, - ‘P.

16S1 1 1 61687 A,

1620 7 1 61708
roD,^ *p,

l '1 - D.
1616 a 23 61797 EE, - F(
1614-3 2 61900 T, - ‘F,

1614 >7 U 01931 V. - ‘P,

1618 7 4 61960 FF, - -F,

1613 a 1 01989 K, - o'D,

1609 0 1 62100 CC. - 'P.

1608 S 2 02177 ff, - A,

1607 B 2 02193
r L. - fl-D,

ICC, - >F,

1607 6 4 62200 ^
f'w, — ,r ,1006 2 2 62250

1605-6 0 63283 AA, - ip,

1604-

6

2 62313 T, - ‘Fa

1603 a 2 68302 R. - -F.

1603 3 2 62414 DD, - F,
1690 0 2 62589 V. - ‘F.

1096 a 0 62630 W, - 'F,

BB- - o'D,1696-5 1 68676

1094 0 1 03730 X, - -F,

1699 0 2 62814 Z, - -F,

1090-6 0 63809 AA. - ‘F,

V, - *Fa
N, - a^D,

laaS'S 1 63199

1080 0 I 63271

107B 0 0 63331 OC, - a“D.

1077 3 0 03399 X. ^ ‘F,

p. - 0^6.1076 0 2 63403

1070 0 1 63493 B, i <pp,

1071 3 2 03646 KE, - a>D.

1007 0 2 63810 FF, - 0*0,

1666-3 1 63840 Z. - 'F.

1064-

a

0 63000 AA. - ‘F.

1603 8 1 63971 S, ^ rfD,
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Table VII—(continued).

WaTe-kngtb loteiuily. Freqnaney. ComfaliMttDo

loss 1 2 64203 T. - rfD-
lOAO 1 3 64612 - c.

'

1648 0 2 04674 W, - ^D,
1644 6 1

1

64742

loao 4 1 66130
r z, —
iGGi - -P,

CondagiQii,

Tho regular arc apectrum of palladiura, involving difituibances of a single

election outside a core of nine 4, electrons, includes very nearly all tbe strong

lines of the arc, and most of the faint lines of wave-length longer than 3400 A.

In the region of shorter wave-lengths there are also a large number of faint

lines, apparently belonging to the arc spectium, for which no place can be

found in the regular senes system, since all the predicted for the prominent

electronic configurations have been found, and any terms due to additional

possible configurations would give lines in the infra-red or extreme ultra-

violet. These faint lines can probably be ascribed to a secondary senes

system, the terms of which arise from configurations of the type (in)

The analysiB of the spark spectrum has shown that (4a) ”5i and (4|)” are of

almost equal stability, and consequently terms of this type ahould occur

with considerable prominence in the arc spectrum, but might not combine

very readily with the regular terms. An attempt to find a clue to this put

ol the spectrum by means of the intet-combinations has been quite nnsuo-

cessful, and no senous effort has been made to analyse it separately. Similar

configuiationB are also likely to be proounent m the spark spectrom, accounting

for the veiy large number of lines, only a small fraction of which have been

included in the present analysis.

In conclusion, the authors wish to express theii gratitude to Dr. 0. Lapozte

for his assistance m the iuteipietation of the reoent theories and for his very

valuable suggestions, and to Mr. A. B. McLay for his interest and suggestions

in the course of the work.
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The EquH/Snium of Heterogeneous Systems including Eleottdytea.

Part 1,^Fundamental Equations and Phase Rule,

By J A. Yp Butler, M,So., UniverHiby College of Swansea,

(Oommanioated by Prof. K O Donnan, P,R 8 —Received February 17, 1920 )

Introduction

Tn his w^U-known menioir on fche equilibrium of heterogeneous substancep

Willard Gibbs obtained the conditions of equilibnum in heterogeneous systems *

The equations he obtained have been the basis of most subsequent applications

of thermodynamics to material systems, and nob a great deal of fundamental

importance has been added. In one respect alone his results were com-

paratively meagre, namely in the case of electrolytes The reasons for this

were given by Gibbs himself in a letter to Prof. Bancroft, which is printed in the

Collected Papers. He there remarks :
“ The meagreness of the results obtained

lu my E H.R m the matter of electrolysis has a deeper reason than the difficulty

of evaluation of the potentials. In the first place, cases of tnie equilibrium

(even for open circuit) are quite exceptional Thus the single case of unequal

oonoentration of the electrolyte cannot be one of oqnih'brium, since the process

of diffusion cannot be stopped. . . . Again, the consideration of the

difference of potential in electrolyte and electrode involves the consideration

of qiianrities of which we have no apparent means of physical measurement,

while the difference of potential in ' pieces of metal of the same kind attached

to the electrodes ’ is precisely one of the things we can and do measure

The first of these reasons is no longer valid smeo many cases of electrode

equilibria have been measured with as great or greater precision than equilibria

of other types. It is still true that no reliable means of determining the single

potential difference between two phases has been discovered, but it will be

found to be of importance to proceed with the formulation of the conditions

of equilibrium in oases in which such differences of potential must be taken

into account, for these are essential factors determining equilibrium not only m
galvanic cells but between phases containing electrolytes in general. In this

paper the method of Gibbs is employed to obtain the general conditions of
'

equilibrinm in systems contaiiung electrolytes Although a number of partial

* ** TVms. Oqvul Aead.,' voL 3, p. 108 (1676) : id,, p 343 (1B7B )

;

' Sotontifio Fapen.'

t
' SdaatfAo Papery' yoL 1> 439. Also ' Jour Phys. Cbam / toI. 1, p. 416 (1003).

VOL. oxn.—A. X
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nxpressiona are to be found in the btentnxe,* a complete etateroent does not

appeal to have been attempted before.

It mufit first be obaerved that the phase rule has been widely applied to

ayatems containing electrolytes without any reference to the electric forces at

phase boundaries, the components being taken to repretent every possible

variation in the matter of the system, provided each phase remuns eleotrkally

neutral. Although it will ultimately be shown that this is justified, we shall

not at first make any restriction as to the electric neutrality of parts of the

system We shall take as components the least number of substanoes, in terma

of which every possible variation in the matter of every part of the system may

be expressed, disregarding this limitation. Those components whose motion

IB accompanied by eleotno fiux may, m conformity with common usage, be called

tons. In addition bo its temperature and pressure and the ohemioal potentials

of its components, every portion of matter in the system will be characterised

by an electrical potential, i.e, the electneal work done in bringing umt positive

charge from a standard position (or from infinite distance) to a point within

the matter in question

C(md%txom of Equd'Jmum of Htierogeneous Masses,

Consider the system as made up of a number of parts each of which is homo-

geneous with regard to the masses of its components and at the same electrical

potential throughout. The parts which fulfil this condition may be finite or only

infimtoaimal in size, Let S^, S, . . . be neutral components, the quantities

of which in a given homogeneous part of the system are Dm] , , , Dw^

;

S] . . . Sn components which are ions, whose amounts in the same mass are

. . . Dm,u ^nd let .. a. be the quantities of (poaitive) electnoity

associated with unit masses of respeotively.

Then, li De, Dt], Dti be the energy, entropy and volume of the mass in question

and V its electrical potential, variations in its energy will be given by the

equation

:

dDe==ldI>Ti — pdDfi+ liirfDmj., . + lindDni] . .

.

+ (ajkdDmjh . . . V. (1)

« * J. J TMi Lav, ' VenL Kon Aknd. v. Wet,' vdL A, p. 481 (1908) ;
' fieoha Voiixftge

Uber das Hiertnodynsmuehe Potential,' Bnmuchweig. 1900, p. 108 ; Henlald, Artlele on
“ niyaiksluohe und eLeotrochemle,’' In ' Encyo. dar math. WlmenBehaft* roL S, 1 1 ,

put H
GoodJtkma (8) below are given by Milne u a genenteatlon from Gikba, ' Piwo Oamb Ftill-

Soo.,’ vol, 83, p 498(1BSA) Cf aim Tolmsn, ' J Aroer. Ohem Soc,' loV 3#, pp. 307,

883 (1918), and Elot, ' J, Phya Chem vol 30, p. 189 (IRSB),
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Applying thd general condition of equilibrium

(««),= 0
we hAve

dDe -h <iDe* f ciDe" ..SO.. (2)

for sU poscuble vaxiationa in the state of the system which do not alter its total

entropy and do not conflict with the other equations of condition, % e equations

repreaenting the oonstanoy of the total mass of each componeilt and of the

total volume of the system. Therefore summing equations (1) for all parts

of the system we have ;

tdj}r{ — p^dDv* + {LidDwi + p/dDm/

+ ([i; + «sV') dDm,' . f ((i,' ^ a„r) dDm,'

+ t'dLhi^ - p^dDv’ +
+ (\Lk+ OfcV') . .

. + (p,'+ dDm/ .
. ,

etc r 0. (3)

for all variations which satisfy the equations of condition, viz. ' —

EdDv] = 0, = 0, = 0 . . = 0 (4)

T t is therefore necessary and sufficient for equilibrium that

= I- = r

^ P*'

- V^’i

p =p
= Ml*

= M»'

M*^ + = \L^ + OfcV' (In’' + ffiiVn

-
(
1/ I

'

I'hus for every part of the system we have .
-

(5)

(
6

)

(
7

)

(8 )

f = T
; p = P

, Pi S Ml. etc
; (p* o*V) S Mj^. etc

, (9)

in which the equality applies to actual components of a given portion, the

inequality to possible components

The relation between the potentials of the substances taken as components,

when some can be formed out of others, can be obtained by the general method

of Oibbe.* We need only consider the case in which a neutral component Sg

M formed from the ions Sj^, S^, S^, etc,, according to the equation.

oSg «= AS| H-j'S/ 4" . . . (10)

The oonditiun of the constancy of the total mass of the system is now satisfied

by variations which are m accord with the equation :

EdDwg.Sg -IdDm^.Sj... - 0.

• " flcleiiUfto Pupem,’' voL I* p. 09.

( 11 )
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in addition to those whioh come within the equations ol condittou (4). For

finch variationfi,

+([i^'+a^V0®V + (pj' + o^V^dDm/ etc
.
= 0. (12)

Since equilibrium must still be znaintained when vanations come within'

conditions (4), *

.=M.

{{Ik + - ((!*' ^ M,

+ %V') =. + «,V') . - M,

as before
, therefore (1 2) requires that

M.E<fDm, H- MjSdDTH^ H- M^ZrfDin, . . =0. ‘ (13)

Hence by companson with (10) and (11)

. . (14)

or

a^: - + a^y') -h j -h a,T). (16)

Since is electrically neutral,

ojfi [ j -h = 0 ,

therefore

ail/ = hy.^' +jtl/+knt' ,
(Ifi)

i.e. in every part of the mass the chemical potential of a neutral salt is related

to the chemical potentials of its ions by an equation sinular to that which relates

the masses of these subatances.

Conditiona of Neutrohty.

Hitherto, no condition with regard to the electrical neutrality of the system,

or any part of it, has been made. We will now postulate that the system is

neutral as a whole This condition is fulfilled by all systems which can be

handled piaotioally. The different phases of which such a system is composed

may oontam an excess of one or other kind of electricity, m fact, if the phases

arc at different electrical potentials, a correspondmg separation of electricities

must necessarily occur.

It has been shown that for each ion the quantity -|~ is constantthroughout

those parts of the system m which it is an actual component. It foUows that

d\L H- adV = 0 for any part in which the state of the mass varies oontinuoualy.

In a homogeneouH mass p, is constant, hence V is also constant. Tho charge of

any phase must therefore bo located id the Don-homogeneous parts in the
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vicinity of auriaocd of discontinuity If tho mAsfl of the aystem is Urge |n

comparison with the mass of the non-homogeneous portions near the interfaces,

the contribution of these to the total energy, entropy, etc
, may be neglected.

Under these conditions it is only necessary to consider the conditions of equili-

brium of neutral phases m contact with each other.

For a homogeneous phase we may wnto (1) in the form

+(\in+ . I
([i„

1 . (17)

By integration

c=fTi—

.

+ (rij|+ oj|V) Wfc . |-c*V)w, (18)

*

Bub since the mass is neutral

+ = 0 (19)

Therefore

e = ^7) - pv + . . . + li,w, + - . + \Ljn^ (20)

and

C = . . 4- (21)

Differentiating (20) generally and comparing with (17), wo obtain for neutral

inaasec the usual equation .

y^t — vdp + . . Hr 0. (22)

Co-ExtHml Phwfs

In (1 7) there are 2a + ^ variable quantities, including the electrical potential

Between these vanables there are n 2 diffcrmtial equations of the type

|^== i, which together with (17) make (n -|- 3) known relations There are

also in each phase one equation (22) and one equabon (19) expressing electnoal

neutrality. There are thus (n + 1) independent variables in each phase

In r phases there are (n -h l)f independent variables, but one eleotncal

potential may be left unspecified without affecting the conditions of equilibrium,

leaving (n + l)f — 1 to be determined. The conditions of equilibrium between

the phases r^uire (n + 2)(r — 1) equations (5) — (8) between these variables

,

hence the number of degrees of freedom of the whole system is
'

F = (n -f-
!)»• - I - {n + 2) (r - 1) ^ - r + 1. (23)

In t^e applioation of the phase rule to systems containing electrolytes, the

number of oomponenta taken, having regard to the condition of eleotncal neu-

trality, is less by one than the number appearing m the above equations. If the
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number of oomponfiitB recjkoned m tbe first way bo N, N ^ n—1 and the

nuinber of degrees of freedom is N — f -h ‘-i-*

We shall now oonsidei the variability of systems of cO-existont phases when

all components are not actual components of each.

In the first place, suppose that all parts of phases are in contactwith each other.

Then^ for each component missing m any phase, there is one independently

variable quantity less in that phase But there is also one equation missing

in (7) or (6), so that the number of degrees of freedom is not altered

If, however, all pairs of phases are not in contact with each other, the iiiimber

of degrees of freedom may be greater Consider the case of phase 1 m contact

with two others, II and 111, which are not in contact with each other. If every

component is an actual component of each phase, every equation determining

the equilibrium between 1 and II and between I and III invedvos a similar

equation between II and III and there could be no more equations if II and III

were in contact with each other Hence, if I is in equilibrium with II and with

III, these must be m equilibnum with each other.

But if certam components are present in II and III but missing in I, this is

not the case For ea(.h component miasing in any phase there is one indepen-

dently variable quantity less in that phase, but for every component missing

m the imddlo phase there arc two equations missing Hence the number of

degrees of freedom is increased by one for each componeut present in two phases

which arc not in contact and absent from the intervening phase.

However, in certain cases the equibbrium of a system in such a varied state

is unsteble. Thus, if phase III can be ionned out of the matter of phases I and

II, the conditions of equilibrium with regard to the formation of a new phase

may nob be fulfilled with respect to it. Applying the condition of equilibnum

m the form = 0 for all possible changes (where C is the free energy of the

whole system), it will bo seen that if the free energy would be lowered by the

formation of a mass of phase III from phases I and II, the system is not in a

* In a reocnb paper on “The AppUcatioD of the Pboiie Rule bo GiUvanio Odls" (' J Amer
CheUL Sac \ vol 4ti, p 2211 (1924) ), J A. Beattie has oome io the oonoluaion that for each

Hurfooe poDbsining a P,D, in a aysbom bbe namber of degrees of frsedorn k inareued by
unity. It will be seen from the above that, provided oomponente are reckoned With rapeot

bo the condition of eleotrloal neutrality, the number of degrees of freedom is the same as In

e rimllAT eyatem of non-eleutrolytes.

Thu oonolusion Boay be eipreasod difierentiy by saying that while the r electiiosl potmtlak

provide (r— 1 )
extra variables determining equifihrium, the miinber of oonipanents reckoned

is also greater by one, giving (r--l) new relatioos.

The extra degreee of freedom observed Ih the galvaiiio cell is due to another caOse, As

will appear from the oonaiderBUons which follow.
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state of true equiHbnam. But on aocouDt of ditferencea between the properties

of minute quantitiea of aubatancea and the properties of large maaaea of the aame

oompoBitioiij the condition a 0 may be fulfilled for infimteumal changes

and the ayatem will remain in a state of unstable equilibrium.

Aa soon aa a maaa of phase III is formed in contact with llj the extra degree

of freedom gained by their separation is lost,

Equilihrxutn in Qalvatiic Cells,

Cases of equilibnum of this type are met with in galvanic cells. Thus in a

ayatem consisting of metallic silver and zme and an aqueous solution of silver

and zme mtrates, there are five components, viz. '—silver ions, zinc ions, nitrate

ions, electrons and water. In the absence of a vapour phase there are three

phases, hence if all phases are in contact, the number of degrees of freedom la

thiee. Thus if the temperature, pressure and concentration of silver ions are

fixed, the concentration of zinc ions oannot be varied, which ism accordance with

experience. But if the zinc and silver are not in contact, there is no condition

of equilibrium of electrons between the two metals to be satisfied, and an extra

degree of freedom is gamed. However, m a vaned state which would not be

In equilibnum if the zinc and silver were in contact, the equilibrium is unstable,

for the free energy of the system would be lowered by the formation of a

quantity of ailver from the two phases zinc and solution.* It u possible,

however, that the formation of an infinitesimally small quantity of silver would

raise the total free energy, so that an infimtesimally small displacement

would not be sufficient to destroy the equilibnum. A large displacement, causing

t^e formation of silver in quantities having the properties of the massive metal

(or the presence of impunties on the surface of the zinc causing local galvanic

action)^ would be sufficient to do so.

The unstable equilibrium m such a galvanic cell can also be maintamed when

the metals are m contact outside the solution by isising the electnc-al potential

of one of the metals between the parts in contact with the solution and its

junotian with the other metal by an amount equal and opposite to the sum of the

t^ree potential difieronoes taken round the circuit. This amounts to the

intioduotion of a new variable quantity, which makes equifibrinin possible.

* oertaln pn^KHtioni of slno and idlvar loni in the HlatioxL, For others (whidi

MS probabfy not attainable praolwaUj) the free energy would be redoeed by the fannatliHi

of dnD from sflrv and the aotntlon. [JVote added J\iiu 27 : Buoh cam have beep realised

Bee a note do the " Oepnutlon of lietalbo Zino on the Fontive ]^le of a Simple VoHaie

OeH,*’ by Humby and Perrin in ' J. Chem Boc vol. 120, p.m (1020) ]
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Summafy,

The method employed by Gibbs in hli memoir, 'On the Equilibrium of Heieio-

geUeoui Substanoes/ is extended to systems containing electrolytes by the

introduction of another variable, the electrical potential. The general condition

of eqaihbrium are obtained and a modified form of the phase rule for neutral

masses contaming electrolytes is given and its application to gdvanic cells

discussed.

An Investigation of the Effeots of Va^tiations in the RaduUion Factor

on the Effidenog of Dewar Vessels.

By Brrtram Lambkrt, M.A , Fellow of Merton College, Oxford, and

Kenneth Townend Haktlky, B.A
, B 8c

,
Merton College, Oxford

(Communicated by Prof. F. Soddy, P B S.—Received March 20, 1926 )

Dnnng the course of some work on Dewar vessels, which wae earned out by
one of us (B L.) and S F Gates for the Oxygen Research Committee, a ounous

anomaly was noticed in the behaviour of an all-metal Dewar vessel. This was
a oommeroial copper vessel of the usual sphencal type with a long narrow neck

of an alloy of low heat'conduotivity
, its capaoity was two litres The rata of

evaporation pf liquid oxygen storedm this vessel was approximately double that

of liquid oxygen stored in a silvered glass flask of hko capacity ; but, whan equal

weights of hot water were put into each of the vessels,^ it was found that the

rate of cooling of the water in the copper vessel was actually alowor in the

silvered glass vessel It appeared, then, that the copper vesBal was only half

as efficient as a silvered glass one of like capacity for the storage ofliquid oxygen,

whereas its efficiency for the storage of hot water was greater than that of the

silvered glass vessel. Thui investigation arose ont of a desire to explain the

apparent anomaly.

Previous work on the factors which mfluenco the efficiency oi Dewar nrrnnrlB

has been carried out by Dewar (‘ Proo. Roy. Inst ,’ 1890. p, 81B), Banneite,

Rhein and Kuise (' Ann d. Phys 1920, vol, fll, p. 113), and Brigp (' Ptoc.

Roy Soo. £din,,' 1920, vol. 61, p, 97). These investigations have dealt with
the efficiency of Dewar vessels considered only as oontamers for liquid air or

oxygon, and the above-mentioiusd anemudy has therefore not bean nedioad.
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worked with yeaMla with the vecuum-adjaceat Buxfacee of

poliahed gilding metal (95 per cent, copper), From hia results on the rates of

evaporation of Uqnid oiygen from these vessels, he calculated a value for the

emisfflvity of the poliahed Burfaoes which was considerably greater than that

anticipated from the usually accepted value for copper. This observation is

intimately connected with that of Lambert and Gates and will be referred to

later.

The passage of beat to or from the intenor of a Dewar vessel ib brought about

chiefly by (a) conduotion through the residual gas m the vacuous space

;

(5) radiatiDn across ihe vacuous space
,

(c) oonduction along the neck. Convec-

tion efieots in the residual gas m the vacuous space are of negligible importance

m a well-evacuated vessel, while convection effects in the space above the liquid

stored in the vessel are only of importance when open Dewar vessels are used

for the storage of hot liquids Another, but usually small, transfer of heat occurs

by radiation through the neck aperture.

This work, which is essentially a study of the eSects of vanations in the

radiation factor ((&) above) on the efficiency of Dewar vessels, had neoessarily

to be carried out under such conditions that the effects of the other factors

were the same, and unalterable, m each senes of expenmenbs This was effected

by using vessels of the same sise, shape and material, and differing only m the

nature of the vacuum-adjacent films and surfaces
, by uounecting together the

vacuum spaces of the vessels to be compared with wide bore tubing and so

ensuring that the pressure was identical m all of them
\
by keeping the eoctemal

temperature of all the vessels constant throughout the expenments.

In order to get reliable and repeatable companions of the effects of different

reftecthig vaounm-adjaoent surfaces, it was found necessary to construct a

specif type of glass Dewar vessel, of such a nature that the inner and outer

vessels oonld be taken apart in order to attach to the glass and polish the different

reflecting surfaces used. Much experience and practioe were necessary before

the technique was perfected, and it became possible to fnake a series of vessels

such that, after being used to give a set of results, they could be taken down,

repolished and reassembled to give the same reeults. This was regarded as a

necessary criterion of the work,

These special vessels (shown m the figure) consisted eesentialiy of two conceu-

trio glass cylinders " A " and “ B,” connected together at the nock by a 4 cm.-

long, well-groond and accurately fitting glass junction C.'* Each vessel was

abonl 30 oms. highi the oapacity of the inner vessel (below the ground joint)

hsing about 300 o^„ its diameter 3 cms., and the thiokneas of its walls 1 mm.
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Each outet vessel,had, at the bottom, an exit tube " D " of internal diaiiwter

10 mmn

A frame was constructed to hold four of these vessels with their exit tubes

sealed into one common evacuating mam tube " E,” as shown in the figtire.

The frame and its contents could be clamped firmly in a large constant tempera-

ture water bath, so that the Dewar vessels were umnoised up to the gmnd
joints. The bath was efficiently atirred and maintained throughout the experi-

ments at a temperature of C. 0 01° C.).

Seated to this system, outeide the bath, were two bulbs " F ” and " G,*' each

containing about 40 o-cs, of very efficient, “steam-activated" palm-nut shell

charcoal in the form of small granules. One of tAeee charcoal bulbs, F,’’ was

oonueoted by a constricted tube so that it could be sealed off from t^e system

wheu required. The whole syst^ was ommeoted up, through another oon-

strioted tube " H," with a mercury pump, a large tube containing phosphorus

pentoxide and a vessel containing a supply ol pure dry oxygen. With the

exception of the oonstricted tubes necessary for sealmg-off purposes, all connect-

ing tubing was of an internal diameter not less than 10 mms When evacuatioti

was completed, and tiie apparatus ready for use, there were no eonstrioted

connections between any parts of the system.

The following is a brief description of the method of experiment : Four (in

some cases three) vessels, with reflecting surfaces prepared, were asstfnbled as
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ahMn in tJit figure, the ground joinU being first thinly lubncated with a heavy

grease mode from vaecline and rubber, and the parts brought into optical contact

with each other. The system was then evacuated by means of an automatic

fi^ngel pump while the bulbs F *' and “ Q ” were heated by steam jackets.

After evacuation bad been carried os far as possible—an operation spread over

so to 60 hours—the system was " washed out " with pure dry oxygen (made by

electrolysis of baryta solution and dned for several days over pure phosphorus

pentoxido). The process of evacuation and washing out with oxygen was

repeated, and the system finally evacuated as perfectly as possible while the

bulbs F " and " G ” were heated by steam jackets While these bulbs were

still heated, the mercury pump and oxygen supply were sealed ofi from the

system at “ H
The charcoal bulb “ F/' after being cooled in bquid air for several hours,

while G ” was maintained at 100° C., was sealed ofi. The remaining charcoal

bulb G was subsequently immersed in liquid oxygen, and kept at this

steady temperature for several hours before, and for the whole time during which,

the b^aviour of the Dewar vessels was under investigation.

While the system was m this controlled condition, the rate of evaporation of

liquid oxygen from each of the Dewar vessels was measured and also the rates

of cooling of known weights of hot water stored in the vessels All the values

obt^ned were repeated and checked over a period, for each experiment, of

2 to 3 days.

The gloss surfaces of the apparatus could not be heated during evacuation,

but it was anticipated that repeated slow evacuation, washing out with pure

dry oxygen, and long standing in oontect with pure phosphorus pentoxide,

would result in producing a sufficiently steady residual pressure inside the

system. This anticipation proved to be justified, since there was no alteration

m the rate of evaporation of liquid oxygen from any of the Dewar vessels after

the apparatus had been allowed to stand untouched for several days, and also

after hot water had been kept in the vessels for long periods. This proved also

that the cooled charcoal in G ” was amply sufficient to take up any vapour

given off by the grease used in the lubrication of the ground joints, and any gas

given up by the glass and metal suifaoes diinng the course of the experiment.

The pressure factor could, then, be considered as controlled at a definite constant

vofuB throughout sny one experiment. Since the vessels were of the same

sice, shape and matenol, the neck conductivity factor was identical in all the

vnasels.

ttwas oonsidered desirable to keep the evacuated system os simple as possible,
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80 no preBBore gauge was includedu it. For the purpoee oi this mve0tagatiQi& it

wa8 nooeasaiy 011I7 that the proBouie should remain unaltered during the cotiiBe

of any one experiment From quantitative work on presBUre reductions pro-

duced in gUoa apporatuB of known volume, by known omounta of the palm-nut

charcoal cooled to the temperature of liquid oxygen, it u calculated that the

reudual pressure in the system could not be higher than 0 0001 mm. of meioucy

during the course oi any experiment.

The rates of evaporation of liquid oxygen were measured as follows ;

—

All the Dewar vessels of the senes under investigation were filled to a level ]UBt

below the ground junction with liquid oxygen, and fitted with rubber stoppers

provided with exit tubes. Each exit tube was connected, lor short penods of

time, to a calibrated gas meter, and the rates of evolution of gas measured until

these rates had settled down to steady values. The gas evolved by each vessel

was then measured over short and long periods (up to two hours), and the average

rate of evolution of gas was calculated for each vessel It was found that once

a vessel hod settled dowu to show a steady rate of evaporation of liquid oyzgen,

this rate remained unaltered for long penods, The rates of evaporation so

determined are expressed la grammes of oxygen lost by evaporation from each

vessel m 24 hours Since only comparative values were required, oorreotion foe

temperature and pressure was not considered necessary, and the volumes of gas

were converted (appraximately) into grammes per 24 hours by multiplying by

the factor 32 X 24/22 '4

The rates of cooling of hob water stored in the Dewar vessels were iaeasu£e4^
follows known weight of hot water was poured mto each vessel and the

vessels were then stoppered to prevent possibly confusing conveotion efieots

in the space above the liquids. The temperature of the water m each vessel

was taken from time to time and cooling curves were drawn. From these

curves, and the known weight of water contomed in each vessel, values were

calculated showmg the loss oi heat from each vessel in calones per hour over

given ranges of tomperabuio change.

Typical experimental results are given under aeries A, B, C and D below

The original experiment of Lambert and Gates with the two-litxe copper and

silvered gloss vessele was repeated under strictly comparable conditions by the

method given above, with the veeseia connected together by wide-boie tubiHg.
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The only feoton governing the tranefer of heat from the outer to the inner

vesaelfl which were not identical were, therefore, the radiation factors and the

neck conduction factors. The following results were obtained ;

—

Bote ol evoporatloa ol Rate ol oooUiig of hot
' liquid oiygen m grmii ( water in oaloriea per

1

24
honre hour, over the tem p

range 76“^° C

Copper reeml SOO 030
Oboihifully silvered glum veMol 340 1100

These residts confirm the original observation, and it is clear that any explana-

tion of the curious difference in behaviour must be sought for in the radiation

factor, aince the effects of the neck conduction factors (calculable from the work

of Banneitz, Rhein and Kuize {loc cit ), could not possibly account for the

observed differences m behaviour.

Senes “ B ”

The expenmenu in this senes were earned out m order to compare the effi-

oionoieaof three Dewar vessels of the same size, shape and material, one with the

vaouum-adjacent surface of the inner vessel only silvered, one with the vacuum-

adjaoent surface of the outer vessel only silvered, and one with both these sur-

faces silvered. This silveniig was done chemically

In the earlier experiments in this series a fourth vessel with both vacuum-

adjacent surfaces unailvered waa included, but the rate of evaporation from this

vessel was so rapid that it did not settle down to a steady value before the vessel

was empty. A trustworthy comparison was thus impossible, and the plAip

glass vessel was left out m the later espenments of this senes. It was found

necessary to use much larger vessels m order to make a satisfactory comparison

of the effioiencioa of silvered and tinsilvered Dewar vessels, and this is done in

scries C ” below.

All the known methods of chemically ailvonng glass surfaces were

carefully tried and the most satisfactory process was found to be that of

Brashear as described in Discussion on the Making of Reflecting Sur-

faces" (‘ Phys. and Opt. Soc.,’ 1920) This process involves the reduction,

at 19" G , of an ammaniacal silver solution with a sedution containing

cane sugar, nitno acid and alcohol. During the latei stages of the pro-

cess the surface undergoing silvonng was gently rubbed with cotton wool in
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order to preveat the precipitate (which ia ajwayi produced) from settbig

on the silver film and causing *' pinholes ” m it. The ntvered suz^poea

were washed m turn with diatiUed water, alcohol and ether and were

dried immediately at 100° C. In the earlier expenmentfl in this seriiee it

was necessary to polish these silver films with chamois leather and rouge

in order to remove the " bloom ** from them , but it became possible

with experience and the use of aged ” sugar solution, to produce

brilliant Hurfaooa free from " pmbolea ” and needing no pobahing

whatever

The foliowmg are typical results obtained in this senes :

—

— Kate ol evapomtSon of

liquid oxygen In grma /

2d hours.

Rata ol oooUng erf btvt

water In aale,/hour over
temp, range 70*-^'’ CL

() Vuuum-ad]u3ent surface ol outer i

veasel only silverud

() Va^uiun-adjB^VDt flurfaoe of Inner

weael only silvered

(e) Vacuum -Bdjaoent snrfaaef of both
veasels silvered

S7B 1040

lee 1040

175 1040

These striking and unexpected result^ whichwere repeated and checked over

a period of two days, are discussed later. Separate experiments, with freshly

silvered surfaces, afforded substantial confirmation of the accuracy of the resolti.

Sen€3 "

The experiments of this senes were earned out in order to compare the

eificiencies of two glass Dewar vessels of the same shape and siee, one with both

vacuum>ad]acent surfaces silvered and the other unulvered. As pointed out

above, this oompanson c'Ould not be satisfactorily oarriul out with the smaQ

special vessels used in Benes B ”
( and

** D *’). Two spherical glass Dewar

vessels were taken, each having a capacity oi two litres. One of these had the

vacuum-adjacent surfaces chemically silvered, but the silvered surfaces could

not be pohshed or rubbed with ootton wool dunng deposition of the silver. The

experiments affonl, however, a comparison applicable to the average chemically

sUvered and unailvered oommeidal Dewar vessels. The flasks wen connected

together with wide-bore tubing and the method of expenment was exactly the

same as in the other senes. The factors goyeining the transfer of heat from the

itmer vessels were therefore identica] in the two flaskg with the one ezoeption of

' the radiation factor. The rates of evaporation of liqiiid oxygen and ol cooling
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of hot water were determined and repeated several times, with identical results,

as follows '

—

Rate of evaporation of Rale nl noohtig of hot
—

—

liquid ozysen In srius./ water in oala./hour over
houTi« temp ranffe 70“-60° C

GtDvered Swk 370 2000
Unnlvwed fluk 4610 eooo

It appears that a ohemically silvered glass Dewar vessel is more than 12 times

as efficient as a plain glass one of the same shape and size for the storage of hquid

oxygen. Dewar (loe, cfU
)
gave a fignre 7 4 for this comparison It is very pro-

bable that our figure of 12 would be increased if the chemically silvered surfaces

had been prepared under as favourable conditions as those obtaining in the

special vessels The difference between the efficiencies of the two vessels when

used for the storage of hot water is very markedly less.

Serua **

The experiments in this senes were earned out in order to compare the effects

on the effloiencies of Dewar vessels of polished vacuum-adjacent surfaces of

diflennt metals Hie surfaces chosen for the companson were polished silver,

gold, platinum, and copper. It was onginally intended to put these polished

fllnm on the vacuum-adjacent surfaces of both inner and outer vessels of the

special type, but it was found impossible to obtain satisfactonly uniform polished

metal fihns on the inner surfaces of the outer vessels, so the experiments were

done with the outer vessels of plam glass and with the inner vessels carrying

the polished metal films on their vacuum-adjacent surfaces It is probable that,

in these circumstances, a satisfactory companson is obtained, since each outer

vessel bad its vacuum-adjacent surface maintained at 16° C , while each inner

vessel had its special vacuum-adjacent surface kept at the temperature of the

liquid stored within it during the expenment. Again, from the results obtained

in Series " B," it is clear that the efficiency of a Dewar vessel with the vacuum-

adjacent surface of the inner (oonbainmg) vessel silvered and polished is not

seriously different m efficiency from a like vessel with l>oth vacuum-adjacent

Surfaces silvered and pobshe<l.

Muck time was spent ih examining the possibiUty of forming gold and copper

illifis ditecily on glass surfaces, by chemical prooesseH, and also of electrically

depositing th^se metals ou chemically produced silver films, but the results were
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ver7 unBatiafectory. It wae dnallj deoidod tlvit reallj reliable and oomparable

reanlta could only be obtained by coating fcheglau BUifacee with fllnu of{datinuiDi

oauaing these to adhere firmly to the glass, and then electrically depositing adver,

gold and copper on these platinum surfaces. The inner voBsek were evenly

painted on their outride surfaces with a thm film of liquid platinum ” varnish

made by Messrs, Johnson and Matthey, London. This film was allowed to dry

thoroughly in a dust-free atmosphere at the ordinary temperature. Each vessel

was then suspended in an electric tube furnace which was gradually raised to the

temperature at which the glass began to soften : at this point the current was

immediately turned o1! and the furnace allowed to cool slowly to the ordinary

temperature before the vessel was removed In this way an even, smooth

platinum fiim was produced and made to adhere to the glass suificienUy firmly

to withstand vigorous polishing with rouge and chamois leather. The whole

operation was repeated so as to give an adherent platinum film sufficiently

thick and even to form a aatisfactoiy base for electroplating. After this

operation it was necessary to regnnd the joints (“ C ” in the figure).

The platinised surface of one inner vessel was polished as perfectly as possible,

and the surfaces of the three other platinised inner vessels were polished and

electroplated with silver, copper and gold respectively. Silver and gold were

deposited from cyanide baths and copper from a sulphate bath. Very small

current densities (about 50 mi 111amperes per sq. decimetre) were used in all

oases, BO as to produce a fine-gram deposit which could be polished with ohanuHs

leather and rouge. The polishing proved to be a long and labonoua prooess,

but eventually it was earned out so satisiactonly that raults which were

obtained with the set of vessels could be definitely repeated after taking down

the vessels, repolishing and reassembling,

The following are typmai results in this series ;

—

— ReU of evepormtloa of

Uqtild oxygen in gniie /

B4 hous.

EUte of ooolUw ol hot
water In osla./haiff over
temp reage 75^^'' C

Iniur TBHal with polished silTer larfeos MO 3000
Innsr vsssel wlita poUshsd gold sorfMis.. BSO 2000
Iniwr msel with poUshed oopper lufsoe
Innsr TCoal with pollshwn plstfimiD,

4S0 8400

mfaoo 840
«

8000

These results afford a definite confirmation of the peculiar behfhviour of

Dewar veaseb with the vaonum-adjaoent surfaces of polished copper. They

are discussed below.
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Diacuasion,

The pasAoge of heat by radiation to oi from the interior of a Dewar vessel

may be investigated (vide ‘Report of Oaygen Research Committee/ 1923] from

the theoretical standpoint os follows :

—

Stefan’s Law expresses the rate of transfer of heat by radiation from one black

body to another as follows —
Q = H(Ti‘-TA (1)

where Q is the heat m calories per second, per square centimetre of sur-

face ; Ti and T, are the absolute temperatures of the bodies
,
and K is a

constant whoso value is taken as 1*38 X 10~^.

For bodies which are grey—

^

e., which emit a constant fraction of the energy

which a black body would radiate on the various wave-lengths—tho expression

IS modified thus :

—

Q = KB (T/ - T/),
(
2)

where B depends on the emissivity of the grey surfaces. The value of B can bo

obtained from that of the omissivity as follows —
Let E be the emissivity (the ratio between the heat emitted by unit area of

the surface to that emitted by unit area of a black body m the same circum-

stances) of the (grey) radiating surfaces, in this case the vacuum adjacent

surfaces of a Dewar vessel If X is the amount of heat radiated by unit area of

a black body, then the amount radiated by unit area of the surface under con-

sideration is XE. This radiation falls on the opposite surface, and a part of it,

Xfi (£), will be absorbed
,

the remainder, XE (1 — E), is reflected back again

to the original surface, where XE (1 — E) (1 — £) is agam reflected, and

XE (1 — E) E re-absorbed. Tho reflected portion falls once more on the

receiver where XE (1 — E) (1 — E) E is absorbed, so that the net heat transfer

by radiation from one suriaoo to the other is given by the sum of the geometric

progression

X [E“ + E* (1 " E)“ -h E»(l -£)* + . .].

which is —
XE* „ XE

1-(1-K») 2-E' (
3)

It baa been assumed that the heat transferred between unit aress of two

B *

bUok bodies is X, and therefore factor B, and equation (2)

von. oxii.—A, L
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representing the heat transfer between nmt arena of two grey bodies may be

wntteu ,

—

This argument only holds good if the two surfaces have the same emissivity L.

If they are ntill grey, but have difierent emisHivities E and an argument

similar to the above leads to the senes .

—

X [EE' + F:E' (1 - E) (1 - E') + EE' (1 - Ey* (I - E'V* . I

whence .

—

B
EE'

E 4- E' - EE'
(5)

Now Maxwell’s theory of the relationships between the electneal and optical

properties of metals reqmres that the emisaivity of a metal surface, for a given

wave-length, shall be proportional to the square root of the absolute tempera-

ture, and this has been experimentally confirmed by HaagenandHubens Ann.

d. Phya 1903, vol. H, p 873 ,
' Sitz Ber Prousa Akad ,* 1909, vol. 16, and

1910, vol 23) Thus if E is the emiseivity of a given surfaco for room temperature

(29r A ) and E' the emisfiiviLy at the temperature of liquid oxygen (91° A
)

‘

V — E
a9i

Substituting this value in (6) gives a value for B = Ey2 8 — E. In the oaae

under conaideration, however, there are probably so many other interfering

factors that this refinement may be ignored, further, since E for metals is amall,

we may wnt4' B = E/2 without serious error when both reflecting surfaces ace

the same, and are metallic

It has been shown above how temperature affects the emissivvty of a surface
,

this value IS also aflected by the wave-length of the radiation, and this m turn

depends on the temperature 'of the radiator. The wave-length on which

the maximum energy will be racljateii by a black body, at any temperature, is

given by Wien’s law, which may be expressec^m the form .

—

where T is the absolute temperature of the body and K is a constant equal to

about 2900 Thus for the temperatures concerned in this work— those of hot

water, the constant temperature bath andliquidoxygen—370°, 291°, and 91° A.^

the corresponding wave-lengths are 8 p, 10 p and 32 p, Haagen and Rubens

{loc. cU )Jiave shown that the metals have almost constant emissivities over a

range of wave-lengths 1 p to 20 p. Beyond this range th»o is no expenmental
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evideucep but; it has beon aaaumed that thifi cnnetancy was inaintamed over

the whole range of long waves concerned in this work—i e , 8 [i to 32 The

values obtained in this work with polished copper surfaces do not justify this

general assumption

Before the results obtained in senes B ” and " D ” can be considered m the

light of the above theoretical deductions, the values obtained must be adjusted

to allow for the losses due to neck conduction and gas conduction across the

vacuous space As explained earlier, these factors were the same for all the

vessels in each senes

Banneitz, Rhein and Kuize {toe. cit
) have shown that the rate of evaporation

of liquid oxygon due to the neck conduction may be taken as 30 grammes per

24 hours per square contimotro cross section of glass in the neck In all the

special vessels the diameter of the neck was 30 mm. and the thickness of the

glass I mm
,
so that the cross section of glass in the neck is nearly ] sq cm

,
and

the rate of evaporation due to neck conduction may be taken as 30 grms per

24 hours.

A method of calculatmg the rate of evaporation of liquid oxygen due to the

conductivity of the gas m the vacuum space is given by Soddy and Berry

(‘Roy. Soc. Proc,’ A, 1909, vol. 83, p 264, and 1911, A, vol 84, p 676, and

Bnggs (loc. cU ) ). Assummg the residual pressure to be about 0 -0001 mm of

mercury (see p 140), the rate of evaporation from this caiuso would amount to

24 grms. per 24 hours Hence the approximate total rate of evaporation due

to causes other than radiation is estimated as 54 grms per 24 hours for each

vessel.

A proportionate amount must be allowed from the rates of cooling of hot water

Table I, given below, e^ows the results of the expenmen ts jn Senes “ B,"

and Table II those of the ezpentnents in flenes “ D,"

(o) with the experimental values adjusted for losses by neck conduction

and by gas conduction across the vacuous apace
,

(5) with the values for E of the vacuum-adjacent surfaces (the values for

the poliftheil metals arc those given by Haagen and Rubens (foe cU ),

and that for glass is taken os 0 75 (Phmd, ' Aatrophys. J1 1900,

vol. 24, p 25)),

(c) wiih the values of the radiation factor B, calculated from those for E.
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Tabu 1.

VmwJ,

Adjufted rate of

eveiKiratlon of

llqiud oxygen In

grtne /J24 noun

A4ju*ted rate of

ooolln^ of hot
water m oole /hr.

ValueBCrfS.

B
tnmp. range 70°-

SC^C Outer Inner

Vftoumii-iidjBcanlj suifftce

oj outer odIj siiTored 22A 1300 0 012 0 75 0 QUO
Vaoauiu-adjuent luriece

of Inner only iilvered 14Q 1300 0 7IS 0 012 0 OllB
Voenum-edjeceut eur-

fenea of both inner and
oaler ollvered 121 1300 0 012 0 012 0 000

Table II

Veuel,
1

(All outer Teeeelii plain

glwH)

Adjuated rate of

evapenUun of

Uq^uid oxygen tn

grtua /24 noun

Adjiutod rate of

oooling of hot
water in call /hr

temp range 70”-

50“ C.

Valuea erf E.

B
Inner Outer.

Vaouum-iuljacnnt lurtoce

of Inner —
(a) Poluhed eilver ISA 1330 0 012 0 75 00110
(b) Foliabed gold 106 1330 0 019 0 73 0 0100
(c) Pohahed ^atlnum 288 2230 0 045 0 75 0 0443
(d) Pohahed copper 426 1730 0 oie 0 75 0 0159

Fiom the theoretical considerations put iorward above, it follows that the

rate of passage of heat to or from a glass Dewar vessel with either one of the

two vacuum-adjacent surfaces silvered, should be approximately double that

of a like vessel with both vacuum-adjacent surfaoes silvered. The results m
Table 1 show that this is true only if we compare the rate of evaporation of

bquid oxygen from a Dewar vessel having the vacuum-adjacent surface of its

outer vessel silvered with the rate from one having both vacaum-adjacent sur-

faces silvered , It is quite certain, however, that a pohshed silver vacuum-

adjacent surface on the inner (or container) vessel has a markedly difierent

effect on the rate of evaporation of liquid oxygen from a similar vacuum-adjacent

surface ou the outer vessel, and that, for the storage of liquid oxygen, a Dewar

Teasel with the vacuum-adjacent surface of the inner (or container) vessel

silvered is not much less effident than a similar vessel with both vacuum-adjacent

surfaces silvered.

It is most striking that there should be no difference between the efficiencies
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of the three veuels when used as storage vessela for hot water in epite of the large

diflerences in theii effieieiioiea for the storage of liquid oxygen

We can offer no aattafactory explanation of theae definite expenmental reaults.

It aeema to be clear, however, that the theory outhned above, of the passage of

heat by radiation from one eurface of a Dewar vessel, must be regarded as

inadequate.

Table II ahows that the efficiencies of Dewar vessels with the vacuum-adjacent

Burfaces of their inner (or container) vessels of polished silver, gold and platinum

are (quahtatively) m the order that would be expected from the known emissivi-

ties of these metals, and, further, the order is the same whether they are used for

the storage of bquid oxygen or hot water.

Note—That there la not a closer accordance, in these experiments, between

the efficiencies and the nominal emissivities of the vacuum-adjacent

surfaces probably anses from the differences in the degrees of polish

which were given to the metal films Because of the fragile nature of

the vessels, all the polishing had to be done by hand
,

the differences

in hardneas between the three metal films make it most improbable that

the degrees of polish would be the same in all cases

The behaviour of the vessel in the senes with the vacuum-adjacent surface

of its inner vessel of polished copper places beyond question the anomalous

behaviour of polished copper as a radiating surface at the temperature of liquid

oxygen.

The oopper film, being the hardest of the three electro-deposited films mvesti-

gated, was polished probably to a less extent than the others
,
but qualitatively

the efficiency of the vessel in which it was used was for the storage of hot water,

not aerioualy out of place in the series

Tbe following explanation of this anomaly is put forward ,

—

At ordinary and lower temperatures all the heat energy of a metal may be

considered to be due to the vibration of its atoms. It appears to be generally

accepted that there is, for each element, a characteristic frequency " with

which the atoms themselves vibrate A body will naturally absorb radiation

of this frequency very readily—^.e
,
for the corresponding wave-length, the value

of E will be high, and the body will cease to behave as a grey body if radiation of

this Wave-length falls upon it

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it has hitherto been assumed that

the emissivity of a metal is constant for wave lengths exceeding 4 p., but when

the Wave-lengths concerned approach the
**
oharactenstio frequency ’’ this

assumption obviously cannot hold good.
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The " oharactenstio frequencies ” for the metals involved in this work have

been calculated from different ezpenmental data by vanous workers, and average

vahies, with the oorreaponding wave-lengths, are quoted below.

Metftl Ch&nboteriRUo Fi^quenoy Ckinupondlng W^ve-

fiUrer 4 30 X 68^
Gold 3 40 X
FUUnam 4 36 X lO'" 6B;ii

Cof>peT 67 X 10“ 46^

It has already been pointed out that the wave-lengths primarily concerned

in the cooling of hot water and the evaporation of liquid oxygen are about 6 ^

and 32 \i respectively. The latter value and the wave-length oorreBponding

to the characteristic frequency of copper are relatively close together, and

it IB therefore to be expected that the emissmty of copper at the temperature of

liquid oxygen would be markedly higher for the wave-lengths which preponderate

at that temperature than it is for the wave-lengths that are most important

when hot water is cooling

In thiB^ therefore, lies a reasonable explanation of the apparently anomalous

behaviour of a copper Dewar vessel which led to, and has been venffed by, this

work It also affords an explanation of the high cmissivity of tba reflecting

surfaces which Briggs {loo cU.) calculated for pobsbed gilding metal from bis

expenments on the rata of evaporation of bqiud oxygen from a Dewar vessel

made from this alloy

It follows from these results that the efficiency of the commercial copper

liquid air contmners should be increased by having their polished vacuum-

adjacent surfaces of silver instead of copper
;
an experiment showed that this

conclusion was justified.

Two exactly similaT 2-litre copper Dewar vessels (one of which was used in

Series *' A ’') were returned to the makers. These were taken apart^ and the

vacuum-adjacent surfaces of one of them silver plated and pohshed, while the

ooiresponding cupper surfaces of the other were simply repolished

The two vessels were connected together by wide-bore tubing and their

effiniencioB compared under the precise exponmental conditions used throughout

this work. The factors influencing the passage of heat to or from both vessels

ware thus identical except for the reflecting surfaces.
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The reaulU obtained woie aa follow :

—

Veuel.
Rate ol evaporation of

liquid oxygen in grma /

1

£4 hoitfB

Rate of ooDling of hot
water In oala /hour over
temp range 70^-00'' C

1

Vaovuni-adiaceiit lurfaoea of poliahed
oopper 626 034

Vuaun-adjaoent suilaoes of poliahed
Bilver electroplated on copper 1 466 634

Silvei plating and polishing the vacuum-adjaccnt surfaces of a 2 -litre copper

Dewar vessel thus increased its efficiency, when used for the storage of liquid

oxygen, by nearly IG per cent.

The Department of Scientific and Industrial Research has borne the cost of

the liquid oxygen and of the copper Dewar vessels used m this work, and we

wish to express our thanks for this valuable assistance

On the Action of a Locomotive Driving Wheel.

By F. W Carter, M A
,
Sc D , MJnst C E., M I E E

(Communicated by Prof A. E H Love, F R 8 —Received Apnl 16, 1926 )

In the appendix to a paper read before the Institution of Cml Engineers,*

' dealing generally with the subject of the ‘ Electric Locomotive,’ the author

(Lsoufised the running qualities of locomotives from the point of view of dynamics

He based the discussion on the forces set up between wheel and rail, and these

forces he referred to the creepage of (be surfaces in contact due to clastic deforma-

tion of the material in the neighbourhood of the contact^ defining “ creopage
”

as the ratio of the distance gained by one surface over the other, to the distance

traversed. He later mtrotluced two quantities, f and which represented

respectively the tractive force per unit creepage, longitudinally and transversely,

to the rail. The quantities / and which 'were assumed constant in any

particuW problem, were not determined at the time, and the present paper is

primarily an attempt to compute the first of them.

* See Minutes of *Pn». Inst. C.E.,' ^ol. 201, part I, p. 248 Bee also the author’s

book 'Railway Eleatno Traction
'
(Arnold, 1022), chap. 2, p. 67,
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The &tea of contact between wheel and rail vanea with the state of wear of

the parts. For a new rail the longitudinal dhuenaion of the contact is in general

greater than the tranaverse dimension ; but^ as the rail flattens with use, the

contact area approxnnates in shape to a uniform strip transverse to the rail.

The flnal state is assumed herein, the wheel and rail being conceived as cylinders

having their generating hnes parallel. The problem proposed is accordingly a

two-dimensional one, Instead of assuming the problem to be that of a cylinder

rolling on a plane, however, we implicitly assume it to be that of two cylinders

of like material and of equal and opposite radii, pressed together and rolling

on one another, one being subject to a torque and the other to an equal counter-

torque Under this assumption, any state of stress or strain in one member, due

to tangential tractive forces only, is matched by an equal reversed state in the

other, and the distribution of pioBsure between the members is unaflected by

the traction, since the radial displacements of the surfaces in contact are

complementary. Wo may note also that any oonolusion deduced for a dnving

wheel is true, with reversal of stresses and strains, for a wheel undergoing

braking.

The radius of the wheel is large compared with the circamferential ertent of

the contact area
,
and, except in the deternunation of particulars of the contact,

may be assumed mflnite The problem is then one of an infinite elastic medium

bounded by a plane, on which is a certain local distributioD of pressure and

tangential traction The stresses and strains, due to pressure, are known,*

and need not be discussed further than as the means of transmitting the tractive

effort.

The solution of the two-dimenuonal problem of an infinite elastic mediimip

bounded by, and on the positive side of, the plane y ^ 0, in which the portion

of the boundary for which x is negative is subjected to a uniform tangential

traction parallel to the x-axis, and that for which x is positive is free of externally

apphed stress, is given by Prof Love.t Using the same notation as Prof. Love

(vis., A for dilatation, m for component rotation, X, p for elastic constants), the

solution IS shown to depend on the equatioD ;

= (^ + 2|i) A 4 iQitm = C log (x + %y) (1)

in which Cn (X + + 2p)iB the tangential traction on the half-boundary

plane, being directed towards the origin when C is positive and away from it

when 0 is negative . \ and t] are functions defined by the above equation

* See Love’s ' Mathematioal llieory of Elasiloily,* MeODd edltkm, chap, Till, f 1S8

t £oe.
,
ob&p, IX, 1 1S2 (e),
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Take the aeparating line between streefied and unstreased portions of the

boundary at (x\ 0), and auperpoee a distribution of tangential etices extending

to + dx\ 0), and an equal reversed Btreas extending to
(
2:', 0), We thus

obtain the solution of a problem in which the boundary streaa extends over a

band of width dsf only. Integrating this, in order to obtain the solution of the

problem in which the tangential stress—a function of x—extends over any

desired portion of the boundary, we get as fundamental equation

d (® +iy)
= (X -(- 2(jl) a “I" i2|jl 1IF = — j*-

Cdx'

X +iy — i'
(2 )

the integral being taken over the boundary.

The strain in the direction of the x-axis is, using Prof Love’s notation*

c
du

dx

At the boundary surface, is zero, and

'

” 2^ dx

= i±lliA
2(*

(3)

Thus the value of at the boundary is the real part, as y approaches zero,

of (see equation 2)
‘

-If Cdx

2p Jx + ly — x'
(4)

The values of C with which we shall have occasion to deal are, m form,

proportional to ^1 —^j
,
the limits of x' being — a and a

;
and

/
(5 )

We discuss the pressure and contact surface between wheel and nul,t taking

* £». cri . ohsp. IX. 9 144.

t The matter is hem dluaiMd In tarma of wheel and rail. For tha oase of a pau of

equal wheels in oontaot, R should be replaced by R/9 throoghoat.
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the origin at the centre of the oontact areat and employing the notatioii of

Prof Love,* If R la the radiua of the wheel and P the total preaaure '

= lo
X + 2n

2rt,i ( X + ^) Jo (o* + 4<)* (6* +

2tc[A(XH-ji) S' Jo(a®+
lib la large

^ a X + 2^1 P

Tz\L (X + |i) a^b
(6)

The preaaure per unit area of contact near the origin la

Integrating this over the width of the contact, the pressure per unit length

of contact is

The equivalent length of the contact is thus ibjS
,
this we call Z. Accordingly

;

± = X + 2p ^
2R Tcp(X-hfA)

or •

also -

X+2|i
W|i(X + |i)

,»PI, (7)

71 (8)

Assume first that the tangeutial traction is everywhere proportional to

the jiresfluxe— an assumption which is only justifiable when the wheel is oii the

point (if skidding Write its value TiP'/P, so that Ti is the maximum available

tractive effort. Then

c = A±lJi-
7c(X + fi) nla\ a®/

(9)

Hence, at the boundary (see equations 4 and 6), when gc is in the contact

area (x“ < o“)
‘

** (X -1- p) ifl a
(10)

Uc. t%t

,

ehap Vlll, || 137, 133.
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and when z u outside the contact area (x^> a*)

:

_ X + 2n ^
"*

Ttji (X 'f ^t)
’

lo La W /

Wo next consider the normal operation of the wheel Aasumin^ it to be

running in the positive direction of the x-axis, let A'OA in the figure represent

the contact surface, A being the point of first contact, and A' the point of leaving

Let ABA' be the curve of limiting tangential traction TiP'/P The actual

curve of tangential traction will follow some line ADCA', starting at A and never

exceeding the limiting curve. Over the portion ADC of the curve, the aiu'faces

Direction of running

X O A

in contact arc looked together, and the surfaco-strain is accordingly constant

,

for any variation of strain in one member retjuircs an opposite variation in the

other member, and this cannot be where the boundaries in contact have no

relative movement. Beyond the point C, the pressure between the surfaces is

insufficient to support the strain, and the surfaces accordingly shp, with limiting

tangential traction The value of the surface strain may be written -

real part of L K
||

f dx'

X + ly — x'
in)

in which K is put for the coefficient of Tzxja in equation 10, and c is the abscissa

of the point C in the figure. The function ^ (x') is zero at the limits c and a,

and positive between them it is such that, between c and a, e„ is independent

of X. The first integral in equation 12 has, however (see equations 5 and 10),

been shown to be proportional to x for points within the contact area
,

the

socond, accordinglyj when a > x > c ^ould be a linear function of x,

cancelling the first and leaving a constant

Consider
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Changing the vanable to y

becomes '

2a J_*(a_c)
1

— |{a + o), tlie second integral in equation 12

» — 4 (a + c) -h »y — v'

This has the same form as the integral in equation 5, and, with a> z > o, and

y — 0, its value is

a — c
^
z — 4(a + o) o + o1

2a *^ 4(o — c) Ld 2oJ (13)

Hence, with a> z > c, equation 12 gives the constant value

:

0+0
2a

'

The tractive effort of the wheel is

Hence c is given by :

(14)

(IB)

(16)

The quantity / is now readily determinable for the case oonsiderGd On

entering the contact area, and for a certain distance within that area, the sur-

face strain is given by equation 14 Consider a pair of points on the driving

and driven wheel-rims respectively, situated an infiniteaiinal distance ahead

of A {see figure), and therefore about to enter into contact with one another.

The unstrained length of rim represented by 3z is (1 — e^g.) Sz for the dnving

wheel, and (1 + c^) for the driven wheel. The ratio of angular rotation of

driving and driven wheel is therefore os 1 — ’ 1 + e„ or as 1 — . 1.

The ratio of rolling rotation is unity, and the quantity — accordingly repre-

sents the creepage as defined above. Writing q for T/Ti,/ is then given by :

/ -2«.

jTi o

itK ® 0
(eqn. 14)

T. 7

2kK 1 - (1 - j)*
(eqn. 161

_TtH.(X+|i), g (eqn, 10)
2(X + 2|i) l-(l-j)*

_ rwii(X + li) jyp]* g
(eqn. 7)L2(X + 2[i)

(17)
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Thufl / dependa on the braotive eifort, increasing in the ratio 1 2 aa T falls

from Ti to zero

Foe the value T Ti, or 9 — 1
,
and with forces and lengths eicpressed in

ordinary engineering units of the subject, the approximate value of / for steel

wheels and rails is as follows *

(
1 )

With forces in kilogrammes and lengths in nulhmcties

- 93 [r;p]».

(
2) With forces in lbs. and lengths in inches .

/=3500[R1P]».

The effective value of the length of contact transverse to the rail is matter

for conjecture, and doubtless variable A representative value is perhaps

of the order of 25 mm. or 1 in.

On the Specific Heat of Ferromagnetic Substances

By W. SucKBMtTH, B So
,
and H. H. Potter, Ph 1)

,
Lecturers in Physics,.

Umversity of Bnstol

(CommuDicatod by Prof A P. Chattock, F R S.—Received April 1926.)

According to the Weiss theory of ferromagnetism, there is an intimate con-

nection between the speoific heat of a body and its magnetisation Weiss* has

shown that the magnetic energy per cubic centimetre of a ferromagnetic

substance is

W = - JHI (
1
)

where 1 is the intenaity of magnetisation and H is the molecular field Further,,

it is assumed that

H = NI
(
2 )

when N is a constant depending on the matenal itself Thus

W - - INI*

and
(HV/dT = - JNd/dT (1*)

where T is the temperature dW/dT will contribute to the specific heat of the

Bubstonoe which will become equal to

« WeuB and Beck, * Jotim de Fhyn vol. 7, p. 249 (1908).
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where a — specific heat negleotiag ziLB||tietio contribution,

S = total specific heat,

p = density,

J ^ mechanical equivalent of heat.

Therefore

From ronsideration of tlie sliape of the magnetisation-temperature curves,

Weiss concludes that the specific heat should rise to a maximum at the

critical temperature and then decrease diacontinuously, owing to the sudden

disappearance of the magnetic term.

The first meaBuiementa to t«st this theory were made by Weiss and Beck

{too. n/ ) on nickel, iron and magnetite, using the method of mixtures The

mean specific heat between room temperature and the t<emperature T was

determined for mcreasmg temperatures ^ 1,
Tj, T 3 , etc The specific heat

over the ranges Tu— Tj, Tj -Tg, etc
,
could then be calculated Other deter-

mmations of the specific heat of iron have been made by Harker,* Oberhoffert

and Menten % These three observers used the Bunsen ice-calonmetor method,

but th(‘ir experiments were not sufficiently detailed for satisfactory theoretical

interpretation Further expenments were made by Ouinas,§ and Weiss,

Piccard and ('ariard,|| who elaborated the method of mixtures to secure a higher

order of accuracy In these experiments the specimen, which had been heated

to a temperature T in an electnc furnace, was dropped mto a mass of water, the

rise of temperature being measured by a platinum resistance thermometer,

The mean specific heat between 16° C. and T® 0 was plotted against T,

the curve thus obtained showing a sudden change of slope at the cntioal tem-

perature From this curve the tnie specific heat, 3, was obtained for vanous

temperatures The results of the expenments were not wholly in agreement

with their theory ^ The best agreement between experiment and theory is

obtained in the case of mckcl It is interesting to note^ however, that mckel

shows large deviations from the law of corresponding states,** -ff which is a

• Barker, ' Phil Mag.,’ vol 10, p, 430 (1005)

I Oborhofler, ‘ MetallurglG,' p. 427 (1007).

J Meuten, ' Femim,' p 1 (1012).

H Dumna, ‘ Arch Sm Fhyn Bat / 27, pp. 352 and 463 (1000).

II
Welu, Piooard and Carraid, ibid . 42. p. 378 (1010) ; 43, pp. 22, 113, 100 (1017).

^ Cf Piccard and Carrord, tbid , 39, p, 451 (1915).

*• Weisa, ‘ Journ de Phya yol. 0, p, 061 (1007).

tt Honda and Okubo, ' Fhys. Rev.,’ vul. 10, p, 738 (1917).
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direct result of the Weiss theory of fetromagnetism. Ag&iu, to satisfy Lorentz'*

equation, it is necessary to assume that the elementary magnet m nickel ronaiata

of three atoms.

The experiments themselves were not altogether above cnticism for the

foUowmg reasons —
() The continued quenching of the specimen may not be without 3<jmG effect

on its physical properties Westgrenf has obtained some evidence that the

size of the crystal lattice in nickel-steel depends on the temperature of quenching

Such an eflect is almost certain to influence the specifle heat Wciss| has found

that the magnetic properties of mckel depend on its previous heat treatment

() The method of smoothed curves was used, the gradient of these curves

being used to determme the true specific heat

(c) The method requires a high degree of accuracy, as may be seen from the

following considerations : To determine the specific heat in the range 350“" (

'

to 364® C to 1 part m 100, it is necessary to know the mean specific heats from

16® C to 360° C and 10® C to 354” C to 1 part in 16,000 For nickel, Weiss

and his co-workers claim this order of accuracy, which appears bo ua bo be

over-estimated

(d) Id view of the dependence of magnetic properties on heat tieatmcntj it is

desirable that maguetic and calorimetric data should be obtained not only for

the same specimens, but also simultaneously. In the papers referred tn,

magnetic data are taken from the earlier experiments of Cune The earlier

work of WeiflS and Beck has been cnticised by Honda and Okubu§ on the sanie

grounds They point out that the constant N (equation (2)) vanes from one

specimen to another so that magnetic and calonmctnc data can be compared

only if obtained from the same specimens Weiss’s theoretical treatment has

also been cnticised by Ashworth,
||
and difficulties have also been raised by

de Woard.^

In view of the above considerations, ex|)erinientfl by an independent method,

enabling specific heat and magnetisation to be measured simultaneously,

appeared desirable. The present expenmonts, besides fulfilbng this condition,

enable the speciflc heat to be measured directly over small intervals of

temperature.

* Lorents, ^ Revue SolentiAque,' p 1 (1B12)

f Westgren, ' Joum. Iron and Steel Inst ^ vol 1, p. 241 (1922)

X WeifM and Forror, ' Annales de Fhyi vol 5, p. 153 (1020),

5 Honda and 6kubo, ‘Fhys Rev vol 10, p 730 (1017)

II
Aflhworth. ’ Phil Mag.,’ vol 43, p 401 (1922).

% de Waard, ' Z 1 Phys vol. 32, p. 780 (1926)
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Oudine of Method.

Th£ Specific Heal MeaeurmenU—The method used in the preeent experi-

ments was that of Nernst and Eucken, which has not to oui knowledge been

used at such high temperatures (up to 410^^ C ) in an^ previous work. Heat is

supplied by passing a current through a platinum sinral wound on the specimen,

The temperature nso of the specimen is measured by the change of resistance

of this spiral Owing to the great increase in the radiation at high temperature,

the difficulties of experiment arc much greater than those encountered at normal

and low temperatures, but we have been able to extend the method to tempera-

tures above the cntioal points of mokel and Heusler alloy hy Buspendiiig the

specimen in the interior of an evacuated vessel which was in turn enclosed

in an eleotnc furnace The latter could be maintained at any desired tempera-

ture T while the specific heat between the temperatures T and T 8T was

determined by supplying electncal energy to the specimen so as to raise its

temperature by an amount ^ A correction for radiation was applied (see

below)

Form of Specifrmta—The specimens were made m two parts, the inner

portion (fig la) being ground mto the outer portion (fig. 16) The former had

a double screw thread cut on it and into this was wound a spiral of double-silk

covered chemically pure platmum wire The winding was non-mductive, the

wire being turned back at the bottom by passing round a tiny glass peg F,

< i * • f

»

p

a ib) ir(

Fig, 1.
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embedded in Uie metal at a place where a aioall flat had been filed The wire

waa eeouied at the top by tying it around a second glass peg B. Before winding

the mllf insulation was saturated with a paste of china clay, and after winding the

wire the screw threads were filled in with more of the paste. On setting, this

prevented any movement of the wire and so avoided the possibility of a break-

down of the insulation when the silk covering of the wire became charred.

The slots at the top of the outer case (fig, 16) enabled the inner purUon bo be

inserted without damage to the glass peg B. The platinum wire (42 S W,G )

was joined to copper leads (36 S.W 6.) as close up to the peg 'B as possible,

the copper also being secured to the peg so that the weight of the specimen

was not earned by the thm platinum heatmg cod. The junction was made

by bmding the platinum wire around the copper and pinching it with a clip

made of annealed copper. It was undesirable for obvious reasons to use thick

copper leads, but after applying an approximato correction (see page 166) the

error resulting from the use of leads of appreciable resistance was neghgible.

The specimen itself was suspended in the interior of a double-walled glass

vessel shown m fig. 2. The vessel, which was silvered on both walls, was made

of Duroglass " and even when heated to 460° C would withstand the pressure

of the atmosphere. It was joined on to the pumping apparatus by means of

a glass cap and seahng-wax joint shown at 8. A tiny hole m the inner tube

at the point D enabled the space between the two walls to be evacuated During

the experiments the pressure was maintained at less than O-Ol mm. of Hg,

In this way oxidation and loss of heat by convection were eliminated. The

copper leads were brought out by the two side tubes TT and were secured at

the ends of these tubes by sealing-wax joints., Beyond TT the gauge of the

copper was increased to No 18.

The Electric Furnace —The furnace i? (fig. 2) consisted of a c«d of oichrome

tape, wound non-inductively on a copper cylinder to promote unifornuty of

temperature. The heating current for the furnace waa suppbed by accumu-

lators which gave a sulficiently steady current to keep the temperature constant

to within 0-6° C, at 400° C, for an indefinite penod. 8uoh smaU variations

of temperature as did occur would be communicated only very slowly to the

speoimen on account of the double-walled vacuum vessel. In fact, once

equihbnum between the furnace and the specimen had been established, the

latter could be maintained for very long periods at temperatures which were

constant to within 0 ‘06° C.

The EUctnoal Conneettons .—The circuit employed for the measurement of

the reaistance of the platinum spiral and for the purpose of supplying and

VOL. 0X11 —A. M
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To Pump

meaflunng ths heating current was a Wheatstone Bridge modiAed in such a way

that the position of the battery and galvanometer were interchangeable. The

circuit iH shown in fig. 3.

P represents the platinum spiral, an open wire manganm resistance of

11 ‘5 ohms, R| a variable resistance from a standard resistance box (correct

to 0 '01 per cent ), and Ra a standard resistance of 2,000 ohms. If the battery

is connected at the points B and D and the galvanometer at the pomts A and 0

(by throwing switch to the right and S, to the left) then the current through

F was so small that the resistance of F could be measured without causing any

appreciable rise of temperature If, however, the connections to battery and

galvanometer were interchanged (by throwing to the left and S| to the right)

the current through P was sufioient to give the nse of temperature required

in the measurement of the specific heat. The resistance of P, however, could be

measured during the paasoge of this current (usually about 0-24 ampere)
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00 that the energy input was known The current was measured with a standard

Weeton miUiammeter A, and a oorreotion applied for fraction of the total

current which passed along ADC.

EsUmation ofRise of Tem/peraiure 8T on Heating ,—The following procedure was

adopted in measuring the specifio heat m the range between T and T + 8^ •

—

The furnace current was first adjusted to give the temperature T which was

measured very roughly by means of a moroury thermometer. The real object

of tiie thormometer was to indicate variation of furnace temperature and not its

absolute value. The specimen was brought into temperature equilibnum with

the furnace—the process being expedited by the passage of a current through

the spiral in cases where the preceding measurement of the specific heat was

mode at a temperature considerably less than T and where otherwise the

eatabliahment of equihbnum would have taken a long time. Measurements

were carded out only after the temperature of the furnace had remained constant

to within C. and the spiral to within 1 /20° C for at least 10 minutes, and even

then corrections were apphed for vanations in the initial temperature of the

specimen. The initial temperature was measured by estimation of the resistance

with the battery connected at B and D, then the switches and Sg were thrown

over to the other position, thus causing sufficient current to pass through the

platinum spiral to give a rise of temperature of about 5° C m 4 minutes, after

which the switches were thrown back to the original position and the subsequent

dme-resistanoe curve taken. The change of resistance was a rather oompheated

function of the time, rising sharply on switching on the heating current and

falling rapidly when the current was stopped. This was due to low thermal

u 2 '
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capacity of the spiral, oomhined with the uidiflerent thermal oontaot betweea

the spiral and the specimen A typical losiatanoe time curve is shown in fig, 4.

The portion AB repreeenta the heatihg

part, the current being cut ofi at B, The

portion BQ represents the period during

which equilibrium is being established

between the spiral and the specimen, whilst

GD represents the subsequent cooling due

to radiation and conduction down the

leads The portion GD was, particularly

at low temperatures, practically straight

and the true nse of temperature was

estimated by producing DO back to the

axis at the point E The ordinate AE
would then give the true rise of tempera-

ture if the specimen had all along been

cooling at the rate mdicated by the slope

of DG, This obviously is untrue^ but

assuming that the rise of temperature was

uniform and that Newton’s Law of coohng is applicablei it can be assumed that

the mean rate of loss of heat during heating was half that given by the slope of

DG, and that the truenso was AJ, J being half-way between E andH, andHP
being horizontal To test the validity of this assumption, observations were

made using various rat^s and times of heating and vanous rises of temperature

difienng by 100 per cent. At room temperature the results agreed to | per

cent At higher temperatures the experiments were not quite as accurate,

due largely to the fact that Newton’s Law is not stnctly valid, the range over

which it holds decreasing as the temperature increases. The result was that

at high temperatures GD was not perfectly straight and under these conditions,

instead of producing DG backwards, it was necessary to draw a tangent to the

curve BGD at some suitable point. The method adopted was to draw the

tangent to BGD at a pomt at a definite time interval (7 minutes) beyond the

pomt B The principal error of experiment undoubtedly lay m drawing this

tangent, but by adopting the same method for each experiment any errors

introduced would aficot different determmations sinularly. An attempt to

obtain the radiation correction by assuming the fourth power law did not lead

to any appreciable increase in the accuracy of experiment, As our principal

object^was to determmo the shape of specific heat-temperature curve, errors

of this sort were comparatively unimportant.
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Sovera] ofcher faotora operated to make the absolute measurement of the

Bpeoifio heat somewhat inaccurate. Firstly, it was assumed that the whole

of the platinum was embedded in the apeciinen and that all the heat generated

in it w^ oommunicated to the specimen. Actually about 1 cm or 0 7 per

cent, of the platmum was outside the specimeu. Again, it was assumed that

none of the heat generated in the leads was commumoated to the specimen.

Another inaccuracy lay in the correction for resistance of leads at high tem-

peratures. It was assumed that the mean temperature of the leads was half-way

between room temperature and the furnace temperature. This assumption

was based on the fact that about half of the leads was in the furnace and the

other half was nob. The error due to these last two causes must have been

very small, as the total lead rpslstance was about 1 per cent of the whole. Ag^
no aDowance was made for the specific heat of the glass, platinum and china

day, but this could hardly have mtroduoed an appreciable error owing to the

small mass of these substances concerned

The Mogneiic MeasuremeMa ~ -The magnetic measurements were made by

the bdhstic method The solenoid A shown in fig 2 was so arranged that the

specimen B was m a central position. The solenoid was wound in four layers

of about 400 turns each, the Layers being two in senes by two in parallel. The

cylinder was of brass. 60 cm. long and 16 cm diameter. To minmuse eddy

current effects, the brass was split along ita entire length by a narrow saw cut,

the Teclosing of the slot being prevented by the insertion of a strip of asbestos.

Thin asbestos paper was used as insulation between the vanous layers and

between the innermost layer and the cylmder. A secondary coil C of 106 turns

of 20 S W G. copper was wound in a central position on the solenoid and was

insulated from the pnmaiy by several layers of oiled silk and one layer of mica.

Good insulation is necessary here owing to the large area of contact Owing

to the large diametor of the secondary coil, a considerable number of the lines

of magnetic induction ore ineffective By winding a test coil directly on the

Bpeoimen, it was found that the lines out by the secondary wore 40 per cent,

of the total number of lines of induction This fraction remained constant

throughout, and so does not affect our conclusions

SubaidiBry coils in senes with the primary and sooondaiy windings of the

Bolenmd were so coupled that the reversal of a heavy direct current in the

magnetising solenoid produced no deflection of the galvanometer when the

Bpeoimen was absent. The field obtamable was 20 gauss per ampere, and the

rnaumum current used was 12 amperes.
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Hetuiler Alloy.

Our first roflultfl were obtained with Heufiler alloy, the original abject of our

experiments being to extend AVeisa's results to a synthetic magnetic alloy whose

magnetisation could be vaned (by heat treatment).

PrepartUion of the Alloy .—The difficulty of dnlling the large hole through

the outer portion (fig lb) of the specimen m a substance so brittle as the Heuslei

idloy was met by moulding the portion upon a central core of turned copper,

It was then easy to drill out the copper, leaving a hollow cyhnder of Heusler

alloy. The alloy can bo turned and a thread cut in it with high-speed steel

tools. The Heuslei alloy used was 63 per cent copper, 25 per cent, manganese

and 12 per cent, aluinimum melted in a graphite crucible and poured into sand

moulds The inner and outer parts of the specimen were, of course, poured

from the same melt Wc tned alloys of vanous constitutions in an attempt

to find a specimen with a low cntical temperature (The Nernst-Eucken

method is more accurate at low than at high temperaturee
) The cntical

temperatures of alloys of difEeront constitution are given by Take.* Those

with low cntical temperature we found to be extremely unstable, the critical

point nemg to about C after heat treatment of any kind For specimens of

the consritution given above the cntical point was very stable, being unaltered

by more than a few degrees after quenching from 400^ C. or after annealing

at 720° C. The cntical temperature for these specimens was about 280° C.,

and it thus appears that the critical temperatures of unstable Bpecimena tend

after heat treatment to nse to about the same value as for the stable specimens,

although wc have not sufficient evidence to verify this point conclusively,

Resulte

Heudet AUoy ,—The results for Ifeusler alloy are shown in figs. 6-8 In

addition to the specific heat-temperature curves, marked (o), the curves con-

necting I* with T (b), and d/dT(I®) with T (c), are given. The ordinates of the

two last-mentioned are m arbitrary units, tbe same umts being used throughout.

In figs. 6 and 8, which deal with Heusler alloy after heat treatment, the scale

of the magnetisation curves is increased five-fold In all cases a complete

curve was obtained m one day, the successive points being obtained with

inoreasing temperature.

The specimen of fig. 6 was quenched from about 400° C. and subsequent

measurements are given in fig. 6 Both specific heat and magnefrisation curves

• Take, ‘ Ann. der Pbya,/ voL 20, p. UQ <1008).
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indioi^ a rise of 6° C. in fche ontica] temperatuce. The fall m the value of the

specific heat above the critical temperature was reduced by about 47 per cent.,

but it is difidcult to deduce anything from this owing to the fact that the satura-

tion intonaities of magnetiaation before and after quenching were not known

The curvea for a second specimon of Hensler alloy are given in fig 7, and fig 8

shows ooirespondiDg curves for this specimen alter annealing at 720° C An
examination of the curvea for Heusler alloy shows large discrepancies between

theory and expenment A full discussion of the results is given below, bub

one point which coneerns Heusler alloy alone will be discussed here In the

case of the second specimen the specific heat curves before and after demagnebisa'

tion do not show any very great change, whereas the magnetisation in weak

fields is greatly reduced This is not a true measure of the reduction of the

saturation intensity with which we are concerned in this expemnent. We
measured the saturation intensity, however, for two pieces of alloy from the

same cast as those used in the specific heat measurements referred to Cue

oi (iiese pieces was subjected bo identical heat treatment to that given to the

specimen referred to above The magnetisation was measured by a ballistic

method using an electromagnet, and it was found that although the inagiietisa-

tion m weak fields was vastly different, the saturation mtensity (5,000 gauss)

of the demagnetised ” specimen was 73 per cent, of that of the ongiiial Heusler,

Using Weiss’s Theorem of Corresponding States,* it can easily Ije showTi that the

magnetic contnbutiou bo the specific heat in the case of the demagnetised

specimen should, according to Weiss’s theory of specific heats, be 54 per cent, of

that for the normal specimen We found the ratio to be 87 per cent., so that the

magnitude of the drop m the value of the specific heat in the neighbourhood

of the critical point was affected t« a' far less extent than would be expected

from Weiss’s theory

We have assumed here that N (equation 2) remains constant The conflict

between theory and experiment could be reconciled if N intTeascd with heat

treatment. We made some attempt to measure N by observations ou the

change of the paramagnetism above the cnticol temperatuie.'l' We were unable

to get any satisfactory data on account of the fact that K was continually

decreased by heat treatment of the specimen. The curves connecting l/i

and T (x - susceptibility, T = temperature) became less and less steep (using

* Weiss, ‘ Jonrn, de Phya vol 6, p. 661 (1907) ,

‘ Phys. Ze\t.: yol. 9, p. 358 (1008).

I A ntnJtflad torm of the Curie law has been given by Weiss foe ferromAgnstJa aubatonewB

at temperatures above tbe oritloal point, e.f. Welsa, * Phys Zeit.,’ vol. 9, p 358 (1008)^
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1/X M oidinnte) u the speoimen was subjected to heat treatment aimilar to that

used in dcmagnetijung it.

Thus the change in N is in the opposite direction to that demanded if the

experimental results are to be brought into line with Weiss’s theory, It will

be noticed that there la no sudden discontinmty in the value of the specific

heat at the cntical point. This will be discussed later on m conjunction with

the results obtained for mckol.

Nickel —We were mchned at first to attnbute the results obtamed with

Heusler alloy to the fact that its magnetism is synthetic. This led us to carry

out expenmeets on nickel Unfortunately it is impossible to obtain
" chemi-

cally ” pure mckcl m the form of rods such as are required in this experiment

We therefore used nickel of three grades of punty—ordinary oomineroial nickel,

commercially pure nickel, and Mond electrolytic nickel remelted and drawn

into rods by Messrs Johnson and Matthey, Weiss and Piccard used Mond
nickel m their measurements, but the analysis they give refers to the mckel

before the process of remelting We give below an analysis* of the three

mckels used .
-

— OnJlaary
OamiDBrcjuil

00lumercjLi^lV
Pure.

Moad

per oent per cent. per cent.
Nickel 97 2 DB 6 eeM
Iron 0 40 0 80 OIB
InsolublG reaiduD 076 tnoe —

The Mond nickel was analysed (^ter the remelting process In the case of

the commercially pure and Mond mckel the impunty is almost entirely iron.

This was not present in a ferromagnetic condition, as exanunation of the mckel

between 450° C and 600° C. showed that the substance was paramagnetic, and

further the susoeptibihty was mdependent of field, We could have detected

by this method the presence of 0 * 002 per cent, of feEtomagnetic iron This

might be accounted for in several ways, viz
,
fine division of the impurity,

the iron being alloyed with the mokel or present as an oxide By using mckel

of difierent degrees of purity we have been able to deduce evidence that the

results we have obtained are not dependent on the quantity of impunty.

The results obtained with nickel are similar to those given by Housler alloy,

and are shown in figs 9, 10, 11 The experiments are more difficult to carry out

Our thanks are due to Dr. Malkin and Menrs Bull and Pollard, of the Ohenllstry

Department of this Umveraity, for the analyses.
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on aooouDt of tho higher temperature at which the forromagnetiam disappears,

and also because the changes in the value of the specific heat are not so

pronounced in the case of mckol

The most ifxihiiig feature of the specific heat curves of both Heusler allu/

and nickel is the absence of any sudden disoontmuil^ at the critical temperature.

The decrease in the value of the specific heat which takes place lo the neigh-
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boyhood of the critical point le apreftd over about 40° C- in the case of HeUBler

alloy and 26° C. in the caae of each of the nickel BpecimenB. The ourves shown

in iigH, 5-il are typical of a number, all of which exhibit the Hame general

featuiea.

Vnxfonmty of Tejn]>eralurc of Bpecinum ,—The “ spread could bo most

easily explameil by a non-uniformity of temperature of the specunen We
examined fchia pcant by the use of thermo-couples mode by aecunng copper

vires to vonouB points of a nickel specimen by means of small nickel screvs.

For poKitions of these junctions see lig Ic Any two of the junctions could be

used to give the temperature difierencc between any two points of the specimen.

We assured ourselves penodically of the satisfactory working of each thermo-

couple by having a subsidiary copper-nickel junction kept in ice Thus the

actual temperature as well as the differonce of temperature could be measured

with any of the thermo-couples. Under the actual couditions of specific heat

determinations wc were unable to detect any difference of temperature

amounting to more than 1 2° C
,
which is negligible m compansou with the

temperatiu'e range over which the measoxed fall in the specific heat takes place.

Disciuston of Magnetui Curves .—Whereas the specific heat curves show

considerable spread, the djdJ{V) — T curves show a much more sudden drop

at the onticBl point, 96 per cent, of the drop in the value of dl^{V) taking

place within about 5° C. Our results indicate that the temperature at which
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mAximum value of the specific heat la attained covncidea vrith the critical

points* The fact that the curves connecting d/dT(l‘) and T show a more sudden

drop at the critical point than the specific heat curves cannot, for reasons stat/cd

below, be taken aa eondustve evidence against the view that under ideal

conditions these two ciiivea would be of similar shape

Suppdse that the impurity in the nickel is unevenly distributed (We have

made three determinations of the iron content for commercially pure nickel^

using teat specimens from three different portions of the rod , Identical values

of the iron content were obtained, but this docs not preclude the possibility

of uneven distribution m regions small compared with the volume used m
chemical analysis )

Such an uneven distribution might give nse to regions of varying critical

points. Suppose a volume Cg is above the critical temperature, whereas a

volume is below the cntical temperature and has an intensity of magnetisa-

tion I. The measured magnetisation is proportional to whereas had the

whole spocimcn been magnetic the measured value would have been Vg) 1

The ordinate of the I* — T curves is thus reduced in the ratio Vj® to (Vi -1-Ua)“-

The region will contnbute to the magnetic specific heat a quantity

V| d/dT (P), whereas had the whole specimen been magnetic the oontnbution

would have been + Vg) d/dT (I^), The ordinate of the P — T curve is

thus reduced in the ratio [vjvi whereas the specific heat curve is reduced

m the ratio vj{v^ -\- v^).

Another important point is the self-demagnetising action of such small

regions The magnitude of this effect can be calculated assuming the regions

to be sphencal The effect is probably small since the intensity of magnetisation

is small m the neighbourhood of the cntical temperature, and since, in addition,

the intensity reaches saturation for a field of a few gauss There is another

effect which operates in the opposite direction and probably is greater than

the last-mentioned effect. At room temperature the specimens are very for

from saturated m the field available. This is duo in some measure to the

demagnetising actioDj reducing the effective field to about 50 gauss Near the

critical temperature saturation is almost complete in a very much smaller field,

and the actual applied field is greater since the demagnetising effect is smaller,

* The critiosl point hat been defined as the ^emperatuie at which tpontaneoua lorro-

AagnetUm ditappeaie, and aleo that at which d/iiT(I>) reachee a maximum These points

differ, however, by about 2° 0 only. Our experlmente are not Baffiolently accurate to

enable us to dUcilmlnate between the two See Honda, ‘ Sci Rep / Tfihohu, 1 , vol 10,

p. 433 (1023).
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This has the eiTect of makmg the measured slope of the P T curve leas thsA

it should be and also of reducing the ordinates of the curve except near the

cntical temperature The efioot is equivalent to increaBing tho ordinates of

the curve near the cntioal temperature m proportion to those of the rest of the

curve This also aooounte for the sharp rise in the value of d/dT (P) on the

low temperature side of the critical point.

Another factor to be considered is that our magnetisation measurements

give values which are proportional to 4^1 ~ where Hg is the demagnetising

field. The effect of this near the critical pomt will again depend upon the shape

of the small ferromagnetic domainSp and the same general oonsiderationB aa

those in the preceding paragraph would apply.

It would thus appear that quantitative relationships between our magnetic

and specific heat data cannot be established if we assume uneven distribution

of imparity and cx)nBequent regions of varying cntical points. The difference

between the specific heat and the magnetisation curves is very marked, however,

and this, combined with the fact that we have obtained similar results with

three aamples of nickel of different degrees of punty, seems to invabdate this

explanation.

Concltmons.

There is consideiable discropiuicy between the form of the speoific heat and

magnetisation curves obtained expenroentally for nickel and Housler alloy,

and that demanded by Weiss’s molecular field theory The difference between

the results of Weiss, Piccard and Carraid and those obtained by the present

authors for nickel could be entirely accounted for by a change m the neigh-

bourhood of the critical point of about 0 1 per cent, in the rnean specifio heat

measurements of the former, The e^enments of Dumad (Zoc. cif ) do not

appear accurate enough to be considered as evidence for Weiss’s view as opposed

to ours In addition to the difference m the shape of the curve, the decrease

m our values of the specific heat for pure mckel is only 60 per cent, of that

obtained by Weiss.

There is considerable evidence that the changes in other physical properties

are not discontinuous in the neighbourhood of the critical point. This has

been discussed in some detail by Benedicks * A paper by Honda and Oguiaf

is of special interest in this connection. Using Kahlbaum nickel wire they

obtained ourves connecting the temperature change of magnetisation and

electric resistance. Neither curve showed a discontinuity at the udtioal point.

* Benedicks, ' Joum Iron and Steel Inst.,' H,, f012 ; I., 1D14,

t Honda and Oguro, * Soi. Hep.,' TOkoibu, vol. 3, p. 119 (l&U).
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Again, the magnetuation-temperature ourves for a field of 160 gauBs ore very

oimiUr to those obtmed m our experiments, neither showing such a rapid

approach to aero as demanded both by the theory and experiments of Weias *

Welu's results are strongly cnticised by Honda and Okubo,! who take the view

that what Weiss measured was not an aotiial speoifio heat, but a quantity of

heat evolved during the trausformation at the critical pomt. The nature of this

transformation is somewhat obscure The crystal structure of nickel is a face-

centred cube both below and above the critical temperature % Such con-

BLderation as Benedicks applies to the case of uonf could bazdly be tenable

in the case of nickel, where there is nothmg corresponding to the Ag transforma-

tion If a structural change takes place, it must be something other than a

change in the arrangement of the atomic centres. That such a change can take

place has been indicated by some experiments on the properties of tungsten

crystals by the Besearch Stafl of the General Electric Company.
||

Our results

would point to some such view as that taken up by Honda and dkubo. There

can be no doubt that the changes in specific heat and magnetiaation are closely

related, but apparently this relation is not so mtimate as that suggested by

Weiss. Both, however, are undoubtedly traceable to a common cause It is

i^hat the critical pomt indicates a certam stage in a transition which

takes place over a range of temperature of probably some hundred degrees, and

which is not complete at the critical temperature.

Summary.

The Nemst-Eucken method of measuring specific beat has been extended to

temperatures up to 410° C, The specific heats of the ferromagnetic substances

nickel and Heusler alloy have been measured dp to temperature considerably

above their critical pomts, and no disoontinmties in the values of the specific

heat have been found. Magnetic measurements have been obtained simul-

taneously with those of specific heat in order to investigate relationships

between the two effects.

Heat treatment of Heusler alloy resulted in a considerable reduction m the

saturation intensity of magnetisation without a corresponding decrease in the

value of the specific heat

* WeiBBp *C R./ vol. 178, p 1871 (1924).

t Hcmda and O^ubo, ‘ Phys Rev / ydI, 10, p. 740 (1017).

I F. Wsrer, ‘ Mitt a.d. Kaiser-Wilhobn Inst f EiaenforBehnng ’ (1022).

I Beoadloks, ' Jouhl Iron and Steel Inst,/ II,, p. 242 (1012).

II

' Phil. Mag.,' yd, 48, p. 239 (1924).
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Evidence that these effects are not due to the presence of Impurity not to

inequalities of temperature is presented.

The results of the experiments do not appear to bo in agreement with the

Weiss theory of specific heats of ferromagnetio substances.

We are indebted to the Golstoa Research Society of the Umvexsity of Bristol

for a grant towards the expenses of the mvestigatiOD. Our thanks are due also

to Prof, Chattock and Prof Tyndall for valuable suggestions and cnticisms.

On the Change oj Refractive Indeoc^ of lAnaeed Oil in the Process of

Drying and its Effect on the Deteriofalion of OH Pctinti/ngB.

By A. P Laubie, M.A , D.Sc.

(Communicated by Sir Arthur Schuster, F R 8 -—Reocivod April 30, 1926 )

The following paper is the results of experunents undertaken for the inior-

matiou of the Committee appointed by the Hoyal AcMlemy to investigate

the problems affecting the durability of pictures.

One of the main defects of the modern picture m oil is that in course of yean

there is a lowenng of tone over the whole of the picture—in contrast not only

to the early fifteenth-century pictuiws in oil, but to many of the later schools

of painting, such as the Dutch pictures. As the medium—linseed, walnut or

poppy oil—IS the same, and as the modem painter uses in many cases the

same pigments, and in other cases superior subslututos, the cause of this lower-

ing of tone must be found rather in the unscientific methods of using the

materials than in the materials themselves This view is confirmed by the

fact that an examiUation of modem pictures—by which 1 mean pictures painted

in the lost hundred years—^reveals marked differences m the extent to which

lowenng of tone haa taken place The pigments, if properly selected, being

permanent under the conditions in a picture gallery, the lowering of tone must

be asenbed to the medium This necessitates a study of the proper lies of the

medium with a view to finding out the reasons why lowering of tone takes

place

It IS well known that oxidised films of all these oils yellow with age, linseed

oil films yellowing more than poppy or walnut oU. Such yellowing will alter

some pigments more than others—pigments at the green and blue end of the
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apeotnim nioro than pigmentu at the red and yeUow end, and a transparent

more than an opaque pigment. A pigment, for instance, such as cobalt blue,

if painted on thickly, consisting as it does of transparent blue particlps, and

into the mass of whiolk the light penetrates deeply, will be more aflccted than

an opaque blue pigment

I have seen examples of c(d>alb blue in oil which have become black in 40

years, exposed to the ordinary light of a studio, A couple of months' cx[x>sure

m a window, so as to bleach the yellowed oil, restored the colour

Besides the nature of the pigment in the oil, the aiuount of oil present and the

thickness of the jiainted layer will obviously all have their effect, fcho oil

nsing to the surface if a pigment ground in excess of oil is painted on thickly.

The conditions go^*er^lng this yellowing, the effects of light and time and

moisture, are all well wort<h investigation

There is, in addition to the yellowing, another change which may take place

in the oil which would cause lowering of tone. It is known that when the

painter has painted over a portion of his picture, in course of time the uiider-

{lainting shouii through, and if a checkboard of white and black squares is

]>ainted over with white lead m oil till mvisible, it gradually shows through the

over-painting in course of time. This has been explained by gradual inter-

penetration of the pigment by the dned oil him, causing an increase of trans-

lucency, but if that is the explanation, one would expect pigments ground in

oil and kept m tubes to grow more translucent, and I am not aware of any

evidence to that effect. A more reasonable explanation is that the linseed oil

film, which wo know is slowly undergoing changes which after the first drying

IS causing it to increase in density, is at the same time increoNing m refractive

index.

Pigments may be regarded as transparent bodies of high refractive index.

When light is passing through a transparent medium of low to a transparent

medium of high refractive index, part of the light is transmitted and part

reflected. The ratio of transmitted and reflected light depends upon the angle

of incidence and upon the planes of polarization, and on the diflerenoe between

the refractive indices of the two media. The well-known equations indicate

that an increase in the difference between the refractive indices of two media

IN accompanied by an increase in the amount of reflected bght It is sufficient

for our purpose that the greater the difference between the refractive indices

of the two media, the more light will be reflected at the interface, and the less

transmitted, other conditions being the same.

Abney's researches on pigments show that the light reflected by them

VOU cm,— A. N
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covers the whole of the npectmm , but wifch an excess in certaiu portions, or

AS we might rrudel}’’ express it :—Vermilion reflects A mixture Of rod and white

light, ultramarine a mixture of bhie and nhite light, And so on

Tf, then, we are justified in regarding pigments as consisting of transparent

particles with the property of abnorbiug certain parts of the spectrum, wo

should exjiect to hnd their apparent Opacity and brilliancy de|tending on their

refractive indev and the refractive index of the medium with which they are

mixed

That this IN BO, every jiainter knows. A chrome yellow, for instance,

becomes deeper in tone and less brilliant when air is replaced by water, and still

more deep and lowered m tone when water iB repUred by oil

In the first place, it seemed to me of interest to take some of the commoner

pigments of the artist s palette and mix them in and grind them m media of

high refractive index. For this purpose I took bromo-naphthaJene, which has

a refractive imlex of 1 ti5, and inethyleno-iodide saturated with sulphur, wUic li

has a refractive index of about 1 6 White lead mixed with bromomaphthalene

becomes a greyish translucent powder, while the pale yellow, like pale rndinmm

and pale chrome yellow, becomes orange

The investigations of Breyer, in the study of xinc oxide, and Depew m
Buby and Green, have shown the transparent crystalline nature of white lead

and zinc oxide In their experiments the pigments are very highly diApcrsed

and examined ^ith immersion lenses up to 1,B00 diameters (‘ Chemical and

Metallurgical Engineenng,’ vol. xxvin, p. 53) Their examination was made

in ordinary media.

In each case I ground the pigment with a mulkr in the medium, much as

would be done m prepanng it for use, and examined it under a quarter-inch

objective with transmitted light, using the three media, linseed oil, bromo-

naphtlialene, and methylene iodide

White lead when ground in bromo-naphthalene proi’es to consist of

transparent, doubly-refraoting crystals. Zme oxide is equally transparent

TfVith the exception of white lead and lead chrome and vermilion, all the

pigments I examined were apparently isotropic. Professor Eibner describes

the cadmium yellow as consisting of hexagonal crystals, and in order to decide

tvhether any or all of these pigments are in reality crystalline, it will be necessary

to examine them under the higher powers in liquids of much higher refractive

index such as a fused mixture of sulphur and selenium

By examuung pigments in this way, and finding how high a refractive

index wo required to make them appear transparent under the microscope,
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I have been ablt? to prepare a rough table ol order (d oparity for the more

important bright pigments, startling with those which are transparent in linseed

ml HJid ending up with red oxide of iron, which proves to be ojiaque, even in

methylene iodide saturated with sulphur

The follow'ing table shown the pigments arranged both in order of ijianty

and in order of colour— the pigment at the one corner, namely red oxide of

iron, being both opaque and red W'ould be less affected by changes taking place

in the linseed oil
,

while Prusaian blue and cobalt blue at the other extreme

would be most affected

ReH YellciM

1

Gwen
1

1
1

1

Blue

1

Madder
Alizarine Jjnkea

C'lliaU Yellow Vindidiii C'obalt Rliip

Cruisaian HIul'

Hiirnb Bioniui Raw Bienna
I

Ulbraiuariue

Vermilion. Chnimfl YelliiH '

Yelluvi Oi'hre

Cobalt Green Cerulean Bliit*

(Cadmium Scarlet ('lulmiom Yellow

Venotiaii

lodiaa Red

It la obvious that such a table, while not pretending to be quantitative,

supplies the artist with useful, praotical information as to when he should use

a pigment for solid painting and when he should use it for thin glazing

The next question which I investigated was—whether a linseed oil film

does alter in refractive index. For this ^Airpose I selected a linseed oil \^ob

had been prepared for artists^ use, by exposing “ cold-pressed oil to air and

light over water A him of this oil was painted out on the glass surface of a

Herbert Smith refmctometer. Its refractive index measured with a sodiuni

flame was 1 4 BO It w^os kept in the dark and allowed to dry and measuremeDts

taken from time to tune The diagram on p. 180 gives the result of these

measurements

There is evidently a considerable rise in refractive index during the drying

process
,
and that a lowering of tone takes place during this process is quite

evident if we compare pigments freshly ground in oil with the same pigment-

oil mixture when the oil is dry But from the point of view of this investigation

the interest was whetlier the rise in refractive index was going to continue

X)n July 16 the refractive index was 1 492 ,
and on July 16—that was two days

N 2
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Fig 1.

after the him had been gurfaee dry— 1 494 From that time onwards the

change in refractive index haa been slow but rontiniiuuB

August 7, .. . 1 495

August 31 , ... . . 1 496

September 11 1-497

October 24 1 490

January 15 1 499

March 15. . . . . . .
1 500

During this time there has been a alight drop in temperature, the temperatuia

being from 17° to 19° C. during the summer months, and now being about 12^* C.

Jt was necessary therefore to make a sbght temperature correction on these

readings, the H I changing 0 001 for a range of 10° C'

Judging by these results the film is slowly but steadily increasing in refractive

index, and as we know that slow chemical changes, accompanied by increase ia

density, continue in linseed oil for years, we may, I think, safely assume that this

increase in refractive index is going to continue—that consequently the lowering

of tone which takes place in oil pictures is due not only to the yellowing of the

oil, but also to its increase in refractive index. A change m refractive index

from 1 '460 to 1 -500 causes a perceptible degradation of tone in white lead and

makes a pale cadmium yellow appear dull and more orange in tint

The bearing of these experiments on the practice of the oil painter is obvious

»

and it IS of interest to see how far the earlier painters had learned by studio

tradition to avoid these dangers.

In the time of the Van Eycks^and considerably later—there is sufficient
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Bvidenoe, from unfiauhed pictures, to show that the practice was, beginning

with the white gesso panel, to lay in black and white, and even colour, in a

low refractive index medium bke egg or size, and to glaze thinly with oil pigments

over this under-painting • Under these conditions the increase m refractive

index of the oil would tend to correct the lowenng of tone owing to the yellowing

of the oil, as more light would be reflected from a bright tempera surface below

A very interesting example of this technique is to bo seen m the unfinished

picture in the National Gallery by Michael Angelo, No. 790. Later, when the

practice of beginning in tempera was dropped, the paintings were still done upon

a white gesso and the high lights were painted very thinly on the gesso, os 1

have shown by actual borings and measurements, so as again to ensure

luminosity from the gesso below

It IS evident from this brief a<'Count of Ifith and 16bh century methods of

painting oil pictures that the painteiti of that time had thoroughly mastered

the posflihibties of the oil film, both m the matter of yellowing and of change

in refractive index, and there can be no question that under modern conditions of

painting in oil, the neglect of these two factors is the explanation of the lowering

of tone which so often takes place, and if results as permanent as those of fche

Old Masters are to be obtained, tbe painter in oil must take both these changes

into account and modify his methods accordingly,

In conclusion, I wish to thank Mr Balsillie of the Mmeralogical Department

of the Royal Scottish Museum for the assistance he has given me in preparing

this paper
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By L. B, Pmx^ lli.9c.i

(€6mmiinicAt«d by Prof. H. 0* H. Cu^nte^ P.ILS -i-Raceived M^y 10, 1026^)

(Platbs 6, 7.)

Pot yean attention baa been directed to embeitthog of icon -and

ateel by acid, and it is generally considered that the embrittling is dda td the

odclusiob oi hydrogen by the metal.

This subject is of particular importance in those branohee of the iron and steel

mduetiy where add is used to remove odde from the surfacd of the metal

before tinttiTig, galvanising, wire-drawing, eto. There is also some leaBon to

suppose that oertain boiler failures may be connected with the occlusion of

hydrogen by the metal. A large numbor of investigations dealing with various

aspects of the subject have been published, notably by Longmnu (1), Andrew (2),

Fuller (9b Oonisob (4)p Parr (5), Watts and Fleokeostein (6), Langdon and

Grossman (7) and Edwards (d)

In the above-mentioned papers much interesting quantitative data are

available on the effect of hydrogen on the mechanical properties as detenniued

bend tests, impact tests, alternating stress tests, and the EriohSen test. Pot

the purpose of this paper it does not seem necessary to give an acoount of tiie

results described in these papers, for comparatively bttle data dealing with

the tensile propertieB of iron have been recorded.

The experimental work carried out during this reaearoh may be divided into

three sections

1 Testa on iron in the normal finely crystalline oonditiom

2. Teste on single iron oiystals.

3. Tests on the boundary between two Urge crystals,

Fig 1 is included to illustrate the very striking type of result obtained when

Bpecimens made up of large crystals are embrittled by hydrogen. The photo^

graph shows a strip of iron B inphea by 1} inohee hy indi, matnly composed

of crystals about 1 inch in diameter. The strip was piclded for 3Q ndimteB in

20 per cent, su^hurio acid, and was fhen Snapped info pieces with the greatest

ease. In the illnstration it is clearly evident thhi fraoture took plaoe mainly

through the crystal boundariee, Only in one place, ness the top of the strip,

had the fracture passed through a crystal,
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^ W lung bojBfi Impawn, tluit ierroua metaJii embrittled by pickling recover

,tk^ fuiniial pipperties on standing, and lor this reason quantitative testa can

onlj be sjitulactory if this tune factor be taken into account It was decided,

tberolwe. to oany out the tensile tests m the first instance while the specimens

were actually imuiersed in the acid. Suuple unmersiun was uob satisfactory,

for the ooreoeion occurring during the test greatly decreased the accuracy of

the results. Electndytio pickling was used througliout the oxpcnnicnts to be

desenbed, for by this means corrosion was entirely prevented.

The simple apparatus which was employed is illustrated in fig 2 A 2^-inch

length of 1^-inch diameter glass tube (A) was closed at the lower end by a rubber

bung (B), through which piwsixl one end of the ttxit jijece (('"). A 1-inch diamoter

coil of platinum wire (D) ^Tthin the glass tube formed the anode, and the test

piece was made the cathode. The upper end of the test piece corned a rubber

disc (E), a loose fit on the top surface of the glass tube to prevent the acid spray
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from danugitig the testing machilie In some experiments Odil of email

diameter rubber tubing (7) was wound round the glass tube and oatried a

stream of cooling water. With the aid of a funnel with rub^r tube attached

the aulphunc acid eleotrol
3
rte was introduced after setting up the apparatus in

a 10-tou Buckton tenaile machine.

The material employed was ^-inch diameter mild steel rod. Ail the carbon,

however, was removed by a prolonged annealing at 750° C, in hydrogen gas,

leaving iron of the following composition —
0, nil ,

Si, 0 004 ; S, 0 034 ] Mn, 0-46
,

P, 0-020 per cent.

Some of the material was tested in the fully annealed, finely oryatalline

condition as it left the furnace, while the remainder was converted into single

crystals by a method adapted from that devised by Carpenter and Elam for

converting finely crystalline aluminium into single ciystals (9 and 10)

Test pieces were turned to the following dimensions -

Total length mchas

Parallel portion . . 1^ inches.

Gauge length 1 inch

Diameter of parallel portion * ,04 inch.

The machining was ciCrried out very carefully so as to avoid any distortion

of the material of the test piece. The parallel portion was finished with emery

papers down to the 000 grade so as to give a very smooth surface

T?8ts on Finely Iron (150 CrytAaU per square mm )

As a standard for comparison a number of test pieces were bif^en in the

normal manner. The results are given in the following table :

—

Table 1 —Finely Cryatalhne Aggregate Tested m the Normal Manner.

No. of LmC
Tsoiile fltrangtb

Tom per aquere ioch.

RlorvgvUnn

Per cent un 1 inoh

1 la 10 62 0
2(A)* 18-30 63 0
3 18-42 02 S

4 18 00 62 0

Areni!^ 18' 34 Average 02 0

* Throu^hogt (be (Abln leltoni tpeelmiMU Ulntnted. (Sse Sg. 3, K)
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Borne pi«liDunary testa were earned out to determine the most suitable

^eonditaona for carrying out the tensile tests during piclcLing The variables

taken into account wer^.--

1 . The strength of the sulphunc acid electrolyte

2 The strength of the electrolysing current.

n The time the current passed before beginning the loading

i The diameter of the test pieces

The rate of loading

The temperature at which the test was made.

1 Acid strengths of 5, 10, 20, 25 per cent coneentrat-ed sulphuric acid (by

volume) were tried, but no difference in results was observed Ten per ( ent

acid WAS used in all further tests

2. Testa were earned out U'«ing currents from i to 4 amperes, equivalent to

current density of 0 2 to 1 6 amperes per square inch of cathode surface

No variation was found provided that when the heavier currents were employed

a rise in temperature \vn9 prevented by water cooling A current of 1 ampere

was standardised.

3. Similar best piocos were broken after electrolytic pickling for J i, 1, 2

and 18 hours. A quarter of an hour was insufficient, | an hour appeared bo

be Bufficjent, but to avoid any uncertainty pickling was continued for 1 hour m
-all the tests which followed.

No further change could be detected by prolonging the pickling beyond 1 hour

4. Test pieces of the same material, but with three different diameters for the

parallel portion, were tested under identical conditions, and gave almost

identical results. It was clear, therefore, that the conditions so far determined

upon gave a complete penetration of the hydrogen even in the test pieces of

larger diameter than those employed m the remainder of the work

5. The time taken from the commencement of loading until fracture oocurml

was vaned from approximately 2 to 30 minutes without any appreciable effect

on the final results. An effort was made, however, to keep this time constant

At 10 minutes.

6. The temperature at which the experiment was carried out was found to

be a factor of considerable importance. Comparatively small variations hod

A marked influence not only on the tensile strength and elongation, but also

upon the actual path of the rupture The luflueace of temperature will be maile

«lear in what follows.

In Table 11 the results are given for tests on the finely crystalline aggregate
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at a temperature oi about 25“ C. and under the standard conditions already

mentioned (One ampere for 1 honr, 10 per cent solpfaurio acid^ fracture la

10 minutes

)

Table IT.—Finely Cryntallinp Afjgregates Tested during Pickling at 25^ C.

No of test
Tensile Mtrciigth Elcngntioa

Remarks
TonA per nqiiara inch Per cent on 1 inch

5
,

I

1(] 10 6*0

a

7 (B)

16*72

16 HO

10 u
11 0

^Interuryfltalliue fraoturep.

6 1 17 14 la s J

Avtnif;i. 16 69 Average 10 *6

The t<?nsile strength a docTcase, of 0 per cent
,
while the elongation la

only one- sixth of that obtaiiioJ in the normal test The most striking effect

of the occluded hydrogen la seen in the nature of the fracture, i^hich passes

entirely between the crystals (intercrystallme) The specimens broke

suddenly as if made from a hard .ind brittle metal, the fracture frequently

occurring near the shoulder. The fraisture was, in fact, similar to that obtained

when metals arc broken at temperatures near their melting points, in which

circumstance an mtercrystalline frattiiro also results (11).

Fig A, shovkH I size a finely cryatallino test piece froctiiml under normal

conditions The H[»ccirnen shows very marked necking at the fracture. Fig. d,

B, shows a piece of the same motal broken during pickling. The very small

elongation and absence of necking arc clearly evidout.

Ah the temperature of testing was raised, the tensile strength increased a

little, the elongation uictposchI most marke<lly, and the character of the fracture

changed. Figures to illustrate these points are given in Table III

The tensile strength m intermediate between that obtained in the normal

test (18 34 tons per square inch) and that obtained during pickling at lower

temperaturc.s (10 OH tons per tMpiare inch)

The elongation figures show a progressive increase with increasing tempera-

ture, while the fracture changes from iutcroiystalline to transcrystallinu *

* Throughout thj9 report the words ' IrvuicrystalliDti fracture " ore used In m rather

reetneted Knee to mean fracture through the ciystala after they have drawn down by sereio

dlipping. A iudden fracture through cleavage plonei, although in point uf feet tranB-^

oryvtailine, is dhitinguiAhed by being referred to thiougfaont hji " eJeavage fracture."
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Table 111.—Finely Crystalline Aggregates Tested during Pickling at

Temperatures from 30^ C- to 60° C.

No oJ teiL
Tempentuie

of last.

“C.

1

Tensile utrengih

Tons per iiqiinre

inch

Ellon fttion

Per oent on
1 inch

HeiuerkH

IHC) 30 17 54 22 5
1

Tnterrryfltalline fraclurefl,.

10 afi )7 H2 25 5 p with uracki hnd & tvii’

11 3.1 17 S5 20 5
J

clency U) local oou trac bnn
12(D) 40 17 00 42 0 Transcryatmlllne f rai' 1 umi

,

n 45 17 B3 49 0 ^ with cracks and local con-

14 50 17 5.1 44 0 traction

1

Averftgi' 17 71 Avengp 34 9

IMF) 40 17 47 20 5 1 Maxim iiin load reached, but
IS <R) 40 17 ttl 34 'S j piacM not broken

Specimens 9^ 10 and 11 broke with sii luten rystallme fracture accompanied

by a number of small cracks in the parallel portion, ami No 11 showed, in

addition, a tendency to ne(k at the fracture Fig 3, C, shows the fracture

and cracks in No. 9

In the case of apecunena broken at the higher temperatures, the fracture was

accompanied by a considerable aiiumut of loi^al ujntraction) and many cracks

were visible Tho cracks were approximately at right angles tx» the length of

the specimen, as a rule short in length and not very deep Near the fracture

the cracks had opened up under the influence of the Htress and the fracture itself

occurred in the position of the greatest crack. Fig, 3, J), sho^a a fracture

charaetenstic of this type

A serios of test piee-es showing stages in the approach of fracture were pre-

pared by mtoroeptmg the Btramiiig at various loads Tw'o jjieces from sucli a

senes ore illustrated in fig. 3 at E and F In both jneces the maximum load hod

been reached In F local contraction had scarcely set in, but the crocks may

be seen over a considerable portion of tho gauge length, and in the actual

specimen minute cracks may be seen fairly uniformly distributed over the

whole of the parallel part

In fi a conoiderable amount of necking had occurred
,
some of the cracks had

opened out to large flasuTcs, Fracture was about to occur.

Sections through these cracks have been prepared and examined under the

mictoAoope. The large cracks were partly intercrystallme and partly cleavage.

The BDiallost cracks (visible only under the mieroscope) were due to cleavogp^

each paoBing in a straight line through or nearly through a crystal.
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SectlonH through the tracturea showed that the mam part of each was traiU'

crTstalline in charaotefi the minute ciystals having drawn down ahp, and in

consequence exhibited after etching the darkened surfaces characteristio of cold-

worked crystals. As already indicated, the remainder of the fracture passed

through the cleavage planes and along the crystal boundaries.

In view of what is stated in the section of this paper dealing with single

crystals, it must be pointed out at this stage that the cracks in finely crystalline

iron which have just been desenbod were not due to strains set up in the metal

during the machining operations

Some tests were earned out to determine for how long the effect of the

occluded hydrogen remained after pickbng. Specimens were pickled for 1 hour

and then rapidly washed in cold water and dned Kesults arc given in Table IV.

Table IV. —Finely Crystalline Aggregate Tested after Fioklmg.

Kn of

Tune elapsed

aime
pirkliag

TeiuLlo stirngtb

Tons per a^onre
inch

Elongation
Per cent on

1 Inch

Kemarki

17 s 1817 69 0 A few amall crsck»

IH 15 seconds IB 44 60 5

10 5^ minutes IB 30 ! 66>5 ^XormaJ friMitiues

20 20 minufcu IB 90 1 62 0 J

Avereigo IB 37 Avenge 63 0

* This «i)«oimen traa not washed, but wan broken wet imnipdiKtrly after piokling

It appears from these results that the effect of the hydrogen does not persist

for more than a very short time This cannot m reality be true, because shock

tests reveal a brittleness which remains long after the end of the pickling It has

been shown by other investigators that occluded hydrogen is driven off by cold

working and by warming. It seems most probable, therefore, that in the early

stages of the tensile test, when pickling has been discontinued, the hydrogeu

IB driven off and the normal properties regained

Tesfa on Single CrystaU.

The results obtained from four single crystal teat pieces of circular cioas-

section broken without pickling are given in Table V.

The method of fracture in these specimeos was aimilai to that obtained by

Carpenter and Elam in single aluminium oiyBtals of circular cross-section (12).

The crystals flattened m one dimension drawing down finally to a double

knife-edge ” or grooved fracture.
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Table V.—Single Crystale Tested in the Normal Manner

No. of test.
TqhuUo ftrengli)

Toni pM iquiie inch

1

Eioni^noa
Per cent on 1 inch.

Remark!.

21 10 22 iwi 0
22(G) 10 S2 .IT fl 1 DouUe knife edge or

23 10 >44 55 5 f grooved fracture

24 10 61 530 J

Avmge 10 m Average 55 2

Results obtained from single crystals broken during piLkling are giveu iii

Table VI.

Table VI -Single Crystals, Tested dunng Pickling at 25° C

No of teat

Tensile Bitengih

Toil! per square Inrh

Klongalion
Per cent on 1 inch Remarks

20
20 (U)
27

28(1)
20 (J)

30 (K)

0 44
10 23
10 25

10 .32

0 62

10 09

Average 10 00

1 45 5

46 5
53 0

(39 5)

(26 0)

(30 5)

Average,
New 25
Ui 27 48 3

1 Traiuirryiitalline fracturo

[

aocompamed liy oraoks.

THtage! in the development
of the fraoture IdLaxi-

H mum loail reached, bub
inpecimen! not actually

broken

It will be Heen from these figures that the tensile strength of the single crystal

was scarcely altered by occluded hydrogen, and that the elongation was only

reduced by 12J per cent. The presence of the hydnigen, however, entirely

altered the appearance of the fracture Fig. 4, G, shows a single crystal broken

in the ordinary manner, while fig. 4, H, shows one broken during pickling.

In these two, onc-half of each test piece is shown m side elevation and the other

half in end elevation Cracks may be seen running across H at right angles to

the length, and fracture occurred at a point where one of the largest cracks hwl

appeared

In a number of specimens straimng was stopped at vanous stages m the test

and the specimena examined The cracks did not develop until a considerable

elongation had occurred, by which time the crystals had flattened The cracks

appeared on the broad sides of a crystal and were always at right angles to the

length of the teat piece, They passed into the crystal approximately at nght
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angles to the aurfacr, and penetrated to nn mcreasing dopth^ as the straining

was more severe. Tu lig 4^, I, a single cr>'atal la shown at a stage when the first

crack appeared Fig 4, J, a later stage, is shown where cranks have oociurred

thronghout the parallel portion, and fig. 4, K, shows one crack opemng out at a

point where fracture is about to occur The re\ erse side of K is shown at K',

where a lens-shaped area may be seen at the point where fracture la about to

occur, such as wa^ referred to by Carpenter and Elam in connection with

aluTninium crystals (13)*

In view of the work de»<'ribed in the next per turn, where it is shoiMi that

fracture through cubic cleavage planes may oi'eur at low stresses when crystals

are strained in tension during pickling, it was at first thought that the cracks

in question were due to incomplete cleavage. The fact that the cracks were

always very nearly right angles to the axis of stress made this explanation

unlikely, for there was certainly some variation m the orientation of the crystaJs

t-ested.

Investigation showed that the cracks w'ere not due to cleavage and WTre not,

in all probability, connected m any wav with tryslallographic planes A

number of crystals were strained until the cracks appeared - that la, until a stage

was reached such as that illustrated in fig 4, J. Sections were cut exactly

paiallel with the cracks and then polished Needle point indents were then made

on the polished Burfaces, and, from the shape of the silhouettes so produced,

it was clejir that the aections did nut all coincide with a cube plane (17) and (16)

A further proof that the cracks were not due to cleavage was obtained by sub-

jecting a crystal, in which the cracks bad been produced, to a sudden blow

before the einbnttiing effect of the hydrogen had disappeared. Cleavage

fracture is readily produced in this manner and fig, 4, L, shows a typical ease

In the lower fracture a cubic cleavage pbine makes an angle of about 45 degrees

with the cracks previously produced ; the upper fracture, although it appears

to pass straight across, is in reality made up of two cleavages,, both at 45 degrees

to the cracks.

The only simple explanation for the formation of the cracks which remamed

was that they were due to the straining of the crystals during the machining

Attention must again be drawn, however, to the great care taken in the turning

tuid the excellent surface finish produced. The view that the cracks wore due

to straining was supported by some simdar tests on single crystals in atnp form.

These were milled to size, the cutter traveUing parallel to the direction of the

teoBile straining. In these best pieces no cracks developed.

To teat this possibility, a further supply of single crystal test
,

pieces were
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blit the^r were annealf^ b^forn fhe tensile tent Annonlin^ fur 1 hour

At 6BO“ (1 did not ^Irevent the Formation of the cracks dnnnf; the subsequent

testing Aniioaling for 1 bour at 85()“ 0 ,
however, prevented their fonxiatuui

except for some very small ones m the iinmediale iieighhonrhood of the netual

fracture,

Tbe appearance of annealed rrystola when etched In dilnU* nitrir atjd was

particularly interesting and instructive Minute iTVstals had forim^l, due tn

lecrystallisation, in four bands along the length of the parallel portion Two

of these bands were about 1/JO of an inch wide and the other two somewhat

1pm than this The teat piece was still essentially numo-crystalline and showed

the usual light and shade effects caused by the reflection of light from the facets

-of the minute etching pits. ITie bands of minute crystals would, m fact, prob-

ably not have been observed had their presence not been expected. The

bands were distributed in asymmetrical manner—a l>road band at each end of a

diameter, and a narrow band at eiudi end of a diameter, but the two diameters

were nut at right angles

The recrystallisation makes i(. clear that some surface cold working otTurreil

during the machining The symmetrical arrangement of the recrystalbsed parts

shows that some crystallographic planes (judging from the appeanince of the

etehetl trv'^tals, probably either the octahedral or the icosetetrahedrsl planes

ore more liable thon others to be affected by the turning operation (19) Finally,

the absence of cracks in single crystals tested after a suitable annealing treat-

ment indicates that the cracks in crystals not so treated were due to machining

strains which are intensified in some w’ay by the otcludeif hydrogen.

Table VII.—Single Crystals Annealed for 1 hour after Machining and Broken

during Picklmg at 25"^ C

No of tr^t

AuuvAling
Temprratura

H"

1

Tensile Ktreiiglli

' Tniu per aquiin

inch.

KlongBtion

Per cenl on
1 inrh

Hemu-kfi

31 U30
1

10 08 4H 5 M&ny rraekii

32
33
34
35
au

350

roo
anu
H90
890

9 97

9 71

9 B'l

10 40
10 50

ni 0
57 r»

M 0
52 0
54-5

Avenm
^

1 A fpir Hmftll croein it the

r BO Inal f TILL lure only

WO» iM
to 30 10 11 to 30 54 B
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Id Tabic Vll (p. 191) boido Teralts are gi^n for siDf^e crjctals azmealed aftot

maohiniDg and broken during pickling. It will be Been that when mAnhining-

BtrainB are abeent occluded hydrogen has no important cifect qn either the tcoailo

(strength or the elongation,

TtuU on the Boutidary between Two Large CryataU,

Teat pieces were prepared from material made up of cryetala ^ to | ol an inch

long, most of them occupying the whole croee-section of the rod. The parallel

portion of such test pieces consisted of two or three crystals.

These test pieces when broken in tho ordinary way always faded by the

drawing down of one of the crystals to a knife-edge fracture, the tensile strength

l:>eing practically tho same as li the whole parallel portion had been occupied

by one crystal. When broken during pickling, however, very different resulta

were obtained. The five following types of fracture have been encountered --

() The fracture passed entirely through the boundary between two crystals.

(Int-eiXTystalJine )

() The fracture passed entirely through one of tho crystals exactly as m tho

case of a single crystal tested durmg pickling. (Transcryatalline )

(c) The fracture passed entirely through cleavage planes (Cleavage
)

(d) The fracture was partly inbeicrystallioo and partly cleavage.

(c) The fracture was partly intercryatalline, partly cleavage, and partly

tranfiCiystalJine

Tensile strength and elongation figures for one or more of each of these ty{>ea

ftre given in Table VIII.

Of these specimens, three are illustrated at M, N and 0 in fig, i, ropresenting

the intercjystalline, the cleavage, and combined mtercrystalline and cleavage

types respectively 0 is of particular interest, as it shows, in addition to the

type (d) fracture, many crackfl, both mtercrystalline and cleavage, throughout

the parallel portion. At the fracture one small crystal broke away and was not

included in the photograph

It IS of interest to noto tho very low tensile strength accompanying the inter-

crystaJlme type of fracture and the exceedingly low elongation accompanying

both intercrystaJline fractures and cleavage fractures The teneilh strength,

of specimens showing a purely cleavage fracture was found to be voiy variable.

(The lowest value was 4 96 tons per square inch and the highest 12*64 tons per

square inch ) It is probable that the angle between the cleavage plane and

the axis of stress u the determining factor in this connection, for it was found

that the nearer this angle approached 90° the lower wob the tensile strength.
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T»ble VllI—Test Fieoea Goiubfcing of Two or More Crystala in the Parallel

Portion Brohnn during Pickling at 26° C,

No, of ieit.
Teuiile itnn^th EUoflgmilOD RemerluTom per pqmre Loch. Per cenL on. L moh

37 a M 7 0 1 Type (n)

U8(M) e BO 7-0 / Interciyit^Jine fraotora

SB
40

1

JO 33
11-72

40 B

1

26 0
\ Type (6)

/TruucTyettallme [nurture

4L 4 BO 1 0 \ Type (c)

42 (N) 12 04 3 0 / Clrevfrge fratture.

43
44

10 fl7

10 00

a 0
0 0

r Type (rf)

4 InteroryetAilllne and oJeav-

ege fnolure.

r Typo (d)

4fl (0) IJ 00 10 0 W]lh clcarage and inter*

cryetelliDe cruikj

40 a 37 4 0
f

Type (f)

< InterrryHlaUine, IranaLrya*

tallJde and olaarage

Cormderalwn of Re^uUa

1, Occluded hydrogen haa a remarkable weakening effect on the intei-

cryBtalbne boundary Thia appbea not only to the bonndance between very

large crystals, but also to the boundaries between the very minute crystals of

which ordinary iron consists The strength of the boundary between two single

crystals has been shown to be about tons per square inch and nf the boundary

between very small crystals about 17 tons per square inch It is probable that

this marked difference is due, not to any real vanation in the strength per unit

area, but to the difference in the ratio between actual area of fracture and the

CTOss'sectional area of the test piece in the two cases. This ratio is certainly

much greater in the case of the aggregate than it is m the case of the two large

crystals.

It may be mentioned here that a few experiments which have been made

indicate a progressive fall m boundary strength as the crystals are larger. Since

the tensile strength of iron obtained in the normal manner is nearly constant

over a considerable range of crystal sues (14)^ the ratio between tensile strength

as oonnally obtained and boundary strength as obtained by teats during

pickling will be found to vary with the sise of the crystals in the apecimena

tested.

vox*. OXII.—A. o
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2. In addition to its effect on the boundaries, hydrogen decfenses th* Odhesion

across the cubic cleavage planes, a puli of 5 tons per sqoafe inch applied at

right angles bo the cleavage plane being sufficient to cause separatioD

3 Ckxluded hydrogen does not prevent deformation by slipinug on the

icosetetrahcdral planes of the iron crystal (15) Judging from the behaviour

of the single crystals during these testa, it seems improbable that the hydrogen

has even any important effect on the resistance to movement along the slip

planes,

4 In a smgle iron crystal certain crystallographic planes or directions are

particularly liable to damage during machining operations (16). The surface

cold working does not become evident m an ordmary tensile test, but is made

very evident when the tost is made during pickling

6, The effect of hydrogen on the finely cr
3rstallme iron is very much less

marked at temperatures a little above room temperature Under these oon-

ditiooB the crystal boundaries are not so greatly weakened. Fracture takes

place mamly through the crystals after they have drawn down by slipping, but

the pomt at which fracture occurs is determined by crocks which form as a result

of a limited cleavage and mtercrystalline failure. The crocks probably originate

in those crystals so set at the surface of the test piece os to present a cleavage

plane at right angles to the stress, these being particularly liable to fracture at

low stresses. The minute notches so produced lead to large crack's < which,

deoreasmg the effective rraas-aec^tiOD of the test piece, cause a low value to bo

recorded for tensile strength.

G Unless the pickling were continued durmg the stressing the effect of the

hydrogen was scarcely noticeable in these tests This indicates how limited

in value is the tensile test as a means of mvestigating mysterious failures which

sometimes occur in steel structures for which occluded hydrogen is suspeotod as

being responsible

The author wishes to express his gratitude bo Prof, C A. Edwards, D.So
,

for allowing this work to be carried out in bis laboratories and also for the

encouragement which he constantly gave.
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Th^ Inffa-ted SeeondAry Sptot/rum of Byd/ro^,

By T. E. Alubone, M Bc.j Physici Departmeiit, The Univeiaity, Sheffield.

(Commimicated by Prof. B. H. Milner, F K 8.^Rec^elved May 19, 1926 )

(Plati B.)

The first observaiioDs of the '* many lined
**
speotrum of hydrogen in the

inlra-red were mode by Croeo,* who measured the wave-lengths of 72 lines

between 6836 A.U and 6027 A U. to the nearest integer on the Rowland system,

Forlezzat measured the wave-lengths of 43 lines between H. and 6963 A.U.

with greater accuracy, but failed to observe lines of greater wave-length than

7000 A.U
,
oven though his photographic plates were speoially sensitised.

Watson^ had likewise failed to detect lines in the infra-red above H., though

his plates were treated to record up to 8000 A U Croze § corrected some of his

earlier Imcs and added some 27 more, but did not extend the further limit

beyond 8027 A U., and his later results were still only given to the nearest

integer As Merton and Barratt|| had investigated the secondary spectrum

only for wave-lengths less than H,, it was thought desirable to rc-invefctigate

the infra-red region, to obtain a more accurate record of the wavo-lcngtbs of

the lines, and to push the limit, if possible, to longer w^avc-lengths,

A plain diffraction grating spectroscope fitted with quartz lenses was used.

The grating had 1 4,500 lines to the inch and gave a dispersion of 25 A per mm.

An H-shaped vacuum-tube, fitted with aluminium disc electrodes at the heada

of the upright stems, contained hydrogen, and to one stem of the tube

a large glass bulb was sealed, so that a considerable volume of gas was available

at about 2 mm pressure, TLc capillary tube connecting the stems was 2 mm,

internal diameter, and light emerging from tho end of this tube parallel to the

tube was directed on to the sbt of the spectroscope with a quartz lens. In

this
**
end-on *' position the intensity of the secondary spectrum was at a

maximum

The discharge was excited by an induction coil with hammer break, and it

was found that addition of inductance or capaaty to the circuit reduced the

absolute intensity of the secondary visible spectrum. The intensity was,

however, increased by running the coil on a high voltage (60 volts) with rheostats,

* 'OR,’ vo) 1G2, p 1674 (Jane, 1011).

t
‘ AtU. Acoad, Unoei,’ voL 20 (2), p, 170 (Auguei, 1911),

X * Roy. Boo. Proo ,’ A, vol. »2, p. 199 (1900).

f
' Ann. Fbyvique,' vol 1, p 35 (1014).

II

‘ FhJl. Trukfl.; A, Tol. 222, p 369 (1922).
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when fclie duclurge hftd almodt the Mine appeerance at each electrode, and the

intenaity of the H. was oonaidenbly reduced. The Large applied voltage had

the additional advantage that the coil worked steadily for hours without attention

Adjustments of the specfcrosco^ were made with light from the Cu or Fc

arc, both possessing strong infra-red spectra. A red filter cut out the second

order spectra. The hydrogen spectrum was photographed adjacently to the

iron arc, and an exposure of six or eight hours gave a strong succession of hues

extending from H. to 8300 A.U., similar in appearance to the visible secondary

spectrum.

It was impossible to focus the whole oE this region of the spectrum on one

plate, so it was measured in two sections. Visual estimates of intenaitieH

(0 to 20) were made on each line, the mean wave-lengths reduced to vacuo,

and wave-numbers calculated.

The photographic plates were sensitised accordmg to a formula developed

by Mr. L Wright in this laboratory. Two solutions, A and B, were mixed

just previous to use —
Solution A. 0*005 gr. dicyamnc dye dissolved m 10 ccs methylated

^ spirit.

Solution B. Fifty c cs. methylated spint, 50 c cs. distilled water, and

5 c.cs ammonia Bp. gr 0 88.

The first solution hod to be freshly prepared for each plate, but the other

could be made up m bulk. The plate was immersed in the bath for 10 to 15

minutes, moving the solution continuously over the surface of the plate
;
then

It was dned rapidly in a current of air. As the sensitiveness diminished after

about three days, plates had always to be sensitised just previous to use. After

exposure, they ivere bathed in a solution of methylated spirit and water to

remove any grams of dye adhering to the surface, but even this did not

prevent a “ spotting ” of the plates occasionally Ordinary panchromatic

developer was used.

Some 320 lines have been observed of wave-length greater than H., and these

are recorded in Table I, (wave-number v = 15233*22) to 8349- 62 A.U.

(v ==> 11973 ’44), the wave-lengths being referred to the secondary standards

of the iron arc.* The spectrum, os stated before, was photographed in two

sections, 8349 A U to 6921 A.U. and 6963 A U to H. In the first section

two plates were taken, A and B, and the wave-lengths recorded in the table

are the mean of calculations on the two plates, each plate having been measured

on the comparator twice In the second section only one plate was taken,

* Intematioaol Iron Arc Secondaiy SbandArdfl, Burns, ^ 0 R vol 156, p 1612
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but it waa in«a6ured on the comparator three timeip Thus the eatimated error

can only be given for linea faUing in the aection 8349 to 6921 AAJ, In a fe^

caeea hues appeared on plate A which did not occur on plate Bj and vi^e vend,

bat these linea, without exception, were oi mtenaity 0 or 1, ao that, though

observed on the one plate they may have been too doubthd to record on the

second
,
these lines have been noted in the tables by the letter A or B. On

the whole, the impression on plate B waa abghtly stronger than on plate A^

Four curious anomalies occur which cannot be accounted for' linos 7442-33,

7423 '61, 7395 91 and 7394 97 have intensities 1 or 2 in plate A, but 5 or 6 in

plate B The photographs were taken without any change in setting oi the

apparatus, and, as far as waa ascertained, the character of the discharge did

not alter Line 7362 '18 in plate B was observed to be a doublet in plate A^

7262 '48-7261 91, In sucocrding columns in Table I are recorded the wave-

lengths in I.A units, the estimated errors where known, the intensities and the

wave-numbers corrected to vacuo. For comparison the wave-lengths of lines

found by Croze 8029 to 0836 A.U. (Rowland system), and recorded in bis two

papers, are given with those of Porlezza, 6962 '82 to C666'92 and Piazzi Smith,

6836-2 to 6567 5 It will be seen that there is very little correspondence

between the author's reprults and those of Croze, both with regard to wave-

length and relative intensity of the lines. It is known that the character of

the secondary spectrum depends on the conditions of excitation and pressure

of the gas, and these factors may account to some extent for the marked dis-

crepancy, but Croze’s results pubbshed in 1914 difier by as much as 3 A U.

from those published in 1911, and his dispersion waa only 185 A U. per mm

,

whereas the author used a dispersion of 26 A. per miu Porlezza’a results

are in closer agreement, but even hero it should be noted that his measurements*

of wave-lengths of the lines below H, in the visible spectrum differ from those

of Merton and Barratt by amounts ranging up to 1 A U In this region below

the author’s results agree with the latter’s to within 0 1 A.

With regard to the punty of the gas, it was found that in the visible secondary

spectrum no lines occurred which are not also recorded by Merton and Barratt.

It is possible that helium may have been present to a small extent, but a photo-

graph taken of the discharge in a tube containing hehum and showing strong

band spectra in the visible region gave no mfra-rcd band spectrum m a six-

hours exposure, so that it may be concluded that none of the bnes here recorded

IB due to hebum, Fuithermore, two other tubes filled with hydrogen prepared

electrolytically, and ponfied by passing through a bquid air trap, produced

spectra identical with the first tube,

* PorlesBS and NonJ, “ AlU. Aocod. Linoef,' vpK 20 (]), p. SI9 (19]1).
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Table 1.

I A.
Enor. Intenoity

Wave-nambDr
Wave-length
(Cro»« RJL.)

Intannty.
(VM.J

1011. IDU

6340 33 0-02 2 11073 44
B. 30<46 1 12000 64

61873-26 OM 2 63 60
32-67 0-01 1 12156 15

B. 16 11 0 67 60
6104-04 0 01 3 12244 58

B 30 05 i 05 46
30 56 0-01 1 05 86
10 10 0 01 2 12319 32
04-11 0 03 1 36 q2
00 08 0 00 1 42 13

aOM’BO 0 00 1 30 20
01 46 0 00 1 55-29
54-01 0 07 2 12411 65
36-47 O-ll 1 39 80

B. 32 25 1 46 30
6027 8020 1

18 75 0-00 3 07 35
13 43 0 01 I 75 04

B 07 07 U 85 53
B 00 OS 0 90 48
B. 7004 04 0 i25(H 94

01-55 0 00 1 00 77

B 87 29 1
1

10 45
65 76 0 00 2 16 85
84-10 0 05 2 21 40
70 IS

1

0 08 3 43 40
07 24 ' 0 00 1 47 05
03 23 0 00 1 04 27

B 50 02 1 00 48
50-04 0-04 1 64 20
53 27 0 04 1 70 00
90 03 0 03 1 75 12 7950 2

B 47 27
1

1 70 49
33-20 0 02

1

3 12601 05

A, 23-35 1 17 45
B 22-70 I 18-36

U3 04 0 07 3 49 86

00 32 0 05 3 54 24

A 7605 57 0 01 85
1

A 60 53 1 7(1 30
75 07 0 07 2 04 61
00-03 0 05 A 12724 01

20 07 0 01 \ 08 41
7827 0

12 00 0 00 3 96 21
7810 7800 0

04-17 0 01 3 12610-14
7706 D8 0 01 1 16 00

7797 3

DO 03 0 04 0 33 38
74-14 000 2 50 01
97-10 0-01 1 67 88 1

B. 53' 12 1 01 10
B 45 46 0 12007 24 40 5

39 02 008 1 10-47

32 83 0 01 5 26 32
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Table 1^—(oontinued).

Wira-langth,

ll ,

Error lafeanilty.
WftTB-nmnbef*

Wava-lagigth

(Croae, B.A.)
Inbaodtj.

(vac-j

1011. 1014

B. 7728 7B 1 12B35-07
B. 2i 28 1 42 02

21 67 0 00 1 47 00
IB 01 0 08 2 51 45
06-22 0 00 a 72-96

A. 04 80 1 75 27 7700 5

B. 03-16 1 78-11
7698 40 0 05 1 80 BB

B2 07 0 12 0 00 81
00 40 0 10 1 00 56
8fl 48 0 00 0 13007-06
70 42 0 02 2 18 22
72 01 0 00 1 29 20
08 07 0 03 1 30 07 7060 8

61 09 0 06 6 49 38 7663 7660 6
04 36 0 00 3 60 85
00'86 0 02 4 66 82
47 76 0-00 4 72-14

B 4018 1 76 03
B. 41 87 1 82 21

7039 1
80 21 0 U1 1 03 61
31 46 0 00 1 13100 05
23 17 0 01 2 14 29
20 76 0-01 2 18 44
13 94 0 02 3 30 18 7013 7015 0
00 86 0 04 1 37 22
06 26 ; 0 00 4 43 45 07 a
03 42

1

0 02 0 48 36
7097 27 1 0 01 e 60 01

03 80 0 01 1 €5 02
' 7580 3

84 09 0 04 3 80 82
82 5

70 33 0 01 2 00 15
76-33 Q 03 4 96-37 76 5
71 63 0 03 3 13203 06

A 67 IS 0 11 39
60 32 0 02 1 14 56 7665 7565 3
61 43 0 03 3 21 37
68.00 0 03 3 23 71

7567 4
40-13 0 00 4 40 03 7540 7545 8
42 03 0 02 4 65-37
38 61 0 03 0 61. 06
37 24 0 01 3 63-70 7036 7630 7
30 00 0 02 2 67-75
31-76 0 02 2 73-47
28 40 0 03 ] 70.38 7520 a
24-64 0 01 B 86 02
22 26 0 01 1 d 00 22

7018 7010 3
14 77 0 00 1 13303 40 16 2

14 4
12-43 0 04

1

3 07 61
07 25 0 02 1 B 18 78

d ^ diffusa
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Table I.—(contmued).

20L

WlTC'lAllfltfa,

I Jl.

1

Bnor. IntHuity.
Waw-namber-

(Vac)

WaTV-leDgth.
(Ofou, R A.)

1

lalMuity

1011 1014.

TOM- 13 0-08 5d 13322 32 7500 7000 5

74B7 SB 0 03 1 33-40
ee 30 0 01 1 36-23 7406 7406 5

SB- 46 0-03 2 48-42
6804 0 04 2 00 BO 88 2

S4 40 0-08 1 07 40
81 80 2

78- 33 0-00 3 68 29
74'46 0-01 0 70 17

68-46 0-06 Bd BO 04 68 67 8

64-70 0 03 1 02-09
63-16 0 03 1 07 26
00-44 0 00 6 13402 10

ftO-lB 0 01 4 09 26
53 6

4B 26 Q 02 11 20-46
A, 44 02 1 29-00 45 44 2

42 83 0 01 A 1 1 32-06
n H

38 63 0 03 1 30-54
34 84 0 02 a 46 48
33 80 0 01 3 48 20
31 23 0 02

1

2 1 53 02
29 2

1

A. 1

23 61 0 06 B 0 66 82
ai 63 0 02 4 70 42

16 17 2

14 OB 0-01 3 84 13
B 07 61 1 05-05 00 a

06 20 0 02 1 08 40
04 21 0 00 1 13502 11

02-4B 0 00 0 00 21
7401 7399 0

78BB-27 0 03 1 12 B5
0fl 01 0 00 A 2 17 26

B 6

04 07 0 01 A 2 18 07
B n

7388 86 0

84 07 0 03 4 38 92
80 80 0

78 71 0 00 1 48 78
70-03 0 02 4 65 54
71-82 0-02 4 01-44
70 04 0 00 1 64 71
68 10 0 04 1 08 20
67 01 Q 00 1 70 20 68 60 6

60 42 0-02 2 73 22
60 £0 0 00 8 82-07
07-05 0 00 1 88 06
no 06 0-03 3 00-67
04-17 0 04 4 03 09
00 oa 00 0 12 13600-73 40 40 8

44-80 0-05 1 11-24
41 42 4

d » diffiue
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Tabk J.—(eoottDUed).

Wavfl-leiwth,

ik
Error. iDtenHty

WAYA'Quinber
(Vm)

WaVQ-tangtk.
(Croee, R.A.J

Itt^ssnty.

1911 1914

7337 7337 4
7m m 0 OS 3 13632 00

30 31 4
£829 U 01 8 41 00

25 25 6
21 21 3

10 7£ O'OD 3 67 B6
18 20 0 01 2 00 62
10 00 0 01 2 63 11

15 15 8
13 02 0 02 6 70 46
OO 88 0 01 6 76 35

07 19 0 09 H 81 39
03 78 001 1 87-80 04 04 7
01 70 0 01 1 91-56
00 20 0 01 4 94'd2

7208 62 0 uo 8 13703 08 7200 7907 6
00 88 0 00 2 11 DB
89 18 U 01 6 15 IN
67 66 0 01 2 18
86 A6 0 01 1 20 11 86 65 0
84 lU 0 02 1 24 74
60 10 0 03 5 32 28
7B 74 0 01 1 76 76 7
74 62 0 01 1 42 02
72 16 0 07 1 47 28
70 07 0 03 10 51 25 00 70 8
67-04 0 01 7 56 97

A 62 48 6 65 61

A. 01 01 5 06 00
B 62 18 12

00 Ofl 0 05 4 70 21 58 6
M 20 0 02 10 81 32
53 41 0 02 10 B2<82
61 12 0 01

1

6 87 17
44 35 0 00 10 46 43 5
40 60 0 02 12 07 22

34 34 6
dl 06 0 00 10 25 42
28 07 0 02 0 31 15

26 27 3
25 33 0 02 J 30 39
22 91 1 0 04 3 41 02 22 22 0
IB 35 0 06 3 40 76
IG lU 0 00

1 3 56 00 10 10 6
11 00

,

0 OB
1

1 63 71
1

10 25 0 00 7 65-31 08 10 3
06 60 0 06 1

OS 40 0-00 1

OJ 54 0 02 6 02 02 0
7108 DO 0 03 2 88 93

06 82 0 00 10 93 13 7105 7106 a
88 67 0 02 1 13006 00

86 87 8
84 20 0 02 10 15-48
70 65 0 00 10 24 41 80 80 5
70 47 0 06 s 30-58
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TAbU I —(Gondnued),

WiTc-lepifth,

\k
Kmif Infeeiuity

W»vv-attmbeE.
(Vac)

Wave-lflkogih.

(Crou, B.A )
Intfluoilj

1911 1014

717813 0 01 4 13037 07
70' 10 0 00 2 42 96 7171 7171 7

68 02 0 00 8 45-25
A 67- SB 1 47 84

66>7B 0 06 1 1 49 53
66 65 5

00-42 0 01 a 01 83
S5B3 0 02 4 70 77
02 42 0-00 3 77 43 63 53 5

43 43 6
30 40 0 07 4
88 17 0-02 4 05-33
34 02 0 01 0 11 70

B. 20 51 0 22 33 30 28 3

sa<6a 0 OS 1 27 08
24-42 2 32 37
21-65 1 87 83
16-73 47-53 19 16 0
14 38 62 17
12-66 0 00 55 56

07 07 5

04 03 0 03 1 71 64
7oo0’ei 1 81 90

00 39 ISfl 6 89-77 7097 7096 6
81-36 mSEM 2 14117 60

80 80 3

76 20 0 29 80
72 72 10

B 67 13 0 46 11 67 67 2
63 07 0 oa 3 54 24
61-00 O'Wl 3 B7 37 61 02 3

A 09 10 0 62 04
B. 50-70 1 68 84 56 56 B

53 20 n 13 1 74 06
40 88 10

47 48 8

46 18 0 02 3 H8 IN

44-08 3 00 60
40-78 0 00 2 09 16

A 30 so 2 14201 Hb
30-70 0 06 OB J1 36 37 7

31-41 0 00 1 17 98

27 20 1 20 49
B. 24 31 2 32 36
A 28 03 2 33 n

22 38 0 05 1 36 27 21 23 S

13 4
10-79 Q 04 3 50 80
04-10 0 06 1 73 32 05 04 4

02-37 0 01 1 77 15
0905 6063 4

6088 47 4
90 80 4

78 00 0 05 2 26 63
72 72

B. 60 61 I 52 29 97 6
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d difluie.
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Table 1.—(continued),

Wftre-lengih,
iDteulty

Wara-number,
(Vm)

Wave-lenatb.
|

iDteniiiy

(P. Hmlth ) {Foriezza.)

ttBlB 10 6d ]4ea2'79 6817-74 1

ia'43 Zd 68 04 6816 4 4

14 5 0
11-3 10
08 4 8

08-2 7
06<56 U 87 67 06-0 06-20 5
02-70 1 06 86 03 6 6
00 62 1 14700 48 6768 1 10

U6 3 6
0703 US 8 16 12

6702 66 0
00 30 1

86 2 10
00 70 1 43-68

47 7 3
72 36 0 61 82
71 10 0 64 38 71 4 fl

68 44 0 70 37 60 3 8
(16 2 0

GA 33 0 77 12 66 1 6
60 48 0 M7 76 60 0 4
no 01 0 80 88
00 41 10 00 66 55 82 S

54 6 3
50 6 11

48 D1 1 14813 13 40 4 5
45 1 2
44 7 1

43 '83 1 24 28 43 5 1

42 40 n 27 23 42 54 2
38 03 1 37 04 38 3 8
30 29

'

1 43 07
33 S2 1 46 '07 M 1 6
30 34 0 03 00 dO 4 4
28 05 2 57 04

27 1 4
ra 0 4

23 80 0 68 43 23 3 4
21 21 2 74 16 1 20 0 3
10 70 2

1

77 30 17 8 5
17 80 2 81 60
16'37 4 84 87 16 0 16 00 0

14 80 8
13 10 6

07 67 4 14004 20
06 4 6
04 6 8

01 06 8 16 R1 01 73
6609-40 1 22 48 6690-3 6608-04 8

96 SO 10 28-lB 06 86 1

04 BO 6 32 04 04-1 04 78 0
03 2 7
DO 6 5

88 03 3 47 06 80 2 6
86 37 1 63 00 sns 4

d => difliM
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Table I.-^(eo0timied)

Wave-lanfftb^

I A.
IiUeiuitj.

Wtive-number
(Vac)

1
W&TB'leagih

(P. Smith

)

(PorU»Bia

)

Intenilly.

0684 4 4
0032 24 1 14000 92 82 D 4

80 7 4
78 0 8

77 8e 4 70 73 77*0 6677 41 4
73 9 6

74 08 2 77 19 74 0 75 11 8

71 1 2
70 49 0 87 27 70 0 2

09 0 1

68-3 2

07 8 1

00 2A 0 90 80 07 2 1

04 U 2

61 30 1 10007 94 01 0 2
so 8 1

03 3 2

02 2 1

48 7 2
47 -as 3 30 08 46 2 47 19 2

43 09 2 40 07 43 2 43 31 2
41 0 2
38 7 1

36 74 3 30 1 36 48 A

33 HO 3 32 7 33 47 6
30-30 4 29 2 8
2H 00 1 27 0 7

24 84 1

23 00 0 92 67 23-47 1

22 00 0 90 IHi 22 8 22-82 8

20 78 0 90 70 21 4 20 77 10
19 81 2 10102 00 20-0 19-24 4
17 02 1 00 99 17-49 4

16 4 4
14 87 1 13 27 13 3 1

11 82 0 20 24 11 H a
10 00 0 22-24
09 21 0 20 21 08 0 2

04 07 1

01 98 3 42 SO 01-3 3
6090 74 1 47 93 00 6 (M) 77 3

07 90 4 52 02 0098 2 0097 08 4
90 70 2 07 10 94 0 8

92 0 4
89 03 3 72 50 90 90 4

88 1 8
60 34 1 81 03 83 98 10

84 7 1

84 3 7

79 73 0
74 3 0
72-fl 72 08 4

70 00 2 15210 01 70-0 70 11 7
67-0 66 92 9

H. 62-82 20 33 15 63 1 03-03 IS
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Ftilchei 9 First Band.

Ithafl been possible to extend Fulcber'n first band into the inira-red, and the

wave-numbers of the members of the S|, and Sg bands are ^vcn in Table II

below, The lines marked with an * are in the infra-red
;
the others in the visible

spoctram are t^ken from Merton and Barratt’a table f

Table II

i

* ‘S-

Hembtir, Wave I(o Int<riui Wave No Intent IVuvn No
1

IflU^RB

m 1 1&574 U (10) 1050a 41 (T) 1001 1 43 (10)

2 10204 03 (fl) 16310 64 (0) 16330 OG (10)
a

' IWm 35 (S) 16046 34 (7) 10000 31 (»)

4 1
15767-10 (fl) 157B7 2B («) 15800 73 (8)

S 10020 03 (3) 135J9 43 (2) 15552 41 (fl)

G tl02B4-D3 (fl) 1 1530,1 77 (4) 15315 03 (4)

7 *15063-45 (3) •13062 20 •15002 67 (fl)

B *14607-04 (2) •14877 30 h) *14884 87 (4)

0 *14666 04 (3) •14687 07 (12) •144105 85
!

10 •14400 01 (2)

,

•14017 04 (1) •14520 03 (i)

f These linos were oot inoludfMl ui Fuloliers ungiiul hand but are given bv Curtis.
' Roy Soc. Proo A, vol 107, p fl73 Tholr wave-numbers were raleuliUiMl from the author's

meBJiirements.

The intensities of the lines are given in brackets, but those ui the infra-red

are not on the aame baaia of estimate as those of Merton in the visible region

Between the first and second member of the Sj senes there is a frequency

diiference of, roughly, 28(1 units
;

between the second and third a difference

of 270 units ,
between the third and Fourth 260 unita, and so on. That

la to aay, the first differences decrease m approximate anthmetical pro-

gression Now if we plot in a graph the wave-numbers of the speitrum

along a set of horizontal ^-axes placed one below the other, aiul ho

arranged that the wave-numbers in one row are reiuoved from those of the

preceding row by a frequency difference of 280, 270, 200, etc
,
for the first,

second, third, etc
,
row, then a spectrum series, the first differences of which

decrease in arithmetical progression starting with ^v=-280, will appear in

this graph as a group of lines extending dowm the graph parallel to the y-axis.

Any extension to this strsight-line " stws will be more easily decided upon

than one to the original parabolic series, so that this method is of particular

value in a complicated spectrum such as that of hydrogen. In fig, 1 all the

t Loc, ri(.
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lines in the apectrum [rom v = 166U to v = U4W occurring in the region o{

the band are plotted, the intensity of the spectral line being represented by the

cngth of the graphed line The members of each of the three scries arc joined

by dotted linos, all three of which are slightly curved, due to the second

differences (^“v ^ 10 5) being not quite equal to the A.P. differences (d =10-0)

between successive x-axes.

It will be seen upon examination of the graph that even with this aimphffod

representation the chouM! of an exteneiou is somewhat arbitrary owing to the

involved character of the spectrum, and it is necessary to bear in mind the

differences—hrst, second and third—of wavc-numberB between successive

lines and between coneeponding lines in adjacent series. The first six metnbeis
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in oAoh series have second differences which increase slight]j wifch m (thos

10-4, 10-9, 11-2, H-9), and Allen* and Curtiaf have ropiesented the senes

by quadratic formulee m which this small increase has been neglected The

quantum thoory of band spectra, in fact, supplies an explanation of the quadratic

expression, but it has not yet been extended so as to explain the presence of

more compboated terms in the foiniule A careful oxammation of the possi-

bility of extending the series, however, shows that extensiona in which the

parabolic character of the series is maintained are not poasiblo, and that the

only extensions possible are such that the second difierenoes contmue to increase

more and more with m. Hence the whole senes from m = 1 to tu = 10 are

better represented by formuls of the type v = A + Bwi + Cm“ + Dm®.

This formula gives good agreement between observed and calculated values

of Imes for the S| and 8| series, as shown m Table III, where the " 0 — C ”

IB given for each line, but it is not so good for the Bg senes, where a fourth term

Table III .
—** 0 — C for Sj and S, series.

m - 1 2 DBD e 7 a 0 10

8i -0 aa -0 aa -0*20 -1-0 63 + 107 +0 so -0 05 -0-07 -0 06 -0-63

0i -1 30 -1 70
1

-0-10 -fl*10 +1-7B + 1 30 +0 56 +0 70 -0 03 38

is apparently necessary for the aoonrate representation of the senes. The

oalculated constants for the and S, senes are given in Table IV, The extent

of this deviation from the parabolic formula is shown graphically on p. 208

Table IV.—Cionstants for the S| and B, senes

A. B C D

Ludlng line s, 16861-07 - 301 '20 a-68 0 188

m^l s. 16886 02 - 202 06 3 41 0-218

by the dotted line which represents the series assumed to be purely parabohe.

Passing to the other senes Sg — S? of the first band, we find again that it is

impossible to extend these series in a paiaboUo form, and the extensions suggested

follow the general trend of the earlier senes, as shown m the figure. As these

are missing lines in the visible and infra-red regions, no formuls have been

calculated
; the wave-numbers only are given in Table V.

* ‘ Boyol fioo. Proo.,’ A, toI lOe, p. 00 (1924).

t
' Boy. Boo, Proo A. yol 107, p. 070 (1025)

VOL, xon.—A. P
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Table V ia conatruoted aa an cxtenaiou to AUen’a* table of the Fulcher band,

and h introduced for completeneBa. The last column of hia table is reproduced

aa the first oolumn here, m = 0^ and the table extends to m = 10, The first

differencOfl, horizontal and vertical, are given in italics and the intensities m
braoketa.

The Zetfftuin Effect on the Secondary S'peclrum,

Dufourf exammed the secondary speotrum of hydrogen under the infiurnce

of a strong magnetic field (H 11,700 gauss), and found that m the green and

yellow region of the spectrum, Imes could be grouped into three classes, those

ahowing a separation of 0 ' 12 to 0* 18 A.U—a '"normar’ effect,- -those showing

a distinct separation but less than 0-12 A, and those in which no effect was

visible More recently, Kimura and Nakamura^ showed that in a field of 7,000 g.

there occurred a selective reduction of intensity of the lines—the resolving power

was too small to separate any Zeeman components if present—those least

affected being those which Dufour stated showed no Zeeman effect

The author applied a field of 7,000 g. transversely to the capillary tube at

the end nearest to the spectrograph, the pole pieces of the magnet being ems

apart. The discharge became highly constneted and turned yellowish, the

secondary spectrum being reduced in intensity by a hall and reduced with

respect to Water was sprayed on to the tube to prevent excessive heating,

and the discharge was then increased till the intensity of the secondary spectrum

was restored to its former value, A Rochon “ double-image ’’ prism separated

the beam into two components of almost equal intensity (the non-rotating

spectrum showing as a doublet) By turning the prism until the two images

were m the same vertical Ime they could be photographed on the same plate.

An exposure of 1 1 hours was given, but, due to an accident, the rotating image

spectrum only received an eight-hour exposure. The region of the spectrum

photographed was the 6349 — 6921 A. only.

The effect on the lines was remarkable. Every hne increased in intensity

at its extremities at the expense of the central portion, showing that the discharge

was split into two streams in the field, the one above the other Also the lines

of the non-rotating spectrum were widened at their intense portions, whilst

the hues of the rotating spectrum remained at constant width. From the

photograph it was found that there was no selective action of the field
;
every

hne of the non-rotating image was almost equally affected (widened), though

• loo. cd., p 76.

t ‘ Phyi. Z.,' Tol 10, p. 135 (1009).

I Kimiin and Nakaman, * Jap. J. of Physios,' toI ], Nos 0, 10 (1023)

P 2
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It WM impowible to dintinguiali two separate oomponents of aii^ Unep l^ere

was no marked relative intensity oliange between oorresponding Unes tA the

two Bpfictiaj and a oomparison with the plate A showed a similaiitj of inteitfity

in every hue. Thus there was no “ normal *' Zeeman effect m the region photo-

graphed
;
any abnormal ” effect was masked by a widening shown by every,

line of the " non-rotating ” spectrum,

tSummarp.

Using specially sensitised plates a large number of lines have been photo-

graphed in the many-lined spectrum of hydrogen in the infra-red. Their

wave-lengths are recorded in Table I, together with the oorreoted wave-numbers,

and wave-lengths measured by previous investigation Photographs of the

spectrum are reproduced in Plate 8.

An extension has been made to Fulcher's first band in all seven series. To

represent these adequately a term Dm* is required in the formula The complete

bands are set out graphically in the figure.

The effect of a trausversa magnetic field was noted. No selective effect

could be detected, but there was a general broadening of ad the lines.

In conclusioni the author desires to express his indebtedness to Prof. S. R.

Milner for his constant assistance and direction during this work.
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A further Note upon Inter-iraciion'^

hy Sir Ai^rotb E. Wbioht, M D , F R.S.

(Received June 22, 1926 )

(Plata D

)

1 pointed out in a previous communication* that a uiLsturc of Buids can be

brought about not only by the operationB of mechanical convectLon and diffusion^

but alfio by the impubnon of a force which can very rapidly carry down a lighter

overlying fluid into a heavier underlying fluid in the form of charactenstic

pBeodopodial streamers, conveying at the same tunc the heavier underlying

fluid into the lighter superjacent fluid in the form of a pabsadc of ascending

streams. I have vciiturexl to call the agency by which this reciprocal in-

atreaming IS produced —irUer-tradton,

These phenomena which 1 dcsonbed as occunng when salti and also sugar,

eolnUons are brought into contact with albuminous solutionscan, as Schoneboomf

showed, be obtained also with a very wide range of substances
;
and they

have been oaenbed by him to the operations of negative intcrfacial tension,

and identified with phenomena theoretically anticipated by Cleik-MaxweU.

Adam and Jeasop, in a further commumcation4 have insisted that the

pseudopodial streaming is attnbutablc to operations of diffusion and resulting

changes in specific gravity, and they have stressed the point that the charactor-

istio appearances can be obtained only when the lighter jb Huperposed upou

the heavier fluid, and not when the fluids are disposed side by side In view of

the fact that the coucluHion that horizontal streaming cannot bo obtained

testa only upon cacperimcntB conducted by filling fluids of different specifio

gravity into adjoining cell compartments, and then removing the dividing wall,

it seemed desirable to try fur horizontal inter-traction with a tcehmque which

would get rid of the complication of the heavier fluid sinking to the bottom

and the lighter going to the top of the vessel, and would allow of more accurate

and deliberate observation. The quite simple technique now to be described

satisfies these desiderata,

A disc of filter paper is fixed, with a minute pellet of plasticine, to the surface

• ‘ Roy. Soo. Proc B. voL 02, p. 116 (1021).

t
' Roy. So<3, Prao,/ A, Toh 101, p SOI (1022).

t ‘ Roy. Soc. Vtm B. vol 08, p. 206 (1025).
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of ft cover -glftftft of larger diftmeter, ftnd the four edgee of the oover-gUftfi are oo^

rimmed with puraffin lu such ft manner aft to permit of the oover-glfiBB with

attached disc being conveniently floated upon any desired fluid That done

the Alter paper is impregnated with ftn albuminous fluid—such as oenim^

—

coloured with an anilin dye, and the oover^lasa la now aet afloat upon a watch

gloas of hypertonic salt solution (conveniently a i‘5 per cent solution of Na/Gl,

for this IS a little heavier than the Berum). The streaming eflecta which are

characteristic of mter-traction now come into view almoet immediately, pre-

senting at first the appearance shown in the photographs figs. 1 and 2 The

Btreamers then extend outwards upon the surface until, after about 5 minutes,

they stretch out far beyond the limits of the cover-gloss (figs. 3 and 4).

The Mclecular Fields of Hydrogen, Nitrogen and Nem,

By J. E Lennard-Jones Reader m Mathematical Physics, The Univeraity,

Bristol, and AV R. Cook, B St
,
The University, Bnstol,

(Communicated by Prof B Chapman, P R.B —Received May 26, 1926 )

§ 1. IfUrodwiion

Since the publication of some recent papers on molecular fielda,* some new

experimental information has become available, which permits of further

determinations of the forces between molecules Hydrogen, nitrogen and neon

ore now added to the list of gases whose isotherms have been obtained by the

precise methods of Hoibom and Otto t The publication of these results for

neon is of special interest, because one determination of the uudecular field of

neon has already been inade,| and it is valuable to have another independent

method of attacking the same problem.

A method of deternuiung moLecuiai fields from meoaurementa of the isotherms

of ft gas has been desenbed m an earlier paper J It proceeds on the asaumptiop

that the molecular field is sphencolly symmebriool and that it can be expressed

in terms of inverse power laws, one to represent the repulsive force and one to

• ‘ Roy. Soo Proo ,’ A. vol. 106, pp. 441. 403, 709 (I9W) i
vol. 107, p. 157 (1985) ;

yol

100, pp. 470 and 554 (1925).

t
‘ Z f. PkyBih.,’ vol. 23, p. 77 (I92i) , vol. 90, p 320 (1024) ; toI. 38, p. L (1026).

t
‘ Roy Soo. Proo A, vol 107, p 157 (1025).

f
‘ Boy. Soo Froc,,’ A rol. 10«, p 403 (1024).
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repreaeat the coKeaive (oroe. The method ehowa whether nay pertioular model

ifl a suitable one or not| and, when it is, leads to a determination of the force

Constanta.

It is satufaotory to find that the application of this method to the isotherms

of neon, as given by Holbom and Otto, leads to results which are almost identical

with those found in a former paper from its viscosity and thermal conducUvity.

Although the theory of the equation Of state is applicable only to fields which

are sphenoally symmetiicBl, it has beeu applied to hydrogen and mtrogen It

was not expected that there would be agreement between theory and experiment

in these ^asea. The point of mteiest was rather to examme the extent of the

divergence. There proves, however, to be a remarkably close agreement

between the two, from which the inference may be drawn that hydrogen and

nitrogen can both be adequately represented by spherical fields This result

is interesting in view of the theories of the structure of the mtrogen molecule

which have recently been proposed to explam its spectral lines *

In view of these results, the evidence of viscosity as to the molecular fields

of hydrogen and nitrogen has also been exammed. In the case of hydrogen,

careful measurements have been made from 20° absolute to 457 3° absolute and

these provide a stringent test for any theoretical formula. However, that which

corresponds to a spherically symmetncal field of an inverse power type seems

adequately to fulfil this test. Furthermore, the theory leads to a value of the

force constant which is in remarkable agreement with that found by the othe.

method mentioned above A similar agreement was found in the case of hehum

in an earher paper t

The viscosity data for mtrogen are not so extensive nor so numerous as those

for hydrogen, but they have none the less been used to make theoretical calcula-

tions of the repulsive force constants In ibis case there is not the same agree-

ment between the results obtained from the two methods. The discrepancy,

curiously enough, is about the same as that found in the cose of argon in earher

papen.J It is singular that the two methods should have led to cono^dant

results m the oases of hydrogen, helium and neon, but discordant results in the

Mses of nitrogen and argon. Eeasons are given for supposing that in the

letter cases the results obtained from the equation of state are more reliable.

All the results about the molecular fields of gases, obtamed in this and preceding

papers, are here collected and compared.

* Bilge. ' voL 117, p. 300 (1020).

t ‘Roy. Son, Proc.,* A, vol. 107, p. 157 (1025).

t
* Boy. Soo, Proo ,' A, vol, 100. pp^ 441 snd 453 (1024)ii
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§ 2. The Equation of State of I^eon,

Vnien an earlier paper waa written on the atomic field of neotii there waa no

aatiafaotoiy inforinatian available about ite equation of ntate. Thia need haa

now been met by tho work of Holborn and Otto,* who have extended their

aoourate pu-measurementa of gases to mdude neon. Their expenmenta cover

the range of temperature — 183^’ C. to 400*^ C. for pressures up to 100 atmo-

spheres They show that each equation can be represented by an equation of

the type
pv = A + Bp + Cy, (2 01)

when the coefficients are suitably chosen. These coefficients, usually referred

to as vtnal coefficients^ are functions of the temperature only.

It IB the coefficient B and its variation with temperature which concerns us in

Uus paper, for a theoretical formula has been obtained lor it on the assumption

that molecules repel according to the law and attract according bo the law

According to this calculation,

f

- (2-02)

where vis the molecular concentration at normal temperature and pressure, and

F(V) = /f-” (r
• (2.03)

In thu expiewion y is a function of the tomperatuie given by

p

{m — 1) pbT

n-1 iT\(^T)

and the coefficients / (r) are wntten for

f{r)

r m — 1 -|- n 4\

n —

1

r! (f.fn-l -3)

(
2 .04)

(2 06)

The sabsenpt K is added to B to emphasiBe the fact that it la lefeired to the

concentration at normal temperature and pieesuic, whereae the coefficient

detenmned by Holborn and Otto refers to a unit of pressnro of one metie of

mercury Tho results of Holborn and Otto can be tianaformed to tho more

usual units by means of the formula^

tB

Ao + B„J + CoP’
(2 06)

* Holborn and Otto, ' Z*. t. Fhyi vol 93, p t (I02S).

t
‘ Ilc7 Soo. Proo.,' A, vol. 10«, p. 469 (1094).

t
' Boy Soo Proa.,’ A, vol 106, p. 474 (1024)
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where 1 ii the magnitude of an atmosphere in Tnetrea of mercury and Ao, Bq, Cqi

are the values of the coeffioienta in equation (2 01) for the isothermal 0° C For

neon, Ao^O' 99037, Bo =*0-626 10“" and Co = 0 49.10”® The values of

Bg, or rather log deftermined in this way from the results of Holboin and

Otto (B, in the second column), are given in the following table i

—

Table I.—The Vinal Coefficients of Neon

T B 10* log Bn

400 0 6000 4' 7660
aoo 0 B080 l•7660
aoo 0 7600 1 7646
IQQ 0 6660 I 7232

0 0 620? 4-6770
-no

;

0 0300 4 >6069
-100 ' 0 3760 4 4668
-160 0 0008 A 6140
-1B2 0 -0 4800 4 6618 (n)

When the laws of force assumed in this paper sufficiently represent actual

molecular forces, the graph of log F (^) plotted against log ^ on a suitable scale

becomes identical with that of log plotted against log T. For each pair of

values of n and w there is a definite theoretical curve, and a comparison of a

series of these curves with the expenmental one (the log Bn cun e) picks out

those values of n and w which can be regarded as suitable To show how the

shape of these curves depends on n and m a number of curves have been given m
a former paper When agreement is secured between the theoretical and

expenmental curves, a knowledge of X and Y, the co-ordinates of the parallel

tranaformation necessary to obtain this result, determines and for they

are oonneeted by the linear equationsf

’“8 ^ ‘”8^ ^ ‘“8^ (2-07)
ft — X ft — fit o o 3

log

^

?Llllx I- log* (2 08)
®in— In —

m

3 3
* '

The foUowmg curves have been found to give good agreement lu the case of

neon, vis (i) n = 9, (ii) n ^ 11, (in) n = 14J, and (iv) n — ® (ngid sphere),

with m s 5 in each case. As in the caae of argon, considered in a former paper,

the expenmental results allow of considerable latitude in the value of n, the

index of the repulsive field. However, by calculating the sum of the squares

• ' Roy. Boo. Proa A voh 107, p. IG7 (1926).

t ' Boy. Soo. Ftoo.,' A, vol ]0e, p 469 (1024)
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of the distanoes of the expenmeDtal pomta from the theoretical curve whan

the beat fit is aooured, a definite order of paoiiiy ia indicated. This places

7» =s 11 first, and n » qo last * The curve for the first model together with the

expenmental points is shown in fig. 1

,

TrJtb the Eiperimentai Valaei lor Neoor

The order of accuracy to be expected from the method may be gauged from

the following results. These give for two cases the outer limits of X and

for which the curves could be said to bo m agreement, and the corresponding

values of the force constants.

a
1

X.

j

y A.. (T, 10»

f
0*785 9303 8 07 10-’« a 17.10-“ 400

‘ { 0'7a8 a 374 a Mio-“ 5 03

r 1'570 i BUT 0 e 2-41

* 1
1

1005 i 910 0 7 65 l0-« 2-44

* Hm sum of the aqoans of the dutanoes Iorn » Q, 11, 14| and os wvretn the ratios 2il

:

IM ; 144 : 18U4.
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Ab a oonveuient method of oompanng the which are of different ordem

of magiutude, a quanfciy is calculated, as In fonner papera, from the foimnla

Tlus is called a generalised “ diameter ” because it corresponds to a diameter in

the ordinary sense when n = ^ ,

The results obtained from the best fits of the curves are given in Table II

Table 11,—The Force Constants aud
**
Diameters of Neon from the Equation

of State

u. X Y. A, AtM IC ff„.|0»

(vuctioltyK

9 0 729 8 3656 8 32.10 3.23.10-“ 4 99 6 02
11 U 893 3 2580 4 38.10-** 1 72 4 29 4 30

1 0678 S' 1575 2 £2 10-«* 1 33 3 70 —
1 B88 1 00601, 0 0 73 2 42 2 35

In the last column are included the ootresponding results of a preceding paper*

from viscosity and thermal conductivity The agreement between the two

sets of results is striking. It is significant that the agreement is best for that

model (vu., w = 11) which had previously been decided upon as the correct

one by the use of crystal measurements.t The two sets of results are shown

graphically in fig. 4, along with the “ diameters '' of other gases

§ 3 The Molecular Fields of Hydrogen and Nitrogen

(i) The Equalion ofStole ,—Earlier measurements of the isotherms of hydrogen
'—and there are many—may be regarded an displaced by the precise measure-

ments recently made by Holborn and Otto J These range from — 183“ to

200° C., a wider range than has previously boon attempted. The values of the

second virial coefficient, as given by them, and the corresponding values for

ordinary umts§ ace given lu Table 111. In the same table ace included the

values for nitrogen, also deduced from the work of Holborn and Otto.

• ‘ Roy, Soo Proo A, vol. 107, p 168, Table VI (1926)

t
‘ Roy. Boo Proo A, vol 109, p. 465 (1925).

t Holborn and Otto, he, cif.

f Se§ prooedlng paragraph
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Table III,—The Vinal Goefficienta of Hydrogen and Nlttogen.

T.

Hydrogen.

i

Nitrogen.

B 10>, B.IO* log

400 1-38080 3-0206

aoo 1 21207 1-9643

200 0 02168 i 8402 0-00133 1 8363

15U 0- 87717 I-7112
100 0 01400 1 8416 0 80057 1 4874
DO 0 89000 <8300 -0 01614 6 oeoe (n)

0 0‘B2004 1 7940 -0 80716 i 6838 (n)

-DO 0 71000
1

t’7S19 -1 54084 3 0706 (A)

-100 0 03700 1 0106 -3 04600 3 3642 (n)

-130 -4 68094 S 0613 (n)

—150 0 17800 Ill87
—183 —0 32SOO I <3020 (fl)

As the theoretical work referred to m the preceding paragraph refers only

to spherically symmetrical fields, it would not be expected to apply to diatomic

gases such as hydrogen and nitrogen The attempt to apply the theory to these

gases was in the first place purely tentative, for it was felt that it would be of

interest to know to what extent theory and observation could be brought into

agreement. The apphcation of the method describedm the preceding paragraph

leads, however,,to a striking agreement in both cases This is evident from figs. 2

and 3 For hydrogen the molecular models n = 9, fn = 5, and n ^ 11, nt » 5

are the most suitablei higher values of n involving greater discrepandes.*

However, the readmgs of X and Y are given for the same models as in the

case of neon,

Table IV —Force Constants of Hydrogen from Equation of State

^
1

X 1 Y x„ tf'BlO'omj

0 0 7046 3 440 0 30 10-M 2 54 0-22
11 0-8840 3 3405 7 38.10-“ 1 08 4-52

iH 1 0248 3 246 4 8B,1(H“‘ 1 56 3-92
A 1-0380 2-901 0 0 86 2 09

The limits of accuracy were about the same as those given above for neon.

The correspondmg lesulba for nitrogen are given m Table V f In this case the

model n == 9 is definitely the most smtable.

* Bum of the equarea of the diatanowi of the experimental points from the theofetleal

omvee for a => 9, 11, \i\ and od were In the ratlu 52 ; 04 - 98 i 570.

t The sum of the squaresm this case for n »9, 11, 14^ and od were In the ratios 10 : 42 ;

64 t 84S, with the same unit of measuiement ae used above for ntton and hydrageiL
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Table V.—Force Gonitante of Nifcrogen from Equation of Edate.

H, X. Y.
1

B-a 10* DIM.

9 0-041 S 732 1 se I0-™ 16 19 7 40
11 l-lfiZS 3-641 2M.10-" 19-06 6 36
>4 1 JNlfi 9 6d7 3-10 lO-»" 12 29 3-42

2 OSl 9 342 0 7 74 a-88

(ii) The Viscosity of Hydrogen—The obeervalions of Markowaki* on the

visooflity of hydrogen, supplemented by the joint work of Kunerlingh Onnes,

Doraman and Weberf at low temperatures, provide results from 20^ absolute

to 457-3° absolute. Between these temperatures the viscosity of hydrogen

increases its value tenfold and so there is ample experimental infonnatioD for

the testing of any theoretical foimula. As Kamerlingh Onnes has shown, this

variation of viscosity can be represented to a remarkable degree by the formula

= (3-01)

with p.0 5= 0*844.10“^ at Tq = 0° C* and s = 0-695. The observed values and

those calculated by this formula, together with those calculated from the usual

Sutherland formula, are reproduced from the paper by Kamerbugh Onnes in

Table VI.

Table VI —The Viscosity of Hydrogen.

T 10’ .gW

437 9 1212 1203 1207
379 6 1046 1080 1062
293 M — 887'

2

866
2S7 0 877 874 876
279 0 844 843 843
261 2 831 814 816
236 a 801 800 803
233 2 760 1 747 767
312 9 710 697 709
104 4 070 049 660
170-2 600-3 S82 008
80 63 302 2 326 380
70 87 310 9 267 320
2004 109-111 68 137

Although the latter formula was given as an empirical equation, it corresponds

* * Ann. d. Fhysik vol. 14, p, 742 (1604), alsoSohmltt, ' Ann d. Fhysik.,' vol. 80, p.flOS

(1909).

f
' OoDUD. Phya. Lab. Leiden,' No. 184s (1013).
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to a theoredcal lorttiula lor vuoosity ^en molecules repel according to an

inverse pbwei law. If this law be the formula is*

= (302)

whorem is the mass of the molecule, and and are numbersj depending only

on fi, the former lying between the narrow limits 1*000 and 1 '016,'f and the

latter being given by

6n* it<"
+ *)/«>*-»

4 i.(fi) r (4 - 2'— >«•-*»
(3-03)

In this expression, k is the usual gas constant (1 * 372 . ] Ii (n) is a function

of fi, its value having been computed for some values of n by Chapman, S and

f(ff others by one of the present authors
||

Binoe the index s of the empirical formula is related to n by the relation

« = J -f , (3 04)

we oonolude that viscosity results for hydrogen require a value n n -2.

It is, however, more convement to have an integral power law, and so we

ohoose n ^ 11. For this value we can find the appropriate value of X* from the

formula given above The numerical values to be msertod in the formula are

i, = l-006, 1, (n):^ 1*0008, tio= 0 844 10 To= 273- 1 andw = 3-32 10““

grams. The result proves to be

X. = 7*19.10“®®.

Thu result is in remarkable agreement with that obtained above for the

same model by the other method. They are compared in the following table :

—

Table VII.—Repulsive Force Constants of Hydrogen for n = 11.

- '

l!k{oatd(m t>f State

1

Vlaooeity

7*38 lO'” 7 19 lO-*"
4*62 lO-» 4 SI 10-«

^ Fur Rfmnoes, see ‘ Koy. Soo. Proo-,* A, vol. 107, p. 105 (1925).

t GhApman, ‘ Phil Tmu A, voL 210, p. 279j Table V (1916).

} Jeans, ' Dynamioal Theory of Oases,' 3rd edn., p. IIQ (1921).

f
‘ Memoln Manoheeter Lit. and PbiL Soc rol. 00, No. I (1923).

II

' Roy. SoQ. Proe A, vol. 106, p. 400 (1924).
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We coDolade, thereforej tkat a lepulaiTe foroe of the inveise llth power type

aatiaAea the lequiiemente of both viuoeity and equation of state results. Only

the latter luethod determines the cotresponding attractive field. Thia is found

{Table IV) to be of the inverse 6th power with a force constant ^ 1 *98 .
10~^.

The molecular field of hydrogen may therefore be regarded as given by Table

VIII, the repulsive force constant being the mean of the two results given in

Table VII.

Table VIII—^The Molecular Field of Hydrogen

m “^11*

11 0 7 ‘ 29.10-“ I- 98.10-“ 4 62 10-«

The attractive field is evidently small* and presumably haa an inappreoiable

effect on viscosity.

(iu) The Vtsconty of Nitrogen —The viscoaity of mtrogen haa been measured

at various temperatures by Sohmitt^f Vogel{ and Kia Lok Yen.§ Their results,

if plotted as a function of temperature, lie on a smooth curve and are evidently

oonautent. They are given in Table X below.

The simple theoretical formula, which has been used for hydrogen, is found to

be unsuitable for mtrogen, from which we infer that mtrogen cannot be repre-

sented by a repulsive field alone A more general formula has, however, been

given, which applies to molecules possessing a weak attractive field as well as a

repulsive field of the inverse power type. This formula is||

yo
(T\*l* ToT^T + B

(306)

where S is a constant, independent of temperature, whioh represents the effect

of the attractive field

To secure the best fit between theory and experiment, various values of n

are chosen, and the values of 8, requited to give agreement between theory and

experiment, are calculated from the observed values of }t. The values of |Ji

at the temperatures 23° C. and 16-4° C. are, however, omitted from this calcula-

* Oompue the oorrespondiiig sttncdve f<woe oonitaals for nitrogen in Table V above,

t
* Ann. d. Physik,,’ vol, 30, p. 308 (lOOO).

X Ann. d. Physik vol. 43. p. 1268 (1914).

I
‘ Phil Mag.,' v<d. 38. p. 682 (1018).

[1 ' Roy. Soo. Proo.,* A, vol, 100, p. 441 (1024).
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bou owing io the amall range of tempenetuie between them and the tempeiatuie

of 0° C., which Ib taken as standard. The reanlta are given in the next table.

Table IX —Vajuee of the Attractive Constant (3) of Nitrogen.

T. » » OD !6 11 9

4A5'8 11408 20 09 6 OOB —0 5008
318 2 108 00 20 67 7 171 0 3296
81 e 10194 BS'M LB 970 LI 2172

ValuB and 10801 24 00 10 880 8 080

The average values are given at the foot of each column. With these

values of 8, fhe viscosity is then calculated from the above formula and

the resalts aio given in Table X along with the observed values The value

n = 00 (corresponding to rigid sphere + attracbve field) is clearly the most

successful. The smaUer the value of n, the greater the discrepancy between the

observed and calculated values. This is contrary to the requirements of the

equation of state considered above There the smaller values of n were the

more successful

Table X.—The Observed and Calculated Viscosity of Nitrogen

T Authority

AMalo ID*

16 11 9

400-8 2 458
1

2 440 2 479 2 49B 2 606
378 3 2183 (1) 2 133 2 130 2 140 2 144
30a 1 1-7648 U) 1-787 1 787 1 788 1-780
208 0 1 747 (1) i 761 1 700 1 702 1 702
278 1 1-678 (3) (1 678) (1 678) (1 678) (1-070)
fil-B 0-660 (3) 0-601 0-098 0 612 0 680

(1) Buhmilti. loc oiL (2) Kl» iiok Yen, loti, ott (3) Vogel, loc cit

The appropnate force constants for these models can be calculated from bUe

foUnula*

B. m* To»^

T0--I+8
(3 06)

with the same notation as used m equation (3 -02) above, The results are given

in Table XI.

* ‘ Roy. SoQu Ptoo.; a vol. 106. p. 441. eqn (7 01). (1924).

VOL. CXU.—A.
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A general ioraula for S. which repre^ata the effect of the attractive hiehl,

has not been worked out and ao it is not as yet poaaible to dcteimiDe the

attractive force oonstanta from viscosity data

Table XI —Repulsive Force Constanta of Nitrogen.

a

1

0 11 id.

1

^

7 00 10-" 0 08 1 17 l0-‘" 0

cnifi. 6*81 (1 81 4 84 3'IS

The repulaive force constants found by this method are consistently smaller

than those found above (Table V).

The relation between the two seta of results oan be seen at a glance from hg. 4,

where the “ diameters " are plotted as a function of 1/a. The disorepanoy

Fia 4.

—

Thfl “Ihaitiet^ni " of Oases determlaod from (1) equation of atate, (2) viscaaifey.

(2) oiystal data Tlie uambeni in the Agaiv indioate which of the inethcMla has been

used The values nf n which have been chosen in the varloiii oaseB are indicated by

orosaes,

between them is about the same as that found in the case of argon * Applica-

tions of the latter results to crystal calculations have decided in favour of the

* ‘ Roy. Soo. Proo / A, vol. 100, pp 401 and 477 (1914) ; the Amt of these sets of rasulta

is to be supplamented with the TaUtes hi = 3 02. lO-** and a-^ == 9-3fi .
10-* for s » 11.

m the second set 0-^ =« 7 063 and ihI7-530 .
10''* as pnided (or a ™ 0.
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equation ot atato resTilts.* Whether or not the Mtme oonclnaion apphea to

nitrogen o&imot at present be decided,

S 4 Summary of Premous ReauUit,

For oonvemence of reference, the knowledge about molecular helda gained m
this and preceding papers from the properties of gases is collected in the following

tablcj the attractive field being assumed in each case to be according to an inverse

fifth power law, The corresponding diameters ” are written below the force

Table XII.—Kepulaive Force Constants and '‘Diameters” of Gases

Method
1

n = 9, U 14 U|* 15 21

1

He 0)
1

1 14 10-’‘

4 03
6 25 10 •“

3 53

2 15 l0-‘“
3' 10

(2) fl'74,

3“TJ

Ne (1) 6 32 10->* 2 22 10 —
4 90 4 29 3 70 2 42

(2) 6 OH l0-*«

S 02
4 45 10-“
4'30

1 70 10
3 60

3 80 IO->“
3 153 2 35

Ar (V) 1 01 1 31 lO-“ 1 04 2 31 10-‘"" —
7 05 e 03 511 4 34 8>I3

(2) 3*92 10-"
5 30

3 57 10-‘i"

4 70
2 H2 10-»“
A 09 2‘84

Kr (8) (« « 10)

7 34 .
10-""

1

0 00

Xe (3) 0 21 10-”
'

7 05

H,' (1) 0 19 1(H’< 7 M KH"" 4 00 10-"<

1
0<23 4‘a2

1

3 92 2 50

(3| 7 10 10-“

401

N| (M II5-82.10-"
1 40

22 45 .
10-”

0 30
3 01 1(H'“
0 42 3 38

(2) 7 59 10"«
O'Bl

0 08 10-“
0 81

1 17

4 Hi 3-15

* nji fnatlonal auiobcir faa« in numerioal Apphofttioni of the fonnule fur the eqaation
of state,

(!) Ftom oqiutk}ii of etate. (2) From fiMoaity (3) Frum oiTstal daU.

* ' Roy. Boo. Proo./ A, voL 109, p 476 (192fi), </, p. 480. footnote

Q 2
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oonstantfl, These aie given in Angstrom units, and, being of tlie same order of

magnitude, are oonvement in giving a giaphioal representation of the results.

Fig 4 shows these quantities as a function of 1 /n, and gives a convenient summary

of the results. It shows that the gaseous properties of a gas do not always

of themselves determine the molecular field. They do, however, limit the

molecular model to one of a definite series Other meUiods hffve then to be

employed to select from this senes the one of most general utility.

In two cases, vis
,
hydrogen and helium, the vUoosity and equation of state

results have themselves fixed the molecular mode]. In the case of neon, the

results from vrisoosity in conjunction with certam crystal data*^ have led to a

value n 11 It is satisfactory to find that this paper provides additional

evidence in favour of this model It shows that this model gives the best agree-

ment between theory and observation in the equation of state. Moreover,

the force constants, which this method of this paper determines for this model,

is m excellent agreement with that previously found from viscosity. The figure

shows the oonsistenoy between the two sets of results.

Argon and mtrogen differfrom hydrogen, helium and neon in that their gaseous

properties do not lead to consistent results The reason for this discrepancy

is obscure Table XIII, however, throws some light on the question. This

table gives the oUradive force constants of the respective gases, as deduced from

the equation of state. These force constants are all measured m terms of the

same unit, smoe the law of force assumed in each case is according to an inverse

fifth power, and so they mdioate the relative magnitude of the forces of cohesion

for the various gases .t It is to be observed that the gases, for which we have

found consistent results from the two methods, possess the weakest attractive

fields. This is sigmficanb because it is to be remembered that all the theoretical

formula for the coefficient of viscosity are subject to the limitation that the

attractive field is weak. It looks, therefore, as though this condition does not

apply to argon and nitrogen and that none of the theoretical formulfie lor

viscosity are strictly apphcablo to these gases. A rigorous theoretical formula

for viscosity, true for attractive fields of any magmtude, might lead to force

constants difieront from those which have now been found. This problem is

being oonrideied

The equation of state method has the advantages that it apphes to all fields,

* ' Roy. Soo. Froo A, vol, 100, p. 470 (lOM).

t The foot that these afctnotlve force oooitMile depend on the lew of foroe asiumed (or

the lepoklTe field Is Immetenel. It does not efleot the reletlve orders of megnltude
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whetllef atrong or weak, and it detorminea tbe foroes of attraction aa well as

those of repulaioti. For this reason it ia to be preferred.

Table Xlll.—The Attraetive Force Constants of Gases

lO" n = 9 11 141

He 4 36 RIM 1 90
Ne 22 3 n 3
H, 26 4 Mt^l B S

At m 0 1

N, IBS'O 133 0 77 0

The models which appear most suitable in the various cases are indicated

by Garendon type in the tables and by crosses in the figure The cases of

krypton and xenon have been dealt with from crystal data alone owing to the

lack of experimental data about their gaseous properties,

FiuaUy, as an indication of possible applications of the force constants, we

give in Table XIV a quantity which represents the work required to separate

two molecules to infinity from their positions of equilibrium under the

influence of their mutual fields This quantity, which conesponds to a heat

of dissociation/’ should be an important factor in determmingthe boibng point

of a gas It is satisfactory to find a correspondence between the observed and

tbe calculated quantities.

Table XIV.—The Boiling Points of Oases (Tb)

— n. nt low T

He 14 5 S 74 !(>-»« 1 93 10-^ 3 43 i-3
H, 11 6 7 38 10^" 1 98 12 31 20 4
Ne 11 6 4-38 10^ i'73 10-« 13 SI 34 1

N| 9* 6 1-BB 10-" 1 B2 U>-« 26 14 77-4

A. »
,

6 1 01 Id-" 1*62 l0-» 32 70 87 1

* This nine hu been usamod for nifarogea beosuse of the similarity between its oorre of

" diameters " and that of argon

The force constants given in this paper should provide a starting point for

a more complete quantitative explanation of the boiling points and other

properties of these gases than has yet been given,
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The Forces hdioeen Aixmis a/nd /<ww.—II,

By J. £, LfiNNAflD-JoNsSi Reader ia Mathematical Fhyeioaj Bmtol University,

and Bsryl M. Dent, B.Sc,, Bristol Univaraity.

(OommuDicated by Frof B Chapman, F.RB—Received June S, 1926 )

§ 1 This note is supplementary to a paper recently published on the same

subject,* It extends the results so as to provide a complete table of foioea

between the monovalent and divalent ions of the inert gas type as well as between

the inert gases themselves The method follows that of the previous paper,

in which the forces between ions are deduced from the forces between inert

gas atoms by the use of published data on ionic refractivities

The table of force constants, which id given, should have numerous applica-

tions in theoretical calculations of crystal structures. It should, for instance,

be useful m determining parameters in crystal structures, which are difficult

to determine from X-ray measurements.

§ 2, Forces between atoms and ions snse from various causes There are

between ions ekclrostalicforces of attraction and repulsion owing to their effective

electrostatic charges These depend only on the valency of the ions c^inoemed

and need not be considered further In addition, there are forces between

the neutral cores, just as there are forces between the inert gas atoms to which

they are similar From the physical properties of these gases, wo learn that

at large distances the atoms attract, while at small distances they repel. It is

convenient, therefore, to regard the cores as exerting on each other two forces,

one attractive and the other repulsive, the former preponderating at large dis-

tances, the latter at small. This is virtually what van dei Waals did m doduciDg

his well-known equation of state. We may, therefore, convomently refer to

the attractive force as the van der Waala aUmetwt force. This distinguishes it

from the electrostatic attractive force just mentioned.

The repulsive force was represented by van der Waals os a rigid sphere, but

this is now recognised as not being sufficiently general for moat purposes. It

IB replaced in this paper by an inverse power law, which, being a continuous

(unction, is more likely to be m accord with fact This repulsive force between

cores may be called the /fi^nn^o RepfuUiw Force.

There ate as well forcee due to polansation. Atomic or lomc cores ate Uable

to be distorted by the presence of neighbouring electrostatio charges, eg that

• Lemunl-JimM, ‘ Roy, Soc. Proo.,* A, vol. 109. p* S84 (102fi).
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there ia a relative dieplacement of negative and poaitive cliaigcs Thia creates

an eflpotive dipole at the centre of the core, and the mnlual influenco between

the dipole and the charge producing ib gives riae to an attractive force Certain

simple assumptionfl indicate that thia la likely to be of the inverse Afth power

type.*

The forces just enumerated arise between ions whose elect runic structure is

similar to that of the inert gases and may therefore be regarded as spherically

symmetncal. Unsymmetrical ions or molecules h ave to be considered differently.

These sometimes [loascss permanent dipoles,f whose mutual inffuence is to be

considered separately from the forces of attraction and of repulsion

$3 In cryataJa of a high degree of symmetry, such as rotkHalfc, the forces due

lo polarisation need not be considered A dipole created in an ion by a neigh

-

bounngioDis neutrahse^ by the effect of another ion diametrically opposite

Nor is it necessary to consider the van der Waals cohesive forces, because these

are negligibly small compared with the electrostatic forces of attraction between

ncighbounng ions | Only in crystals of neutral atoms, such as s^ilid argon,

are the van der Waals forces important

The difference m magnitude between the two kinds of attractive forces is

Indicated by the difference in the physical properties of ciystallino argon and

rooksalt, m particular by their widely different meltmg pomts § For the

intrinsic repulsive forces are of the same onler m the two cases.

Hence the forces between ions m crystals, such as rocksalt, may be regardc^d

as sufficiently determined when the intrinsic repulsive forces arc found It

IB these forces which are considered in this paper

It has been shown in former papers|| that when the repulsive foriHJs between

the inert, gakws are represented by the laW Xt~*, neon requires the value n— 11,

argon the value n=9, krypton the value n- 10 and xenon the value n- 11.

These laws of forces arc held to be true also for ions of the same clocLromc

structure, so that the laws of force between ions are summarised in the following

table .

—

* t'/. Bom »nd HeUkohei-g, ‘ Z. f, Phys vol 23. p 337 (1024)

tDeby®, ' Phys. ZciU vol 13, p 07 (19L2), Smyth and Ziihn, Mourn. Amor Chem

doo,,’ voL 47, p. 2501 (192&) , Znhn, ' Pbya. Rev./ vol. 27, p 403 (1B2U)

( 0/ ‘ Roy. Soc. Proo / A, vol lOfl, pp 716 and 710 (1024).

S Simon and Himum, ' Z f Phymk vol 21, p ]08 (1924), snd vol 25, p 100 (1B24).

j]

‘ Roy. Boo. Proo / A, vol. m. p. 5W (1026)
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Table I,—The Laws of Force between Atoms and Ions (the values of

n in Xr"“).

1

KMm group. Argon group. Krypton group. Xeunk group

1

NeoD-like loni 11 10 10 11

Ai^n llkn Ions 10 9 0 10

Krypton-like iunii
1

10 9 10 10

Xeuon-Ilke lono u
!

“ 10 U

The denvation of the appropriate force constants is facilitated by the

use of a quantity e***, which is proportional to and is of the

dimensiona of a length. This quantity is regarded as a measuTe (on an aibiiiary

scale and for a given law of force) of the size of the outer ahells of electrons

in ions so that its value for one ion can be derived from that of another ion

from a knowledge of thou ionic refractivities.

These so called
*

' diameters ” are functions of n, as is evident from the following

table where they are given for the values n»9, 10 and 11.* They are derived

from the corresponding quantaties for Uie pure gases, the latter having been

determined from the kinetic theory for n=9 and n=ll, and by interpolation

for n=10.

Table II.—Tlie " Diameters " of Ions

n
1

0-- ^ F- 1!Tb a-- 01- At K+ r

9 7 36 623 0 03 4 71 4-10 9 77« a so 7 05 6 43 0 91

10 0 09 S 74 4 63 4 34 3-78 001 7-89 $ SO 0 93 6-40

11 0 31 o-»a 4 80 4 03 3-61 B'3« 7-27 e-08 0 00 8-00

71 So-- Br- Kr Hb* Sr*- + To

—

I- X C« + *

0
1

1

B 58
1 B BB 7 5B 6-96 « 40 B'66 O-flO B-26 7-61, 7-00

10 8 83 8 19 6 98 6 41 0>Ba B'88 8-75, 7 00 7 01 6^48

11 8 30

1

7 61 O'40 6 96 0 0S» S>34 S 13 7 00 6-60 601

• ^ Roy. 8oo. Proo / A, voL 109, p. (i92 (1920)
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Following the method of the formw p^>er/ the force oonstante givcu in

Table 111 are deduced from the “ diametera of Table 11 . Owing to the fact

that these force constants depend on to a high power (9 or 10), great

aco\iiac7 cannot be expected, An aoenraoj of 10 per cent in a force constant

is equivalent to an accuracy of 1 per cent, in a diameter as usually understood.

Similarly in applications of the force constants to calculate iittances^ an accuracy

of 10 per cent m the force constants should yield an accuracy of 1 per cent,

m the answer. It la bebeved that the force constants He within these bmits

of accuracy.

Some of those results were given in the preceding papery but they are given

here as well for the sake of completeness They have been recalculated and

a few numerical errors have been detected and corrected The results of

Table III are to be regarded as displacing any former results where there is ^
discrepancy

The forco constants are given m such units as give the force in dynes when the

unit of length is the Angstrom The tabic is bo be used in conjunction with

Table I. For example, to find the force between Na"* and Cl“ at a distance of

2A, wo note that the law of force is the inverse tenth and that the force constant

is 2 12. The force is therefore (2‘12)2“'® ilyues, that is 0*002 dynes.

§4. Our thanks are due to the Department of Scientific and InduatriA]

Reaearch for a grant to one of us to pursue this investigation and to make the

apphcaiions to be described in later papers.

• * Roy Soc I'loc A, voJ. 100, p. fiB4 (IIMW).
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The Origin of the Electricckl Oha/rge on Small Particles in Water,

By THOMAfl AltYj M.So., Ph D., Profeesor ol PhywcB, University of

Saskatchewan.

(Commnnioated by Sir Joseph Thomson, F R S.—Received June 15, 1926 )

Introduction,

The surface of an air bubble is a particularly simple one at which to examine

thie electrical conditions which altond all small particles when immersed in a

liquid. An air bubble may be considered as a type of coarse suspcnsoid. which,

on being immersed in water, acquires a charge and moves in an electnc fielcf

as li negatively electnhed.

The present work is a continuation of that already published (‘ Koy Hoc.

Proe A, vol. 100, p 315 (1924)) and deals chiefly with the charge on the bubble

immediately after it enters the liquid , this is examined cxpenmentaHy and also

theoretically In addition, a now method of calculating the potential difliTence

between the bubble surface and the intenor of the liquid is suggested

For convenience, a few results of the former work must first be mentioned.

It was there shown that the gas phase has little or no influence on the surface

elootrifleation, so that all the electrical effects may safely be ascribed to the

surrounding liquid medium. Expenmentel evidence indicated that the surface

phenomena are due to the selective absoiption of ions from the water Further-

more, the mobility of the bubble diminished steadily with increasing purity of

the surrounding water. It therefore appears probable that in perfectly pure

water the charge would be very small, or even zero

Expcnmmlal

Tho experimental axiangements were as desenbod lu the former work A
small gas bubble (2 mm in diameter) is introduced into partially air-free water

contained in a cylindrical glass vessel which rotates about a honsontal axis.

The bubble then takes up a position on the axis and moves along the latter

when an eleotrio field is applied between the two ends of the cell Tho mobibty

is measured continuously as the bubble is slowly absorbed mto the water untd

It Anally disappears. After each reading of the velocity, the total time since

the inUodootiob of the bubble into the water is also noted, so that the variation

of the electncaJ conditions with the age of the surface can be mvestigated. It
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haa pnviouflly been shown that in water of speoifio conductivity 1 X 10"^ ohms

to 2 X 10^* ohmfl~^ there is a slow and steady " ohargiDg up '' of the sniiace,

and that for some time after the introduotion of the bubble the charge varies

continuously until its final equibbnum state is attained. Since the first object

of the present work is a complete investigation of this charging up, water of

the above-mentioned punty was used

For componson, the oxpeninents were repeated in water of specific conduc-

tivity 6 X 10~*’ ohmB~^ ; in this water the oharging-up period is very short

and the velocity of the bubble increases steadily with decreasing radius until

the latter is about 0 '06-0 * 1 mm At about this point the velocity is a maxunum

and thereafter decreases steadily until the bubble disappears The explanation

of the maximum is not clear. It may represent a true change in the electrifica-

tion of the surface^ or it may be due to increased resistance to the motion of the

bubble along the axis. At about this size (0 05 mm. diameter) the bubble

ceases to be perfectly stable, and if accidentally distiubed it oscillates about

the aria before retumiog to its equihbrium position. This vibration may

increase the resistance of the water to the motion and consequently decrease

the mobility As this point cannot bo definitely settled, only bubbles having

diameters greater than this minimum will be considered in what follows.

Further experiments were also performed to investigate quantitatively the

relation between the charge on the surface and the rate of absorption of the

bubble. Air-saturated conductivity water was used after a very small quantity

of air had been removed from it by evacuation. A bubble introduced into such

water was therefore absorbed very slowly On completion of this experiment

more air was removed from the water and a second bubble introduced This

was absorbed more rapidly than the previous one and gave different results.

The process was repeated for a series of bubbles until the rate of absorption

became so great as to render further observations impracticable.

If now the bubble is assumed to acquire a definite charge, £, by ionic adsorp-

tion, then this charge may be calculated by an application of Stokes^ Law If

X is the intensity of the electric field producing the velocity v, tj the coefficient

of viscosity of water, and r the radius of the bubble, then

XE = 67p)rt7

or E = fiTTJQru/X.

Thus E may be determined directly from a knowledge of v.

The experimental results were represented graphically by plotting the total

charge, as calculated above, against either the bubble radius or the age of the
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nrhoe. The total aharge at any time I will indicate very directly the state of

adsorption $>t t^at time.

Fig. 1 shows a graph o£ charge against age of surface and was obtained in

very pure, air-satuiated water. In this water the siee of the bubble changes

only very slightly during the enpeiunent. It will be observed that the charge is

extremely small at first, inoieaaes to a maximum, and then falls to a value of

about one-third of this maximum. After this stage, the charge on the bubble

surface appears to be mdependent of the time

These exponments were repeated in water from which some air had been

removed so that the diameter of the babble decreased continuously during the

experiment. It was found that the curve obtamed woa very similar to that

in fig 1, and that when equiUbnum had been attained the total charge on the

bubble remained independent not only of tune but also of bubble diameter

This is somewhat surprising and appears to indicate that, once an cquibbniim

state is reached, the surface density of charge must increase mversely as the

square of the bubble radius, since the total charge remains practically constant

while the bubble area ahnnks, sometimes down to about 1/20 of its ongiuaJ

sue. 2 iUustratss one of these expenmeuts,

The experunenta in water of higher specific conductivity feat this pomt
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further, lu thu water the cliArgiiig-iip period ift very ahort ao that after the

first few readinga the equilibrium state la reached, and it mighfe then be expected

from the above that the total charge on the surface would teioain independent

of the bubble radiua and the time. Fig 3 illustrates the reaults obtained in

such water For the whole range of diameters the total charge remains almost

06 07 Oa 09 10 II 12

Olamabar In mm
Fw. 3

It was found possible to obtain the above type of graph (fig 3) only when the

rate of abaorption of the bubble was very slow. If the rate of abaorprion were

great the total charge decreased steadily from the first obeervatioa.
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Fig. 4 ahowB the results obtained from two sucoesBive experiments in wbioh

the water used had the same condootivity but coutained a different amount of

air in each experiment. An examination of such curves shows that the greater

the rate of absorption the greater the uutial equilibnum charge (Fig 3 and

ilg. 4 together indicate that for zero rate of absorption the total charge is inde-

pendent of tbe radius of the bubble.) It will later be shown that there is a

quantitative relation between the rate of absorption of tbe bubble and its charge

This IS illustrated m fig. 5

In all experiments the velocity of the bubble was measured using two different

values of the electric field (X) alternately. In this way the velocity was shown

to be proportional to the applied held throughout tbe charging period as well

as through the subsequent history of the bubble <

Theoretical.

The results previously obtained as well as those desenbed above confiict with

the usual theones as to the electnoal structure of the surface of small particles

in water. This being so, an endeavour is made here to account for the whole

phenomenon on tbe basis of adsorption, and the relations deduced are compared

with experiment.
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WLen a bubble la first introduced into Wftter, the Burtaoe is coxupoeed of water

moleoulea, 'which being polar are all orientated and thus have a resultant eleotcio

field Since the bubble acquires a negative charge, this orientation must be

such that the surface molecules attract negative and repel positive ions m the

water, each molecule thus being a possible point at which a negative i6n may

be attached to the surface, In this way the surface steadily becomes covmd
with negative ions At the same time positive ions from the liquid strike the

bubble surface. Any such ion striking one of the negative ions already adsorbed

may be bound close to the latter and neutrabse its charge. Hence the accumula-

tion of the surface charge must consist of two distinct processes
;

firstly, the

adsorption of negative ions on to the bubble surface, and, secondly, the binding

of positive ions to some of the negative adsorbed ions. These two processes

will continue side by side until cquibbrium is attained, the total charge on the

bubble at any instant being equal to the charge on the uncovered negative ions

on its sorfacG The bound positive ions, being farther from the surface, are

held less firmly than the adsorbed negative ions and may be removed by collisions

due to the general motion of thermal agitation in the liquid. Equilibrium is

therefore attained when the number of positive ions bound per second is equal

to the number removed by collision In this state there will be a nninber of

uncovered negative ions as well as a number covered In this connection it

is of interest to note that Rinde {* Phil, Mag,,* vol 1, p. 32 (January, 1926])

found that on sulphur particles in an acid solution both CK ions and also neutral

HCl molecules were adsorbed. The process of adsorption in this case may be

very similar to that under discussion, the neutral molecules being due to the

covenng of the Cr ions

In these experiments pure distilled water was used so that the ions present

would bo chiefly H''' and OH'. In addition, there would be minute traces of

electrolytic impuntics from the glass of the cell, etc
,
giving nee to ions which

for convenience may be called X' and Y+. These in companson with the

hydrolytic ions must be extremely few in number, and thisnumber must decrease

with increasing purity of the water On the other hand, the hydrolytic ions are

still present in relatively large numbers even in water of the greatest purity,

the ionisation of pure water yielding about 1(P" H'*' and OH' ions per c.c.

Consequently it is impossible by punficaticn to remove all ions from the water.

Nevertheless, it was found that the greater the purity of the water (as measured

by Its electneal conductivity) the lower the mobility of the bubble, which in

some cases 'waa reduced as low as 1 per cent, of its normal value. From these

considerations it is evident that the charge on the bubble is not produced
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the H ^ and OH' iona, but Ja due almost entirely to the presence of stray lona

X' and Y+ in the water

The inactivity of the H *' and OH^ ions may possibly be a consequence of the

amall dimensions of these particles. For being so sniall, when adsorbed they

are vefy close to each other and to the bubble surface This urrangement tmU

intense binding forces which may he sufficiently great to prevent many

of the covering ions being removed by the molecular agitation of the liquid

Hence, when the adsorption of OH' ions has reached an equilibrium condition,

very few of them are left uncovered to give a resultant charge to the bubble

At the same time, when oquihbnumis attained, these OH'ions do not cover the

whole of the bubble surface biit only a dohmte fraction of it l.,Angmuir

(* JA C-S.,’ vol. 40, p. 1367 (1!)18)) has pointed out that once equilibrium la

established the eiract fraction of a surface occupied by any adsorbublc molecule

may depend ou the sue and shape of that molecule It may, therefore, be

possible for another ion (X'), on account of it^ different size and shape, to bc( ouie

attached to those poinU on the surface not occupied by the OH' ions, that

finally the surface is covered mainly by OH' ions but also to some extent

by X' ions.

If it 18 assumed that there are 10** OH' ions per cubic ientinictrc,'and that

any one of them striking an unoccupied surface molecule remains attached, then

a simple calculation indicates that these ions cover 90 per cent of the surface

in about 1/100 sec Since the adsorption of covering ions proceeds con-

currently, only a very brief interval of nine is required for the adsorption of

both these ions to reach its equilibrium t.tate, and this even in tho purest

water.

The adsorption of X' ions will be a much slo A’cr juoceM owing to their Heart ity

In exactly the same way as for and OH' ions, the adsorbeil X' ions will be

covered in their turn by Y+ ions from the liquid 8incc X' and are larger

than OH' and they will be unabJo to approach so closely to each other and

the bmding forces will therefore be weaker For this reason the Y+ ions will be

more readily removed by the thermal agitation of the anirounding liquid Hence

a certain fraction of the adsorbed X' ions when m equilibrium will still be un-

covered, and it is to /toe that the bubble owes its charge. In the very pure

water the number of such stray ions as X' and Y'^ is small and as a result the

cqmjibnuni state is attained but slowly

According to this view the H'*' and OH' ions, although so numerous and

occupying a large fraction of tho surface, add but little to the bubble charge

owing to the tight binding existing between them. Their chief function then

VOL. CXIl.—a. B
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appears to be that of limiting the Dumber of posaible pomts at which other ions

can be adaorbed

Since ijuch lona aa and Y'' occur simply aa impuriUefl in the water and

alwayn in very minute oonceutrationa, their exact number would be expected

to vary from one experiment to another even when the apooiiic conductivity

remama practically constant For this reason the rate at which the bubble

acquires its charge in the purest water may vary widely in^e different experi-

ments. Suoh variation is found in practice, the longest charging period being

shown in fig 1, In other ezpenments in water of the same conductivity, the

period vanod from this value to 100 secs. These variations are observed only

in the purest water.

Although the number of and ions present vanes in this way, they are

always so scarce that the conductivity of the pure water is chiefly due to the

ions and OH'. Thus the fact that the rate*of charging vanes while the con-

ductivity remains practically constant (1 X 10~° ohms'^) IS m accordance with

the view that the charge is due to stray ions X^ and Y^ and not to the

hydrolytic ions

The expenmentfi described show that in equilibrium the number of uncovered

ions per square centimetre of surface is inversely proportional to the square of

the radius. This relation would hold true if the numbers (N,) of negative ions

and (N^) of positive ions per square centimetre each varied inversely as the

square of the radius. N, and also depend on tlie age of the bubble surface

HO that It may be aosumed that

N..^l

N,

( 1 )

wliere/ (0 and g («) are functions of f.

Hence the total charge on the bubble — 47cr* , (N„— N^) = 47c {/(O — J (0) »

which is ludependont of r, m accordance with experiment

MaVing certain assumptions it is now possible to calculate the total charge on

the bubble at any time t after its formation For convenience, these assiimp-

tionH are Ubulated as follows :

—

1. A fraction a of the bubble surface is alone capable of adsorbing the X' ions

from the water. The remaining fraction (1 — a) is occupied by H'*' and

OH' ions in loose combination. These prevent the close approach and

adsorption of X' ions to the surface. ^

2. Each adsorbed X' ion is attached to a single surface w'aler molecule.
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3, Tho forced between an X' lou and the surface inoleoule to which It is

attached ore great enough to prevent appreoiable re^evaporation of the

X' ions. Hence any such ion striking an unoctupied surface molecule

remains attached.

(Evidence of this asBumption is given later, p. 24G.)

Let there be of the X' ions per c.c of the liquid

, ,
V, be their average velocity of thermal agitation (velocity of mean square)

„ Y be the surface area occupied by one adsorbed X' ion = area of a surface

water molecule

„ a be the fraction of the surface occupied in equilibnum by ions

a then depends on the radius of the bubble and = (expenmeutal) Let

Na number of X' ions adsorbed per unit area at time Then the number

sinking unit area per unit time is rt^vjy/671 .

Fraction of the area occupied by OH^ ions = (1 - a)

Fraction of the areo occupied by X' ions at time t =
Therefore fraction of the whole surface which is unoccupied at time

< = a — and the number of free X'lons striking these unoccupied spaces

per second

Ver.
(« -yN,)

If all collisions between surface molecules and free X' loriH result in adsorption

and if re-evaporation is negligible, then

The solution of this is

(if V Gt:

N, = ^(H-Ce

But N, — 0 when I -= 0. Therefore

N, = -
1 1 - r

)
('!)

— number of adsorbed X' 10ns at time

Let the same symbols us above, with sulb^ y, refer to the Y"*" ions Since

these loiia are bound to the surface only when they strike an adsorbed X' ion,

the chance of any Y ^ ion becoming bound is prop<trtioual to the fraction of tho

surface occupied by uncovered X' ions

Fraction of surface occupied by luicovered X' 10ns Y
^
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Th&relo^ Uie incre&se is the number of ions attached to unit area of the

surface in time dl

nyVt,

67t

At the same time, some of those already attached arc removed by the thermal

agitation of the liquid.

Let k = fraction of the positive covering ions removed per second m this

maiuiPT. Then the equation fur is

^ _ JJJ _
df V 071

(3)

when

t= CD, ^ = 0 and N, = «/y
di

r

Therefore

N.^ "/U
j

1

V6nA:
(4)

The number of uncovered negative ions in equilibrium is therefore (N, — N^,)

per square centimetre, —i_i
TTveO

\
=7-^ * +^ ^

J ^ \/6n J
T 1

= surface density on the bubble when equdibnum is attaineii.

Returning to equation (3)

iSy

(5)

=M «
.

1 1 _ e

VOn Y '
by equation (2)

Honco

„ _
I

1 ^ ^
L ftyV^y H- VOrt^ (w„t’,Y ^ + V

+

Also

"i" V^k) (n^r^y — + Vflrcjfc)^

^-0'
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Bub the number o( uncovered negative ions per aqiiare centimetre = (N, — N^).

Therefore M = total number of uncovered negative lona on surface of bubble

= 47rr* (N, — N^)

4np

Y I I , fr

Lv^ ~
Y

— \/6it -

:l
-S^I
vejr

- (2i57 +*)t

’«. ^- V6n (n,», ~ 4- V6j:

(6)

This expression (6) then givos the number of free negative ions on the bubble

surface at time 1 If the iona X' and ¥'•“ are monovalent then the i harge on the

bubble at time t is M.e
,
e s u ($ = luiuo charge)

The constants p and k are evaluated below Using the values there obtained,

equation (6) teducca to

M = I 91 X 10®[0-1096+ l-lOf-"* - I 299e-®’«-*'»-^] (7)

The valuea of the total charge as calculated from (7) are shown in Rg 1 by

points marked O. The points + are oxpenmental values It will be seen

that the agieemcnt is exceedingly good. This agreement between theory and

experiment lends support to the present view of surface electriRcatign.

£i>abm^»on of p and k

The constants ^ and k used in the above expression furnish much information

regaidmg the number of negative and positive ions on the surface at any time.

From the measurement of the electric charge at any instant only the di^crenoe

between the number of negative and positive adsorbed ions is obtained. By

definition of ^ the total number of adsorbed negative ions on the bubble when

equibbrium is attained is given by

r Y

and therefore can be obtained directly from a knowledge of p.

In order to evaluate p the above expression for M (equation 6) is applied to tho

experimental curves Considering a representative graph (fig. 1), the total

charge on the bubble attained a maximum value after 300 seconds, this value

being 5 ‘66 X 10“ s, Hence if the adsorbed ions were monovalent, the number
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of uncovered negatives at this instant waa 5^66 x lO*^. Finally when oqi^-

Hbnum conditioiis obtained on the surface the total charge was 2 *093 x 10^ e<

Hence the experimental conditions may be expressed.

t = 300 aec8 ^ 0 M = 3-66 X 10>
dt

I = X) M = 2 093 X 10“.

In equation (5) there occurs the average velocities of thermal agitation v,

and of the two ions, These are nob known accurately owing to the uncer-

tainty of the nature of the ions X' and Y**", but, sincem temperature equibbrium

the kinetic energy of a liquid molecule is equal to that of a gaseous molecule,

an approximation to the required values may be made from a knowledge of the

mean square velocities of gaaoous molecules These range in general from

1 X 10* cm /see. to 5 X 10* cm /sec
,
so that the desired values must he in this

region For the purposes of calculation, therefore, it may be assumed that

— 2 X 10* cm /sec

I’v — 3 X 10* era /see

Tins assumption, while being only approximately correct, will alter only the

numerical value of the constants obtamed from equation (6) , it cannot affect

their order of magnitude, which is of primary mterest, It will be shown later

that any error here intrcnluced is neghgible in the calculation of the potential

difference at the surface. On differentiating (6), inserting the above conditions

(8) and putting — «, the constants are found to have values

n 7 X 10®.

k 5-96 X 10*.

3 ^1-5 X 10-'®

This shows that the ions X' and Y+, due to chance electrolytic impurity, are

very few in number compared with the and OH' ions.

The constant k gives very useful information aa to the binding of the covering

Y ' ions. It appears that only about 6 x 10“* of these ions are removed per

secondby impact with surrounding molecules These positive ions are farthest

from the water surface and will therefore be least firmly bound to it Hence,

in tbc case of the negoti^ ions, which are even more firmly bound, the number

removed per second is quite neghgible, and the assumption that all the negative

ions stnking blank spaces remain attached would seem to be justified.

The total number of negative ions on the surface when equilibrium is attained

is

47rp/Y= 1 05 X l()«
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The number of uncovered negative iomi, as measured by the reaullaiit eharge

on the bubble is 2 '09 X 10^ These figures therefore indicate that about

89 per cent of the adsorbed X' loiia are covered by bound positive ions, while

only about 11 per cent* are uncovered and thus charge the surface negatively

From these figures the constitution of the surface layer of the bubble may bo

summed as follows

Taking the number ut i^ater molecules per square centimetre as equal to

10^®, tho very great niajonty of them are covered by and OH' inns which

are bound so tightly to the surface that very few of them “ evaporate ” to give

a resultant charge There are also 2 '35 X lU^ negative ions of larger size

attached per square contimetre and of these 89 per ( ent. are covered by positive

iona which are ronfciiiually evaporating and reeondensmg on the negatives, the

fraction evaporating per second being (1 0 X 10"* In this way a definite

resultant uharge is given to the bubble by those negative ions uhich are

momentarily uncovered.

Relalioii beluxeti the Charge and the Itate oj Absorption of the Bubble

The above adsoiption hypothesis i» further confirmed by an examination of

the bubble charge after the surface is fully formed At this stage the adsorption

baa reached a stale of dynamic cquihbniim Hence, from equations (2) and

dN
(3), when — 0,

Therefore

N, */y,

N

V bTt

1 +

J/Y

npjir

The cqmhbnum charge is therefore

471: (N
' \ /

^ LV^
(9)

This IS the cquibbnum charge v^hcii the bubble jh fiof being absorbed into

the water But when air-free water is used, the gas molecules pass through

the surface in a continuous stream. Oonsequeutly more positive ions will be
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removed bj collUionfl between them And the incoming air moleculea. Hence

the total charge on the bubble ia greater the faster the bubble la abaorbed.

The number of xKMitive covering ions removed by the air moleoulea will

obviously be proportional to the number of air molecules paasing pet second

through unit nroa of the surface, and rIimj to the number of positive lona

present per sq rm of surface But the rate of absorption of tbe bubble is

(U
47rr*^,

(li

Therefore the uumber of air molecules passing through one square centimetre

per second is dr/dt Then the equation giving the number of positive ions per

square centimetre will becomo

where C is a con’ilant

In equilibrium

Therefore

dt
= 0 and N. = ?

N, = . itL.

(*+ c|')V67t
1 +

and the rhnrge per unit area

- N, - N, =
i -

^'1
1 +

»,v,r J

?AT

The total charge is

(A-+c|)V6.t

^‘^(M-c|)vSr
but

- =M, (10)

110 =^/
total charge when rat^ of absorption is aoro.
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Therefore

(90»t>)‘«,»,pC J

{(^ "^ ^ "vVr}

and

1 _ (^V6tc + Tt/vr)
,
(AVthr -\- nji^yY

M — Mo 47Wyif^p (96TC*)*'n„v^(iC rfr

or

_ / A:V6ff 4 /j . A \/6tc H_ nyV^y ^ >

\ ^nf)^Vy?i
,

' \/67tC dr!

M

where A and B arc constaDta ho louj^ aa n, i' and k lire con^stant

If now a series of bubbles of constanf diameter arc exa mined in water of

constant conduethdty but containing different quantities of air iii solution,
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theD n, V And k will be constant and by the above equation there shoold be a>

straight ime relation between 1/(S1 -- Mq) and dijdr.

This has been pxamincd eicperimentally. A bubble of 0‘U5 cm. diameter

was used in air-saturated water. The equilibrium change on this bubble gives

the value of My The charge (M) on a bubble of the same diameter was then

measured in a senes of experiments m water unsaturated by air. By using

water of vanous degrees of air saturation values of M could be determined for

vanous values of drldl (measured expenmen tally). The ]/(M — Mo) was then

calculated and plotted against tfo/dr. The result la seen in fig r>, which is a

straight line graph and offers strong evidence in support of the theory

Evaluation of the Potential Difference between the Surface and the Interior

of t?ie Liquid

Since it is assuuied that an air bubble has a resultant charge, Helmholtz*

equation may not be applied On the other hand, the concentration of adsorbed

ions on the bubble surface will result in a potential difference between the

surface and the interior of the liquid This potential difference may be

determined by the use of the BolUmann equation

-= fHg 6'“*^**,

where and arc the number of particles in regions 1 and 2 in oquiIibnum»

and ^ is the work done in moving one particle from region 1 to region 2.

Now let mg and Wj be the number of free negative ions per c c. near tbe

bubble surface and in the interior of the liquid resiwctively. If there is a

difference of potential of V volts between these regions, the work done in moving

one ion from the surface into tbc interior of the liquid will he Vr/300 ergs

Taking c A 774 X 10“^^ e.s.u

k - 1 m X 10-1®

T - A

log, wi,/ma = d8 05 V,

(11 )

Hence a knowledge of the number of ions per c c, in the liquid and on the

surface will give the value of V. It has been shown above that in one repre-

sentative expenmen t, the number of ions per c.c. in the liquid was 7 *0 x 10®.

For the evaluation of m, it is only necessary to consider the uncovered negativo
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ions ou the surface, since those having a positive ion attached ^vill exert no-

TespuJfiioii on another negative ion approaching tho surface

In equilibrium in the above experiment, the number of such ions on the

bubble WOH 2 09 X 10® Consider the time at which the area oi the bubble

was 5 X 10“® square ems

Then the number of ions attached per square cm — 1 IH X 10” and average

distance between these ions = / i
s f

1-10 X lOV

4 09 X 10“^ cm

Hence in a small volume close to the bubble surface the negative ions are

i’09 X 10“* cm apart Consequently the number per r,e in this region is

(rw x io-
)'

hence

nfj 7*0 X 10®
,

Ola ^ ^ X ,

and therefore by equation (11)

V = 0 064 Volt,

which agrees well with the values det-crmined tbrcctly by other observers.

Since It IS found that while tho bubble shnnJiH the charge remains constant

r

mj and therefore V must increase as the bubble diameter deereaseH.

Siimnmri/

The electrical charge on an air bubble m winter is measured under vonoua

conditions and an examination w made of the mcxle of formation of this surface

charge. For bubbles ranging in diameter from 2 0 min to 0 2 lum. the total

charge is independent of the diameter when equilibrium conditions obtaia

at the surface

The Constitution of the surface layer is examined theoretically and a new

method of moosunng the potential difference between the surface aud the

intenor ol the liquid is suggested

fn conclusion the writer wishes to express his appreciation of the unfailing

kindness of Prof. Sir J J. Thomson, who has interested himself in the work

and giver much helpful eriticiam.
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The Effect of Superposed AUemahng Current on the Paiarieable

Primary Cell Zinc—Sulphuric Acid—Carbon Part II -

High Frequency Current

By A J Am^mand, D Sc., and H C. Cocks, Ph D.

((/ommunicatod by Prof S. Smiles, F B.8 —Received May 11 , 1926 )

In Part I nf thia investigation,* it was ahuwu that, ^hen olternating currents

of frequencies between 20 and 400 per second are passed through the primary

-cell zinc-giilphunc acid -carbon, the depolarisation and increase in current out-

put hrat observed by Browu,t ^re essentially due to an effect produced at the

carbon electrode, the potential of which becomes more positive by an amount

depending on the strength and Irequency of the alternating current used The

greater this current and the lower its frequency, the greater the effect, a result

quite in line with what was already known on the subject of the action of

superposed alternating currents on polarised electrodes

Brown had, however, also obtained a markeil action when using a oiirrent

of 12(KX) periods, and had ascribed it to an effect produced at the zinc electrode

The results of Allmand and Puri indicated that such high-frequency ouircnts

would be unbkely to depolarise the carbon electrode perceptibly. In addition,

the anodic solution of zinc la usually regarded os occurnng almost reversibly,

although Allmand and Pun had certainly noticed a small depolarising effect

caused by their low frequency currents. Consequently, the results reported by

Brown with a frequency of 12000 appeared to ment further investigation, and

the present paper contains an account of experiments to this end*

The high-frequency current was generated by a valve oseillAtor of simple

design and construction. Three independent coils were used—a grid coil, an

anode coil shunted by a condenser, and a tapped coupling coil These were

wound with fairly heavy gauge DSC wire on large disc-shaped formers. When
the apparatUH was in use, the anode coil was placed on the gnd coil, and the

coupling coil placed on the anode coil, or supported at a small distance above it,

according to the output required. The most suitable tapping of the coupling

ooil for maximum output according to the impedance of the circuit with which

it was connected was found by trial.

Three Marooui-Osram L.S 5 valves were used, thou grids, anodes and filaments

* Roy Soc Proo / A, vol 107. p 12(1 (1925)

t ' Roy Soo PrcM),/ A, vob 90, p. S6 (19li)
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being connected in parallel. The glide were given a negative bias uf 45 volte

by means of a high-tenBion battery, thiia avoiding the use of a leak and grid

condenser The anode voltage was maintained at 340 volts, and an output

oi about i watts was obtained The anode current was furnished by a 100 volt-

000 volt direct current rotary transformer. In onler to dimmish commutator

npple, it was passed through a “ smoothing ” unit, (onsisting of two 20-Hcnry

choke coils (one in the positive and one in the negative lead) and two 2-miprofarRd

condensers (one connected across the input side and one across the output aido

of the chnko coils). The inductance of the anode coil was measured and found

to be 0 011 Henry
,

it was therefore shunted by a condenser of 0 016 micro-

farad, this being the calculated value for giving a circuit resonant to 120UO cycles.

The frequencies actually generated were inensiired by nieann of a het^odyne

wave-meter, using the usual ** xero beat” method. They were found to vary

with the output of the osciUator m accordance with the following table - -

Table r

1

rurront m azDp^rea

tlf*livered to the rell

1

1 FitHioeiuy

1

(i.yf lesj jjfir eccoiid)

0 0 1M2H0
(J 1 10300
0 3 nnrio
0 S 10010
(1 7 11110

0 0 1H50

ore Current Mivery,

The primary cell consisted of a carbon rod 1 r m in diameter, and a stick of

amalgamated commercial zinc of about the same dimensions, these being

immersed to varying depths in aqueous sulphuric acid of 1 2<) speriBc gravity.

The circuits employed were very similar to those used by Brown. The direc^t

current circuit contained a switch, a monng-coil milliammeter, a choking-coil

and a variable resistance The alternating current circuit was composed of the

coupling-coil, a hot-wiic ammeter, a variable resistance and a l-roicrofarad

condenser. In each eirpcnment, the diroct-currcnt circuit was first closed, and

the cell allowed to furnish current, the regulating resistance being adjusted

until the amperage hod settled down to a pre-det-crmined figure. The alternat-

ing current was then switched in, kept running for a minute, and the new value

of the direct emrent read off This was repeated for different altemating-

cumnt strengths, tJie direct current being adjusted to ita original figure in
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bt'twoeu dio albeniAtmg-«urrent periods when required. This was seldom

sieeessBxy, os, m practically every cosej the changes indirect current, on switching

in snd out the alternating current, were abrupt and at once ceased. During

all the eKpenments, the zinc electrode remained coated with bubbles of hydrogen,

and no diderence in its appearance could be detected when the alternating current

was switched in or out.

The lengths of electrode immersed in the di^erent expenments were as

follows :

—

I —T) ( m. of rinc rod , 5 c m of carbon rod

ll —6 cm. of zinc rod
,

tip of carbon rod.

III '“Tip of zinc rod . 5 c m. of carbon rod

In two other experiments, the carbon rod was fully depolarised by immersion

in a small porous pot containing strong iiitnc acid (as in the Bunsen primary

cell).

IV 5cm of zinc rod
,
5 c m of carbon rod (in HNOg)

V.^-Tip of zinc rod
,
B c.m, of carbon rod (m HNOg)

The voltages of these cells when furnishing direct current lu the normal way

were not actually measured, but it will be clear, when it la remembered that

the main polarisation is at the carbon electrode, and, in every case, will bo

jffeater, the smaller the electrode, that they will stand in the order1V>V>I>
A calculation based on the current b supplied and the approximate

values of the senes resistances in the different cases points to figures of about

1 G, 1 5, 0-2, 0-1 and 0 04 volt respectively.

The data obtaiued are plotted in the figure.

The Tcsulta arc, of course, somewhat complex, owing to the fact that, as will be

sccnlater, polanaation is occurring normally at A electrodes, andthsttherefore,

iT it IS relieved at one electrode, the increased cell output is, to a certain extent,

nullified by the fact that the greater current density causes increased polarisa-

tion at the other elwitrode. They con, however, be explained on the aasiimption

that, as Brown auppoaod, the seat of the depolarising effect of the high-frequency

current is solely at the zinc, and not at the carbon, cleetrodo Thus, cells IV

and V both give an increased current output. The percentage increase is,

however, sin all, as the cells, to commence with, are only slightly polarised.

It 18 rather greater with V than with IV, w'here tJie initial polarisation, owing

to the,larger ziuc electrorle surface, is lc«s With cell I, the effects are much
greater, corresponding to the l'»w initial voltage Curve HI rises more rapidly
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than I, owing to lU onginaliy heavier polarwat ion. In cell II, themitml polarusa-

tion is almost entirely due to the small rarbon electrode, and this is not affect^

by the alternating current Hence, its increase in output is relatively small,

even for a very high ratio of alternating current to initial direr! current

Ej:j)mmmts tm Ekclntde PiJtrntinl

The measurement of electrode potential, however, offers the most certaifi

metho<l of investigaUng the nature of the eHect, and such measurements weie

next undertahen The general arrangement employed was similar to that used

by Allmand and Puri, but the problem was here a simpler one, iii that the high-

frequency currenth allowed of iKo use of a condenser m the alternating current

circuit, any leak of direct current into the latter being thereby ehminaU'd Tlie

same carbon electrode was used as m the above experiments, whilst the amalga-

mated zinc ele<'trode was of the pure inetul, 1x1 (*m. m cross section Both

cloctrodeH w ere immersed in the electrolyte (sulphuric add of J >0 S (1.) to a

depth of 5 cm. The auxiliary electrode for leading m the alteruating current

was of Lho same material as the cell clectrotle under investigation, whdst the

choking-coil in the direct-current circuit prevented alternating current from

passing through the other cell electrode The tinnuts were otlicrwuse practically

identical with those described abo\e A uiUmetcr was put across the cell

electrodes in order to measure the effect of the superposwl alternating t urreiit
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oh the cell volt^Lgn The eJcctrodc potentioJa were iletemuned by the usual

compeDHAtioQ method, employing a Luggin c^piUajy, metre bridgej and moving

coil galvanometer. A normal mercarons aulphate electrode used aa

reference electrode, and waa connected with the cell electrolyte by b bndge

ofN H^O,.

Tn carrying out the experiment/fl, meaauiementa of open circuit 10 M.F ami

of electrode potential were hrat taken. The cell was then allowed to diacharge

through a suitable reaisUncc in the direct-current circuit until the current waa

c'onaUnt (.)0 mimitoB to 2 hours), w'hcn current, voltage and electrode potential

were read Then an alternating current of 0 * 1 amp. was allowed to flow for

b minutes, and a fresh set of readings taken This was followed by an interval

of five minutes w'lth direct current only, the same readings aa before being

taken, after which alternating current of higher amperage was applied for

five minutes, and so on The highest alternating current used was 1 amjierLS

whilst the direct lurrcnt output of tho cell \aried between 0-023 and

0 out) ampere.

The results obtained when the high-frcqucm y alternating current was super-

posed on the carbon cathode arc quickly desenbed. Two acnes of readings were

taken, and in neither of them w as an alteration m polansation greater than one

millivolt observed when switching in or out the alternatiug current In 10

out of 14 such conges, there was no perceptible effect Naturally, the cell

volUgD—reod to the nearest niilbvolt—was equally unaffected. The ratio

alternating current . direct current in these expenments varied between 2-2

and 45 We therefore conclude that alternating currents of frequency 10,000-

12,(X)0 do not affect the polarisation of a carbon cathode charged with hydrogen,

a result to be anticipated from the work of Allmond and Furt.

With the zme electrode, an effect was obtained, and the data are given in

Table IT.

It will be noticed, first, th^t the effect of superposing the high-frequency

alternating current on the zinc elootrode is to increase considerably the cell

current output Thus, with an alternating current of 0 - 9 amp., the cell current

is doubled During tho intervals in which alternating current is not flowing,

however, it drops below its oiiguial value. This is due to the increased polarisa-

tion at the carbon electrode, brought about by the heavier current passing during

the preceding period. Column 4 shows the corresponding voltage changes, and

its last two readings bring out the alow recovery of the polarised carbon electrode

after all current has ceased to flow, The chief interest in the table, however,

lies in columns 6 and 6 Column 5 shows that an amalgamated Aino anode,
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Time In

minutes from
oommeiiLoe-

ment of

emperiiueni.

Alternating
aarrant In
sToperctfl

1

Dlreot ciurenb

in milli-

smperes

Voltage of

prunarv o«U
la volu.

PutonUal of

ZuLO tilflotrodu

(ej)) m volte,

CKatige ui

potential la

nvilUvolU due
to alternating

0Urn>nt

0
1

0 0 0 1 3 0 740 »

AO 0 0 ' SO 0 12 0 673
4D 0 1 so 0 ilS 0 082 - 0
SO 0 0 40 0 no O' 673
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aubjeoted in dilute sulphuric acid to a current density of the order* of

10 miUUmps./^^ni.^, is polarised to the extent of more than 0*1 volt, whilst

column 6 shows that high-frequency currents not only lower thu polarisation,

but, if sufficiently great, completely destroy it, and, eventually, make the

electrode considerably less noble than a static zinc electrode Allmand and

Pun (who were using a consideraldy lower direct enrrent than here employed)

make no particular reference to any direct current polarisation, whilst the

depolarising effect of their low-frequency alternating currents was far less

than here recorded (although the maximum aUen\aJt%ng curre^it : direct currerA

ratio m their case was 200, as against 2Q in the above table)

The zmo electrode in this expenment wai covered with bubbles of hydrogen.

Although no visible change of any kind was uotiood when the alternating current

was switched on, some connection between the presence of this layer of gas and

the unexpected polansatiou and depolarising effect appeared possible. Accord-

ingly, experiments wore done m which the zinc electrode was placed in a neutral

ZnSOi solution, whilst the carbon electrode was immersed in a dilute solution

of sulphuric acid, contained in a porous pot. Using a normal calomel electrode,

themffueace of the high-frequency current on the potential of the zinc electrode

(when the cell was x>olarised) was again investigated. The effects ohacived

were less, and it suggested itself that they were connected with the diffusion of

* Thii UBomea that only om face of the Immeraod rod oarHoa the current The real

ounonti density will certainly be Ibm than this, and wiU vary from point to point of tho

electrode.

VOL, oxn.—A. «
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add oat of the pcroiu pot Burroandlng the cathode. Aooordmgly, the oarboiL

cathode waft replaced by one of amalgainated due, and the ealphunc add by

neutral Z11SO4 Bolation, the anode now being polansed by an aoonxnulator

placed in the direct current oiiout. The result was to reduce both the direct

current polarisation (already much less than when the dne was in the sulphoric

acid), and also the efieot of the alternating cunent, down bo a few millivolts.

On adding si^Lphuric acid to the electrolyte, both these magmtudes rose to values

oomparable with those first observed with the acid solution. The actual data

are recorded in the paper which follows

Dxacuasion.

It thus appears that high-frequency currents have a very considerable de-

polarising action on an anode of amalgamated zinc in a solution containing free

acid, and that this effect, as suggested by Brown, is the cause of the increased

current output in the Zn-HJ9O 4-C cell Both flectrodes m this cell contribute

to the polarisation, the carbon to a considerably greater extent than the zinc.

But whereas low-frequency alternating currents only affect the zinc electrode

to a small degree, whilst materially decreasing the polarisation at the carbon,

high-frequency currents are without any effect whatever on the carbon, and

profoundly influence the zinc electrode The depolarising action of the low-

frequency currents on the carbon electrode can be attributed to the partial

destruction of the hydrogen charge during the anodic pulse, a reaction which is

by no means instantaneous, and therefore the more marked the lower the

frequency But the effects at the zinc electrode deecnbed in this paper are

less easy to analyse. We have investigated them in more detail, and the results

are desenbed in the following communication. Here it will only be said that

they are apparently in no sense connected with the disruption of a visible film

of gas by means of a rapidly alternating electrical stress There is no porceptiblo

change in appearance of the gas-coverod zinc anodes when the current is applied.

There is no change in appearance or decrease in overvoltage at the carbon

cathode under the same circumstances And in the experiments mentioned

above, m which the zino was immersed in a zme sulphate solution, under

conditions which made diffusion of acid from the cathode possible, although

both polarisation of the anode and its removal by the high-frequency current

were observed, there were no visible bubbles of gas on the zino.

These experiments were carried out in the autumn of 1926, We are indebted

to a fund put at the disposal of the laboratory by Brunner, Mond and Company^

limited, for the purchase of the rotary transformer and the wave-meter.
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Tht' Polartsolion of Zinc Elecifodes in Nenlral and Acid Solufions of

Zinc SoUb hy Direct and AUernatmg Currenia.—Part 1.

By A. J. Allmand, D Sc
,
and H. C. CockBj Ph D.

(Communicabed by Prof. S Saulea, F R.B—Received May 11, 1926 )

1, Inlrodudory.

In the preceding paper* it waa ahown that an amalgamated nnc electrode

made anode in an acid nne aulphate aolntion undergoes conaideiable polarization,

and that thia polarization can be more than overcome by the auperpoaition of a

sufficiently large alternating current of high frequency Further, Ailmand

and Fuiif mention eapenmenta in which a cathode of amalgamated zinc had

superpoBed on it alternating emrenta of intensities up to 200 times that of the

direct current, and of frequencies varying between 20 and 400, the effect being

to increase the polarization of the electrode, which became more negative.

These results were not to be anticipated from previous work, and it seemed

that a closer investigation of the whole subject might not only explain the facts

referred to, but perhaps throw fresh light on the mechanism of the electrode

processes involved. As possible factors affecting the phenomena could be

considered the amalgamation or otherwise of the zinc electrode, the presence or

absence of free acid in the solution, the nature of the zinc salt (e g , whether

aulphate or chloride), duration of electrolysis, temperature, the absolute and

relative values of the direct and alternating current detisitaes, and the frequency

of the aliernating currents The present paper contains an investigation of

some of these points. Working at room temperature and with zinc aulphate

solutions, potential measurements have been made with amalgamated zinc

electrodes in absence and in presence of free HaSO#, and with unamalgamated

electrodes in noutral solution. Alternating currents and compound currentst

have been used, and a few experiments made with direct currents Frequencies

varying between 50 and 11,000 have been worked with.

2 ExpenmerUaL

The experimental arrangement used was simple, The electrolysis vessel, a

large beaker, was covered with an ebonite plate which earned three zinc

* p. fMjrq

t ‘ Roy. Soo Proo..’ A. vol 107, p 126 (1926).

} An altmiEtiiig luperposMl on a direct current will be Uuiuod a compound currmi in

ihla ^psr.

B 2
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eleofcrodea. Tlieae were of the purest rind available (anudgamated or unamal-

gamated), identical in dimensions (rectangular rods oi oross-section 1x1 enu)^

and were immersed to a depth of 5 cm in the eleotnilyte Two of the three

were placed dose together, and the third aomc distance away. In the compound

current expenmei^ts, the middle of the three was the one polarized by the com-

pound current and the one the potential of which was measured The adjacent

electrode led in the alternating-current, whilst the more distant one acted as the

other direct-ouTrent electrode In the meosurementa with alternating or direct

current, two only of the electrodes were used The electrolyte was well stirred.

The direct current was supplied by accumulators, whilst the low-frequency

alternating currents were obtained from the generat<^ described by AHmand

and Pun By altering slightly the positions in bho circuit of the moving ooil

milhammeter and the hot-wire ammeter,

the arrangement for compound currents

used by Allmand and Puri was much

improved on (see fig, 1) Although

leakage of alternating current into the

direct-current circuit and vtcA verm still

takes place, the actual readings given by

the instruments measure the currents

which pass through the electrode under

erpenment, and roqmre no correction

for leakage. When working with high-

frequency currents, the generator and

arrangement desenbed by the authors in the preceding paper were employed

An additional set of coils was made for us by the Research 8baii of the General

Rice trio Company, who found that, when they were used under the operating

conditions desenbed in the preceding paper, the frequencies of the enrrente

generated were 636 cycles, 1060 cycles and 1060 cycles when the anode coil was

shunted by a condenser of 1 microfarad, ^ microfarad and 1/16 nucroforad

respectively- These frequencies were checked by us when our apparatus was

set up by comparing the note heard in a telephone held neat the coils with

that of known frequency produced by a tuning fork.

The potential measurements were made in the usual manner, using a normal

calomel electrode, with a bridge of 3 N. KCl Precautions were taken to prevent

the diffusion of this salt into the electrolysis vessel Occasionally a normal

mercurous sulphate electrode was used All potentials in the paper are referred

to the hydrogen scale.

Fio 1
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3. Ummalgarnaicd Electrodes tn Neutral Normal Zinc Sulphate SohUiort

In all these experiments, unless otherwise stated, the electrode under

observatjoii waa polished with emery cloth before use.

Initial Slaite Potential —T\n^ was observed on many ooeaHionfl The most

negative figure obtained was — 0*793 volt (twice), the most positive — 0 777

volt (once), and the meuu of 37 recorded roadinga — 0 784 volt. 1" usually

about 20 minutes were required for these potential ddferciues to become

constant.

Cathodic thredirCurrmt Pedanzation—With a current of .W m a
,
an iniLial

polarization of nearly 80 m v. was observed. This fell m course of time, and,

after an hour, the electrode was about 00 m v. more negative than its (jriginal

static potential Higher and low'cr current densities gave correspondingly

greater and smaller polanxationa On cutting off the current, the potential

of the clec'trode immediately became more positive and, after a few minutes,

settled down at — 0 795 volt and remained there for hours This figure, which

was always obtained, is more negative than the original static potential The

cathode after elec trolysis was covered with a dark grey deposit, semi'cryslalliue

m appearance.

Amd/uc Dittd,-Cnffcnl PolwnzOixon.—With the same current of 50 m a ,
the

initial polarization observed was about 20 m v , i e
,
considerably less than at

the cathode It fell with time, but only about 4 m v. in the hour, a smaller rate

than with the cathode A change in current density caused a change of polan-

zatiou in the usual direction On cutting off the current, the potential at onoe

became more negative, and, on those occasions on which it was read immediately,

waa found to have passed its original atntir potential by a few niillivolta This

effect, however, was only transitory, and in half-aii-hour the onginal potential

had been regained— in fact, the electrode sometimes became more positive than

ita original figure The eloctrotlcs under anodic treatment roughened slightly

and became dark grey

AUemating-Current Polunzalion —Measurements were carried out with

frequencies of 50, 450, 1 ,950 and 11,000 cycles. In general, the potential of the

electrode whilst the current was flowing was more negative than the static value,

but the result was complicated by tw^o facts. The static potential itself, except

in the high-frequency experiment, was altered in the negative direclion by

the passage of the current^ and only returned to its original figure comparatively

slowly after the current was cut off. Further, the polarization due to the

alternating current became leas with increased time of electrolysis, whether
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referred to the origuiAl ebatio potential, or to its mtermediate value, detemunad

dunug the oouree of the expenmeut, either immediately before or immediately

after the measurement on the polarized electrode.

With the high frequencyp the effect produced was small—thus, on alternating

current of 0*9 amp, only changed the electrode potential from —0-790 to

— 0’799 Tolt With frequencies of 1,960 and under, care had to be taken to

avoid getting spurious results, owing to the time effects mentioned. Measure-

ments were accordingly made in which (a) the frequency was kept constant

and the alternating current increased by steps, periods of current flow being

mtercalated with equal penods during which no current was passing
. (6) an

alternating current of constant amperage and frequency was allowed to flow

for a consideTable time—up to one hour—^ihfen cut off, and the rate of return

of the electrode potential to more positive values noted
,

(c) experiments

similar to those under (a) were earned out, except that currents of two

frequencies were used alternately, two measurements with a given current

density thus being made before going on to a higher current density. The

results of these numerous experiments lead us to conclude that an increase in

current density causes a alight increase in the effect, and that the influence of

frequency within the bmita of 60-2,000 is negligible Table I, which containa

the amounts in millivolts by which an electrode becomes more negative than its

(intermediate) static potential after current has been flowing for five minutes,

supports these conclusions. With the exception of the figures with currents

of 0 5 amp
,
the values given are the average of two to four readings.

Table 1

Krequunc}

Curjvnl in AmpereH.

U O.R
1

0 1 0-3 0 R 0 ? 0 9

RO 33 30 40 as 44
4Rli — 3S 42 — 01
1930 31 13 39 40 39

In most nasofi the electrodes were hardly changed in appearance during these

experiments, merely becoming somewhat duller. If, however, a sufficiently

large number of coulombs at a sufficiently low frequency were passed through the

electrode, the surface of the latter became more or leas ooveral with a loose

grey powder. The static potentials inunediately after cutting off the current
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vanod between ^ 0
' 739 and ^ 0 - 791 volt, these figures usually slowly becoming

more positive with tune, and approaching the original static value.

Cathode Q<mpownd OurretU Folomotion.—Keepmg the direct current

oons^mt at O ' 00 ampere,* the alteznatiiig current was increased in steps, with

intervening periods during which only direct current was flowing. In some

oases, the frequency was kept constant during such a senes of measurements ,

in other oases, two frequencies were used alternately (procedures (a) and (c)

as described for the alternating-cuTrent experiments). OomplicationB were

present owing to the cathodic direct-curient polarization decreasing with time,

and the static potential becoming more negative. With the 11,000 frequency,

practically no change in potential could be detected on switching in and out the

alternating current With frequencies between 50 and 1950 (measurements

were also made with n = 100, 240 and 450) and alternating currents of 0 - 1—
0-9 ampere, a depolarixing effect was noticed in every case—that is, the

potential became more positive when the alternating current was superposed

The changes observed ranged between 4—23 m.v Owing to the complica-

tiona referred to, the mjeasurementa were not very reproducible The figures m
Table II give the average differences observed between the vnlerrnedtale direct-

ourrmt oathoduj potentiala and the compound-current potentials (one set of

readings only for 100)

Table II

Frequency.

Current in

01 0 3 0 5 0 7 0 »

so IS 14 10 0 U
lUO n 10 15 12 12

240 10 30 10 10 15

450 IS 20 19 10 14

1950 4 9 12 10 —

'

Frequency would seem to have no influence up to n =3 450, but the change to

n = 1950 results m a smaller effect, particularly with lower current densities

There would seem to be, from the table, an optimum current density between

0 - 3—0-5 amp. This, however, is only apparent, in the sense that, dunng the

electrolysis, the direct-current cathodic polarizations were becoimng less (by

* In all the experlmantH deBcribed m thu paper with oompound, or superpoaed alter-

nating on direct ourrentB, the direct-current oomponent waa kept throughout at 50

mUUampeiea
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10--20 01 7, inthp course of a run) and the static potentials more negative (they

were ^ 0^794 to — 0-795 volt at the conclnsion of a aeries of measurementa, a

change of 19 m v. in the extreme case) It is therefore prohabio that, nferrei

to the intermeditUe static 'pottuliala^ which were not measured, the polarization

])roduced by the compound current may continue to decrease still further as the

alternating-ouiTent coniponenb tncreasea If the mean values of the actual

measured potentials be considered, thus eliminating changes in dixoct^iirreut

polarization, the maxima already disappear in the case nf the three higher

frequencies and are made flatter lor the lower frequencies

After the electrolyaw, the electrode was found to be covered with a dark scmi-

crystallme deposit when working with lou frequencies, and with a dark grey

fllm when using the high frequency

Anodto Compound Current Polarizahon —^The expeilments were cameil out

similarly to those just described The complications encountered when the

polarized zinc electrodes were more negative than the static value were here

much less important, and the result consequently more reproducible and easier

to interpret. Measurements were made with currents of frequency 60, 100, 240,

460, 630, 1050| 1960 and 11,000 The superposition of an alternating current on

u polarized zinc anode causes depolarization, which is greater the larger the

alternating current and the lower the frequency Currents of n-- 1960 and

11,000, even of the maximum strength used in these mcasuieinents, gave no

definite perceptible effect With n = 1060, an effect was first noted at 0 3 amp.,

and with 630 at O'l amp As frequency was still further lowered, so

the effect increased, till, with n^60, a current of 0 1 ampere causttl a

depolanzatiun of 6 m.v or more

Just as m the measurements with direct current, on cutting off the com-

pound iurrent, tlie electrodes assume for a short time a potential more

negative than the initial static value, changing in the course of an hour or so

to a figure more [lositivo than the initial value.

4, Amalgafnated Electrodes t» Neutral Normal Zvno Sidphaie Sohdion.

In all experiments with amalgamated electrodes, these were freshly

Te-am4lgainated before use, unless otherwise stated

Static Potential -Some twenty measurements were made on freshly amalga-

mated electrodes, and a large number after a poUrizing current of some

description had been cut off The extreme figures noted were ~ 0-794 and

— 0*797 volt. The average of -'0-790 volt is the accepted figure for the

potential of the system Zn/N , ZdSO^.
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Caihodio Direct Current Poiarizalton—This was raeasuied for currentj^ between

10 and 100 m a., and found to be snfiall (up to 15 tn v ). In one case, the

polarieationa obeerved decreased with time, being several millivolts Icwi after

10 minutes passage of current than after 5 minutes Thus, with 50 in a
,

the initial value of 13 in v. changed to 10 m v The bright surface of the electrode

was afterwards found to be dulled In another instance, where tlic polarizations

were constant over 10 imnntes, they were distinetly lower, and the electwjde

at the end of the CKpenment wbls crystidlino in appearance Tlie polarization

for ft current of 50 m a was 7 m.v in this case. The same figure was obtained

in another expenmont, and remained constant over an hour In still another

cose (see below), the polarization for the same current was only 1 ui v
, and re-

mained constant during the experiment (15 minutes)

Anodic Dtrect-CufrmJl Polarizatwn.—This was still smaller, and increased

linearly with the current density, in one cose amounting to 9 m v at a current

of 0 1 ampere. After the experiment, the electnide surface was ssoinewliat

dulled

Alternating Cvrrpnt Polarization - Measurement s were made with nirrenta of

frequency 50> 1950 and 11,000 No appreciable time efTect was noticeable

The observwl polarizations were negative and very small with the two lower

frequenciefl. Thus, with a current of 0*5 ampere and frequency 50, values of

2 and 4 m V were noted m two different expennientH Thu figures with n —
1960 were practically the samo, if anything, rather leas With n — 11,000,

the effect was greater, 16 m v for 0^5 ampere The electrodes became a

dull white in ap{>earance during the low-frequency experiments—ivith 11,000

cycles, no change was noticed

Cathodic and Anodic Compound Current Polarization -We used rurrenta of

50, 480 and 11,000 cycles With the lower frequencies, the effects of super-

poaing an alternating current were small at both anode and cathode- m the

former case, within the experimental error of 1 millivolt, whilst, in the cathodic

experiments, on one occasion a slight increase in polarization apparently took

place (not exceeding 2 millivolts with an altcniatmg current of 0-9 ampere)

the lomaimng experiments giving no indication of any effect on the direct-

current polarization figures The intermediate direct-current cathodic polari-

zations fell throughout the experiments, and were only about 6—G m v at the

end of a mn, whilst the surface of the electrodes became roughened and crystal-

line in appearance. In one experiment, where the mitiol figure was abnormally

bighj a decrease also took place in the anodic direct-currcmt polarization

With 11,000-cycle currents, no change whatever was noticed when they
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w«re BUpeipwed on a catliode, the diTeot-onmnt p0laruatioti ot whieh, howavar

,

waa only 1 m.v (leu than the uaual figure). In the anodio ezpefiimento, the

direct'cuirent polarjBation was 10 m v (greater than ueoal) and remauad

unchanged during the meafluremente. A definite depolarizing effect waa

pioduced in this caaOj amounting to 10 m v. when the alternating ourrent was

0 - 9 ampere.

5. AinalganuUed Zwic Electrodes %n Actd^fied Zinc Sulphals Solutione.

Static PotenliaU .—About fifteen readings of the potential of an amalgamated

electrode in N ZnSO^ + ^ HaSO^ gave valuea var3ring between extremes of

— 0 791 and — O' 799 volt, the moan of just over — 0-795 volt being practi-

cally the same figure as was given by unacidified N ZnSO^. No gas film was

visible on the electrodes. On the other hand, in solutions of composition

N . ZnS04 -f 7N HaS04 , where the zinc electrode became covered with bubbles

shortly after immersion, potentials of — 0-811 to — 0*81 B volt were observed

Cathodic Direct-CurrerU Polarization—^This was considerable, and depended

on the concentration of the free acid and the time of electrolysis. With an

acid concentration of IN, and a current of 50 m.a
,
the polarization, read five

mmutrcs after starting the current, was about 70 m v In one case^ in which

no visible change m the surface of the cathode was caused by the passage of the

ourreuti this figure decreased slowly with time, being 61 in .7. at the end of an

hour In another case, in which the cathode became coated with minute zino

oiystals dunng the experiment, the fall in potential whs far more rapid, the

polarization after an hour being only 17 m.v. With the more stron^y acid

solution (7N) and the same current density, an initial polarization of 0-197 volt

waa observed m one case, fallmg to 0 187 volt m 13 minutes
,
on another

occasion, the initial figurewas 0 220 volt, dropping to 0 - 193 volt after 34 minutes.

There was a tendency towards slow cathodic evolution of hydrogen from this

strongly acid solution, the gas bubbles which coated the electrode m the static

condition becoming larger and, in some cases, detaching themselves Nothing

01 the sort was observed with the less acid electrolyte. On cutting off the

current, the polarization immediately disappeared, potentials of ~ 0-796 volt

and — 0'S17 to - 0 820 volt being reached within a minute in the weak and

strong acid solutions respectively

Ariodic Ihrect-Cwrent Polarization —High initial figures were obtained with

the electrolyte N ZnBOi -j- N . H}S04, less, indeed, than the oorrMponding

cathodic polarization, but increasing to very high values as electrolysis pro-

ceeded. There yms no visible alteration of any kind in the electrode. The
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iiAtuia of thflM oh«oges in two diSerant freahly amalgamAted eleotiDdos u
illustrated graphically in fig. 2

At points A^Ai . . ,
a current of 50 m a. was bwitched in, and at points

BxBj. . switched out. Between Bj and A4 , the electrolyte was changed, the

ourrcnt being intermpted for 30 seconds The polanzations observed are far

greater than those given in neutral ZuSO^ solutions, whether with amalgamated

or unamolgamated electrodes Attention is drawn to the fact that high

polarisation figures are reached far more rapidly after an electrode has been

once polarieed and allowed an interval for recovery than when a freehly amal-

gamated electrode le polarized for the first time Further, the recovery of the

initial static figure after cutting off the current is mucli slower than is the case

after cathodic polarization

With the solution of composition N ZnSO^ THaHO*, still greater iiutial

efieots were obtained Thus, with the same current, a polarization of 80 m v.

was observed after two mmutes and 90 m v after 10 minutes. With continued

polariaabonj the layer of hydrogen bubbles slowly dLsappeared.

AUernating-Current Polanzatwn—Usingthe electrolyteX . ZnSO^H- N H

^

804 ,

eixpenments were done with currents of DO, 460 and 1950 cycles. The polan-

ationa observed were negative in all oases, and quickly became constant The

figure obboinod increased with Uicrease m current density, at first rapidly and

then more slowly, bnt appeared almost independent of frequency withm the
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limitfl Ofiod On thd other hand, it seemed to depend on the initial potential

of the electrode, being the greater, the more positive the latter. Thu is made

clear by the data m Table III for n ^ 1060. The polarizations are given in

volts. The initial static value of —0-782 volt was found for an electrode

which hail not been freshly re-anialgamatod before use

Table III

I’urrfiil

1

j
Initial HUtio Putc*nUal

1

- 0 700 - O'TOI - 0 782

0 05 Rjnv
0 0 aiDp.

- 0 011
- 0 032

- 0 022
0 03S

— 0 033
- 0-050

After cutting off the current, the ele<'tro(le potentialH reVertefl to their original

static values when these were of the normal figure of —* 0-796 to — 0-796 volt

With electrodes which were at the start more positive, the final static value

lay between the original figure and — 0-796 volt. In all cases, currentfl of

0-5 amp and over caused the appearance of bubbles of gas on the electrodes.

Similar experiments were done with the more strongly arid solution, using a

freijiiency of 11,00() Negative polanzations were observed, less at low current

densities than those recorded above for the lower frequencies and less acid

electrolyte, but increasing very rapidly with the current sttengtli. With a

current of 1 ampere, there was a alow evolution of gas, immediately ceasing

when the current was cut off. The intermediate and final static potentials

were within a millivolt of the initial figure

Calhodvc Compownd CnrrerU Poharizdlvon .—We used currents of 50 nod 470

cycles in the weaker, and 11,000 cycles in the stronger, ac;!^. solution. The

experimental data were agam somewhat difficult to interpret, owing to the

decrease of cathodic direi't-current polarization with time. Making allowance

for this, and for the leas important changes in static potential which also took

place during the electrolysis if the iuitial vohiea differed from the average or

normal value characteristic of the electrode system, the result is that alternating

currentfl of all frequencies bring about a partial depolarization, i e., that the

electrode potential becomes more pteitive This effect increases rapidly with

current density to begin with, but soon aeems to approach a limit A change

from 60-cycle to 470-cycle ouirent has no effwt. The visible result o£ super-

posing the alternating current in the N . ZdSOi + N .H2SOt solution was to lead
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to the appeamoce of bubbles of gas on the eathode lu the caau of tho more

Bttougly acid solution, the auperpoaition of a higher frequency current of sufiicient

StCfiUgth caused an increased rate of disengagement of the hydrogen with which

the electrode was covered. This lasted for some minutes after the alternating

current had been cut oS

Anodic Compound Current Polaruation—Similar experiments were done to

those just desenbed, and the same diifioulties (though loss important) were

encountered in the interpretation of the r^ults, owing to gradual changes

in the diiect-currenb poLarixation (a slow increase) and in the static potential

(a tendency to become more negative) In all cases, a very marked depolar-

ization resulted, and, with the highest currents used, the zino was dissolved

at measured ]^>otentials more negative than its static potential, i.e
,
it behaved

like a baser metal than zinc. The biggest efieots were noted with currents of

11,000 cycles in the solution of composition N.ZnSO* + 7N . H^SOa Our

experiments do not yet enable us to say whether the increased acidity or the

increased frequency is the essential factor The experiments ^th tho lower

frequencies and 1^ acidified solutions indicate, however, a definite, though

small, mcrease of the effect with rising frequency,

0 . Ihscuaaion,

Fig 3 contains the salient numerical data which must be accounted for in

any explanation of the phenomena described above. Along the ordinates are

pbtted the alternating current intensities in amperes. Potential differences

expreesed in millivolts are plotted vertically In diagrams a, d, e, p, h, in

order to avoid comf^oations duo to changes In direct-current polarization with

time during the expenmente, the interfnediafe potential at any moment of the

electrode polarized with a direct current of 50 m a. is taken as the zero of the

scale, «.e
,
the direct-current polarization potential determined either immediately

before switching m the alternating current or umnodiately after cutting it out

The differences between this zero Ime and the various curves then give directly

the effect on the potential of superposing for 5 -10 mmutes on tho direct current

an alternating current of a certain frequency and intensity. The distance

between the zero line and the heavy horizontal line represents the average

value of dtreot-ourfejU polarizabiou measured after the current has been passing

for 5—10 minutes, and referred to the average %nd%al static potential value oi

the electrode concerned [—0 78i volt for Zn (iinanialgamated)/N. ZnSOi

;

^0'796 volt for Zn (amalgaiiiated)/N , ZnSOi and Zu (amalgamated)/

N ZnSOi + N . HjSOi ;
—0-815 volt for Zn (amalgamat«d)/N ZnSO* -h
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7N . In this sense only, die heavy line ooneqionds to the statie

potentul of the electrode Chring to changes in static potential and polarization

Flo 3

potential difierence with time doling eleotrolysis, the difierenees between this

static potential line and the vanous ourves in most cases have only a qualitative

signifioanoe.

In diagrams c, /, k, the thin horizontal zero line denotes the intermediate

Hatitd electrode potential, and the difierences between this line and the varioue

curves represent the unmediate efiect caused by switching in and out the

alternating current.

(a) Unaimalgamated Electrodes

In the case of the well-known anodic and oathodio retardation phenomena

exhibited by the ferrous metals, it is generally agreed (although the details of

the explanations proposed vary consideraldy) that the presence of oxygen or

absence of hydrogen in the metal when acting as anode favoure a high polariza-

tion figure, whilst the pftsenoe of hydrogen has the same efiect in the oathodio

process. The solution and deposition of most other metals from their simple

salt solutions, on the other hand, have usually been regarded as taking place

essentially reversildy, and the observed polarizationa (less than with the fenroua

metals) as being of the nature of concentration polarisation.
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A doser fisuninAtioik of tJie available data) however) ahowa that the matter is

leaa aunple. The oathodio and anodic current density—potential curves given

by menUTy and lead in their nitrate aolutiona—are indeed so steep as to be

explotable in this way. But other systems

—

e,g , Zn/ZnSOi and Cu/OuSO,

behave differently. ThuS) for the anodic solution of Hg (in acid OgNOg),

Ca (in ooid CuSOg), and Ni (in neutral Ni0|) at room temperature and at a

oonent density of 5 m a./cm *, the respective polarizationa are of the order of

5, 20 and 400 m.v. ;
whilst for the oathodic deposition at the same current

density of Hg (from acid HgNOg), Zn (from neutral ZnSOg), and Ni (from nearly

neutral NiC3g)j polarizations of about 6) 70 and 160 m.v are required.* The

obvious suggestion that, with metals like copper and zinOp electrode retardation

jdienomena occur of the same type as with the ferrous metals, but of smaller

magnitude, is supported by the oeciUographic work of Le Blanojfwho showed the

ezistenoe, during both anodic and cathodic proceeses, of polarieation effects too

great to be accounted for by concentration polarization. We assume then that

the observed polarization phenomena are due to retardations m the actual

electrode process, and that these retaidationB are closely connected with charges

ol atomic oxygen and hydrogen m the electrode surface layers.

jStafu) Poterdieds.—The presence of such charges being postulated, it follows

that, at electrodes showing static equihbnum potentials, the following equibbria

must exist

—

Zn-|-2H'zr2HH-Zn‘'

Zn '
-j- 2 OH^ * 0 -|- Zn HgO

and that the observed electrode potential difference must agree, not only with

the figure calculated from the osmotic pressure of the zmo ions and the electro-

lytic solution pressure of euio (to use the conventional terminology), but must

equally be reconcilable with values derived from the electrolytic solution pres-

sures of H and of 0 and the H' and OH' osmotiG pressures. The presence of

0 atoms in a zinc crystal lattice will result in a lowering of the electrolytic

solution pressure of zinc, and the electrode will exhibit an aUoy potential, the

value of which will be more positive the higher the oxygen concentration. On

the other hand, the presence of H atoms in the surface layer will make the

potential more negative—atomic hydrogen is the baser constituent of the

* fanter, ' Elektroohemie wasserloer LCsungnu,’ pp. 36S, 309 (1D22), Id our expen-

m^ts with Zd/N ZtiSOt, the obso^ed anodic and oathodio poUnxatlons were also about

20 and 70 m.v iwipeotlTely) whkh, with a current ol 00 in.a., Indicates that we had an

active electrode area of 10 om

t ' Abhondlungen der Deutoohen Bunsen'Gesellsohait/ Mo. 3, pp 40 ff ,
4B f! (1010).
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Zn—H alloy, A zmo electrode in eqmlibnum with an aqueous aoluUoii of % aioc

salt will oontam then both H and 0 atoms in its surface layer

—

tninuts arnowUa

—and will have a potential which will be more negative the greater [H] and the

leea [0] The potentials of iinamalgamated electrodes in N. ZnfiOi noted by us

averaged “ 0'78i volt, and varied between — 0*793 and — 0*777. The true

potential of Zn/N ZnS04 ,
unaffected by other factors, is probably — 0*796 volt.

We suggest that these electrodes, owing to contact with air, were carrying an

O charge rather in excess of what would correspond to equilibrium between

electrodes, originally oxygen-free, and an air-free electrolyte

Cathodvc Polarization ,—Zn" and H* ions, the latter in very small^aniqiint,

are discharged, and the electrode becomes covered with a freshly deposited

surface containing Zn and H atoms Hydrogen over-voltage at a nne elec-

trode IS high, and this is explamed by a alow rate of union oi H atoms, deposited

in the zinc lattice, to form molecular hydrogen. Consequently, the ooncentra-

tion of H atoms m the surface layer increases in excess of the amount which

would correspond to the equilibrium potential of 0 796 volt, and the dis-

charge potential of both Zn" and H' ions becomes more negative than this

equilibrium figure. The polarization noted by us was about 80 m v at the

Btait, but gradually decreased with time A chauge in appearance of the

electrode took place simultaneously—it became covered with a loose greyish

deposit It IB known that hydrogen over-voltage is less in such a case than

at a smooth electrode, owing to the decreased rate at which H atoms are

deposited per unit of surface, and possibly owing to the fact that, in a

metal lattice at the moment ot its formation, the H atoms are less

firmly held The same explanation would account for the decrease in ainc

deposition polanzation noted by us. The rapid fall in potential to the equili-

brium figure of — 0*796 volt when the current was cut off is, of cooise, simply

due to the rapid disappearance of the excess of H in the surface layers—either

by the reaction 2H -v H, or by 2H -h Zn' ' » 2 H’ + Zn

Anodic P(dar%zaticn.~Vf^ assume provisionally simultansous formation of

Zn‘ ' ions and deposition of 0 atoms, the latter in small amount, and by the

discharge of OH' or ions. The presence of the oxygen in the surface

layers not only makes the reversible solution potential of the zinc more positive,

but also retards the process Zn -|- 2 (+) --> Zn" ' — it would seem natural

that tile presence of electronegative atoms Ui a metal lattice should restrain

the mobihty of the metallic atoms—and there is, consequently, an initial

polarization of some 20 m v. A fresh metallic surface is being continually

uncovered, and if one assumes that 0 deposition u occuning at a rate too
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slow to keep up the 0 content to the value corresponding to the original air

potential^ the alow fall in polarization is explicable The slight roughening

of the surface may also play a part. After cutting uA the current, the potential

at once drops to and passes its original value, an efiect due to the low O density

in the freshly exposed £mo surface But, in course of time, the electrode

charges itaeli up with oxygen until in equilibrium with the atmosphere, and

the original potential is reprodui^.

AUemating Currmf PoZamo^ton (fig 3 (c) ) —The potential road is an average

figure, which is a complicated function of a large number of variables. Assuiu-

ing, as here, that the electrodes exhibit polarization with direct currents, the

simplest case conceivable is one in which the changes in the electrodes respon-

sible for the setting m and disappearance of such polarization take place rapidly

m comparison with the duration of a single unidirectional current pulse In

tht^se circumstances, the observed potential should be near the arithmetic

mean of the direct-current potentials for this current ilensity. If, on the

other hand, some one or more of those processes take place slowly, then a diverg-

ence from this mean value may be anticipated. In our case the a^sume^l

relations are the formation and disappearance of H and 0 charges in the

electrodes, and a polarization potential rather more negative than this mean

value IS found For an altematingK^urrent of 0 05 ampere, the observed

polarization for frequencies of 50 and 1950, after five minutes’ flow of current

were — 31 to — 32 m.v,, whilst the mean value of the diTect-cunc|^^!i^laTiza-

tjons after the same lapse of time (anodic 4- 20 m v., catboilic ^70 m v.) is

— 29 m.v This might be taken to signify that the rate of loss of deposited

H atoms la so slow that an appreciable fraction stiJI exists in the metal at

the end of the cathodic pulse—or perhaps that the dischargtxl OH' or SO4'' ions

had insufficient time to furnish oxygen, or this oxygen to enter the zinc surface

This last supposition sounds plausible, for whereas only two steps are involved

m the transition from H' ions to a Zn—H' alloy, three would appear to be

necessary for OH' (or SO4') ions producing a Zn - 0 alloy

Facts which need explanation are that, whereas, below 2000 cycles the effect

reaches a high value with a small current density, only increasing slowly as

the current is increased, and h also independent of frequency, with a frequency

of 11,000, the effect is far smaller, and is not disproportionately great for small

currents. The smaller result producwl by high-frequency currents may, of

coujfie, simply be due to insufficient time being given in the duration of a

ain^e pulse for even the (presumably) more mobile H atoms all to enter the

line Another aspect of the phenomenon is that which considers to what

VOL. 0111 —1 »
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ezt«Dt a single puUe of a certain frequency can affect tiie metal aorface aa a

whole, A simple calculation will show that whereas one square cm, of nnc

surface contains about 16 ‘8 X 10^' atoms of zinc, a single cathodic or anodic

pulse of ll,000-c3'’clo current of 90 m.a./um.‘ will only deal with about

O' 13 X 10^* atoms, le, will chaiige less than one per cent of the suriace.

With 50-cyole current, on the other hand, more than a complete layer of

atoms IS dissolved or deposited, and a larger effect of low-frequcnry current

would thus be anticipated

Another view is that the H and 0 atoms deposited in succeeding pulses do

not disappear as their respective gases, but mutually destroy one another

on the reversal of current, la this case a stoichioinetno excess of H over O

atoms would be responsible for the residual negative polarisation There ore

clearly other possibilities of explanation, some of them of m teres t in connection

with those theones of anodic solution which ascribe a necessary r6le to mter-

modiatc oxygen formation. Nothing is to be gained by discussing them further

at this stage.

Com/pofyiiid CurreTU Pohnzatum (fig 3(a), (6) ).—As the ratio of the nlternating-

ourrent to the direct current increases, so the resultant current, from being

a steady direct current, will first become a pulsating direct current, and, when

the critical ratio A C ‘ D C ‘ 1 ’ has been passed, will change into an

asymmetrical alternating current. The greater the alternating-current com-

ponent, the more nearly will this asymmetrical current approach a symmetrical

one— as far as the ratw of the coulombs in the two pulses u eoncerned. But

there will always be a c'onstant dtffereiwe in coulomb figures between the pulses^

corresponding to the value of the direct-current component Over the pulsating

duect-curront range, the effect of the alternating-current superposition will

be to lower the direct-C'urreut polarization by amounts which will be greater

the higher the AC, D 0, ratio, and the lower the frequency. The treatment

given by Allmand and Fun* for gold anodes in HCl is applicable m such cases,

and, although our actual measurements in this paper have been earned out at

higher alternating-current densities, the trend of the cUrvee agrees with their

deductions.

When considering the effects of larger superposed currents, the residual

direct-current component, and the fact that the net result of the electrolysis

is the continual formation of a fresh zinc surface by deposition or solution,

must be borne m mind. This aspect of the phenomena is particularly

important when companng the anodic compound current polarizations with
* 'Trane. Faraday Soo.,' vol. 21, p, 1 (1026).
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the albernAtiii|;-<urreiLt polarizations. With an alternatiog'^urreat component

of 0*7 amp. (implying a oouLomb ratio for the anodic, oomparerl with the

cathodic, pulse of 0'7n'0'65), the average potential, even with 50-cycle

current, a single pulse of which practically changes the whole of the surface

layer, is still very far removed from the potential of an electrode polarized

with 0-7 amp. of alternating current. On the other hand, the potential of

an electrode polarised with a cathodic compound current of the same strength

apd of not too high a frequency, is within a few ni v of the alternating-current

electrode potential This difierence in behaviour corresponds to the differences

in nature of the electrode surface—with the excess anodic polarization, a surface

hardly distmguiBhable from that resulting when using an anodic direct current

but, with the excess cathodic polarization, a loose deposit, resembling the

surface obtained after polarization for a sufficient time with pure alternating

4‘iirrent of sufficiently high intensity and low frequency.

The influence of frequency ls interesting, and includes points which cannot

at present be satisfactorily explained, but which are clearly of importance

in connection with the actual mechanism of the electrode processes. The

effects of IdflO-cyole current are of thia nature Whereas with alternating

currents they cannot be distinguished from those of 50-cycle current, in the

cathodic compound current expenments, they are distinctly leas, particularly

at small current densities, and, in the anodic experiments, are indistinguish-

able from those of 11,000 frequency The small effect of high-frequenoy

currenta is readily explicable by the fact that, whereas the net result of the

compound current is to deposit or dissolve some ten layers of zme atoms per

second (reckoned on the original dimensions of the zinc and assuming 10 cm *

to be the eflectivo area), a single pulse, even of the largest albeTOabing current

of 11,000 frequency used, does not affect as much as 1 per cent of a single

layer.

(6) Amoigaimted Electrodes in Nvntrol Solution

The statie potential of — 0 796 volt we regard as the true equilibrium potential

of Zn/N . ZnSOj, unaffected by the oxygen changes which are made possible

in the unamalgamated electrode oiving to the constraining effect of the metallic

lattice on the mobility of the oxygen atoms In the present case, the electrode

will simply contain minute amounts of dissolved 0 and H atoms in electrolytic

equilibrium with the H* and OH' concentrations in the electrolyte. The small

polarization effects noted on making the electrode the anode, we attribute bo

ooncentration polarization in the amalgam layer, the actual process Zn + 20
T 2
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-r Zd" taking pUoe revenibly at the amalgam surface. The ctUJiodui pTOcees

appean to be alightJy retarded, this retaidation becoming less as electrolyus

proceeds, and the amalgam surface becomes covered with oiystals of zinc.

As already noted, in one case it was only 1 mv. with a current of

DO m.a. We suggest that, simultaueously with the Zn" ions, H' ions are

discharged in small number, the H atoms formed diseolving in the mercury.

Their rate of combmation to form molecular hydrogen lags behind their rate

of deposition, with the result that the alloy potenUal becomes more negative

As the electrode becomes covered to an ever greater eitont with loose sme

Crystals, which replace the amalgam m the actual surface of ionic discharge,

BO the true current density falls, whilst an increasing fraction of the discharge

takes place at the surface of the finely divided smo. It is considered that both

ibese facts will tend to a lower H concentration m the eleotrode and hence to

a lower polarisation.

For the results obtained with alternating and compound currents, we

adopt the same views as an experimental workng hypothesis In the aUemai-

ii^~current experiments (hg. 3 (/)) there is no polarization during the anodic

pulse. With the smaller frequencies, enough zinc is thrown out on the amal-

gamated surface during the cathodic pulse to form the crystal layer referred

to (the electrodes became a dead white m appearance), and there is consequently

only a very small cathodic poUnzation With the frequency of 11,000, on

the other hand, no change in the eleotrode surface was noted, and the conclusion

drawn is that, during the very abort cathodic pulse, the small amount of zme

deposited does not crystallize, and is simply redissolved during the succeeding

anodic pulse. The H atoms deposited therefore dissolve m the mercury* and

are responsible for the net negative polarization observed. With at\odicaU^

compounded currentH (fig 3 (d) ) the conditions are practically the same as far as

the cathodic pulse is concerned, and we consequently have, with 11,000-cyclo

current, but not with low-frequency currents, a negative polarization super-

posed on the concentration polarization in the amaJgam due to the residual

anodic current. With calfuidtcally eompounded currents (fig. 3(f)) the amalgam

surface is being continually covered with crystals, and consecjuently the small

and decreasing polarization due to the cathodic direct-current component is

unaffected by alternating currents of any frequency

This view of the phenomena, which is consistent with the experimental facta

BO for brought to light, will be tested fuitber in Several ways.
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(c) Amalgamated Electrodes in Ac\d Solution-

Static Poleniiah —In accordance with the aaaumption of the existence of the

equilibrium Zn + 2 H' Z— 2H 4* Zn’ ' at the electrode-electrolyte interface,

it IS clear that the addition of free acid to the neutral zinc sulphate will have as

effect an increase of the H concentration at the amalgam surface. According to

oui measureiuenta, the potential remains unaffected if [H^SOJ becomes IN

This can only mean that the increases in [H ] and [H] run parallel up to this

acidity. If, however, [HgSOi] is made 7N, then the electrode becomes more

negative, a change which can be interpreted by assuming that the increase of

[Hj m the electrode outHtnpfl that of [H'] m the electrolyte, and that these

concentrations detemune the amalgam potential (H, not Zn, will be the moat

base constituent of the amalgam) The fact that the electrode is coated u^th a

visible gas film indicates that the value of [H] is now so high that the tendency

for the reaction 2H Hg to take place freely is only held in check by surface

tension forces.

This curious rise of the negative value of the potential following the addition

of acid obviously needs further elucidation, and experiments will be undertaken

to this end. After our measurements had been made, we found that Richards

and Dunham* had noticed the same phenomenon, recording even greater

potential changes.

Cathodw Direoi-CurrefU Polamat%on —The cause of this polarization is the

same as that observed with neutral ZnSO«, te , the simultaneous deposition of

H' ions, resultmg in an increase in the value of [H] in the electrode surface, and

in the potential becoming more negative. The part taken by H' ions lu the

cathodic discharge is here, however, more important, and the effect corre-

spondingly greater. The alow evolution of hydrogen is to be expected. So is

the sudden drop in polarization on cutting off the current, as the H " amalgam

here postulated will be unstable and rapidly decompose in aocordance with the

equation 2H Hg It may be mentioned that observations of Lewis and

Jacksont and Dunnillj;, on hydrogen over-voltage phenomena at a mercury

electrode, make probable the existence of such transitory amalgams.

Further, Mellorj cites a number of older papers which support this view, and,

amongst later workers, Heyrovskyjl has been led to the same conclusion, os

• ' Jour Amenoan Chem Soc vol. 44, p- 079 (l622),

t ‘ Zelt fUr physiluL Cheiu vol 56, p 193 (1906)

t 'Trftos Chem. Soo vol 119, p. 1081 (1021)

S
‘ Tfutiae on inorganic Chemistry,' vol 4, p 759 (1023),

U
' Trans. Fwnday Soc./ vol 19, p, 780 (1924).
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oppo&ed to the idea of any kind of hydrogen Him on the mercury eurfaee,

Finally, the fact that the polarization falls with time, and rapidly when zino

crystala appear on the surface, is explained by us in the same way as the

corresponding drop in polarization id neutral solutions

Anodic Dtreef-CurrerU Polamatwn.—The observations made in this connection

(Hg 2) are unexpected and remarkable, as the absence of polarization efieota

would have been anticipated The electrode is assumed to be charged with

atomic hydrogen and, according to generally accepted views, the anodic solution

of zinc should then take place reversibly. In any cose, in the more strongly

acid solution, the zinc is on the point of dissolving spontaneously. Further,

although anodic solution of the unamalgamated metal in neutral ZD3O4 exhibits

considerable irreversibility, with amalgamated zinc there is only small

polanzaiion

A tentative series of assumptions is necessary to account for the observed

farts We suggest that direct ionization of hydrogen dissolverl in the mercury*

occurs with difficulty or not at all—in fact, that the H is passive The anodic

passivity of hydrogen under other circumstances is well known, though usually

ascribed to a different cause. It is further necessary to explain why the zino

does not ionize readily. This we suggest may be due to mere mechanical

hindrance, or a displacement of Zn atoms from the surface layer by H atoms.

Ab then neither Zn nor H atoms can ionize reyeraibly, anionic discharge will

take place to a certam extent, followed by oxygon depoaitioD. It ia ooBumed

that the oxygen formed disaolvoa in the mercury and reacts with the H atoms

present, but comparatively slowly, subsequently accumulates, and that this is

the cause of the remarkable rise in potential observed. The removal of the

difiaolve^l hydrogen facilitates the direct ionization of zinc and, in addition,

the reaction Zn + 2 H' 2H Zn"’ will then take place, tending to

restore the H concentration in the surface layer. The comparatively slow rate

of return of the auodically polarized electrode to the static potential is ascribed

to slow disappearance of the dissolved oxygen— it would seem that a solution of O
atoms m mercury (or in zinc amalgam) is more stable than a solution ofH atoms.

ExpenmtfiU iTWoUnng A UcfruUxing Curfcnls - The above assumptions being

made, a plausible mechanism for the retnaming phenomena is not difficult

to imagine. With aliemating currenU (Hg. 3 (it) ) the anodic pulse involves

appreciable polarization and the deposition of a little oxygen. Dunng the

cathodic pulse, this oxygen is destroyed owing to the momentary high con-

centration of deposited H atoms, the excess of which causes, in its turn,

considerable cathodic polarization The net result is a rttiduol negative
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polarizatioD of the electrodea, accompanied, at high turreni dcmotiefl, by

incipient evolution of hydrogen and solution of zinc, whilst the 0 at<ims are

not aiiorded an opportunity of aocumalating in the electrode.

With caihodui cojnpmind curr&nla (fig 3 (h) ) the phenomena differ only in

degree. The polarizationfl observed are more negative, corresponding to the

excess of the cathodic component and, at high current densities, obvioiisly

approach those given by pure alternating currenta The result reiMirte<l by

Allniand and Pun—viz
, that superposition of an alternating current nn an

amalgamated zinc cathode in acid zinc sulphate solution causes an mcreane

in polarization and in the electrolysing voltage—now falls into line They

were using electrodes of the same dimensions as wo were, but a cathodic direct

current of only 10 ma —one-lifth of our figure—whilst their alternating

currents varieil between 0*5 and 2-0 amps The x»lerizations they were

measunng would then be practically alteruating-current polarizationn, and of

the order of 30—40 m v
,
judging from our figures Their results were rather

irrogiilar, and were not quoted by them They are available to uh, and show

that, for frequencies between 60 and 400, the average amount by which the

cathodic potential difference became more negative for 0 5 amp of super-

posed alternating current was 16 m.v
,
and for 2 0 amp

,
22 m v This would

lead to a direct-current cathodic polarization of about 15- 20 m.v in their

experiments, which appears a reasonable figure (We got 60 m v with five

times the current density.)

\\ithaiiodto(iUycompoufided curretUs (fig. J(y)), the same general view accounts

for the facts. The H atoms depoaitwl m quantity (comparatively speaking)

during the cathodic pulse react with the oxygen (or a proportion of it) liberated

during the anodic pulse, the result bciii^ that the polarization during tliis

pulse becomes less The cathodic pulse giving a negative polariEatiou in any

cose, the resultant oflfect is that the average jKitential actually measured rapidly

becomes more negative with increase in current density Kventually, the

alt^mating-ciUTerit polarization value is approaclicil This appears more

slowly with anodic>ally than with cathodically (x)mpounde<l currents, as the

slow increase obeervcfl m the intermediate direct-ciiircnt polarization values

shows that Bome of the deposited oxygen escapea reaction with the H atoms

during the cathodic pulse

The work described above waa carried out between December, U>24, and

December, 192G. It will be extended further, not only in respect of those

points mentioned in the course of the paper, but also by means of oscillographic

measurements.
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A Method of Studying the Behaviam of X~Bay Tubet,

By R C. Kichaabs, M 9c., Carey Foster Laboratory, University

College, London

(Com munK’fttpd by Prof A. W, Porter, P R.8 —Received May 1, 1926.)

Introduction^

A quanLitalivo study of the radiation output from an X-ray tube, in relation

to the voltage applied and current flowing, would appear to be important

both from the theoretical point of view and that of designing tubes of greater

steadiness and efflciency In this sense, o1 oourse, the tube lUelf is not the

only determining factor, the operation of the break and coil must be taken

into account as well, and in what follows the term system ” will be used

to denote coil, break and tube collectively

There are two methods to approach this problem
,

the three variables,

current (C), voltage (V), and radiation output (I), might be measured over the

period of a single break of the ooil by, for ejcaznple, an oscillographic method,

AS in the work of Taylor Jones, although a serious difficulty arises m the

measurement of the very small quantity oi radiation available lor examination.

Alternatively, one might find the average for a large number of breaks of

instantaneous values of these variables ; this is the method to be described

here

The former of these two methods, ignoring for a moment the difficulty of

measuring the radiation—is obviously the only one which could be reasonably

applied lA the case of gas tubes, m which the mtemal conditions are oontmually

varying, but even then the informatjon gamed would not be very reliable iq

extrapolation to lengthy periods of operation. The method has yielded elegant

results in the hands of Taylor Jones* as far os the measurement of G and V
are concerned, but for the measurement of I a photographic method has to be

employed ivith the attendant difficulty of interpreting the “ density " of a

photographic image.

For a Coolidge tube, on the other hand, an average ol instantaneous valu^

is applicable, since, after it has been running for a short penod, the hardness

remains constant, provided suitable safeguards are introduced to ensure the

oonstauoy of the fllamont heating current. As will be seen, too, in this method^

the difficulty of measurmg small quantities of radiation is avoided.

• Taylor Jones, " Tho Theory ol the InHaction Coil (Pitman)^
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2. OejMTol Ikscnpion of Method

The BjBtem in the following description oonsista of a 10-inch induotion coil,

n rot'ATy }et merouiy interrupter, and an ordinary GooUdge tube In efwonoe,

all that happens is that the interrupter “ makes and “ breaks,” producing

voltages in the secondary of the coil, the latter of which causes a current to

^ow in the tube, producing an output of radiation This cycle is repeated

over and over with reasonable constancy if the break ih clean and nmoothly

•operated.

Suppose we describe the process of the make and break by some such expres-

flion as uff, by which is meant that at the instant I — 0, the interruption is on

the point of making/’ and at some later instant, t = t' say, the process of

**
break ” is first completed. Then for every value of i between 0 and t\ there

will be a corresponding instantaneous value of the following quantities, some of

which, of course, may be zero owing to the rectifying power of the tube '—
primary current, tube current (C),

secondary Miltage (V), X-ray output (I)

The method consists in selecting a particular value of t {%.e of a certain instant

m the interruption) and for a large number of successive cycles, examining the

corresponding instantaneoas values of V, C and 1. At once it will be seen that

the method avoids measunng small quantities of radiation, since as much

radiation as one wants may be had by observing over a Hufficiently large number

of cycles.

Now by altering the selected value of t, the variables may be measured again,

and so on over the whole senes of values of I comprised in a complete discharge

Thus WG shall obtain what perhaps may be called an avorago instantaneous

value of the vanablcs in relation to the “ phase ” of the break, against which

they may be plotted.

3 The Ap}xiratii8

The expeiimontal method is essentially stroboscopic A heavy flywheel,

9 inches m diameter, is geared to the driving shaft of the mercury breakj and

rotates twice dining one revolution of the latter. The fly^^hael is provided

with a small radial slit near its circumfereuce Behind the wheel is a lead box

containing the Coolidge tube, the radiation from which escapes through a slit

in the box and impinges normally on the rotating wheel. This radiation is

completely stopped by the wheel at all times, except when the radial alit posses

in front of the slit in the X-ray box.
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Tbua, only radiation oacaped is charactezistio oi a particular phaae of

the break, and it la received in a long ionisation chamber containiog methyl

iodide vapour, where it is measured by the usual method with a quadrant

electrometer, by finding the rate at which the inetnunent charges up.

The measurement of the instantaneous value of the voltage across the tube

calls for special arrangements In theory it could be arranged that the rotate

ing wheel earned contacts which connected the ends of the secondary of the

induction coil to a measuring instrument for an instant at the identical time

at which the X-ray beam is escaping through the radial slit into the ionisation

chamber. Owmg to the high value of the voltage, this la impracticable, and a

means of stepping down this voltage must be employed.

This IS accomplished by a system of condensers m senes. The total voltage

drop will be distributed in the oondenaers m inverse ratio to their capacities,

and the voltage across one of these condensers can be measured by the method

suggested above, that is, by instantanooua contact on the flywheel and a

quadrant electrometer,

In order to simplify this procedure, the tube is operated with one end earthed ,

the final condenser in the senes is merely the quadrant-system of the electro-

meter, one pair of quadrants being earthed. The first condenser in the series,

across which the greater part of the voltage is taken up, consists of an earthed

metallic box (shown m section fig 1) through the opposite ends of which are

welbinsulatod supports carrying carefully polished spherical balls, one of

which 18 relatively closo to the earthed wall of the box.

The direct technical difliculty in this voltage measurement is the tendency

of the high potential Icada to “ splutter ” This was overcome by heavy

insulation, and where this was not practicable, by careful polishing and the

elimination of points In a auiular way the current flowing through the tube

can be measured A non-inductive ixnl of 10,000 ohms resistance was placed

in senes with the tube, and leads from the ends of the resistance were led to

a quadrant ele(.trometer, by way of a contact on the revolving wheel, bo arranged

that contact was made at the same instant as the X-ray beam escaped through

the radial sht. The electrometer measurod the instantaneous value of the

potential across this coil, and provided a measure of the current flowing,

since the cod waa constructed of wire with neghgible temperature-resistance

coefficient. The coil was placed at the “ earthed ’* end of the tube for obvious

reasons,

It remains to show how we may obtain values for V, V and J, corresponding

to the several values of the break phase. The interrupter was mounted bodily
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QU a tuni-t&bl6 which could be turned about a vertical axia eorreeponding with

the axis of rotation of the break spindle. The turn-table was giAduated in

degrees, and the bod^ of the interrupter could be clampeil at any position on

the scale If we imagine the break spindle and, consequently, the flywheel

to be stationary in the position in which the radiation escapes through the

radial slit, the instantaneously measured quantities V, G and 1 will be charac-

terutic of the angle denoting the break phase Now, if the body of the

break, and in oonsequeiice its contacts, be rotated through a small ahglc s,

and damped, the variables in a succeeding experiment wiU be characteristic

of a break phase ^ T a, according to which way the rotation took place Thus

we can find values of V, C and I corresponding to various settings of the

interrupter on the turn-table.

Induction roil

4. Measurmj InatrumenU.

For the ionisation and current measurements, Dolezalec deotrometera were

used
f
the poieutial was measured by^ an ordinary quadrant electrometer, of

relatively large capacity, acting as it docs as the last niembei in the chain of
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aeriu aondeaaen uaed bo abep down tlio potenbul aorOM tihe bubo. Three

main difficnltieB ari&e in the measuiementa :

—

(i) due to induction efiecte from the hi^-teneioii aysteiDr

(u) due to tnctional ^eotnfication ariBing from the revolving flywheel,

(in) due to insulation leaks.

The first is overoome by very thorough shielding of all insulated leadsj etc., by

earned shields.

Frictional efleots are inherent in the system, but can be nummised by reducing

sliding contacts and earthing the flywheel, Imperfection m insulation was

eliminated by tnal and error, till the electrometers, connected up to their leads

and the contacts on the flywheel, showed no appreciable leak.

The greatest difficulty in the experiment was to find suitable contacts, which
** made " on the projecting points on the rotating wheel at the instant when

the variables were examined With the flywheel rotating about 1500-2000

times a minute, a considerable blow was given to these contacts, and they soon

broke off After a great deal of trouble it was found that a flexible wire, made

of cotton thread wound over with a very thin spiral of copper, stood up to the

wear very well, and at the same tunc made a reliable contact

5. Method of Operation

The interrupter, which was driven by an electric motor, was set in rotation,

and with it the flywheel After a tune the speed became constant. This

constancy was determined by a stroboscopio method oiigiually, the control

being a reed vibrating laterally, but it was found that constancy of speed was

very well indicated by the Constancy of the current flowing in the driving motor,

or by the pitch of the note emitted by the gearing between the break spindle

and flywheel The observer became very sensitive to any speed variation,

as indicated by a change in pitch of this note. The instrumenta were then

examined to see if any charges were accumulating due to friction, and if this

was satisfactory, the pnmary coil current was switched on. So far only small

primary cunente have been used, in the region of 3 amperes. The Goolidge

tube was thus set m operation, and the eleotrometera measuring V and C at

once show deflection The whole system was then allowed to run for fifteen

or twenty mmubes until the V and C deflections remained steady The ionisa-

tion chamber and its corresponding electrometer were then thrown into the

circuit, and provided that the particular phase at which the interrupter is

set is Buitablej the instrument will start to charge up, the rate of charging being

determined by the rate at which the spot of light reflected from the mirror on
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ihe needle paeeed ovei a traniparent scale. When a aabefactory Beriea of vaJntt

of ihifl rate Had been obtained, the deflections of the instnimentB meaBUiing

C and V were read, thus giving the values of C, V and 1 for then particular

setting of the break.

Without disturbing the apparatus, the break was moved forward a degree

on the turn-table, and the above process repeated again and again till the period

of the break had been passed When this happens, the ionisation and current

values drop to zero, but the voltage generally indicates considerably higher

values than dunng the conducting part of the cycle, owing to the inverae

voltage on make, and the lack of any conduction m the tube.

fl Control

In order to keep suflioienb control over the heating current in the filament

of the tube, two rheostats, one a high resistance one, were used in parallel, and

a sensitive ammeter was placed m the circuit The filament end of the tube was

earthed, and the 12-volt battery supplying the heating current carefully

insulated, so that no tube current got to earth via the batteries, instead of

flowing through the measuring coil.

Durmg the operation of the apparatus strict watch was kept on the ammeter

mentioned above, and if necessary the rheostat was touched from time to time

to restore the filament curreut to the chosen value. The whole system is very

sensitive to any variation in this heating current

7. C'cmtoo? Adju^Uneni

Extreme importance must be attac-hed tg the adjustment of the contacts

mode once per revolution of the flywheel, connecting the current and voltage

tilectromoters into the system These contfirLts must l>e adjusted so as to operate

at the exact moment at which the radial slit transmits radiation into the

inniHation chamber

Tn ordfer to test a particular setting of the contacts, the wheel was turned

until its projecting points were just touching both pairs of the external contacts,

and a piece of bromide paper was placed behind the radial sht, on the side ot

the fl}rwheel remote from the X-ray tulie. The filament of the tube was then

heated to whiteness by a current, and the light was reflected from the anode

through the sbt in the lead box on to the surface of the wheel If now the

contacts are correctly set, the light will pass through the radial slit and produce

a latent image on the bromide paper. Adjustment was earned on until a clear

image was produced on the paper, with the flywheel set so as to give contact

with the current and potential measuring mstnimentfl,
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6 ExpermmlUii

Following the method of .'lection 0 above, tesits were earned out to determino

the manner in which I, C and V varied dunng a complete break.

In the first experiment here recorded, only two of the variableSj namely,

ionisation output and potential difference, are recorded (fig. 2).

The Ant point which is noticed in this graph is that the break of the ioniAation

curve does not correspond with that of the voltage curve. It is this important

point which led to the careful photographic method of adjasting the oontacbi.

So far as can be examined, the phase difference indicated here is purely instru-

mental, and, as IS seen m subsequent graphs^ it disappears with rigorous

adjustment by the method indicated. This graph also shows the inverse

potential, produced at make This rises to a high value owmg to the fact

that the tube is nonconducting for this particular part of the cycle

This curve, which was one of the first to be obtained when the imtial difficulties

of the method were overcome, is included chiefly to show the inverse potential

Conditions inside a rotary mercury break must necessarily d^rt very
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conBiderably from the simple make-and'break conception, which leads to the

oonelusion that the make ” potential will be nniall compared with that at

break An arc at " break ’* may have n relatively low resistance, such aa

would render the rate of fall of primacy current not greatly different from it^

rate of nse on completing the circuit Thu* view seems to derive support

from this cur\'e

Fig 3 represents the type of curve which is obtained by the method described,

when rigid phase adjustment is carnet out. It is plotted only over that part

of the cycle during which the tube is conductive.

9 Generof Obmvotxom

Stress must be laid on the point that these resulLs are of a preliminary

nature, and are quoted m order to show that the method described above is
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an effective one. With this leservation, however, we can make a few general

obeervatione The cnrvea in fig. 3, which are typical, ihow that there is little,

if any, difference of phase between the vanablea C, V and 1- It m poBsible,

however, that inductance and capacity effccta balance one another, with the

system arranged as at present. It is the subject of future work to tost this

question of phase in greater detail.

Another noticeable feature is that the ionisation output is concentrated in a

narrow region coinciding with the current and potential maximum Seven or

ei^t degrees of a break cycle are alone fruitful in producing radiation
,

in a

break provided with four contacts, therefore, only about one-tenth of the tune

of operation is spent in producing reasonable quantities of X radiation This

observation is in agreement with one of Taylor Jones, as shown by the photo-

graphic method, in whuh he showed a darkening of the photographic plate

just underneath the secondary potential break, not extending to any great

distance on either side of the central line.* This radiation, it must be remem-

bered, is the actual radiation detected in the ionisation chamber, and aa such

IS subject to various influences, so that its relation to the observed values of

r and V may be obscure, or, at least, very complicated. Mention may be made

of absorjitiou at the wall of the tube and the aluminium window of the ionisation

chamber as two of these disturbing eflerts What the curves do show is the

extent of useful radiation, m relation to C and V, in a qualitative fashion.

The X-ray tube was operated on an alternative spark gap of 12 cms. between

points in such a way that the secondary potential is m the neighbourhood of

80 kilovolts. The anti-cathode of the tube is of tungsten, wluch requires

bombardment by cathode rays which have fallen through a potential drop of

13 kilovolts to produce the characteristic L radiation and 95 kilovolts to prudbee

Its K radiation t It follows, therefore, that out particular system will, in

addition to producing white radiation throughout the cycle, give tungsten

L radiation for parte of the cycle in which the voltage is greater than 13 kilo-

volts This will have the effect of concentrating the observed, or useful,

radiation into a peak, as shown by the graphs.

The writer desires to express his indebtedness to Prof. A W Porter, F.B 8.,

for suggesting this line of work and for his continued help and advice
;
to the

Royal Society for a grant to enable the purchase of apparatus
; and to

Mr Stephen Northeast, B Sc . formerly of this Laboratory, who designed the

step-down condenser used in the potential measurement, and was closely

associated with the prebminary stages of the work.

* Taylor Jemea, tbid
, p. 159
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Ttgis of Large Odd, Silver and Copper Crystain

By C. F. Elam, D.Rc. (Armourer b and Brasier's Research Fellow).

(Communtcated by Prof H. C H Carjienter, F R S —Received July 0, 1926 )

Large cryetala of a number of mctala have been made by Bndgman*

by slowly lowering a tube contnining the metal through a furnace ao that it

cools from one end. By using a graphite tube Daveyf succeeded in making

copper crystals by this method. ITe obtainml crystals over six inches long

and up to nearly one inch in diameter.

The present paper desoribes some tensile tests on gold, silver and copper

crystals which have been made by this method Rods of the metal wore melted

m graphite tubes 0 25 inch diameter and 10 inches long, tapered at one end

These were slowly lowered by clockwork through a platinum-won nil electric

tube furnace, the middle portion of which was maintained at 100*^ C, above

the nielting-puint of the metal Nitrogen was passed slowly through (he tube

to prevent oxidation. In some cases tho whole rod (about eight inches lung)

consisted of one crystal. It does not seem to be essential that the graphite

tube should be tapered, as it was sometimes found that a crystal growing from

the point stopped a short distance up the rod, and that a new crystal begiimuig

here occupied the whole cross-section of tho rod for the length that remained

The crystals were free from blow-holes if prepared in this way, but if rods

of the metal were melted in the tubes and allowed to cool down with the furnace

they were frequently very unsound ThiH* occurred even when the metal was

melted in veWuo, and, in fiict, a copper rod melted three times in vartio still

nnntained large blow holes Apart from this, cooling started from both ends,

with the result that the rod cousist'CnJ of two or more crystals, with uusoundness

m the middle.

Great caro is required in romoviug the crystals from the tubes to avoid

bending The boro of the tubes was not always uniform, and slight irrcgularitips

m the surface were filled by tbe molten metal, which, when solidified, prevented

the rod from slipping out easily. On one occasion, in pulling a lube of! a gold

crystal, the whole crystal was twisted into a spiral showing three complete

turns. The spiral only made its appearance on etching, the rod appearing

* ‘ Proo, Amw. Asad. 8ei vol. UO, Nos. 0, 7 sAd 8.

t
' Fhys. Rot.,' vol. 20 (Februuj, 1925).

VOL, Oin.—A, u
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quite Dorma] when oirtracted from the tube. The ciyistali of all three metals

required great care m handling.

Tho gold woe kmdly fumiehed by the Goldamith'a Company, through the

courtesy of Mr Prideaux, Tho silver waa the purest available assay silver

The copper, in the form of rod made from electrolytic copper, was kindly given

by the Broughton Copper Com}iany, and after remclting in nitrogen was

almost entirely free from oxide

Tho oriontatiorts of the crystals wore determined by means of X-rays.

Davey* has stated that a cubic axis was always parallel to the axis of the

cylinder in copiicr crystal.'?, and Bridgmanf also miticed that oertjun directions

wore favoured, and t^ineluded that the growth of the crystal was easier in some

directions than others A diagram illustrating the position of the axis of the

rod, relative to the piincipal crystal axes of eight copper crystals, is given in

Hg 1 This represents part of a st^Teographic diagram of a cubic crystal, the

dots m the triangle being the positions of tho axos of the rods of the various

crystals. A full doscriptinu of this diagram and tho means of using it has

boon described already J According to Davey the points should be near the

pole of the (010) plane No crystals of copper, silver or gold have so far

boon obtained in this position Actually the orientations vary considerably,

as tins and subsequent diagrams show

Tensile, tests wore corned out with these crystals and the crystal axes

determined at each stage, As it was impossible to machine them there were

small variations in tho cross-section, and often tho rod was Hlightly tapered.

Sometimes those irrcgulantioB increased as tho test proceeded ; sometimes the

rods became more uniform Errors due to this cause show in the X-ray

measurements, as the cxtenfiion, measured over two inches, included regions

which wore sometimes more and sometimes less than the average, with

corresponding vanatiuns in the positions of the orystal axes.

The rods became olliptical on stretching, showing the lens-shaped figure

found in aliimiiuum and breaking with a double-wedge fracture. Blip-bands

were observed on all tho cryataJe They were more noticeable during the early

ittages of extension, and tended to become almost obliterated later One set

of planes was usually observed until near the end of the test, when two rets

were visible No attempt was made to measure Uie position of the planes,

• Lot ci(.

t Lae. oU.

X Taylor and Elaja, ' Roy. Soo. Fkoo A, tgL 109.
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owing to the roughneM of the euiface and to the fact that thry wern not clearly

marked all round the Bpeoimens

Coppeti Bilver and gold lesemblc aluminium in that their crystals have a faro-

centfed cubic lattice It la therefore to bo expi^oted that thoy ahouhl show

the aame typo of diatortion m tension The prooesn of distoition of nluniimnin

crystalfl ia now well known, and it has been shown that it la due slip on an

octahedral (111) plane in the direction of the pole of one of the tlirce (110)

plukea *t It waa alao ahown* how the ahp-planc and direction of slip could be

predicted from the poaition of the axis of the teat'piece relative to the crystal

axes. If, therefore, it can be shown that the axia of the i/eat-])ieLe changes in

reapect to the oryatal axes in the gold, Hilver and coppc'i crystals, in the aame

way aa was found for alumimiim, the concluaion can be drawn that the diatorlion

is all of the same typo, although no distortion xneasurGments are mode. This

can beat be shown by means of diagrams. By znc method previously desc nbed

the poaitiona of the axis of the tcst-piece in reference to the crystal axes is

plotted for each extension on the stereographic diagram. Part of this diagram

showing the points is shown in figs 2, 3, 4, D and 6, which refer to one gold

crystal, two silver crystals, and two copper crystals respectively The figures

refer bo the elongation per cent, on two inches of the original ( rysUd The

diagrams show that, as in the case of olumimum. the points lie very nearly

on a great circle (drawn in dotted linos), through the original point, t e the

axis with 0 extension, and the pole of the (110) plane, until this line cubs

the great circle through the poles of the (010) and (111) planus At this

point two octahedral planes make oqiial angles with the axis, and it was

shown previously that sbp then occurs on both planes, the axis now moving

along this line towards the pole of the (1^1) plane The iliagrams all show

a tendency for the axia to move m this dircution Irregularities in the

rods have already been mentioned as probable souicca of error which may

cause the points to bo ofi the lino. Other errors occur in the meusurumenta

of the extensions, m the X-ray measurements, and also in the possibility

that the loading of the testing pieces waa nut axial The mam direction

of the movement of the axes resembles that found for aloiumium so closely

that there is every reason to suppose that the distortion of these metal

crystals is actually of the same character Fig. 6 is particularly interestmg.

The crystal axes of this copper crystal were in such a position that double-

slipping should occur from the begiuiung of the test, and as it was very close

* Taylor and Elam, * Itoy. Soo, Proci A, vol lOS

t 'rayloT aud Elam, ‘ Koy, i' A, vol, 102,
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to the pole of the (121) pUnep very little movement of the test-piece axis was

to be expected. The diagratn shows that the position of the axis remAinod

practically unaltered throughout the extension A similar oiyatal of alununium

showed the same result.*

In Table I the inolinatious of the slip-planoa are given, and it will be seen

that these all tend to roach the same value as in aluminium The limiting

value should be 62\

Table I.

Ijoad Aren ri s

Ibo 1110hen
n / Q

Ibfi Hq inK
Gold . 1 00 — 0 (USOl 40 60 8 40

-10 24B 0 0460 53 40 0 40 2,675
20 370 0 0418 55 60 6 0 4,195
30 433 0 0186 60 40 0 4JJ 5,126
40 47S 0 0360 00 0 J 10 5,700
SO 400 (1 0342 01 30 3 10 0,000
00 noo 0 0329 00 60 4 20 0,406

SUnrll , 1 00 0 0604 48 30 15 20
10 105 0 0455 62 40 12 40 1,097
20 JOB 0 0418 56 30 12 40 2,150
30 338 0 0380 68 0 12 U 3,860
40 483 0 0363 00 30 11 0 5,496
00 667 0 0340 01 20 10 0 0,646
00 UOO 0 0310 02 30 12 40 7,540

SllvBr 111 00 0 04B2 40 13 4 20
10 95 0 0452 44 13 4 0 1,061

20 144 0 0414 60 36 3 20 1,702

30 248
1

0 0383 54 65 1 no 3.460
40 363 0 0365 OH 40 4 0 4,4^16

flU 344 0 0340 no 30 4 0 0,845

Copper XI 00 —

,

0 0492 42 03 18 0
10 287 U 0447 47 0 12 10 3.230

2fl 083 0 0373 65 .10 10 0 8,430
30 704 0 0341 56 40 lu 0 10,250

40 816 0 0317 6H 40 10 40 11,200

ri2 867 0 0278 03 20 N 40 12,220

Copper X 00 0 0490 02 0 0 0
10 612 0 (M50 -- - - 4,555

20 KIO 0 O3D0 - -- H.326

30 034 0 0370 - -- 10,380

40 07B U 0327 - -- 12,270

no 087 0 0208 “- ”“ 13,580

The load i^uired to stretch thetrystals at each stage, and the croas-seotiona

were measured. The slip-plane and direction of shp were deduced aud the

Loo. at.. No. 24, flg. 9, p. 44,
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tjuigential component of shear sfcieaa calculated for each extension. This u
given by the formula

—

8 = T/A (cos 6, Bin 6, cos yj)

where T = total load,

A — crosB-eectional area,

^ 0 ^ angle between the normal of the slip-plane and the axis of the

test-piece,

V] — angle between direction of slip and tho direction of maigtniim

slope of the slip-plane.

Table I gives the measurenients and values calculated for S in lbs. per square

inches In tig 7 these arc plotted against tho ratio of the extended to tho

initial length of the specimeus, a. AU of the crystals were extended until

they began to neck, so that tho hnal figure represents approximately the

shear stress at fracture. A curve obtained from an ijumimum crystal is
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jnduded {of comparison. Thjs is taken from the previous paper, where other

ourves and figuiOB for aluminium are given *

It ifl intereating to note that, although the aJumimutn hardens more rapidly

at first than gold or ailver, it finally beeomea the weakeat and ia passed by both

gold and silver. Similarly the gold begins by being stronger than the silver,

but in the final stages of the testa this order is reveraad. It will be seen on

reference to figs, 6 and 6 that copper crystal No X began straight away to

slip on two platies, while No. XI only began double-slipping between 30 and

40 per cent. The curve of the former is smooth, whereas that of the latter

shows a sharp change of diiecdon at about this point Similar breaks in the

curves for the other metals have not been observed.

The shapes of the cuivea for the four metals are entirely different, although

the distortion is of the same type If the hardening were due solely to bending

and breaking up of the ciystal during the proems of slipping, it would be

expected that the curves would have a similar shape Those of the two copper

orystals and the two silver crystals are nearly parallel, and it was found that

all the crystals of alaminium showed approximately the same values for the

same extensions, Therefore the differences observed must be considered as

being due to speoific properties of the several metab.

It might be suggested that this effect is due to the iniluenoe of impurities.

That such is not the case, however, is evident from the fact that the gold,

silver and copper are of a high degree of purity, while the alumimum is relatively

impure. (The aluminium oontains 0 -2 per cent iron and 0-2 per cent, silicon.)

A few of the properties of these metals most likely to influence the mechanical

properties are compared in Table II. The dimensions of the space-lattices of

Table II.

— Gold. Silv«r Coppar. AlumuUiun.

Malting'pobit 1,084" C 980“'

C

1,084“ a 639" C

Atomlii vdiihi 1B7 2 107 BS 83 57 27 1

Deiultyt JB 31 1081 S B52 2 M3

fildo of elementvy oubs iii
“ Angartrttin

"

UnlUt 4 os 4 00 3 ttO 4 01

t

VOL. CXll.—A.

• Loq, I if,

t lADtlolt and Bsriuteiia

t Bngg, ‘ X-rmyt snd CrysUl Btoiotun/

X
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^old, silvoi and aluminiutn are almoat identical, while the value for oopp^ is

considerably lower The o&er properties do not appear to bear any relation

to the mechanical properties. It is impossible to draw any conclusions from

these observations in the present state of our knowledge, but it is aigniAcant

that the metal whose atoms are nearest together shows a greater proportional

increase in hardness on deformation.

My thanks are due to Prof. H 0 H Carpenter, F.K.B
,
and to Prof. G. 1.

Taylor, F.R S
,
fur advice dunng the course of this work, and to Prof W. E,

Dalby, F.R S., for his kindness in allowing me the use of a testing machine in

the City and Guilds Engineenng College.

Tlie AhaorfitKm of Oases hy Charcoal —I.

By R Angus Smith, Ph.D
,
F R.S.

(Keoeivod December 27, 1S62 —Read January 29, 1863 )

[In June, 1920, the Council of the Royal Society considered an application

from Mr S Lenher for pormisaion to print certain parts of Dr. R A, Smith’s

paper on The Absorption of Oases by Charcoal ” on account of their historical

interest. The paper had been formally read before the Society in January,

1863, but, acting oii the advice of a referee. Council had published only

a summary of the paper (’ ProceedingR,’ vol 12, p 421 (1863) ), con-

signing the main manusenpt to the Archives Mr. Lenher wrote that
" Dr Smith’s paper la of such historical importance for adsorption work that

the prmting of a considerable part of the original is now warranted," and
suggested publishing the material from Dr Smith’s paper in the form of

an historical note. Council felt that if the paper were to be published at all,

it should appear m their own ' Frooeedings,’ for which it had been originally

submitted in ]862. Prof, Donnan and Mr Lenher accordingly selected such

parts as seemed to them moet suitable for publication, and these appear

herewith, followed by a short note by Mr. Lenher

An examination of the original manuscript of ihe paper makes it clear that

it was hardly suited for publkation in the form in which it was submitted No
attempt was made to tabulate or summarize the results of the different groupe

of experiments, and the manuscript looks rather like a laboratory note-book.

One of the experts t<) whom the paper liad been referred spoke of the experi-

ments as being " presented in a crude form which is far from attractive," and
continued " The theoretical deductions at the end of die paper possess more
interest, although rather vague and general ; but they are borne down by the

heavy matter with which they are associated " Doubtless it was this report

which led Cuuncii origiually to print only the summary with which the

ongiual paper ended.' -J H J.]
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"
. ^ , I hfld severftl reuoiu for beginning tJiese experimenta. Some

yean ago I had given general opinions on the oxidixing powers of porous bodies,

and had made some expemnenta obtaining interesting results 1 was therefore

desirous oi knowing the details more fully. I had reason also to ronsider the

Bubjeot of the puntication of liquids, and 1 believed that the study could only be

prosecuted by beginning with the nidunentaiy actions of the substances

emi^oyed. Thirdly, I have had still more occasion to consider the purification

of ail and the peculiar action of charcoal on some gases and vapours which are

found to be noxious or disagreeable

“ 1 have paid little attention to the absolute quantity of gas absorbed,

bdieving that enough had been done on this part of the subject
;

for the same

reason I have neglected the nature of the wood
,
beech and oak were used

indifferently, and the hardest were found bo be the most active .

Charcoal ajtd Atmosphenc Air.

** Tbb mode of expei^imenting was that adopted by others and actually

suggested by the circumstances of the case The charcoal was heated to redness

bo the very centre, and when in this state ^as plunged instantly under mercury.

It must not be allowed to reappear on the surface, but must be transferred at

once to the eudiometer. The charcoal becomes vary heavy, being thoroughly

penetrated with mercury . .Tubes for absorption were from ono-half

to three-quarters of an inch m diameter. The pieces oi charcoal were one and

one-half inches in length and about one-half inch in diameter. 1 give only a

few results among many dosen. , .
” [Four experiments are chosen from

a considerable number recorded in the original MS ]

Volume ot sir used,
Volume after

abaorptiun

Volume of gee
Absorbed

No 1. 517 no f

®®
1 87 03N

12 13

0 06

No 0
1
63 70 N

HA viJ 0 74 0 16 00
0 uo

No 7 nil o 1 23 92 0
**'* ® \0l 08N

7« os f
®

1 as 4fl N
10 36
22 BS

No. 0. ^ „./ia 76 0^
01 N ^®l42’36N

16 76
21 5A

e

" These expennients were repeated until the result^ became familiar . . .

" Finding that charcoal absorbed oxygen rapidly, leaving nitrogen untouched,

X 2
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1 e^>ect«d to obtain a constant stream of the former by alternate heating and

cooling. I found that I could obtain little elae than carbonic acid The rapidity

with which some charcoal absorbs oxygen la marvelloiu In this we see readily

the cause of He spontaneouA combustion The rapid oondensation of the gas

itseli produoes beat which, if retained as has been shewn to be the case in

great aggregations of charcoal, increases until combination takes place. This

combination, however, seems to take place without the aid of this accumulated

heat and certainly as low as the boiling point of water.

'* The absorption of oxygen is not merely the filling up of the pores c^raving

by their emptiness a supply of particles bub it is caused by a power capable of

making a selection, removing all the oxygen from the air, even ejecting the

nitrogen from the pores of the charcoal to make room for the gas more readily

condensible, and most readily absorbed, The absorption seems not to be m
relation to the specific gravity of the gas, as I always find that hydrogen expels

nitrogen. We know nothing of the condensibility by mere pressure of oxygen,

nitrogen aiid hydrogen so as to make a compansoD. .

Orygen on Charooat,

[Tables given for the absorption of hydrogen, carbonic acid, and oxygen on

charcoal over a penod of a month.] In these experiments we And that hydro-

gen is not absorbed by charcoal except for a very short time . The numbers

shew an amount of gas almost constant during the whole period, and leading

us to conclude that so little is hydrogen inclined to condense in the pores of the

charcoal that even with some increase of pressure there was no tendency. On

the other hand, a diminution of temperature has a certain marked effect m
causing condensation .

"

Displacement of NUrogen in Charcoal

“ The displacement of nitrogen in charcoal by other gases was very con>

spicuous
;

nearly all the charcoal even after being heated and plunged into

mercury still contained this gas, but when surrounded with an atmosphere of

oxygen the nitrogen was removed and the oxygen took its place

'' When the charcoal containing nitrogen was introduced into any gas, the

nitrogen might reasonably be expected to mix with the external gas, either until

a homogeneous mixture was made or until a mixture took place depending on the

amount and specific gravity of each gas as is the case over Uqui^ The

hist does not take place, as I have shewn by proving the elective action of ohar-

ooaL when oxygen is present, nor does the second occur as a main result, although
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I think it pmbftble tUftt it will occur as a socondary action after the coanter-

balancing part of the attraction has been satisfied The amount of attraction

for the gas diminishing outwards from the surface of the charcoal, a time will

come when it will be no greater than the amount of its solubihtym water or its

diffusibility in air or other gas Still, the first apparent result is very different

from anything here imagined When the charcoal containing nitrogen is put

intofany other gas the nitrogen flows out If the gas m the tube be rapidly

absorbed, the flow of nitrogen is not observed, but if the gas be hydrogen and the

charcoal not very absorbent, there will be a flow of nitrogen out of the chaitMial

so las gradually to lower the mercury below the eicternal level The same

occurs with other gases and nitrogen accordmg to the qualities of the charcoal

When this actio u is finished the absorbing action is again observed on the

remaining gas by the rise of mercury and at last even on the ejected nitrogen

itself

** If the charcoal be previously saturated with a gas such as nitrogen or hydro-

gen, the amount which escapee on passing it into another gas is very great.

It requires no diminution of pressure to remove it but the pressure only of

another gas which will cause it to flow out against pressure and with so much

force that the mercuiy in the tube has been depressed about threeHjuarters of an

inch below the outside level. After suffering this depression the absorption

begins to be apparent.
** We may suppose either that the gas in the charcoal is given out before

the absorption of the external gas begins or that it i s given out more rapidly

than the rate of absorption. With a greater pressure and without a membrane

we have one gaa flowing into another with such a force as to depress the

mercury more than the atmosphere, recalling to mind the saying of Dalton

to explain diffusion, that one gas acts as a vacuum t^) another. And thus is

practically true to some extent

" This same gas will not entirely leave the charcoal even m a vacuum

,

m those cases, however, where there is a depression of the inside mercury,

the gas in the charcoal was so great that much of it would have left readily

on a diminution of the pressure. We see then that the pressure of another

gas acted exactly like a diminution of pressure. , .
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Table.—[A Summaij of the Data given by the Author,}

Ou with which the c-hmrcn«l Om Into which the oharooal

wu originally aatural^ wu introduced.

Nitrogen Oxygen
Hydrogen

Hydrogen.
Puhonio uid.
Oxygen
Oarbonlo sold

Nitrogeu.
Carbunic ecid. Oxygen

Hydirogen
Nitrogen

Oxygen Hydrogen,
Carhonio uld

j

Nitrogen

TheoretuxU ConsideratwM.

“ We are obliged to view chemical union ae the most complete caee of contact

known to us And aa yet the subject is not without ita difficulties, and experi-

ments occasionally suggest doubts. Dr, Andrews found ^at 1500 atmospheres

(lid not render oxyg^ a liquid, and Vatterer speaka of 3600, and yet at less

specific gravity it comes before us in many compounds in a condensed state.

We may view the atoms or molecules of a gas as separate or independent,

refusing contact with each other until affinity begins to act The first result

will be a close contact
;

this we have been accustomed to call physical only

and to look on as cohesion, but there are grades of this contact
;
one substance

holds and is held more powerfully than another Platinum finely divided

retains oxygen powerfully. Silica finely divided retains oxygen less powerfully

and non seises it with such force that if the division be fine enough the physical

boundary ia rapidly passed and chemical affinity results in chemical union.

But in what way can we separate the action of affinity resulting in manifest

combination from the action which tends to retain the oxygen in the pores

of the powdered metal ? The tendency to unite ia begun by the tendency to

remain in firm physical contact.

If the distance of atoms be at the smallest when they are m a state of

chemical union, then chenncal affimty arts at distances greater than thoso

between the atoms chemically united. This then leads us to conclude that a

force acts beyond the boundary of the atom itself If the atoms are nearer

after combination, force must pass between them causing them to combine.

And at what distance does this force act ^ (TUs phrase will be objected to,
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but tbe objectiona must come from other grounds than any known to me before

1 (W pay much attention to them I do not know what a force is and can

find no teacher, and by changing its name 1 feel no wiser.)

“ The distance at which chemical affinity first manifests itself is not a smaller

one than ordinary physical contact. Bodies to unite chemically are brought

into ordinary physical contact. Is this always the same or are there

variations in the closeness of contact ? When charcoal is put in a tube of air

over mercury the air is absorbed ; more is absorbed when the pressure is

great. If by removing the pressure of the atmosphere^ the whole air were

ertracted, we might be inclined to give little heed to the force exerted, but this

extraction does not take place.

“ Let us suppose that on the entrance of the oxygen into the pores of the

charcoal the surface is covered with a coating of gas disposed in thm layers

of atoms or molecules When this attraction is satisfied and force is still

exerted beyond this thin layer, there will be a second layer formed, but it will be

held with less power, being faither distant from the charcoal than the first

layer Afterwards a third layer will bo formed, and so on In this way there

will bo a BuccosHion of layers of oxygen each held by a different amount of

affinity. Now this appeals to mo to agree thus far with the farts of the

case.

There would also be a tendency to mute the first layer of oxygen with the

carbon. It is extremely probable that the affinity of every layer would con-

tribute towards compelling the carbon to unite with the nearest particles of

oxygen, beoauBo the affinity appears to stretch through a certain number of

layers of oxygen This will give a reason why pure oxygen should act more

rapidly than when mixed with another gas, besides the fact of a larger

Buxface being exposed-

" If there were only one layer there would be an equal attraction over all

the surface and there would be no reason why one portion of the gas should be

removed by removal of pressure mote than another A succession of layers is

indispensable and as a consequence a continuation of affinity or rather attrac-

tion through them ,
or, in other words, at distances greater than those which form

chemical combination and also at various stages of v4BtanceH It la extremely

probable that these stages are exactly in pioporfjon to the sixe of the molecule,

that there is not a stage at any pressure wo choose to assume but a aeries of

steps as distinct as atomic weights and dependmg on the same cause If we

could measure these steps by fine measurements of pressure we could measure

the sjxe of atoms The atom I speak of may more properly be called a molecule,
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but it IB fin atom to ub, not m the senee of a thing that cannot be divided but

of one that w not divided by any of our operationn The chemiHtry of bodie«

smaller than Dalton's atoms is yet to come

" If there be an attraction at the surface of bodies or in porous bodies closely

resembling the affinity calletl chemical on the one side and that called phyBiral

on the other, we may cxpK't that it will be elective a'i chemical aftnity la and

have the faculty of chooBirig from varioiis substances in preference to others

Accordingly, when we introduce aitive charcoal into cornmoii air the oxygen

u taken up first and afterwards if the charcoal is capable of taking up more gas

it absorbs the nitrogen Tins chon e ifl very strikingly slieun when the charcoal

containb nitrogen, as it almost always docs
,
not only the oxygen taken up

but the nitrogen is expeUe<l The same takes place when hydrogen is used, the

hydrogen is absorbed, although to a smaller extent, and the nitrogen m expelled-

Ilere ive may have chemical alTmity acting in a manner which wo are accustomed

to cJill phvsu al it IS chemical aftmity at distances greater than we have been

accu'iitnmed to, it is also themical affinity active as an agent between boflies

which do not combine, shewing a wider nUerrelation and dependence of

subatanceB than we have hitherto recognised

“ But may wo not view the chemical and the physical as at this point one

I call It physK al because combination is not pnKluced, 1 call it chemical bcoaiiHc

elwdion is made. This elective nature may however entirely depend on the

compres.Bihihty of the gases as wo hnd that carbonic acid is very much compressed

and cundenstsd , When charcoal is saturated with mercury and is then

moistened with water or dipt into it, llie men ury is instantly driven out, water

taking itR place How far coiubmod oxygeu may be inclined to exercise it«

affinities we do not know', all we know is that its capacity for combining farther

IS bounded we ha^e only to believe that the capacity for uniting and the

inclination to unite are different and the matter becomes clearer

“ In this view of the case when there is a condensation of volume or an

ottrartiun shewn by coniprefwion or otherwise, we cannot separate the terms

chemical and physical The term chemical commences when a true union la

formed The two attractions are one, however, in quality To illustrate this,

charcoal may have an attraction for oxygen when the oxygen la in a stAte of

combination with carbon, but it cannot combine simply because combination

has already taken place on the part of the oxygen Wc have somewhat con-

foundcil attraction, affinity, and combination. 1 see only one attraction which

IS both chemical and physical, resulting in chemical combination when oppor-

tunities are fitting The action of moss is readdv ex|>lained by this mode of
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representation, but this la scarcely a place for giving more than a brief account

of ideas which I hope more fully to elaborate
”

Note -An editor's footnote in a^Niporby John Hunter (‘ Jour ('hem S4)c

vol 18, p 286 (1866)) calbi attention to the work of R. Angui* Hinitli on the

absorption of gases by charcoal (‘ Roy fkir Pro( vol 12, p 424 (1863)) The

paper in the ProcoeJings of the Royal Society is merely a short abstract of a

paper whuh Dr Smith read before the Royal Society on January 29, 1803 ,

hut brief as it is the account seemed of such historical importance that a penmal

of the onginal manuscript was warranted. A study of Dr Smith's original

paper in the Archives of the Royal Society (a document of some 38 pages of

experiments, tables, and theoretical consul erations) confirmed the belief

that attention should be drawn to tlus excelient and much neglected work

No mention of the early work of Dr Smith is made in the literature of adsorption

and absorption after the footnote in Hunter’s paper of 18G6

Bancroft (‘ Applied Colloid Chemistry ’ (1921)) remarks on some of the later

work of Smith (' Report of tlie flnt Asa for the Adv. Sc-iente,' Norwich,

1868, Abstracts, p 44 ,

‘ Chem News,’ vol 18, p 21 (1868) ,

‘ Roy Soc Proi
’

vol 28, p 22 (1879)) which is of little value at present
,
and until this time Dr

Smith’s pioneer work m adsorption has been forgotten and neglected Dr

Smith's expenineuts and cxmcliisionB arc of such excellence, showing as they do

how far ahead of his contemporaries he was in tlie field of adsoqition, that n

fuller rendering of the material in his paper seems justified - S Lenher
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A Comparismi of the Records from Bniish Mag^hetic Stations

Underground and Surface.

By C Three, Sc D
,
LL D

,
F R S

,
und R. Fi Watson, B Sc.

(Received June 16, 1920 )

§ 1 During nearly mix years a weekly statemciit of 2-liovirly doclinafion

values was issued from Kew Observatory for the benefit of mining engineers

Thia helped to bring to the front the question of how far data from an observa-

tory in the S E of England apply to the British coalfields So far as we know,

the only previous investigation in which continuous records were obtained

from neighbouring underground and surface magnetographfl was carried out in

1906 near Dortmund, in Germany In a short preliminary account, Prof.

Ad. Schmidt, • of Potsdam stAted that only trifling differences had been observed

between the surface and underground stations, and that doubts existed as to

whether their cause was natural or artificial No further diHciissinn 8C‘ems to

have bt»en puhliBlied

111 1020 the fpiestion of special observaticms in a mine was raised by Mr.

T G Bocking, M I Mm E , of Birmingham, and this led eventually to the

present investigation The sehemp having been approved by the Director of

the Meteorological Office ^Ir Booking secured the co-ojieration of Mr II W
Hughes, General Manager of the Diamond Jubilee Pit at the Sandwcll Park

Tolhery, West Bromwich (52° 5 N lat ), and acrommodatinn was provided for

magnetographfi Two old eye-reading derlmometers in stock at Kew' Observa-

tory w'ere transformed into magnefcographa by Mr R E Watoon, and some

changes were made to a Krogness H (hormmtal force) inagnetograph to render

It more* sensitive Messrs Bailey, of Birmingham, a firm of mining engineers

in which Mr Boeking is a partner, kindly arranged that ihe immediate charge

of the instruments should be undertaken by Mr 8 W Howarth, one of their

assistant surveyors, and they afforded facilities at their office for the develoji-

inent of the photographic trai'cs The iUBtrumentH were set up by Mr Watson

near the end of March, 1923, the H magnetograph and oue of the D (declmatiou)

magnetographs being underground and the sewmd D inhtrument at the surface.

Records were taken until the middle of the following November, but ojier^tions

were suspended during July and August and port of September The

Tciroatrial Magnetism,’ vol 11 (1906), and 'Mut, Znt p, 130 (1007)
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underground and surface D instrumenU were interchanged in Hept/cmbei as a

precaution against instrumental uncertainties

§2, Magnotographe kouaerl in a mine arc exposed to special dangers, and from

one cause or another there was a coneiderahle loss uf trace It was rloiirly

desirable to limit the comparison of D results in general to days in which

romplcte records were obtained from both the i) instruments at Sand well

Park It was finally decided to select for each month two groups of days not

exceeding five in each group, one group representative of quiet, the othfT of

“disturbed” conditions The international quiet and disturbed days were

used when records were available Diurnal inequalities were derived from these

two groups of days, non-cyciu corrections being appbrd in the ususl way.

It was clearly desirable to include in the comparison a more northern as well

as a more southern observatory The elements regularly recorded at Esk-

dalemuir of late years have been N and W (north and west components), not

D and H. Diurnal inequalities ran be calculated for D and H from N and W
curves, but irregular changes can be satisfactorily measured only for the elements

actually recorded. A third declinometer was accordingly transformed by Mr

Watson into a declination maguetograph, and installed at Eskdalemuir

While the reduction of the observations was in progress, the magnetic curves

obtamed during 1923 at the new observatory at Lerwick in the Shetlands w^ere

sent to Kew for examination, and it was decided to utilize them as well Hourly

tabulations had already been made in Scotland, so the extra labour entailed was

not very serious

§3 In addition to the inter-comparison of the regular diurnal inequalities

at the different stations, a comparison was made of the amphtude of irregular

short penod changes \Miat was measiired was the difference of ordinate at

successive turning points (crests and hollows). In general there is no difticulty

m identifying corresponding movements in the same element at British stations,

even when so far apart as Kew and Eskdalemuir The selection of suitable

movements was based mainly on a study of the Kew curves During the busy

hours of the local electric railways artificial disturbance was too large at Kew to

permit of the satisfactory measurement of minor movements This considera-

tion alone would have restricted the choice mainly to the night hours, but this

was desirable in any cjise, because the instnimcnts at Sandwell Park also suffered

sensibly from artificial disturbances during the day These seemed to he due,

not to the electrical power used in the mine, but to electric tramways at some

distance

Only D irregular movements were available at Eskdalemuir This was one
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of the reasons for the use of the Ijerwick rnrvps, Kecnuse the magnetographs in

use there reronleil T) and H
The direct companflon of underground and surface phenomena at Sandiirell

Park was netcstiarily limited to D Surh comparisons are not bo simple as

may ap]>car at first sight Assuming the regular duimol variation to lie due t.o

the varying aotion of some electric current, the changpR m decimation depend

not only on the direction, distance and intensity of the current, hut also on tho

local value of If In the present case complete observations ofH were not taken

,

but the time of swing of a magnet was measured at both stations, as well as at

Kew Observatory The value of H thus deduced for the surface station from

the known value at Kew was intermediate between the values obtained by

Rhcker and Thorpe aud by Mr G W Walker at stations a few miles away,

due allowance being made for secular change, Tho value obtained at the under-

ground station was the larger by about TOOy, or 0 fi per cent This is not much

in excess of the probable error of observation, but several observations were

taken and all agreed as to the sign of the differenc‘e Suppoaiug the result

exalt, it would imply a reduction of 0*5 per cent in the amplitude of the U
changes underground, as compared with those at the surface, provided the

depth of the underground station 1,800 feet or 0 55 km roughly, is uegligibJe

compared with the distance of the currents to which the diurnal inequality

IS due

§4 In considering tlic amplitude of the diurnal inequality, attention was

given to the A D (numerical mean of the 24 hourly departures from the mean

value of the day) as well as to the range

In the case of the quiet day D inequalities, in four months out of five, both tho

range and the A D were larger for the surfaco than for the underground station,

the average differnni c in the cose of the range representing about 3 per cent

of the surface value But in the disturbed day inequalities the excess in the

range at the surface averaged only ] per cent , and m the cose of the A.D the

excess vanished In the case of the quiet day inequalities the difference betw'een

tho amplitudes is in the direction w'G should expect from the enhanced values

of H underground, but is greati'r than the enhancement in the value of H would

account for In the case of the disturbed day inequalities the difference might

be accounted for by the difference m the underground and surface values of H
The irregular I) movements used for the comparison of the underground

and surface stations were taken from seven months, the number varying from

13 in March to lOfl in October Every month gave an excess for tho

amplitude of the surface movement. In three months the excess represented
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only 1 ppr cent
,
but on tlie aggregate of the .JfH looveinentH measured il

reprcHcntcfl -t per cent Atklitional conhdente in the rtahty of the i \u*hm

may be derived from the fact that it appears both prior and Hiihsi'qut'nt to the

interchange of inatniments

The [aot.H that the irregular movenuntH ahowed a. dear fXfesN at tin surface,

and that the A D of the regular diurnal inequality on disturbed da^s rhd not,

may appear tontradictory Eut the results obtained at the various surface

stations showed that there is no recognisable relation bet>\eeii the regular and

irregular changes

In the case of H no certain conclusion tan be drawn as to a difference between

inequalities underground and at the surface All that can be said is that

on an average of hvi‘ months the ratio borne by the range or A 1) from the

disturbed day inequality to the range or A D from the quiet day inequality

was very nearly the same for the underground station as for Kew

Observatory As regards the irregular changes in H, the ])henomena

observed were at least consistent, as in the case of 1), with a small reduction

in the amplitude of the movements underground, but no certain cojuliisiun

can be drawn

The results ore consistent with the view that in a coal mine, where local

disturbance is absent or very small, declination changes may for practical

purposes be treated as identical with those at the surface* During the time

of the observations at Sandwell Park there was no instance where the difference

between an irregular movement recorded underground and the corresponding

surface movement was sufficient to catch the eye There were small differences

in amplitude, according to the measurements mode, but no difference was

noticed in the type of any irregular movement We should not, however, be

justified in assuming that differences visible to the eye never occur 1923

was a very quiet year, and contained few distiiTbanc4^s of any size, and there

were no conspicuously large rapid oscillations, Such oscdlations constitute

the conditions under which a difference between surface and underground

phenomena would seem most bkcly to arise This limitation is practically

unimportant, because no observations taken during a magnetic storm should

be employed for engineering purposes.

It is, perhaps, only projier to a<ld that the conditions wen* not fav-ourable

for the detection of minule differences The curves did not in general {Missess

the sharpness of outUne which can be secured with first-class magnetograpbs at

a first-class observatory, and the artihcinl disturbances at the underground and

surface stations were not identical
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§ 5 Thf* aeconil mam question, how iar reniilta from a atation m S R England

are apphrablc elsewhere in the Bnkiah Isles, has an even wider interest

It in not a new question, but deserves more attention than it has received

The first important ixit'asion when it arose in modern times was m con-

nection with RUcker and Thorpe's survey * In their reduction of field

observations RUcker and Thorpe acted on two assumptions, the hypo-

thetical character of which they explicitly recognised '-- (1) That the regular

diurnal inequality is independent of disturbance, and may be treated as identical

over the British Isles, provided allowance Iw made for the difference in local

time
, (2) that irregular movements may be treated as identical over the

same area Accepting the truth of these hypotheses, they were justified in

applying everywhere a correction for the diurnal inequality based on quiet day

inequalities from Kew Observatory, and in making an allowance for irregular

disturbances based on the curves of the same station

Even in Rhcker and Thorpe’s time it would have been possible to check the

truth of these assumptions by comparing corresponding records from Kew and

Stouyhiirst This, however, does not seem to have been done A possible

explanation is that Riickcr and Thorpe may have bceu aware of a comparison

instituted by Dr Balfour Stewartf and the Rev W Sidgreaves, S J
,
which -

owing, apparently, to a confusion over scale valuesj —led to the erroneous

conclusion that the less rapid irregular movements at Kew and f^tonyhurst

were practically equal in amplitude The next comparison between British

stations was more exhaustive, but it was between Kew and Falmouth.

$

observatories both in the south of England, and was confined to quiet day

inequalities In that case the results were, on the whole, not unfavourable to

Rifeker and Thorpe's first hypothesis.

The question arose again in connection with Mr G W. Walker’s re-survey

for the epoch 1915 Eskdalemuir had then been recording for several years,

and sufficieut intercomparison had been made of Kew and Eskdalemuir to show

that disturbance tended to be larger at the more northern station, Mr, Walker||

was aware, as he explicitly states, that neither of Rhcker and Thorpe's hypotheses

was true, but he thought it best to follow their procedure, relying this time ou

Greenwich as a base station,
i

• Roy Soc Phil. Traiw/ A, vol 181. p 53(1800)

t 'Boy Him: Proc vol 17, p 2.14(1869)

X Cf 'Inst Elcctnoal Kngineom' JournaJ,' vol 57 p 503(1919)

s 'Itoy Sou Phil Tr&nfl ,' A, vol 204, p 373 (1006).

11
'Boy Hoc Phil Tran*,; A, vol. 210, p 0(1910)
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It is obviously impossible even now lo reduce field observfttioiiM taken in

different parts of the British Isles as satisfactorily as if there were in existerne

additional magnetic obaervabmea in fSouth-Western England or Walea, Westorii

Irelond and North-Western Hcotland But this does not mean that no better

course is jKjssible than that followed by Rtkker and Thorpe and by Walker

The rest of this paper may be regarded as helping to elucidate this point Ihe

Sandwell Park 1) data it utilizes are those from the surface station

§ 6 Taking hrst the D regular diurnal inequality on quiet days, it was found

that the differences between the ranges or A D 'h at Kew Sandwell Park and

Eflkdalemuu \^ere small m all months Then* was a slight tendency in the

range, and still more in the A D
, to increase as we go north, but even in the

case of the A D the excess at Eakdalemuir over Kew, on an average from the

five months May, .Tune, Heptember, October and* November, was only 8 per

cent of the Kew value

Results for Lerwick were more complicate<l Flven in the south of England

the amplitude of the regular diurnal inequality on quiet days has a large annual

vanation, with a pronounced miniiimin at midwinter But at lA^rwiek this

annual vanalion is further developed In June the range at Tjcrwick was

II per rent and the A D was 35 per cent larger than at Kew, but in October

the range and A D were actually smaller at Lerwick than at Kew
The results obtained for quiet days for H differ considerably from thow*

obtained for D If we take an average from April, May and June, the ratio

bomo by the range of the regular diurnal inequality to that at Kew was 1 '15

for flandwell Park, 1 37 for Eakdalemuir, and 1 48 for I>etwick
,

while, if wc

take a mean from October and November, the ratio was I -10 for Sandwell Park,

0 91 for Eskdalemuir and 0 80 for Lerwick The tendency to increased

amplitude as we go north in summer, and the tendency to a reduced amplitude

at the more northern stations in winter, ore thus shared with declination, but

to an enhanced degree.

57 , When considering disturbed day inequalities, it is important to remember

that the five moat disturbed days may represent a much higher absolute

standard of disturbance in one month than in another 1023, a year of sunspot

iruiiimum, was a quiet year Also, owing to breakdowns, the disturbed days

selected were not always the most disturbed of the month Thus the differ-

ences found here between quiet and disturbed day mequahtics are not unlikely

to be less than the differences to bo encountered in an average year

In the case of D the ratio borne by the range of the diurnal inequality from the

^elected disturbed days to the range of the mequabty from the selected quiet
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(lays vaned at Kew from 1 3H in June to 2 42 in November at Sandwell Park

it varied from 1 34 lu J une to 2 * 47 in November
,
at E^kdalemuir it varied from

1 43 ID May to 3 07 in November
,
and at Jj«*rwick it varied from 1 25 in

May to 4 63 m November These ratios^ if HUcker and Thorjie'H hypotheses

had been true, should all have been 1 00.

On an average from five months, the ratio borne by the disturbed day D
inequality range to the quiet day range was L 82 for Kew, 1 87 for Sandwell

Park, 2 06 for Eakdalemuir, and 2 61 for Lerwick The tendency in the ratio

to increase with increase of latitude was not shown in May and June, and it

became less prominent when the A D, was substituted for the range.

In the case of H, if we omit Lerwick, we find less difference between the

ibfferent stations and the different months The ratio borne by the range of

the disturbed day inequality to the qiuet day inequality, on an average of five

months, was 1 44 at Kew, 1'42 at Sandwell Park and 1 41 at Eskdalemuir

The extreme values of the ratio in individual mouths if we include the three

stations were 1 09 and 1 68 There was no decided tendency in the ratio

t<i increase with latitude When, however, wc pass bo Lerwick, we encounter

a totally different state of matters The ratio borne by the disturbed day

inequabty range to the quiet day range varied from ] 46 in June to G 40 in

October, and on an average of five months it was no less than 3 33 It was

found, moreover, that the diurnal v^nequahty on disturbed days at Lerwick

in the Later months was quite different in type from that at the other stations

To make sure that the phenomenon was not an accident of the special days

selected, the Eskdalemuir and Lerwick tables for the international quiet and

disturbed days of all months of 1923 were consulted These put the matter

beyond a doubt. On quiet days at Lerwick 11 h. or 10 h appears to be the

normal time of the miminum the whole year round, as at Eskdalemuir or Kew

At the more southern stations there seems no difference in this respect between

disturbed and quiet days But at Lerwick on disturbed days, at least m 1923,

the prmcipal minimum in the equinoctial and winter seasons appeared near

midnight This happened even in one summer month June, and the influence

of the equinoctial and winter months was so great that even in the mean

diurnal inequality for the year the mimmum fell at 2 h. Analysis in Fourfei

seiiea showed that for September and October on disturbed days there was a

difference approaching 160° in the phase angles of the 24-hour waves for Lerwick

and for the three more southern stations.

Id view of its high latitude, 60 ° N., Lerwick may appear a somewhat extreme

stabon for the British Isles. But Eskdalemuir, on the other hand, is in the
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Bouth of Sootland, and there may he ft large part of Scotland where the

oonditioiu approach as closely to those of Lerwick as to those of Eskdalomuir,

§ 8 Irregular D movements were measured on about 90 nights at KcWj a

few highly disturbed, a few quiet, and the majonby moderately disturbed

The practice adopted was to take the sum of the amplitudes of all the move-

ments measured on a smgle night at each station, and compare it with the

correspondmg aggregate for Kew. The measurements were made in milli-

metres, the curves from the different stations being similarly dealt with, but

independently, and the results should be quite unprejudiced Readings were

taken to 0-1 mm., but accuracy cannot be secured to 0-1 mm except under

very favourable conditions.

On a few of the more highly disturbed nights, some of the D movements

selected at Kow could not be identiBed with movements at Lerwick, and this

was even true in a few coses at Eskdalemmr In such cases only the movements,

the identification of which was undoubted, were taken into account when

comparing the two stations

On every single night when comparisons were made the aggregate of the D
movements was greater for Eskdalemuir than for 3andwell Park or Kew, and

greater for Lerwick than for Eskdalemuir, Out of a total of 66 nights used,

there were only 5 when the aggregate movement was larger for Kew than for

Sandwell Park, and on each of the R occasions the aggregate was smalJ, and the

apparent excess tnfling From the grand aggregates of all the irregular

movements measured, the ratios borne to the Kow movement by the oorre-

ponding movements at Sandwell Park, Eskdalemuir and Lerwick were respec-

tively 1 '12, 1-46 and 2-09. The values obtained for the ratio Lerwick . Kew
in seven separate months varied only between 1*92 and 2-26,

The ratio borne by the representative irregular D movement at Lerwick to

the correspondmg movement at Kew is much larger, eepecully m the summer

months, than the ratio borne by the range of the regular D diurnal inequality

on disturbed daye at Lerwick to the corresponding range at Kew

§ 9. An analogous comparison was made of irregular H movements at Kew,

Sandwell Park and Lerwick Here, again, D and H do not behave alike la

every month the aggregate of the H movements was subetantially greatest at

Lerwick, but there was quite a considerable number of individual mghts when

the aggregate for Lerwick was similar to or even leas than the corresponding

aggregate for Kew. On some of these occasions there was a fall in the amplitude

m passing from Kew to Sandwell Park, and a further fall m passing from

Sandwell Park to Lerwick There was not any decided tendency, such as

VOL. OXIL—
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appeared m fche ca^e of D, for the amplitude of the irregular movement to be

larger at Sandwell Park than at Kew In fact, taking the aggregate of 514

movements meoeured, there was a deficiency of 1 per cent in the amplitude at

Sandwell Park Thin may, of oourao, be due to the station being underground.

As the H inequality range from disturbe<l at Sandwell Park was, on an

average, from five months, 13 per cent m exreea of the Kew range, it is clear

that the phenomenon can hardly bo due to any error in scale values

As already stated, there were, nights when the equivalents of some of the

irregular D movements measured at Kew could not be identihed at Lerwick,

but Hiich occasions were few In the r ase af H, however, there wore a good

many -^iich occasions, whole nights, m fact, when Hatisfacbory identifications

could not be made. On one of these nights the H range at Lerwirk exceeded

90() Y, while the correstHmding range at Kew was only about 140 v On another

occasion, when identification did seem possible for 12 movements, the aggregate

of the H movements at Lerwick was 4 fi times the rorrespondmg aggregate at

Kew. This oecasion anrl one or two others uf a like kind wen‘ treated as

exceptional Omitting them the ratio of the representative irregular nin\ement

ftt Lerwick to that at Kew, based on an aggregate from 1444 movements, was

only 1 36 This is much less than the eorresponding result obtametl from

the D irregular movements, even when the latter are converted into Iheir force

equivalents so as to allow for the lower value of H at Lerwick

§ 10 The rasoB where it was difficult or impossible to identify corresponding

irregular movements in H at Kew and Ix'rwick were examined mdivuiually,

and a comparison was mode which was baaed on mean hourly values of 1) and H
The changes from hour to hour measured iii this way are not as accurate as

the amplitudes of individual irregular movements, but the stations differed

so widely that the accuracy sufficed to bring out the salient features

In the case of D, even on highly disturbed days, the sign of the change

from hour to hour was m general the same at the dillerent stalioua, and the

amplitude of the change, whether oosterly or westerly, iiicreaHcd pretty regularly

With the latitude For example, on the mght of Septembor 26-27, one of the

moat disturbed, the change in D shown by the mean hourly values waa

oontinuouBly easterly from 19 h to 23 h on the 26th, and the aggregate

movement was 2U'-9 at Kew, 23' -7 at Sandwell Park, 28' '5 at Fiakdalouiuir

and 36' -3 at Lerwick, while on the morning of the 27th from ] h to 3 h.

the movement was westerly, the aggregatiO change being 13' 7 at Kew,
16''1 at Sandwell Park, 20' 9 at Eskdalemuir and 44' 2 at Lerwick

In the case of H the changes were sometimeB of the same sign at all the
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Btationfl, but the increaHe with latitude was oftrn extraxirdiminly pronounced

Taking again the night Scptf'inber 2G-i7, the aggregate change from 19 h

of the 26th to 1 h. of the 27th was a fall at all the stations, but it amounted

to 4I1y at Kew, 37y at Sandwell Park, H4y at Eskdalemnir and 34Oy at

Lerwick
,
while from 1 h. to 1 h on the 27th there was a rise amounting to

30y at Kew', llv at Sand well Park, Eskdalemnir, and 24

7

y at Lerwick

On these occasions it was only at Fiskdalcmuir and Lerwick that the fall or

rise in the successive hourly means appeared absolutely unbroken

On other occasions changes in H from one hour to the next W'ere such as

the following .

—

Kew iSandwoll Park Eskdalemnir Lerwick

1-1 'Vr \
“Iy -2r.9Y

[- f^Y 1- 22y - 130y

- lY -f 4y hl7Y -!-228y

-22y -13y + 39y

With the Lerwick data before us, we can recognise an orderly jirngression in

the changes at the three more southern Htations An influence duiiunant at

Lerwick waa apparently m opposition to an influence whuh prevailed in the

south of England

It IS sufhcicntly obvious that in any of the above cases any conuctions based,

like Rhekor and Thorpe's, on Kew data alone would be absolutely futile, so far

at least an northern Hcotland is concerned In such cases the best course

may be t<i disregard any held observation t-akon aba distance from a magnetic

observatory

The results of the present papT are based on a very large amount of data

which it IS hoped to present adequately in a Geophysical Memoir to be published

by the Meteorological Office

We have pleivsure in acknowledging the great asaiRtance given us by Mr

Booking, Messrs Bailey and Mr Hovrarth, and by the manager and staff of

the Sandwell Park tVilliery, Without the active assistance of these gentlemen

the work would have been impossible
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On the Gyratum of Lighl by Lines.

By C. G Dabwin, F R S

(Received Judo 22, 1926 )

1. Id the last few years there has beeu a great development of the theory of

the intenaitiee oi spectral iines, and in its turn this theory has reacted on the

general theory of spectra
,

so that any experimental method which throws

new light on the subject has a great importance It has not apparently been

explicitly noticed that a study of the dispersive effect of the rotation of polar-

ized bght by a vapour can be made to yield information on the second approxi-

mations to the intensities of the X Zeeman components Since the difliculties

of direct intensity measurement and of obtaimng strong magnetic fields must

always he very great, there would seem to he an advantage in having a method

of attack which is, it is true, difficult, but only with the difficulty of a very

well-known teohmque, the study oi poUnzod bght

The present work is a theoretical investigation of some of the properties that

may be expected to be found, In a recent paper* the present wnter worked

out some results on the subject using the purely mecbamcal models of the

type discussed by Voigt, and obtained the result that any atom which exhibits

the Paschen back effect should show a simdar effect in a vfeak magnetio held

in regard to the gyration of bght, provided that the frequency of th%e ItgJU ij

not loo close to the hnea of the tnoUiplei (Oi course bght m the immediate

neighbourhood will not be affected inthis way, but will exhibit the actual Zeeman

effect inversely.) In other words, the equation of Becquerelf reUting the

gyratory constant V with the refractive index n

V
e . dn

d\

will give the normal value of efm, and all trace of the anomalous Zeeman effect

will disappear. If this result is true for a single multiplet, it will remain true

in regions where more than one contribute sensibly to the refraction, and will

only fail for light of frequency very close to that of one of the multiplets of the

spectrum.

The purely mecbamcal model for which this result was found has, of course,

* ' PblL Mag.,' vol. 1, p. 161 (1926).

t
‘ C. H.,' vol. las, p. 679 (1W7).
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many wpaknesses, but it does have some of the features of the “ electron and

core ” model, for it can be thrown into a form where one electron is solely

responsible for emiBsion and exhibits the normal Larmor rotation, while the

electron is loosely linked with others which are “ blind ” and have anomalous

rotation It therefore seemed very probable that the result could be proved

as a result of the electron and core model, and it was the main object of the

present work to sec if this were so, by attacking the problem by the use of

Kramers’ and Heisenberg’s dispersion theory * The expected result is verified,

and some progress is made in evaluating the second order terms in the

intensities.

There run be no doubt that the proper approach to the problem is through the

New MechaiiKvS of Heisenberg applied to the rotating elertron of Uhlcnberg

and Goudamit
,
but little has yet been published about the rotating electron,

and the New Mechanics has many more fundamental problems to dispose of

first, so that it is perhaps still not out of place to make what proves to be an

exceedingly unambiguous application of the Correspondence Principle The

present work ih carried out only with the model which is used for the simpler

types of spectra
,
indeed the theory of intensities of more complex lines is still

too imperfect to carry the result fart,her

What 18 practically the same subject as the present work was discussed in a

recent paper by FrenkeLt Ne was engaged in an examination into the “ para-

magnetic gyration ” which Ladenbcrg:( siiggnst-ed should arise from the unequal

numbers of atoms orientated m the various directions He appears to the

present writer to have made an oversight so that he did not calculate the

changes in intf'nsitics of the Zeeman lines, and in consequence his results are

largely vitiated

2 The gyration of light by a mass of gas is readily expressed os an atomic

effect by methods which are practically those of Lorentz An atom is in a

magnetic field along % and is exposed to light going along z and polarized along x.

Then it acquires elc( tne moment of components oE*, ipK^. along j; and y

We shall call a and p, respectively, the refraction and the gyration of the

atom. The result is a scattenng of waves which causes unequal refraction for

right- 01 left-handed circularly polarized light, according to the equation

^ = 47rN ((T ± p), where N is the number of atoms in unit volume If
rt ~p *

* ‘ Z. f. Phynk; voL 31, p 681 (1926).

t
‘ Z f Phyalk,' Tol 36, p. 21S (1026).

1
‘ Z. f. PhjDk; vol 34, p, BOe (1926).
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n' are the two BolutionB, the plane of poiamation rotates an angle

7C {n' — ii*)/X per unit length. As long as we arc Btud3ang light not very close

to a spectral line p is much smaller than a and we write n' — n' = 2p

where n is the mean refrartive index If the atom exhibits the normal

Larmor rotation Ol, it is not hard to show that

_ fk
da V

and hence in this case we get a rotation per unit length

c dX'
which iH Becquerd’s result

Thus for our purposes all that is necessary is to calculate a ami p lor the

models adopted, and these are determined by the methods of Kramers and

Heisenberg We quote their result, excluding the emissive terms which are

nooessary for the complete correspondent e, but which will not practically

concern us A, is a vector associated with frequency • to* of which the classical

analogue is the coefficient of e*"*'* in the Fourier expansion of the electric moment

Then under electric force which is o vector the atom acquires an excited

moment proportional to

M = 2 I H- (2.2)

Hero A, i'« the complex quantity conjugate to A, Wc arc only concernerl with

the A Zeeman compouents and the ca's fall into two classes r and Z, where

<ii| correspond to the emission of light which is polarized respectively in

nght- and left-handed circieH For the right-handed we have A/ = — lA^*,

and for the left, Af* = lAi"^

Then under the stimuJiia of an electric force E, the moment is

M, =
= (2.3)

where

1 1

lii| +

P = IJV|‘(—^ ^)_ 2,|A,‘|‘(—

^

^),— V (i), W Mil| — V
(2 4)

and our problem is solved when wc have evaluated these quantities

* Throughout this paper fnqtieneff will mean the number of vibrations in 2r seoa., so

as to avoid the perpetasi reauireiioe of the foofcor drr whloh has disfigured the pnntliig

of so much recent work
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We Bliall refer to
|

A' as the inteiifiity of the lino at <o Strictly speaking,

this IB ambiguous because the relative intensities of lines of different frequencies

will differ according to whether wo consider absorption or emission, in other

words, whether we are discussing the Kiiistein A or B Fowler* shows good

reason to regard B as the proper one to take, and shows that with the simple

Larmur rotation it wiH be invariant—that is, ( A, — ( A|p I Ao(* ,
he

also conjectures that this should be true for the anomalous Zeeman effect,

but we shall see reason to differ from this view In any case, our
|

A is the

quantity ^vhich will be called intensity in the New Mechames, and it is therefore

unnecessary to go further into the question

3 Wc shall now assume a result obtained later by the Correspondence

Principle When a line is broken into its Zeetnan components, the correBpondmg

members r and / on the opposite sides of the zero are not exactly equal in

intensity, but one is slightly increased and the other is diminished to exactly

the same extent If Ol is the Larmor rotation and if p is a parameter measunng

the separation of the members of themultiplet, then the intensities of the r and I

members are, respectively, changed m the ratio 1 -h oOl/P, 1 — oOt/P, where a

is a Diuiierical constant of order unity depending on the quantum numbers of

the switch and also on the ratio of the separations of the two seta of terms

concerned in the multiplot

We require to add together a large number of rather complicated expressions,

and the handling of the process is very materially simpliffcd by using the following

notation In the hrst place, the symbol ^ means ± 1 The introduction of

this symbol enables us to take together the r and / components without writing

out separately the expressions for them Lot lu be the centre of gravity of the

multiplet , then the zero position of one of its members is lo + 6p, where b

18 of the order unity A Zeeman component has frequency cii + ftp + ^cOl,

where c is the factor giving the magnetic anomaly for the Component—of the

order unity This line has intensity I (1 -I- ^Ol/P) The refraction of the

pair of lines is

We are only considering values of v far from the multiplet, so that this may

be written

I.I (I +

(3 2)

* ‘ FUl AUg.,' voL 1, n 1070 (1925).
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To evaluate the gyration we must write and —i
—

U) — V tiJ + V ((i) — v)“

^
,
and must subtract the r and I merobris instead of adding. This

(u 4- v)“

subtraction can be done by multiplying each of the terms by ^ and then

adding Both the required results can be found together by setting down the

expression

I (1 -f- M\/P) [P - Q (6P + (3 3)

Then the term mdrpendent of ^ gives the value of the refraction,* ifP is taken

to mean— 1 — and Q .
——

-

H- , >
and the gyration is given

w — V cij + V (til — vy (to H- 'rfy

by taking the coefficient of with P meaning—i ^— and Q —
to — V to + v (to — 'jy

—- In all our work the summation for ^ can be left to the very end,
(co 4- v)*

BO that no confusion arises on account of this dual meaning of P and Q, but

when we require to diatinguish thorn we shall writt^ Q, ,
Pp, Qp We

observe that

ap= 37

If we multiply out (3 3), we obtain

I fP (1 H- - Q (AP + ixih + M0i)l (3.4)

and this is to be summed over the multiplet

Experiments will always consist in a companson uf gyration with refraction.

Since tii has been chosen as the centre of gravity of the multiplet, STfi — 0 and

we shall have a — This is the natural w ay in which it would be expressed,

corresponding to a pure Ijorentz formula for the refractive index, without a

correction term in Q,,- The gyration will be

p = DlSI

P

pfl/p + Qp (c -f- ab)l (3.6)

and it IB clear w^hy tho second order terms in the intcnsUies must be known ,

for a comes in twice over in terms which are certainly not negligible The result

we are to prove consists in showing that if taken over the whole midtiplet the

sum (3.4) will contain no term in and that the sum of all the terms m
will add up to an amount exactly corresponding to the Larmor rotation. In

other words, the sum of all the term of (3 4) reduces to

(P-Q^)2I. (3.6)

* Striotly Bpeokmg, the value should be doubled, but u we ore only oonoeroed wtth

the ratio of gyration to refrutloa, khia is ImmatfirUl.
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4. As a consequence of temperature certain oUier cases arise which deserve

discussion A multiplet is constructed out of the differences of two sets of

levels, the term-multiplets, and in evaluating frequencies and intensities these

play entirely similar roles But here we are not concerned wuth emission or

absorption, but only with refraction, and the atoms are all present in only one

set of levels - the other set having a purely potential existence We shall call

the states of the atom which are really present the “actual states,” tho-others

the “ potential ” Any temperature effect will only be concerned wuth these

actual states, and to this ext-ent the refractive effect; of the multiplet may be

quit^e unsymmetricfll in the two sets of levels that concern its formation

Ladenburg* has called attention to a phenomenon vrhich he calls “ para-

magnetic gyration," aa opposed to the ordinary diamagnetic g3^at]on The

magnetic energy of some initial states is greater than that of others, and con-

sequently there are unequal probabilities of the atoms being found in these

states Hence, he predicts a type of gyration which will depend on the tem-

perature We may usefully review this question from a rather more general

standpoint, aa several cases arise. In the first place the magnetic energy AW,^

IS always small, ho that at any reasonohlo temperature we can expand the

expression exp. — AW„j/xT as 1 — AW,„/xT But it will also be necessary to

allow for the fact that the different states of the actual tenn-multiplct have

different energies and therefore different probabilities of occurrence, and here

we must discriminate between the cases of high and low temperature Low

temperature will mean that practically only one actual stato of the atoms will

be present (of course, split into its magnetic levels), and high that all are

present with probability factor 1 — AWj/asT

In the case of low temperature there cannot be more than three lines active

(j di 1 and j -j, .starting from one initial j) It will be proper to expand the

effect in terms of a P and Q corresponding to the centre of gravity of the linos

present, in order that there should be no Q-tcrm in the refraction. The tem-

perature effect will he rcprcHentcd by a factor 1 — my^hj'lnKl (in LandS's

notation) attached to each bne issuing from the state of quantum number m,

and the result is that (3 4) must be multiplcd by a quantity of the fono.

1 — ^ ftnd then summed over the three or less lines present The

complete formula will be

* Loe. ett.
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Of the three torni^ xu the gyratiua, that la Q will predomioate at pouts near the

multipleb. As v gets farther away, this term will bear to the F-borm a ratio of

the order ^Q/F or p/| cii — v |, so that the P-term will become the more important

at difltancoa greater than the separation of the niultiplct Of the two F-terms

the paramagnetic is much the more important—iinloss and this would

contradict our assumption of low temperature. Wc also observe that the

paramagnetic term can be calculated without knowing the second orders u the

mtemuties, but that these must be known for both the other terms.

In the case of high temperature we have t-o sum the effect of the complete

miiltiplet, and AW/kT will contain ^ as a factor, so that we shall have to allow

for the influence of the second order terms on the paramagnetic effect. We shall

work out this problem for the clansical case, and shall hnd that the paramagnetic

gyration, like the diamagnetic, is entirely independent of the magnetic anomaly

and the multiple t separation The result brings out in an mtcresting manner

the distinction between the actual and the potential states

We may here remark that the interest in the case of high temperature,

including the purely diamagnetic gyration which corresponds to luhmte tempera*

ture, IH mainly theoretical, in that it enables us to obtain information by the

Corroapondcnce Principle as to the values of the secoud orders ui the intenflities.

These are required in order to know the gyration of an at tual substance, but

ejxceptin very close multipletsouly one actual state will be present at manageable

temperatures In § 1 1 examples will be given, showing how it is jxissible to give

the expressions for low temperatures from a knowledge of those at high.

5 In general terms the result that we have to prove can be put lu the following

form The atom is composed of two loosely linked syBbemH A and B, and is a

small parameter measuring the closeness of the linkage A is acted on by an

external force which is without direct effect on B Then the raattion of A
to this force will only be effected by B to the order p®—pubtingit loosely, one p

arises because the effect has b«) pass in to B, and the second because it conics

back to A before appearing in the outer world This result is easy to prove

quite generally provided that there is no degeneracy present, but in the actual

systems for which we require it B cause s secular perturbations m A, and the

theorem becomes much more complicated As we want to know not merely the

behaviour of the whole inultipiet but also of its separate members, we shall take

a apecihc model and work with that, merely noting that the rather elaborate

way m which the terms cut out suggests that the theorem would probably be

true for a far more general class of model

The model we shall use is that which explains the ordinary classes of multiple

t
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where the multiplicity ih tlie same for both of the terms out of which the spectrum

ia constructed.* We shall summarize its properties A single electron, which

alone is affected by external forces, has principal quantum number n and angular

momentum A 0 directed in the direction K A core which is blind (imaffccted

by the radiation) has angular momentum Tq in the direction R, and the resultant

angular momentum is jn in the direction J (which lies in the plane through KK)

7^0 IS the component of along Z the direction of the magnetic force Those

constitute a canonical system of co-ordinates providctl their conjugates arc taken

as

= the angle between JK and the ujise of the motion of the electron

— similarly for the < ore

— the angle ZJK

— the angle XZ,j.

— the “ moan anomaly ” m the orbital motion

The energy of the system is composed of

(i) Hfc(M, Ao) the energy of the electron

(ii) H, (ro) the energy of the core, involving other degrees of freedom which

play no part m the process

(ill) the mutual energy To agree with the ordinary separation of niultiplets

tins must be proportional to cos KR. We shall take it as cob KR,

where pit-self will depend on Aq (being in fact, formally lines, proportional

to l/V) Also cos KR ~ j'"* " *'*’*

(iv) the magnetic energy of the eleetron. As the electron exhibits the

normal Larmor rotation this is OlAq cos KZ.

(v) the magnetic energy of the core. The core has anomalous rotation of

amount which wc shall call Ol + c though as a fact e itself is equal to

Ot This contributes an amount (0|, + e) fy cos RZ

Adding these together \ve have as energy

H = H* (». ko) + Ur (ro) + p
^°‘ " ~

Zfo

d- m
(
Ol ^ (®-l)

\ Igo /

The actual energy la given by omitting the last term, since it fluctuates. But

the presence of this term means that the coordinates are not true angle

variables, suitable for the dispersion theory, and wo must make a small

* See for example Panb, ‘ Z. f, Ph / voL 20, p. 871 (IM4).
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tracaformatiou to remove it We shall Bubmit the system to the canonical

transformation generated by

S = Icwi^ + TWr^ + A- -h - — Bin KJ hid ZJ sin (5 2)

P J

We arc supposing throughout that the magnetic Held isweak.Bo that t p.

Here sin ZJ, sin KJ, are the saTne functions of k, r, j, m as sin ZJ, sin KJ of

^Of Jo, ^ great deal of our work is concerned with these angles ZJ and

KJ, which we shall wntc a? Z and K Thus

COM Z = mfj

cos K = {f"
-}- A;^ — r-)/2jl.

The transformation has the effect of not altering A, m, f, but

e Icr

Jo ^ J -\ Hin K Bin Z cos uj,,

P 3

The result is that to the order c, the energy is

JL
2r

H = II, + H, + p I- m (0, f

(6 3)

(6 4)

(6 6)

(6 6)

6 Let UH fliippohc fhat a pair of axes 5, are drawn through the apse and at

right angles in the plane of the orbit Then with regard to these axes the

electric moment is

£ = £ r]
= - 1 £ 6^6'"-', (0.1)

T»-(b

a-p, hi are functions of only and a .x — «ip — — f^r-

If we transform successively to (1) a set of axes with pole at K and with

one of the others in the plane of KJ (2) axes with pole at J and one in the

plane of JK (3) to jt, ij, z, mv get for the moment along x an expression which

may be written

^ - i;
“y + +».•)(! KJ) (1 + COB ZJ)

T H

u.,")
(I ^ oosKJ)(l - cosZJ) -f e‘

‘-''^“+'^"''5(1-- cosKJ) (1 - cosZJ)

— — coH KJ)(i + cosZJ) -1-2 sin KJ sm ZJ (e’“"" -(-

-f a similar expression involving (oj ~ ^t) (6 2)

As the second expression involves a different change of k it belongs to a

different multiplet, and so here falls out of considcTation. The coefficients

that have been written down are those from which the intensities of the Zeeman

oomponents are ordinarily determined, but to obtain the second order terms

they must be submitted to the transformation (5,2).
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In what follows the work is much shortened by an extension of the notation

of 13. 6 and ^ both represent 1 Then

11^= _£2T+iTg((lu..+ ,...)| s (1+ 0 cos KJ)(^+e COS ZJ)

-j- S 2 Bin KJ Bin ZJ (6 3)

is derived from by venting it’„° — 7r/2 for which can be conveniently

done by multiplying each term by — before summing.

It IS next necessary to apply the transformation (5.2), which modifies not

only Jo and through it KJ and ZJ, but also Wo must also

remember that ^ is a function of Lq, so that the modified terms will involve

dpjdh which we shall write as The presence of the term in siu in

the generating function means that, so to speak, intensity is transferred from

the components of the j -*-j lines to the j -*-j i 1 and vice versa, while there

appear new lines j -^j i 2 We need not give the work nor even set down its

results, smee it is the squares of the coefficients in M, that are required These

are given in the next section

7 The intcnsitioB (Einstein B’a) are obtained by applying (6 2) to (6 3)

and squaring the coefficients We wntc |% -j- 6^ |*/16 = M a function of 7i, k

only, and for convenience we give the frequency of each line also

Im,* = *Msm*K8m'‘Z(l + 9ooitK)*(^ + eoo8Z)*|-*^(n-0^j)'

u + p'
~ ~ -

p J
+ 20 (pJ +

-h + •

I,,^ = JM(1 + 0ooaK)"(^ ecosZ)>[l - 6 cos K)

(^ — 6cobZ) — (^ — 0coaZ)(j — A-cos K) + Aco8Z(l — 0cobK)|J

<0,,* = cu + P'
~ f

~ ^ + p'^^ +
Zf f

+ - ^ — 6 cos Z) (j — A cos K) — A; cos Z (1 — 0 008 K) ]

1

lo, = M iin'K iin*

Z

[l + ^ 4 f
- 00* K + CM Z)

L a 1’ L a

Clio, 4 — U + <

2f

-H (2j — SAtgob K) cos Z —

— P - + ^Ol H- *
(j — A: cos K) — A: 008 Z]

(7.1)
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An ozaoily nimilar proceuH gives the z compunent ol electric moment and thus

the intensities of the
{|
lines We omit their frequencies, since these are obtained

by putting ^ — 0 m the corresponding exprossions for the X lines

l2,,o-lM8m^K™‘Z(l I
0 cobK)- ^^( l + eP-j)*

P J ' P

I, „ ^ M (1 I- 0 coH Kf sm-Z
j

1 +-
'lYji

COB Z
[
- (1 - Ofos K)

+ 0 - A- cos K) I- AB (1 - 6 cos K)|
J

lo 0 = 4M sin* K
I

COS" Z f ' cos Z (— ij sin" Z
1 fJ/ (p

- 2 sin-Z (j
— I co^K) + A. cos K (1 — 3 cos'Z)

j j
(7.2)

Wo may now make a jairtial uitorprotation into the terniH of the quantum

theory A HimultaneouH change of ^into — ^and cos Zinto — cos Z means a

comparison of the i and I lines at equal diatanees from the zero position of a

member of the multiple! This Lhange leaves the main terms in the intensities

unaltered, hut changes the sign of the serond order terms Thus what one

gams in uiteiisUy the other loses The same la true for the
||
tomponents.

It follows that the whole hue remains impolanzed to the second approximation

The ordinary HUmmation rule fails J^'or this requires that f 0, 1 + Iff 0 +
lff_ _i should be independent of in, but it la actually for j -»"j — 0

M (1 -1 0 (OH K)^

and for^

1 + 2 ^ OA: (1 “ 0 COH K) COB zl,
P r J

2iM sin” K jl - 2 ^ ^ COB K cos z|,

both of whi( h depend on m through eon Z On the other hand, if no add these

sums together for the three ofj wc have simply 4M
,
ho that \ve have

another summation rule

If we add tfigethir the Lntnusihefi of aU amUhes front (jirrn j and nt, the renult

mil be independ^it of j and m This rule is pointed out by Kronig* and by

Fowler, t AVe shall examine Home of its consequences later

The new lines j -j d: ^ have intensity of the order (c/p)^, and so will play

no part m our work We may, Jiow^ever, note that each of them is unpolanzed

and that its int>ensity eontaiUH ah chief factora the intensities of the hueg

• ' Z, f. Ph.,’ vol. 31, p m (1B25).

+ Loc cU
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generatiug it ,
that iflj the line j -j | 2, m m -(- 1 will have as faetorn the

product of the intensities j *'2
I

1 and j j, in -jn-l-l.

But, of course, when the quantum iiiimhers are put in, it mnv be uect-asary to

alter the factors by a unit or ao

We must also obaerve tbe occurrence of j in the denominator AVe do not

expec t this to lead to any infinity in the caaej — tl because the same factor does

not do so for the frequencu's, but we should conjecture that the difierente of

intensities of the r and I components would be most marked with the IiticvH of

small quantum number j

8. In accordance with the principles described in §§ 2, 3, we now apply the

Kiamers-Hcisenberg formula for refraction and gyration For the Ime^ -y — 0

the term (.ontri bates

+ -h oi + ^1 I

rn rh (j riii l<.

1 1
(8 1)

We have to sum the mflucru cs of all the lines of the multiplct, but shall do it in

two stages HO as to determine in passing the gyration of ii single line AVe

therefore write

(i)/
i' J~'

and take

J _ ± ioi/ -h

1

+ v)"’

(8 -2
)

(8 3)

where the ambiguous sign is positive for refrai turn and negative for gyration

Then

— ± = JV-Q.^(^i |--((^-0co8Z)0-AcohK)

— ^ COB Z (1 — 0 cos K)J
j

(8 4)

The contribution of all the Zeeman components will be given by summing over

m between ± j—in the classical problem
,
this, of cootbc, means an integration *

* XhujT o&D be no doubt that Ihia la the pro|)er process, but it may bo loft open whether

the averaging ) really over the onenlatlons of sepArate atoms For example, in the

IS—2^1 Hg line (though tbix is not a caaoin point here) the sln^e atom Is isotropic, whereu
our model neoeaaanly implies that a single atom ahcmld have a gyratory effect But

as we are coiuidoriag radiation which is cohoront from the different atoms, it maku no

dJflerenoe whether we sum over different atoms or over the phase space of a smgle atom.
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We thuB require

X [l -t-2|
^ 0 [^*3(1 - 0co8K)(^-eooBZ)

— (<^
— 0 cobZ)(j — fccosK) -|-£co8Z(1 — 0 ao8K)|J

X - Q,^ + y
[(^ - 0 cos Z) {j - hcOB K)

— k cos Z (1 — 0 COB K)] . (0.6)

The evaluation ih very much Bimphhed by the fact that

I'

iTM (t + i + 0 + .^ ^) (^ + 0 COB Z) F (n, k,j,m)

= (T£ + |^
+ 6i)J <fo.(^+ecoBZ)F(»,Jfc,j,m), (06)

sinoe the differentiation of the limits of integration by j exactly gives the term

in ^^ We thus obtained as the sum

(t |- + + 0 1) iM(l + 0 COB K)‘ ij {2(P/ - Q/^,)

+ P.V 2 -1 1 0 ^ (1 - 0 cos K) + il:0 -
j] + Q,V i (*0 -j)

j
. (8 7)

In the Bunilu coloulstion tor j -*] we use Po^ Qo^ formed with

W = (1) + p''

.jS _ <4 _ H „ t—ir
^
7

'

The same aimpliffcation comes in, for on account of the factor ain Z the

0
term involving ^^ falls right out and we get

om

(t + g®^)M Bin*K ((Po' - (W^)

+ P»VyjT[~ ~*]“ (j-iooaK)j. (0.0)

Since the differential operator lies in front of the whole expression, the inter-

pretation goes exactly as in Kramers’ and Heisenberg’s paper. We can say

that, for bothy -fj ± 1 andy ^y, there will be a P-term in the gyration, so that
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it will fall off accordiug to —
; ,

imt — fur freqiiem ioh far from
oj-" — V*

tho line

9 Wc next Hurii the effectH uf all thr linew v must now he right outmde the

multiplet We can again Hirnplify the procedure by putting the differential

operator out Bide For

f" rO(T|- 1--^, + 0-^ 1(1 + 0 co8K)F(», Cj)
Jn_,l \ d/i <)k vj!

-
(
T ^ I =^7 ) f" (1 + 0 K) F (n. k,]) (9 1)

' rn fift/ J
I

i-r
I

Thia reBiilt ih true whither ^ ih gieatiT than r or Iohb, fur in either case the

differentiation of thf liniita of integration by k exactly yields the term in

0 ^ Hiniilarly

J
I

jt r
I

' On ok

----

(
I- ^ r' ^ ^ (" * ') 2)
rn cA ' J

I
i-r

I

So we add Utgether the teims under the int4^gral sign TIuh is best done in two

stages, first taking together tho three teims issuing from one j We have

Fd’* — Fo'' — Qif fi ^^and with Huffiiicnt iieturiicy Qj — Qo' Then the three
r

lines together give

^ JM [ 2 g„V00 - i cos K - iv ^ I V- COB K)
d I r py

d- Qu^
I

— i Ay siirK —J -|- 3y cob" K — 2A cos^ kJ| (9 3)

In setting thiH down it has, of (oiirse, been neiesaary to include terms which

result from multiplying Qp by e/p

Next wc change the point of reference from to cj This involves writing
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The result is

I
jM |2 (P - Q^i) -

_ 2
Qpi£oa^^ _ 5^^2 cobKO -tcosK)

+Q^— [2 ^
~ *’

- " ^ — jk Bin* k|
2j L p I ] J

4^CO^iK(3 — A:COhK)
, „ 2 1^ r.7 S /n K\— i — ] -I-37 con^ K — 21 cos^

f

‘

Tins IS to br intef^rated over all values of j from
|
^ — r

|

to A: -(- Tp and we

shall show that all the terms exce]>t the first will vanish.

First

A.lso

[ J (2
“ — <: — >') = 1 (j* “ — r*)*

I

— 0
J |i-r| I l»-r|

J COB K - Jl = - t* - r*)/2t.

The vanishing of these two terms proves that we have taken the centre

of gravity of the multiple t rightly The remainder of the terms are best

reduced without exjiressiug them directly in U'rms of j by using the relation

0
y — A: cos K — jA:^ cos K At the upper hmit cos K — J

,
and also at the

lower if A:>r, but if A:<r, cos K — — 1 at the lower limit. In either case

J cos K = A/ — r at the lower limit We thus have

(i + r

3^3
J |fc-r[

2 COS K 7 I xr\ u—-— (y — A. cos K) = fc cos^ K - 0

j*+' r»)coBK(j

= ik [(
,* - ifc* - r*) COB- K - f

^

= 0

r ^3 {“i + 3/ cos^ K — 2A: cos'* K} —
[
— Jj'® +yA cos^ K f =0.

J|*-r| L Jn-rl

Thus, finally^ wo get as the whole refractive effect

(9.6)
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wluch means that

„ 3
,

3 32 ,
„ r 1

+
(ij -h v

(to — v)“ (tii -\- v)“J
Ol

rlrr

The magnetic anomaly and the separation of the miiltijilet have entirely dis-

appeared and wc are left v\dh the exact Lorentz expression for the gyration

It 18 evident that this can be taken over by the Correspondence Primiple, ho

as to give the name rcHult in the quantum theory Thus for a frequeiuy fur

from the multiplet ise ha\c

which 19 the chief theorem we set out to pro\e

](). Wc now i^ork out the clasical value for the paramagnetic gyration, sup-

posing that the temperature is so high that the whole of the “ actual ’ term-

multiplet is present This means that before aumnuition the expression for the

refractive effect is to he multiplied by

/til ^
f -Ir - r-

2r
(10 1 )

which represents the second term m exp — AW/ + AW„,)

Am pointed out iii § 4
,
there are two effects acting inseiiarahly, the first corre

aponding to the energy of the zero position of the level, the second to the magrietio

energy This second effect by itself can be calculated without knowing the

second order terms in the intensities, but the first rannot, because the (i will

multiply terms iii e/fi and make contnbutious that cannot be diHregarded

Wo thus must work out

It 18 easy to see that to the required order there will be no Q-term The work

follows much the same courso as before and the final result is (including the

ordinary gyration for comparison)

:

E 2
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We observe that the magnetic anomaly and the multiplet separation have again

completely disappeared from the expression

The interpretation of this formula in the qaautum theory is complicated by

the presence of P in front of the differential operator Sineo this operator is

interpreted as giving rise to an expression syminetncal in the two states of the

atom, it la rather natural,to attribute the presenec of the outside term to the

asymmetry distussed in § 4 By the discussion of a few examples we shall make

a conjecture as to its exact form

1 1 We shall now apply the results obtained to a few special tases The

Bummatioii rule ami our gyration rule are quite insufficient to fix the second

order terms in general (the polarization rule gives no help at all), and this gives

some interest to the partifular eases where they do suffice In the sp and ps

doublets the summation rule determines the mutual ratios of all the second

order terms, but is, of course, powerless to fix their relation to the first order.

The gyration rule, however, provides us with exactly the necessary extra

information reqiured

sp —The following scheme gives the system of the lines The

first column shows the two sets of values of the quantum numbers j, in, normal-

ized as in Sommerfeld’s Atornbaii In the aernnd column u is the centre of

gravity of the doublet and ^ the separation In the thirrl column the quantities

A E are known by the summation rule and the polarization rule They are

A — 3, B 1, C' " 2, D — 2, E — 1—the
|1
components here used are half

the values frequently set down

J. “ J. jn Frequency Intensity PolaTiKaiion

A (1 + «0i/[J) -L, r

i) 4 -iOu D(1 -dOt/P) II

i 1-1 -4 -40i B (1 - lOi/p) J.I

4 B (1 + 60i/P) -L, r

-4 + 40i D(l+<ifWW
II

*t— 2 -0i A (1 - oOi/p) A.l

1. i-1. 4 ci-ip-ioi
-40l

E (1 - «0i/p) II

|, l-i -4 C (1 -eOi/p) A. 1

4. -4 - 4> 4 + SOi C (1 + cOl/P) ±yr

4. -4-1. -4 + 40l B (1 + «0i/p) II
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The Hummation rule for the upper levels gives

A(l+oO|./p) = D(l -dOL/(i)+ B(l-hW)i/p) - B(l-6()L/P)-fD(l frfOjp)

- A(l-flO|./p) = E(l-<K)L/p)+C(l+cOt/P) - C(l-K)L/fi)+E(H eOi/p),

and fnr the lower levels

A(l-haOi/p)+ D(l-dOL/p)+B(l-60L/p)+ E(l-K)L/p)+C(l-oOL/p)

- B(l+M)i/p)+ r)(H-d(lL/p)-|-A(l -aOL/p)+C(l+dWp)+ E(i-f-eOL)/P),

and taking neenunt of the \ aluea of A ,
iheae give

fl ^ 0, b = 2d, f -- 2r, H- 2c = 0

Next we Bet down the refrac hve effect This will be

A(i -h^iOL/p)rp-Q(ipH «^l)]

+ B(l^<^0i/p)[f’ -Q(+p h^SOJl

+ C(1 + ^c()|./p)[P-Q(- ip + i^lOJ] (11 1)

- F [fi + (3a + 6 + 2f)^)|./P] - Q«^0l l-*r + i(3a + - 4c)]

Am the gyration la to he normal this must redurc to 6[r — Q ^l] The

summation rule inukeH the P-terni eorrert For the Q-terui we require that

3a + 6 — 4r — — 4

This fixcH all the c oefficienta and we have

a = 0, h = — r = ij, (f = — ij, c — J

We may remark that both for the X and the
|1
eomponents these results imply

a decTeaae in the inteiiHitiea of the outermost ineinbera of the multiplet and an

increase in the inner ones These changes in intensity w’dl contribute toward

the gradual establishing of the Paachen Back effect, quite apart from the modifi-

cations of wave length

The values a c can also be used to determine the g) ration of a pj line when

the actual state iM, say, with pi absent In this case we refer P, Q to the one

lino at cj -h Jp Then the refractive effect is

A(1 -I- f,0i/p) [P - Q^h] + B (I + ^d)t/p) [P - Q^Ou]

= 4P(l-0JOt/p)-Q^VOi.

2 (ii

sothattho refraction being —p the gyration is— V*

1 f>i .2v
,

^(co‘- v«)'
(112)

Evidently at frequencies for which |b> — v|>|) the fiiat term will be the
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important one Wc shall sec, however, that if the temperature is low enough

to suppress pi, there will b& present a paramaguetic F term which far

outweighs it

Next we examine the paramagnetic gyration, when the " actual " state is fl

This requires that the three terms in (11. shall be multiplied by the respective

factors (depending on the m of the actual states)

1 -
rt>

Oih

27r«T’
1 +

{\h

27C1cT'
1 f ^

0th

2nKT'

It 18 evident that there is no paramagnetic effect at all

Now take a ps line at such a high temperature thal both p\ and p 2 are present.

The energies are composed of two parts, one for the mnltiplet difference, the

other for the Zeeman effect In the latter we uniat multiply the m of each

p level by the appropriate “ ^-factor.” J for p^ and i for pi. Thus tlir terms of

(11.1) arc bo be multiplied respectively by

Multiplying out we find that the whole result is

2ti)
so that compared to a refraction ^ we get n gyration

(0^ —

r 4^v
,

2v h 1

‘L(o" - (0*- v*27r^T.J'
(113)

In addition to the above ca.se I have examined the sp and lines in the

triplet and quartet systems, and the pd and dp lines in the doublet system.

In all these cases the summation rules give the
\\
components in terms of the

±, and also certain relations between the X components These relations

make the P-terra in the gyration vanish
;

it should not be hard to prove this

generally The gyration rule fixes partially the absolute values of the second

order terms, but is quite luHufficient to determine them completely. The

paramagnetic gyration (at high temperaturps for the sp tnplet vanishes like

the doublet and for the ps lines bears to the ordinary gyration exactly the

relation given by (11 3) This rDSiilt is also evidently general for pa lines

The case of a pd or dp doublet merits fuller discussion, because a not very

rash conjecture enables us to discover the gyration of each of its three lines,

and the result could be tested experimentally. The following scheme gives
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tho frequencies and intensities of llie r components ^ is the separation

of the jj-terms, y the (/-terms, 6j is the frequency of the centre of gravity

Plrf,

•'+!7-tfl+0,. 00(1+ 0) 8(l+«) "-i7+18+H0i 75(1+*)

+ IS0, W(l+ &) ++I0.. 8(1+/) + H0.. Z6(l+j)

+ 1-0, 27(l+r) + Ii<‘L 8(1+0)

+410, 9(l+ti)

The unknowns a, 6 . . will be of the form a — “h etc., as is indi-

cated by the requirement of symmetry and the presence of d^/dk in (7 1)

Applying the summation rule wc find

rt ^ 0

rM -f dd + Ce + Gg + = 0

27c -1-8/

and the gyration nile gives

Y (646 + 27c -I- 9ri) + p {ink + 25j) = — 5 0...

Since p and y not be commensurable this gives

646' -h 27e' + -= 0, 754' + 26 j' = 0,

646' + 27c' + 9rf' -f 75/i' 25^' = - i (11 4)

and all the necessary conditions are now fulfilled

We next evaluate the paramagnetic g3rration at high tempomturo For pd

(p the “ actual ” state) wc find for the total refractive effect

300 [P - Q^Oi) -^ P^i
{2f2

- (75V + 26/)} (11.6)

and for dp

300 (P - Q^i} -^ P^ (486 + (64V' f 27c' + W")} (11 6)

The paramagnetic terms cannot be evaluated, but their difference can, and

gives

300 Pfl!<\.
2n«T ^
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Now our treatment of the cUeaical problem lndl(^atod that afteociat>ed with

wo should have

(t^+ Ij)^lrM(P-Q^l).

** (r ^ 4- ^ ^ ® MPikn

k, etr
, here arc dyuaniical and require multiplication by hftiz to reduce them to

numbers The cxpreHflion under the differential operator iH to be aymmetrical

in the two t-erma of the multiplct, but the A® in front preflumably represents

the asymmetry attAched to the “actual’' state Thus we say that to an

ordinary effect A (P — Q^)l) will correspond a paramagnetic effect

2tcicT

AP^Ol

where k and k' refer to the actual and potential states, and P (k) ^ k*

as k oo
,
while f la symmetrical in k, k' and 'Ik We know the exact

values for sp, pa and the difference for ])<l and dp, and these siiflice to deter-

mine the forms of F and /—at least assuming them to be simple They take

their simplest form with the norniabsation in winch A- — 0, 1, li .for s, p, d .

and we get as the whole refractive effect

h
A [P - - -

2n«T k + k'
pm]

If this assumption is correct wo have

and therefore

75A + 25j =—
•'

3 p

546 + 27c 4- 9(i ^ — 86
Y

6« + 8/+ Oj = BC -^
^ Y 3 P

These results auftice to determine the gyration of the multiplet at low

temperatures, and w'c shall conclude by giving the gyrations at low tempera-

tures for all doublet systems lasuing from any p-level They arc compared

to refraction 2tij/(a)® — v®) where w is the frequency of the centre of gravity

of the active lines. As usual

P - 7
2v

— til

! Q
4voi

(V^ — (.1®)®
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PlS

pid

pd

45«-‘'(rs + SS3r'J’

“‘[(5 + 5?‘*+'“(b’p + 12,*t)]'

The firsfc term in P hag been net down for the sake of completeness, but if it

is not negligible the assumption that there is only one actual level present will

be violated A rough calculation shows that at 500° abs. for a multiplet m
the visible sjiectrum the P-term will exceed the Q at distances greater than

100 A U from the lines It \\ould be very hard to observe the gyration of a

metallic vapour at all at aiieh distances so that 'wc conclude that expeninenb

must be mainly ocoupicd with an investigation of the Q-temis

Kere we shall leave the matter, though it w'Oiild seem probable that a more

“refined" application of the Correspondenre Principle might determine the

second order terms precisely. In view of the expeitations based on the New

Mechanics it seeina umieceaaary to enter on this rather laborious process *

What we have already obtained should suffice to show the general features to

be anticipated in any experimental attack on the subject.

Summary

A general disc'ussion shows that when light passes through the vapour of a

substance possessing a multiplet ejicctniin, its gyration cannot be predicted

without a knowledge of the second approximatioiiM in the intensities of the

hues that the substance would emit

The “ electron and core” model is appbed so as to find these approximations

They are shown to bear ratios of the order Ol/ 3 to the first order terms (th.

Larmor rotation, p multiplet separation) (H a pair symmetrically placed about

the zero position of a line, one is increased and the other diminished to an equal

extent, so that the whole line is unpolanzed to the second order It is veiified

that the sum of all the intensities issuing from given j and m is independent

ofy and m,

RS this paper WAS oompleled tlierti has appeared a work by Heisenberg and

Jordan (‘ Z f Ph vol 37, p. 2A1) which fulfils this expectation, They have obtained the

complete formula for the doublet system at all strengths of field, and tbelr result confirms

those hero set down.
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Using the methods of KramerB and Heisenberg, a claaaical calculation la mado

of the gyration due to the whole multiplet, when the incident light has frequejicy

not very close to it. It is shown that there ib an efiect rather like that of

Faschen-Back, in that the gyration corresponrlH to a normal and not an

anomaloua Zeeman effect
,

this resiilt is true, however weak the magnetic

held

A similar calculation i.s earned out allowing for the effect of temperature.

Taking the temperature as so high that a first approximation will suffice, it ia

shown that the gyration is again independent of the magnetic anomaly and

the multiplet separation, but that it now contains a “ paramagnetic ’’ term

inversely proportional to the temperature

These rules can he interpreted in the quantum theory, and a few cases can

be solved by their means For lines issuing from an s-level, there is no para-

magnebic effect, and the gyration of light far from the multiplet will be exactly

that given by a simple Lorentz di-pole. Formulaa are given for the gyration

corresponding to any of the lines issuing from eitjher j?-level in the doublet

system These would be applicable to a substance where the doublet separa-

tion is so large that at practicable temperatures the substance is all at one

level. The gyration in composed of two terms, one "paramagnetic " propor-

tional to the other "diamagnetic” proportional to Ol

(v frequency of incident light, <i) mean frequency of multiplet).
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The Distortion of Irwi Crystals.

By G. T Taylor, F R S , and C. F Elam, D Sc

(Received July 2^^, 1926 )

(Plates 10-12 )

ExpenmeiUal M^hods

In recent years several attempts have been made bo determine what happens

to iron crystals when they are strained and various conflicting statements have

been made as Ui the ( ounce tion between the crystal axes and the nature of the

strain No reliable results have been obtained, however, partly because the

largest crystals available were too small for accurate expeniuent, partly because

workers have assumed that planes of slip coincide with crystal planes—an

assumption which the experiineiitH to be destnbed prove to be erroneous

—

but chiefly bee ause the analysis of strain has not been earned out in a systematic

manner so as to obtain all information possible from external measurement of

strained crystals

The work of Prof Edwards and Mr. Pfeil has now enabled us to obtain

crystals sufficiently large for the pur|K)He, and, in fact, all the material used in the

experiments now to be described was cut from specimens very kindly supplied

by them

Two different methods were used for producing distortion In the first

the material was cut in the form of a unifonn bar of rectangular cross section,

usually about 2 mra, square The length was about 10 cm ,
of which some

4 cm, in the middle was occupied by a single crptal Specimens of this type

were marked with fine scratches and pulled in a tensile testmg machine. The

distortion was measured in the manner described in our Bakenan Lecture,*

In the second method circular discs about 6 mm diameter X 1 4 mm
thick were cut from a crystal and compressed between pobshed steel plates.

The distortion was measured by methods previously described f

Though the methods used were identical with those developed for dealing

with alumiaiiyn crystals, the difference in the material necessitated small changes

* ‘ Roy Soc Prpe/ A, vol 102, p 643 (1923)

t Taylor and Famn, “ Diatorlion of CryaUla of AJummiufu under Comprosiion," ' Roy,

Soo. Proc ; A, voL 111, p. 629 (1926).
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in tbe procedure In the first place great care liad to be taken to ensure that

the depth of the surface layer to which the crystal lattice is distorted by gnncbng

and polishing was as small os possible The spt*cimens were sawn with a fine

saw or milled with a fine cutter They were then ground down on emciy

paper of successive degrees of fineness till at least 0 2 mm had been removed

from ejich cut surfac'e Finally all flat fares were polished till a nurror surface

was obtained The holdrr used for grinding and polishing the tension speci-

mens was made, at the suggestion of Mr A Woodward, from stainless steel

kindly supplied to iis by Dr W II Hatfield

Owing to the small si/e ol the Hpeeimens it was necessary to use special

methods for marking them The teiision specimens were mounted on an

adjustable table which could slide on a bed similar to a lathe bed A cutter

consisting of a safety razor blade broken across the middle was mounted so

that it pressed, with ri weight of lOgrammes, on the specimen as it passed under

it. In this way a fine mark of very uniform width coiJd be made The

specimens were marked with a loiigitudina) scratch down tbe middle of each

face and cross scratches on all four faces spaced at intervals of 5 ram

The marks on the compression discs had to bi* slightly deeper and a weight

of 50 grammes on a sharpened gramophone needle was employed, the specimen

being mounted on the* traversing cone of our measuring microscope

MeasurcnietUs -The most difficult rae-asuremeiit make with the ncccaaary

accuracy was the angle lietween the faces of the tension specimeiis For thia

purpose the hues down the middle of each fate were used The angle between

the planes passing through pairs of marks on opposite fares w'bs measured by a

method previously described * But the smallness of the spiHumen necessitated

the use of a very good goniometer, which was kindly lent to ufl by Dr A.

Hutchinson. F R S With this instrument measurements of the angle between

pairs of opposite faces could be relied on to 20 minutes of arc

Methods of Calculation —The method adoptod for representing the distortion

was the same in the tension and the compression s]H*cimenfl, The cone con-

taimng all lines of particles which remained unstreUlied after the crystal had

been distorted was determined. The difference in shape between the two

types of specimen, Imwever. necessitated some difference in the formula]

used for deducing the equation of the uiistrefcchcd cone from the extomal

measurement

* TayJpr uid Flam, The Plastic Extansion and Kracture of Alumiiiium Crystals,"

‘Roy Soo Proc / A, voJ 108, p 33 (192fl)
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Equation to 11nsirctched Conefar Tension Spennu^ns

In the ease of tcnaion apecimcnH rcctAitgular co-ordinat-ea were tho^enflo that

one edge wob the axis OZ and one face (called

face 1) wofl the plane y = 0. The auheme is

ahown in Eg 1

The meaHured quantUiea were

X the angle beLwei'n the faces 1 and 4

6 the width of fuccH I and A

c the width of faces 2 and i

p the angle between ruled seratehen hitohs

face 1 and the dxiu OZ

Y the angle between ruled scratidies atroHs

face 4 and axis OZ

d the distance between aucceasive marks

parallel to the axis of the flpecimeii.

Using suffixes 0 and 1 tn denote the conditions before and after

stretching, the ratio of the final to the initial length is y — e, and let
Oq

/-pandr/ = ^:^

Oo fu

]f (xj, yj, Zj) are the co-ordinabcs m the strained

( 1 )

material of a particle whose co-ordinates in the unstrained material

were (^o, yo, fhe forinulffl of transformation are

J-i = fru -h lya 1

yi wyo

where
( os X^

^Bin Xfl

sm X]

l = g': f cot Xq

m=^g

P

sin >0

— s. cot Po -b/cot Pi

g = c cot po cot Xfl —/ cot Pi cot Xo + y £2^^ _ ^

The unetretched cone is given by

+ W + 2i? = Jri* + yi® + z,“, (3)

and eliminating y^, from J and 3 the equation of the unstrotched

cone fiecomes

(/“ + jP®
- 1) f 'I- + g2 - 1) + z“ (t® - 1)

-h ifI +pq)-\-2zx (tp) + 2y3 (eg) = 0. (4)

(2)
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If spherical |>olBr co-ordinates are used, 6 being the angle ^hich the direction

concerned inaketi with the axis of z and ^ the angle which its projection on the

plane s — 0 makes with the axis of x, then

Tfz -- tan 0 cos ^

yjz — tan 6 am

so that the equation of the unstrelLhecl cone in its first position before stretching

the maberjal is

((/^ "h ^ f
)
cos^ ^ 1- (ft + }*q) < oa Hin ^

f (1- -j- »r ^ 1?^ — 1) Hin^ <(>} tan^ 6

(2 £p cos ^ -h 2 ej rtin tau U -f — 1 0 (0)

To lind the uiistretched tone m ita second position, in the bti etched material,

the simplest incthixl is to reverse all the formulae, replai mg measurements made

before extension by corresponding ones m the stretched material and ince versa.

The foruiulffl of tranformation are then .

—

^i) -Ti t- h'h T

y« ”*1^1
^

^0 f JiVi -F s,;. J

whrro — -
‘ — 7 cut X,. etc ,

jaiQ), /
and the equation to tho unstretched cone in its second position is idcntioal with

(6) except that eaih of the symbols inside the brackets has a suffix 1,

Equaitoti of V ns(retc?ied Conefor Cotnprtsb^^on Specimens

The scheme of marking speeiincnb and the methods of measurement are

described lu Ji previous paper by one of the authors * A photograph of one of

Fio 2 Fio. 3 Flo 4

Flo. 2.—Iron crystal Fe 8c before oompreuion. Fid 3.—^Fe To after c'ompieBoLoa to t a 0^897.

Fid 4,-^Fe 3c after ooQipTeaaion to « =» 0 840.

• Taylor and Farren, loc. cd
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the specimena before comprcsaion ih shown in fig. 2. Figs 3 and 4 are photo-

graphs taken after compression of specimens which were marked originally

with six scratches in the sfiuarc pattern

aliown in fig 2 A rectaiignlur system of

co-ordinates was chosen so that the origin

was at Ihe central point o of the nine points

where the scratches intersect The axis OZ

was vertical and ])pr[)eudicular to the face

of the specimen OX was along one of the

central scratches and OY was perpendicular

to it The directions of tlie axes are shown

in fig D

Measurements were made of the amount

the material had stretched in the directions of the two sets of scratches. The

ratios of the final to the initial length m these two directions are called a.

and p* respectively If the final and initial thickness of the specimen

between its plane faces are and the compression is measured by y — tjto-

The angle between the two sets of acratebes is Xo before, and after, comprea-

aion The co-ordinates of the central mark on the under-side of the spetimen are

(Xu, Yo, — to) before and (X^, Y^ — after comprojjsion The formul® of

transformation are

Y

where

j 1
^ ii;ro lya [

|AZg

Ui
---- f

=== T^o

/ ^ p ^ cot Xo
ainxo

flinxo

_ X, — gXq — /Yfl
^ ' “ te

, - Y. -
— to J

(8)

(9)

* This notation is the same as that adopted in the previoas work on oompression

tests. It usee some symbols which hare aheady been used In othor senses In this paper

in Dooueotion with tensile speounefu, but no confusion need arise.
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The equation of the unextended cone in iba first; or unetrained; jiosition is

{(a* — 1 ) coe® ^ + (m® -1-2“ — 1 )
am* ^ -f- 2a.l coa ^ am tan“ 0

+ coa <^ + 2 (/ji + wv) Bin .^) tan 0 + H- 1** 4 v“ - 1 = 0, (10^

where 0 and ^ are Hpherical polar eo-ordinatoB which bear the aanie relation

to the rectangular co-ordinates j*, f/, z aa they did in the caac of the tonBion

specimens (s<‘e equations 5)

The most convenient method for finding the equation to the unextended

cone in its aecond position in the compressed material is to replace in formulee

8, 9 and 10 ineasurementu made before compression by those made after and

v%m versa As in the case of tension specimens, suffixes are adiled to the

coeflicients in the trauslorniatioii formide These then become —

Xn ~ diT^-\r fiV] -f- p-i'i

Vu ^ wijVi f h

^0 -- Yi^i

(11 )

In Table 1 is given a list of the dat'U used in caUulating the unextended cones

for three extension and four compression specimens In the case of Fe 1, the

first of our tension specimens, the methods of calculation described in our

Bakenan Lecture were used In the case of all the other specimens we used

the methcMls desenbed in the present pajier

HepractUahoti of VnstrHchcd Cones

The unstretched cones are represented by means of a stercographic diagram

of which the centre is the axis of Z (0 = 0). The axis of a: (0 ^ 90 degrees,

^ 0) IS represented by a radius marked in each of figs. 6 to Ifi

The symbols rommoii to all diagrams are explained in fig 1. Points on the

cone are found by taking values 0, d: ^ degrees, di 00 degrees and 90 degrees

for 0 and calculating the two corresponding values of 0 from the equation to

the cone

Measurement of OnenUUton of Crystal Axes.

The orientation of the crystal axes was determined by the methods used

previously in the case of aluminium crystals.*

The OL radiations from an iron anticathodc were reflected from dodccahedraJ

{110} planes m the crystal, the angle of reflection being 28 >9 degrees. In the

* See MnUer, ' Boy. Boo Proc A, vi^ 105, p. fiOO ( 1924), and Taylor and Farren, “ Bla-

tortion of Crystals of Alumizuum Under CompresBioD,” ' Roy. Soo Froo./ A, toI. IIL

p 629 (1026)
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CAfle of alummium, where reflrt tiuuH were obbainecl from fill} and (lOO) planes,

two were suflicieikt to determine the orientation of all the axes, but in the case

of iron two planes arc not suflicient to determine the rest romplctcly unless

tfcey are at right angles to one another When two {llO) planes making an

angle of hO degrees have been found, they determine a (111) plane, but there

are two alternative puHitions for the crystal lattice, and in this case it is necessary

to find another {HO) plane, not m the same (111) plane as the first two lu

the case of the t-ension specimens it Was not always possible to get leflcctions

from three crystal planes owing to the limitations of the apparatus, but the

ambiguity was reaolvcd by cutting the specimen and polishing a plane ]>erpen-

dicular to the axis, after the test was finished It was always possible to get

a reflection from this new- face and so to remove the ambigiuties in the case of

the distortA^d material Since the motion of the (llO) planes relative to the

surface of the specimen during the distortion was not large and was moreover,

related to the distortion no diflniilty was encountered in identifying planes

in the distorted specimen w’lth those measured in the sper jineii before distortion

In this way the ambiguity was resolved in every ruse

R4's%iUh of Eitnunon Teats

Three spin linens were stretched
,
Fe 1 was extended 15 per cent , Fc 3 and Fe 4

each about 9 per cent It was found that they do not stretch very uniformly,

a variation of 1 per cent or even 2 per cent in a total of 9 per cent being found

between the extension in successive 6 mm lengths of the specimen In order to

make the best use of the measurements two or three sections 5 mm long were

takeu in the part of the specimen where the stretching appeared to be moat

uniform The measurements m these sei tions were averaged and used in the

oaJciilatioDs The figures given in Table 1 are derived from these averages

In each case the unstretched cone was coJeuJated for both positions,! e
,
before

and after stretching. The onentations of the crystal axes were likewise deter-

mined before and after stretching

In figs 6 to 11 the unatretched cones are represented on stereographic diagrams,

each of the calculated points being shown by a round dot. On examining these

diagrams it w'bs found that the unstretched cones m every case coincided almost

exactly witli two planes In each of the diagrams the pair of planes which

passes most nearly through the calculated points is shown by means of two

great circles

This type of distortion was already familiar to us, It can be caused by

uniform shearing or slipping parallel to either of the two unslretrhed planes

3 aVOL. cm —a
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ui a directjon nt right" anglfs to their line of intersection * Accordingly the

point on each of the planes which corresponds with a poflublc diri'ction ol shp

was marked on the diagram with a cross and the pole of each possible plane of

slip wap marked also

The positions of the crystal axes were next determined from the X-ray

measurementfl and marked on the stereographic diagrams From inspection

of BIX diagrams similar to those shown m tigs 6 to 11 the following deductions

were drawn .

—

* Bakenan Lecture, ht. cU , p. 067
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(a) In each case one of the two alternative poMSible direclionft of shp was

close to the pole of a {ill} plai»p The spherical polar to-ordinates of the pole

of the {ill} plane and the ( orreap(mdjuj( possible du'ettion of slip are given m
Table 11, and arc marked in each figure by rueans of the symbol A’* and the

direction of slip is represented by a cross X
The serond possible direction of slip that marked at D in fig. 6, but not

markedm the rest of the diagrams-- seemed to bear no relation to the crystal axes.

(6) The crystal axes move during the distortion so that they are nearly

fixed relative to that one of the pair of unstretched planes which contains the

pole of the (111) plane meiitiuiiod in (rt) They move in the opposite direction

to the other unstrekhed plane

The material behaves therefore Imth m regard to the motion of the crystal

axes ami in regard to the total distortion as though this distortion were due to

slipping on a crystal plane and in a direction parallel with the perpendicular

of a (ill) plane It reruams to disro\er how rho plane of slip is related to

the crystal axes In an attempt to solve this question the pole of the plane

determined by distortion measurements was marked on each diagram These

are shown at F in figs 0 to 11 and an arc representing a portion of the (111)

plane, which w nearly perpendicular to the direction of slip detennjned by

distortion measurements, is also drawn The plane contains the poles of three

(110}planes and three [1 12} planes In each diagram the poles of two (110} planes,

* fn fig. 6 the partioular wUhedral pUne referred to is given the eymbol (111) in order

to orfo/urm to the cODvegtionM of cry>»fcaIlograpby

2 A 2
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(101) and (110) in £g 6, one either side of F, are represented by the symbol

and the pole of the intermediate {112) plane, (21 1 ) in fig 6, is represented by the

aymbol It will be seen that in the case of Fe 4 the pole of the plane of slip

coincides almost exactly with the (211) plane so that the plane of slip coincides

with this plane On the other hand, m the case of Fo 1, the pole of the plane of

slip is 14 degrees away from the pole of the (211) plane, i,c
,
almost exactly

half-way between the poles of the (101) and (211) planes, In the cose of Fe 3,

P 18 nearer to the pole of the (101) plane than to the pole of the (211) plane

It appears therefore that the distortion is such as can be prmluced by slipping

parallel to a plane of particles in the material and that the direction of slip has

a definite relation to the eryst-al axes, but that the plane of slip is nut a definite

crystal plane at all On the other hand, the plane of slip does appear to be

related to the distribution of stress The pole of the slip plane lies dose to the

plane which eontains the axis of the spenmen and the direction of slip In

each of the diagrams figs 6 to I'jllie *«traight line which represents this piano

IB shown as SM If it were accurately true that P in every case lies, os it does

in fig 8, on SM, then it w-ould mean that of all jioHHible planes through the given

direction of sbp, slipping occurs on the one for which the direction of slip lies

along the line of greatest slope in the slip plane, the axis of the specimen being

Hupposed vertical

MetaJlurgiHtH are familiar wi(h the conception of a plastic material which

yields by slipping or shearing on a plane parallel to the plane of maximum

Hheanng stress, and they have recently become famdiar with the conception of a

plastic crystal which yields by slipping on a cry.stal plane and in the direction

of a crystal axiB, the choice among crystaUographicaJIy similar types of slipping

being determined by the stress distribution The conception now put forward

ifl quite difleront from either of these The direction of slipping la a crystal

axis and the plane of slipping is determined chiefly by the stress distribution.

Compresiiion Ejprnnmils

Before going on to consider how this kind of plaRtic yielding could arise wo

shall desenbe further experiments in which the question ih examined by mc‘ana

of a method which permits of much greater accuracy than w'as possible m the

expeiiment we have so far described The chief sources of error in the exten-

sion experiments were attributable (a) to the fact that the stretching of the

specimens was not uniform, and (6) to the difficulty of deterrmning the position

of the specimen relative to the X-ray spectrometer in which it was fixed when

measuring the orientation of its crystal axes In regard to (b) the accuracy
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of the X-ray dcfccrminationH t(*lativc to thi* spectrometer can be judged by the

fact that the angle between two crystal axes never differed by more than

2 degtees and seldom by more than 1 degree from the angle required by the

cubic symmetry of the erystal The accuracy of the distortion measurements

can be gauged from the accuracy with which the points of the unstretched cone

line on two planes and from a comparison of the volume of the speumeu before

and after stretching It is improbable that the calculated direction of slip

IS in error by more than 3 degrees On the other hand, there seems to be

a pQssibibty that an error of 5 or H degrees may 0( t ur in determining the position

of a tension specimen in our X-ray spectrometer This position is determined

either by rotating the speniiieii till the line of sight lies along one face when

looking through the holes which coniine the beam of X-rays or else by

adjusting the X-ray Hpeclromcter till the axis of rotation of the table is in the

plane passing through the vertical scratches on opposite faces The accuracy of

both these methods depends on the smallest dimension of the cross section of

the specimen, which, for various rcnHoiis could not be greater than about

1 5 mm The hrst method is also liable to inaccuracy owing to the rounding

of the faces duo to jHilishiiig and to the unevenness of the surface when the

matenol has been stretehed The second method depends on a high degree of

accuracy m the axis of the turn-lable of the spectrometer With our X-ray

spcT.trometer this source of error was appreciable, but the measurements of X

used in our distortion calculations w’ere made with a first-class goniometer the

axis of which was quite good enough for our purpose

The use of compression Hjietiinens Teduces these aovirces of error till they are

leas than the other errors to which both types of specimen are liable. In the

first place, the diameter of the flat faces on which the meaBuremonts are made

are three timoM as great as the thiekuess of the largent tension Bpecunen we ore

able to use In the set ond place, the conditions of the experiment kept the faces

flat and parallel during compression Ihia last jioint is important because it

was sometimes found piwiaibJe to obtain extraordinarj' uniformity of distortion

through the whole volume of a rompression specimen The photographs shown

in hgs, 2j H and 4 illustrate this Fig 2 shows a specimen before distortion

marked m squares Fig 3 shows Fo 7r after compression till its thickness was

•c ^ 0 897 of its initial thickness, t e, a compression of about 10 per cent

* The symbol r la here used te denote a ntato of the niatenak i ^ > the total amoant of

compretMion the crystal lias undergone nuico It was formed The lymlKil y ui used to

denote the ratio of the thickness at the end of any experLmenb to that at the baglnning, so

that if t, IS the unstrained thteknenn, that alter one compression and f, that after a second

oompressioiL, f, is the value of y used in cslculating the uiutretched cone for the second

compression After the first conipmuiuQ w - and after second oompreanon t = tjt^
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It will be seen that aft«r uonipreaflion the nilrd lines remained straight Fig. 4

shows a specimen Fe 3c in which the ruled srraUbes were so straight and so

nearly parallel after compression to 84 per cent of its initial thickness that we

were unable to detect any want of iimfornnty.*

In some of the compression specimens the distortion was not quite uniform,

the ruled scratches becoming slightly bent or curved In some of these cases

it was possible to say that the want of uniformity arose from imperfectioDS in

the crystal which only came to light when the specimen was compressed. In

all cases w^here there was an obvious lack of uniformity in distortion (three out

of the nine specimens tried) the apecnreii was rejetted after compression. In

order to save the great waste of time which the determination of the crystal

axes of the rejected specimens would have entailed, the orientation of the

crystal axes was not measured before eorapression The crystal axes of the

four specimens Fe 3c, Fe 5c, Fe 6r and Fe 7c were determined after Lompression

and the. second (distorted) position of tb^ unoxtended cone was calculated in

each ease. The equations to the cones and also the data used lu calculating

them are given in Tabic 1

Table 1 —Measurements and data from which unstretched i‘oncs were

calculated

EdUiistmi TfFts

tyf, g, f, m, p, q are mm diraeiihional
J3j, y,,, >o, Xj arc angles, and are

expressed in degrccH

Fe I — E - M50,/= 0 9894, -0 iKUlO f:i„ ^H) 0 degrees, 9li 9 degrees,

Yo 89 9 degrees, y, = 8.5 -5 degrees, X^ -- 90 0 degrees, X^ =
84 3 degrees

Fe 3-^e -- 1 0915, / 0 9748, g ^ 0 9481, Pg
-- 90 0 degrees, p, =

89 8 degrees, yg — 90 0 degrees, y,
-- 89 8 degrecH, >g — 89 9 dc'grees,

Xi = 94 0 degrees.

I ^ 0 0679, m =- 0 9460, p - 0*0034, q -- 0 0033

Unstretched cone in first position is- -

(0-0498 cos^
<t>

0-1325 cos sin ^ + 0-0992 sm^ tan^ 0

+ (
— 0 0074 cos - 0-0072 hid tan 0 -0-1914 0.

* This speciTDeD wba nngmally oireular, but three flatu were ground on ita curved edge

for a reaiioD which wi]] be cxplamed later, bo that iho plan form is not elliptical, os u always

the caie when a circular disc ib compresaod
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Table I —(continued)

In second pnsjtinn it ih

—

(0 0526 cus^ ^ 0 1508 f os
<f>

hiii + 0 1229 sin^ taii^ 0

"h ( — 0 0059 cos 0—0 0062 sin 0) tan 0—01 60H — 0

Fe 4 - c 1 0879, / 0 9:i79, q 0 9856, Po - 00 0 dcRrees, fi,
=

9S 1 (le^rcey, Yu = 00 0 decrees, Yi 0 deforces, _ iH) U degrees,

Xj - 93 6 degrees

^ ^ -0 0618, m - 0 9836, p ^ -0 0552, ry ^ -Od)147

Uiiijtretche^l cone first position jh -

(0 ] 173 ooft^ 0 -j- 0* 1 144 (OH 0 fiiii 0 j
0 0275 sin^ 0) ttin^ 0

-h (0 1202 CUM 0 I

0 0320 sin 0) fan 0-0 1836 -= 0

In sec()nd position it ih-

(0 ] 197 coM^ 0 f 0 144(> eoh 0 sin 0 0 03H] 0) tan* 0

-\- (0 0992 COM 0^0 0311 sin 0) Lan 6 -- 0 1551 — 0

rowiprt'ssion Tests

Xo, Yq, Xj, Yj, (q. are exproHsed in millinirfrcs a, p, y, l^ w, fi, v arc

uon-dimeufiional

Fo 3c - -First rompression from c ^ 1 0 to e — 0 1K38.

o(^ --- 0 9117, Pi
-- 0 9988, y, - 1 1022. -- f) 118, - d- 0 ill,

X, ^ -0 069, Y, -
I

0 114. --- +0 0207, Wj ^
{ 0 9994,

=
I
0 0385, V, - i 0 002, /q - I 630, 1, _ 1 479

StHJond jioaitiun of unsl retched cone is

—

(0-1690 coM^ 0 -0 0378 cos 0 sin 0 +0 0008 ain^ 0) tan^ 0

-f (- 0 0702 cos 0 -- 0 0060 sin 0) tan G - 0-2162 - 0.

Total compreHSion from e ^ I 0 to e — 0 840

Fe3c - -0 H4(KI. Pi
-0 9954, Yi - 1 J9I5, Xo- - 0 IIH, Yo- + 0 111,

-{) 078 Yi 0 110, /i — f 0 0172, = +0-lH)7J.

- -t-0 8417, vi 0 004, to - 1 030, ri
- - 1 368

Second position of unwt retched cone is

—

(0 2843 oos* 0 - 0 0798 (OS 0 sin 0 ^ 0 0030 Min-' 0) tau^ G

+ (— 0 0701 ooa 0 - 0 0119 sin 0) tan 0 - 0 4214 —
- 0.

Fe 5c,—Compression from e — 1 0to£ — 0 888

*1-^ 0 9966, Pi
— 0 8898, Yi ^ 1-1268, Xo - - 0 042, Yo - +0 002,

Xi = - 0 051, Yi -- -0-119, fi -- - 0 0346, ,/»i = +0-8903.

Pi - 0 0038, Vi = - 0 0825. - 1-475, ^i
^ 1 309
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Table I—(ooatiQued)

Second position of unstret-chetl oono is

—

(0 00677 ^ + 0 0689 cos ^ sin + 0 20bi sin> tan* 0

-|- (0 0076 cos ^ ^ 0 1466 sin tan 6 — 0 2665 = 0

Fe 6c —‘Oompreasion from c — 1 0 to c 0-902

OLi^-0 9951, Pi 0 9078, y, ^ 1 1083, Xo - - 0 036, Yn - 0-171,

Xi ^ - 0 046, Y, -- 0 226, f 0 0276, --
-I- 0 9082,

|ji
- 0 0106, Vi ^ - 0 0243, (q 1 575, — 1 421

Second position of uiistrctched cone is —

(0 fK)9H COB* ^ - 0 or>4H cob ^ am 1- 0- 1744 sin* 0) tan* 6

+ (0 0211 cos ^ H 0 0447 sin Un 0 -- 0 2290 0,

Fe 7c —( onipresflioii from e 1-0 to e — 0 897

a, ^ 0 997, Pi ^ 0 894, yj 1 115, Xo ^ - 0 016, Y^ ^ - 0 027,

X, - -0 025, Y, -= --0 113, /,
- f 0 0204, ^ +0 894.

-0-009, vi ^ 0 072 ^ I 341), f, -- 1 202

Second position of unfltretched cone is-

(0-006 cos® ^ — 0-041 COB siii
1
0 201 aiii® i^) tau® 0

4 (0 018 coa f 0 129 siii tao 0 - 0 248 ^ 0

ItfWiliM of CitMpres^oft T?sts

Stereographn diagrams for the loinpreiwjon teats Bimilar to those used in

the case of extension ap<*citnenfl are shown in h|(g, 12 to 15 It will be seen that

they give the same result as the tension teBta In each case the point S, which

represents the direction of slip deduced from the distortion ineosurementB, lies

very close to the triangle which marks the position of n pole of a [111} plane

determined by X-rays The improvement in the accuracy of the measurements

has proiiiiced a corresponding improvement in the agreement between these two

directions This ih shown in the second half of Table If, where it will bo seen

that the maximum angle between them la only G degrees Figa 12 to 15 and

the third column of Table III show also that the plane of slip is not a definite

crystal plane, but that, as in the case of the tension specimens, it is nearly

perpencbcular to the vertical plane which passcB through the direction of slip

and the axis of the specimen In the diagrams this plane is represented by a

doited line 8M It will bo seen that for each of the four oompreaaion epecimens

the pole of the plane of slip is inclined through a small angle away from the
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plane SM towards the pole of the nearest {112] plane and therefore awaf from

the pole of the nearest plane The measured values uf this small angle

are given in eolumn 4 of Table Jll Its miiximum value is uiily degrees, but,

on the other hand, an error of this magnitude could not have occurred in our

mcaflureinentR, so that the effect represented by it must bo a real one

The ctmcluaious to be drawn from these resiilts are that slip can occur on

any piano, not neoesaanly a crystal plane, which passes through the normal

of a {111} plane The fact that the pole of the slip plane is so close to the plane
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Table II,—Co-orrhnateB of direction of slip and normal to {111} plane.

Eiif^n^ion iVpecjiHt’Ns

Fe 1 Fp J, Ke 4

e
1

f
!

^
1

,

Before HlreUbins

—

\

1

Ihrectlun of slip iia 4S 2dJ* 5S* 202

Normal to [111’, plane nti 117 2dfi* (i2 2051
ArUir atretohiriK— I

Direcliun of aiip 52 114* 43 23N 52 204

NnrriiiLl to |lll[ plane i 121) 44* 245 w 200

( VjmpTttjviOH Speemu^ns

---
Fe Ac ft 5i‘ Fe (k Fe 7e

1

^ !' e

1

202
201

0

1 _ ' V
AJteir cuiupreMiiuii

—

Direction of nllp

Normal to [ml plane
S3
SD|

J50
HM

50

50*

L

51*
01*

270
270

1

55
‘

54

273
271

Table 111

-
Angle hol^een iwW uf Ul2[
plane and pole P 0/ alip

plKDV

Angle lietwoen P 1

piano thmugli
of alip

Deureea
1

Dej?rt*eii Degrees
Fo Jc 53

1

ft* 2

Fe 5t 50
1

^ i

Fe Oc 51* \
N 4*

Fe 7. M
1

4

HM HeeniH to show that the rcBidtance to Hbear does not vary much, as the plane

of slip takes up diiTercnt positionH round the pole of the (111] plane The fact

that the pole of the plane of slip ih incbued through a small bub measurable angle

away from the plane SM and towards the polo of the neareflt{112} plane seems to

indicate that the resistance to slipping is rather less on planes near {112} planes

than it IS on those in the neighbourhood of (110) planes
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Mf'cham^tn of Shp iw Iron CrysiaU

The qiicshon now nriRCH how it rBn happen that a niaU rml can sli]» parallel

to a cryKtal axiH but on a plane which ih relalecl to the cbrec tioii of atreKs rather

than to the orientation of the crystal axes VN here alippinf^ cxeura on a crvsfal

plane, aa if doea in all metals which have been examined in the past, the dis-

tortion may be represented by a model ennsistmg of a pack of cards eapable cd

sliding over one another, the cards being ribbed or groo\ed so that they can

only slide on one anothc^r in one dircrtion A corresponding mcKlel for repre-

senting the distortion of iron crystals might lcjusisI of a bundle of rods or pencils,

and in order that there may be three-fold symmetry about their axes they might

Ik* hexagonal in section •

Another way in which wc could concei\e the distortion of iron taking place is

by slipping on two crystal planc-s which both pass through the normal of the

(111) plane, the direction of slip on each of them being parallel to their line of

iiitosection 8uch planes might be two {110} planes or tw'o (ITiJ planes Hy

adjusting the ratio of the amount of slip on one plane to that cm the other the

t^jtal distortion can be equivalent to slip on any given plane through their line

of int-crsei'tion

It IP imposflible to distinguish between these two hypotheses by distortion

or X-ray rneaHuremenU On the other hand, an exainmation of tlic* slip lines

whuh appear on a polidbed surface of the crystal when it is strained seems to

furnish the clue required In i‘Hth of the tensile spec imeus these slip Imea

appearcMl They were not straight, but, cm the cdher hand, they ajjpeared t«

run in a definite direction, and measurements of this direction could fn-quently

be repeated in different parts of the sail c face w ith a ))rubable c'rror cd about

2 degrees Figs Hi, 17 and 18 show typical examples of the lines in parts of

the spcx'imens where they are free from imjH'rfec. lions in the crystal In many

parts these imperfections make uieasiirnncnt of slip Inns impossible, but home

reasonably good mcasurenienth wcto obtained in the (ase of crystals Ke 3 and

Fe 4, The orientation of the ahp llnc^ on two faces of Fe 4 ami on two faces

and two extra flats ground on the eorners m Fe 3 are represented by the symbol

0 in figs 9 and lit will be seen that they he close to the plane of slip in

each cose. In Table IV arc gnen the measured values of the angle between

* Such a mode] eaiinot vcithcmt modificallon fully repri'ccent the crystal betauHe a cubic

cryaial like iron haa no hexagonal aim of symmetry, but only trigonal, c e , axis through

diagonal of cube which is threefold For the present purpoae, however, this point is

immaterial

t Theae two flats are not those referriMl to later, p 3G8
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thf' axiH of tbe Rpociinpn and (a) the slip lineB, (5) tho trace of the plane of slip

determined by distortion measurements on the face of the apecimen, (c) the trace

of the nearest (110) plane, (d) the trace of the nearest (112) plane, (e) the trace

of the second unstretrhed plane determined by distortion measurements It

will be seen that the maximum angle between the slip lines and the trace of the

plane of slip iH 4 degrees This is less than the errors of measuToment in the

case of slip lines on the lace of tension specimens On the other hand, the

maxiinum angle between slip lines and the traees of crystal planes are 31 degrees

in the case of the nearest (110} plane and 26 ilegrees in the case of the nearest

{112] plane

Table IV

Fo 3 Fr i

KiW'r 1 1
Fare 2 Faiip

1

j

Face 2

IfulInHllun In iixw cif MfH'unien o/- 1 I>pgr«en IkfJlWS

1

Dogreen

(rt) Nljp Ijiuh ' 125 127 124 105

(6) Trace of plkiic of slip* 1 121 1 151 I24| 100

(r) Tratp of nrureiiC (iiO} plftHP
1

120 115 JJ3 74

(rf) Trare of nearosl J1I2J pUnp
(r] Trace ul aecund unalretohed

1
90

1

132 12) Ino

pknp* ) HI

1

5U 37 02

• Prom dlstortlurt mpa^uroinrntM

It appears, therefore, that the slip lines mark the intersection of the plane of

slip determined by distortion measiirenicnts with the surface of the speeimen

They have no relation to the crystal planes excepi, as in the case of Fe 4, where

the plane of alip happens to coincide with a crystal plane owing to an accidental

element of symmetry in the original orientation of the crystal axes m the speci-

men It will be seen later that this result is confirmed with considerable

accuracy in I ho compression expenmeuts

It la worth noticing that the slip lines confirm our identiluation of one of the

two unstretehed planes detemimed by distortion meaBuremenl as the plane of

slip This IS shovn clearly by the Agiires in rows a, b and c in Tabic IV, where

row € shows the position of the trace of the second uustretched plane on the

surface of the specimen It seems, therefore, that if we had no X ray measure-

ments, we should still be able to make our choice by observing slip liuce In

fact, the information furnished by rough indications of slip lines on the curved

surfaces of the compression discs were used in our later measurementa to guess

which of the two planes was the slip plane and so to limit the range of setting
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angles employed during our Hearth for poEitions of the Bpecimen in which X-ray

refections could be obtained Much labour was saved m thiH way, the search

for these positions being very laborious

J filerj/rdaf ton of He^ults

We arc now in a position to interpret our re suit a In the first place, we can

reject the hypothesis that the (listortiou is due to slipping on tw'o or more

crystjil planes pasfung through the normal of a {IJIJ plane This hypothesis

would explain the nature of the distortion and the pOHition of the crystal axes

in relation to the wlip phenomena, but it is contrary to pre\ious cxperieiue

with other metals In tJie lusch of uluiiimjurii, (tipper, silver and gold,* planes

of slipping which arc crystal planes have been proved to exist when a bar of the

material is Btretched The material kIijjh on one erystal plane only till the

change in orientation of the crystnl axes, as the distortion increases, bring

another crysUllographically similar plane into such a position that the two

planes arc Hyminetru ally placed with reapei t to the direction of stress Slipping

then occurs on both planes In the taae of iron, the two planes of slip required

in the hypothesis we arc distussing would not, except in sperinl accidental

cirtaniHtaiices, be similarly orientated in relation to the axis of the specimen, so

tiat the Hheajing stress on one plane would be different from that on the other

We should, therefore, expect slipping on one plane only, namely, that for which

the aheaj stress was the great^^st

On occaflions when slipping on two planes has been proved to exist,
,

when the two planes are Hymiurtrit ally plated, we have sonietimed been able

to observe slip lines and in eadi ease there have been twu setn of lines (roasing

one another. Observations of this liind have also been made in the cast of

smglo crystals under alternating

Among our iron crystals we had one example in which the axis of the apecimen

lay very nearly in a {100} plane 'jo that the normals of two {111} planes, tc,

two possible directions of slip, were equally im lined to the axis of the specimen.

Ou stretching this crystal two sets of slip lines appeared crossing one anothir.

It appears therefore that double slipping otturs in iron when the shear stress is

equal ud two possible planes of slip, and that when it does occur tw'o sets of

slip bnes appear on the surface In all cases where the crystal axes were not

• The uoac of aJuiiuiuum is tmaLul in our Bakenan Lecture, loc n/ The gaaps of copper,

iiiher and gold which ha^e latticea aimiJar to aluminiiini will be treated in a paper liy one

ol ui whieb will be pubbshed nhorily

t Qougb, Hodsod and Wright, ‘ Phil Trans ' (1925).
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Bymmctno&lly placed with respect to the axis of the specimen, only one set of

slip Jines was observed, and that set did uot coincide with any crystal plane

The woif^ht of evidence is therefore strongly against the hypotheais that the

distortion is due to slip on two crystal planes

There remains the hypothesis that the crystal do<‘s not divide itself into sheets

when a shearing stress is applied but into rods or pencils It is clear that any

uniform distortion of such a syst^^m due to slipping of the rods on their neigh-

bours must be a uniform shear with a plane of slip which contains the direction

of the length of the rods, but may be id any orientation round this direction

If these roils were of molccvilar dimensioua and if the shear were umfomi ngbt

down to molecular dinieDsiuns, so that every rod Ixirc exactly the same relation

to its neighbours as every other tckI, any marks or slip lines which could appear

on the surface of a strained crystal would depend on the shape of the rods and

their relative positions, not on the direction of the plane of slip. This can ho

easily understood by thinking of a model Fig. 19 is a photograph, taken from

above, of a bundle of hexagonal rods standing with their axes vertical These

rods pack together so as to fill a volume without interstices The ends of the

rods arc all cut square (ip, at right angles to their axes) and before distortion

they were all at the same level so that the end of the bundle was iv plane per-

pendicular to the axes of the rods Owing to the fact that the rods were accurately

made, the outhne of the hexagonal end.s could not be seen before distortion.

The bundle was given a uniform shear by sloping the board on which it was

standing. The direction of the trace of the slip plane on the plane of the ends

of the rods IB shown as a line below the photograph The whole bundle was

bghted obliquely so as to show up the projecting parts of the surfaces of slip.

It will be seen that the “ model ahp lines " which apjieai on the surface arc

traces of crystal planes on the plane end of the bundle The orientation of the

plane of slip which would be determined by external distortion measurement

may afleot the relative bnghtness of these model slip lines,'’ but not their

direction.

As a matter of fact, the distortion of whioh fig 19 is a model cannot occur

because it would involve an alteration in the spacing of the atoms in the crystal

lattice, which X-ray analysis shows does not occur. In any distortion large

bundles of rods must stick together. When they sbp they must ahp at least

one atomic distance along the direotion of slip—they may slip much more.

In the model one atomic distance is represented by a given fraction of the

diameter of each rod In order, therefore, to see what the model looks like when

it IS forced to shoar in such a way that the slip of each tod on its neighbour is
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one atomic distance at every point where there m any sh]), the sloping lioard

which produced the effect shown in was replaced by a pile of drawing-

boards the thickness of each of which represented one alonur distance These

were arranged in steps so that the slope of the plane which touched the edges of

all the steps was the same as that used in the first experiment The model

was then placed on the steps with the rods vertical and they were pressed down

os far aa they would go Fig 20 shows a side view' of the model in this jKWition

Fig, 21 IB a top view of the bundle of rods lu the same position as they occupied

when the photograph for hg 20 was taken The point of view, the method of

illumination, the amount of shear and the orientation of the plane of slip arc

identical with those applicable to fig 19 It will be seen that the “ model

sbp linea ” are very different from those shown in fig. 19 In general they run

parallel to the trace of the plane of sbp w'hich is marked below the photograph.

Neglecting the details of their structure in general direction, they are straight

hues which have no connection with crystal planes, but when examined in detail

they have a jagged apjiearance It has been known for a long time that slip

lines on the surface of iron crystals are not straight in detail We have found

that when single crystals are strained so that the shear is uniform throughout

a finite volume, the general directiou of the slip hues can be found with fair

a^xsuracy, and this direction is constant over the whole of a flat surface ground

and polished on the outside of a crystal. We have already shown that this

direction coincides with the trace of the plane of slip derived from distortion

measurements It appears, therefore that our model docs m fact reproduce

with remarkable accuracy all the facts connected with the distortion of iron

crystal B which we have brought forward

Predtction of Variation i?» Character of Slip Lines ufUh Orientation of Plane of

Slip Co Surface of Specimen,

The succeaa of our model in fitting together the known facts about Bbpping

in iron crystals naturally led us to consider whether it would enable us to predict

any hitherto unknown properties of iron The prediction w'bich seemed most

suitable for immediate verification was a possible variation in the character of

the slip lines with changes m the orientation of the surface of the specimen in

relation to the direction of slip. It will be seen that whatever the form of the

bounding surface of the individual rods of the model may be (in our model

they were hexagonaL, but that ib not essential) the" jagged elements of the lines

of sbp will flatten out and approximate to the general direction of the slip

hnes which will therefore become almost straight when Uie surface of the
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pecimen ie oeAily parailel to the direction of abp In the limit when the

directiOD of slip is in the surioce of the specimen, the slip lines should appear

quite straight provided that the surface is flat and that the lines can be

made visible Conversely, the most jagged lUp hues may be expected

when the surface of the sjiecimen is most nearly at right angles to the slip lines.

In order to test this predu tion one of the extension specimens, Fe 3, for which

the orientation of the direction of slip bad already been worked out from dis-

tortion measuremcnta, was taken, and two of its edges were ground down in

such a way that two new fares were formed Both were parallel to the axis

f the specimen and one of them was also parallel to the direction of slip The

second was perpendicular to the first, so that it made the greatest {HMSiblo angle

with the direction of slip The spetimen became therefore a prism whose

section was an irregular hexagon Referring to fig 9, it will be seen that the

dotted line SM represents the orientation of the first of thehc new faces This

line makes an angle of 57 degrees with face 1, which corresponds with the axis

^ — 0 Accordingly the new faces were ground at angles of 57 degrees and 147

degrees with face 1 The faces were then |K)lished and the specimen again

extended. Fig 22 shows the appearance cjf the slip lines on the new face cut

parallel to the direction of slip, while fig 23 shows the slip lines in the face cut

at 174 degrees to face 1 It will be seen that our prcchrtion is verified in a

most striking manner The slip Lnes in fig, 22 are remarkably continuous

,

they are also straightcr than any others we had obtained before, aa can be seen

by comparing fig 22 with figs 16, 17 and 18 The vertical lines in figs 22 and

23 arc due to irregularities in the surface of the specimen which we attribute

to somewhat inexpert polislung It will be seen that the small wobbles m the

slip hues shown in fig 22 are associated with these grinding and polishing marks.

If the surface had been flatter, the slip hues would have been even straighter

The slip lines shown in fig 23 are, as we predicted they should be, more

jagged or curved than any of the otJzers In order to confirm this result we

ground new faces on another specimen—this time a compression disc, Fe 3c.

The specimen was first compressed to c « O' 906 The diKtortion at this stage

was calculated and the direction of slip in the distorted specimen found Ita

oo-ordinates were 6 = 52 degrees, ^ := 354 degrees. Three flat faces were

then ground on the curved surface of the speamen so that Ibcy were all parallel

to the normal to its upper and lower faoes. Two of them were parallel to the

direction of slip, t e , they were parallel to the plane ^ = 354 degrees The

thud was cut at right antdes to these so that its equation was ^ ^ degrees

Thes^ extra flat faces are seen In the photograph fig 4, and the relation between
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them and the co-ordinate axes is shown in fig 12, where an outline t ojiy of fig 4

is shown in position on the storrographic diagram representing thr distortion

of 3c

The HpociQicn was next eompreaHcd to c — - 0-8t0 Fig 24 the appear-

ance of the surface ground parallel to the line of slip Some difficulty was

experienced in showing any slip lines at all on this surface und careful arrange-

ment of the top illumination was necessary It will be seeu that the slip hues

arc extraordinarily straight Their direction can be measured to 0 5 degree.

The inclination of the slip lines to the trace of the flat top of the specimen was

found to be 37 degrees, so that their inclination to the normal to the flat txip was

53 degrees This direction is sbowm in fig, 12 as the shaded circle S. The

inohnation of the direction of slip is given in Table 11. It is 53 degrees, no that

there is perfect agreement between the slip lines and the trace of the slip plane

Kr 26 shows the slip lines on the flat face ^ - 84 degrees It will be seen

that they ore jagged or curved as our theory led us to predu L, but that it is

possible to measure their general direitioii wilh a probable error of about

4 degrees. This direction happened to be parallel to the trace of the flat top of

the specimen Its position is represtuUed by the point A in fig 12.

Fig 20 shows the slip lines which appear on the tup surface of the specimen

(the surface which had been in contact with the sheet plates dunng coro-

pression). It will be seen that here again they are very niu< h lient, but that

their general direction can be dct<;rinined with a probable error of about

3 degrees. This direction, which was measured as ^ ^ HO degrees, is marked

on the stereographic projection of fig 12 at B Again^ the plane of slip

coincides to the limit of accuracy of oui measurements with the general

direction of the slip hues.

Condusion.

The final result of this work is to show that the mechanism of distortion in

iron crystals is *iubject to laws which are quite different from those which

govern the shp phenomena in any meUl hitherto investigated The particles

of the metal stick together along a certain crystallographic direction and the

resulting distortion may be likened to that of a large bundle of rods which shde

on one another The rods stick together in groups, or smaller bundles of irregular

cross section
,
and the slip lines which appear on a polished surface are the traces

of these bundles on that surface When the distortion of the crystal in bulk

is a uniform shear these bundles stick together to form plates of irregular thick-

ness, but lying id general with their planes parallel to the plane of slip deter-

nuned by extemal measurements of the surface, The plane of these plates

VOL. XCII.—A. 2 1
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ifi determined by the direction of the principal stress. It has no direct relation-

ship with the crystal axes

This conception was arrived at entirely as a result of external measurecno&tB

of the specimens and njcasuremcnts of the orientation of their crystal axes.

The fact that it appears to explain the nature of the slip lines is therefore

remarkable. The slip lines, which arc curved m detail, preserve a general

direction which can be measured in coses where the distortion is uniform,

and this direction coincides with the trace on the pobahed surface of the specimen

of the plane of sbp determined by external measurements The slip lines

appear to have no direct relationship with any of the principal crystal planes.

Perhaps the moat t/clling point in favour of the theory is that it has enabled ns

to predict the hitherto unknown fact lhat if the crystal is cut with a polished

surface parallel to the direction of sbp the slip lines are all straight. When
there is an appreciable angle between the polished surface and the direction of

slip the slip lines are jagged or curved, and the greater this angle the more

jagged they become
,

but oven so they preserve a general direction which is

easily measured and is in agreement with the distort-ion measuTements

Beanng of these Conchnnona on Previous Work

This completes the work up to a definite stage Before concluding, it may

be of interest to bring out the connection between our results and those of

previous workers. Nearly all our predecessors* have assumed that the crystal

has a plane of slipping which is a crystal plane, and in most rases they have

attempted to correlate the slip lines with traces of crystal planes Jf the W'ork

described in this paper is accepted, it is clear that that method was foredoomed

to failure. One notable exception, however, is to be found in the work of

Osmond and Carbaud, f who point out that among the slip lines which occur when

an iron crystal is strained, curved ones predominate. They were unable to

find any relationship between these curved lines either os a whole or m their

detail and the crystallographic planes. In order to produce sbp bnes which

are sbrajght oa a whole, though curved in then details, it is essential in the

light of our work here deacribed to subject a single crystal to a uniform distri-

bution of stress It was only after a careful study of the methods by which a

uniform strain can be produced that wo were able to discover the relationship

between sbp linos and distortion,

* RoMiduun sod Ewing, "Phil Traiu.,' A, voL D3 (lOOD) ; Howe, ' Metallography of

^teer j
Folanyi, ‘ Z. [. KruUllDgraphio,' vol 01, p. 48 (1025); Weusenberg, ibidem^

p. 58, Mark, p 75

I Osmond and Cartand, ‘Jours. Iron and Steel Institute/ No. Ill (1806),
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DE8CKIPTEON OF PLATES

Plate 10

Fin 16 —Slip linos on iM^lishcd aurfoGo of iron crystal Magnification 100 Tke lines

parallel to the l)road b(iiL‘k line winch is a scratoh maile by a razor blade are marks

made in [xilishing

Fio 17 —Slip lines magnificnlicin 413, polish marks vertical

Flo IN,—Slip lines (hurizuntai in photograph) Polish marks at angle of about flO degrees

to slip Lines Magiiihcatioii 350,

Plate 11

Fia 10,-—Top view of model, showing iippearaiu-e where no rods stuck together during

distortion

FfO 20 —Side \iew of mi>del showing hexagonal rods sfarulmg vertically on slope of steps.

Fill. 21.—Top view of model shawing appearance when rods slip a defiiute amount or not

at all

Plate 12

Fio 22—Slip lineH on face of Fe 3 rut parallel to direotion of slip MagndiLation ISO

FlO 23 —Slip lines on face of Fe 3 out al maximum iKsunblr angle w ith diicn'tion of Blip,

Magniftcaiion 150.

Fiu 24 —Slip lines on vertical face of Fe 3c rut parahcl Lo direction of slip Magnification

150.

Fio. 2S — SUp lines on vertiral face of Fe 3c cut at maximum angU (53 degrees) to dirootion

of slip Magnification 150

Fio, 26—Slip lines on Hal top of unn crystal These were not actually taken on Fo

becauao the specimen got too much scratched, but they were taken on another almoot

identical specimen Angle Lo dirorlion of sbp, 37 degrees Magnification ICO, Slip

hnes parallel to bottom of photograph

2 B 2
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The Sh'^iciurc of Thin Fihm. Part VIII.— Expanded Films

By N. K Adam, M A
,
Hoyal Society Sorby Ilesearcb Follow^, and

Cl Jessof, Ph I)

(Communicated by Sir "Williftm Hardy, F R S - Received June 14, 1926 )

The pif^fient paper dosenbea a closer investigation than haa hitherto boon

possible of the " expanded ” state of surface films and of the relation of the

films ID this state to the condensed films on the one hand, and the gaseous on

the other. The expanded films were first reported by Labrouate (1) and

examined more closely by one of ua (2, Parts 111 to VI). They are formed

from the dose-packed condensed films by rise of temperature, the change being

complete in a few degrees at constant pressure, and being of much the same

nature, whatever the substanec. It has been established in previous papers

that the temperature of the expansion is raised regularly by an increase in the

length of the cham of the moleciUe, the amount of this rise being practically

the same in all homologous scries where there is only one chain in the molecule
,

the absolute temperature of expansion depends, however, on many factors,

not yet understood Evidently the expansion is a partial overcoming of the

cohesion between the molcculea m the condensed film

III the expanded films, however, there is still much cohesion In Part VII

we have shown that some of the expanded films possess, at low surface pressures,

a definite vapour pressure of a few tenths of a dyne per cm , this region ending

in a state of the films which is analogous to a gas in two dimensions In the

gaseous film, there is very httle cohesion between the molecules. When there

IB a definite surface vapour pressure between the expanded film and the gaseous,

we must clearly regard the expanded film as
**
liquid." We propose to call

the expanded films which end in this vapour pressure region " liquid expanded

films."

The results of this paper, as well os some of those of Fort VII, show that films

muflt often be regarded as belonging to the " expanded " class, oven though

they may not behave as liquids and do not show phenomena of evaporation

in the surface Such films we shall call '* vapour expanded films "
, they

pass without discontinuity into the gaseous films as the surface pressure is

dunmishcd By analogy with matter in three dimensions, we consider the

liquid expanded films as liquids below their cntioal point
,

the vapour ex-

panded as above the critical point, The mam difference between substances
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which form ** liquid" and those which form " vapour ” expanded films seemfl

to be that with the former the critical evaporation temperature is above the

expansion temperaiuip at which the condensed film changes into the expanded
,

in the latter, the cntiral temperature is below the expansion temperature

The apparatus used for measunog low surface pressures is that described m
Part VII

,
for pressures from about O'S dyne per cm upwards we have used

another instrument on the same principle, actually a prehnunory model of the

sensitive apparatus, without covers for protection against draughts, with a

thicker torsion wire giving a forco of 0 266 dyne per cm for one degree rotation

of the head, and without the vernier on the torsion head The sdk fibres

connecting the float to the rest of the instniiuent were replaced by silica fibres
;

and to allow of the use of the instrument at higher temperatures, these have

been fixed by solder instead of resm cement Both for convenience, and in

accuracy, this instrument is a great improvement on the earlier arrangement

with the balance and air jets, and the thin gold ribbons at the ends of the

float are adequate to prevent leaks at any surface pressure.

Temperature has been controlled by immersing the trough to within a few

miUimetreB of the brim in a very large water-bath with thermostat, up to

35®
, above 35° we have used small burners under the trough. The water-

bath changed temperature so slowly that the thermostat was usually

unnecessary

Liquid Expanded Films

Fig. 1 shows the pressure-area isofchermala on myristic acid, on N/lOO Hd,
from 2 5® to 34®. The three curves inset show the vanation of area with

temperature at the three pressures of 1 4, 6 0, and 15 0 dynes per cm. The

curves replace figs 1 and 2 of Part III

* We estimate the ocouraoy of these ouryes aa fuUows , the preaBuros aro probably

correot to 0^1 dyne, exoopt above 10 dynes , the Leiuper&bures from to 20°, bo Q 1°

;

outudo these linuta there may bo error of 0 3° The aoouraoy of the areas per molaoula

is Hmitod by tlie preouion with whieh drops can be dropped from a fine pipette, rather

rapidly, smee the solvents most be volatile In single experlmeots of a aeries it u some-

times pt^ble to detect over 5 per cent error, the curve being shifted laterally ponJlal

bo itaeU. We have selected curves for ropnxluctiou in which no auoh lateral shift was

visible.

In ooUbratlng the dropping pipotto, gl correction for the evaporatioa of the volatile

solvent is neoeesory and was mode as foUows ;—The pipette charged with the solntlon is

fitted loosely into a smoU test tube by a oork and weighed It Is then removed and twenty

drops delivered at about one per second, the pipette being steadied (os In use on the trough)

in a vertical poaltion. The pipette la Immediately replaoed in the tube and re-woiglied.
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Fig 2 gives similar data for the x-bromo-acids of difiercnt lengths of ebam.

The Hj 15j 17 and 18 carbon acids were Dr. Le Sueur’s Specimens
,

16 and a

duplicate specimen of 18, giving practically identical results, were made hero.

The 18 carbon acid was exslmiued at 26 '2'', as it is a condensed film at room

temperatuio
,
the other measurements were made at room temperature.

Figs. 1 and 2 show that (1) the shape of the isothermal of the expanded Elm

The Jou of weight is the actual amount of Bolution whioh falla from the pipette, plus the

evaporation from the drops during formation, plus the evaporation from the lest tube

during the whole period of weighing. The weight required la the sum of the flrat and eeoond

of these quantities , The weight of tho solvent evaporating from the teeb tube during

weighing wnB doLormined in a blank expenment, care being taken that the timea of the

blank and tho dropping experiment were approumately equal. With petroleum ether

of 00°-70'^ boLUng point, the ootrrection to be aabtruted from the fint weight was about

6 pev cent of the whole. Between 13° and 18°, temperature made oo dlflerence to the

weight driivezed ouleide the error of dropping.

Probably the areas per molooule given in the ourvea are oorreol to 3 per oent.
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is nearly independent of the length of the cham when the film ih examined

not far above the temperature of expansion
, (2) the tranHilion from the

expanded to the condonacd state gives a curve nowhere strictly honzontal, with

a sharp change at the expanded end and a very gradual change at the condensed

end of the transition region It is difficult to say where the condensed curve

IR reached, indeed, there may be a very slight inereose in area of the condensed

film with increasing temperature It should be recalled that the condensed

curve of myriHtic acid is not one of the cloaeat possible packing, but is on this

solution one of close packed heads, in which compression causes the heads

to pack more closely by rearrangement

The discontinuous passage of the expanded curve into the transition region

was marked in the curves obtained with the balance and air-^ct apparatus

,

we believe it now to be general, and have observed it also on elaidic amide,

hexadecyl alcohol, and inorganc nitrile.

The films of mynstic acid arc not quite free from hysteresia
,

there is an

appreciable delay in attaining pressure equilibrium when the barrier is set at

a given area of the surface This is most marked lu the flattest regions of

the curve, where the expanded film is turning into the condensed. The
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presauies recorded are after about half a minute, when they are practically

steady. The hysteresis is ao amall m amount that in this case it will be difficult

to make an exact mvratigation of it , we have not yet attempted to do bo.

The myna tic acid (at any rate at room temperature and slightly above)

and the bromo-acids are definitely liqmd expanded filme, showing a surface

vapour pressure. As the surface vapour pressure is never more than a few

tenths of a dyne, and the expanded curve approaches the vapour pressure

region fairly steeply, it la possible to extrapolate the expanded curve to no

compresaion fairly accurately It is a very remarkable fact that with the

liquid expanded films, the area extrapolated to no compression (with the

single chain molecules) is almost a constant. The following table gives the

areas at no compression, and the surface vapour pressures, at the temperatures

indicated, which, except in the case of oleic acid, are fairly close to the expansion

temperature •

—

- Subatanofi
Area at no
oompreeslon

Temperature
ul hall ex-

panaion, at

1 4 dynoa

per oro

Surlaoe
preiBure

vapour

Temperature
of measure,
ment of area

and vapour
preuure,

Hq AV “C Dynes per cm
MyriAtiL fill Cl4 so 9 0 18 room (13-15)
Broma-atiidfl C,. 48 5 (- 17) U OB ,,

C„ 46 S (-7) 0 04

f^l. 48 3 002
Cl, 40 8 13 0 013

C.i 4S 11 22 20
El&idio Rcld Cl, AO (-0 5) 0 00 room
Erucic ft(iJd C„ GO 4 5 0 015
Ki&Jdic Koiido Cl, 48
Kninin ftioide C„ GO
Oleic uld C., 5G (- 30) 0 08
F&lmillo nitnle C„ 45 0 n 0 15
Hex^decyl urea Cl. 47 4H 9 — Bl"
Ueudecyl alcohol C,. 47 40 1

— G3
Hexadacjl phenol C„ 48 GG — 00
Palmitic amide C., 47 ja 43 5

All the areas arc so close to 48 sq A U that the difference is possibly experi-

mental error, except with palmitic mtnlc and oleic acid The palmitic nitrile

was collapsing to some extent, and the observed area may be too small
,
the

oleic acid was probably nearly 50° above its expansion temperature, while

the other substances were nearly all within 15°, and mostly within 8°, of the

expansion temperature It thus appears that the areas, at no oompreauem,

of the liquid expanded films are very close to 48 sq A U per molecule when

the temperature is close to the expansion temperature.
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Earlier papers gave the result that at a constant surface pressure, after the

change from the condensed to the expanded film is complete, there la a slow

further increase in area with rise of temperature, of the same order of magnitude

as the thermal expansion of a gas The present experiments confirm this ,

the magmtude of the thermal expansion of the expanded film is, however,

difficult to determine with less than about 100 per cent error

The surface vapour pressures in the table decrease with increasing length

of chain, becoming very small in the 22 carbon scries These vapour pressures

have no relation to the temperatures of expansion beyond the general one

that vapour pressures decrease with length of chain, and in any one senes

the expansion temperature in raised by lengthening the chain

Fig. 3 IB of oleic acid, on dilute acid with and without permanganate, the

curves on acid only being taken at two temperatures, and showing the thermal

expansion of the expanded film This film at 14^ is definitely ' liquid expanded,

although it 18 probobly about 45* C, above its expansion temperature

Expanded Ft/wuf mth more than One Chain

Pig, 4 gives curves of lecithin and triolein Tnolein tends to an area of 133

at no compression
;
we have also made measurements with the older apparatus

on tripalmitin and tnsteann, obtaining about 116 sq A.U. at GO'', that is, just

above the expansion temperatures Therefore in those compounds with three

chains, the film in the liquid expanded state occupies about 2 4 times the

area of the corresponding compound with a single chain.
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Lecithin, Hith one satiirabod, and one unaabuiatfd chain, hut with the bulky

choline and phosphoric acid groups at the head of the molecule, occupies about

114 sq, A U. at no compression, a gicatcr area lhan that proper to two smular

chains singly, in the expanded state In other respects these curves resemble

the expanded curves of single chain substances

The equation of state proposed by Cory and Ridral (3, p 309), on the basis of

their exporimcnts on the spreading of lilnis from crystals, does not fit the data

for any of these substances Their equation

would require that F plotted against l/A should be a straight line. The slope

of the curve with F as ordinates and 1 /A as abscissip actually increases steadily

* 4 aWi n-tnoaoLaiirm and hydrolecithin
,

the Utter is a coodeiued. film,

expaDding at about 28^" under 1 4 dynes compression to an expanded curve mmilar to

that of leoitbin The curve fur the monoUann is only approximate, the film collapsing,

probably dissolving, very rapidly.

Hydrolecithm shows a great deal of hystonwis II sufficient time is allotted for the film

to settle down, the full curve is given , il the area is Dontracted rapidly, the nght-hand

dotted ourve may be obtained , if the aroa is incroasod rapidly from a high comprusion,

the left-hand curve may be found. If the area is set suddenly to a given amount, from a

low oompression, the observed comproeaiou is at first high, falling gradually to the equi-

librium enrve , if suddonly decompressed, the Dim shows a low preasure, nsmg to the

equihbriam The tune for attainment of equdibrium pressure u several minutes At
room temperature, the nse or fall to the equilibrium pressure is not exponential, but the

rate falls off more rapidly than if It were exponential at first. Further Invostigatfon of

this hyateresia Is needed , it is doubtless to be ascribed to the very oomplicated hoada

taking time to pack closely. The cross section of the head is about 52 sq. A.U.
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BB the preaaure incroaseH from amali values up to 16 dynes or more, nnd m
some cases is more than doubled in this range Tt is not surprising that this

equation proves to be incorreet, aa it is baaed uii the assumption that the

preasuro ia proportional to the number of moleculos in excess of the number

1 /Ao required to pack the film to the area at no compression vSince the film

can certainly nob pack more closely than to about 20 sq A JJ
,
we should

expect the pressure to increase more rapidly with decrcaamg area than would

be required by this equation

VapouT Expanded Fdttis

Typical infltauccs of films which expand from the condensed state into a

state which passes without discontinuity into the gaseous films are the ethyl

esters Fig 2 of Part VII shows that none of the esters give a horizontal

vapour pressure region, except when the hquid surface phase is a condensed

film Earlier papers, and figs 5 and 6 of this paper, show that the expanded

curve paasea into the condensed m much the same way as with the liquid

expanded films just considered
,
there la the same discontinuity at the expanded

end of the transition region and gradual change at the condensed end, the

chief difference being that the area of the expanded film is greater with the

ethyl esters than with the hqmd expanded films.

While it is true that none of the esters ghow a region of constant vapour

pressure between the expanded and the vapour regions of the carves, still
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ethyl palmitate at and ethyl pentadecylate at 7 ‘5° show a fairly sharp

change of direction between 100 and 150 A U. at about 0 25 dyne per cm

This area \s of the eame order of magnitude as that of the molecules lying

flat on the surface. Fig 6 shows clearly the influence of temperature on the

ISOthermals of these esters, The temperatures of half expansion, under

1'4 dynes per cm, are ethyl palmitate, 13°, ethyl pentadecylate, about 5°,

ethyl myristate, below 0°, probably about — 5°, The curves of ethyl palmitate

at 15° and of ethyl pentadecylate at 7*5° are nearly identical
,
these may be

taken as typical of the ethyl esters just above their expansion temperature

The curves of ethyl pentadecylate at 17 -5° and of ethyl mynstate at 15°

show the influence of a rise of 12° and of 20° above the expansion temperature
,

the angle at the lowest point of the curves is very much blunted at even 12°

above the expansion temperature Twenty degrees above the expansion

temperature the fllm is evidently a long way above the two-dimensional critical

evaporation tempeialure.

A few expenments have been done on the methyl esters, which give vapour

expanded films, very much like the ethyl esters The expansion temperatures

of the methyl esters are roughly 10° above those of the ethyl esters

The methyl ketones R CO CHg also form vapour expanded films Fig 6

shows the FA-F curve for tndecyl methyl ketone on distilled water at 12 '
6° C.

Fra. 6.
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It condonaeii at about 3 (lynes per cm
j
at tbiB temperature, to a iilm givmg the

characteristic curve of cloee-packcil rhaina Heptodecyl methyl ketone gives

a condensed film with close pa(,ked chains expanding above 40'’ The

eondonsed films arc liquid, not solid

Methyl Ketones,

Area of condensed Temperature of half

Substance film at no expansion, imder 1 4

compression (sq A.U ) dynes per cm

Tndecyl methyl ketone (21) 10

Heptadecyl methyl ketone 20 5 42 5

The Influence of Permanganate on Vnsaluraled Linkages

An attempt has been made to apply a definite attraction towards the water,

in the neighbourhood of the middle of the chain of the molecule, by dissolving

reagents in the water which might be expected to act on a double bond in this

part of the molecule Mercuric chloride, acid potassium bichromate, and

hydrogen peroxide were found to have no appreciable action on the films

Potassium permanganate, in 0 80 per cent concentration, or in ten times this

concentration, with N/10 sulphuric acid, always caused the films which had a

double bond m the middle of the chain to betome “ gaseous ” Fig 7 shows

Fio 7 —Influence of Permanganate.

the effect on oleic acid, triolein, and erucic and brassidio acids, the curves for

the lost two being dotted, as but few points were obtained. Elaidic acid on

permanganate gives a curve almost identical with that on oleic up to 2 dynes
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per cm. OompariBou of these curves with those obtained hy Sohoheld and

Bideal (4) on the absorbed films of the soluble fatty acids (RT being equal to

400, very nearly) shows that the cohesion between the him moloculos has been

reduced to a very small amount for oleic acid on permanganate
,
with erucio and

brassidic acids, which have four more carbons in the chain, there is rather more

cohesion, but the films are far above their cntical temperature

The same efTect has also been found on hlms of ethyl brassidato, erucic and

elaicLc amides, and on lecithin, i\hich has one saturated and one unsatiirated

chain Permanganate has no such action on films of ethyl pentadecylate,

palmitic nitrile, a-monolaunn, and barely perceptible action on the iso-oleic

acid, which has the double bond in the a position to the carboxyl . On tetradecyl

alcohol the him was not a gaseous him, but there was evidence that the CH^OH
group was undergoing oxidation to mynstic acid, as the curve slowly changed

from that proper to the alcohol towards that of the acid at the same tempera-

ture This change is to be further investigated

It IS quite dear that permanganate turns the him into a gaseous him only

when the double bond is m the middle of the chain
, it appears that the action

IS 'dimply to make the niolecules lie flat Wo have other evidence that the

molcciilefi nf the shorter chain acids lie flat on the surface in the adsorbed films

of the soluble acids, and the flat position appears to be charactenstic of the

gaseous state of the films

Di^cusiiion of the Struct lire

The expenmenUl evidence described above show's that the liquid expanded

state 13 a definite intermediate stage between the gaseous and condensed films

Its stability depends very much on the nature of the head of the molecule,

the free carboxyl group, anil the bronio-acid head, favouring the formation of

liquid expanded films, while in no ca^e has a liquid expanded film been obtained

with an ester or a methyl ketone The area at no coinprcasion is bra ited and is

with one chain, 48 sq A.U
,
being independent both of the length of chain and

the nature of the head. This area ^ la much too small for the molecules lying

flat and much too large for the vertical close pocked onentation

In addition, there is considerable compressibility, which decreases with

increasing compression, and a large coeificienb of thermal expansion. The

change from the expanded to the condensed films has some resemblance to a

change of state, but reqiures a few degrees interval of temperature for completion.

We suggest that the molecules are coiled down in helices, with vertical a^is,

and are closely packed by their cohesion, even without external compiession,
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The oompreasibility may be due to tho chaioa being atraiglitencd out by lateral

compreBaion and forced vertical Owing to the tendency of the valencies between

carbon atoms to form the tetrahedral angle with each other, the cross sec tion

of this helix should be about the same as the maximum section of cyclohexane

or cyclopentaiie by a piano parallel to the ring Direct evidence as to tho

dimensions of these rings does not appear to exist
,

a possible basis for an

estimate is found m Bragg's measurements on crystals of naphthalene and

anthracene (5). Tho area m the plane of the ring occupied by one molecule

of naphthalene, as packed in the crystals, is 8 34 X 8 69 sin 57° 11' — Gl sq,

A U ;
tho corresponding area o£ anthracene is H 7 X 11 *6 sin 56° 3f/ — 83-1,

Now the difference between benzene and naphthalene is the same as that

between naphthalene and anthracene . therefore benzene should have an area,

in the plane of the ring, of about 39 sq A U It is well known that additional

hydrogens greatly increase molecular dimensions, bo that 48 sq A U dL»e3

not seem un unreasonable value fur the cross section of a helix with vertical

axis

The high co-cf!irient of thermal expansion may be analogous to the high

co-efficients observed with liquefied giwea not far below their cntical point

The vapour expanded state ih not a detiiute phase m tho surface
, but if the

films are not far above the critical cv'aporation temperature, the properties of

the vapour expanded films are not very different from those of the liquid

expanded Probably the vapour expanded films arc homogeneous mixtures of

molecules coiled down and lying flat
,

as the temperature is raised, or pressure

lowered, the proportion of those lying flat is increased

In the following paper some insUmces will be given of films which expand

straight from the condensed stat^ into a state fairly closely resembling perfect

gases
;

in these the molecules must be nearly all lying flat These molecules

have polar groups at each end

Since the fatty acids geucmlJy form liquid expanded fdms, hut the eaters

and methyl ketones form vapour expanded films, it appears that the lateral

•attraction between the coilcd-down molecules is much luorcaaed if the hends

have plenty of residual affinity Possibly far the moat important factor deter-

mining whether a substance forms a liquid or a vapour expanded film is the

amount of the additional cohesion given to the coded-down molecules by the

adhesion between adjacent heads, It would appear that the contnbution to

the total cohesion, made by the adhesion between heads, is much greater in the

coiled-down configuration than in the vertical close packed arrangement of

the condensed films. This would account for the comparative independence
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between tbo value of the surface vapour prcBsure and the temperature of

expansion.

If the hypothosifl that the chains arc roiled down ih incorrect, we are forced

to fall back on some special kind of vibration, which is so controlled by the

cohesive forces that the area in the liquid expanded films becomes definitely

limited at 48 sq There seems little hope of developing a working

hypothesis on such assumptions

Sumfnary

1, The expanded state of the films of fatty acids, bromo-acids, esters, methyl

ketones, and other compounds possessing one chain only in the molecule, and of

several compounds with more than one chain, has been rc-investigabed with

improved apparatus.

2 Two types of expanded film exist—the liquid expanded, which exhibits

a coDstaut vaj>our pressure in the surface, and a discontinuous transition into

the “ gaseous " film
,
and the " vapour expanded,” which passes contmuously

into the gaseous film The liquid expanded films show a definitely limited

area at no compression, which is very close to 48 sq. A U per mcdecule, and la

independent both of the nature of the heail and of the length of the chain,

within the range of substanres investigated. The vapour expanded films have

no limiting area
,
as the temperature is raise^l and the pressure lowered they

gradually approach the gaseous condition Borne vapour expanded films give,

near the temperature of expansion, pressure-area curves fairly ilosely resembling

those of the liquid expanded films

The struc.tutd 4)f the liquid expanded films may be that the long chains aro

coiled down m helices with the axis vertical, the molecules being close packed

in this orientation by their mutual cohesion. The two-dimensional evaporation

in the surface will then be a separation of the molecules, followed by uncoiling

and lying flat The liquid expanded state can only exist when there is sufficient

adhesion between the molecules in the coiled'down state It appears that the

adhesion between the heads of the molecules is an important factor in conferring

the necessary ailhcsioti in this configuration The esters and methyl ketones

formed only vapour expanded films
,
the acids and most of the other compounds

liquid expanded films

3, Acid potassium permanganate in the water acts on cthylenic linkages

xn the middle of t]\e chaxn in such a way as to make films gaseous, which would be

either condonacd, or very far removed from the gaseous state, in the absence of

this reagent Permanganate does not act on saturated chains nor on one m
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which fche ethyleuc linkage ia next to the head of the molecnle. The action ia

probably Bimply that the extra attraction on the middle of the chain oauaea the

molecule to he flat

4 The methyl ketones form condetued films with close-packed chains, the

heads packing to less than 21 sq. A U
5. Hydrolecithin, in the condensed state, requires some minutes to reach its

final pressure in the films ; a similar h3rBtereais, though more rapid and much

smaller in amount, probably occurs also with a simple fatty acid. The hysteresis

may be due bo slowness of the molecules in takmg up their final packmgs

We are indebted for the lecithin and hydrolecithin bo Prof Leathes, the

specimens being prepared by Dr. F A. Levene, of New York Messrs J. Cros-

field and Sons, Ltd., kindly gave us the a-monolaunn, and Mx W B Savile

the methyl ketones
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The Structure of Thin FUme. Port IX.

—

Dibasic Substanoee.

By N, E. Adah and G. Jbsbof.

(ConuDuiuoated by Sii William Hardy, F.R.S.—Reoaived June 14^ 1936.)

We have been anxioua lor some tune to examine mono-moleoular filma of

long chain moleoules with a polar group at each end. In 1924, Mr. Dyer pre-

pared Bpecimene of the acid COOH(CH|)ieC(K)H, and of ite mono- and di-

ethyl ester, but the pubhcation of the resulta obtained on these has been deferred

until a more extended senes of compounds were available. Now Di. D. A
Fairweather, who has prepared a long senes of compounds of this senes, including

many new compounds, has most kindly placed at our disposal specimens of

the acids 16, 20, 24 and 32*
;

oi the di-ethyl esters 10, 11, 16, 20 and 32 ; and

of the mono-ethyl eater COOH(CH,)iaCOOG 2HB Films of these compounds

have been exazmned by the methods of the preceding paper.

The esters gave films of fair stability and easy to work with
;

figs, 1 and 2

show the F—A and FA—F Giurves, The shorter chain substances are

gaseous films at room temperature
;
below 2 dynes per cm they approach much

more closely to the perfectly gaseous condition than any insoluble films yet

studied. The mimmum for FA is about 330, the theoretical for a perfect gas

being 1 - 372 T. or about 400 Variation of temperature from 1° to 15° made no

difieienoe appreciable withm the accuracy of experiment
,

the fact that the

curve for 10 appears below that for 11 is probably due to the former being so

volatile that the moleoules leave the film too rapidly for exact measurements.

Above 2 dynes per cm. the correction to the gaseous state due to the size of

the molecules causes the curves to take a form similar to those of the adsorbed

films of the slightly soluble acids (reference 4 of preceding paper).

At 1° the ester 11 changes to a condensed film.

The ester 16, in the gaseous state, shows more cohesion, the mmimiun for

FA being just above 200. The three middle curves show the influence of

temperature on the transition from the gaseous to the condensed state. This

resembles the transition from the vapour expanded to the condensed state in

the case of the ethyl esters, but there is no discontinuity at the gaseous end of

the transition region.

The ester 20 is condensed up to 40°, expanding at higher temperatures to a

* Hie pubetaDoes will be deeignated by a number indioatlng the number of GH| groopi

in Um moleonle.
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gaBooiiB film resembling those of the lower esters. The ester 32 forms s

condensed film at all temperatures we could employ.

The mono-ethyl ester 16 was examined on dilute HCl. Its behaviour is very

similar to that of the di-ethyl ester, corresponding curves to those of fig 1 being

found at a temperature throe or four degrees lower

The condensed curves all end, above 10 dynes per cm., in a steep curve of

area 20 to 21 sq A.U ,
i e the cross section of chains close packed This shows

that Under moderate compressions the molecules stand vertically with only one

end in the water Films in this state were found to be solid, except with the

ester 11, which was so viscous as to be nearly sobd. In most oases there was a

fairly rapid collapse above 10 dynes per cm.

The question anses whether any sign can be detected of a packing in which

both polar ends of the molecules are in the water, the chains forming an arch

between the moleouleH, In such a packing the two ends would occupy an area

of at least 40 and the arch might easily require considerably more, owing to the

unpossibbty of bending a hydrocarbon chain very sharply
;

since there is no

such defimte area, we conclude that this packing is never found. But below

10 dynes per cm. the condensed films^do have a greater area than that of close

packed chains. The curve for the condensed film, produced from 2 dynes,

where there is a sharp bend, cuts the abscissa at about 28 sq. A.U ,
this area

being rather vanable in succesaive experiments It seems possible, therefore,

that a proportion of the molecules are adhering by both ends to the water surface,

these being entangled among a greater number in an upright position, and

being themselves forced upright by compressions of 10 dynes per cm

The marked tendency of these dibasic esters to form gaseous films is no

doubt due to the strong attraction for water at both ends ,
this makes it easy

for ihe molecoles to be flat, and difficult for them to stand upright. The

molecules probably lie flat in all gaseous films , in condensed films they are

upright, closely packed, and held together by the lateral adhesions of the

chains All the previous work on these films shows that thermal agitaticm tends

to disrupt the lateral cohesion between the upright molecules, and favour

either a less definite or a horixontal orientation.

The temperatures of half expansion from the condensed to the gaseous films

under 1 - 4 dynes per cm. compression are as follows :~The curve of change of

area was very much like the usual change from condensed to expanded fllma,

and the change required several degrees for completion.
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Temperaturea of Half Expanaton

Substance

Di-cster 16

„ 20

„ 32

Mono-ester 10

.. 7

44

Above 65

. 10 5

The acids formed rather unstable films To the condenBcd stat^ areas from

0 to 18 aq A U. per molecule were obtained with a great deal of contraction.

We do not think these low areas can be taken as evidence that the molecules

form films two or three molecules thick on tlie surface, as the areas were not

reproducible in successive erprnments if the temperature was varied, and

very frequently not when all conditions were apparently constant , the con-

traction was BO great that it was difiioult bo select any one area as correct

It should be said, however, that the acids 24 and 32 very frequently ceased con-

tracting almost completely at an apparent area of 12, and that tho acid 20 had a

tendency to cease contracting about 8 sq A U We think the moat probable

explanation is that much of the material had been forced away from the surface

,

a tendency to cease collapsing when a port of the film is left, as if part of the film

was more stable than the rest, has been noticed before (Part 1) It was easy

to see visible aggregates on the surface after collapse had proceeded some way.

The free carboxyl groups which would be exposed at the surface of the film, if

the molecules were standing upright as in tho condensed films of the esters,

would form natural points for the adhesion of fresh molecules in the proper

positions for building up ciystals m bulk and would facihtate collapse

The acids 16, 20, and 24 wore found to form gaseous films, of rather smaller

area than the esters At 2 dynes per cm. the areas were roughly two-thirds

of those of the di-ester 10 m the gaseous state. There is thus a greater

oohesional correction in tho gaseous state of the films of aoids than in those of

the esters
,

it is probable that this is due to the attraction between the COOH
grtiap4 of neighbounng molecules in the film.

Summoff/.

The dibnsic esters C|HBOOC(CH,)isCOOG2H5 form mono-molecular surfoee

Alms of the gaseous and oondonsed types. The cohesional cCirection to the

gaseous films increases with the length of the ohams. the films of the esters, in

whkb H has the v^uea 10 and 11, being the doeest approach to the peifeotly

gaseous state yet found with insoluble films.
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In tb« oondenBed filaiB the only stable state is one with the molecules adheiing

to the water by one end only and packed closely in an upright position The

transition from the condensed to the gaseous films is of the same nature as that

from the condensed to the expanded films described in previous papers ; but

the Gondensed films expand in all cases to films of the “ vapour
**

type.

The behaviour of the acids of the series, and of the mono-ethyl ester, for

which n is 10, is generally similar.

The Number of Pariioles in Beta-Ray Spectra.—II. Thor%um B
and Thorium. (C + D).

By R W. Gurney, Ph.D , Trinity Hall, Cambridge.

(Communioated by Sir Ernest Rutherford, Pres R B —Received June 30, 1926 )

1, Introduction.

Measurements of the number of particles emitted with different velocities

in the beta-ray spectra of Radium B and Radium C have been recently described

by the writer.* In the present paper the measurements have been extended

to the spectra of Thonum B and Thorium (C+B). As before, portions of the

magnetic spectrum were focussed into a Faraday cylinder, and the number of

electrons determined in absolute magnitude

The conclusion reached in the previous paper was that in the case of both

Radium B and Radium C there is, underlying the beta-ray Hnes, a continuous

spectrum similar to that of Radium £, and of the same magmtude—that is,

oontaming one electron p6r atom breaking up. This leaves little doubt that

in these throe bodies it is the nudear electrons ejected in the disintegiation

with varying velocities which form the continuous spectra. If this is true of

other bodies we expect to find in the Thorium senes also large continiioiu

spectra containing one electron from every disintegrating atom. The measure-

ments of the spectrum of Thorium (B+0 -f- D) by Pohlmeyert showed, however,

that the continuous spectrum was feeble in oompanson with the beta-ray line

Hp 1398. But since an ionisation method was used, no determination o£ the

absolnte number of partioles was possible.

« ' Roy. Boo. Proo,; A, vd, 109, p. 640 (1926).

t
‘ Z. f. Phyrik.,’ voL 29, p. 216 (1924),
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In the present investigation the gamma-ray activity of each of the sooroes

was measured on an eleotroeoope and the number of atoms disintegrating in

a source of known gamma-ray activity was afterwards determined by counting

the number of alpha particles emitfcedp aa described below.

2. Apparatus and Method,

The radioactive material was deposited on metal plates 6 mm. long by

3 >5 mm wide, which were tilted at an angle in the usual way, so that the beta

particles left the surface at angles approaching grazing incidence The bouicph

of Thorium (B -|- G -|- D) were obtained on alumimum by exposure to the

emanation ,
those of (G -(- D) were obtained on nickel by deposition from

solution.

The method was the some aa before, except that the residual gamma-ray eflect

was balanced out by means of the leak in an ionisation chamber, to the walls

of which about 1/30 of a volt was apphed. Reference should be made to the

prevLOUB paper for the precautions that were taken to ensure that no paitioles

entered the Faraday cylinder other than those travelling direct from the source,

A large correction is necessary for particles reflected from the metal plates on

which the radioactive material was deposited
,

details of this are given below.

3. The Magneto Spectra,

The beta-ray bnes of Thorium (C + D) have been recently remeasured

photographioaUy by Black.* The lines which give the strongest photographic

danaityare —
Hp Level of Gngm. Intensity. Energy.

641 Li level 100 2-62 10* volts

668\
Outer levels |40 3-69

684/ l26 3-98

He found that there is a complete gap in the line speotnim between Hp 4040

andHp 10080, The curve obtained by plotting the rate of charge of the Faraday

oyliikdtf against values of Hp is given in fig. 1. This demonstrates very clearly the

separate matanoe of contmnous and line spectra, for the speotnim carve

naobeB ifo ™Mrimmn above Hp 4040| where there are no lines. And below the

peaks at Hp 540 and 070 tiiere happens to be no oontumoas background.

The tborongh measurements of Pohlmeyeif showed that some of the beta-ray

* * Roy. Soo. ProoV A roL 10», p, 166 (1026).

t Vac, oil.
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hfies of Thonum D produced inegulantiefl m the Bpeotmzn curve, but in the

portion of the speotnim investigated by him (above Hp 1000) none of them

were strong enough to give definite peaks. In the present measurements the

irregalarities were not investigated

The curve for Thonum (B + C + D) is given in fig 2 By subtracting the

portion due to Thonum (C D), as has been done by the broken line, we

obtain the spectrum of Thorium £ alone. At first sight this appears to be

much smallei than that of (C + D), but this is only a peouhanty of the dispersion.

For, as was pointed out in the previous paper, if for a certain value of the

magnetic field the Faraday o^inder coUeots particles over the range of velocities

Hp 600 to 640j then in a field of ten times the intensity particles are collected,
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not over tihe longe Hp 6000 to 6040 but irom Hp 6000 to 6400, tbat iSi OYei

A rauge ten timea as great The experimental curvea of figa 1 and 2 do not

therefore at all repreaent the true velocity diatiibution of the particlea aa

emitted by the aource We have to transform the continuous apeotrum by

dividing the ordinates everywhere by the corresponding held-stiength This

haa been done in hg 5, omitting the pi'aks. This transformation does not

apply to the height with which the peaks stand out above the continuous

spectrum. For with the very wide slit used the whole of any beta-ray line

will enter the Faraday cylinder at once for some value of the field corresponding

to the top of the peak

4 The Number of Duintcgralxng Atoms.

The bodies present iu the active deposit of Thorium are shown m fig. 3.

Since the penod of Th B is much greater than that of the others, they wiU

all be m equilibrium with it three hours

after removal from the emanation The

number of atoms of Th C and Th D
undergoing l>eta-ray disintegration per

second will then be together equal to the

number of atoms of B breaking up. The

number of atoms of Th C and Th C" under-

going alpha-ray disin^gration will also bo

together equal to the number of atoms of

B. Hence to determine the number of atoms breaking up in a source of Th B
with C and D in equilibrium, we havi only to count the number of alpha

particles emitted To make a direct count of the absolute number of alpha

particles emitted within a given solid angle it is necessary to know the efficiency

of the counting A simpler indirect method is to compare the number of

particles with the number of particles emitted m the same solid angle by a

source of Radium (B -f C), w'Lobg gamma-ray activity is compared with

a Radium standard. In this comparison it is unnecessary to know the

efficiency of the counting or the value of the solid angle For souroes of

Tharium (G + D) free from Thonum B this determinatioa has already been

made by Shenstone and Schlundt *

Ueing the wheel method of counting scintillations, this comparison has

been made for sources of Thorium (B + C + D). To ensuie that all the

0 Ofl par cent /

B 8 0 cm. \

Th B

ThC
./ \

\ /
Th Uiftd

Fig a

B 35 prr cent

Th D
/

^ S

* ' FhiL Mag./ vcd. 43, p. 1038 (1023).
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active depont should be on the front of the souioe, the metal |date,when exposed

to the emanation, waa protected by an ebomte cap and backed up by a rubber

waahei, The way in which the measured gamma-ray efieot dapenda on the

thkimeafl of lead aurrounding the electroscope u shown in fig. 4.

Fia 4.

The curve for Thorium (C + B) given by Shenstone and Schlundt is also

shown Since the gamma rays of Thonum B have an absorption coefficient m
lead of about 2-0, the gamma-iay effect of a source of (B H-- C + D) when

measured through 16 mm of lead will be due almost entirely to (C + 1^) alone.

Putting them ec^uoi at this thickness of lead we obtain thi curve m fig 4. The

sources used for the beta-ray spectra were measured through 6 mm of lead, At

this thickness we see from fig. 4 the ratio is 1 -06 Now Shenstone and Schlundt

found that the number of alpha particles of range 6-6 cm. emitted by a source

of Thonum (C + D) was 0'77 of the number of alpha particles emitted by a

source of Radium (B + C) which when measured through 6 mm. of lead had

the same gamma-ray efieot. It is known that the particles of range 8-6 cm

form 66 per cent, of the total from Thonum (G + D), so that the results may

be compared.

1 have to thank Mr. Wormall, of this laboratory, for his assistance in countukg

scintillations, When 6,000 particles had been counted, the ratio Thorium to

Radium was found to be 1 -07 for one observer and 1 *00 for the other. From

the data given in the preceding paragraph it appears that the value to be

expected for (B + G + 1^) Itom Shenstone and Bohlundt's counting of (C + D)

0-77
is
^0^2 "

oe
^ counted 26,000 particles and claim a probable
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emu of 2 ' 5 per cent. ; bo a value for the ratio of 1 - 10 ia within the probable

error of both deteiminatioOB. The number of disintegrating atoms for equivalent

gamma-ray activity ia therefore 3 74 10^ per second per milligram,^ taking

Geiger's recent value for the number of alpha particles from Radium
;
Hess

and Lawson’s value gives 4 09 10^ as the number for Thonum (B h C + D)

5 The Rwmher of Beta Particles

In the diagrams the electron-current has been reduced to a standard sensitivity

of 3,000 divisions per volt, and a large correction baa been subtracted for particles

reflected from the metal plate on which the radioactive material was deposited

fiohonland has recently measured the amount of reflection of electrons of velocity

Hp 1100, which is where the maximum concentration of particles occurs m
fig. S. He found for aluminium 13 per cent, were reflected, and for nickel

30 per cent Another correction to be applied is 1 per cent to be added for

particles which escape from the Faraday cylinder after reflection inside.

Corrections of 12 per cent for aluminium and 29 for nickel have therefore been

applied,

The method of calculating the solid angle for a line source was given m the

previous paper, In the present case it has to bo averaged over the surface of

the metal plate
,

the value was found to be 0 048 Owing to the magnetic

dispersion the number of beta particles actually entering the Faraday cylinder

was a fraction about 1 /10,000 of the total number being emitted The eleotro-

statio capacity of the system was redetermined, and it was found that the

addition of the compensating chamber had increased the capacity from B7 to

98 cm. A current of one division per minute at standard sensitivity is thus

equal to 3,800 electrons per second This means that the total number emitted

4?! 3800
in all directions which this current represents is--—^= 1 -0 million electrons.^

0 048

The method of mtegratmg the spectra to find the total number of particles

waa described m the previous paper Owing to the much smaller sources

available and to theit more rajud decay, the accuracy with which the number

of particles in the continuous spectra has been determined is less than that

obtained for Radium (B + C) using Radon-tubes. The following table gives

the approxunate number of particles, after making the above coxiectiona for

* For the soke erf oonveiiieaoe flg. 1 hss been dravn to oamspood to the same niunber

el dklnt^rattiig atoms as hg. 2, though aotoally a “ mlUigrain " of (C 4- D) in terms of

gaBkUa-ny effect has mote distntagrafeuig atoms than (B C + D) when measured through

g mm. of lead.
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refleotioii. Far Thonum D 16 must b6 remembered that the number of

diHintegrating atomn ib onij 35 per cent of the number of Thorium B,

— UiviHimu per
imn. per mg

iilleotruiia

per ace

Elaotmu pec 100
atoina of Th B

1

PeakatHpl&QB 1

Thonum B

0 1
B 10> W

Remainder of Th B Hpectnini
1 \

45 !(« 120

Thorium D per 100 atoms of Th D

Peak at 04C 2 7 2 7 UP 21

Peak all Hp 070 1 0 1 U 10" 7 e

Thonum (C + 1)) per UK) atoms of (C + H)

Remainder of epoolnim

1

44 44 10' IIB

It baa been pointed out above that the three peaks included in the table are

the only beta-ray lines that have been studied The method la not suitable

for the investigation of Imes which do not stand out as definite peaks

6 The Intenud Vometswn Co^cieiU of the Gamma Raya,

It la unnecessary to repeat here the argument that the beta-ray lines are

due to absorptiOD of the gamma rays not in neighbouring atoms but almost

entirely in the atom in which they originate. The origin of a gamma ray is

believed to be the transition of the nucleiia to a quantised state of lower energy,

It IS therefore very unlikely that any atom in breaking up should emit more

than one gamma-ray quantum of the same energy. The peak of Thonum B at

Hp 1398 IB due to the conversion m the K-level of a gamma ray of energy

150,000 volts The peak contains 25 particles per 100 disintegrating atoms

,

so that if we are right m supposing that no atom can emit more than one

quantum of this energy, there cannot be more than 100 gamma rays to produce

these 25 beta particles. The chance of a gamma ray being converted in the

Edevel instead of escaping from the atom must therefore be at least 1 m 4.

The two peaks found for Thorium D are due to the conversion of gamma

rays of 40,600 volts Since this is leas than the energy of the K-level, abaotprion

m that level is impoasibte. The peak at Hp 640, containing 21 electrons per

100 atoms, is due to conversion in the L,-level, and the other peak, conta&nJng

7'6 electrons, to conversion in outer levels Using the same argument as
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above, we have at most 100 gamma-ray quanta bo produce these 27 electrons,

D tJdat the prohabiliby o£ conversion in the atom must bo more than I in 4.

The ooe&ient for the L-level alone must be more than 1 in 5

These values are even higher than the estimate given previously fur Radium B.

That calculation was based on Kovank's experiment, which appeared to show

that Radium (B -f C) omits two gamma rays per pair oE atoms m addition to

all the gamma rays which by internal conversion give rise to the beta-ray lines

Taking this number it was divided equally between B and C, and the gamma

rays of Radium B were then shared out among the various frequencies in the

ratio of the observed intensities of the peaks Sixteen gamma-ray quanta per

100 dismbegratmg atoms would in this way be allotted to the line Hp 1410,

which IS the moat interesting line to consider, since it has almost the same

energy as Hp 1398 The internal conversion coefficient may well vary with

the frequency of the gamma ray, or with the structure of the extra-nuclear

levels But since Thorium B is isotopic with Radium B, it would bo interesting

if the value were different for these two Imes of nearly the ^me energy The

number of electrons m the peak at Hp 1410 was found to be 2 G per 100 atoms.

Thus to give a minimum conversion coefficient of 1 m 4 such as has been found

for 1398, we should require the ooiresponding number of gamma rays to be

not more than 10 per 100 atoms. This is quite possible, for we clearly do not

know how to share the gamma rays between the lines of Radium B and C It

seems dear, however, that the average value of the coefficient is smaller This

we should anticipate, since most of the gamma rays are of higher frequency

than that giving 1410, and by analogy with external absorption we ahould

expect the absorption to decrease with mcreaaing frequency, the coefficient

oaonot however decrease so inpidJy as X*.

The oonvezsiOQ of a soft gamma ray in the L-level is quite analogous to the

internal convenion of a quantum of E radiation in the L-ievel. Values for the

coefficient have been found by Auger * and by Bothe.t It has been suggested

that the conversion of K radiatton is due to a coupling of two electrons, one of

which leaves the atom while the other jumps from the L to the E-level. If

thu is true, then oonveraion of gamma rays is probably not oompsxable with

that of X-rays, ainoe any coupling between the nucleus and the L-level is likely

to be of a different land

The gamma ray giving the Thorium D peaks has a frequency near that emitted

*
« Oomptea Bendiu/ vol. 182. pp. 778 and 1215 (IMS),

t < Phji. Z.' toL 26, p. 410 (1025).
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by Radium D. For that gamma ray Ony* deduced an intenal oonveniott

coefficient of 0'67. In hie calculation be did not, howeverj take mto account

the internal convoruon of the L radiation in the M ring. Thia effect is likely

to be large, since Auger found a value 0-75 for conversion of tbe L radiation

of Xenon. This would raise the coefficient of the Radium D gamma rays

from 0-67 to about 0-9. The sue of the Thorium D peaks found here would

be oonmstent with a high value of the coefficient if only about 1 in 3 atoms

dumtegrating emits a 40,fK)0'gainina ray.

7. The Continuous Spectra

The absorption coefficients in aluminium allotted to the bets particles of

Thorium C and Thorium D are not very different, 14 '4 and 21-6,'!’ while that

of Thoriuiu B IB 153 0. Since the average velocity of the partiolea from C and

D are nearly the same, we should expect their spectra to be one on top of the

other The curve obtamed shows no sign of separation into two spectra We
expect 35 per cent to belong to C and 65 to D. The total number of particles

IS sufficient to contain the nuclear electrons of both C and D. Wo have therefore

DOW SIX beta-ray bodies known to possess continuous spectra of the appropriate

magnitude, Radium B, C and E, Thorium B, G and D. Uramum Xj has

also been shown to possess a continuous spectrum, most intense at 100,000 volts,

{

but the number of beta particles m it is not known There does not seem to

be any information about the nuclear electrons of other bodies

If fig, 5 IS compared with the curves given previously for Radium B and C,

it is seen that a remarkable analogy exists between the two senes. The con-

tinuous spectra of Radium C and Thonum (C + D) extend over a very wide

range of velocities, while those of Radium B and Thonum B are confined to

a range of low velocities, Now the important fact emerges that the line spectra

of these bodies are confined to the same regions as their continuous spectra.

Thus Radium B emits no beta-ray line of velocity greater than Hp 2480, and

Thcrium B nothing above Hp 2065, although the lines of Radium C and

Thorium D are spread over a wide range

The continuouB Bpectra and line spectra are roughly co-extenaive, and it

may be that this points to an important law in beta^ay disintegration
;
namely,

that no gamma rays of high energy can be emitted by those radioactive bodies

* ' Nature ' (Jao. 3, 1626)

t Meyer, ' Jahib. d. Rad yd. 17, p, 86 (1620) ( Manden and Danrln, 'Boy. Soo. Proo.,'

toL 87, p, 17 (1912).

t Mdtnfir, ' Z. 1. Fhysik,’ vol. 17, p. 54 (1923)
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which expel their nudear eleotroiu widi low energiee. Another body whou
beta partiolea are known to have low vdocities ia Badium B. Thu emite only

very soft gamma raya, which may be connected with the fact that ita nuclear

electrons are alow

The difierence between the extent of the line spectra of Radium B and

Radium C has been discussed by Ellu and Wooster.* They bring forward an

idea due to Mr Skinner, which haa also been discussed in more general terms

by Meitner, that the limitation of the energies of gamma rays emitted does not

at all imply a restriction of the nuclear-level system. The energy of the hardest

gamma ray depends only on the level from which the disintegration electron

has just been expelled
,
and the maximum kinetic energy of the nuclear electron

itself presumably also depends on the level from which it comes. So that since

both are governed by the same factor, it is not suiprising that the energies

are oo-extensive.

8. The Healxng Effect of the Beta Pariidu

By integrating the energy in the speotnun we obtain the heating effect due

to the Idnetio energy earned by the beta paztioles, as was done for Radium B
• - Pm. OuDb. PhiL Soo.,’ voL 22, p. 848 (1820).
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«Dd C. For ft ftooroe of Thonuin (B -f' 0 + P) 'v^hoee famvft-rfty ftotivi^

meftsured through 6 mm. of lead ia the same as that of one gram of Radmin,

we find the values 4 * 1 calories per hour due to Thorium (C H~ ^

^

oaloneB for Thorium B

Summary,

The measurementa of the absolute number of beta particles emitted with

different velocities in beta-ray spectra have now been extended to the spectra

of Thorium B and Thorium (0 -j- D), The separate existence of continuous

and line spectra is proved by the presence of the continuous spectrum of Thorium

(C + D) in the large gap in the line-spectrum between Hp 4040 and 10,080

In these spectra, os in the spectra of Radium B, C and E, the total number of

particles is found to be consistent with the view that they contain the nuclear

electrons, of which there must be one from each atom dismtegratmg It is

suggested that the fact that the energies of the particles in the line spectra of

different bodies are roughly co-extensive with the energies of those in the

continuous spectra points to a law of beta-ray disintegration, namely, that

no gamma rays of high energy can be emitted by those radioactive bodies

which expel thou nuclear electrons with low energies.

From the measurements of the number of particles in certain beta-ray iinea,

minimum values have been deduced for the probability that the gamma-iay

quantum is concerted into a beta ray instead of escaping from the atom, For

the gamma ray of 100,000 volts energy, emitted by Thorium B, it is found that

the coefficient of conversion in the E-level must be at least 1 m 4 For the

gamma ray of 40,600 volts emitted by Thonum D. the coefficient ol oonvenion

in the L-level must be more than 1 in 5.

In conclusion, 1 wuh to express my thanks to Bu Ernest Rutherford for hu
interest m this work, to Dr, Chadwick for kindly preparing the radioactive

sources, and to Dr. EUis for helpful onticism.
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wpon the Reforted Trajimiutation of Mercury irUo Odd,

By M W. Oftirett, B A
,
Exeter College, Oxford

(Comoiunioated by Prof. K A Lindemann, F B 8 —RoceiTed July It, 1926

)

The poaaibility oi effecting a tranBiiiutatiou of the atom by electronic bom-

bardment, as distinct from the alpha-ray methods so succeaafully used by

Rutherford and other*!, has attracted attention from time to time in recent

years The first to report success in such an expenmeut was Ramsay, who

announced in 1912 the artificial produclion of helium and neon in X-ray bulbs

The controversy aroused by his aimouncement has not yet subsided, for Riding

and Baly have supported quite recently, in this Journal, the genuineness of

such a transformatiqu

Miethc,* in 1S)24, reported the transmutation of mercury into gold, and

aince the original announcement he has described various experimental arrange-

ments which he claims have proved successful If Two principal methods have

been employed by this investigator First, a Jaenicke memury vapour lamp,

operating at atmospheric pressure with a current of 12 5 amperes, a terminal

voltage of 170, and a potential gradient of 11 or 12 volts per cm., was run for

20 to 200 hours, and amounts of gold up to 0 - 1 mg reporteii, though no direct

proportionality existed between the quantity of gold and the number of hours

run. Miethe also reported the fonuatiou of silver in these experiments, often

in larger amounts than the gold, and stated that the yield oi noble metals was

incroasod by irregular burning of ^he arc, with frequent extmction and

relighting No gold was obtained from \aouum arcs The second method was

a devolopmeiif of the first, in which the effect of irregular burning was arti-

ficially enhanced by constant mterruption of the arc. The final simplified

farm of this uxpenment consisted m the employment uf an ordinary rotating

mercury interrupter, and with this apparatus Miethe states that he obtained

for the first time consistently reproducible results, a direct proportionality

existing between the number of ampere hours run and the yield of gold (about

4 X 10~'^ gin, per ampere hour.) Ho also describes a senes of expenments

in whioh one and the same quantity of mercury (ca. 1'9 kg
)
was submitted

to a number of successive runs, about a score in all, when no diminutioii of the

• Natonr vol 12, p 607 (1924) ;
‘ Nature,’ vel. 114, p. 197 (1924).

t SUmmreioh. * Natarw vol. 12, p 744 (1924) i BUetbe and Stamntah, * Nttonr./

tel. U, p. asff (IWA) ,
‘ z, teuhJC PhyH.,’ vol. 6, p. 74 (1926)

;

' Z. auMg. Ch./ vok lOO,

p. 890 (1980).

VOL. Cur —A. 3 D
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jield waa observed. He states that self-mdoctanoe was here found to be

absolutelj without eiTect, though from certain earlier experiments he had

believed that the incluaion of an inductance in the circuit increased the yield.

No mention is made of the production of silver lu these experiments

NagaokSp* working quite independently, used an induction coil capable

of giving a spark of 120 cm length. With a capacity of 0 002 fi F in parallel

and a secondary current of 10 ma he sparked for four hours between a tungsten

pole and a mercury surface under transformer oil, until the entire mass car-

bonised. He then tested for gold by methods which, though they could give no

quantitative idea of the amount present, seem to have been qualitatively

reliable, and be states that all the tests were unmistakably positive In a

second, somewhat different, experiment he found mamly silver

It seemed worth while to make some attempt to confirm or refute these

experiments, more especially since there appeared, shortly aft/erwards, au

announcement by Smitst that he had succeeded m transmuting lead into thallium

and mercury by a somewhat similar method When the work described in this

paper was undertaken, only the positive results outlined above were extant.

Since then, no further positive results have been reported, whereas negative

results have been announced by various experimpDtcre|: operating under

diverse conditions Of these the work of Haber is the most complete, as well

as the most recent, In some cases the pubbahed papers contain so few details

of experimental conditions, duration of the runs, and analytical methods, that

It is difficult to draw any conclusions from them A general discussion of the

vanouB results will be postponed until after the descnption of the experimental

work carried out by the writer has been completed

Experimental

Di9t\Ratvon oj the Mercury

The merouxy employed in these experiments was taken from a single stock

prepared by two successive distillations and kept in a glass-stoppered bottle

* ‘ Nsturw Tul 19, p 6S2 (1925), and iro). 14, p. BA (1920) ;
‘ Nature/ vol, ilA, p. 96

(1925) ,

‘ J Physique et Ra / vol. 6, p. 209 (1925).

t ' Naturv / vol, 13, p. 699 (1925) .
‘ Nature/ toL 117, p. 13 (1926) (An examlnatiaD

of the resulte of Smite is now in progreee, and it ii hoped to be able to report upon it, ae

well ae upoo oertain related work, in the near future.)

t Sheldon and Eetey, ' Bol. Amer./ p. 296 (Nov.. 1925), and p. 369 (Dec., 1925) ;
‘ Natnie,’

vol. 116, p. 702 (1925) , Tlede, Sohleede and Goldeebniidt, ‘ Naturw / voL 13,^ p. 745

(1925) , Fiutti and Boggio-Lera, * Rendio. Aocad. Sd. Fis. Ifat/ (Naples) (Sept«-Dea,^

1925); ^Natora,' vol. 117, p. 604 (1926), Haber, Jamioke and Matthias. ‘Naturw,/

Vd. 14, p 406 (1926) ;
* Z. aaorg Ch./ vd 153, p, 168 (1926),
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Two identical hIiUb of Pyrex gliuia were employed^ one for each Htagc of the diH-

tiHatioi). Theae were of ordinary deaign, conHiHting uf a wide inverted IT-tnbe

and two narrow limba of barometno height dipping into reaiTvoirH of mercury

When once exhausted, baked out and sealed, they were quite continuous in

operation, it being necessary only to pour the mercury into one side and draw

it off from the other They were eleotncally heatetl by means of nichrome

coda of high resistancej su that only 50 watts ivere expended in heating in each

still, and in spite of the wide tubes (J) cm
) and water cooling, the rate of

distillation was only about 100 gm per hour Under these circumstaiuea

the temperature of the mercury did not rise much above 150°, and evaporation

took place quietly from the surface Since the whole of the input side of the

still was heavily lagged with asbestoa cord, any particles which might be situated

in the free apace above the mercury were not subjected to aiiy unnecesaanly

heavy differential molecular bomhardnient from ludow (as in a mrrciuy

vapour pump), and there was no tendency for aui'face impunties to be

mechanically earned over with the vapour

These details are mentioned here because of the hercc (and somewhat point-

less) battle which has been waged over the question of whether the noble meUls

arc completely removed from mercaiy by distillation This question is of

some interest in itself, but its imjiortancr to the transmiitHtion controversy

has been greatly over-estimated For Miethe has regulaily analysed Jus

mercury after its electrical treatment by the same process which he employed

before it, and his blank expenments have been invariably negative The

question of whether distillation removes all traces of gold is thus clearly resolved

into tho question of whether distillation removes electrically treated gold more

efficiently than it does ordinary gold. Nobody has yet attacked this problem

experimentally
,
or rather this problem is, experimentally considered, practically

identical with the transmutation question proper.

Hulett, Kiesenfeld and Haase, and Tiede have all reported* that gold dis-

tills over m small quantities with mercury, though all except Tiede agreed that

two or three distillations even of a strong amalgam were sufficient to reduce

the concentration of gold to the extreme limit detectable. Tiede found that

under ceii^n c^^mditions the gold actually concentrated itself in the distillate^

a sufficiently improbable result which is in want of confirmation.

Sfietbe and BtaiQmreich,t as the result of methodical experiments on ih»

• Hulfltt, Fhja. Rev vol. 33, p, 308 (1911) j
Biosonfeld and Hum, ‘ B«r. deutsnh.

Ch- a«e vol M, p. 2828 (1928) ; Tiede, ' Phys Z / vol 26, p. 84A (19M).

t ‘Phs-x Z/vol 28, p 842 (I92fi); ‘Ber deuUoh. Cli. vol. 89, p, 300 (1926) i

^Z. anorg, Ch vol 140, p, 26S (1926)

2 D 2
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diBtilUtion of amal^mei of vanotia metAla, have concludod that with proper

precautiona these metals pass over into the distillate only by virtue of their own

proper vapour pressure (%.e
,
in very small amounts, so small as bo he beyond

the limits of rletei^tion in the case of the noble metals) They behevp that where

gold IB not removed from mercury by a single distillation, the cause is to be

sought in small particles of it having been carried over mechanically with

droplets of mercury which have reached the receiver without passing through

the vapour phase at all. This form of mechanical contamination can be

eliminated by careful attention to the design of the apparatus and regulation

of the conditioDB of distillation They quote Michaehs in support of this view,

which IS shared by the present writer, and is capable of explaining the results

of the other experimenters Hulett distilled at a pressure of over a centimetre

With a stream of air bubbling through the mercury, while the work of Riesenfeld

and Haase is fragmentary, and is otherwise open to grave objections which

have been pointed out by Miethe Never in the course of the expenments

described below has it been found possible to detect gold in mercury which had

been distilled, though in the course of the preliminary analytical practiiio some

moderately strong amalgams were distilled

Atu^^ical Procedure

Methods of analysis have been described by Haber,* and by Miethe and

Stammreich t The method employe<I in the present research was easentmlly

that of Miethe. This consists in distilling off the mercury till only about one gram

remains, and dissolving up this last drop, under the microscope, in nitric grid

of specific gravity 1*20, free from all traces of hydrochloric acid. The gold

remains behind as metal, and may be estimated by fusing it in bcmix and

measuring the diameter of the resulting sphere

This method of analysis was tested on 100 gm. samples of mercury to which

known small quantities of gold had been added, and it was found possible to

detect gm , and afterwards, with improved raicrosoopy, 10“^ gm of gold

with absolute regularity It was also repeatedly proved that no gold oould

be detected ia the stock of distilled mercury when analysed by this method.

There can be no question that the analysis could have been rendered sbll

more sensitive, but a suitable microscope was not at hand, and it was considered

* Haber, JaeniofeB and Hatthlaa, toe. cH
,
and Haber and Jaeoioke, ' Z. anorg, Ch.,’ ml*

147, p. 106 (ilOOf.

r
' Z. annrf. Ch,/ vol. 140, p 366 (1034), and rol. 146, p. OS (1066)
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that quantities of gold less than 10~^ gm could have no signihcanre in tosting

methods said to be capable of producing gm with moderate energy mputVj

particularlj since the danger of error through accidental contamination becomes

quite large when working with quantities below gm
All the experimeut.s were so designed as to require injiumal quantities of

meroury, never more than 100 gm and rarely as much as 50 It is perhaps

unneoessary to add that all the vessels employed in the research had lieen

carefully cleane<l with boiling aqua regia

Spark Mfihnds

The first experiments were similar to those of Nagaoka, but with slight

modifioations A transformer giving a peak voltage of 15,000 was employed,

with a condenser of 0 ‘OOOp F (a^pacity The spark was pasfH^d between tungsten

wires in a glass vessel containing an emulsion of fine mercury drops in white

paraffin oil Miethe, in similar sparking experiments, had always found the

gold concentrated entirely in the small droplets of mercury dispersed along the

path of the discharge, and the above method, by starting with a fine emulsion,

permitted the main mass of inert mercury to be eliminated altogether from the

experiment, less than 10 gm being required for each run. Furthermore, in

expenmenting on the Stark effect in silver arcs Nagaoka had found that the

presence of small droplets resulted in a marked local lutensifioation of the

potential gradient. It was found necessary to place the two wires oonsbtutJng

the spark gap leas than 2 mm apart in order to permit the spark to pass, so

that although the actual voltage was much below that employed by Nagaoka,

the potential gradient remained substantially the same. The gradient is, in

fact, determined by the dielectnc strength of the oil, and it should be noted

that even this initial gradient becomes much reduced as the experiment proceeds

and the oil is carbonise^l The larger condenser permitted heavier secondary

currents (20-30 ma.) to be employed than those used by Nagaoka, and the

tranaformer deUvered a much steadier voltage than is obtained from an

induction coil,

Considerable trouble was expenenced with the bursting of the gUsa vessel

and the sploshing of the emulsion, and the final form of apparatus employed was

a glass tube about 6 cm. deep by 2 om. in diameter, with a widely flared top

ground flat and held against a sheet of ebomte by rubber bands. The tungsten

wins were earned by tbick-walled glass capillaries inserted throu^ the ebonite.

Ibe sparkmg vessel was water-cooled It was found possible to run about
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half au hour befon; fchr oil HohdiEed oomplotely and ahowod a tondenoy to

The mixture of miaoellaneouH orgamc matter, mercury and carbon tbeh

transferred to a Pyrex flask and distilled in an electric furnace, when the carbon

remained behind This was oxidised by beating in a stream of oxygen, leaving

hardly a tram of residue of any kind The flask was no^ washed out with hot

aqua regia, the solution diluted, and a small drop of mercury added. When

this had dissolved, the solution was make alkaline with ammonia, and the

mercury reprecipitated by the addition of ammoniacal 6 per cent hydrazine

sulphate solution The mercury drop, which would have earned down with ib

any gold pn^sent was fllterecl off, washed, and dissolved up as usual, under the

niicroBcope, m dilute mtne acid This experiment was

repeated several times, with umformly negative results.

Distilled water was then substituted for the oil, in

the hope that it could be made to run longer without

losing its insulating properties Aluminium electrodes

were employed, and the emulsion was prepared by

passing an are at 100 volts between an aluminium pole

and mercury .it the bottom of a beaker of distilled

water But the water always became conducting after

20 minutes to half an hour, and the explosive spark at

first produced could no longer be maintained One lot

*A of mercury in wat^^r emulsion was analysed after about

25 mitiutes’ run, but no gold was found

Ixuiger runs and larger energy inputs were found

possible when hydrogen was used as the dielectnc.

The apparatus used is sketched in fig 1 It Was

constructed iu Pyrex, with a tungsten wire sealed into

the bottom to establish contact with the mereury pole

The other pole consisted of a 4 mm. iron rod, clamped

by means of a set-screw into a steel tube attached to

the copper electrcxle A, The latter woe turned doWn to

a thin tube at its upper end, and sealed directly into the

central glass tube earned by the ground joint This

lofi electrode was kept cool by the boiling of watet which

]
filled the central glass tube, and the mercury pole was

cooled in a similar manner by a vessel of water In

which the ohtOf tube was immersed The apparatus was connected dunAg the

exp^nment to a reservoir of hydrogen, and the ground joint fitted So #ell
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that without aay luhricatioa only a few cubic centimetres of hydrogen per hour

emped through it.

With a spark gap of about 1 cm and a capacity of 0 01 p ¥, the secondary

ouirent of the 15,000-volt transformer was 75 ma,, and the current m the spark

gap 15-20 omperpfl A limrt to the useful length of a run was set by the con-

tamination of mercury and glass by fine dust from the iron pole, which burned

away at the rate of about half a luillimctre an hour, so that the apparatus had

to be oontinualiy reopened and this pole reset Two analyses were mode on

runs with this apparatus, one after five hours and one after twelve. The liquid

menmiy was mechanically separated from the superincumbent omuluon of

finely divided mercury and iron dust
,
the former was distilled to a residue of

1 gm,, and the latter digested with aqua regia until all the mercury had dis-

solved. The residue from the distiUatiou was dissolved ui the solution contain-

ing the extract of the emulsion, the mercury precipitated with hydrazine, and

the remainder of the analysis proceeded with as usual. The result was negative

in both cases

The conditions in such a spark discharge might be expected to be very

favourable to the formation of gold. In the first place, it seems highly probable

that doubly charged ions of mercury are present
,

the significance of this fact

will be discussed hereafter. The spectrum of this spark showed a very different

intensity distribution from that of the mercury vapour lamp, the three Imea

614^, 5679 and 5425 being among the strongest on the plate. The light was

nearly white except at the iron pole, where it was coloured quite red by a

Iffeponderance of the Ha bne

In the second place, Miethe conoludod, from the irregularity of his early

results, that the formation of gold depended upon the exact reproduction of

oeitoin conditions of potential gradient and current density, which he was

unable to define, but which he assumed his arcs passed through at some atag^

during the changes accompanying extinction and relighting. Now in an

oocillatoiy discharge such as that here employed, the current vanes between

a maximum value of several hundred amperes and zero, and the voltage between

the liimta of 15,000 and zero, so that at some tune during the cycle the favoui-

able conditions should be reproduced ,
and the cycle is repeated 100 tunas pec

sooond.
Interrupted Arc Method,

^
*

A, method was now developed which proved capable of giving more deouive

cesolts. Miethe has oonetanbly mamtained that the earhei forms of experiniflat

)whioh he etnplDyed did not yield oonaiatently reprodacibla results, and hae^oA
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oocaaion attributed the failure of other experimenterB to this fact. Bat bvm
the first he baa couaidcred the iutemipted direct-current arc to be quite reliaUe,

and in particuJar he haa found a reaaonabie proportionality between energy

input and yield of (^old when uaing a mercury interrupter of atandard design.

It waa oonaidcred dcairable, accordingly, to repeat these expenmenta in sonie

form, but the objections to the ordinary type of interrupter are conaideraUe.

It makes use of large electrodes of copper in a case consisting of enamelled iron

or some similar material It is difilcult to ensure that these materials are quite

free from gold, and since the clectnc discharge plays continually over their

surface and they are gradually worn away, there is great danger of oontamina-

tion from this source Large quantities of mercury (1 kg.) must be used,

and the mercury emerges in a very dirty condition from the run, so that the

analytical procedure is also rather unsatisfactory The blank experiments

of Miethe (in which the interrupter ran without current and no gold was found)

are not convincing as proof that the gold did not arise by contaimnation frota

the electrodes, since in this case there is no sparking at the electrode surfaces.

It would be interesting to know whether the men^uiy did not emerge m a cleaner

condition from such a blank ” deterrmuation, as might have been expected,

To obviate several of these difficulties the construction of an all-glass mercury

interrupter, with mercury cups in place of the copper electxodee, was under-

taken Such an mtemipter was actually oomjileted, but it was never used,

smee a much simpler design was evblyed which permitted the use of minimal

quantitieB of material and the removal of the foreign electrodes to a point

remote from the discharge, while preserving the essential features of the break.

The apparatus consisted of a tube such as that sketched m fig. 2. Thu was

filled with an amount of mercury indicated in the diagram, sealed ofl in an

atmoapheie of hydrogen, and fastened to a machine which swung it back and

forth in arcs of 50-60° about the point 0, the lOO-volt mams being connected

to the two ends of the tube "The mercury in the two branches flowed together

and then separated twice in eveiy swing, an arc being formed and pulled out to

extinotion each time Six or eight intermptions per second were obtained

in thu way, and the sharpness of the break was attested by the intense condensed

park obtained in the secondary circuit of an induction coil when the break was

inserted in the pnma^ circuit Such tubes were first constructed of Pyrex,

with O'S nun. tungsten wires sealed into the legs. But the current-carrying

eapadty of the Pyrex tubes was limited to about 12-16 amperes (at inake)i

and their life to some 60-70 hours. The intense local sparking removed smail

lakes from the glass surface, which soon became covered with a netwttk ol
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ins cnclcB, the mercury wm abghtly oo&Umiiiated, and the Fyrcz in time

blackened. A number of tubes burst after some hours’ sparking NeverthelesB,

Fiq J

three nufl were obtained with Pyrex tubes, the current at make averaging 13

amperes, and the duration of sparking 55 hours. No gold was found in the

mercury from these tubes.

A similar tube was now constructed from quarts, as soon as a suitable technique

had been developed for making the seals into this matenal. The 0 6 mm,

aidybdenum wire to be used was Hrst heated to incandescence tn vacuo to

remove occluded gases, and the quartz was then shrunk upon the molybdenum,

also %n vacuo, and the seal completed by means of pure lead and a short leiigth

of copper wire. Such seals were always found to be quite vacuum-tight, but as

u additional precaution the hydrogen was introduced, after baking out and

iHing s^Hli meioury, at such a pressure that the constriction would only just

on seabog the tube off from the pump. Thu ensured a prewure greater
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than atmoephenc at all bimcs on the meicuiy at the seal, and partioularl^

when the tube was heated by the aic.

It was found possible to operate this tube indefinitely with SO-ampere sparlcB

at 100 volts The mean current was given as 10 amperes by a thermal junotioii

constructed of 22-gauge copper and euielca wires, mounted m a brass case

immersed in water, and calibrated on direct current . The tube was run under

these conditions for 144 hours It was then operated from a direct-current

dynamo, delivering 240 volts in 16 ampere sparks (7 amperes average) for a

further 144 hours During the last 24 hours of this run, the primary of an

induction coil was included in the circuit, energy being drawn from the sooondary

in the form of a condensed spark discharge in air At the end of this time the

quarts tube remained as clear as at the begmmng of the experiment, while the

mercury surface was perfectly bright and uncontaminated. The tube was, in

fact, indistinguishable in appearance from a fresh one

In the analysis of this run, distillation was avoided, on aoqoUnt of the con-

troversy referred to above Two samples of 16 gin each were drawn from the

stock bottle of distilled mercury. To one of these was added gm of gold

Both samples were dissolved in nitric acid, also ready mixed in, a stock bottle.

The gm of gold was identified without question, by several people when

the mercury to which it had been added had dissolved The other sample of

mercury left no residue whatever The quartz tube was now o^nod and found

to contain 18*6 gm of mercury, which was dissolved up at once in acid from the

same stock bottle as had been used for the blanks. It left behind a residue

about 0 03 mm in diameter, consisting of a flattened reticulated skeleton of

some dark material, presumably sibca Not a trace of the lustre of metaliic

gold could be dis(3erned The blank tests which were carried out simultaneously

with this analysis remove all doubt as to the sensitiveness of the test, 10~^gm.

of gold could have been detected with absolute certainty. u

It IS easy to form a rough idea of the amount of gold which should have

been expected m this experiment according to the results obtained by Mietbe.

If we take the efficiency of the arrangement, expressed in grams of gold per

am|>ere hour, to be the same as that of Miethe's rotating mercury intemiptor,

we arrive at an estunate of 1 mg. of gcddi an amount larger than that whuh
any experimenter has claimed to produce in a single run A more aoourato

estimate is probably obtained by considering the number of ampere sparki."

That is, if Miethe's view of a “ labile state ” passed through by the arc 0Do6kin

each cycle is correct, an approximately constant amount of gold sboi^ be

produced each time an arc of 1 ampere is made and extinguished, and Miatha'a
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own reAultfl indicate that the yield la directly proportional to the current for

the aame number of interrupted arcs
,
hence, we arrive at the ampere apark

”

aa the effective umt of gold-producing electrical energy Aanunung now four

inteiTuptiona per aecond (a very conservative figure) in the quartz tube, and

taking Miethc's figure of 2,000 per minute for the fiequenry of interruption in

hifl mercury break, the above estimate ih reduced to 0 11 mg , which la atill

at least 11,000 times the amount of any gold which may actually have been

produced.

DlHCUSSlOft

There are vanous theoretical objections to the work of Miethe and of

Nagaoka Perhaps the moat cogent arises from a conaiiierabion of the voltages

which they employed in their cxjieriments In order to bring about a trans-

mutation of the atom, it is first necessary that the boinbardmg particle—m this

case an electron—should penetrate the successive electromc orbits, and gam

aoceas to the nuoleus. The moat obvious metho^l of ensuring this is to make use

of electrons of sufficient velocity to excite the hardest K radiation of the element

in question. The corresponding voltage, in the case of mercury, is about

83,000, and though Nagaoka employed considerably higher terminal voltages

than this, it 18 impossible that any individual electron could have possessed

more than a small fraction of the required velocity
,
for the potential gradient

in these experuneots was about 15,000 volts per miUiuietre, so that the electron

would have to £all freely through the field for a distance of 5 5 mm in order to

attain the velocityin question The actual free path must have been of quite

a different order of magmtude from this, and it is, of course, well known that

the E spectra are not excited under the conditions of Nagaoka 's experiment

The highest electronic velocities hitherto applied to the transmutation of

mercury were probably those employed by Haber m his expenments with an

X-ray bulb whose anticathode consisted of frozen mercury , but here a voltage

of 8,000 was uot exceeded.

However, the work of Ramsauor* and others on the rare gases indicates that

under certain oonditions these extreme electronic veiocities may not be necessary,

for certain atoms show a marked transparency to very low-voltage electrons

Where such a property exists, it is obvioufily of advantage to use as low a

voltage as possible, partly because a slow-moviDg electron, once safely inside

the lunennost electronic orbit, might be expected to be more readily attracted

into the nuoleus than a fast one, but principally because with low voltages it

• * Ahil d. Physlk,' vol. 64, p. S19, and vol 66, p. M0 (19S1).
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IB pOBBible to use mucfa larger euireiits, and thufi by iDcreaBiiig the number oi

electroDB to ennare a greater chance of sconng a hit u]>oii the nucleufl.

Brode* has examined the mean free path in mercury vapour of electrona

poBseBBing vclocitiee between 0'4 and 150 volta, and has found between these

limits DO indication of any special transparency of the mercury atom
,
neither

does extrapolation of his ourvee suggest the existence of any such property

at other voltages Thus it begins to appear doubtful whether any of the

electrons in the various transmutation experiments really had access to the

mercury nucleus at all. Franck has suggested that doubly charged ions mi^b

resemble a rare gas to such an extent as to exhibit transparency to electrons of

certain velocities, but an experiment describes! in this paper, as well as a some-

what similar one performed by Haber, ih both of which such doubly charged

ions were probably fairly numerous, proved quite as incapable as the rest of

yielding gold

We cannot altogether Te]ect the poasibility that the electron, once inside the

innermost planetary orbit, should be attracted towards the nucleus and might

fall into it This might occur with suih violence as to produce disruption of

the nucleus
, or, alternatively, the invading electron might be captured and

remain permanently attached to the nucleus, thereby giving rise to the inverse

of a beta-ray disintegration, and reducing the atomic number by one unit The

latter seems the more likely alternative, though Nagaoka has supported the

former. He was led to undertake his expenments by observations on the

spectrum of mercury, from which he concluded that the nucleus contained a

quasi-elastically bound proton which might be dislodged by bombardment with

very swift electrons. But the theory of Nagaoka has been attacked by Rongef

and the experimental work by Wood4 The theory was based, moreover, on

a list of the isotopes of mercury, which has since been revised by Aston.

If a transmutation of the inverse beta-ray type is to occur at all, the most

hopeful case would seem to be that of two neighbouring elements m the

periodic table exhibiting isobansm. Unfortunately, Aston's table of isotopes

does not reveal a single established case of such a relaticm, though the isotopes

of gold, lead and thallinm, all of which are involved in the reported trans-

mutatioDB, have not yet been established. H6nig8chmid'B determination of

the atomic weight of Mielhe's gold, though a triumph of analytical chemistry,

has lost its signilicaDce in view of Miethe’s recent statement (at a meeting of

•
' Roy. Soc Proo A, vqL 109. p. 897 (1025).

t ‘Nature,’ vol. 119, p 761 (1924)

}
‘ Nstore,’ vol 115, p. 46 (1915).
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the ^rman Chemical Society, May 10, 1920) that the f^ld which hp sub-

mitted to Hdnif^hmid for this det^miiiiation was Dot actually prf^duced by

himself under known conditions, but was obtained from residues found in old

mercury lamps

Id the present state of our knowledge of atomic physics, it is difHcult to form

an estimate of the importance of these theoretical considerations In the

circumstancPB, therefore, tt is perhaps safest to regard the whole question from

the purely experimental point of view When this is done, it is found that the

various experimenters have arnved at mutually incompatible conclusions

Further, it seems probable that the cause of the contradiction is not tfi be

sought in a difference ni the electrical conditions of the experiments Granted

that the formation of gold ih bound up with some one particular set of con-

ditions (potential gradient, current density, etc ), and that these conditions are

difficult to reproduce, it may perhaps be argued that no single sot of similar

experiments leading to negative results is convincing But when the wide

diversity of the experimental arrangements which have failed in the hands of

several investigators to produce gold is considered, it appears that every

positive experiment has fieen adequately confuted by a negative one

Miethe has always refused to recognise the validity of any negative results

obtained by repeating his own earlier experiments, on the ground that only the

intemipted-arc methods are capable of giving consistently reproducible results.

He la justified in taking this stand, but the interrupter experiment's now appear

to be at least as conclusively negatived as any of the rest by one of Haber's

expenments, in which the fluctuating current passed by a rotating mercury

interrupter was made to traverse a mercury vapour lamp, and more particularly

by the quartz tube expenmeut desenbed in this paper, where the elt»ctncal

conditions were to all intents and purposes identical with those existing in the

interrupter experiments of Miethe. For it is hardly conceivable that the actual

difference m speed of motion of the mercury in the two cases can appreciably

affect the electrical couditions, when it is considered that the maximum velocity

of the mercury jet in a rotating break is very small oompared with the elec-

tronic and even molecular velocities The abrupt and complete extiDotion of

the arc in the tilting quartz tube was shown by the efficiency of the apparatus

as an interrupter for an induction coil, by the small ratio of mean to short-

oiicuit current, and by the behaviour of an incandescent lamp connected across

the terminals of the tube. Even if one admits a slight difference between t)ie

electrical conditions in this experiment and Miethe's, to assume that it could be

such as to yield large quantities of gold in the one case and abaolutely none in
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the other 18 quite iDconsifitent with Miethe's owb earlier work on continuously

burning and interrupted arcs The explanation of the discrepancy between

Miethe^B results and those described in this paper must be sought elsewhere.

Much the most probable explanation seems t4) be that Miethe’s gold waa

derived from the electrodes or other materials of the vessels used, though this

conclusion is not altogether satisfactory, in view of Miethe’s statement that

the purity of all the materials he employed was “ dauernd kontrolhert

"

Further details of these controls would seem desirable

Perhaps also it is straining a point to attempt to explain in this way the

direct proportionality which he obtained between power input and yield of

gold, but it IS possible, particularly since discrepancies of the order of 40 per

cent were found In this connection it is significant that the method which

has given the most consistently reproducible results is one which is so con-

spicuously untidy that only the most ngid proof will serve to eliminate the

suspicion of contamination Apart^ from the interrupter experiments, it is in

general true that the most, successful arrangements were the least satisfactory

from the point of view of cleanliness

Additional support is lent to this view by a consideration of the status of the

silver question Silver was found and reported in many of the earlier experi-

ments, both of Miethe and of Nagaoka, but Miethe makes no mention of it in

hiH later experiments, and has apparently ceased to estimate it. The whole

question has been allowed to lapse until Haber m a recent paper called attention

to ita importance It is almost inconceivable that the silver could be formed

by disruption of the mercury atom, and if silver can find its way into the

mercury by accidental contamination during the course of tbo experiments,

there is nothing to exclude the possibility of the gold having a similar origin.

It would thus seem to be a matter of the utmost importance to determine the

silver Bimultaneously with the gold m every experiment in which gold is

bebeved to be produced, as a direc t check upon the thoroughness with which

accidental contamination has been eliminated It is unfortunate that Miethe

has not continued to carry out this estimation in all his expenments.

Haber has also reached the conclusion that Miethe’s gold came from hia

electrodes, and has given cxpenmental evidence in support of his oouclueions,

though it must be admitted that this evidence is not altogether coiuustent

with the results of the experiments described m this paper
,

for, if contamuui-

tion from the materials of the seals occurs as readily as Haber has found, it is

difficult to understand the uniformly negative results of the present investiga-

tioD, The writer feels that some of the results of Haber stand themselves in
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Deed of further elucidatjou. In one experiment, in particular, he found an

astonishing result. Here 97 per cent, of the entire gold content of several graxna

of nickel and steel wire, employed lu the seals of a hot-filament discharge tube,

diffused in some eictraordinary way to the surface of the wire, whence it

evaporated and found its way quantitatively to the mercury anticathode,

from which it was recovered by analysis This surprising ubstTvation, if

confirmed, would be capable of explaining in a perfectly satisfactory manner

moat, if not all, of the discordant results obtained by the various experimenters

Haber, in a very recent paper (already quoted) has announced his intention of

further investigating this phenomenon. In the meantime, an oxpennient has

been earned out by the wnter m an attempt to explain it, but without success

Ordinaiy diffusion seems powerless to account fur such a remarkable result,

though it might possibly be brought about by some novel form of electrolysis

To test this point, a small gloss tube was divided into a number of air-tight

compartments by shrinking the wall upon pieces of nickel -steel scaling-in wires,

which served to establish eleotncoJ connection between successive compart-

ments Alternate cells were now filled with pure mercury and a O'l per cent

gold amalgam, each pure mercury compartment having amalgam on both

sides of It, so as to catch gold clectroJyHing cither way A current of 2*5-3

amperes was passed in senes through this tube and a similar one eontaimng

pure mercury throughout (to provide a blank in caw* of any positive result)

for a number of hours Tubes were analysed after runs of 250, 570 and 820

ampere hours respectively, and again it was proved by direc^t simultaneous

determination that 10~^ gm, of gold could have been detected had it been

present No gold was found Further results of Haber will be awaited with

interest

Summary

The transmutation of mercury into gold, reported by Miethe and Stammreich,

and by Nagaoka, has not been confirmed, The methods employed were as

follows —

A ,—Condensed spark discharges at 15,000 volts were passed

—

1. Between tungsten electrodes immersed in an emulsion of mercury

droplets in transformer oil.

2, Between aluminium elootrodes under the surface of distilled water

carrying mercury in suspension

3 Between an iron pole and a mercury surface in an atmosphere of

hydrogen.
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B.—An interrupted direct-current arc of 30 aniperea at 100 volts waa run for

Aix days and nights between pure mercury poles in an atmosphere of hydrogen

in a quartz tube, followed by a similar arc of 16 amperes at 240 volts for an equal

penod Only 16 6 gni of mercury were used, and the analysis was carried

out without distillation, simultaneously with appropriate blank testa, which

proved that 10~^ gm of gold, had such a quantity been present, could not have

escaped detection No gold was found

Special stress is laid upon the last expenment, which duplicates the electrical

conditions obtaining in the most reliable " method of Miethe and Stammreioh,

while avoiding the attendant danger of contamination from foreign electrodes,

and which should, in accordance with the results of these investigators, have

yielded gold in quantities at least 10‘ times greater than the amount wfaicli

could have been detected under the conditions of the experiment

Since the work of Miethe and Stammrcieh, in so far as it has dealt with

analytical methods and with the distillation of mercury, has been in the mam
confirmed, the most probable inference is that the gold which they obtained

was derived from the matenals of their electrodes and their vessels The same

com luBion has been reached by Haber, but it is pointed out that some of the

experiments which he has described to prove this point are themselves in need

of further explanation

In conclusion, I wish tu thank Prof F. A Lindemann for his kind and never-

faibng mterest throughout the work, and for numerous highly valuable sugges-

tions at every stage of its progress The work described in this paper was

earned out at the Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford, under his supervision.

Acknowledgment is also due to the International Education Board, wikose

generous financial assistance rendered the work possible.
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1 h\lYodivciorif

.

In 1911 IjortI Rayleigh and Prof A. Fowler* observed that when the vapour

of a carbon compound is lutrodiued into the afterglow of active nitrogen, the

two CN aystems— the so-called " red ” and " violet ” HystenriB- -are developed,

but their appearance in this source la strikingly diilerent from the mure familiar

appearance of the same bauds in the carbon arc in air The violet ” system

as ordinarily observed in the arc, comprises tlie four well-known groupsf of

bands which degrade towards the further ultra-violet from prominent heads at

XX 4G00, 42iGj :)883 and 3590 resp«'ctmdy, and four groups of weaker bands^

the 80‘caJled
*'

tail ” bands, degrading towards the red The modihcatiODS of

the X 4216 and X 3683 groups are shown m hgs 4 aud 5 of Plate G, in Rayleigh

and Fowler’s paper. The description of these niodihcationa will bo much

facilitated by reference to Table L which shows the wave-lengths and wave-

numbers of the baud-heada, and the initial and final vibrational quantum

numbers {n\ n') fur the bands, as well oh other partiouiare to which frequeut

reference wiU be niade later. The muilihcatiouB are conveniently described as

two elleots .

—

FitH Effect — the typical case of the X4216 (n" — n' =» ^|- 1) group in the

afterglow, there is a modified development of the lines of the first (0, 1) and the

third (2p 3) bands, and a partial suppressiou of the heads of the second (1, 2) aud

fourth (3, 4) bands. The lines near the head of the (0, 1) band in the afterglow

are appazeDbly identical with lines in the correspondmg part of the same band

in the aro^ but at a short distance, about 9 A U., from the head there is n

* Strafet and Fowler, ' Roy. Soo. Proa.,* A, voh Bfl, p. 119 (1912).

t Xhrmi^MMit this paper the word group is used in the MnBe In whiob Itwu employed

by lUylelghuiid Fowler, and by the wntar In a rcM^ent paper p Roy, Soo. Proo./ A, vol. 110,

p. 360 (1026) ) j < c., to denote a set of nalghbourlDg bands oharaoterlaed by a eomraon

value ol m' — n', deeignatsd n. band-wquenoe ” in the nomit work of many o( the

Ameriaan iDveBtlgatorci,

2 KVOL. CXII.—A.
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oonapionous gap of nb^ut 3 A.U ,
beyond which the lines recover in iuteuaity

and overrun the weakened (1, 2) head The (2, 3) baud, though not nearly so

strong as the (0, 1), show's a similar gap and regain of intensity, its lines over-

running the weakonwl (3, 4) head. A similar effect occurs m the X 3883

(n' — n' 0) group

l^ecofbd Effect.—While m the art the bands of each group gradually dimmish

in intensity from the loss to the more refrangible end of the group, i e
,
in the

direction of increasing vibrational quantum numbers
,
m the afterglow the more

refrangible end of each of the three groups X 4G0<], X 4216, X 3S83 shows a

marked increase of intensity, which, according to Rayleigh and Fowler,
** may

possibly be due to a local mtensihuatiou of some of the senes of structure Imea,

or to the introduction of entirely new bands. Until still greater resolving power

can be employed, it will be dilliGult to determine the exact nature of the difference,,

but the development of new bands offers the simplest explanation. In favour

of this view IB the observation that the structure lines of the afterglow bands do

not all occur in the bauds of the arc, and also the fact that in some of the photo-

graphs the supposed new bands are far stronger than the hrst heads of the

groups Asauining that new bands are developed, their less refrangible edges

would be about 4496 (m the 4606 group), 41D3 (in the 4216 group)* and 3860

(in the 3883 group).”

From a study of Rayleigh and Fowler’s published photographs of the

X 3883 and X 4216 groups Birge has given a complete interpretation of the First

Effect, ascribing it to the low temperature of the active nitrogen The Second

Effect finds its mterpretation in Mulliken's recent discussions of band mtensities.

Reference to these interpretations is made later (section 4).

In 1913, the writer, working in Prof. Fowior’s Laboratory, photographed the

violet system as developed by acetylene in active nitrogen, under higher dis-

persion than that of the Littrow spectrograph used by Rayleigh and Fowler.

An Eaglo-mounted Rowland concave grating (10 feet radius of curvature.

14,438 hues per inch) was employed, the first order dispersion being about

6 ‘ 62 A /mm The present communication records the result of an examination

of the most satisfactory of the first order spectrograms then obtained witb an

” Imperial Flashlight ” plate exposed for about an hour It includes all four

promment groups of the aystom, though the X 4606 (n* ^ n" 3) group is

only very faintly shown on account of the diminished plate sensitivity in that

region; the other three are reproduced in Plates 13 and 14. A second

* Id the qbm of the X 4216 graap the " new ” heed weS noordad in (he am by A. Gk King

end by Hearlltiger ; it u the head of the (S, 0) band (see Table T).
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order plate of the ^ 3863 ^oup wae obtained with the same grating, but it la not

quite oa suitable for reproduction.

The wnber's mam object has been to diHctiHS in some detail the niodifieation

of the X 3590 (n' -- n' — — 1) group, which was not included in Rayleigh and

Fowler’s investigation tSome data obtained for the “ tad " hands near X 3Hfl3

are also included (section 6), since these present a general resemblame to bands

of the X 3690 group in the afterglow Before proceeding to the afterglow ob-iicr-

vations, however, reference is made in section 2 to the analysis of the available

arc data, and to the representation of the system by formulffi This is followed

in section 3 by an application of the combination principle as a check on the

formulffi for the X 3590 group
,

in section 4 a brief account is given of the

grating photographs of the X 4216 and X 3HB3 groups, with reference to the rota-

tional and vibrational distnlmtions of intensity, these sections Iteiiig preliiiiinary

tn the discussion nf the X 3690 group m section 5.

2 The Stnicture iii the Arc,

As developed in the are, the band lines of the, X 4210, X 3883 and X 3590

groups were measured by Kayser and Kunge * The X 3883 group was re-

measured in greater detail (in R A )
by Jungbluthf and (m I A,) by Uhlor and

Patterson.} HeurlingerS recorded more precise data (I A.) for the X4216

group and also gave empirical formulse derived from new and correspondingly

detailed ineasurcmenta (I.A.) for the first two bauds of each of the groups

X 4606 and X 3690
;

so far as the writer is aware, however, the latter meosuxe-

nients have not been published, and only Kayser and Bunge’s are available for

the X 3590 group, and none at all for the X 4006 group.

Each band consists of two branches, R[= m-f- 1
— m] and P [= m — 1—» m],

the head being formed by the P branch, If each R and P lino were single the

* ‘ Abb. Akad. Wiaa Berlin
'
(1889) ,

see also H. Kayser, ' Handbnah dor Speotraacopio,'

VOL p. 2S9 (IBIU) (Klnt four oiden of a giatlng giving a fourth order duipenilon of

about rai A. per nun.)

t BisMtatloii, Bonn (1904) ;
' Z. f. Wise. Phot vol 2, p. 89 ( 1904) ;

‘ Aatropbys. J.,'

voL 90, p. 997 (1904) (Gratug dispersion used about 0’ 80 A. per nun.)

t
' Astrophys, J.,’ vol. 42, p. 434 (1916). (Grating dispecaion used about 0- 06 A. per

nun.)

I Dissertation, LozkI (IBIS), (Heurllnger stated that the data he tabulated for the A 4916

group, and the nopublished data for the X 4606 and A 3690 groups were obtained by J. (Wner
in the third, fourth and fifth orders cd a grating giving a fifth order dt^emion of abont

0 79 A. per ram.)

2 R 2
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band-lines of the whole system would be approximately represented by a single

sot of formuliB of the now well-known types

B (m) 1

t = V - V- + F' {n\ m ± })
- F' {n% m) (I)

P (»n) J

= v* -1- V* 1- v". (lo)

where

1T1IIB
(2)

and

v"* - B" ± 2B''m -h (B' - B')w« (3)

n' and n" are the initial aiifl final vibrational qiianlnm numbers fur the

bands, and n\ h' and n*, the initial and final values of the vibrational

energy roefHcienta «, b. W and are the initial and final values of

B — Bo — an =- h/HnHa — olh, where Tq ih the moment of inertia of the vibrii-

tionless molecule (n = 0) and a m a constant Thus B^ = Bo^ — aV, and

B" — Bo' - aV • ni is the final rotational quantum nuiulier for each line

of a band
,

iiv Kral.zer’s earlier theoretical interinetationt it retained the

integral values 1, 2, 3, . assigned by Heurlinger, but half-integral values,

J, 1|, 24* . were subsequently found to be necessary J

Actually each branch is double, the iloublct separation Av slowly increasing

with m from the band -origin (vq = v' v", v"* — 0). For the doublet braiichcB

Rj, Rj, Pi, Pg, Kratzerj has derived four expressions, which, however, need not

be invoked for the present purpose (where only low m valueH wull be considered)

owing to the fact that the earlier doublets remain unresolved even under the

high dispersions which have boon employed in obtaining the arc data
||

For

the low-m lines ^say, the first twenty —of any branch of the system wi cxpreBsion

for Hie doublet centres, ^ o., the mean wave-niimberB | [R| (m) -f Rg (yn)] and

* The diUnreuce between Bg' and Bg'' must bo due to the dinerenoe between the initial

anfi final eleotromo rondguratiomi R B. MulUken f Nature,' vol 114, p 85^ (Deo 13,

1^4) ,

' Phys. Kov.,' vol. 26, p 561 (1036)) has pointed out that the oommon flnal elootronio

state for the "red” and "violet” ayateina is probably the ‘normal state of the CN
molecule, and further that it reaomblm an s state, the initial (oxoited) state for the

” violet ” system also ivsembLea an a state, and that lor the ” red " system an inverted

doublet-p state.

t
‘ Phys Zaitochr.; vol. 22. p 662 (1921)

X ‘ Ann, d. Physik,’ vol 67, p 127 (1922) (see Mpeoially footnote, p, 160) ,

' Slteb. Bayer.

Akod MUnohen,' p. 107 (1922) , and naxt reference

I * Ann d. Physik/ vol 71, p 72 (1928) (see espeoiolly pp, 83-68).

II
For exomtilu, in Ubler and Patterson's measum of the H branoh of the (0, 0) bond

X 3883. the first roHoIvwl member is W.o) R (31|)—their A, (60), XX 3804'fl77, -m.
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i [Pi (w) + Ph (wi)],t may bo used instead of Kratzer’s full forraiilai for tho

oomponentfl, these cientrcH arc given by the expression (3) for singlet hi anchca

R (m) and P (m).

The nusamg lines in Llio four hranches arc - -

Ri (- i), Am = i f Pi (5), Am = - i - 1,

He ii). Am = 14 i. P, (H), Am = 1
->

] 4.

and since the missing H2(i) i>racticaUy coincident with tho observed Hd ili

[Ant=lJ — and the missing P2(14) with the observed PiflJ),

[Awi = 4
“ * fiJi *t appears that each hand has only a single imll-hne very

near the baud-oygiUj v' -|- v**, in the position of the missing (— J) and Pj (i),

namely, at

v' + v'‘ + i(ir-ir) (4)

For the constants in the above expresflions (1 — 1) Kratzei has given the

following vahu's ((m m liilving half-integral values, J, l-J, lil, .

—
a' = 2M3’88 ft' =- 2055 G4

h'-- 20*25 6' = 13 75

2B' = 2 (B,,' - aV) = 2(Bo - ot'n")

^ 3 918 - ()*044:3h -- 3 783 - 0 0341irt'

Constant term for the (0, 0) baud — v* -|- Bq' -- 25799 77, j!

whence system-origin = v‘ 25797 '81

and null-hne of (0, 0) band v- v* H i (Bq' - Bq') 25797*83

Tho band-origins arc therefore given by (f/, 2) —
V- -4- v" -- 25797-81 -h (2143 88n' - in 25n'=>) ~ (2055 64n" - 13 75n"“), (5)

the calculated values are shown in Table J, us also are tho values of IV, B'

and B'/(B' - B") for each band.

t m u here used lor Kralzur'a hall-uitogral m*, lual, fur cunvenienoe in tho appliuition of

the combination principle in the next nection, the mui of KraUer’e wholo-numbor m (for

which j is now commiKily aubetibutod) hue boon hvoided lliu avoUUnco neoaBeitatea a,

ro-dalgnation of the hnoB , instoArl of lotainlng Krabzor's numbentig of a Line by tho

whole-number j (old m), the half-mbegral m (old m*) is employed Jiere
,

thus, the bn** here

designated Ri(m), R.(m), 1\ (m), P, (m) are raspeobively R, (j), B|(j—l)rP|(ih P|(i— 1)

In the whole-number deeignation. In accordance with Krat^er's oiigioal R, (m), R, (fii— 1),

P, (mhPi(m-l).

} Kratzer wriboe “ 26700 77," bub this does not appear to be the system-origin

jf*, (»• » r* 0), bat the -|- D„' given above ib h probable interpretation B Moohe
(' Phys, Zeltsoher voL 20, p. 231 (1025)) renders Kratzec's v, Jij the nuUdine of the (0, 0)

band, in statuig that the nuU-hnea of the aystem are given by i

* = 26700*77 + (2148'88ii' - 20-35fi'») - (2065*641*' - 13-76i|"9.
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Table 1 —Conetan bu in Kratzer'a Formulae, and Band-heads.

n' n' 0 1 3 4 6
1

I

6 7

2D' 2B' 3 783 3 7484
1

3 7138 3 6702 3 6446 3 6100
1

3 6754

1

3 6408

2S707 81
,

23756 02 21741 53 Ban (J-[>ri Rill, ' (i)

0 29 0 23 1 19 2
\ mheail O')

26742 0.1 21712 M 2170.1 0 yh^itA (vat' ) cMp (ui)

3 1)18 2574 :i an
1

23712 28 21704 0
1

( V&l' )
obd |(iv)

saas 402 1 4210 043 4000 16
1

Ahead U-A ,
ur) nlid

27920 44 2G878 06
1

23854 1C 21H7D 27 i

1

(>)

1 42 i 30 9 \ 24 2 19 9
1

!(n)

27830 nn 26820 62 23810 18 21840 6 1

1 (m)
3 H737 27H44 01 20822 88 23818 03 21837 C 1 (tvl

3690 416 3871 441 4197 183 4673 01 (v)

1 1

27062 68
,

25048 20 23001 20 22002 01
1

(0
3

1

1

47 3 33 1 25 S 20 7
1

,00
27874 08 25086 7U 23014 00 21064 2 1 Ou)

3 82(M 27878 90 1 20886 00 2301 1 00 21056 8 1

1(1.)

3686 ei1| 3801 BM 4180 964 4668 18 (V)

0) 1 27000 92 26004 03 24044 64 !I 22112 70 ,

:i 1(11) 2 36 7 26 9 21 6

l(l‘I) 27892 35 20038 28 23900 66 23073
'

7

a 7Hni (*>') 27894 30 20034 74 23086 90 22050 7
(V) 3588 936 3864 744 4167 770 4681 BO

(d 28006 11 26046 72 24114 83
1

22210 44
4 (ii) 60 7 33 9 28 8 22 6

(iw)
1

27804 4 20076 9 24063 1 22170 0
J 74()H (iv) 24042 04 22143 3

I

(V)
1

4168 067 4614 78
]

j

1

(i) Band nniflii 28008 40 26076 01 3417212 238B6 23
0 71 1 42 H 30 5 23 S

(iij) ilHMllvfir ) c&lo
!

24117 0 88263-2
3 AtHUi {v>) i^M^(vac.) oIm

1

24075 67 22306 2
(v) A

,
hit) ohs 4168 488 4608 1B

1
(1)

1

I 27007 64 26003 26 24216 36
6 (U)

1

1

1

1

ae-e
\

47 e 32 a

3 AG22

! 27973 88 ! 26006 00
7 (ii)

!

110 7 53 a

J 6070
1

Heurbiiger had already denved a set of formulae of the type (cf. 3)

Kon
y=A±2B? + C?’ (0)

P0)J

to represent his analysis of the data for the earlier bands of each of the four

groups. Ueurlinger’s values of the oonstants A, B and C ore given in Table II,
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Table II —Conatantfi in Heurlinger’s FonnuleD and Band-Heads

413

n' n' r 0 1 2 3

null lino A 211707 fla 23700 44 21730 54

2B 3 B4 3 83 385
U C 0 008 0 osn 0 101

Jhwd~ B/t; 28 2 22 6 70 1

f fftlo
1

2^74,1 02 2.1712 31 21703 H5

\obi. 20743 3il 23712 28 21704 0

null line A ^

27021 T 25870 0 23B03 0 21873 4

an 3 88 3 81 3 80 3 82

1 c 0 04^ 0 004 0 082 0 007

jh«A ~ B/C 43 1 29 8 23‘2 70 7

/ calc 27H37 00 25822 30 2381H 08 21830 80

\nba 27844 01 25822 88 23818 03 21837 <6

null linn A 27062 7 20045 5 23900 0

2D .3 SO 3 88 3 78

2 C 0 (Ml 0 050 0 070

jbmA ~n/tJ 46 4 34 6 24‘9
r f5ala 27874 00 25878 30 23900 50

37878 00 25880 00 23011 00

j taking integral values 1, 2, 11, . for the observed lines (or centres of observed

doublets) and 0 for the iiull-liuos

In the present investigation both Heurlinger's and Kiatzer’a foimulB] have

boon used in calculations of the heads and of low-m lines of the bands The

head of a band is located by the bne or lines for which w (or j) moat closely

approximates to the particular value making d^jdm (or d'jjdj) zero ; thus in

Kratiser's formula (3) is the hnlf-integer nearest to B7(B'' — B') and in

Heurbnger’s formula (G) is the integer nearest to B/C These values,

which will be required later (section 5), arc shown m Tables I and II respectively,

together with the observed* and calculated wave-numbers for the band-beads,

Again, it has been necessary to caloulabo the low-m hnes of bands of the X3690

group, for whieh iio recent data are available, and Kayser and Bunge’s data

have not been ordered (with values of n, n* and m) Heurlinger’s formula) may

bo expected to give satisfactory values since they were empirically derived from

* The obeerved wBTe-uumbers given in Teblofl I uid II for the buul-headfl differ from

those tabqUtcid m two papen by Kratzer, namely ‘ Phys. ZmUohr vol. 22, p. 062
(
1011 )

(Table III), and ' Ann, der Fhys vol. 07, p. 127 (1022) (Table 5). The observed wave-

numbers quoted by Kratzer are obtudned from wave-lengths In air measured on the Rowland

scale, not, as heiEe, m wcw on the International scale Tho wavo-loigths (I,A.) in Table 1

are Dhler and Patterson's for the heads of the X 5600 and X 3003 groups, Heurlinger's for

those of the X 4210 group, and Kayser and Bunge's (oonvsrted from R.A.) for those oi the

X 4000 group.
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new (unpubUbhed) datu for theHe bunrlH. The application of Kratzei's bheoretica

formula t-o these bands, however, beiti|T m the nature of an extrapolation, cannot

be expected to ffivo very dose reprebentations The combination principle has

been applied oa a chut k on the formtilffl for the X 3690 group

3 Th£ Cmnhinatwn Z'nncip/o,

The combination priiuiplr, unlike the above fomiulaij la independent of any

asaunijition as to the forma of the exprcasiuns for the vibrational and rotatioiml

energies The R and P wave-numbcrn of the (x, y) band arc obtained by

combining thoflo of three observed bands (w, y), (mJj z) and (x, z) aa follows —
Making successive subs ti tut ions for ri

,
n in (1), we have

'*
“'R (m) --

(7i)

"•'R (m) - v" -h F' (x, m + 1 )
- F' (^, wO (7 ,)

‘“•'R (fn) ^ V* H- 1
'^'

(le, tn + 1 ) F" (y, m) (7 ,)

'iR («i) _ v" + F^ («», wi 4* 1
)
^ F^ (2, 7m) (74)

By Bubiraclioii -

(7 ,) - (
7
i)

“"’Jt (*n) (>;.)

'

(
8.)

ih)
-

(7«)

Similarly

'"''R(iiO

'^*'
1' {m) -

1 '' "UCw.)

(ni)
--K'(i.m) -r(»/.«0

(8.)

(8,)

and '"•“'P (m) - ‘"“"I’ (m)
_

(»i)

Hence, takiug pairs of these t'JfiJrebiHluiiK, we littve

(8i). (
8
j)

'‘•'"R (i/i) - r<'"R(w)- 1
- ''•'R (*«)

- "R (ill) (0„)

(8,). (84) V'''R(m)-1-
'• "P (m) - "P (w) Paa)

(Hj). (fiJ

(8,). (84)
'"U’H =

r''-''l>(w) -|- '‘'•''R(wr) -

V'’‘*P(w) 1 ''-"PCm)

(‘Jpi)

(^Pa)

ThuN may by iniikiiiK oilhor of two clifforonfc (oiiibiunLiuiu OIVIIIII Iho fullnwiuu

oempute linm of tho available data for hues of the Lhroo baiida - valaea to

—

of the) bond.

(». y)— (27, *) (*", y) {Uf. z) w X u
1

2.

(0,2), A4606 (0, 1). A4aJti (1, 2), A4197 (1, 1), a3B71 1 0 2 1

(1,3), A457B (1.2), a4107 (2, a), A4181 (2, 2). A36e2 2 1 3 2

(1,0), ASdOO (1,1), AS871 (0 0), A38fi3 (0, 1), a4210 0 1 0 1

(2, 1). A3W (3,2). A38d2 (1, 1), ASS?! (1,2). a41D7 1 3 I 2
(3, S), A3AB4 (2, 5), A3B5D (2, 2), A3802 (2, a), A41B1 3 a 2 3

(2i 0), T (2, Ih AiiGSe (0,0), A38B3 (0, 1), A4210 0 3 0 1
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Ulilor and PatterHon’a and Heurlingcr’s data for the iow-m hncH (up to ra =
10j) for the earlier bauds of the X 3883 and X 4216 groups are colloct^od in Table

HI,* and the above application of the cumbmatiQU principle to thenc dataf lu

shown in Table IV, where the wave-numbers given by the principle are t ompared

with those given by Heurlinger’s and Kratzer^s formuls for the Rrst two bands

of the X3590 group
,
the table could, of courw, be extended to include coiu-

hmations for each branch of the first two bands of the X 4600 group Wherever

there is a marked discrepancy between the two formuloi, it is found that Heur-

Imgcr's more closely accords with the combination piinciplc over the range

tabulated. Using ordered observational data only, it is not possible at present

to extend the combinations (within this range of the low m values) far bf*yond

the branches tabidated, on account of the absence of data for the low-m lines

of the P braiu’hes of the (2, 2),t (3, 3) and (2, 3) bands, the detection of these

lines being prevented, evidently, by the superposition of the stronger higher-m

lines of the same branches By combining wave-numbers calculated by

formulffi (4) and (6) as well as observed wavo-nurnbers, further branches, c

(2, 1) P (w), could be approximately computed

Hoiirlingcr’s formuls, supplemented by the combination principle, has led

to the identification of some of the lines jneasured by Kayser and Range
; the

order of agreement of observed and computed wave-numbers may be seen from

Table IV The list of wave-numbers in vturuo from Kayser and Range’s

measured wave-lengths^ is given later in Table VI,

* Jd I'nVile 111, liio valued of i^obg do not include thoM tabuUted by Uhier and Pattnuon

for the (0, U) band All valuee for the X 9883 group have been ooioputod by thoee obaorven'

Xalr (bA )
using the vacuum oorrectioiiB of W, F. Meggon and C. G. Poters (‘ Bull Bur

Htand li, p 697 (1017)). Hearluiger's values of »«oIh bave been used without modifloailon,

aa the use of the newer vacuum correotioiifl dM not appear to produce marked differaaoeH

t Though the data obtained by different obeervors may not generally be oombined with

saiety, it is probable that the aggregate error of oomblning Uhler and Fatteteou'a and

Heuriinger'a data will never be senoua, for the present purpoM at any rate The former

observeTB estimated that their wave-lengthi are oorrect in absolute value to d:0 006 A
and in reUtlTe value to ± 0 >002 A , while Hemilnger's estuuated enon are from ± O' 002 A.

to ±0 004A,

X Tills limitation will, pmumably, soon be removed aa R. T. Birge has recently anammoed
that he has obtained now data for the X 3869 group. (' Nature,' vol 116, p. 783 (November

2B. 1025)0

I CcDvertod from the Rowland to the Inteniational scale by the subiractioii of 0- 10 A
throughout
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A further tost of both data and formal® by the cumbinatiuu principle may

be made by cnneidering ogam the foregoing eapressionfi for F"* {z, m) ~ F' (yj m)

,

from
(0|) = (8 h) and from (0j) = (84 )

respectively, we have

That la to say, the U and P brauchea of all bands having the sanio initial vibra-

tional quantum number are equally divergent. This condiiioji is clearly satis-

fied by Kratsser’s theoretical formula (4), according to which the divergence is

B {m) - * P (m) = 4B^m - 4 (Ui/ - a'n') m (11)

On the other hand, it is not satisfied by Heurlinger’s empiric al foruiultii (b)

in terms of which the divergence is

0 -h 1)
- - (‘211 h c) (ij + 1). (12)

fur the values of (2B C), as may bo seen from Table Jl, do not remain constant

for any one value of In Table V this condition is illustrated by the data of

Tables HI uud IV

Table V—Observed values of R (w) — P (m)

Ill

- 0. a' =» 1 T»' ^ . 2

(0,0)
A3B0.1

UP

b».n
A 4216
H

(1.0)
A 3600
KR

(1, 1)

A 3871
UP

(l.a)

A 41B7
H

(2. 1)

A 3686
KR.

(3 00) (3 HR) (4 0) (8 76) (d 88) (3 H)

1 11 7S 11 79 11 3 n 60 12 01 (11 S)

2^ 10 HI 10 66 (I» 0) lR-16 10 66 ID 4

3i 27-33 27 '41 (27 1) 27 -in 27-14 2H-H
4 36 23 36 25 36 1 ,14 81 34 00 34 8

A| (43 02) 43 07 (4a 7) 42 60 42 66 (42-1)

0 60 87 50 86 60 7 60 38 50 34 40-7

7 68 70 68 H8 68 04 68 OH 57 6

0 HH H3 66 H6 06 84 66 B2 66-2
R 74 40 74 30 78 OS 73 4H 72 7 If

10 82 24 82-24
1

SI 40 81 20 80 2

11 00 '01 00 03
' 86 00 88 06 88-2

12 07 82 (07 80)
'

06 72 06 H2 U6-4
13 106 62 108 08

1

104 67 104 30 103 3

U 113 34 113 37 112 3 (112 27) 112-04 111-0
Ifl 121 31 121-28 120 3 110 06 no 60 IIB'S 1

10 120‘28 UN- 10 197 7 127-61 127-74 126 6

17 136 03 (130 07) 135-5 186-36 136 27 134-6 r

18j 141 70 (lU 71) 148 1 142 07 143 00 141-6
IR] 152 46 (103'60) 160 B 100-62 150 74

Ndtob to Tabls V,

U.P , H. Had K.B. M Id TbUm III and IV.

Flguoa Id bmukstfl mvulvo an eiUniatod wave-number Irom Table 111 Or IV lur one or both of

the Unea oombliied.
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4 IrUcnsity Thsinbution in the X 38fi3 and X 421 fl Groups thr Afierglmt.

Rotational Distnbufdon ~ Birge* pointed out that the difference m appearance

of a given band of the X 3863 and X 4216 groups in the arc and m active nitrogen

is duo to a difference of intensity distnbution with respect to j (or »i) m each

branch. Whereas in the 4-ampere arc the intensity maximum m each branch

of the (0, 1) and (0, 0) bands occurs at^ = 28^ (t e
,
near the head in the case of

the F branch), Birge estimated the maximum to be at or near j — 8 or 9 in the

afterglow, Thus while the arc develops strongly lines having relatively high

m values (for exceeding m^^), the afterglow only feebly develops these Iiuph

and BO penmtB of easy observation of the relatively strong UncB of low m values

(less than gup notorl by llayleigh and Fowler {First Effect in

section 1) marks, lo fact, the position of the null-line P (J), R (— ]) and the weak

neighbouring linen P (i |), U ( J)

,

it beromeH inconspicuous in the arc on account

of the overlying V hues of high m Further, by an extension of Kemble’s

relation connectiug the absolute temperature of the source with the value of

fn for the line of iiiaxinium intensity in a given branch, Birge showed that the

above estimates of this value,
,
in the two sources accorded satisfactonly

with the temperatures of the 4-ampere arc and of the afterglow, which Latter

has been estimated at 100"^ C or less As a result of Birge’s investigation, then,

the CN spectrum in the afterglow is shown to be a low-temperature CN spectrum,

its essential feature being that low values oi m ore more favoured than m the

high-temperature (arc) spectrum. In the analogous afterglow spectrum of

SiN the same modihcation (Fir^ Effect) wan observed by the writerJ and, much

more completely, by Mulliken,§ whose reproductions of the spectrum show very

clearly the iiull-liuo gap m many of the bands
;

in fact, MuUikea obtained some

of luH null-line data directly from micrometer settings on the gaps. Further,

from a rough estimate of in the case of SiN, Mulliken deduced a tempera-

ture for the afterglow agreeing both with the actual temperature and with

Birge*s estimate in the case of CN.

VxbralKmal Distribution.—The in tensiffcation of the more refrangible end of

each of the groups X 4216 and X 3883 (referred to in section 1 as Rayleigh and

Fowler's Second Effect) finds an interpretation in Mulbken's discussionBlI of the

* ' Astrophyi J vol. M, p. 273 (1023) ; see espeoUlly p. 286.

t On Heurlmger’s namonitlon. HeurUnger’s K (28) and F (28) are oalJed R (274) and

F (28|) reapflDtivdy In the numeratloD employed In this paper

I ' Roy. 800 . Froc A, vol 89, p. 187 (1913) (see p 189 and Plate 0).

I
‘ Fhyi. Rev,,' voL 2fl, p 319 (192S) (oee pp. 320 and 32JX and Plate 1 ).

II
' Phyt. Key.,’ vol. 26, p 203 (102A) (BO) . vol. 20, ^ 21 (Cnl) ; to! 26, p. 333 (SiN).
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intenaiticB of bande with respect to n\ Mulliken has pointed out that, while

for thermal cqiulibnum there should be a steady decrease of intensity with

moreafliug the intensity distribution in band spectra dcvelopred in active

nitrogen differs from this in cases where a chemical reaction is involved, e

CN, BO, SiN. Tn these spectra the intensities of the bands in a given group or,

better, tlie sums of the intensities for all bands with a given n\ first increase with

n* and then fall off as n' further increases Ou the other hand, m the spectrum

of Ciil in the afterglow the summed intensities fall off as n' mcieases from 0

The present grating observations of the X 421 G and X 3883 groups in the after-

glow confirm both the above features of the distribution, i e ,
the absence of

lines with high m values and the occurrence of bands with high W values Though

the large mass of observational data upon which the conclusions arc based

cannot bo given at this stage, some particulars as to the development of the

bands may now be stated

The X4216 Group (An — 4-1) - -Measurement shows definitely that the

afterglow hues are identical with Hcuxhnger's lines of relatively low m values,

especially in the earlier bands, (0, 1), (1, 2) and (2, 3) At the other end of

the group, where the lines in both sources are more numerous, comparison

becomes more difficult, but many hnes have been measured on the high wave-

number side of tlie (2, 3) head, which do not appear m Heuilinger’s arc list. It

would appear, therefore, that there are m the afterglow bands which have

still not been traced in the arc Further mcasuremonts from spectrograms of

still higher dispersion are much to be desired for the identification of lines of the

bands of higher n' values

The group as shown in Plate 14, stnp 3, is much shorter* in the afterglow than

in the arc
,
thus the lowest wave-length measured in the afterglow is X 4117 '96,

while Heurhnger’s arc wave-lengths extend to X 3961*793
;
the difference could,

of course, bo somewhat reduced by an increase of the afterglow exposure. The

shortening is a direct consequence of the non-devebpment in the afterglow of

Imes with high m values, which are relatively strong m the arc. Thus the H
branch of Idle (0, 1) band which has been traced only as far as X 4190-10, R (18|),

in the afterglow plate, was measured by Heurhnger in the arc to XX 4018 -469,

-199, R (901)

* In the Qoae of theBO speotrum In the affcer^w a ooiTHponding Bhortanlng was obaerved

by the writer ( ' Buy. 8oo. Froo.,’ A, vol 91, p ,132 (1615) ). The advantage (^mg from

the ahortenliig) of aotlve nitrogen over the arc as a meana ol produolng band-apeotra has

bean empbaslaed by MuUlkisi in two of his papen on laotopea (loo. £7if. ; BO, p. 266

:

Col, p. 16, footnote IH).
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From the graUng observatioDH, of which a brief deBcnption follows, it appeare

that the approximate order of intensity of the bunda from atrongeat to weakest

IS (^> B). (5, 6), (2. 3), (0,1). (3, d). (1,2)

THm, (0, 1) hand bu been tdenUfind in the grating photograph from P (21) in

and thenoe withont rewlution to tho lioaH X 4216 04, ami from H (21) to H (LHl) * Tha

inteiiDty maxima appear to In at about P (U1 or 101) and B (61 to 101)

TAc (1) 2) boTuf u the weakest of this group in the afterglow Though it ib favourably

aituated lor obeervatlon from ita head X 4107 16 to R (iTf), no line of eitber branch haa been

detected in the grating pUte, only the unreaolved head being retxirded,

The (2, 3) bdtuf la developed rather more abrongly than the (0, 1) band in the afterglow,

and the abaenoe of Unra of the (0, 1) and (1, 2) bands m tbia region favoun ite obaorvation

from Ha own head X41H0 06, to that of the (3, 4) band, X 4107 *77 Thu P lines having

low m valnfs are not given in HeurUnger'fl arc bat, but have l>een idratifled in the afterglow

from P (21) to P (161) and thence without resolution to the head, the intensity maximum
being at about P (01)- The idontification of the R Lmee in the afterglow is leaa certain on

aooount of the ofxiurrenoe of blends, but they have been tracid. from R (31) to at least

R (101)^ A few additional lines apparently not belonging to the (2, 3) band have been

maaaured In this region , some of these are definitely absent from Heuxlmger's are list, mid

others an near the positions of some of tho (“i >) P lines having high m values,! but appear to

be too strong to bo ideuLiAed with tho latter ,
these lines are oonsplouous In the nuU^line

region between P (21) and H (3 1),

Thm (3, 4) band is very weak , being very little, if any, better developed than the (1, 2) band,

By actual meaaorement only Its anmsolyed head X 4167 77 has been satlslactonly traoed,

IdentUlnation of Its weak lines being hampered by the ooourranoe of Unas which do not appear

to beioag to this or to the overlying (2, 3) band

TAs (4, 6) and (5, 6) banda are, as judged by the high intensities of their heads X 4160 00

and X4162 42, the most stroogly developed bands of the group.

The X 3883 Group (An — 0) —Thr X3883 group, though the most heavily

recorded of all m the afterglow spectrogram, shows a sliortouing which is even

more marked than that of tho X 4216 group
, while Uhler and Patterson’s arc

rneasurenients extend to X 3D1M) 676, %.c , to the first head of the next ( Aw= — 1)

arc group, the grating measures in the afterglow extend only to X 3816 -2^

beyond which no hues can be detected until X 3627 4 lu reached
,
there begins

the next (An^ —1) afterglow group. Generally, a description somewhat

similar to that of the* previous group appbes to the observations of the X 3883

group

TIu (0, 0) band. The R limw deteated range from R (|) to at least B (30|)j and prpbahly to

R (304) " farther, say, H (424). The oocurrenoe of Uonds aooounta for the

• In Hearilnger’s original notatloa tho four linos named an nepeotivety A, (*-2) to

Aj (—10) and thsnoe to K|, and (+ 3) to (A| + The tranntiona am ooireepondJng

to these Unas namolsia 14 24,164 ^4 2|, 104 -t- ]B4respeotivdy. HeurUnger'a

A, doublets an absent,

I Ueurlingcg's Ca lines ; m > Mhemd
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ODoertainty u to the proBenoe or absonoe of tfaeoe lut Unea ; the eulieet linewhich li ch^iiitely

ahflBot 1b R(4fl|) In Uhler and Pattenon'a arc thia bnooh la very long, oatendiDg aa

far aa X 3640 296, R (139|) * Thia further demunatratea that the ahortenlng of the group

moat be duo to the abaenoe of high-m Unea, and not to the abnenoe of high n banda The

F branoh linea have been iilontUled from P (1 1) to F (IB ^), and thonco without reBoliition

to the very atrong head X 3863 '40. the moat mtenae hne being probably F(10(), No
aatlafaotory evidence of the development of reaolvod F linen havuig m valuoa exoeeding

mhflsd la afforded by the hrat order plate, hut the aeoond order photograph, though weaker

and more coaraelj grained, auggeate the pfeaeoce of auoh lines (''onlraiy to what might

appear from inapection of the region between the beads of the (0. 0) and (1, 1) bands

in the reproduotion (Plate 13, atrip 2) the Unea ahowu in the two aouroea are not Identioal

,

the prominent arc Unea of the P branch have m > nthoad while the afterglow Unea abown

have m c' tn|,oMi The apparent oontradlotion. arlsee from the fact that the resolution la

too amaU to distinguish clearly between the two parte of the P branch, t e , betweon the

Unea with m > mhoui and those with m <l t In the nuU-hne gap betweon P (1|)

and H (^) a line waa meaBitred (first order) which approximately coincides with P (67^) g

This IB so nnr the positioa of the nuU-Uno that on casual inapection d the photograph it

might appear that the nuU-Une la aotuaUy developed, which of comae la not the oaae. The

line may be F (67 ^)p aa it la more favourably placed for measurement than the P lines immedi-

ately preceding it ;
or, alternatively. It may belong bo anothw band, e a poealble exienaion

of the " tall " band next beyond X 3863

Tke (1, 1) band, like the second (1,2) band of the X 4210 group, la, oa Rayleigh and Fowlnr

pointed out, relativdy weakened in the afterglow Its P Unea have, however, been aatis-

faotonly identified from P (1 1) to atleaatP (11^),|] and lees completely (owuig to the frequent

occurrence of blcmda) from that point bo the head, X 3H71 44, which la strongly developed

though it lA not easily seen m Plate 13, stnp 2, becaiise It has about the same Intenaity as

the neighbouring lines of the preceding band, namely <0i <^)R (4|) and (**• 0)R (6|). In the

case of the R branch of the (1, 1) band blends are so numerous that only isolated early

membera have been identified

3’Ae (2, 2) band—In the range of low m values Uliler and Patterson identified only the

V Uhler and Pattenon'a dealguatioiia of these six R lines, in the order named, are A (20),

Ai (69). A, (66), A, (71), A, (76) and A, (168).

t XJUar and Patterson's dosipiatiDus of these two P lines are A, (27) and A| (10)

respectively.

X The U)P (m) lines with fA<mhBad bm Uhler and Pattonon’a A] lines as also are

(0. 0)R (m) lines ,
and those with m ^ nihMd 6re their A, Unea (doubleta). Uhler and

Patterwn'B arc Uat olearly abowa the naoeaBlty of high resolution for the separation of neigh-

bouring Aj and A| Unea.

I Ubler and Pattenon'a A, 3876*376, *310

II
These are Ublar and PaUeraon’a B, X 3863 * 693 and Bt X 3868 124 raipeotively.

Though no i)P (m) Unea with m > fiHisaii (i.a , Uhler and Pattenon'a doubleta) have

Immwi definitely detected in the after^w, it ahould be mentioned that thors are la the region

between the (1, 1) and (2, 2) heads two afteirglow Luma which cannot be identified aa either

Of B| linBB, namely X 3860*06 and X 3868 •U The Utter U very near the poaltioa of the

(1, 1) nuU-Une, and both are near the poeltlonB of B| Unea. It would appear, howevrr,

that they are too strong bo be Identifled with B| Unea and that they may belong bo ttblrely
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H br&ooh of ^hb^ bo^nd from B onw&rt)£* , in tbo abticnun ol ordor<^i dtvUi for tb« F
bronoh aither from tho tikra obwrvafclofia or from tho combination princjplp, tho cinnunstion

uf thjfl region In the afterglow id diMcult It appeare, however, that membera of eaoh

branoh are present in fair mteiuiby, the he^ui X 3&dl 85 being, in fact, well dovelopod

TAe (3, 3) Anruf, for which Uhler and PaLtentonidenbiflod tho B lines from H (II i) unwiLrds,t

1h also proseut in tho afterglow, but to a lose extent than tho (2, 2) band , ita head, X 3K54 74,

not being deteoted in the grating plate

TAc (4, 4) haiid—Tho now head ohscrvocl by Rayleigh and Fowlor at X 385(1 is, no doubt,

that of tho (4, 4) band, which would, in foot, be oxpetoted to be Htrongiy devolupnd in view

of tho high intciuiiby of the (4, 5) baud of the former group. Tho itreoent photograph does

not doflniloly show thu head, the poBition in question being occupied by an unroHoIvnd

background. The region occupied by the (2, 2) and sucooeding bands needs further work,

liroferably with new pUtes of still higher dispersion

The order of intenaity of the bands is leas easily judged in this than in the

former group, but would appear to be roughly (2, 2), (0, 0), (3, 3), (1, 1) Thus

taking only values of n\ it appears from obacrvationfl of both groups that Hie

band intensities deereaso in the approximate order 4, 5, 2, 0, H, 1 in the after-

glow, while in the arc the probable order is 0, 1, 2, .3, 4, 5 ,
that la to say, foatures

of the diatnbiition with respect to n' in the afterglow are, (a) aasoeiation of high

Values of n' with high band intensities, (h) marked weakness of bands with

n' = 1 ,
and {c) a tendency for the intensities to alternate, as well as to show a

general increase, os n inoreoses.

6 The Afterglow Group iwur X 3590 (An =— 1)

It IB apparent from tho arc and afterglow photographs reproduced in

Plates 13, 14, that the change is more marked in the X 3590 group than in either

of the other groupsX 4216 and X 3883, in which Kayloigh and Fowler discovered

the two effects already discussed, indeed, ibwould hardly appear that the drastic

niodifioation of the X 3590 group is merely a further example of the same two

elfecbs. In the hist place, the heads XX 3590 4. 3585 9 and 3583- 9 of the

(1, 0), (2, 1) and (3, 2) bauds respectively, which arc prominent in the arc, are

not observed at all in tho afterglow Secondly, while the arc group as measured

by Kayser arul Runge extends from X 3690 33 to X 3482 - 26, tho afterglow group

as now measured extends from X 3627 42 to X 3557 '06 ; that is to say, this

group, like tho X4216 and X 388^1 groups, is shorter in the moft refrangible

direction lu the afterglow than in the arc, hut unlike those groups it extends

beyond tho less refrangible limit of the arc bands On casual inspection of the

photographs it would appear that the arc bands (1, U), (2, 1) and (3, 2), are

* The writer hu idcntiaed (H^) to (a.m (U^) m Uhler and Pattereon^fl list, and
' inoluded them in Table III (161) their 0^ X 3g4U • 094

t m (Hi) is Uhler ami Patterson'a D, X 3830 800,

2 FVOL. CXII.—A,
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replaced in the afterglow by an entirely different group of bands, It will now

be shown, however, that both of the above features, namely, the abaenoe of

heads and the continuation on the less refrangible aide of X 3590, are to some

extent oxphcable if the afterglow group consints of bands having w' — n* =—

i

as in the arc group, but with intensity modilicaliuns similar to those dcacribcd

in section 4

The Absence of Head^ — Assuming that the An ——1 bands m the afterglow

reach a maximum intensity in each branch at about m 9^ ± 2, as in the case

of X 421b and X 3883, it can easily bo shown that no band of this group is likely

to form a head The values of — B'), shown m Table I,

increase considerably from the leas to the more refrangible end of each group of

bands
,

thus, for the X 3863 ( An — 0) group they are 29 0, 30 9, 33 1, 35 7 ...

They increase more rapidly from group to group in passing from the less to

the more refrangible end of the aystetn
;

being 19 - 2 , , . for the X 4606 ( Am — 2)

group, 23 '1 for the X 4216 (An = l) group, 29 ‘0 . for the X3883

(An 0) group and 42 1 for the X 3590 (An = — 1) group A siiniLar

vanatiou is shown in Table II for Qi B/C. A band will form a hcuul

provided, of course, that one of its branches (the P branch in these CN
bauds) extends to or beyond before the lines fade ofl to an undctcctably

low intensity Thus in the X3S83 (0, 0) band, the head of which is wdl-

developed, the R lines have been definitely traced to at least R (30J), and the P

linos must also have appreciable intensities for m values exceeding 28^, which is

the vaiuc of
,
even though the intensity maximum occurs so early in

the branch as P (9^ 2). Similarly the P bnes of the X 4210 group arc

developed to or beyond 23^ . , although this group is loss strongly

recorded than the X 3883 group The hnea of the X 3590 group are also loss

heavily recorded than the X 3883 group, and will probably not be detectable m
any branch beyond, say, m ^ 30^ to 40|, if it be again assumed that the intensity

maximum occurs at about = 9^ This points to a non-development

of the head, snee the values for all bands of this group exceed 40|,

From Tahles 1 and II it would appear that this argument, while satisfactory m
the cases of the higher bands of the group, may not indicate an entirely headless

structure for the first band (I, 0) But analogy with the other groups would

lead ua to expect that thu band, having n' = 1, will be the weakest of the whole

group and will not be detected far away from tn„,„ ^ 9J, if at all.

The non-development of h^h-m lines in the afterglow will also account for

the observed shortening of this group, as of the former groups, at the more

refrangible end.
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It may be remarked in pasaing that, accorriing to the above argument, the

An— 2 bands in the X4(50G afterglow group shoiild have well-clevoloped heads,

since is not very much greater than »!,„ This contluflion baa, in

fact, boon verified by observation of the gnifcuig spectrogram Though in-

dividual band-litiRH of this group arc only feebly rec^irded, the hmda of the

higher-j/ bands (S, 5), (4, 6), (5, 7) and (G, 8) were actually meivBurcd Tbohc

of the low-n' bands (0, 2) and (1, 3) M'cro not deU'cted, and that of (2, 4) wan

iiieasurcd with difficulty Tins is in general accordance with the abservations

of the An — -f- 1 and 0 groups in the foregoing section

The Eittimonio Wavc-Le^iyths higher than X 3590 — On the further assumption

that, as in X4606, X 421G and X3fl83 groups, the bands with higher n' values

are favoured by the afterglow conditions, it is possible to offer an explanation

of the continuabiou beyond X 3590 In any one group, as e' mercases the mt,eT-

vals between successive bands decrease lu arithmetical iirogression,* i e
,
the

bpinds close up in passing from higher to lower wavp-lnngths, and if enough

bauds arc developed the group will turn back towards the higher wavc'-lcngth

end, According to Kratzer’s theoretical analysis of the system, the range of

n* within which this return of hjgh-n' bands takes place is smallest for the

An ^ — 1 group and mcrooses progressively from group to group in the direction

An =— 1, 0, 1^ 2 This is seen in Table I, which gives a range of values of

the band'Ongins, v' + calculated from Kratzer’s formula (5) It would thus

appear that the band-lines measured between X 3590 (or less) and X 3G27 may

belong to the high-n' bands which have overrun the (], 0) band, or indeed that

the whole observed afterglow group from X 3557 to X 3627 consists of low-wt

hnca of these returning high-n^ bands MulJiken|' has expressed the belief that

the tail
*’ bands may be similarly interpreted

Alternatively, this high wave-length end of the X 3590 afterglow group may

represent an intensification of the structure of the A'n — 0 group bdow X 3627 ,

this, however, seems very improbable, os no lines of that group have been

detected between XX 3816 and 3627. Or again, the afterglow bauds may lie

entirely diflercnt onejs from those constituting the X 3690 arc group

Data for the Linej:. -With the object of finding to what extent the arc fines

are present in the X 3590 afterglow group, the grating photograph of tJie

latter has been measured os completely os possible against iron arc wave-

* Cf DesliiiidrM' ^eound Law for headH.

t The writer is indebted to Dr MuLUken for n privately oommiinlciited description of

this interprotatioii.

2 F 2
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li'iigths * Tho wavo-uunibtTH .ire pi von in Table VJ.f topetlier with ihow*

portanunp to the ranpcH of the X 3883 and X 3590 arc groups which occupy

this region Many of Kayscr and Ilunge's linea have boon allocated, as shown

lu tho table, to tho K and P branches of the (1, 0) and (2, 1) bauds, the meaiiH

of their identification bijiiig the formula) and tho combination principle as

described in sections 2 and 3. Though the arc and afterglow data are not

stnctly comparable in view of the great differonec in the disperHions used iii

tho two cases, certain general results are immediately evident from the table - -

1 A great number of lines are common to the two sources, but the distribu-

tions of intensities are radically different

2 Certain lines arc developed in the afterglow which do not ajjpeiir m the

arc Thus, to take a few examples, allowing a very wide margin of error in

the afterglow measures, it is evident that the well-defined lines vv 27609*2,

2701 J'O, 27016 H, 27624 1 and 27737 4 m the afterglow, loss refrangible than

X 3590, are nc)t amongst those listed by Uhlcr and Patterson. On the more

refrangible side of X 3590, the afterglow hue X 27875 -7 is absent from Kayser

and Bunge’s arc list
,

the luisition of the last-mimcil line is so favourable for

observation in the writer's arc cumpariauu photographs that it is unlikely that

the line could escape deter tiou

3. Many of the hues strongly developed in the arc are not detected in the after-

glow, even though account must bo taken of the much greater probability ol

blends m the afterglow spectrum than in tbe higher dispersion arc data. Thus,

on the higher wave-length side of X3500, there is no trace of the hues

VV277G9 03, 27773*92, 27777-25, 27792 25, 27827 32, all of which are given

by Uhler and Patterson as mtenso relatively bo neighbouring hues in tho arc.

On the lower wave-length side of X 3590, wo have important examples in the

of the arc bands (0, 1), (2, 1), (3, 2), no trai’p of which is detected m the

afterglow spectrum. Further, if the writer’s identihoatioiis of the R and P hues

of the (1, 0) and (2, 1) bands are corri'ct, it is evident that the (1, 0) band is

entirely absent from tho afterglow in spite of frequent approximate coincidences

of one of lbs band-linos with an afterglow band-hne. Such coincidences arc

* To avoid andoly large errors on certain linea which are partly or wholly hidden in Lbe

overlap of tho CN and Fo ipectra, further zneaaura were mode at a dinbanoe from the latter,

luung well-deAned CN hues (already carefully measured) as standards

t In order to diminish tho extent of the table it whs thought that the wave-lengths might

be oiuitted, os the mu wave-lengtlis have heson published fully by Uhler and Fatltfson and

by Kayser and Range The wave-lmgths in air may be Identified at onoe by the um of

Kayaer's " TaboUe der Schwlngungsublea ” (lAlpdg, 1925), which appeared while the

investigation was in progress and has been used in the later stages of the work.
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shown in the cases of P (fVJ), P (UiJ), P (19^). P (Sr^)
,
R R (9i), R (lOj),

RU3i). R(U1), R(19i), R(22i), a(2r»l), H(29l) Smco no other hues of

this band can bo traced in the aftcrj^low speclrum, these ajiparent coincidences

must anse from the occnrrc^nce of Idends in both speotra and indicate the neces-

sity of still higher resolution. The absence of (1, 0) is in accordance with the

previous observations as to the weakness of the bands with n — 1 in the other

afterglow groups.

Similar considerations point to the almost entire absence of the (2, 1) band,

though the compansons both of the photographs and of the tabulated data are

rather more difficult than for the (1, 0) band It is poHsible that the R and P

lines at or near rrt— 9J arc actually present in the afterglow spectrum
;
these lines,

if any, would be expected in the afterglow As no lines of the (3, 2) band have

been identified m the arc, nothing nan be said of its neeurrence in the afterglow,

except that its head has not been detected

4 A study of the afterglow spectrogram and of the tabulated data, without

regard to the arc, has led to the division of the hnes into certain sets or sequences

which ore suggested by the general run of the intensities and of the first differ-

ences of wave-number, though the regularity of both is often vitiated by the

occurrence of blends The sets suggested include all but a very few of the

observed lines, and are indicated in the table by numbers (I)-(XIV) at the top

of each sequence of first differences (Av) Wlule there is reason for believing

that the regularities implied in some of the sequences have a real significance,

it is clear that for otliers no such claim can be made

Taking (1) and (XII) as typic.al of the more trustworthy sequences, it is

seen that each resembles a headless branch of a bund in that it is charactensed

by the usual rise of intensity from each end to a maximum near the middle, and

by a steady increase in the first differences from one end to the other
,
further,

the first differences are of the same order of magnitude as those in the known

bands of the An — 4- 1, 0 and — 1 groujis * The same features ore shown,

though not BO clearly, by other sequences, e.^., II, HI (apart from its irregular

beginning which may be due to blends with lines of II), and TV (again apart

from irregulanties m the first five linos, which may not actually belong to this

set) VI, VII and IX are much less satisfactory, and the rest consist of very

few and sometimes doubtful lines f

* Rea TaUtf lit and IV. and the ora oolumn of Table VJ.

^ Kg t Seta V end X each include only three llnee, of whioli one U nob oompJetely moIthI
from a elronger line. VIII also inolndee only three lines, which, however, might well

represent the P branch of the (2, 1) band,
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Thi' two weak fletH I and II at the IcM refrangible end of the group apiioar to

bo the Tl and P branches of one band, the intervening gap —
V liTSfd) 5) representing the positions of five unobsorved lines as well as the null-

line of the band With this interpretation, it is the U branch (II) which con-

verges towards (without roaehing) a head, and nut the P hram h (T)
,

in this

respeit the band diilers from the ordinary bands of the arc groups, !»ut reseinblos

a " tall " banil degraded towards the rerl, Por the location of the null-line of

this pusfliblo band, .iiid fur Uie diHCussiori of the aignilu aju e, if any, of the other

suggested set^i a more heavily exposed apoctrogram is necessary

It may be pointed out that while the regularities implied in the table are rather

rough and fragmentary and perhaps to some extent fortmtous, they extend U>

portions of the ON spettrum where no regularities have been previously recorded

This residts from the development in the afterglow of only relatively few of tlie

arc banddmea The writer la of the opimon that although the tabulated after-

glow lines overrun X 3590 into the region occupied by the more refrangible end

of the X 3H83 (n'' — n' — 0) group m the are, they all belong, nevertheless, tu

bands for which - n \
,
the low /i' bands (1, 0), (2, 1), and (3, 2) being

largely if not completely excluded

6 The Tail " Banda mar X 3HH3

Introductory - It may be recalled that Thiele* rcgardetl a banri os beginning

with a head and ending with an oppositely degraded head which was appro-

priately called a “ tail ”
;

thus, in passing along a band from head to “ tail
”

the intervals between successive bnes first increased from zero up to a flat maxi-

mum and then decreased to zero. King! discovered in the carbon arc four groups

of faint CN bands the positions of the heads of which bore certain simple

numerical relations with those of the bands in the four prominent groups to

which we have so far confined our attention , each of the new heads was regarded

os the tail ” of one of the prominent bands on its high wave-length side Thus,

taking as examples only two groups, we may wnte King’s wave-length (converted

to I A )
for each “ tail ” beneath the wave-length (from Table I) for the head with

which it was paired by King ' thus, •

’ ‘ iVflbrophyH. J vol. ti, p, ftfi (1807)

I
‘ AdtrophyD. J ,* vi>l II, p 323 (10OJ).
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Heads of group Aw + 2 —4606- Jfi, 4678 01 456:M:i,

4631 89, 4514 78, 4602 IH

"TBila”of Kiug’B group 1^.-3984 70, 3944 76. 3910 30 *

Heads of group Aw =+ 1 ^-4216 04, 4197 ‘16. 4J80 98.

4167*77, 4158 00, 4152*42

"Tads” of King’s group III ^650 19, 3628 9J, 3602 97

(The first three “ tails of thew* groups wore not detected
,
they fall within

tho heavily exposed X4216 and X 3883 groups, respectively) Juugbliiih

modified King’s arrangement, by pairing the head of longest wave-length in ,l

group with the " tail ” of shortest wave-length in the associated group , e f/

,

tho “ tails” at XX3910'30. 3944 76, 3984 78 with tho heads at XX460e 15,

4678 01, 4553 13 respectively Uhlcr nnd Patterson concluded from their

liigh resolution measurements that some of the "tails ” in King’s groups 1, 11

and III, which were essential to both King's and Jungbluth’s arrangements,

bore bttle or no resemblance bo re^l heads f Mulliken, as has already been

remarked, regards the connection between tho two sets of bands as quite diflerent

from that originally supposed, Ins view being that a group of “ tail ” hands ih

the '* returning ” high n portion of the group of prominent bands on the lower

wavelength aide
,
thus the " tails ” at XX 3910 30, 3944*76, 3984*78 belong to

the high n extension of the An = 0 group, XX 3883 40, 387J 44, 3861*85,

DeiidoptnerU in the Afterglow —Rayleigh and Fowler oliservod that the

"tail*’ bands are developed in the afterglow, and, like the more prominent

groups already dosenbod, they show very marked changes as compared with

their appearance in the arc In 'particular, the bands of King’s group IV, given

above, exhibit the Firnt Effect, i e
,
the clearness of the nuU-hne gap resulting

from the non-developmonb of hues of high m values The gap in each band is

beautifully shown in Rayleigh and Fowler's hg 6a

Orating measurements have been made over a short range of the bands of

King’s group IV in tho afterglow
,

the intensities and wave-numbers arc

given in Table VII. A very dose similarity is shown to exist between the

Htructuie of these bands and that of the X 3590 afterglow group described iii

section 6. In tho first place, no heads are detected MuUiken's interpretation

of the " tall " bands would presumably rcqiure this absence of heads in tho

* In group IV Rayleigh uiid Fowler noMl an lidditional band Dear X 4Q3U and another

ne&r 3883.

t See, for Instance, iioto i to Tahlu VI, wliero IMilor and PatLenMm’s remark on the tul

nt X 3003 IS quoted

I One apparent exoeptioD Is, however, noted below Table VII.
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Tablo Vll Tail ” band Imoa from X 3931 -5 to X 3883-7 m the Afterglow,

Int Air Notxui (nt yyac Ay NotcH
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Table VII—(coDtinued).

439

Idt 'vw Ay, Notes lot Amt Nutes

i
,

20020 7 __ 2 20704-3 e

2-8

4 28 S — 2 00 8

2 7

4 31-2 .

—

Id 08 6

2 7

4 33 e — ibd 11 0
2 6

4 36 0 — a 14 7

2 6 (Vl)

4 39 1 — u 3d 18 8 —
3-7

(IV) 5 22'6 —
0 r 71 B — 3*7

4 3 6d 26 3 — 0

00 7 76 2 — 3 7

4 3 4 20 0 —
0 80 B

* — 3 8

1 4 7 6 33 7 —
0 1 86>2 — 3 7

4 3 0 37 4 —
1 BB fi — 3 8

4-2 41 2 £

NoTKB to TaKLI! Vll.

d—See Tfthle VI note a for 9, 6, n, d,

B.—Am in Tdble VL
u—The open structure is uitemipted et thu point, beyond which there u a Brey hankgroond

(rf nnreMlvied Unna ending 10 e head at X 3910 07, v 20367 8 degraded towards the nd

,

thie la one of the " taili " given by KiM
N.—From both the graUng photograph andHajleigh and Fowler’s reprodnotion (fig 6a), U is

evident that ^eee two gape represent thr naU-line regions id two bands oonsislibag of

U + m and rv + V raepeotiveTy.

e '—The appearenoe of V suggests that It should oontinne beyond this point, bub this Is not
shown by the tabulated nuraenoal data as the following four Iiom do not fit In.

c—Doubtful lines were messured at rr 20720 2, 20730 B, not saUsfaotprlly reeolvBd from the
muoh more oertam lines vr 2071S‘S, 20720 2 respectively

A.—VI evidentlv oontlnues beyond the streng head X fflfiS iO of the (0, 0) band, and may be
JoUowed by other simiW sequenoea of lines whiob naonot be det^t^ with the reeoliitlQn

employed dee (0, 0) hand* p 422.

after^ow apcctnim, for high values of n' are accompamed by high values of

(flee Table 1). Secondly, it is quite clear from Table Vll that the Imeg

fall into a number of sequenGes (1-VI) closely resembling the more oertain of

the Bequenoes observed in the X 3590 group ;
the smaller degree of overlapping

in the tail " bands favours more complete recognition of the sequences. The

distnbution of intensities and the progreesions of first differences are, as far as

can be determined, typical of branches of bands. Sequences II and III

appear to be short low-m ranges of the P and B branches of one band,

toLp oxh.—a. 2 a
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having liB null-line in the intervening gap, and ita R branch (III) converging

towardn, though not reaching, a head
,

thiH lh, of cuurHe, imphed in the observed

fact that the “ tads in the arc degrade towards tlie red Simdarly, sequences

IV and V are the P and R branches of the next “ tad ” band, the R branch (V)

ngam proceeding towards the absent head , this is the band near X yB83 which

was noted by Rayleigh and Fow'ler For the exact location of the null-lines

of these two bands (II |- 111 and IV V) more heavily exposed plates arc

necessary
,
Rayleigh and Fow'ler’s original Littrow apectrograina may suflice

7 Summmj

Rayleigh and Fowler described certain mcalifuations in the X 4216 {n” — n =
1) and X 3883 (a" — n" — 0) groups of CN bands developed in the afterglow

of active nitrogen as compared with the arc The modifications of the X 3B90

(n*^ ~ n' =— 1) group and of some of the “ tjiil
'' bunds are now discussed

By means of Heurhnger’s and Kratzer’s formulae, and tlie combination

principle, data for the (1,0) and (2, 1) bands of the X 3590 group are identified

in Rayaer and Runge’s arc hst

The modifications in the X 4216 and > 3883 groups and the iiiberpretations of

them given by Birge and MuUiken arc discuBscd with the aid of grating measures

The afterglow develops especially lines of low rn values and bands of high

values As n increases the intensities of the bauds in each group tend to show

an alternation as well as a general increase, Banda with n' = 1 are the

weakest

The X 3690 group (like the above) is shortened in the low- X direction, but (un-

like the above) it is prolongedm the high' X direction m the afterglow as compared

with the arc, and also consists of headless bands ft is shown that on the

assumption that these bands have ti" — n' - — 1, the absence of heads follows

from the non-development of high-w lines, and the high-X extension may

be due to thc^ enhancement of high-rr' bniulH

Grating measures of the X 3590 afterglow group arc recorded and compared

with the arc data for the same region Each source develops some linos which

the other does not The (1,0) and (2, 1) bands are nut detected in the afterglow
;

and the head, at least, of (3, 2) is also absent The afterglow lines of this group

fall into regular sequences (branches), some of which taken in pairs appear to

form bands of the PR type, degrading in the opposite direction to the low-n

bands. The " tail ” bauds near X 3883, for which some grating data are

recorded, form similar headloss branches in the afterglow
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The author has great pleasure in thanking Prof. A Fowler, in whose laboratory

the experimental part of the work was earned out, for his unfailing help and

interest, and the (fovernment Grants Committee of the Royal Society for the

Hilger micTometer used He is deeply indebted also to Prof E N da C

Andrade, Dr W E Curtis, and Dr R S Mullikcn for \ery helpful discussions

of vanous points iii the investigation

IIKHCRIPTION OF PLATES 13 ami 14

The morn rormiigihle lmnd'flyRt«m of CX (10 ft couchve flraL order)

(o) In the carbon arc in air

(b) In tha afterglow of active nitrogen with oyanogon

1 The X ^151)0 group, /t'' n — 1 Fo linoa are shown an jh iraptinty in (a), and as a

compannon apeoLnim in {h)

2. The X 3KH.1 group, a" - n' ^ 0

3 The X 421b group, n' ^ 1

I'

Crystal Structure and Chemical ConstitiUum of Basic Beryllitim

Acetate and its Hornologues.

By GiLbERT T Morgan and W. T. Artbiiiiy.

(Communicated by Sir William Bragg, F R 8—Received July 21, 1926 )

(Plate 15

)

The physical aud rhomical properties of basic beryllium acetate,

0Be((CHa C0|,)o, are those of a non-iomsed substance having the unitary

structure of n typical organic compound, each chemical molecule of which

may be regarde rl as forming one co-ordmation complex

The fact that I he arrangement of the eleven associating units of which this

molecule IS composed possesses the geometrical attributes of a tetrahedron

has led to a Btereochemieal conception of the couBlitution of the compound,

which is confirmed by the results of X-ray analysis •

The unique oxygen atom is situated at the centre of the tetrahedron, tho

four berylLum atoms are arranged on lines joimug the centre with the four

vertices of this regular solid, whereas the six acetate groups are distributed

* Bragg and Morgan, ' Hoy Soc PitH'i vol 104, p 431 ( 1023)

2 a 2
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symmetrioally about tbe six aides of tbe tetrahedron. The preoise arrangement

of the BIX pairs of oxygen atoms denved from the six acetate radicals is disonssed

in detail on p 6 (^. cU )

The three atoms which are attached to the inner carbon atom of the carboxyl

group (viz., the outer methyl carbon atom and two similarly situated oxygen

atoms) are arranged on a plane passing through the centre of the carbon, bot

this plane is not necessarily either parallel to the edge of the tetrahedron or

perpendicular to it. Nevertheless, the six pairs of oxygen atoms in the acetate

groups occupy symmetrical positions m the molecule.

The arrangement of the hydrogen atoms on the methyl carbon atom presents

a difficulty There are eighteen of them and they cannot all be symmetrically

distributed with respect to either the vertices or the edges of the tetrahedron.

But since the crystals of the acetate display cubic symmetry, it must be assumed

that, owing to their relatively small importance, the presence of these eighteen

hydrogeiL atoms does not modify appreciably the crystal structure of the

compouna

When, however, one of the three hydrogen atoms in each methyl group

is replaced by a larger methyl radical, as in basic beryllium propionate,

OBe4(CHB CH| CO|)e, the influence of this substitution on crystal structure

becomes at once apparent in the marked change produced in the crystalline

form of the beryllium compound. The crystals of basic beryllium propionate

belong to the monoclimc system and the crystal umt is made up of two

chemical molecules (loe, cit ).

A similar departure from cubic symmetry was observed (2oo at.) m the

case of basic beryllium acetate propionate, OBe4(CHa.COg)g (CHg.CHi COg)„

in which the replacement of hydrogen atoms by methyl groups occurs only u
half the acetate radicals present.

This study of the influence of chemical constitution on crystal structure has

now been carried farther by an X-ray examination of the following homologueB

of basic beryUium acetate :

—

basic beryllium tsobutyrate, OBe«

basic berylLnm n-butyrate, OBe4(CHg.CH| CHg COJo,

basic beryllium pivalate, 0Be4((CHB)gG.C0a)a.

The propionate (already examined), the tsobutyrate and the pivalate are of

special interest in this mvestigation because they represent the progresiive

Teplaoement of the hydrogen atoms oi the acetate radical by methyl groups.
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The following sununAiy inoludea a brief doBoripbion of the preparation and

propertiefi of these homologous beryllium compounds

Baeic Beryllium n-Butyrate^ formerly described as an oil,* was obtained in

solid form by disBolving specially purified beryllium hydroxide in the calculated

amount of n-butync acid heated to boiling. On cooling, the product separated

as an oO and was extracted with cold benzene The benzene extract was

evaporated and the residue crystallised repeatedly from light petroleum boiling

below 40“ (Found C = 49-76, H = 7 30, Be = 6 ‘42 C24HiBOiBBe4 requires

(’ = 60-18, H = 7-32, Be = 6 29 per cent.) Basic beryihum n-butyrate

separated in colourless leaflets melting at 26-27°.

Banc BeryUtum i&oButyrate, prepared by the foregoing method using

i^abutyrio acid, was obtained m needles from bght petroleum (b p. 40-60°) ‘

(Found C = 49 66, H = 7 37, Be = 6-42 per cent ).

Large crystals of the isobutyratc were isolated by allowing the petroleum

solution to evaporate slowly into a confined space. The melting pomt of this

preparation was 88-69° Lacombe (loc cit.) gave m p, 76°.

Bobuj BerylUum Piealale —Pivabc or tnmethylacetio acid was prepared

from pinacobn’f' and its beryllium denvative was produced by boding under

reflux 6-6 gun of beryllium hydroxide (BeO = 43 per cent), 16*6 grm. of

pivalic acid and 30 o.c. of petroleum boding at 80-100° The filtered solution

was concentrated when 16-6 grm of crude pivalate was obtained (yield

67 per cent ) By crysbaUisation from petroleum (b p 40-60°) needles of

beryllium pivalate were isolated - (Found C » 64'44, H = 6-15, Be = 6 >66

CsoHiiOjaBe* requires C = 64-71, H = 8 23, Be = 6-48 per cent.).

On slow evaporation of the petroleum solution large pyramidal crystals of

basic beryllium pivalate were obtained melting at 163°.

X-ray ArtalynM

Banc BeryUtum Acetate .
—^The X-ray analysis of the structure of basic

bacyllium acetate has been discussed elsewhere {loo oU.), but there are still a

few pomts that may be enumerated here The abnormal spaemgs observed

( ( AJU ) hslved if (A + A), (A + 0 or f + A) is odd, and also { AAo } quartered

if (A + ^) IB odd but halved if even) correspond to either of two cubic space

gEoaps^ space-group is the orystali belong to the dyalds-

dodeoahedral class and the molecular symmetry (eight molecnlre per cell)

is that of the tetrahedral-pentagonal-dodeoahedion, four triad axes and three

• l^oombe, Oompt rend vol. 134, p. 77B (IBOS).

t Bohanblfl and Lobl, ' Honateh.; voL p. lOM (1904).
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dyad axes If the space-group is 0^^, tiie crystals are holobcdral, while the

molecules have the symmotTy of the regular tetrahedron In both space*

groups the molecular arrangement is similar to that of the carbon atoms in

diamond, but the molecular symmetry in is lower A Laue photograph,

taken with X-rays perpendicular to the octahedron face, discriminates at once

between these two groups, for in T^^* the diagonal planes of symmetry of the

cube arc absent, and simple threefold symmetry only is bo bo expected in the

arrangement of the spots Such a Laue photograph is shown m Plate 15 It

induates clearly the lack of diagonal symmetry planes The space-group is

therefore This conclusion was confirmed by a photograph perpendicular

to the cube face As was to be expected, this photograph showed only

symmetry planes parallel to the cube faces Such being the case, the molecular

symmetry IB only twelve -fold The unique oxygen atom lies at the centre of a

regular tetrahedron of beryllium atoms, while

the SIX equivalent ac etatc groups arc associated

with the six edges of this tetrahedron Each

acet*ate group is symmetrical about a dyad axis,

that 18 , its two oxygen atoms are equivalent and

the three-fold symmetry of the (CHj) group is for

some reason non-effective The plane of each

acetate group, since full tetrahedral symmetry

does not extend beyond the tetrahedron of

beryllium atoms, must he oblique bo the

tetrahedron edge with which it is associated.

Bojtic Berylhum Pivalalc—Crystals of basio

beryllium pivalate are soft-, colourless bi-

pyramids, frequently of pHeudo-orthorhombio

habit (fig 1), Theu specific gravity by the

suspension method was 1 05. As the crystal

fac^s did not reflect light well, their gomo-

metne measurement was earned out entirely

by X-ray reflections on the lonisation-spcctrometer They proved to be mono-

clinic with the Bravais-lattice, The bipyramidal habit of the crystals is

very marked, and to bring out thischaractenstio a face-centred cell was chosen.

This cell is nearly orthorhombic . its dimensions are

a =- 19-3, 6 = 12 4, c = 36-4, A U p ^ 91“ 21'

The habit consists therefore of the two forms (111) and {III} only.
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There are eight chemical molecules id the cell and the abnorinal spacinge

observed are
. { IM } halved if (A -j- A), (A: H- 1) or (Z + h) is odd, and also

(
hoi] quartered if [h + 1) is odd but halved if (A -|- f) is even, Thean results

eorrespond to two possible nionocbuic space-groups, C/ if the crystals are

monoclinic domatic, Cjjii® if they are prismatic * The dimiuisinna of the unit

cell were confirmed by a senes of rotation photographs

The following rcdeotions were observed on the lonisation-spoctrometer —
(400) V s (044) V w (804) m (313) V w

(800) w (024) s (4016) V w (lll)w*

(1200) 11 w (048) V 10 (8012) v.w (22^)

m

(020) s (026) m (220) if (333) V u>

(040) V (202) 17 8 (440) 17 w (113) >

(000) MJ (205) V H (240) V 10 (226) w
(004) s (404) V w (420) 10 (115) m
(008) w (200 )

8

(111) 17 ? (224)

m

(022) m. (408 )

w

(222) m (313)17 10

(242) v,w.

We notice at once a striking aimdanty between the structure of basic beryllium

pivalatc and that of the basic acetate. The habits are similar, bipyramids for

the pivalatc and octahedra for the acetate, and this characteristic spnziga

from the resemblance between the arfangement of molecules in the unit coll.

The acetate arrangement corresponds to the well-known
"
diamond stnicture

’*

in which each molecule is at the C Q of four others, while in the pivalate a closely

related molecular distribution prevails. This may be understood from fig 2,

which shows diagramraatically the arrangement of molecules in a face-centred

cell of (V This figure is a projection on (001) f The molecules are located

at lour levels, 0, r/4, c/2, 3 c/4, marked 0, 1, 2, 3 Molecules 1 and 3 arc reflec-

tions in the glide-pianos (shown dotted) of molecules 0 and 2 This structure

has more degrees of freedom than the corresponding cubic arrangement. In

the latter, molecules 0 and 2 define r^kir tetrahedra at the C.G/s of which are

located molecules 1 and 3, but in the monoclinic system 0 and 2 define only an

oblique bisphenoid and 1 and 3 may move along lines LM away from the

central position Such is the arrangement that holds for the molecules of basic

*P Niggli, ‘Geom. KiysL dca Diakontinuums '
,
R W. Q. TVyckoff, ‘ Analytioal

ExpnasiOD of the Theory of Space-Groups '
; W. T Aatbury and K Yudley, ' Phil. Truu.

Roy. Soc.,' A, vol 224, p 221 (1024)

t See diagrams at end of Aatbury and Vardley'i paper
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beryllium pivalate. Ail can be seen immediately from the ceil diinenaioiu,

each molecule \& looate<l within (not necesaarily at the 0 G )
a quite irregular

tetrahedron or bisjiheuoid, and from this wc are forced to the conrluaion that

any threefold influence, such as predomi nates in the structure of the basin

acetate, edher does not exist or is non-eilectJVe in the pivalate Strictly

flpeakinp;, the basic acetate cannot have four trigonal and three dyad axes It

IS only becausi* the three hydrogen atoms m the (CH3) group have, for some

reason, no appreciable effect on the molecular symmetry that the molecule

functions m the crystal as it does And when we pass over to the pivalate,

four tnad axes are impossible unless the whole of the [CXCHg)] group is strung

out into a line (a dyad axis), which is not at all likely Of course, it is con-

ceivable that the molecular structure of the pivolatc is not analogous to that

of the acetate, in which case the divergence between the two crystal types is at

onoe explained but it is unnecessary to assume this The substitution of the

three methyl groups is quite sufficient to account for the change In the observed

molecular distribution we can see a staving after a tetrahedral arrangomont,

for in the pivalate wc have still each molecule surrounded by an irregular tetra-

hedron of four other molecules, but the methyl groups have here achieved what

the hydrogens in the acetate were unable to do The four trigonal axes have

been destroyed, and the result is a compromise It is not possible at the present

state of our knowledge to deduce anything further from the X-ray resulta

Only one other point needs discussion. As mentioned above, the space-group

may either be C,* or If the former, the molecules are crystallographioally

asymmetnc
,

if the latter, they may be symmetrical about either a dyad
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axis or a centre of Hynunetiy ^Vlth a molecule analogoun to that of the baaic

acetate, both of theae poasibililiea are obvioualy excluded \VV‘ must conclude

therefore that the crystals are monoclinic domatic, space-group with eight

asymmetric molecules in a face -centred cell If they are not of this class, then

the molecule cannot be analogous to that of the basic acetate

Basic Beryllium Isohityraie - This substance forms soft, coJourlciHs crystals

of the habit shown in fig 3 Their spccihc gravity by the susiicnsion method

was 1 '14 The crystal faces do not reflect bght well, but a gomoinctrit measure-

ment of the main angles gave -

A- H — 87" 52' (mean of 1 1 readings)

A— — 80*^ 28' (mean of 4 readings)

I' — 70" 30' (mean of C readings)

B d = 47° 35' (mean of 2 readings)

A- c — 42^’ 20' (one reading only)

X--f — (i3" 25' (one reading only)

These measurements corres]:Hind to a tniJimc piiiakoidal unit, and suflicient

X-ray observations were taken to conAnri this conclusion It did not appear

profitable, however, at this stage to pursue the investigations farther Owing

to the complexity of the molecules, the unit coll is very large and a rehable

determination of its orientation would have involved an unmerited amount of

labour Apparently the cell corresponding to fig. 3 contains eight chemical

molecules, the edge which is the zone axis of the faces A and B being 9 ‘82 A.U

long. It is clear that there has been a complete change of crystal type in paosing

from the acetate and pivalatc to the isobutyratc, and nothing of any value can

as yet be deduced about the atomic arrangement within the molecule

Basic Beryllium Normal Butyrate.—Thia substance can be crystallised only

with great difficulty The M P is bo low that the crystals at ordinary tempera-

tures quickly pass into a fluid or semi-fluid state which renders them unsmtablc

for X-ray investigation At the best they oould be examined only by the powder
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metliod, anti this lattor is quifce inadequate lor the detenmnation of such a

complex structure The crystals are undouhtodly of low symmetry, and in

all probability the molecules arc crystallographically asymmetric

The beryl employed in these cxjierimentB wap obtained by the aid of a j^ant

from the Department of Scientihr and Industrial Research
,

the mineral was

worked up mto the purified organic rompoundh with the assist anco of Messrs

T J Hedley and C R Porter

The X-ray investigation described in this paper was carried out, by aid of a

grant from the Department of Scientibc and Industrial Research, in the Davy

Faraday Laboratory

The Structure and laotrimorphisni of the Terualefit Metallic

Acetylac^tones

By W T Asthury, B A
,
A Inst P

(Communicated by Sir William Bragg, F R B —Received July 21, 1926 )

Inlrvduciimi

A rcpi>rt on the crystallographic characteristics of the acetylocetone deriva-

tives of aluminium, gallium, indium, scandium and iron has been contributed

by T, V Barker to a paper by Morgan and Drew (' Trans Chem S<k vol. 119,

p 1069 (1921)). For the sake of conv€*nM‘nce his table is reproduced here

Table 1

(1) Aluminium, monoebme,

a b c = l 901:1 1 111, p = 98“ 64".

(2) Gallium (s-form)
,
monoolmio,

a.b c - 1 834 1 1 069, p = 99° 12^

(3) Gallium (p-form)
,
orthorhombic,

a h c = 0 6314 -1 1 263.

(4) Indium (p-form)
,
orthorhombic,

a:b c = 0 6168. 1 1-291.

(5) Indium (y-form : Jaeger)
,
orthorhombic,

a fe c = 0 5593 : 1 . ?

(6) Boandium (y-form : Jaeger)
,
orthorhorobio,

ah. c = 0-5621 !.?

(7) Iron (jy-form • von Lang) , OTthorhombic,

o 0-5689 1 1'222

^laomorphouB

1
^Isomorphous.

Llsomorphous.
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Thi8 table shows how the tervalent acetylacetones present eollettively a

retn&rhable case of isotnmorphism With the object of revoalmg the nature

of this iBotrimorphiflin and, if possible, of throwing light on the molecular

structure of the aoetylacMfUmes, five of the trystala mentioned above and five

others have been submitted to an X-ray examination The results may first

of all be tabulat4*d after the manner of Barker's,

Table II

a 1soi^wrphojts Morvudiiiic AcelyUic^ionr^'i

(!) Aluminnim a = 14-1, 6 =- 7 42, c = 16 5 A U p
= "i

Density — 1 27
]

(2) Chrgmmm

(3) Manganese

(4) Cobalt

(5) Gallium.

u -- 14 2, h - 7 62, c = If) 5 A U p ^ 99“ 8'

Density — 1 34

a = 14 1, h - 7 68, c -- 16 5 A U p = 99“ 24'

a = 14-2, 6 ^ 7 60, c = lb 4 A U p = 98“ 38'

Density = 1 43

a =- 14-0, 6 = 7 03, c = 16 3 A U. p = 09° 12'

Density = 1 42

Four

^molecules

per cell

P laofmrphous OrilwThofnh%€ Aoetylac^itonas

(6) Scandium. 6 = 13-152.0 = 8 20. c=I6 15 A U
"1

(7) Gallium 6=13 1,0 = 8 20, c=16 3 All 1 Four

Deiiaity = 1 41 ^molecules

(8) Indium. 6= 13 4, 0 = H'24, c= 1C 5AU
I

per cell

Density = 1 51

Y Isotnorphous Orthorhmdnc ActlijUuHitnci, C,,® or 0^'"-

(9) Iron b -- 13 68, = 15 74. c 33 0 A U "I Sixteen

Density = 1 33 > molecules

(10) Galliiini. b - 13 74, n --- 15-71, c = 32 76 A U. J per cell.

For comparison purposes, the *' b ” of thn orthorhombic system is placed

under the “ a ” of the monoehnic system The specific gravities mentioned

were determined by the suspension method

From these X-ray measurements it is clear that only in the case of the

p-form does the umt cell chosen goniometncally correspond to the structural

unit cell, To obtain the true cell from the gunionoetnc cell we must, in

the case of the a-acetylace tones, double the c-axis, while in the case of the
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Y-acetyUoetoneH, we iiave to double both the a-and c-axee If we allow for these

cloublinga, we see a striking resemblance between the three structural umts

The et- and p-cella arc practically equivalent in dimensions, both being about

one quarter the size of the y-cell But between the three types there is a

closer connection even than that implied by their dimensions, for in habit
’’

too, they are nearly alike, all three consisting easeutially of a pseudo-hexagonal

combination, { 001 }, { 100 } and { 110 } for the a-form, [ 001 }, {OlO } and ( 110 }

for the p-forra, and {001}, (OlO) and {210} for the yform It should be

noticed here that these indices refer to the true cells as determined by X-rays,

not to the cells chosen gonmietncally. The true indices will be used throughout

the rest of this paper h’igs. 1 a and iB are reproduced from Barker and fig Ic

from von Lang

Flo 1a —^Alumimum and Jt'io In,—Qallium and

(1 allium Aoetylacetones Indium Aoetylacetonee

(Monuclmic). (Orthorhombic)

Fia. Ic —Feme Acetyl-

acetone (Orthorhombic).

Another remarkable point is this, that oil throe forms of the gallium compound

have born observed in one and the same crop of crystals from acetone It is

not difficult to obtain a mixture of the a- and P galJium compounds, but the

y-form had nob hitherto been prepared Strange to say, a single crystal, about

one millimetre across, was found among a mixture of the a- and p-galJium

acetylacetones. In addition to the usual forms { 001 }, { 010 } and ( 210 }, this

crystal showed four small (101) faces and a smgle small (011) face. It is on

this as yet unique crystal that most ol the X-ray investigation of the y-acetyl-

acetones has been carried out. In a composite crop of crystals the three

types are so alike that actual measurement is generally required to discriminate

between them, especially between the two orthorhombic forms The specimen

of manganese at-acetylacetone grown from benzene showed a tendency to be

tabular on the (100) face Perfect (001} cleavage has been observed on the

p-form and perfect { 010 } on the y-form. The optical properties also of these

two forms are difieieut
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X-Ray Eixmvmation of the Monochnic Acetyladones (a)

These were examined by the loniaation-spectrometer, rotating eryatal and

Lane methoda The halvinga observed are [hoi] when I ib odd and {010).

The apaoe-group is therefore the monochnic pnsmatic space-group • The
following refleetdODB were observed on the Bragg lomaation-spectrometer with

molybdenum anticathode (see Table III), v a. = very strong, s ^ strong,

m s ^ moderately strong, m = moderate, wm, = weak to moderate,

w = weak and vio, = very weak.

Table 111

AxuU Ptanu
( 100 )

urn
(0010) i; 10 .

(024 ) 0 10

(
044

)
010

(0312 )
V.10

(200 ) m a

(402 ) m
(200)

0 j Pnam Planes
(103 )

10 m
(300)4

(400)
m B

(oWj

(012 )

a

(026 )
V w (400 ) ID m

(204 )
10

(OOO) 0 10
(021 ) 4 Pnsm Planss (304) 10

(020)4 (
022

) m 4 •Aol}
(
203

)
10,

(040 )
10 TTI

(
014 ) m a

(
102

)
j

(300 ) 10,

(060 )
V 10

(
013

)
m a

(
302

)
If (601)10

(002 )
v,B

(
011 ) 10 m

( 104) a
(
306) 0 10

(004 )
10

(
033 ) 10 m

(
302

) «
(
202

)
0.10

(
006)

10
(042 ) 10 m (201), (

404
)
0 10

. ' _ ,

.

_ ,

(flOA) tw
(D04 ) v.w

(409) V u
(4017) D.u)

(20ni) 0 10

Pr«#m Planu

(.•n
(240)10

(120) V 10

(220) If 10

(360) If 10

General PlafUiS

(ll2)tff

(112)

m

(222) to m
(ll9) 10

(443) 10

( 114 ) V 10.

(224 ) V 10

(339) if.io

The dimensions of the unit reU, which is of the simple monochmc type,

and which contains four molecules of

I o-t\ciy/ j.J

Ht-re confirmed by a senes of rotation photographs about vanous crystallo-

graphic directions In a subsequent paragraph these photographs will be

discussed further

X-Ray Examinatton of the OrthorhomEic Ac^ylacetones (p)

The p-acetylacetones were examined by the spectrometer method and by
Laue, rotation and oscillation photographs With such a large cell and with

the necessity of ascertaining the halvings in the three types of prism planes, it

was found that successive " layer-lines ” (“ Schichthmeu ") of reflections were

too close together to be separated without ambiguity on the spectrometer with

* F Niggh, ' Geom Kryat. du Duhontinuunu.' R W. Q Wyohoff, ' Aiuiytloal

Expresaon of the Theory of Spaoe-GroupB ’ (o) W. T. Aitbuiy and K Yardley, ‘ Phil.

Tram Roy Boa / A, vol 224, p. 221 (1924).
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molybdenum rays A senes oi 10° osciUatiou photographs were therefore

taken, using copper rays These oscillation photographs were analysed by

means of a " rotution-ehart " prepared by Mr J D. Bernal, to whom also I am
indebted for a nuiiilK.‘r of rotation and osLillatioii photographs The method

of analysis will be desonbeiJ by Bernal in a forthcoming piibbcatioiK Sufficient

photographs were taken to fix the dimensions of the cell w'lthout any reasonable

doubt It proved t^i be of the simple orthorhombic type, Fq, containing, like

the momulinu crystals, four ncetylacetoiie inolecules The halvings obw^rved

were {hoi
}
whc'n (A + 1) is cnld and {OKI}, giving for the spare-group or

according aa the crystals are pyramidal or bipyramidal Attention is

here directed to the “halving" of the form {OlO}, which does not occur in

cninbination with the {hoi] halvings in the ordinary scheme of orthorhombic

spacings Yet there la no doubt that this is a genuine halving, just as those of

ihe {hoi] forms, since it was exaniiniHl very carefully both phot4>graphiCBlIy

iind by the spectrometer No trace of odd-order reflections ap|M*ared in either

the scandium, gallium or indium crystals It will lie seen later that this halving

IS very simply explained by the stnictiirc proposed for the p-acekylacetonos

The following reflect ions wTre obsen'ed (Table IV) with gallium p-acetylac etonc

Table IV.

Axud Plar^ (002) . (402) . (320) u> m (1G2) m a (J54) Tn

(200) ffl ii (004)

j

(103) m a (3JO) U) m (221) m a (411) th

(400) tv Tfi (004) . (303) m a (210) V IP (222) m a (415) m
(020) V a (OG.*)) m a (208) m a (240) V IP (224) m. (424) m
(040) w (062) m . (]0J)ni (lao) p w (131) 7n (433) m
(000) IT m (OGO) m (200) fn

1

(144)

m

(IJl) to m
(002) V a ((KS) m (301) m 1 General Planra (ISl) m (141) IP TR

(<X>4) uim (020) u'

m

(404) Trt (112) vs (104) in (102) w m
(000) K7 (030) w m

(061) U^TH

(I07)u.w (114) V a

(113) .

(172) m
(174) w

(171) IP III

(214) IP m
Pnam Plants (000) V! m Pnsm Planes (110). (211) m (321) IP Tn

{ukl\ (OOO) V m \hko] (126) . (215) Til (322) IP m
(014) (004) w m (110) 1'. (127). (210) T/i (325) IP Tn

(022) (041) IP. (120) (137). (217) m (331) IP m
(023) ((Mia) w (420)

m

(154). (220) m (332) TP m
(024) 5 (000) P IP (130) f7i (156) p (311) m (431) w m
(032)

Prism Planu
(2110) m (212). (313) in (153) IP

(034) » (150)

m

(312) . (310) in (KV3)iP
(042) a (170) m (314). (323) Tn (414) IP

(044). (100) 1' . (430) ffl (413) . (324) m (422) u'

(040) . (202) . (220) IP Tn (130) m . (334) m (135) V IP

(213) ptp

The dimensions of the cell were fixed by the oscillation photographs and a

number of rotation photographs The latter will be diflouascd later, under the

heading “ LocaUsation of the Molecules.” A Lnue photograph of the galhmn
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(jompound oorrcBponded to orthorhombic ayitinictry It nhirwril iio trace of

paeiido-Jiexayonal nalure

X-Ray EsumnifUtOii of the Orthorhmnlnc A(efylue(^totu’<i (y)

A number of fl])<icfcrnrncter aiul photop-aphic observations were made on

feme acetylacetone, but moat of the results for the y-form were obtained from

the small crystal of gallium y-acetylacetoue iiientioned above The unit cell

for the y-acetylacetonea is so largo (being 15 7J X 13 74 X 32 76 A LI for the

gallium compound) that spectrometer measurements with a molybdenum anti-

cathode are not reliable Moreover, with the small quantity of ferric acetyl-

acetone crystals available, the spectrometer gave only one reflection (104),

W'hich showed that the guniometnc a-axis must be doubled, while no rcfleetions

showing the true length of the c-axis were observed Even a rotation-photo-

graph about the c-axiB failed at hrst to reveal its great length The existence

of very weak intermediate hyperbolae was hrst detected on the c-axis oscillation

photographs Aftc'rwanls, n long-exjmsure rotation photograph was taken

about the c-axis, and on this photograph the weak mtcrmecLate hy^icrbolee can

just be discerned It should be mentioned here that the indices of the X-ray

reflections from the acetylacetones could be ascertained with certainty only by

moans of a large number of oscillation photographs The tells arc too large,

and therefore overlapping of spots is too frequent to permit this being done by

means of the simple rotation photographs For instance, with the y-form,

as many as 126 planes (oAf) arc theoretically possible in the equatorial zone of

a rotation about the a-axis, if wo use opper rays and a quarter plate at a

distance of 4 ems from the crystal Of course, it would bo impossible to resolve

these planes except by resorting to small oscillations A simple method of

crystal- settmg for oscillation photographs appears to be worth mcntiomng here

It often happens, as in the case of the single crystal of gallium y-acetylacetone

used in these experiments, that the crystal is too small or too rough to be set

by optical meaus Indeed, for good photographs, showmg spots which can be

resolved without ambiguity, small crystals are essential If iiow' the points of

two needles, supported by adjustable (and, if necessary, detachable) arms from

the slit-hcad, be brought into alignment with the X-ray beam by looking through

the sbt, the lino joimng the two needle-points is a base-line from which bearings

may be taken This is easily accomplished by me^ns of a tele-microscope of

about one centimetre hold and containing a cross-wire in the eye-piece The

cross-wire is set so as to join the needle-points, and the small face or (vlgo of the
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cryfital, which requires setting at a known angle bo the X-ray beam, is then

adjusted to lie m the required direction with respect to the cross-wire. Fig 2

(representing a view looking down the microscope) makes this clear By

taking the average of a number of readings, sufficient accuracy is easily

attainable,

The following reflections were observed from gallium Y"®*^®tylacetone

(Table V). They show the halvings when h is odd and {okl) when (k -f f)

is odd, the corresponding space-group being either or according as the

crystals are pyramidal or bipyramidal There are sixteen ohemicol molecules

per cell, that is, either four tunes or twice the number of asymmetric molecules

required to show the crystal symmetry A Laue photograph of feme y-acetyl-

acetone corresponded to orthorhombic symmetry Like that of the ^-acetyl-

acetoncs, this photograph showed no trace of pseudo-hexagonal nature, even

though the (210) (2l0) is 59“ 16'.
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Table V.

Axial PimM. (4014) m a (614).
(6112)

I

(2610) in.0 (658) m (443) 10

(*00)-. (408) m. (378) m a (174) (542)10

(400) v.n. (504) m. (1210)

a

(467) fiu (8110) M. (#44)

(eoo) V. (401) V m. (2214)

0

(469) mJ. (US).. (546) 10

(090) p.i. (207) UP (834)0 (4610) iM (188) (642)10

(040) v.w. (300) V (428) 0. (120) m. (120) vn. (256) UF.

(004)

(008) ni
(400)

w

(4812)

0

(2110) m (413) V m. (2510) w.

(608) 10 (624)0 (2213) m. (4110) iP.ffl (3511 )

w

(OOlfl) w (234). (315) m (4112) unit (652) lo

Prum Planu (432) 0. (310) m. (4113)10 111. (656) UF

Pntm Plama
,airi

(43fi)0 (822)

m

(5118) urn. (204) 10.

(oU). (4310)

0

(325) m (137) 10 m (276) 10

(024) IF

«

(220) a (632)

0

(326) m. (1311) 10 m. (834) 10

(010) a (420). (034)0 (411) nt (438) tom (817) 0UF

(0212) 9, (620) i (638) f (4111) m (538) 10 m. (8110)0 10.

(044) • (230)

J

(442)0 (422) m (732) 10 - (613) 0,10

(068) a (440). (444). (424) n. (818) 10 nt. (618) 0 10

(0612) « (640) a (448). (612) m (318) u. (714) 0 10.

(026) m 9 (660) . (4412)

0

(6111) m (5110) w (3210) 0W.
(028) (460). (268) 0 (621) m (1211) ». (481) u 10

(0S2) (410) m a (2612) a (628)

m

(1212) w (590)0 10

(048) ffi (610) m a (364)0 (018)

m

(322) 10 (8311) 0 10

(0412) m (430) m. (4510) 0 (621) m (223) 10 (433) V w
(0414) m (630) -0 (462)0 (622) m. (224) 10 (4912) (110

(0416)

m

(460) Fn« (464)0 (628)

m

(423) 10 (531) V 10

(0610) in (830) n» (466)

0

(6212)

m

(420) 10. (632 ) V w
(017) ut m (240) w. (468)0 (130)

m

(724) wk (635) (J 10

(087) icF m (117)1110 (232) m. (188)10 (737) 0 10

(0410) w m General JPkifiU (127) ni0 (233) m (1312) 10. (242) 0 (0

(013) w (118) tF0 (1214) in 0 (2310)

m

(1313) UF (244) V w
(030) w (214) i;« (220) m a (246) m (236)10 (641) 0 10

(046)10 (218) 0f (323) m0 (434) - (2313) 10 (6411) 0 10.

(0214) ft w (2112) Uf (414) in 0 (486) m (831) 10 (1514) V u>

(314) V a (416) m. (446) rn (332) 10. (264) vw
Pnm Planxa (220) V a (622) m 0 (446) m (333) 10 (457) 0 UP

{hol\ (2210) tFJ (611) m

a

(447) m (336) 10 (665) 0 10

(lOS) M (238) 0 0 (2816) -0 (4410)

m

(3814) UF (566) 0 10

(100)

«

(2312) 0 s (2410) in 0 (463)

n

(431)10 (5510) 0,10

(304) « (1110)0 (24U) m0 (454) m (633) 10 (661) 0 10

(404). (1111)0. (4914) m 0. (458)

m

(630) UF (262) 0 10

(408) J (217). (466) - 0 (536) m (631) 10 (472) 0 10

(4012) . (2111)

0

(6318) m a (6310) rfl (6310) v (822) V w
(808) . (2113)0 (644) m 0 (548) m (6311) 10 (832)0 10

(106) -.j (412) 0. (648) m 0 (638) m (1412)10 (834) 0W
(2012) m . (418) 0 (664) m 0 (636)

m

(1413) 10

(4018) m. (4114) 0 (268) m 0. (6410)

m

(346) 10

Locoksatum of ikt Moleouks,

The great aiimlanty between the reapective habits of the three forms of the

tervalent aoetylaoetonea has been mentioiied above. They have m the main a

simple pseudo-hexagonal appearance, due to the predominanoe of the three

ionns (001), (010) or {100}, {110} or (210). Other forms are either very small or

quite abfieat. The uufailing predominance of tbe three forms mentioned,

considered with regard to the close resemblance between the dimensions of all

2 HVOL. ou.—a.
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three umt ggUb, points unmistakably to the relative distribution of the moleoules

in the oellfl. From these two facts alone there can be little doubt where the

molecules lie, but the general appearance of the rotation photographs settles

the matter It is clear from the combined evidence that the approximate

arcaugement of molecules is as in figs. 3a, b and c, for the a-, and y-forms

respectively. (The dimeiiAions indicated are those of the gallium compounds
)

FlO 3.

As a prebminary to this localisation of the molecules by rotation pho^igraphs,

two photographs were taken, one of naphthalene about the direction [110] as

rotation-axis and one of hydrated oxalic acid about the direction [111]* In

both these cases the molecules (two per cell) are qmte large and their relative

positions are fixed by space-group considerations, the second molecule of

naphthaleae being at the middle of the (001) face and of oxalic acid at the middle

of the cell Since, in a rotation photograph about the axis \uvu>\ the reflection

from a plane lies on the nth hyperbola when Au ~|- Av + br = n, it is clear

that certain reflections will vanish from the odd hyperbols of these two rotation

photographs simply on account of the ordinary space-group halvings. This

oiroumstanoe naturally makes the odd hyperbole weaker than the even, but

the obaeryed weakening is greater than can be ascribed to this cause alone
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There u a further general weakening of the odd hyperbola) with rofli>eot bo the

even on aooount of the primitive tranelation parallol to the rotatiun-axia being

approJDinately halved by the second molecule of the cell This effect is only

approximate because of the different orientations of the two molecules, but it

often affords a convement method for makmg a rapid survey of the relative

positions of complex organic molecules in a crystallographic umt The more

the molecule which subdivides the primitive-translation parallel to the rotation-

axis resembles the two molecules which arc connected by the pnmitive transla-

tion, the more complete is the obbtcration of certain hyperbola) From tins

point of view we can state a simple pnuoiple which can be of use for debermimng

the approximate symmetry of an asymmetric organic molecule When a

molecule almost oontpletely subdivides the ‘pnniihve transloticn parallel to the

roUUion-oJCis, it possasaes approximately theU elane'tU of syrmnetry which is involved

%n denviny it from the molecules at the ends of the primitive translaticn For

instance, in a monochmc cell, we might find the c-axis almost completely halved

by a “reflection-molecule” (% e the odd hyperbole almost completely

obhteiated), in which case we may conclude that the molecules arc approxi-

mately symmetrical about the (010) plane.

The acetylacetanes afford very good examples of this weakening of certain

hyperbola) by molecules actually or approximately m special positions The

following rotation-photographs were taken ’

—

oL-acetylacetones —1 a-axis

—

normal 2, b-axis— normal 3 o-axis—marked weakening of odd hyperbole

4 [llOJ—slight weakening of odd hyperbol® 5. [IIJ]—odd hyperbole very

weak
; of the even hyperbolee, the fourth and eighth are rather stronger than

the second and sixth. J^-acetylaceUmes .—1. a-axis- normal 2 b-axis

—

normal. 3 c-axis— marked weakemng of odd hyperbol®. 4. [110]—weakening

of odd hyperbole 6. [Oil]—normal. 6 [101]—^normal. 7. [Ill]—weakening

of odd hyperbole y-acetylaoetones .—1. a-axis—very pronounced weaken-

ing of odd hyperbolm. 2 6-axis—normal 3 c-axis—odd hyperbole almost

completely obliterated, second, sixth and tenth hyperbole weak, fourth

eighth and twelfth hypcrbol® strong 4 [{ 10]—similar features to 3

5. [lOJ]—fourth and eighth, etc., hyperbole strong
,

others weak except

tenth.

It cap be readily seen from these results how the general arrangement of

molecules in the three types of tervalent metallic acetyUoetones must conform

approximately to flgs 3a, b and o. As mentioned above, these observations

are in agreement with the conclusions to be drawn from the habit of the crystals,

Similar oonclusions may also be drawn, of course, from the lists of reflections

2 H 2
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obserred on the oeoillfttion photognphe. For instuice, we nohoe for the

Y-BoetylAoetonee that (a) there are 58 v.b. and a. planes which interaeot the

o-aidfl ; of these 37 have I a multiple of 4, 14 have I a multiple of 2 but not of 4,

while only 7 have / odd
,
and (b) not counting the planes (AAo), which aie

naturally halved when h is odd, there are 51 v a. and a planes which interseot

the a-ams, and of these 41 have A even and 10 have A odd. In other words,

the Y-stnioture behaves approximately as though the cell were one-eighth its

actual sise

It is an mteresting point that the relative intensities of reflection are

practically the same for different members of the same group. For instance, a

rotation photograph of aluminiiim ot-acetylacetone showed no marked differences

from a corresponding photograph of gallium a-acetylacetone The reason for

this appears to lie m the fact that the molecular weights of these compounds

are so high that the effect of the central metallic atom, even though m the case

cited we pass from A1 (27) to Gla (70), is a relatively subsidiary one.

CryaUU CUuis

There is considerable difficulty m adduemg direct evidence for the respective

crystal classes of the acetylacetoncs Only indirect or negative arguments

can be used, but on the whole these support the weightiest consideration, that

there is an overwhelming mass of chemical evidence that compounds of the

sixfold co-ordmation type are based on octahedral symmetry. Those con-

taining three chelate groups, bemg degenerated to the sixfold symmetry of

the quartz class, must also be enantiomorphous.

a-aceiylaoetones—The X-ray halvings indicate holohedral symmetry, spaoe-

group This agrees with the etched figures produced by the action of

acetone on the (001) face of aluminium a-acetylacetone (fig. 4 a). These consist

of triangular pyramidal pits with a plane of symmetry parallel to the (010) face.

The crystal habit is not in disagreement, and no optical activity has been

observed m solutions of single crystals. Neither was any pyro-electnc effect

observed with sulphur and red lead. We may fairly conclude, then, that the

a-aoetylaoetones are monoclinic prismatic, space-group

^-oc^yZooefoneA —The X-ray halvings indicate either rhombic pyramidal

symmetry, space-group (100) plane of symmetry absent, or rhombic

bipyramidal symmetry, space-group The habit is non-committal. The

etched figures, too, produced by acetone on (001) of indium ^aoetylaoetotne,

are mdeoisive (fig. 4b), being greatly elongated parallel to {010}. It u difficult

to say whether the two ends are really alike, though, with regard to angles the
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OgOEM appeared to oomepond to the natural habit, (010} + (HO) Neither

optical activity nor pyro-electricity waa detected If the space-group were

lOlOf (KM)
*

(100)
« —

Flo 44 Fia in. Fiq io

the observed positions of the molecules would require them to be sym-

metrical about (100), In view of the absence of really conclusive evidence that

the oiystals are bipyramidal, chemistry demands that wo should reject thia

possibility and conclude that the (^-acetylacetones are rhomhio-pyramidalp

apace'group C|,^ (100) plane of symmetry absent

y-ocaylacOonea —The X-ray halvings correspond to either rhombic pyramidal

aymmetiy, space-group (010) plane of symmetry absent, or to rhombic

bipyramidal symmetry, space-group The habit again is non-committal.

On the other hand, etched figures were obtained by the action of acetone on

(001) of the crystal of gallium mentioned above. These

(fig. 4c) were definitely imsymmetncal about the plane (010) Pyro-electrioifcy

was not detected in the few small crystals of feme y-ft^^etylacetono available,

but we must conclude that, like the ^-acetylaoetones, the y-acetylaoetones are

also rhombic pyramidal, though of space-group with the (010) plane of

symmetry absent. If were the true space-group, the molecules, in order

to he in the positions observed, would each have to be symmetrical about the

plane (010).

The difficulty of determining by ordinary crystallographic methoda the true

oiystal classes of the acetylscetones recalls a similar phenomenon encountered

by Jaeger,* also with compounds contauung three chelate groups Though

many of the crystals described by Jaeger give intensely optically active solu-

tions, yet to ordinary crystallographic tests they appear periectly holosymmetne.

It is possible that both his crystals and those described in this paper would

* F. IL Jaeger. * Reo. d, Trav. Ghlm. d. P.B vol SS.
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yield evidence oi pyro- and piezo-electric properties if they were tested by means

of amplifying valves *

Crystal Structure

From the combined cryetAllogTaphic and X-ray evidence we have concluded

above that all three t3rpeB of tervalent acetylaLetones are built up of closely

related unit cells with a similar molecular distnbution The ot-cell is practically

a monoclinic distortion of the ^-cell, which in turn is about one quarter of the

y-cell The molecules m the a- and p-units he at or near the centres of the

(001) faces and tbe imd-pointa of the c-edges, while frum this arrangement the

7-form IS obtained simply by doubling the a- and c-edges. The difference

between tbe three forms thus lies m a difierence of molecular orientation

Apparently the molecules are efiectively aaymmetiic in all three forms, smee

none of the uxfold symmetry of the " free
”

molecule ib used in the crystal

structure. Hence, referring once more to figs 3a, b and C, we have for the

o(>/orm (fig. 3a) '—Molecule 2 is obtained from 1 by reflection m the symmetry

plane (010) followed by a translation of c/2
, 3 (or 4) is obtained from I by

rotation about a dyad axis parallel to b followed by a translation oi 6/2 ,
while

4 (or 3) follows from 3 (or 4) as does 2 from 1. For the p/orm (fig. 3»), we

have :—2 is obtained from 1 by reflection in a plane parallel to (001), 4 from 1

by reflection in a plane parallel to (010) followed by a translation of (a/2 -f c/2),

while 3 follows from 4 as does 2 from 1
.

(N.B,—Since the observed halvingB
"

may be considered either as (h + 1) odd or (1 -j- A) odd, there are two ways oi

settuig up One of them (symmetry plane parallel to (001) absent) is not

possible with the observed distribution of molecules, unless these latter are

piano-symmetrical and associated ” in pairs. For the y-form (fig. 3c), we

have :—Either 11 or 15 is denved from 1 by reflection in a plane parallel to

(100) followed by a translation of (h/2 + c/ 2) ,
one of the molecules D, 0, 7 or 3

IS denved from 1 by reflection in a plane parallel to (001) followed by a trans-

lation of a/2, while a similar operation connects 11 or 15 with another molecule

inside the cell. There still remain twelve molecules in excess of the four required

to produce the class symmetry These twelve must be considered to be asso-

ciated with the other four so as to complete four sets, each set consistmg of

four chemical molecules and being related to the other three sets by the

symmetry operations outlined above for the y-form. In other words, the

“ crystal molecule/' instead of corresponding to one chemical molecule (as in

the a- and ^-ocetylacetones and, indeed, in most other cases that have been

* R. Lucas. ' C. R / voL 178, p. ISBO (1934).
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inveBtigated), coneaponda in tlie ^ **
aflaooiated

''

chemical molecules The distribution of molecules and symmetiy olementa

in the space-groups and may be seen at a glance in iigs, 14, 22

and 24 of the space-group diagrams mentioned above (Astbury and Yardley)

From these considerations we may now proceed to a more detailed diacusaioD

of the three structures This is rather a forbidding task in view of the com-

plexity of the molecules, but it will be seen that a certain amount of information

can still be gleaned from a critical examination of the experimental data. For

instance, though the centres of the moleoulea are arranged on a pseudo-hexagonal

basis, it is clear from the Laue photographs that the similarity extends no

farther and that the structures as a whole are not m the least of a hexagonal

or a trigonal nature, llus means that the triad axis (and a similar remark

applies to the three dyad axes), which one might expect in the " free
'*
molecule,

has been rejected in building up the crystal symmetry The molecules are

orientated m such a way as to render mefiective the pseudo-hexagonal arrange^

ment of their centres Agam, if we look at the respective dimensions of the

three ceUs shown in fig, 3, we see that the molecules are spaced along the o-axei

all at the same distance, about 6 15 A.U or a little over, a dimension which

oocuis again in the a-axis of the ^fonn. This, then, is approximately the

maximum diameter ” of the molecule ‘ m fact, the general impression we

gain from these dimensions is of a molecule which may be rotated about ita

maximum diameter into various positions and yet always requires a “ domain ”

of space of about the same size and shape when packed in asimilar manner with

other molecules of its kind. In other words, the struotures are built up of

rounded molecules, without projecting arms, which might interlace. In

support of this inference, we may also cite the very good cleavage which

occurs in the and y-forms and the case with which all three forma may be

crumbled.

A molecule which will satisfy these conditions is at once afforded by the

ordinary chemical conception of three chelate groups arranged octahedrally

around a central atom Such an arrangement would have a maximum diameter

of the order observed (8 2A U ), with the same dimension occumng in a diieotiou

at right angles to it (</ ^-form, fig. 3b), and with other equatorial dimensioiia

not very much different, when we allow for the fact that it is only the linear

skeleton of the moleoule which has more or less true octahedral dimenaionSi

and that there are foity-two atoms strung, so to speak, on this framework. This

moleoule is represented diagrammatioally in fig 5 It fits in very well indeed

with the results of X-ray and crystallographic observation, and, as we shall see
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below, serves to erpUin and ooniTdinate the mam features of this remarkable

case of iBotrimorpbiam The three forma will be dealt with in tom.

Fw. G

a-form.^lt la not poaaible to form any preoise ideae about this atnioture.

One of the maximum diametera (AB, hg. 5) is apparently directed along the

o-axis, while the h-axia is occupied by one of the smaller dimenaiona sudi aa

CD or DF. It la probable that the molecules 3 and 4 (fig 3a) are not exactly

at the centres of the (ODl) face and cell respectively, but are displaced aomething

less than one-quarter the height of the cell This conclusion u denved from the

facta that (a) there is no cleavage and (b) the rotation photographs about the

axes [IlO] and [11|] indicate a displacement of between 0 and c/4 from the
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ajnkmetncal poatmiu The aspect of the (010) face of such a stnioture is shown

diagrammatically in Ag 6 The two molecules in the body of the cell lie m a

plane b/2 above or below the plane of the other molecules It should be remeni'

bered that the molecules in these diagrams are, for convenience, drawn with

the full symmetry of the chemical molecule outlined in fig 5. Actually, they

must not be quite so symmetHoal as that or even quite so symmetrically disposed

aa the diagrams represent, but the distortions involved are not large

—The nature of this structure appears to be quite clear, We have now

a maximum diameter lying along both the a- and c-axes, with the molecules

approximately in symmetrical positions Figs 7a and B show the aspect of the

(001) lace, A representing the upper layer (molecules 1 and 3, fig 3b), and B the

lower layer (molecules 2 and 4). Between these two layers we should expect a

good cleavage, and, in fact, experiment shows that this good cleavage actually

exists But the most remarkable confirmation of this structure arises out of the

accidental halving of the form (010). We can see at once from fig 7 how this

halving IS brought about We know that the rotation of a molecule about an

axis of symmetry followed by a translation along that axis causes an abnormal

spacing to be observed by X-rays for the plane perpendicular to the axis

In the p-acetylacetones, molecule 3 can be obtained from 1 (and molecule 4

from 2) by a rotation about a dyad-axis parallel to a, followed by a translation

of a/2
;
but because the molecule consists of three equivalent chelate groups, the

same transformation can be achieved by a rotation through 90° about the

b-axis, foUowed by a translation of h/2 This operation will halve the spaoiiig

of (010) Experiment shows that, in addition to the usual halvings of

the spacing of the form {010} is completely halved m the p-acetylaoetones.

It should be noted, too, that the structure proposed agrees with the Laue

photograph in that it is not pseudo-hexagonal

yt\ yKi yK^\,
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y-farm .—The y-forni is closely related to the p-form descnbed above While

we have once more a maximum diameter lying along the o-azis, the a-axis is

now occupied by one of the smaller diameters This gives rise to some aironge-

ment such os is shown in lig 8, which represents diagrammatically the aspect

of the (001) face In this figure it is assumed that moleoulos B and 15 are

obtomed from 1 by reflertion and molecule 10 by rotation^ that is, four levels

are shown m the same diagram Of course, as mentioned above, this u only

one possible arrangement, but all illustrato the points that now, since the

molecules have been rotated through 90° irom the p-position, the a-dimension

IS less and a good cleavage on (010) is possible. This cleavage actually exists

in the The (001) cleavage is also still possible, but for some reason it

does not occur. Possibly, this absence is connected with the “ association of

the molecules In any cose, it is not remarlcablc, since cleavage is in general

a relative property, occurring only at the weakest junction. It is not possible

to say anything very reliable about the orientations of the remauung twelve

molecules of the cell. They ore " associated with the other four so as to

form four sets, and their relative poffltions appear to be quite definite
,
but of

the nature of the fourfold association we con as yet say nothing Possibly, since

the (001) cleavage is absent, the sets of four he each in planes parallel to (010),

which 18 a good cleavage. One expenmental observation is worthy of emphasis,

and that is that the (001) spacing is not merely halved, as the space-group

requires, but actually quartered, without any trace of intermediate orders. This

suggests that the arrangement shown in fig. 8 is the right one, for inspection of

that figure reveals a characteristic similar to the one already observed for the

b

Fla. 8.
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Owing to the peculiar shape of the molecule we see that molecule 10

can be obtained from 1 not onl^^ by a rotation about a dyad-axis parallel to b,

followed by a translation of bj2, but also by a rotation about a dyad-azjs

parallel to c, foliotoed by a tranulalton of cji —Such a combination would un-

doubtedly quarter the (001) spacing, for a similar e6ect will also bo produced by

molecule 6, which is the reflection of 1 in a plane parallel to (001) This agree-

ment seems to be more than accidental It in a direct inference from (1) the

observed molecular distribution and (2) the chelate grouping deduced from

chemical considerations that a true quartering of the (001) spacing may be

expected from certain stnictural combinations of the molecules, and, as m the

^aoetylacetones, experiment shows this abnormal spacing actually to exist.

There seems little doubt that the mam characteristics of the isotnmorphism of

the tervalent metallic acetylacetones are substantially in accordance with the

scheme outlined above

By Gilbert T. Morgan.

In an investigation of the co-ordination compounds of vauaebum published

thirteen years ago (Morgan and Moss, ‘Trans. Chem Boo vol 103, p. 61,

(1913)), stress was laid on the relationship between the number and spatial

distribution of assooiating units round a central metalhc atom and the formatioD

of a stable co-ordination complex.

The case of metallo-p-diketones was examined from this view-point and

several new vanadium compounds of thi^ type were then described. This study

was extended as occasion oflered to acetylacetones of olber tervalent metals,

and the remarkable stability of scandium acetylacetono at high temperatures

was demonstrated by distillmg the compound unchanged under reduced

pressure ('Trans, Chem. Soc vol. 106, p. 197, (1914))

More recently galhum acetylacetone has been desenbed (Morgan and Drew,

loo ciT.) and compared with the aoetylacetones of sJummiom and mdium Here

again the three compoimds showed considerable stabdity, although the tendency

to decompose on sublimation increased with the rise in atomic weight of the

central metallic atom

The non-ionised character of the metallo-p^-diketones and their solubibty

in organic media indicate plainly that these substanoes are not be be regarded

simply as metallic salts of organic acids On the contxaTy, Uiey are internal

metallic complexes of unitary type with the central metallic atom so closely
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imphoftted in ibe orgnnio indicnla of tbe molecule thnt the metellio etom no

longer hoe those properties of its ion irhioh are emplojed for the detootioo

of the ion in qualitative analysis. Moreoverp in the oaM of metala having

coloured compounds, the colours of the aoetylacetone denvatives ate often

quite diflerent from those of the ordinary salts of these metals.

In order to account for the etceptional propertiesof the aoetylaoetonesof the

metals other than alkali metals, it was assumed that the univalent aoetylaoelone

radical, GbH70 |, was a chelate group functioning in co-ordination complexes as

a twofold associating unit (1)

yC(CH), 0-
GHv

M:(ciy 0—
I

This formula was, however, regarded as a dynamic one similar to the Kekuld

conception of the benzene nog, so that in the heterocyclic nng completed by

implication of the central metallic atom (hi) there was an oscillation between

the two extreme poaitions 11 and 111.

CH
^»C(CHg)

'NC (CH,) . O'
'

IL

/C(CH,)

Njcohj q/
III

M

As a result of this rearrangement the two limbs of the chelate group become

identical and the nng system has a plane of symmetry which can be tested

for by X-ray analysis

Moreover, the stability of these metallic acetylacetones of tervalent

has been asenbed to the octahedral distribution of the three chelate groups

(six associatmg units) round the central metalho atom (Morgan and Moss,

Uk. oU )

These two ossumpdons in regard to the structure of the acetylacetone radical

and to the symmetrical arrangement of three of these chelate groups round a

central tervalent metallic atom have now been confirmed by the detailed X-ray

analysis described m the present commumoation.

jSummary.

1. Ten tervalent metallic acetylacetones have been exammed by X-rays with

a view to determining their crystal structures and the nature of the remarkable

isotnmorphiBin which they ooUectively exhilnt. Of the a-(monooluuo) fonn

were examined the aoetylacetones of aluminium, chromium, manganese, cobalt
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and gaUium
,

of the ^-(oTihoihombic) form, Boandium, gaUium and indium ,

of the ^d gaUium. A single crystal of gallmm

f-aceijlacetone has been observed for the first time.

2. By means of the spectrometer and photographic methods it has been shown

that the R-acetyUcetones are monoGlinic-prismatio, space-group 0^^", the

P^aoetylacetones are rhombio-pyramidal, space-group and the y-acetyl-

aoetones are rhombic-pyramidal, space-group Ci," The ot-form contains four

ohemioa] molecules per unit cell, the p-form four, and the y-lorm sixteen.

In the Y'fo^ f^he molecules appear to be associated m four groups of four

obemical molecules each.

3. The positions of the molecules m the three forms have been determined

by a study of the intensity distribution in a senes of rotation pbotographs

about various crystallographic axes

4 Several of the crystals have been examined for etched figures, pyro-

electnoity and optical activity.

6. In spite of external appearance, none of the three forms is pseudo-hexagonal

6. By means of the molecule that has been deduced from ohemical considera-

tions, the relation between the three forms and the nature of the isotnmorphlfim

is explained and the main outlines of the three structures sketched.

7 An addendum, from the cheiujcal pomt of view, has been contributed

by Professor G T Morgan

The writer wishes once more to thank Sir William Bragg for his unfailing

kindness and encouragement and the Managers of the Davy Faraday Labora-

tory for affording the facilities for carrying out the work. This was made

possible by a grant from the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research

He IS indebted also to Prof. 0 T. Morgan for supplying the crystals used and for

much chemical information, and to Mr J D. Bernal, of this laboratory, for

the use (before pubheataon) of his rotation-chart and the caloulations connected

with It.
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Change of Crystal Strficiure of Some Salts when CrystaUisedfrom

Silici-c Acid Gel- The Structure of Silicic Acid Qd

By H. A. Fklu3, B Sc
,
A I C

,
and J B Firth, D Sc

,
F I C

(Commumcated by Prof F S Kipping, K R 8 —Received May 17, 1928 )

(E^A.T£H 10 AMD 17 )

In a paper, " Liquid Diffusion Applied to Analysis,” read Licfore the Royal

Society m 1861, Graham deaenbea the diffusion of salts through niembranea

and gela CrjrHtallisation from gels haa, however, only been developed within

recent years

The growth of Rhythmic Banda,” so extensively atudird by Licsegaug,*

has been suggested as an explanation of many natural formations m the eaith^s

ernstj whilst Habachek'l' and othersit applied the results of Lieaegaug to explain

gel atructure Hatschek and vSimonB§ showed that gold could be obtained in

crystal form, when gold chloride is reduced in the presence of silicic acid gel,

the gold being deposited cither m the gel, at the surface of the gel, or in both

positions, according to the osmotic relationship of the solution and the gel

For certain expenmenta m another research llie authors desired to prepare

silicic acid gels impregnated with various substances. These substances are

introduced in many coses as soluble compounds by dissolving the desired sub-

stance in either the sodium silicate solution or the aud, prior to mixing. The

added substance decomposes on strongly beating, leaving the desired residue

evenly distributed throughout the gel. Under such circumstances, owing to

the solubility of the added substance, it was im^iossible to follow the usual

procedure of washing out the sodium chloride before heating Gels were

therefore prepared and carefully dried Without previous extraction of the

sodium salt In carrying out this process the sodium chloride separated out

at the surface of the gel, and it was found that the crystal habit was materially

changed In order to determine to what extent tlus phenomenon was

characteristic of crystal formation from silicic acid gel, the experiments were

* 'Ann PhyBik,' vol IQ, p. 3Qfi (LQ06), ' Z. anorg Chfiin vol. 48, p 304(1006),
' Z Chem Tnd, KolL,' vol. 12. p. 74 (1013). and vol. 14, p 31 (1014).

I 'Z Chem lad KoU voL 10. p. 124 (1012) ;
' Kgll, Z vol. 14, p 115(1014)

I Holmes, 'J Am Chem, Soo.,' vol 40. p 11B7 (1016). Bradford, 'Soievioe.’ vol

M, p 483 (1021) ,

' Bioohem J..’ vol. 11, p. 14 (1017).

\ *Zat Chem Ind. KoU vol 10, p 265(1012)
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extended to other salta, and the results are deaoribed in the present

Qommunloation

Expenmenfal

Specially and freshly prepared sodium silicate was used, free from iron and

carbon dioxide The composition of the sodium silicate was approximately

one part of Na^O to two parts HiO^ Pure acids were used throughout, and

the acids used were hydrochloric, hydrobromic, hydriodic, and nitric acids

respectively Gels were prepared at 18° C. by mixing equal volumes of 3N

acid and sodium sihcate solution of density 1-16, A portion of the resulting

gel was then transferred to a watch glass and slowly dried in vocuOj in a desic-

cator contaming calcium chloride As the gel dried, the surface of the gel

became covered with a mass of very hue crystal-like needles, which, as the

drying proceeded, increased in size until eventually the product resembled a

ball of fluff with a hard silica core

The needles thus obtained were then subjected to microscopic examination

and the features observed are herein described

2'he Chloride and Nitrate of Sodium

The general appearance of the sodium chloride needles is sliown m the micro-

photogiaph, flg. 1 Fig 2 shows the ordinary cubic form obtained from a

solution of the needles with one or two needles Fig 3 is a micro-photograph

of the sodium nitrate needles.

These two salts need not be separately considered since they possess the

same general characters Ordinarily sodium chloride crystallises in cubes,

though sometimes in the octahedral form, whilst sodium mtrate orystallises in

ihombohedra

Habit - The crystals are all flbrous in habit and most of them are blades.

The variation in size is considerable, those being formed first having an average

width of 0 25 mm
,
the later ones are much finer, having an average width of

O ' 01 mm or less Generally the fibres are straight, but they are flexible, since

they can be bent in mounting
,
they arc also somewhat elastic In some cases

(fig 9a) they show abrupt bends, but these are not produced mechanically and

show no sign of strain. They seem to be duo to changes m tbo direction of

growth owing to changes in the surface of the gel m drying, and the inability

of the fibres to adapt themselves to it owing to ovorcrowdmg

Optical Properties .--The crystals are all sensibly isotropic and indicate oubio

crystals Indications of very faint double refraction are met with m some
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oAM^ gMigYtxy low gicj ooloDii. dMble Nfnotion i#m aniaUj howm^
thot it ii diffleoh to detenniMi KumietiBiei evon with » leaiiti^ tiolet jkUtt.

Flo. B

Ad X-roj eumiiiAtion of the sodium ohlonde needles showed an internal

struoture of the cubic system. The crystals show cleavages both longitudinally

and transversely^ but the former is more commonly visible Thu cleavage is

parallel to the cube and indicates that the needles are elongated parallel to the

cubic axis. (Cleavages are shown in fig. 96 ) The transverse strin are lines of

indualonB, doubtless arranged on the lines of the transverse cleavage These

minute inclusions appear to be bubbles (fig. 9e).

The longitadiiiBJ stTuotare presents no difficulty. They oleariy resolve

themselves into
**
negative crystals.'’ The larger are due to coalescence of the

smaller ; or in some cases at least to the development of a very large negative

oiystal. The general conditions are shown m the enlarged diagram (fig. 9J).

The capillary, ofwhich only a portkm is shown at " b/' runs about half the length

of the fibre. It is filled with liquid and contains gas bubbles. &naller negative

crystals an ahown at *' and aome of these contain gaa bubblm. These

smaller negative crystals are the sanM shape as the fibres. TUs is, of course,

a general and familiar phenomenon in crystals, such as quarts in granites and

pegmatites. In the case of the flfarei, we have not a true Capillaxy in the sense

of afine tube—there is no tubular growth. The oavitieB are bounded by oryatal

boss, and never penetrate to the exterior.
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SodiuTA Brmmdc.

The general appeATAiice uf the ciyatak itt aiiuwn in miorophotographa^

flge, 4, 6 and 6 Figs 4 and 5 show olrnr m*LMlles and apparent capillary

structure respectively The forms are exreeilitigly unstable, a slight alteration

oi temperature or even application of preshure being sufficient to change the

gloss-clear crystal into a mass of minutely irystalhne niatenal, causing the

cr}rBtal to lose its transparency This change is shown in hg 6

HabU —Besides a lib re-like habit resembling the chlonde and nitrate ]ust

described, the sodium bromide has more (oiumonly a stout prismatic habit,

occasionally showing abrupt cliangr‘4 in cruss-srctional dimenMiona (£g, 9e).

Optical Priyperites —The crystals show a moderate reliiiigeuce and a weak

birefringenoe rartml uniaxial interference figures wctc obtained in some

pnams, very oblique to the ojitic axis The prisms appeared to be six-sided, and

the evidence favours the hexagonal system Urduiary sodium bromide belongs

to the rhombic system. The prisms are elongated parallel to the principal axis

and show a perfect basal cleavage, which appears as transverse stiiations on the

faces of the larger prisms Inclusions are much less common tJian in the

chloride or nitrate, but negative crystals (hg, 9e) are present sometimes, giving

an appearance of a oapiUaiy structure when much elon^ted.

Sodium Iodide.

Rimilaj ill general appearance to the fibres previously described, but changed

to an opaque form too rapidly to allow microscopic uivestigations.

Further Expenments,

(o) A purified ailicic acid gel contaming 7 per cent, water was impregnated

with a strong sulution of potassium iodide and the resulting gel drieil os before.

Aiter several days, the gel was t'^ivered with fine silky fibres very much dis-

torted (fig 7), but otherwise very similar to the fibres previously descnbtHl,

(&) 10 o c. of tuluidine was dissolved m concentrated hydrocvhlonc acid

aud added tg 50 o l uI 3N hydroohlorio add. To the resulting solution, 50 c.c,

of. the sodium sdicate snlubion was added. The gel obtained was then dried

as before. The first (xystals to form on the surface were the ordinary jfiate

erystaJa of tolujdine hydrochloride
,

as the drying ooadnued the plates ^ere

Efted from the surface gel, and needle-like formation appeared. Analysis of

these needles at various stages of the drying of the gel showed that the needles

first lormed were mainly toluidine hydrochfonde assoaated with a little

TOL. GXIL—X. 1
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aodium chloride, wlijlst llnally the needloH were mainlv feodiuin t hloride. This-

la illu8trated by thr following results -

(i) First crop of needles . per cent toliiidino hydrochlondo,

14 5 |jer cent sodium chloride

(ii) Se( ond crop of needles 74 7 per cent toliudiue hydrochloride,

JS'S per cent hikIiuiu chloride

(in) Tlurd crop of needles .IJ 7 per rent toluidme hydrochhinde

(17 l\ per cent sodium chloride

^riie format loJi is shown in microphotogjjijih hg H Aniline hydrochloride

gave ft similar result

(r) A D N solution of tartaric acid was mixed with an equal volume of a

flulution of soduiiu sihciite (Al 17) and alloincd to feel The resulting gel was

then allowed to stand exposed to the atmosphere at room temperature . after

four days small regular prisms of sodium tartrate sejiarated out in the body of

the gel No distortion of crVHlul habit w.m detected

Ducoitition

in our opinion the fundamental unportdJii.< of the result h of the experi-

ment^ herein described does not lie so much with the new features of cry's! al

habit of the various salts dcaciibid. but with tlic TCiisun that the salt^i all tend

to change their habit and assume a now one, common to all of them

Generally speaking, no limiter what the crystal habit may be under ordinal

y

conditions - cubic in the case of sodium chloride, rhonihie in the case of scxlium

bromide and nitrate, or distorted plates in the cases of aniline and toluidme

hydrochloride—all the substances asBiuno a blade-hke or fibrc-like structure,

The photographs and diagrams all show similar features for the various sub-

stances, and we are of the opuiion that the mam features of the changes are duo

to the same causes—the inAuence of the gelation of the siln ic acid, and the

structure of the gel so formed.

Tin crystallisation of a Mubstance from solution involyps the concentration

of tilt* molecules about certain points or centres of crystallisation, and m the

c»M*s considered m this pajior these centres appear to be at the surface of the

gel It has been suggested by the authors ui a previous paper* that these

cc'iiires of crystallisation are at the open ends of capillaries or pores of the geK

It was suggested that the solution exudes from the pores of the gel
,
evaporation

of the water takes place itiiniediatoly, causing the salt to crystallise just at the

• ‘ J Phyn'Chem.,’ vol p, 241 (1923),
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open end of the pore, Aa the gel further dried it coatractorl, wifch the result

that a continuniifl deposition of salt took place from the pore, leaving a long

fibre-like structure protruding from the gel surface This view is further sup-

ported by the fact that the later formed “ crystals ” arc much huer or smaller

m cross-section than those first formed, the pores themselves being much

smaller owing to contraction of the geL

Arsen* in a coutribution on gel structure states that if the conditions favour-

able to proper cryst-allisation are departed from, there is a tendency towards

irregular arrangements forming the lattice, and irregular-shaped eryatals result

Often mother liquor is iiuluded The inclusinii of water m a crystal is some

ovidencp of departure from the regular, close-packed arrangement of atoms,

which IS chniacterisLic of a normal lattice A cr^'slal containing included

liqiud may contain a certain projiortion of gel stnirture

Tabor,! attempting to account for the cross-fibre veins of fibrous minerals,

eicjiresses the view that the original fineness of the fibre is dependent on the jiore-

spaemg of the country rnck and that crystallisation commences at each pore,

the fibres elongating therefrom in the direction from which inatenal is accessible

He also states that the growth of the fibres follows the movement of the surface

from which they protrude Sudden changes in the direction of the fibres and

gradual bending are thus a record of the movement of this surface

It will be observed that the above view is in accordance with our results, the

idea of pore structure being responsible for the change of crystal habit is main-

tained
,
and, further, the view that bent crystals are due to movement of the

surface of crystal growth is also substantiated

Again, Kraus,! referring to the Bechhuld capillary phenomenon, states that

salts concentrate at the surface of ponnis bodies when evaporation is allowed

to take place, and the dissolved substance tenrls to move towards the end of a

capillary which is losing solvent

In OUT experiments (with the exception of the internal crystallisation of

sodium tartrate) cryatalhsatiou was associated w'lth loss of solvent No

crystallisation took place when the gel was allowed to stand in a moist atmo-

sphere, even though under such conditions the firmness of the gel matenaJiy

increased—i e
,
the crystallisation was associated with loss of solvent. The

loss of solvent took place at definite points on the surface—namely, the open

• ‘ J. Phyn ('hem vol 30, p. 306 (1026)

t ‘Proc Nat Acad Sol .Wol 2, p (U&D (1016).

t 'Ko1LZ.,'to] 29, p 161(1921).
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end of pores—which resulted in a concentration of the salt at these pointi^

followed by ciystallisatiou,

In conclusion, the authors are of the opinion that the results recorded m the

present contribution lend support (rt) to the view of capillary strurtiire of sihcic

acid gel
,

(li) that the change of cryst*! habit, whereby fibrc-like crystals are

produced, indicates salt concentration at the pores
,
the pores become centres

of crystal growth, and the growth of the crystal is controlled by the coiitmuoua

accumulation of salt of the •pore

The authors are indebted to Sir W Bragg, F.H S
,
for making an X-ray

examination of the sodium chloride crystals, aud to I)i W A Richardson for his

assistance in the microscopical examination of the crystals. One of us (H A.F.)

IS also indebted to the Department of Scieutihc and Industrial llesearch for a

grant which enabled him to take part m this work

Studies ujwwi CaUdytic Coir\bust%m--PaTt 111 Tlie Influence of

Steam upon the Catalytw CmnbustKyn of Carbonic Oxide

By William A Bonk, 1) 8c
, F R 8

(Received July 23, 1926 )

InlToduclian

lu connoctiun with the researches upon catoiytic combusLiou conducted in

my Jaboratories for some years past, a great deol of attention has been paid to

the experimental investigation of the important question of whether or uo the

presence of moisture has any sjK'cihc influeuLe upon the caUlytic combustion

of carbonic oxide The present paper embodies the pnncipal results of our

investigations up to date They were begun lu 1908 at the Umversity of Leeds,

in collaboration with the Lw'u Gas Research Fellows—IVlr A Forshaw, M ik'

,

and Dr H Hartley—as well as with Mr A. Applcyard, B.Sc
,
and have been

completed at the Imperial College of Science aud Technology, London, with

the collaboration of the late W. A Haward, M.Sc
,
Mr. S Robson, B.Bc

,

A. Whitaker, B.Sc ,
and Prof D !S Chamberhn, of Lehigh University, USA,

who recently spent a " sabbatical year ” working with us

Tho difficult nature of the experimental work involved operations demanding
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the utmost care, fi^^eat attention to details, and unusual skill on the part of my
collabtirators The surfaces oxporimonted 'with were porous porcelain, the

oxides of copper and nickel, gold and silver And, m view of the importance

of the results in connection with the theoretical aspects of the Huhject, many

independent repetitions of the expenments were made at vanous tinies to

ensure their complete confirmation In the case of a very porous surface,

such as fireclay or porous porcelain, it was ultimately found necessary to extend

a given experiment urunterruptedly day and mght over three months, in

order to ensure complete dryness of the system Indeed, not until the later

stages of the resnarch w^as it possible to view correctly and reconcile all the

results

To recount all the details and ranufications of the work would far outrun

the limits of a single paper, and therefore no more than a general description of

the expcTimental procedure and results will be attempted, except where details

are essential to the understanding of them

It may assist the reader to follow the story if at the outset it is explained

that the results of the investigation as a whole have shown that the progressive

drying out to completion of a system in which a mixture of carbonic oxide and

oxygen is undergoing catalytic combustion at t-emperaturcs up to 500'* C (and

perhaps higher) may have three different consequences, one or more of which

may be obaervexi iii the cose of any given surface, according to circumstances

The immediale rueult of such a drying operation is to remove from the surface

the film of H^O molecules which normally lags it to a greater or less extent,

according to the physical conditions The removal of this " lagging,^’ which

by mechanical obstruction normally hincUTs the gawes reaching the catjilysing

surface, increases its “ effevttive area " and thereby its apparent c^atalysing

power at a given temperature Such immediate result 'was most easily seen and

demonstrated in the case of a very porous surface like porcelain, or of the

oxides of copper and nickel, when the moisture film is very adherent and the

removal of it " by drying comparatively slow Indec^d, unless an exiHJiiment

extends over a long time, it is often the only effect of drymg observable in such

cases, and So is apt to be mistaken for what is the real effect of ‘‘ dryness ” upon

the catalytic combustion, which becomes observ'able only during the last

stages of the drying, when the amount of moisture roiuaiuing in the system

has been reduced almost to vanishing point We ourselves were so misled dunng

the earlioT part of tho research, when we found that the immediate effect of

'* drying out " such surfaces was to double their apparent catalysing power

;

and it was not until its later stages, after we had examined metal surfaces,

2 K 2
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that the truth of the matter waa revealed It then became clear that the real

effect of drying la to atop the catalytic combustion altogether, which was ho

anrpriBing that it took many repetitions of the cjcpenments to convince us of

its reality

The real effect of extreme drying upon the catalytic Lombustion was more

easily proved with a metal surface such as gold or silver, where the aforesaid

" moisture film ' ih apparently very much more attenuated and leas adherent

than in the case of more porous surfaces Indeed, with such metal surfaces,

the greater ditfimlty was to demonstrate the iwnitdtate rather than the real effect

of drying, so attenuated normally is the hindering moisture film Such an

experiment requires meticulous care and attention to detail, especially m itfl

penultimate stages
,

but, provided the drying arrangements are satisfactory,

and the operation pushed far enough, the final aud re(tl effect of extreme drynews,

which IH to atop the catalytic combustion completely, can be demonstrated

The cntcTinn of such being the genuine effect is the fact that, after the

reactivity of such a completely dried Rysteui at a given temperature has become

zero, or nearly so, the re-iiitroduction of a small amount of moisture not only

immediately restarts the catalytic coiiihiistiou, bub in ( nurse of time completely

restores its normal intensity. Moreover, a subsequent second complete drying

out of the system will reduce things to a Htaudstill again. We have satisfied

ourselves that the alternating operations of rendering such a system unreactive

by completely drying it, and restoring its normal activity by reintroducing

moisture, can be repeated several times

Besides the aforesaid two effects, in the case of a porous porcelain we have

observed another one, namely, that a very prolonged drying apparently brings

about a periuanoni disabling of the surface os a catalyst, presumably because of

some structural change having been mdut-L'd m it. In order to ileinonfitrate

such effect, however, the expeciment had to he earned on uninticrruptcdly for

three months, so slowly are the final stages of the drying accomplished
,
but

when nothing untoward occurred, the following series of changes in the system

were deiqpnstrated, namely ' (i) a gradual iiiLxease, up to a certain maximum,

in the reactivity, due to the dispersal of the aforesaid moisture film from the

surface, followed by (ii) a continuous but very gradual decrease in the reactivity,

which after some months was reduced to a relatively low \alue. At first we

thought this denoted a suppression of reactivity of the system, by reason of its

dryness merely, similar to that which we had observed in experiments with

gold and silver surfaces, when restoration had quickly followed the rcintroduC'

tion of water. But this did not prove to be the case with the porcela^ surface^
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because, on miitrodiieing water into the system, not only tlirl no restoratiou of

its reactivity occur but^ all subsequent attempts t^) effect it l>y other s^iecial

treatments were entirely unavailing It therefore seenieil uh though some

structural change had occurred ju the surface of the catalyst with the drying

out of the system which had jiermancntly impaired ita activity This, how'cvcr,

is a point for further investigation, which we propose returning to when

circumstances permit

Kxpekimental

A —EXFEHlMKNTb SHOWINC: THE IMMEDIATE KfFECT OF DHYING OlTT A

System upon the Catalytic C'omhustion

The immediate effect of drying out a system is, as we have found, to remove

from the catalysing surface the him of moisture which normally lags it, more or

leas according to the hygroscopic conditions This was discovered at an early

stage of the rcBcarrh, when wc were expcnmeiiting with such highly porous

surfaces as hreclay or the granular oxides of copper and nickel, which retain

last traces of moisture so tenaciously that it requires a \eiy prolonged

and efficient drying operation to render them anything like completely dry

These experiments, most of which were earned out at the University of Ijceds

during the years liK)8-10, will now' be briefly desenbed

The " circulanon method ” introduced hy Bone and Wheeler and desenbed

in Part I hereof {q r ) was cmjiloycd, suitable auxiliary appliances bemg

included in the circuit as and when required (without altering the total volume

of gas in the apparatus) for drying out the system The general arrangement

of the apparatus is shown in fig J The surface, S, was contained in the hard-

glasa reaction tube, AA, which was maintained at a constant temperature in a

gas furnace, BB, the gas supply of which wa.B so controlled by a thermostatic

arrangement (not shown) that any fluctuation of temperature of H in the

reaction tube did not exceed C on either side of the desired mean The

ends of AA wore drawn out and cuiiuected by special hord-to-soft fused glass

joints, Cj and Cg, and through the mercury-scaled t^ps, Dj and Dg, with the

rest of the ciK'Uit This comprised (i) suitable COg absorption vessels, Ej,

containing n solution of baryta water, which in the dry ” expenments were

replaced by similar vcasdIs, Eg, contaimiig pure concentrated sulphuric acid*
,

* The veaeclfl Bj aad which were almilar to thoae ihuwn at K m the diagum on

p. 465 of Part 1 hereof (‘ Prooeedingn,* vol 106, pp 466^76), are not reproduced here
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(ii) an automatic Sprenfi^el circulating pump, F, duly protected from extraneoufl

moiatuie by means efficient drying trams
;

(ui) a mercury manometer, G ,

(iv) a side-tubc, H, leaduig (tbiougb stop'Cock, K) to an outside gas-holder,

containing the experimental 2C0 + Og mixture
,

and (v) the spherical

capacity vessel, M
For the “dry ” cx}>erimGnt« small vessels, and Ng (inset), immersed in

bquid an, were inserted in the circuit near the entrance and exit, respectively,

of the reaction vessel, AAj as also was a tube, 0, filled with well-ignitcd calcium

ohlonde, between the pump, F, and the manometer, G. The carbon dioxide

formed during the catalytic combustion condensed in Ng In the “moist”

expemneuts a few cubic centimetres of distilled water were kept m the capacity

vessel, M, the temperature of which was kept as nearly constant as possible
;

in the “ dry ” experiments this water was replaced by an equal volume of pure

concentrated sulphuric and

The sequence of the experiments was as follows First of all a senes of

“ moist ” experiments were carried out with the particular surface under

examination, in which a 2C0 -|- Og mixture, saturated with water vapour at

either 0° C or the room temperature (1B° to 20“ C.), was circulated over the

surface, which was maintained at a suitable constant reaction temperature,

the carbon dioxide produced being absorbed by the baryta solution in Ej.

The experiments were continued until an absolutely steady rate of combination

was established, as shown by the actual constancy o£ the velocity constant

ki = j
log PreparafcioiU! were then immediately made for a senes of

” dry ” expenmente All the glass ports of the apparatus were separately

dried out in a current of i ulphunc-acid-dned hot air, the surface m the reaction

vessel bemg also similarly dried out (at the experimental temperature) for 72

hours continuously. The liquid air-cooled tubes and N, were inserted, £,

substituted for Ki, and other necessary alterations made in the circuit, after

which sulphunc-acid-dncd air was circulated through the whole system for

about another day The whole apparatus was then rapidly evacuated through

H by means of a Geiyk pump
;
a senes of sulphunc-aoid-dned 2C0 + Og

mixture were then successively introduced, and the rate of combination for

the ” dry ” series re-determined, tubes and Ng being kept immersed m
liquid air throughout each successive experiment. The carbon dioxide formed

in the reaction all condensed m Ng, and at the end of each experiment it

was got rid of by removing the liquid-air bath, closmg tap Dg, and opening

a side-tube sealed in the connection near N,. Finally, after the oonduaion
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of the “ dry ” series, the apparatus was restored to its onginal form, and a

second senes of “ moist ” experiments run, so os to show that the onginal

rate of combination for the undried system was re^storod Such an alteniating

senes of “ moist ” and “ dry ” experiments were sometimos repeated several

times, so as to place the results beyond all possible doubt

The carbon monoxide used fch^ou^hout the n^searc^h was prepared by dropping

pure strong sulphuric acid into warm formic acid, and bubbling the gas evolved

through a strong solution of caustic potash . the oxygen was prepared by

heating recrystallised potassium permanganate, and was similarly washed

The experimental mixtures were made in glass gas-holders over pi//ieT (o) a

mixture of equal volumes of water and glyoenne, for the “ moist " rxpenmeiits,

or (6) pare strong sulphuric acid for the " dry ” ones Their compositions were

always verified by analyses and adjusted so as to correspond exactly to

2C0 + 0*

The expenmental results for the three surfaces under consideration (fireclay,

and the granular oxides of copper and nickel) will now be tabulated, each

experiment being numbered and dated in chronological order In the tables

—

T = the reaction temperature in degrees Centigrade

6 temperature of the gaseous mixture in the capacity vessel

p ^ partial pressure in millimetres of water vapour in the reacting mixture

P — proBBure of the dry 2C0 + 0| mixture.

t ^ time in hours from the commencement of each experiment.

hi ^ the velocity constant = i log Po/P|

1, Wuh a RefracU)ty Firdmck Surface (T = 600'^ C ).

The results of the following senes of ten experiments with a surface composed

of small, uregular pieces of a broken "Glenboig” firebnok may be taken as

typical of the behaviour of a non-reducible porous refractory surface under tho
**
moist '' and “ dry " conditions, respectively, already described The first

two experiments (I and II) were made with a *' moist system IB and

16 mm. respectively), and showed a mean velocity constant of ifcj = 0 098

Then fallowed a group of “ dry " expenments (III to V), in which = 0*19.

A second group of two '* moist ” expenments (VI and VII) gave itj = 0-10

A second group of two ‘^dry*’ experiments (VIII and IX) gave
/:i
= 0*17B.

and a final moist ” experiment (X) gave as nearly as possible the same kj
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vala« (0'096) aa woa obaerrod lu the lust expenment, showing that the

real catalysing power of the surface had remained constant throughout the

series From analyses of the residual mixture at the end of each experiment,

it was established that no hydrogen had been liberated {eg, by possible

CO -h OH| — CO 2 + Hj interaction) during its course, so that it may be

taken for granted that only the catalytic combination 2CO + Oj — 2C02 had

occurred

First Ortnip of " Moist ” Ejpenmenls [T ~ 500°. 6 — 18 to 19° C ),

Heaoting Mixture, saturated with Moisture at 18^' C

§ ^ Expenment 1

4 5 10
p =- 10 mm 4 = IB ExpeniDpnt 11

0 5 10
/> 10 mm

P 1

11

( P t.

Hn mm Un
i

mm
U 411 4 — 0 228 3 —
1 a2B 7 0 097 1 1B2 e 0 097

2
1

2ft6 S 0 102 2 143 4 0 098
4 104 a 0 100 4 94 J 0 O0B

Meui »- 0 OOB

The surface, as well as the whole apparatus, was thereupon subjected to a

prolonged drying out, as already described

First Group of “ Dry ” ETpenmemts (T = 500“).

Exponmerit 111 .

19 0 10

Expvnmonfc IV
23 0 10

Exparlinpnl, V,

23 B 10.

J

1

1

'

1

1

t

1

p 1 p t,

Hra mm Hra mm. Hn mm
0 sea 0 0 407 7

1

— 0 420 8
1 231 3 0 2022 1 25D 8 0 1967 1 267 2 0 1970
2 153 6 O>10UO 11 191-8 0-1872 a 172 U 0 1942

Meao == 0 100 .

Water was now reintroduced into the capacity vessel, M,
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Scctmd Group of " Moiat ” Experiments (T = 500°. 6 ^ 20 to 22° C )

Reactiiig Mixture saturated with Moisture at 20 to 22° C.

8 = 20 Expenmont VT
23 a 10

p ^ 10 mm *

9 s 22° Experiment Vll
26 0 10.

p = 10 6 mm

t P 1 P.

Hn miu Hm mm
0 401 3 — 0 477 0 —
1 360 0 0 1109 1 377 5 0 1016
3 217 2 Q 1090 3 244 0 0 0066

Mean Xr| ^ 0 102

System again dried out, as descnbed.

Second Group of “ Dry ” Expenments {T =5^ 500°)

Experiment VllI
3UJi 10

Expernnent IX.
31 0.10

t P t P. k,.

Hn mm Kn mm
0 300 2 -- 0 233-0
1 190 7 0 134 1 181 S 0 194
2 ISO 2 0 171 2 123-6 0 ISO

Mean ki = 0 IIS

Water was again lointroduced into the capacity vessel, M.

Final “ Moist " Experiment, 14/6/10 (T 600° 0 = 20 7°. p ^ 18 imu )

0 1 3 e Hn.

442-4 362 8 224 0 116 3— 0 0963 0 0066 0 0967 —

'

iSaniftiarv

Mean In the S " mout " eapeniDenU ^ 0 100
„ „ „ 5 “dry" „ -O lSfl

Confirmatory ExpenmerUs {T = O00° C.)

Another senes of 13 expenmeuts made independently by Mr. A. Forshaw,

with a similar fireclay surface at 600° C., showed a still greater diflerence between
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the apparent catalysing powers under moist ” and " dry conditions^

respectively. Moreover, under “ moist " conditions, a perceptible difference in

the Atj values was usually observed according as the reacting 2CO 0^ mixtuie

was saturated with water vapour (a) at 17° to 21° V (p = 14*5 to 18 5 inm
)

or (6) at 0° C. (p = 4 6 mm ), respectively, as the following aummanaerl

results indicate

ky values obtained for the first hour in

r"
A

N

“ Moist
'* Expenments “Dry” Experiments

/
J's

(a) 6 == 17 to 21° C. (6) 0.-0° C.

p^l4 ' 5 to ] 8 5 mm p = 4 -6 mm
I 0 0606 IV . 0 0503 VIIT 0 156

n 0-0489 V 0-0550 IX 0-186

III 0-0465 VI . 0-0624 X . 0 192

VII 0-0430 XI 0 180

xiir 0-0516 xir 0 174

Mean = 0-04B0 Mean == 0 0525 Mean = 0-178

N.B —The Boman numerals give the order m which the experiments were

mode.

II. Ezpenrmnts wUh Granidar I^ickd Oxide {T = 210°).

Similar effects of drying were observed when a 2CO -f mixture was circu-

lated over a surface of granular nickel oxide at a temperature of 210° C ,
under

which condition no permanent reduction of the surface occurred {vide Bone

and Andrew, Port II hereof*) In these experiments, which were made by the

late Mr. W A. Hawaid at the Imperial College of Science and Tcohuology,

London, during 1918-19, the general arrangements of the apparatus were

similar to those previously adopted with the fireclay surboe (^.t> ), except

that (i) a mixture of 1 part soda-lime with 3 parts quicklime, made into a paste

with water and then dried, was substituted for the banum hydroxide solution

as the CO I
absorbent in the “ moist " experiments, and (ii) tubes containing

pure redistilled phosphonc anhydride were included in the circuitm the dry
”

• ^ ProDeedmgn,' A, vol. 110, pp. 16-84 (1026)
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experinaentH The following RuiTftnB.ri8ed stpatoment will Hufficiently indicate

the general character of the resulte obtained —
Mean vahieR of obtained in

" Moist
”
Experiments. " Dry ”

Experiments.

8 = 17" C p = 14 6 mm
I 0 0008 II 0 0119

VIII 0-0076 111 . 0 0118

IV . 0 0124

V 0 0126

VI 0 0126

VII 0-0118

Mean ^ 0 0070 Mean = 0-0120

III EspenmerUs inth Granular Cojyper Oxide (T = 210'’ C)

Suuilar reaultft to the foregoing were obUined by Dr, Hartley with granular

copper oxide at 210° C , though ii\ order to demonotrato most clearly the effect

of drying-out surfaces it was found necessary to exclude nitrogen (which le

strongly adsorbed by such a surface) from the system, and to dry it out in a

current of dry oxygen at the expenmontal temperature Also, in order best to

ensure otherwise perfectly comparable conditions as between the " moist
"

and "dry” systems, immediately before each actual expenmeut the surface

was heated in the reaction tube for three hours to 4fl0"' C. m a stream of dry

oxygen, after which the temperature was lowered to 210° for the expenment.

In such circumstances the following three typical experiments were made, in

the order given —

(1) T - '^lO® C. working with a " moist '* 2CO mixture and system

saturated at 20° C k 0 0210.

(2) T — 210" C. working with a CaCla-dned 2CO + Oj mixture after drying

out the system as already described, = 0 • 160.

(3) r — 210” C. with a " moist ” 2CO -j- 0, mixture after reintroducing

moisture into the capacity vessel, M, of the system. A — 0 0fS04.

It IS thus seen that, with such porous surfaces as those described, the immediale

effect of drying out the system was to increase considerably their apparent

cBtalysing powers . this, however, was an indirect effect, due to the removal of

the moisture film which ordinarily lags " the surface more or le^.
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B.—Experiments ahowinq the Ultimate Effects of Dryinci Oitt a

Bybtem upon the Catalytic Combustion with a Metal Surface.

In the experiments now to be dcsc'ribed it was proved that with a gold or

Sliver surface the ultimate effert of drying out the system iw very greatly to

reduce the catalytic combustion or even to stop it altogether They were all

carried out at the Imperial College of Science and Technology, Loudon, in

collaboration with the late W A. Haward, S Robson and A Whitaker, during

the years 1915-16 Later on, the results with silver wTre independently

confirmed by Prof D S Chamberlin in the year 1922-23

As the object now aimed at was the complete drymg out of the system the

experimental procedure desenbed in the previous section had to be modified, m
view of the longer tunc rcqmred, and the necessity of following more closely the

effects of the gradual elimination of moisture The plan adopted in most of the

expenmenis was essentially the following A mixture uf punfied carbon

monoxide and oxygen in their combining proportions, saturated wutli moisture

at the laboratory temperature, was circulated over the metal surface, which

was kept m the reaction tube at a suitable temperature (T = 210
" C for gold

and 360° C. for ailvor) until a perfectly steady rate of combination was estab-

luhed This having been reached the apparatus (except the reaction tiiho with

the metal surface, which was kept, at the reaction temperature and shut off

from the air) was taken down, thoroughly cleaned and dned nut, and then set up

again, but with tubes oonUining pure redistilled phosphoni anhydride in circuit,

care being taken that the total volume accessible to the 2CO h 0.^ mixture

remained unaltered The apparatus, thus reconstructed^ is shown in fig 2,

where (using the same lettering as in fig 1) K^, K,, Kg and K4 are the

drying tubes, and N|, N,, the spiral and tube, respectively, which towards the

end of the drying operation were kept immersed in liquid air To ensure

absorption of the reaction product (when the liquid air cooled tube Ng was not

m action), the upper parts of the abs^irption towers. £„ Eg. were filled with a

specially prepared mixture of soda-lime with three times its w eight of quickbme,

which was found to absorb carbon dioxide with great rapidity, without showing

any sign of absorbing carbon monoxide
,
and in order to counteract the very

small water-vapour tension of the mixture, the lower parts of these towers

were filled with quicklime. In this way, the carbon dioxide was rapidly

and completely absorbed without any matenal amount of moisture

being acquired by the gaseous mixture during its passage through the said

towen.
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The apparatus having thus been dried out, and ro-setfor the senes of " dry
”

experiments, it was thoroughly evacuated, after whirb an accurately made

2C0 + Oj mixture was introduced, from a gas holder through an efficient

PjOs drying train, and kept continuously circulating round the system, fresh

portions of the mixture being added from time to time as required By

continuing such procedure over many successive days (or weeks), and

periodically observing the rate of combination of the gases as they passed over

the heated metal surface, the efierts of gradually drying out the system

almost to completion could be studied Towards the end of the operation, the

further efiecta of immersing the spiral and the tube Ng in liquid air were

observed

Finally, having pushed the aforesaid drying operation to its farthest limit

possible under the expcrimeuial conditions, all the drying arrangements

indicated m hg 2 were removed from the circmt (without altering its volume)

and water reintroduced into the system at the capacity vessel, M Another

similar sojics of experiments wore then made in order to observe the efiects of

the moisture additiouj until another steady state for the
”
moist ” mixture was

attained. It will be seen that it always returned, more or less quickly, to the

original steady state for the “ moist
”

gases, showing that the metal surface

itself had undergone no appreciable alteration from first to last of the long senes

of operations just described The following are the details of oui expenmenbs

with gold and silver, respectively —

I, With a Gold G •uze Surface.

The gold gauze usetl was a piece (weighting 31 grms ) of that previously

employed in Bone and Andrew’s experiments (Part I hereof, loc nt )

,

it had

22 strands (each 0 15 mm, m diameter) ]>ci centimetre, having been woven

out of the purest wire obtainable by Messrs Johnson and Mattbey, to whom
OUI best thanks arc due It was introduced mto the reaction tube of the

circulation apparatus as a roll about 6 inches long and of such diameter as

just fitted that of the tube The temperature chosen for the expenments was

240" C

(i) Prdiminary Exj)entnents mth a Moist 2CO + Oj Mixture.
—

^The cuoula-

tion apparatus having been arranged for a “ moist ” senes of experiments,

2CO + Og mixtures, saturated with moisture at the Jaborstoiy temperature,

were oontmuously circulated over the euriace at 240° C. for three weeks

(January 26 to February li, 1916) until a perfectly steady rate of combination
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w&s attained
;
the value of “

it
'* thus established is indicated by tbe foUoving

observations extending over the last two days —
t V k

Hrs 2CO+Oj
m in

0 647-5 --

J9 333 0 0 0152

25 266 0 0 0166

43 137 2 0 0157

Therefore, mean “ k ” value for a moist 2CO -j- Oj mixture — 0 0155

(ii) Effects of Drying Out the Systcfn —^The apparatus was now re-arrangod

(as already described) for a “ dry ’* senes of expenmentB, which extended

altogether over 8 days (February 16 to 23, 1916), the temperature of the

gold gauze being kept at 235-240“ L\ all the time, with the following

summarised results -

Drying Agent in Circuit Drying Penod k value for

from beginning dry 2CO-fO,

mixture at

Hrs end thereof

(-24 0*0148

PgOs only 42 0 0118

1. i&l 0*0046

r 6« 0 0004

PgOfl plus bquid air

\
0 0004

U14 0*00046

It IS thus seen that the eflects of the “ drying-out operation were hardly

noticeable during the hrst 24 hours
,

after 42, however, they were diatinctly

felt, but it was not until the penod 42-45^ hours that anything like the full

effects were obtained. From 45 hours onwards the rate of combination of the

gases rapidly diminished, until during the })enod 66 to 114 bouiB, with liquid

air coolmg in circuit, it had become almost negligible Indeed, during one

particular 25 hours (66 to 91 hours from the beginning) the pressure of the

dry 2C0 -h O, mixture fell by 16 '8 mm (i e. from 620 8 to 606 mm.) only,

os compared with a fall of no leas than 182 -5 mm. for the mout gases during

the same penod in preliminary moist " expenments (q v ), The " dryness
”

of the system apparently reached a maximum during this period, because

subsequently the rate of combination of the gaaes slightly increased, k rising

from 0 ' 0004 (its minimum dunng the senes) to 0 ' 00045durii)g the next 48 hours.
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At no time during the whol^ period wa^ the oombioAtion observed to stop

altogether, although at Umea it was hardly discernible . Them can be little

doubt but that, had rompZWe dryness been attained, the combination would

have stopped altogether, as indeed was the case in our subsequent experiments

with silver The attainment of complete dryness in such a system ih ho extra-

ordinarily uncertain and difhcuU that, however careful may be the conduct of the

experiments, it is always largely a matter of chance whether complete huccchb

finally results

(iii) Effects of reintroducing Moisture into the Sysietn—At the conclusion

of the foregoing senes (ii), the drying agents were removed from the circuit,

and water reintroduced into the capacity vessel, M, ** moist '' 2C0 f0, mixtures

were then kept continuously circulating over the surface during the next 17 days

(February 24 to March 11, 1016, inclusive), and observation of the rate

of combination made every day or two. The following summarised results,

giving the observed k values, show that the oilect of reintroducing the moisture

was to increase very gradually the reactivity of the system, until it was at

length completely restored to its former steady condition as observed for the

*' moist " 2C0 + Oj mixtures in senes (i)
*

—

Observed hi Values

After 22 hours 0*0037.

„ 46 „ 0 0046

n 90 „ 0-0062

n 113 „ . 0 0069

M 137 „ 0 0088

„ 166 „ 0*0102

214 „ 0 0107

425 „ 0-0162J

Attention is specially

directed to the

very gradual' in-

crease in these

“ k ” Values.

(iv) Confirmatory Expeninenta re Effects of Drying —Without going into details,

it may be said that immediately after the conclusion of the foregoing experi-

ments, the system was onco more dried out over a period of 26 days (March 13

to April 7, 1916) in the manner already desenbed. Its reactivity again

decreased gradually to a very low value, attaining a minunum = 0*00043)

on the eighth day, as the following observations show —
it

0 0122

0>0028

0*00043

0*00097

After 2 days PjOs-diying

IJ B tr n

iJ 8 ,, ,1

i» 10 ,, ,,

VOL. oxn.—A. 2 L
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Finally, on again reintroducing moisture into the system (April 11, 1016),

the values ol “ ^ gradually rose in 3 days to the ‘‘ normal for the “ moist
”

gases, as follows .

—

k

2 hours after reintroducing moisture . . 0 0036

20 „ If If 0 0064

24 „ II II 0 0103

48 II ]]
0 0143

72 II i» 0 OIDO

It was thus proved (a) that the effect of drying out the system was gradually

to reduce its reactivity from “ normal " almost to zero, and (6) that complete

restoration of normality gradually resulted from the remtroduction of moisture.

Attention is specially directed to the fact that (b) was very gradual, because

of its important bearing on the theory of catalytic combustion, being very

difficult to reconcile with the Langmuir conception of the action being conhned

to a moDomolccular layer of adsorbed gases, but quite explicable on the

supposition of its extending also to deeply occluded gases

II With a Silver Surja^^

A long senes of experiments were also made with a pure silver-foil surface at

a temperature of 360° C ,
the results of which were extremely interesting,

because they brought out very clearly (a) the immediate effect of removing the

film of moisture which normally ‘Mags " such a surface when "moist” gases

are circulated over it, and (6) the ultimate total paralysis of a completely dned-

out system The following summarised results will enable rea^lers to appreciate

their sigaihcaDce :

—

(i) Firs^ Qroup W^k a "Afowf ” ^CO -f 0^ Mixture {T = ^G0°C,

0 = 15 to 20° C ) —This consisted of five successivo experiments m which a

mixture of 2CO + 0, saturated with moisture at the laboratory temperature

(16 to 20° C ) was circulated over the surface at 360° C
,
and the rate of

combination determined, as follows .

—

Experiment.

1

2

3

4

6

ifc for " Moist ” System.

0-0682

0'0e97

0 0703

0-f)694

O'oeei

Therefore mean " k ” value for “ mout '* 2CO + Oi mixture = circa 0-067,
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(ii) Seoond Oroup. With C^t^i-dned System arid 2C0 -f- Oj Mi^ure

{T = 360° C.) —Then followed a group of seven expenmcnte, extending over

a week, in which, aft^r removing water as much as poauible, tubes parked with

welhignited calcium chloride (instead of P^Os-drying tubes) were mserled into

the circuit bo oa to reduce quickly the tension of aqueous vapour in the system

down to a comparatively low point The effect of this was to increase con-

siderably the apparent reactivity of the system, as the following succesBive

daily observations showed —

Experiment, A for CaG^-dned System, T — 360° C,

6 0 1590

7 1) 11B4

8 0 1412

0 0-1469

10 0 1463

11 0 1373

12 0-1483

Therefore mean “ k " for CaClj-dned system = area 0-1400

(ill) Third Group Shounng Effects of Lujitid Air Drying {T = 360° C )
—

In order to push the drying still farther, the glass spiral, and tube, 2),

were both immersed in Lquid air, so that the tension of aqueous vapour of the

CaGf-dried 2CO + 0^ mixture passing into the reaction tube would be reduced

to that corresponding with a temperature of about — 185° C., and those passing

out of it would be similarly cooled, a procedure calculated to reduce the amount

of water vapour m the reaction 2ono to a negUgible point, The effect of this

was immediately seen in a reduction of the “ k ’’ values to (in four successive

doily experiments) a very low point, as follows .

—

Experiment k for Liquid Air Dned System

13 0-0462

14 . . .0 0458

15 - .0 0436

16 0-0300

Total Arrestment vf the Calalyttc Combustion fffter Continued Liquid Air Drying

of iht System (T = 360° C.).—At this stage the system seemed rapidly to diy

out, and with the gloss spiral, N^, and tube, Ng, both kept well unmersod in hquid

air, a point was eventudUy reached when the combinatium of the liquid atr dned

2CO + Og mixture oompletely ceased, the pressure remaining quite stationary

2 L 2
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at 589-7 mm for half an hour. On allowing part of the liquid air surrounding

the spiral, to evaporate, so as to imcover the topmost turn thereof, thus

allowmg the gases to take up a minute quantity of water vapour, their

oombmation was restored

The foregoing observation was confirmed in three subsequent expcnmeDts in

which the caUdyitc covnbustion was com'pletely attestedfor penods varyitig between

30 and 60 minutes by keeping the spiral, N,, completely immeTsed in liquid air

for some time previously, whilst a PgO^-dnod 2C0 + Og mixture was kept

circulating in the system And in each case, the combination was re-started

simply by allowing the level of the liquid air to sink by evaporation below the

uppermost turn of the spiral.

(iv) Fmirth Group Shewing Effect of reintroducing Water into the System

(T — 360° C ) —Finally, the drying arrangements were removed from the system,

a few cubic centunotres of water reintroduced into the capacity vessel, M, and

a moist 2CO + ^2 mixture circulated over the surface (at 360°) The effect

of this procedure was a gradual restoration (m successive days) of the reactivity

of the system until reaction constant ^ finally reached a steady value sbghtly

higher than that originally observed for the " moist system in ex^ienmonts 1

to 3 (Fust Group), as follows —

Experiment k for Moist System

26 0 0164 rising to 0-0393 in

29 0 0399 [2 hours.

30 0 0465

31 0-0630

32 0-0810

33 0-0612

34 0-0870

35 . 0 0871

Confirmatory Senes of Experiments with Sdver FoU

As it seemed important to have the foregoing results independently con-

firmed, Prof D. S. Chamberbn, of Lohigh Umversity, who spent the session 1922

working with me at the Impenol College, kindly undertook to carry out an

entirely new senes of expenments both with silver and porous porcelam. The

procedure was modified from that previously described, in the following par-

ticulars, namely :—(i) the experimental 2G0 + Og nuxtures used had previously

been dried for about ax months by contact in a large globe (fig. 3) with redistilled
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phoaplioric anhydride before being introduced into the circulation apparatua

;

(li) the drying out of the apparatus was chiefly eflccted by keeping P,05-^ed

nitrogen oontinuoualy circulating day and night through the syatem, with

tubes inserted
,
(in) at regular intervals of 10 to 14 days, the apparatus being

evacuated 20 hours previously, making a dotcrniiuation of the catalysing power

of the surface towards the aforesaid PgO^-dried 2CO 4~ O 2 mixture
,

(iv) the

soda-lime tubes previously used for absorbing the COg produced were now

omitted, because (v) during each 2CO -j- 0^ experiment the spiral, Nj, and

tube, Ng, were kept immersed in liquid air, so that the CO 2
produced during the

catalytic combusbon was completely condensed in Ng The temperature of

the rcaotiou tube containiug the silver-foil surface was maintained at 250^ C

throughout the whole six months’ period (commencing September 15, 1922)

covered by the senes of experiments.

Immediately before commencing the senes of experiments, the silver foil

Used (whose catalysing power towards a moist 200 + Oj mixture at 360“ C had

been previously ascertained) had been kept tn vacuo for some days in a desiccator

over redistilled PjOs, so that its surface had been to some extent dned before

being introduced mtrj the reaction tube of the circulabon apparatus

Moreover^ after completing the series, the catalysing power of the foil towards

a moist 2C0 + 0^ mixture at 350° C was redetermined, whereby it was found

to be the same as at the beginning.

ExporimenCal Rwidla —The experimental results ore summarised below

'

it should be understood that during the intervals between each determination of

the *'
jfc" value for the nx months PjOj-dned 2CO 4- 0| mixture, PgOa-dned

nitrogen was kept continnoiuly circulating through the system, with the
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F1O5 drying tubes iuserted (the silver foil being maintained at 250° all the tune),

so that the following data show the effects of a five months’ progressive drying

of the system upon the catalysing power of the metal '

—

Observed Velocity Constant K,

Determination No Date. with Dry 2CO -{- Og

T = 260° C.

1 410 23 0 1208

2 16 10.23 0-1539

3 1.11 23 0 0139

4 13.11 23 0 0067

6 231123 0 0047

6 6 12 23 0 0060

7 12 2 24 0 0104

6 29.2.24 O' 0039

These results, which are plotted on the accompanying ourve (fig i, a) confirm

the previous oonolusion that, whereas the immediale effect of drying is to increase
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the apparent catalyaing power of the surface, prenumably by removitig the film

of moiature which normally lags it| the real and final ellect is woll-nigh to

Buppieaa it altogether Thus, the surface was actually at its maximum activity

about a month after the senes of cxpenments in question had begun (/c — 0 1 639),

when no less than 30 per cent of the 2CO 0^ mixture disappeared during the

first hour ;
after this it^ catalysing power rapidly dimimahed, until it finally

reached a fairly steady minimum = 0 0059), when only 1 per cent, of the

2CO + O2 mixture combined during the first hour It is, of course, extra-

ordinarily difficult to achieve complete dryness in such oxpenments
,
but it can

hardly be doubted that, had auch conditions actually been attained in this

case, the catalytic combustion would have ceased altogether. In this con-

nection it is also important again to observe that, on re-introducing moisture

into the system, its original reactivity was completely restored, thus proving

that the catalysing power of the surface had not been permanently unpaired

at all by the prolonged drying to which it had been subjected.

C —A Final Series of Experiments with Porous Porcelain at

600“ C

Prof Chamberlin also carried out a similar long senes of expenmenta with a

surface of porous porcelain, which Mr W C Hancock had kindly prepared for

ua from pure china clay, The material had been moulded into bars, each of

1 om.^ croBB-section, and about 15 cm in length, which were then fired at

1200° for some days, and afterwards kept in a vacuous desiccator until required.

Immediately before use the particular bar selected for the experiment was

“ conditioned *’ in the foUowing manner, namely -

(1) First of all, it was completely evacuated in a siiioa tube for four hours

at full red heat.

(2) Next, dry oxygen was admitted to the red-hot surface which, after a

suitable interval, was re-exhausted.

(3) Finally, dry air was admitted to the red hot surface, which was sub-

sequently once more exhausted, and then allowed to cool tn vacuo down

to room temperature before being transferred to the reaction tube of the

circulation apparatus

ExpentnenUd Procedwe—Throughout the whole of the four months’ period

covered by the experiment, F|OB-dried nitrogen was kept circulating through

the system, with F1O5 drying tubes in circuit, except during the particular days,

at oonsiderabie intervals apart, when the catalysing power of the surface
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(at 600° C )
towards a Egx-months P^Og-dned 2GO -|- Og mixture was bemg

determined The surface itself was kept at 400° dunng all the long " drying

periods ”
;
dunng the 20 hours preceding each sucoodsive determination of its

oataJysing power towards the said mixture, however, the apparatus was

thoroughly exhausted, and the temperature of the reaction tube was raised

to 600° C
,
after which the said mixture was slowly admitted, and the tubes, Nj

and Ng, immersedm baths of LquJd air, m which they remained until the deter-

mination of the velocity constant i ” was completed Thereupon, the

liquid air baths were removed, the apparatus re-exhausted, anofher charge

of F20Q-dried nitrogen re-admitted, and the drying-out operation resumed

Expenmcnlal Residts —The whole “ dr3ang-out " operation extended over a

penod of three months (January 1 to April 4, 1923) contmunuidy day and

night, and determinations of “
A; " value were made at successive intervals as

follows —
Determination No Date Observed Velocity Constant Aj,

1 14123

with a 2CO Oj Mixture

T = 600° C

0-3405

2 .. 25.1 23 0*3081

3 13 2 23 0 2711

4 29 2.23 0'2661

6 12.3 23 0-1097

6 19 3 23 0 1669

7 2 4.23 0 1106

These results, which are plotted on the accompanying curve (fig 4, b) showed

unmistakably that (i) while the immediaU effect of the drying was to increase

considerably the apparent catalysing power of the surface, which reached a

maximum after about a month’s drying, (ii) more prolonged drying caused it

steadily to dimmish, until after three months’ drying it had fallen to about

44 per cent of its original value
,

thus, the respective relatiw values were as

follows '

—

At commencement of the exiienment 1 *00

After one month drying 1 ] 2

At end of the expoiitnont (3 mouths) , 0*44

So far, then, everything seemod to have happened substantially in accordance

with anticipations based on out previous ezpenments with gold and silver,

although the natural expectation that the “drying out” would be a much
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slower operation than was the case with the two metal gurfacPB Accordingly,

on April 2j 1923, alter the experiments had been in progrese for three months,

it was decided to try the efTcot of re-introducing moisture into the syeteiu The

PgOg drying tubes were therefore removed from the cirruit, water was jiitro-

ducied into the capacity vessel, M, and a 2CO + 0^ mixture, saturated with

moisture at room temperature, adnutted Contrary to our expectation, how-

ever, the catalysing power of the surface w'as now found to have again diminished

as the results of the following two expenmen ts, made with a five days’ interval

between, showed

Determination Observed " k ” Value Relative Catalysing

No. for “Moist” 2C'0 Power of Surface,

+ Oj Mixture.

B 0 0784 0-36

9 0 0168 0-08

Such results suggested that the great diminution of the catalysing powTi

of the surface during the aforesaid three months’ drying had been due to some

permanent structural change, produced in the surface itself by the drying,

which the re-introduction of moisture, so far from reversing, actually accentuated,

because of its lagging " effect

To test this view of the matter, calcium chJonde drying tubes were subse-

quently inserted in the circuit, and a week’s drying-out of the system (by CaCl,-

dned nitrogen circulation) carried out
,

as anticipated, this had the effect of

" unlagging ” the surface, and materially increasing its apparent catalyaing

power, as compared with that observed in No. 9 {q.v ).

Determination Observed " h ** Values Relative Catalysing

No. for CaCla-dned 2C0+0j Power of Surface.

Mixture

10 . . . 0 0293 I

\
012

11 .0 0281 J

Some tune after the conclusion of the experiments, thin sections of the catalyst

were cut and suitably mounted for microscopic examination ,
but although

careful compansons were made (using a Zeiss apochruiuatic oil-immcrsion N.A,

1*4 objective in conjunction with a Swift oil-immersion ochromatio condenser

N.A. 1-4, with transmitted ordinary and polarised hght) between the original

(unused) matenaJ and that which had been used in the experiment, no sign

of crystallisation m the latter could be detected, nor could the two materials
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be differentiated. Therefore, it can be said that any atniotural change which

the surface had undergone, as the result of the prolonged drying operation, was

undetectable by microscopic examination referred to

CoNCLUpiNQ Remarks,

The experiments described herein have established the following facts with

regard to the progressive removal of moisture from a system in which carbonic

oxide aud oxygen are undergoing catalytic combination in contact with the

surfaces referred to, and under the conditions studied, namely —
(1) That the immedm/e effect is always to increase the apparent catal

3
^ng

power of the surface, prosuznably by removing from it the film of HjO

molecules which normally lags it, more or less according to the physical

condition

(2) That the uUxmate effect, which, however, is usually observed only after a

prolonged drying, is to dimmish greatly, or even to stop completely,

the catalytic combustion

(S) That m the case of each of the two metal surfaces (gold and silyer)

examined, the yktmale cfiect of drymg was practically to stop the catalytic

combustion altogether
;
but on re-introducing moisture into the system,

its reactivity was m time completely restored.

(4) That m the case of the porous porcelam surface, the uUimale effect of

drying was to dimmish greatly its catalysing power, which, however, was

not regained on re-introducmg moisture into the system.

It seems difficult to reconcile the new facts observed in the case of the two

metal surfaces referred bo with the Langmuir “ adsorption " theory of catalysis,

or, indeed, with any modifidation of it which has yet been suggested. For if,

as all such theories suppose, the catalytic combustion of carbonic oxide is con-

ditioned merely by the formation at the surface of a unimolecular layer of the

reacting gases definitely orientated, it is not easy to understand why the complete

removal of water from the system should stop it altogether. On the contrary,

if, as IS now shown, the oatalytic combustion at such temperatures as have been

employed in these experiments is conditioned by the presence of moisture in

the system, the fashionable doctrine of its being pnmanly due to the fonnataon

of such specially orientated unimolecular gas layers at the surface seems incapable

of explaining the new fact confronting it If, however, the pnme fimctioii of

the surface in such catalytic combustaon is to ionise the leanting gases, which

in a neutral state are incapable oi combining, then the observed influence of
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moiature could be expUined, because it would prevent *' ionised ” molooulee

from reverting to a neutral state, and so aid the combustion And, if such be

the case, it la conceivable that at atilt higher temperatures than thoao employed

in the expenthenta described herein, the surfaces m question would not require

the aid of moisture at all. This la a point which, however, it is desired to reserve

for future investigation

In conclusion, the author desires to thank the Government Grants Committee

of the Society for grants which have partly defrayed the expenses of the

experiments.

Effects of Thermal Treatment on Glass as shoivn by Precise Viscometry.

By Vaughan H. Stott, M.Sc
,
D. Turnkr, B.Sc. (Tech ), and H A Sloman,

M.A,, B.Sc
,
A I € ,

National Physical Laboratory, Teddington

(Communicated by Di W Rosenham, F.R 8 —Received June 8, 1920 )

[PlATKS 18 AND 19]

ViacometoiB which have preyioiisly been described by various authors* for

use with molten glass have suflered from a common defect, namely, the imposai-

bihty of following any changes which might occur in the viscosity due to

prolonged thermal treatment of various kinds This delect can only be over-

come by the use of apparatus which is practically insoluble in molten glass, and

which permits the glass to be cooled to room temperatures and reheated. In

the present state of our knowledge such apparatus must be constructed of a

platinum alloy, the high cost of which tends to restrict the weight of the

portions of the apparatus in contact with glass In the present apparatus

viscosity IB measured by a determination of the thickness of the him of glass

which adheres to a thin wire of 10 per cent iridio-platiniun which is withdrawn

at a known velocity from the molten glass contained in a small crucible of the

same material, The glass is heated m a vertical oybndncal platinum resistance

furnace having two concentnc windings of platinum foil 1 inch wide by

0'Q02 inch thick, The inner tube of the furnace, which is of sJundum, has an

internal diameter of 1^ inches, and is 24 inohea long. The glass is contamed m
an iridlo-platinum crucible of inches diameter at the top, and 2 inches high,

* Wsshboni and Sbeltoii, ' BuUetlii No. 140, Engineering EKperlment Station, Unlvenlty

of lUinola’ S. Sn^bh, ' Ttuu. Soe. aiass Teoh./ vol. B, p. 208 (1024). Stott, Irvine and

Tofiur^ ' Boy, Soo. Proo.; A, tgI 108, p. 1D4 (1925).
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whicli 16 supported in the centre of the furnace The furnace stands on three

adjustable legs carried by a table, which can be swung to one side of its norroal

position BO as to allow of convenient access to the various parts of the apparatus.

Such a furnace is capable of withstanding high temperatures "for prolonged

periods. During vircohity determinations, the furnace was run continuously

at working tcmperatuTc.s when not otheiwise mentioned in the tejtt The

weighed iridio'platiuuiii wire, which is to be lowered into the glass and

thence raised, is tied to platinum w'lres fixed in slots in the cut-away portion of

an alundum tube, as shown in fig 1 The upper end of the olunduin tube is

fixed to the lower end of a counti'rpoihed steel tube which can be raised or

lowered m guides by means of an electric motor. Fig 2 shows the general

arrangement with the tube at the btdtom of its stroke The useful speedy of

the motor can be varied in the ratio of twenty-five to one, and two gears arc

available in the ratio of lour to one, the available linear velocities of the tube

varying from 0 01 to 1 cm /sec The steel tube A is actuated by means of a

rack and pinion through the agency of a toothed clutch operated by the expi'n-

raenter The motor carries a flywheel of such inertia that the drop in speed

of the motor on letting in the rluUh is inappreciable The speed of withdrawal

of the wire is measured by an electric ihionograph which makes contact with

successive teeth of the rack The chronograph is acLiiratc to about 1/100 sec

The temperatures are measured with a specially designed disappearing filament

pyrometer capable of a precision of one or two degrees between ftOO'’ and 1600°

The pyrometer is sighted on the glass through a totally reflecting pnsm B
mounted above the steel tube. When the tube rises in the course of an experi-

ment, the pnsm swings away from it on pivots

The conduct of an experiment is very simple The weighed wire having

been placed m position, the hd of the furnace is removed, and the furnace

swung against a slop into jiositioii below the wire (The Jid of the furnace

consists of a brick under which is fixed an (ihiminium plate to prevent any

foreign matter dropping into the glass ) The wire is then lowered by means of

the motor at a suitable velocity The speed at the beginning of the motion is

only limit(‘d by the thermal endurance of the refractory materials When,

however, the end of the wire reaches the glass, it is necessary that the speed

should not be greater than that subsequently to be employed for the with-

drawal Neglect of this precaution may result in bending the wire, especially

at the lower temperatures When the steel tube reaches the bottfim of its

travel, the driving clutch, which, of course, is travelling backwards, comes out

of engagement through ratchet action. Upward motion is also automatically
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stopped at tbo reqiurefl point by means of a cam which withdraws the cilutch

and applies a brake The wire having been lowered, a period of ten minutes

IB allowed to elapse before readings are taken with the pyrometer The alundum

tube by this time haa practically reached temperature cquilibiiura

The furnace used in this manner does not behave as a black body, and the

true temperature of the glass can only b<' obtained by comparing, in a Hcparate

cxperiinriit, the readings of the optical pyrometer with those of a thcTinocouple

tlircrtly immersed in the glass, the themuKouplo being read iiunied lately aft<*r

tho optical pyrometer readings, so as to t orrespoiid in time with an actual

viflcoaity debt‘nniiiatioii The comparison by this method sho^^ed a very slow

upward creep of the furnace after the first ten mmutea, but the difference between

the pyromet-er and the thermocouple reiidings was stnttly conet-ant In this

connection a platiTUim-Thixlioplatinum couple was usffl, and a slight detxisit

of platinum sponge was always found afterwards in the glass This would

probably be avoided by thi" substitution of iridio ))latinum for rhodioplatmum

To return to the doacnption of the normal experiment, when the temperature

hoa been measured with the ojjluftl pyrometer, the wire is withdrawn at a

suitable rate, and its weight determined Aa the wire used has a diameter of

only I mm , the riornial deposit of glass weighs about 10 mgs
,
and requires

weighing very carefully if an ordinary ihemical balame be used This w^as the

case in most of the work to be desrnbed, although a microbalaiue accurate

to 1/100 mg was used for the last twenty me asurementB. After weighing, the

wire IS copper plated m order to diflercntiate between the bare wire and the

parts covered w ith glass In the absence of some siuh method it is imixjssible

to see exactly where the glass ends After copper plating, it le found that m
general theie is a small coppered length of wire at the bottxjin, which is duo to

the eile(t of surface tension causing a longitudinal contrattion of the glass him

A Himil.ir effect occurs at the upper tnd of the him, and therefore the true

effective depth of immersion of the wire is equal to the measured length of

gloBB pluH twiie the length of tho coppered portion at the bottom This deduc-

tion has been shown by exjicriment to be valid Fig 3 showh the appearance

of a wire after withdrawal The gathering of the glass into droplets is duo to

tho well-known mst ability of long cylindrical hlius, and takes place after the

formation of the him

The values of the viscosity at different temperatures are given in ternia of

the observed quantities t' and v, by the formula, derived in the appendix,

log (kri) - logi'- + c(o-8 - 1').

\a U ' \ (1 /
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wheie 7] IS the viscouty of the glaeHj i' the thickneas of the glass deposit, a the

radius of the wire, vits velocity of withdrawal, y the surface tension of the glass,

and n IB a quantity, small compared with y, expressing the influence of gravity.

In carrying out the experiments the value of u is selected so that t'la diflers

little from 0*8, m order that the last term be small

It has been found experimentally that

C = 0 10

The values of y were obtained from Washburn and Libnian's* measurements

for a glass having the same percentages of soda and sihca as the glass NFL 15,

on which the present measurements have been made A linear relation has

been assumed for the variation of y with temperature. (For glasscR not within

the series investigated by Washburn and Libman, our viscometer could be

readily adapted for the measurement of surface tension
)

The values of n

depend upon i'ja, a, and the constant A The variation of n with t'ja^ when a

IS equal to 0 0001695, and k is equal to 2 8, is shown in Table I, For other

values of a or A, recourse may be had to the relation

n °c ita».

Table I

* Wuhbum and UbiDan, ‘ Bulletin No. 140, Engmeerlug ExparlmeDt Station, University

d lUmois.’
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Owing to the difficulties, duoussed later, of asBigniDg au exact value to A;, the

rcHolts of the present measuiementB have been plotted in terniH of /nr; instead of

in terms of t], bo as to avoid the recaiculationB which might be nocossary if k

were subeequently found to be m error Strictly epeaking, n and C also depend

on A, but a large change m k would bo required to produce an appreciable change

in 7} due to neglecting to allow for the variation of n and C

The viacoaity iDeasurements which have been made iii the maimer desenbed

have all been carried out on glass of approximately the eonipo^ition of

N.F L 16 * In Bomo cases the glasses were made fmm batch, and iii the last

serleB cullet was used on which viscosity measurements had previously becu made

by another method. Preliminary measurements with glasses made from batch

showed the neoessity for taking great care to ensure homogeneity of the glass

before making determinations This is not surprising when it is reab'^ed that

tho average thickness of the glass him is only 0 1 mm Although from s^me

points of view the extreme sensitivity of the apparatus to slight heterogeneity is

disadvantageous, it will be seen later that by this means phenomena have lieen

observed which might readily be overlooked if a more conventional type of

apparatus were used.

The measurements on glass E shown in fig 4 were made mainly to see whether

cooling a glass to room temperatures and reheating would modify its viscosity.

The glass, uutially melteil from batch in an iridio-platmum crucible at a tem-

perature of approximately 1450°, was stirred for a short time by hand with

a platmum stirrer, and cooled comparatively quickly. An analysis of the

glass was made after the viBoosity measurements and gave the following

composition .

—

SiOg .. 73 42

AlgOg 0 32

Fe^Oj . 0'16

CaO 6’90

MgO .. 0-28

Na,0 . 18 08

100-06

The first measurements were made at about 1570° and are shown by crosses.

These points are unreliable, as tho maximum speed of the motor was too low^

• ' Traiu Sac GUtt Xeoh./ vol 0, p. 220 (1029).
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so that the amount of glass adhenng td the wire was lomifficient for accurate

weighing. The speed of the motor has since been increased. Four measure-

Fni. 4

ments, also shown by orossos, were then made at about 1390°, after which

the furnace was switched off.

On reheating, the furnace burnt out at the working temperature before

further measurements could be made. The furnace was reconstructed, and

the glass again heated to about 1000°, when the furnace had unfortunately to

be turned out. The glass was again heated to about 1390° and several measure-

ments made (shown by heavy dots) before swibohing oft the furnace and allowing

the gloss to cool to room temperatures The last procedure was twice repeated,

but on the second occasion the general shape of the log t]

—

temperature oorve

was obtained before cooling to room temperatures from 1040°, The points

^ (heavy dots) determined by these measurements were irregular in their order
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with respect to temperature, On reheating the glass to 1390°, the five points

shown by circlea were obtained. It will at once be noticed that these points,

whilst agreeing excellently amongst eiich other, are some 10 per cent higher in

viscosity than would be anticipated from consideration of the other points.

This effect has been found in later work, and appears to be due to shutting

off the furnace at a low temperature prior to reheating and making the

measurements.

The effect of switching off the furnace at 1040° instead of 1390° would be to

cool the glass somewhat more slowly through the temperatures a little below

1040°. In this connection we may note that the devitrification temperatuie of

the glass should be, from the work of Morey and Bowen, about 950° The rise

m Yiscosity, even if duo to slow cooling through a critical range, is not necessarily

connected with Jevitnfication, as another curious effect exists m the glass at

temperatures below about 1200° In the present case this is shown by a loss

of precision in the measurements made below 1200°, and it will lie seen that this

effect has been repeated several times in other experiments, although in certain

ciroumstances the normal precision is obtainable The results of the E senes

of experiments suggested that the viscosity of the glass between 1200° and 1500°

is perfectly definite so long as the glass has first been properly stirred, and so

long as it has not been held too long in some temperature range below 1200°.

Those considerations further suggested tho possibility of calibrating the new

method of measurement by means of the gloss NFL, 15, of which tho viscosity

had proYiously been measured by the falling bail method * Cullct from the

faUmg ball method was available which probably fulfilled the necessary con-

ditions with sufficient accuracy It had been cooled to room temperatures from

1044°, but hod been cooled much more quickly than ooouis with the present

furnace. The " F ” senes of measurements shown in fig 5 was aooorduLgly

carried out on some of this cullet. No preliminary atimng was performed, os

the ouUet appeared homogeneous As was expected, an extremely concordant

senes of readings was obtained in an irregular order between about 1200° and

1470°. The readings are shown in the figure as heavy dots close to the lower line.

At temperatures near 1160°, however, the pomts are very scattered, although

their geometrical centre lies on a prolongation of the smooth curve passing

through pomts obtained at higher temperatures. This is an important fact

in connection with any explanation of tho phenomenon, since it ehminates a

number of possibilities After obtaimng the scattered points below 1200°, the

temperature was raised to ]uat about 1200°, and the usual precision of 3 per

* ‘ Tnna fioo OUm Teoh.,' ycL 0, p. 830 (1020).

2 MYOL. cm.—A.
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o«Dt was regained (A vanation of 3 per cent in t] is roughly equivalent to a

temperature vanation of 3°
) The temperature waa subsequently raised to

Flo 3

1460°, and a point on the curve obtained. The following day the optical

pyrometer was compared with a thermocouple immersed in the glass at 1420°
,

the day after, this operation waa repeated at 1170°, after which the furnace was

cooled to room temperatures On reheating the glass to 1360°, the viscoaity

was found to be some 15 per cent, higher than before Thu phenomenon had

previously been observed in the case of the glass E.

Measurements were then made over a large range of temperature, the results

being shown as crosses on the diagram, From 1200° to 1470° the viscosity was

consistently 15 per cent, higher than had previously been found. At higher

temperatures the increase was only about 5 per cent., although subsequent

measurements abont 1240° showed the full 15 per cent, rise, The precision of

this senes of measurements is dutinctly lower than the normal Below 1200°

erratic results were agam obtained, and, as before, varied abont a mean point

tn the anticipated position At the end of this senes, a number of measure-

ments were made about 1475°, where a slight discontinuity seemed apparent.

(A tranaformation in silica is known to occur about this temperature.) The
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further TneAauremeutfi did not confirm thie idea, although they did not definitely

disprove it At this stage the temperature was maintained for 24 hours at

1624°, and thereafter a new series of points was obtained, shown m the figure

by circles Subsequent analysis showed that the glass lost soda at the high

temperature, and the new scries showed a marked increase of viscosity (Up

to this point the consistency of the vanous measurenienta negatives the possi-

bility of appreciable change of composition of the glass with time
) The

original precision was completely regained in the new soncs and a curve was

obtained substantially parallel to the first curve (The differences in log Arr]

are 0 1 67 at 1200°, 0 170 at 1 300°, and 0 - 1 64 at 1400°
) In this senes, however,

accurate readings were obtained down to a temperature of 1066°.

At this point the outer winding of the furnace broke, necessitating various

repairs. The glass was then reheated to 1440° Measurements at this tem-

perature were vitiated by leakage in the potentiometer owing to damp weather

Subsequently, however, a sories of measurements was obtained, indicated on the

diagram by crossed circles These results are very close to the previous ones,

but owing to the repair bo the furnace it was not possible to determine whether

a slight shift had taken place or not, since the optical pyrometer readings can

be inffuenced by small changes in the temperature gradients The customary

variations were observed below 1200° From these results, and those of the

“ C " senes described below, it is concluded that below 1200° a change normally

occurs in the glass which had previously been homogeneous at higher tem-

peratures, but that m some circumstances this change may not occur, the glass

being then metastable, and yielding a definite visoosity'temperature curve oon-

tmuoua with that obtamed at higher temperatures. The nature of the change

below 1200° 16 not known, bub it is interesting to note that li the furnace, at a

temperature above 1200°, is turned down in the evening, irregular results are

found the next morning at a temperature below 1200°. (Measurements at a

new temperature cannot be made sooner than this, owing to the necessity

lor reaching temperature equilibrium m the furnace ) Further, maintaining

the glass f^ a week at about 1130°, making frequent measurements, failed to

reveal any tendency towards a new equihbnum on the one hand, or towards

greater irregularity on the other The analyses of the glass F before and

after heating to 1624° are given below

2 M 2
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Fi F.

SiOj 72 22 74-20

AlA 0-71 0 62

Fe.Og 0-11 0 22

CaO 6 94 7-00

MgO 0-53 0 26

KagO 19-49 (Bydiff.) 17*40

100 00 99-89

The “ C ” expenmentfi, to which reference has been made, were done, before

the othcTH, on a gLasa of the following composition —
SlOa 72-80

AljOg FejOj 0-84

CaO 7-13

MgO 0 22

Na^O 18*06

99-95

The glass was melted from batch at about 1450°, but was not stirred It

was cooled to room temperature comparatively quickly before viscosity measure-

ments were made The depths of immersion used in the calculations were not

corrected for tho longitudinal contraction of the glass at the upper end of the

deposit. The contraction may also have been somewhat variable owing to

a slight difference in technique as compared with the later work Neglect of

this correction tends to raise sbghtly the apparent viscosity at the higher

temperatures Fig 6 shows the results obtained, the hrst series of measiue-

ments being indicated by crosses Since the glass was not stirred, it was

probably not quite homogeneous, and therefore the measurements were lees

concordant than in later work. In spite of this, the scattering of the pointa

below 1200° IB very noticeable After these measurements, the tompeiaiuie

of the glaes was raised to about 1460° in the hope of producing complete homo-

geneity The points shown as circles Were then obtained^ and it is mterestiiig

to note that the usual effect below 1200° was not apparent, the glass being

peaumably in a metastable state. This series was teiminated by oocAing the

glass to room temperature from 1389°i after which the points indicated by
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heavy dots were obtained. The expenmcnts were ended at a tomperatuie of

1086°, as traces of platinum sponge due to the thermocouple were observed in

the gloss.

6(au C

Fig 0.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the present apparatus shows a con-

siderable advance over previous visconieters for molten glass, both from the

point of view of procisioii (i 3 per cent of the viscosity) and also because of

the possibility of prolonged expenments on the same specimen of glass, which,

li required, may bo tooled to room temperatures and reheated an indefinite

number of limes In the case of the particular glass experimented upon, it

has been shown that, once homogeneity has been aitamod at a high temperature,

its viscosity at temperatures above 1200'’ is repeatable to ±3 per cent This

holds BO long as the composition of the glass has not been changed by volatilisa-

tion^ and this is inappreciable except at extremely high temperatures. The

viscosity at temperatures above 1200° is unaffected by coohng the glass to room

temperature and reheating, provided that the glass be not held too long

witbm a certain critical temperature range which is below 1200°,
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At temperaturea below 1200° it appe&ra that the glaaa ia capable of enating

in at leaat two atates, lesultiDg in conaiderable variationa of viscoaity. The

mean viacoaity in thia case la that which would be anticipated from an extra-

polation of the curve from temperaturea above 1200°. In certain oircum-

atancea it la poaaible to obtain the glaaa at temperaturea below 1200° in a

metaatable atato aimilar to ita state at high temperaturea In this case the

viacoaity-temperature curve la continuous, and of the aame precision throughout

These obaervationa may have an important bearing on certain phenomena

which are well known to the glass maker. Numcroua observations have

been made which show that many properties of glassj including brittleness, and

more particularly the complex factors which govern its mechanical behaviour

during working, are influenced by variations in the conditions of founding which

are without efleot on the final chemical composition Such variations may be,

for example, changes in the moisture content of the batch, diiferences of heat

treatment, or vanations in the proportion of cuUet, i f
,
previously melted glass,

added to the batch * Smee it has been shown that a glass, homogeneous at

high temperatures, may exist m more than one state when cooled below a

certain temperature, it is no longer surprising that the working properties should

be influenced by variations in the melting procedure The vanations of

viscosity, which may be present in glass below a certain temperature, indicate

some degree of heterogeneity which may be a cause both of unsatisfactory

working properties when hot and of brittleness when cold

Appendix.

Theory of the Ne^o y\soometer.

Experiment shows that the thickness of the deposit on the wire veiry quickly

approaches a limiting value on withdrawal at a uniform velocity.

Let ^ = mean thickness of deposit.

a ^ radius of the wire.

T} = viscosity of glass.

p = density of glass.

Y s surface tension of glass.

g » acceleration due to gravity.

V velocity of wire,

I ^ depth of unmersioB of wire.

* W. E S. Tomer, ' Glass RepesnshAnqdatlou Banetin,' No^ IS (Feb., lOSK) F. Eokot,
‘ TrsDS Soo. Glass Teoh voL 10, p 00 (1036).
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Then, since i'ja is dimensionless, we must have

T, J!!^, ^),
a \a Y 99^ ^

'

the fanction on the fight including all possible independent dimensionless com-

binations of the variables presumed to be mvolve<l in determining the course

of the phenomenon.

It is also known from experiment that the value of t'ja is independent of Ija

unless the latter be very small As regards the second term, experiment shows

that, Tietwccn certain limits of t'ja,

— —
a Y

’

where, as is shown later, xhaa a value varying slightly with i'j

a

An approximation to the effect of the third term can be calculated by regarding

it as a correction to be applied to allow for the effect of gravity In the present

experiments tJie value of this correction has only rarely exceeded 10 percent, in

the case of the aeries In later expenments it has always been well below

10 per cent
,
since t'ja has not been allowed to differ greatly from the value 0 '8,

which has been adopted as the most convenient The fourth term obviously

expresses a pure inertia effect It is not possible to calculate the whole work

done in accelerating the various portions of the liquid disturbed, but wo can

calculate the work done in accelerating the liquid which adheres to the wire,

and this work must be an appreciable fraction of the whole work in question

LetM = total mass of glass lifted Then the work done in changing its velocity

from 0 to i\], IS

The work done against gravity is where Iq is the length of immeraion

The greatest value of in our expenments is 0-64, whereas ^ has the

1

FiOw 7.
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value 2^13. The ratio of these hgures is suihoient to show that the fourth term

is small compared with the third, and may therefore be neglected.

Let us now calculate the effect of gravity, We shall suppose that a wire of

radius a is pulled out of a liquid of zero surface tension. (See fig. 7 )

Following the method of the Research Staff of the General ElcctnoCompany^*

we write

d / dV
y

therefore

therefore

therefore

iv ^ Jrl r -1

therefore

"" = + 2 ]•

or

(1)

Now when r ^ a -h i' 0,

whence

..-H[(. + ,)=lo,(l+i)
'+^'J (2)

If we now take / = 3a as a particular case, we have from (1)

and since the upward flow of glass at A must be equal to that at R,

theieiore

vJV^al' + n -

roTC (2a^' -\- = f V (27Tr) dr,

= IUdoo'- £22^(89 '3),

”1

* “ A Problem in Vliaaitly,” ‘ FhiL Meg.’ val 44, p. lOOS (192S).
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therefore

.V'* H- 2v^' 4- (^5-5222! _ ISnba*) = 0,
\ I)

whence

^ ^10„.._82J£22l
WoT)

Now the value of pff/’Oor] must satisfy equation (2). Whence

= 1/7 338

therefore

t' = -fl+ A/l6a»^i5_ifl2
7 338

= 0’96a

Returning to equation (2) and substituting therein i = 3a, wo obtain

*’0 = ^( 1^

-

68) (5)
2t)

Wo are now m a position to find what value g would have to take in order

that for the value of Vq ivhich gives f' = 0 96a when surface tension la alone

operaling, t' for the purely gravitational case would have the same value,

namely, 0 96a

For the surface tension case we have sufRcicully nearly

i'ja = 2'8-r)Vo/Y

(The derivation of this relation from experiment appears later

)

Therefore

0 96 = 2 RTjt'o/y,

therefore

Now from (3) we have
7]Vo = 0 * 3428y,

2i)?>o ^ 0 fifiSOy

14-fi8po®"" 14 68pa“

(where g' is the sought fictitious value of q)

Whence, finally, since = 981,

g _8 91

g' Y

These calculations have been repeated for various values of t as shown in the

table below .

—
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Table II

ija V(a

U U 0

\ 0 33 2 2a;>»

3 0 B6 H yi/y
6 1 S4 [13 /y

From tbeue reRult^ Table 1, in the text, was derived by interpolation, the

quantity n being defined by the relation

^ =yW/
It will be seen that the implicit assumption has been made that if be a sup-

posititious value of g which, in the absence of surface tension, would give a

value of tf equal to that given by a surface tension y in the absence of gravity,

then the cflect of y and g acting simultaneously is equivalent to a surface tension

Y acting alone, where
y' = Y +'l9l9'

In this way we are now able to write our fundamental equation

This equation may be written

t'la = ^lYi
where 2 is a function of ^/a.

By suitably choosmg the values of v m the various experiments we can

arrange for t'/a^ and therefore 2
,
to be constant (The value 0'8 has been

selected as the best value to take for t^/a)

Writing k for the constant value of 2, we have, finally,

t'la = OQ = hjvlY- (4)

As it IS not practicable to withdraw the wire at the precise value of v required

to make fja equal to 0-8, the variation of 2 with fja was determined by

experunent, keeping the temperature approximately constant, and correcting

the results to the mean temperature of 1390°. Fig. 8 shows log 2^ (i) being

constant) plotted against fJa in the case of glass E, A straight line lepTesents

the relationship obtained with sufficient accuracy. From the slope of this

line (denoted on page 4 by G ”), experimental results can be corrected to the

standard value of 0-6, thus penmtting the use of equation (4). The
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aBBumption ib here nude that the correction la independent of viacoaity Aa

thiB aaffiimption ia not likely to be strictly correct, the expemnents should be

conducted so ^t the correction la anuill.

Kio. 8.

The concordance of the results obtained in the ‘*E” and "F" acnea of

measurements shows that errors due to inaccuracy of this correction are small

compared with errors due to other c&uscs It will be seen later that this

correction probably represents chiefly an effect due to the inffuencc of the rate

of shear on the apparent value of y], a phenomenon which could not be taken

into account m the dimensional analysis. If this be really the case, x has a

constant value in the case of an ideal liquid, and the empirical correction which

we are considering must be regarded as applying only to the particular glass

OIL which It was determined

Let us now turn our attention to the eicperimental detenninatiou of the

oonatant k This determination depends upon the measurements, to which

reference has already been made, on the glass N.P.L. 15.

It has previously been suggested* that the variation of the calibration

factor with V) of the falling platinum ball apparatus used for the measurements

in question is due to a variation with rate of shear of the apparent viscosity

* Stotti Irvine and Turner, ' Boy. Soe. Proo./ A, voL 108. p. 154 (1925).
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of the Byrup used for cahbretion. Careful coDeideratioii of our own and Waah-

burn’a nioaaurementfi lends colour to this hypothesis, and our own meaBDrements

have now been corrected lu the following manner —
For the large ball the average velocity of fall determiDiog the calibration

factor may bo taken as 4 ems /hoc Now the calibration factor is obtained from

the ratio of viacosity determined by the falling of the large ball to that deter-

mined by the lalling of a very small ball If the calibration be performed at

such a viscosity that the ratios of the velocities of the large and small balls

are in the ratio of their radii, the motion will be similar in the two cases, and

the true calibration factor will be obtained

The ratio of the radii being 1/0 1189 the velocity of the small balls must be

- 4 (0 1189)

We have also, for the particular small balls used,

« = 4/t|

Whence

therefore

and

4 (0 n89) = 4/Ti,

t) = 8'41

log Y) — 0 934

The true calibration factor should therefore bo obtained when log yj = 0*934

The curve* showing the values of the calibration factor plotted against log tj

does not extend far enough, but by extrapolation the value of the calibration

factor is found to be 22 0, Fig 9 shows the ongiaal logYj — temperature curve A,

of gloss NFL 15, together with the revised curve, B, calculated from a constant

calibration factor of 22*0. (As a result of minor corrections, the experimental

points shown be somewhat nearer to the curve than in the previous publication,

but the lino itself is unchanged ) Companson of the log yj
— temperature curve,

B, of the glass NFL 15, with the measurements made on glass Fi (taken from

the centre of the pot on which the measurements were made on gloss N.F.L. 15)

showed at once a considerablo variation with viscosity of the factor kf which

was much greater than the corresponding apparent variation of the calibration

factor of the platinum ball apparatus when using aynip.

Smee dimensional analysis fails to account for such a variation of k, it is

reasonable to enquire whether the viscosity of glass is really independent of the

rate of shear, as was liecessanly assumed for the purpose of analysis. Should

• Loc^eO.
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Now

and

therefore

r ^ /O T + hi ^ (0’40) (152 6 +2-8)
' \ali x,7,

Y + ^2 _ (l’i^O)(J52 5 4-12 1)

I,T] 10““

ya/e, = 2 645.

Hence, when v vanes in the ratio 2*645 . 1, log x vanes by 0*080, or x vanea

by 20 per cent

Further, log 2 645 — 0 422, and log for N P L 15 (fig 9, curve B) vanea

by thjB amount from 1400" to 1202° Over the same temperature range log k

vanes from 0 454 to 0-545, that is, k vanes by 23 per cent The concordance

of measurements made over a considerable range of values of v at vanous

temperatures shows that the variation of x with o does not depend very greatly

on temperature The approximate equality of the figures calculated above

may therefore be regarded as evidence that the change of x with v is mainly

due to the infiuence of rate of shear.

We are now in some difficulty with regard to the value of k, If we reject the

idea that the viscosity of glass is influenced by the rate of shear, we can only

asenbe the variation of ^ to expenmental error If, as is more reasonable,

we accept the idea, k ahoidd be determined at a viscosity such that the effect

of rate of shear is the same in the two types of viscometer The value of k

thus determined would be the true value applicable to a perfect liquid.

Unfortunately we are unable to make such a determination. Actually we have

adopted for ^ a value of 2*8 This is denved from observations made above

1400°, where the efiect on the apparent vuoosity of different rates of shear

would presumably be less than at lower temperatures By the use of this

value for k approximate valnes of tj may be calculated which may not be quite

comparable with values derived from another apparatus owing to differences

between the functional relationships of the mean rates of shear to the

viBOOBities measured. In the case of the wire viscometer the mean rate of

shear is inversely proportional to tj. In the case of oni older method, and that

of Washburn, the rate of shear is independent of >], and is roughly constant.

Owing to these difficulties, we have plotted our results in terms of hti rather

than in terms of yj. It may also be noted that the value of the gravity cor-

reotion n depends on A A change in the calculated value of v] of 1 per oent«

may occur for this reason, if we yaty h by the amount found in the calibration
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over the whole range of oui expenmenta. A further amaU source of eiroi La

involved in the aseumption of linearity for the venation of the surface tenaion

of the glass with temperature. Judging from an exact curve given by Wash'

burn for a somewhat different glass, the error due to this cause may amount to

i 2 or 3 per cent

Tuming again to hg 9, an interesting comparison can be made between the

slopes of the log-r]—temperature curves of the glass N.P.L. 15 obtained in vanous

ways Curve A represents the results of the platinum ball determinations as

calculated in the original manner Curve B represents the same results

Table 111

7 n r + Lotf tn
0 10

(-Q,
Log tij Tsrap, Date

IK 0 7123 0 533 m 4 5-0
1

108 3
1

2 325 0 000 2 334 1301 5 7 12,25
2 0 6160 0 4005 ini 0 4-0 156 8 2 288 0 018 2 306 1400 4 8 12 26
a 0 0016 0 0025

1

152 a 6 4 167 7 2 317 0 014 2 331 1103 0
4 0 0663 0 508 152 2 5 4 167 6 2 315 0 013 2 328 1304 L

a 0 0116 0 064501 104 0 4 8 100 7 3-270 0 OIB 3 208 1172 0 0 12 80
6 0 8085 0 oeioo' 160 4 7 0 172 4 3 308 ^ 001 3 307 1101 0
7 0 0380 0 0482e^ 160 a

1

5 1 170 0 3 350 0 010 3 371 use a
8 0 7144 0 0634 166 6

1

6 0 172 0 3 280 0-000 a 208 1144 6

0 0 0005 0 005 148 1
1

a 8
1

151 0 2 114 0 020 2 148 1460-6 10 12 25
10 0 0306 0 640 148 2 4-1 152 a 2 100 0 026 2 132 1403 0
u 0 SOU 0 0370 140 0 4 0 153 6 a 154 0-021 2 175 1400 4

IS 0 5680 0-200 107 7 4 3 102 0 2 040 0 084 2-060 1200 3 11 12,25
u 0-8046 0 202 108 1 7 0 165 1 2 705 —0 000 2 705 1200 8
u 0 8127 0 262 108 1 7 1 105 2 2-710 —0 001 2 700 1200 6
IK 0A20S 0 0610 105 a 4 0 170 S 3 230 0 UIB 3 218 UBl 5 14 12 20
16 0 0438 0 07465 166 0 8 7 174 7 3 340 —0 014 3 831 1153 0
IS 1 US04 0 0603 105 0 10 1 176 0 3 440 —0 026 3 420 1161 Q 15.12J6
19 1 0000 0 0053 166 2 0 4 175 6 3 002 —0 020 3-482 1150 7

30
1

0 7130 0 0663 166 4 6 0 172 4 3 347 0 000 3 356 1147 8
21 0 0870 0 0670 106 5 5-7 172 2 a 311 0 oil 3-322 1144 0
23 1 0 7020 0 J243 101-8 5-8

1

107 0 2 070 O-OIO 2-086 1226-8 10 12,25
23 0 8188 0 1233 162-6 7 1 160 6 a 040 —0 001 3 048 1215-3
24 0 6801 1 0 10005 162 5 5 7 108 2 a 026 0 oil 3-087 1214 2
a» 0 7831 1 0-1124 102 8 6-7 160 0 a 072 0 002 a 074 120B-2
20 0 5032

1

0 074 148 4 4-6 153 0 2 120 0 021 2 100 1460-5 17 12 20
83 0 8400 0 406 103 0 7 1 100 1 2 433 —0 004 2 420 1381 0 4126
34 0 7628 0 407 158 5 0 2 108 7 2 387 0 004 2 301 1388 7 6.126
30 0-8118 0-400 152 6 0 8 108 8 2 417 —0 001 a 416 1380 4
36 0-9040 0 400 163 2 7 4 100 6 2 448 ^006 2-442 1377-1
87 0 0054 0 250 166-2 0-1 161-3 2 026 0 014 2 040 1324 0 61.86
38 0 8866 0 270 1 157 1 7 1 164 2 2 002 —0-004 a 088 1307-0
M 0 5064 0 547 148 0 4-L 152-6 8-100 0 024 2 214 1400-4 7 1.26
40 O'TOOO 0 006 147 6 0-6 104 1 a 128 0 001 2 180 1475-2
41 0 7000 0 010 147 0 6-0 103 6 a 114 0 000 2-124 1484-

1

aiJ6
42

1

0 6770 ] 0 000 144 2 4-3 148 6 1 081 0-022 2-003 1038 8
48

'

0 7715 0-1886 100 0 0-8 100-8 2 9^ 0-003 2-071 1248 4 11 1 26

44
1

0 7476 0-184 100 0 0-1 16fl-7 8-008 D 005 2-B73 1847-2
40 0<0211 0 1873 101 3 8-1 160 4 3 odo -0 018 3-042 1236 0
40

1

0 8001 0 oaol 168 0 0 7 160-7 8-803 r-0 OOO 8 803 1206 a 12,1.26

47 1 0 8360 0 0077 168 4 7 1 170-5 a-i«4 M) 004 8-160 IlOO 7
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Table 111—(contmued).

Expt i'/a V y n T + n LogZr,
0 10

(*) U>g hv Temp

4aF 1 3410 0 117 163-9 12 2 175 7 a 270 —0 044 3 220 1107 1

4D 0 BIBO 0 04B8 107 0 8 0 176 0 3 BOO —0 012 3 407 1136 3 13 1 26

90 0 8898 0 0413 168 1 7-6 176 7 3 670 ^-0 009 3 567 1116 1

51 0-6200 0 0401 166 6 4 8 171 6 3 43B 0 017 3 447 1130-7 14 126
92 0 7208 0 0428 106 0 9 0 172 8 3 468 0 007 3 476 1138 1

S3 0 8610 0 0470 107-4 7 4 174 8 3-600 008 3 404 1120 3

54 1 3043 0 0400 107-2 12 0 170 6 3 099 —0*046 3 613 1132 7 15 ue
SS 0 7397 0 044B 107 0 0 0 173 0 J-453 U 006 3 450 1135 9

50 1-0704 0 0470 167-2 0 0 177 I 3 006 027 3 970 1133 2

B7 0 1)781 0 04439 166 7 8 8 175 S 3 588 —0 018 3 970 1141 6 10,1 26
68 0-7413 0 rMBB 106 0 0 0 172 0 a 417 O-QOO S 423 1153 0 18.1.26

1 0048 0 0457 106-6 0 8 170 4 3-014 —0 026 3 588 1U3 6

00 0 8263 0 1540 160-0 fl B 106 B 2 092 —0 003 2 049 1290 6 IB.l 26

61 0 7794 0 1306 100 0 6 4 107 0 2 067 0 002 3 06D 1246 2

62 0 7407 U 1355 160 9 6 0 166 5 2 090 0 006 2 069 1240 7

03 0 7876 0 1387 100 B 0 5 107 3 a 078 0 001 2 B70 1241 8

64 0 7318 0-701 147 6 Q D 193-4 2 175 0 007 2 182 1476 8 20.1 26

05 0 6713 0 748 147 6 9 3 152 B 2 137 0 013 2 160 1474-1

00 0 7127 0 7379 147 7 5-7 153 4 2 171 0 000 2 180 1473 0
07 0 0860 0 743 147-6 9-4 193 0 2 ISl 0 oil 2-102 1479 7

68 0 0822 0-7Q75 146 7 6 4 162 1 2 114 0 012 2-126 1480 7 91 1 26

70 1 2111 0 2992 168 1 11 8 IflO 0 2 000 —0 041 2-869 1200 7 29 1 26

71 1 0031 0 2031 158 4 0 1 167 9 2 018 —0 020 2 808 1986 2

72 0 8873 0-1784 198 e 7 0 166 2 2 017 —0 009 2-008 1283 6

78 0 8487 0 4309 152 4 7 2 199 0 2 4BB -~0 005 2 403 1300-5 26 1 20

74 0 7670 0 379 192 0 6 a 158 0 2 512 0 003 2 916 1387 9
7B 0'7302 0-343 153 0 5 0 168 0 2 020 0-007 2 930 1381 2
76 0 7497 0 1281 190 8 6 1 109 B 2 089 0 005 2 090 1262 7 27 1 26

77 0 B6S1 0 1310
1

160 0
1

0 4 lee 0 3 OBO —0 019 3 075 1247 7

7ft 0 8817 0 1247 1 160 6 1 7-6 1 108 2 ^ 3 076 —0 008 3 067 1246 4

7® 0 0072 0 0000 163 3 9-2 108 5 3 268 0 013 3 281 1200 8 28 1 20

80 0-7308 0 0607 loa 8 6 0 16B 8 3 391 0 006 3 327 1101-2

81 0-0380 0 04076 107 2 8 3 176-S 3-006 —0 014 3-992 1131 0 20 1.26

82 0-0006 0-01368 170 6 9 2 179 8 3 020 0 014 3 043 1072 7 12 26
83 07217 0 01461 170 0 5 8 176 7 3 041 0 008 3-940 1067 4
84 0 7203 0 01403 171 0 5 8 176 8 3 039 0 007 3-042 1060 2 2 2.20

68 0 7807 0-2102 166 4 0 0 162 3 2 791 0 007 2-798 1331*3 119 26

W 0 7 042 0 2015 150^7 0 3 163 0 2 7BI 0 004 2-709 1316 0
BO 0 8471 0 208 197 0 7 9 164 2 2 829 —0 005 2-830 130B-7
01 0 0431 0 07205 163 3 a 3 171-6 a 391 —0 014 3-337 1200 6 12 2 26
BZ 0 7779 0 0615 103-4 6 4 169-8 3 332 0-002 3-334 1108 4
®3 0 9800 0 0689 169 0 4-4 166-4 8 193 U 031 3-174 1231-8 13 2.25

B4 0 6131 0’068J 102-4 4 7 107-1 3 176 0 OIB 3 109 1216 a

B6 0 7268 0 0700 162 4 9B 108 3 3 202 0-007 3*200 1216 9 15 9 26
BO 0 0802 0 0680 162 8 6 4 108 2 9 290 0 011 3 237 1208 6

fl7 0 0008 0 0841 103-0 7-0 170 9 a 267 —0 011 3 256 1205-3
B8 0-8063 0 06289 164 3 6 7 171-0 3 341 —0-001 3 340 1182 6 16.2J6
®0 0 8504 0 0930 109 0 7 3 172 3 3 440 -4) 000 3-410 1171 0

100 0-0201 0 0944 105 0 8 0 173 0 8-460 —0 019 4 454 1170 0
101 1-0035 0 0927 109 4 0 1 174 5 3 991 —0 080 3 901 1164 1 18 2.96

102 0 0477 0 0478 105 T 8 4 174 1 3 638 —0 016 3-693 1198*7
103 0 6429 0 04896 169 8 7 1 172-9 3 477 —0 004 3 473 1158 1

104 1 1936 0 0471 107 0 II-O 178-0 a 63B -4)035 3-604 1136 8 10.2.26

100 0'6011 0 03143 107-9 46 171-a 3-617 0*090 3-587 1132-7
100 0 0405 0 03053 166 6 8 a 174-9 9-eiB -0-014 8-005 1143*9 99.2 96
107 0-7670 0 03116 167 1 6-3 17B 4 3-630 0^003 3*633 1134*3
106 0 7B32 0 489 160-4 6 9 156 0 3-404 0 008 2 400 1429-6 23.9.26

10® 0 7890 0-486 100-4 6 5 196-9 2 404 0 001 9-400 1426*1
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emulated with a conatant oalibration factor of 22-0 For jiimJar ipaHona to

thofie given with regard to our own expenmentH, it would appear that a con-

stant calibration factor should be used for Wiwhbum’s experiments Two curves

are therefore shown representing the results of the alternative calculations

applied to Washburn's results Finally, the curve X represents the measure-

ments on glass Fl (the same as N F.L. 1 5) calculated on the basis of ^— 2 8 All

the curves except A and B have been displaced vertically by arbitrary amounts

BO as to show more conveniently the differences of slope It will be quite

clear, from a consideration of hg. 9 and the preceding discussion, that no method

has yet been devised of determining the viscous properties of glass at high

temperatures in a manner which is entirely independent of the typo of apparatus

used, and perhaps also of the properties of other liquids employed for calibra-

tion. Accordingly, for the possible convenience of other workers, Table 111

(pp. 619-520) contains the essential figures from which the results of the F

senes of measurements have been calculated

Remarks relatmg to Table 111

For Expta. IF to 26F inclusive ... = 0 0001696\ =2*60
For Expta. 33F to the end a* = 0-0001629/^

After Expt 26F a check against a thermocouple was performed at a tempera-

ture of 1460°
; on the following day a further check was carried out at 1170°,

at which temperature the furnace was switched off.

On reheating to a temperature of about 1390°, a fow expenmenU were vitiated

by the usual presence of platinum sponge in the glass due to the thermocouple

This sponge was all removed in the gloss adhering to the wires in Expfcs, 27F

to 32F.

After Expt. 08F the furnace was taken to J 624° and held there for 24 hours

before reducing the temperature to 1290° for Expt 69F.

After Expt. 84F the outer winding of the furnace failed On completion of

the repairs, the glass was reheated to 1440°, but Expta 86F to 67F at this

temperature were vitiated by leakage in the potentiometer owing to damp

weather

2 irVOL. oxn.^A.
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Amplitude of Sourid Waves in Pipes.

ByE G. Richaudson, B a
,
M Sc

,
Ph D, (University College, London).

(Communicated by Prof. A AV Porter, F RS—Received April 10, 1926 )

IntfoduciioTi

,

There has always existed considerable doubt as to the magnitude of the

periodic pressure changes, and the concomitant velocity and temperatute

changes which the air in a sounding organ pipe undergoes The difficulty of

following these rapid chauges has prevented the success of many attempts,

and results obtained by a few successful experimenters have not been m
agreement Kundt,* and, later, Dvorak,f using a manometer provided with a

valve, which opened and shut with the frequency of the air oscillations in the

pipe, measured Ihe cumulative pressure of the condensations, Tbpler and

Boltzmann I used an optical method That part of a stopped pipe close to the

node was fitted with glass windows aud placed between the plates of a Jamin

interferometer, so that part of the light which produced the interference bands

in the instrument passed through and part outside the pipe The intei>

fercnce bauds appeared to bo broadened when the pipe was sounded
,
from

the extent of the broademng, tho change of deusity or of pressure at the node

due to the vibration was calculated RapB§ obtained actual photographs of

tho oscillating bands, which the optical fatigue of the eye made to appear

widened in the earlier experiments A summary of their results is given in

Table I

Table f

Wlad preuura (inoheH of

water) 2 35 3 ] 3 9 4 7 B 0 D 4 14 0

iVtAiure nliAn(^ at, undo
(atiDoapbercfl) 0-0066

1

0 0117 0 0143 0 0103 0 021 0 027 0 OU

(Pipe 40 >; 3 5 X 6 6 cm Mouth, a S x 3-5 cm

Of courip, the oacillatory change of preeaurc will depend on tbe fonn of the

pipe and the prcsauie at which it is blown, but with the average atopped

* ' Ann. d Fhynk,' vol. 128. p 327 (18W).

t ‘Ann d Fhytik/ vol. IfiO, p. 410 (1873)

t
' Ann d. Fhyilk,’ vol 141, p. 321 (1870)

§
‘ Ann d. Fhydh,' vol. SO, p. IDS (1801)
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diapaapn, blown at a few inches of water, the diBcrepancy between the reaulta

by different methods is still too great Against the valvc-manomoter the

criticism may be levelled that the motion of the air in the pipe is seriously

affected by the motion of the valve pallet, which will cause additional vana^

tions of pressure in the pipe, Kundt’s values are the highest (his maxununi

recorded amplitude was 1 /16 atmosphere)
;
Topler and Boltzmann recorded

1/60, Rapa 1/22. Interference methods have the advantage of leaving the

air entirely undisturbed, but are troublesome both in their adaptation to

existing pipes and in their interpretation, while slight vibration of the walls

under the action of the sound waves or the blast produces shifts of the bands

of the same order os those sought for in the air motion.

The recent development of tho hot-wire anemometer suggested the adapta-

tion of this instrument to Tneasuring the average velocUy at different points

in the organ pipe, as the displacement amplitude can be calculated from this.

At the outset the object was to evolve a method by wluch, with a single

apparatus, velocity distribution in the usual form of pipe at any blowing-

pressure could be found, the instrument being of such form os not to affect

appreciably the movement of the air, either by causing a leak of preasnre or

by obstructing the flow. By using a calibrated hot-wire, each velocity is

read as tho resistance m a Post Office box required to reduce a galvanometer

defleebon to zero
,
and a complete velocity distribution curve for the pipe,

blown at a constant pressure, can be obtained m less than an hour.

Measurements mth Hot-Wxte Qnds

The idea of this method came after reading a paper by Richards.* This

author placed the grid of a Tucker-Pans hot-wire microphone on one prong

of a vibrating tuning-fork, and measured the steady drop of resistance produced

when the microphone was rooked through vanous amplitudes By comparing

this with the resistance drop produced when the gnd was used as an auemo-

inetei in a steady wind, he found that tho effect of the oscillating draught was

the same as that of a steady wind, whose velocity was equal to the mtmmum
velocity in the perunl of oscillation. When the air surrounding the wire is

executing B.H.M. with an instantaneous displacement given by y a sin 2n/i/,

a being the amplitude of the vibration, the maximum velocity = 27ma.

Measurement of the steady resistance drop of a hot-wire placed at any point

m a pipe, containing particles of air executing BH.M., will therefore enable

^ PhJ. Mag..' vol. 44, p 926 (1923),
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uB to determino the amplitude of the vibration at this point, if the hot-wire

II calibrated ui a steady draught.

Fio 1

The grid used cooHuted of 0 OOI-mch platinum wire wound crua-oroifi

fashion on a thin square mica frame, supported by thin oopper wires attached

to an ebonite frame (2^ inches square) made to fit o wooden diapason of the

same section (fig, 1) Both frames were designed to obstruct the movement

of the air as Ltble as possible, but, as will be shown later, this was not entirely

avoided The grid, together with an ammeter, formed one arm of a Post Office

box, in which ratio coils of 100 ohms were employed The balancing arm of

the box was extended by a sliding resistance of 1 ohm, consisting of a meter

wire, enabling adjustments to be made to 0 01 ohm (hg. 1). Tt was necessary

that the slider should always make contact durmg the balancing, for, if this

failed, the increased current through the hot-wire was sufficient to burn it out.

The current through the grid kept it just at red heat in the alisence of air

movements
,

by balancing the altered resistance in the air current on the

Post Office Box, the grid was employed at constant heating current, The

gnd was first calibrated in the steady draught produced in a horizontal wooden

tube, by running water in and out of a reservoir to which it was connected.

From the rate of rise or fall of water measured on a glass gauge the velocity of

the steady draught was obtained. On the first grid Uised, the wire lay alter-

nately on each face of the mica frame. Calibration curves of this grid for

negative and positive velocities (sucked and blown air) showed asymmetry

about an axis corresponding to V 0 ;
that is to say, the greatest resistance

was found when V had a small value in one direction, and fell oil on both
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positive aixd negative sidea of this value. This occurred whether the grid

wires were horizontal or vertical. A oOrresponding asyminetry was observed

by Tucker and Pans* when they calibrated their hot-wire microphone, and

is probably due to interference of the convection currents from individua]

wires, the resistance having its greatest value when the individuiil wires are

expenenoing the greatest '' assistance ” from the rest. In an endeavour to

make a grid whose resistance ahould be independent of the direction of the

draught, the wire was wound so that the exposed portions lay all on the same

face of the mica frame, and therefore all in one plane When this was placed

with the strands horizontal in the tube, the convection interference was a

maximum when no draught was present, and its resistanc^e fell symmetrically

in nearly parabolic form, when an incrpasing wind from either direction played

on the grid At about 4 cm per second a point of inflexion occurs (fig. 2)

The first part of this curve corresponds to that obtained by Tucker and Paris

< ' FhU. Trans.,' A, vol. 221, p. 380 (1021).
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Ah soon as the investigation in the organ pipe was ootnmenood, it was found

that the Tesiatanoe-drops near the mouth of the pipe were much beyond those

which could be obtauied with the tube and water tank, Accordingly, a 50K;m.

wind channel was erected in the Carey Foster liaboratory, capable of producing

velouties up to 500 cm per second with its } h p fan In the experimental

portion of the channel there was a “ static hole ” so that the pressure ditTerence

between the outside atmosphere and that caused by suction over the hole

could be read on a Chattock tilting manometer The static hole was first

standardised by comparing readings taken on it with those from a Pitot pair

placed in the centre of the channel
,

the calibration of the grid was then

completed in the channel The complete curvo is shown in fig 3 ,
when

V exceeds 40, the relation between Y and dR becomes linear King,^ who

worked with a single hot-wirc in these high velocity winds, found a linear

relation to hold. The actual calibration curve therefore incorporates the

low-speed relation of Tucker and Fans with King’s law at high speeds.

Before uinng the cabbrated grid in the organ pipe, one more expeniuent

was necessary The relation found by Richards that the steady drop in a

* • Phil. Trans ; A vol. 214, p S73 (1914).
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8 H nlternatini; draught wa£ proportional tu the maximum velocity in the

8 HJVt, required extending to the linear part of the R V curve, as huj reaulta

cover the curvilinear part only That the relation holds over the entire

portion of the curve required in Iheae experiments (up to V — 10(») was verified

by oaciUatiug the grid m a direction at right angles to the plane of the frame

on the piston of a reciprocating ongine, at large amplitudoa and frequencies

Values of the maximum velocitiea calculated from the formula V -- 2Tr>w

appear as crosses on the steady draught curve of fig 3 As the motion in the

organ pipe is not always even approximately simple harmonic, but is repre-

sented by a Fourier sencH of decreasing amplitude and increasing frequency,

it may be inquired what is the equilibrium velocity which the grid regia t ere

under such conditions A few results were obtained wlien the grid was rocked

by moans of a double cam at a large amplitude of frequency n, sujierposed

on an oscillation of frequency 2/i and smaller ampbtiide, imitating an open

pipe with fundamental and first harmonic The resistojUMi attBinc<l by the

grid represented that due to the fundamental slightly reduced by the presence

of the overtone, but uo simple relation could be found, consequently the calcu-

lations of amplitude made are confined to the pure tone of the stopped wocwlen

diapason

The grid was now ready for use in the stopped organ pipe, which was of

square section 9 cm, wide and 75 cm, from upper lip to stop, the mouth being

6 by 2-25 cm, high
;

the material, pine (A sectiozi across the mouth of the

pipe U shown in tig 7 )
The grid wus supported by two thin connecting wires

at opposite corners, let into the pipe to the requisite distance The pipe was

supported horizontally (though it was tonnd that it made very little difference

if it was vertical), the hcoting current adjusted to give a resistance corre-

sponding to V =- 0 on the calibration curve, the pipe blown at constant

pressure (assurefl by an adjustable valve between the wind chamber and the

mouth), and, after a few seconds, the new resistance found on the Post Otiice

box. From this resistance the corresponding V, and from the known fre-

quency the amplitude of the vibration was calculated A series of readings,

taken when the pipe was sounding its fundamental, is shown m Table II

The alight drop m amplitude roupd about x = 50 seems to indicate a trace

of the second harmonic, though this could not be detected by ear Fig. 4

shows the variation of ampbtude along the pipe at various blowing pressurcsi

in the form of V ; x curves. At 5 inches pressure both fandamental and second

hannoiue were sounding well ; at 10 inches only the latter could be heard,

BO that this curve represents the overblown" state.
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Table II.—Blowing Freaaure I -fl inohea* Water. Frequency 1(M5

Distuioe x '

Oentunetrea
fran Stop

|

Zero
KeaiatAQQP

iiJovn

ReelaUnoe
V,

a in

MilUmotrw.

3 85 66 86 68 0 0
a 85 a 85 40 0 02 0 0003
D 86 48 86 40 0 1 0-0016

12 86 6 86 4 1 8 0 0273
IS 86 6 86 17 2 28 0 0340
IS 86 6

'

86 1 2 35 U 0360
21 80 6 84 96 2 65 0 0380
24 85 6 84 8 2'75 0 0410
27 86 6 84 72 2 85 0 0431
30 86 5 84<98 2>5n 0 0380
33 80 0 84 7 2 9 0 043
36 85 6 84 0 A 0 0456
ao 86 a 8i 38 3 1 0 047
42 65 0 84 4 a 06 0 0400
46 SO 5 84 06 3 26 0 040
4S 86-5 84-77 2 S 0 0436
61 85 5 84 45 3 0 0465
64 86 6 84 6 3 0 0465
6? 85 5 84 0 2 6 0 0396
00 86 6 82 8 4 a 0 072
03 86 .6 80 95 10 0 lie
06

!
86 6 79 10 0 242

69 80-5 78 08 1 03
72 86 6 1 72 66

1

70 M5

* In GommoiL with current muno«l practice, theao presauiea are given In Inchon

Fig 4 makes it obvious that the simple sine relation for the change of

velocity or displacement amplitude along the pipe is far from being satisfied

at the mouth and for a considerable distance along the pipe. While the

fpnnula y = oo am 2-Knt sin (27c:c/4L), where L represents the total distance

from node to antinodoj fits the experunental resuJts for a fraction of the length

of the pipe, varying from | to 1/10, os the pressure measured from the node

is increoBod, beyond this point (marked with an arrow in fig. 4)j the motion

snifera a rapid magmficBtion as the month is approached, due to the circu-

lation of the vortices at the mouth It appears that the circulating air in

these voiiioea contributes nothing to the pressure variations in the pipe itself.

If r represents the average strength of the vortioee, which observation shows

are formed by the aar, issuing from the slit of the mouthpiece, with the same

frequency as that of the pipe to which they are " ooupled/' we can represent

the consequent motion in the pipe under the form

;

y ^ do sin sin (29a:/4L) +
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ib ifl a funotion of the blovnng pressuie and the shape of the mouth In a

well-voiced pipe the stream of air is carefully directed on to the upper hp

;

Fw 4

any misdirection of the stream into the interior of the pipe will increase the

circula^on at the expense of the intensity of the sound produced by the pipe.

In order to find to what extent the air near the mouth was in rotation, a

single hot-wire, stretched between two brass rods, mounted on a micrometer

screw, was made to traverse the width of the pipe, the wire being kept parallel

to the mouth, first on a level with the upper lip and at another level an inch

above this Headings of the steady reaistanoe drop were taken every low

millimetres of each traverse After calibration of the hot-wire in a steady

draught, the velocity distnhufcion across the mouth, shown in hg, 6, was

obtained. Herein we see that about 60 cm./seo. of the integrated

velocity given by the gnd is due to actual osoillatoiy motion of the ait (that is,

if the motion is trulytwo-dimensional, i.e. no rotation in planes parallel to the slit).

Traversing the pipe at a pomt higher up, e,g., at 15 cm. from the upper lip,

variations of a few per cent, only in the resistance were found, while beyond

the region of oiroulataon a constant resistance drop across the section was
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foQad. Ev^n after aubtraotion of the cinsiilation, the whole of the retnaming

omphtode near the mouth would not oontnbute to the pressure changes in the

pipe, because the croaa-seotion enlarges rapidly at the mouth

P<^s9ible Errors in the Use of the Qnd.

It has been shown that a grid may be used to measure the maximum velocity,

and, therefore, the amplitude of an oscillatuig draught. The qucBtion aiisea

whether it accurately measures the “ stationary \'ibiatioii ” in an organ pipe

of the type used here. The possible sources of error presented themselves

as follows ,

—

(1) Vibration of the wire composing the grid

(2) Obstruction of the motion of the uir in the pipe by the grid frame, in

spite of Its tenuity.

(3) Effect of the thickness of the wire composing the gnd

(4) Effect of the temperature changes m the pipe which accompany the

pressure changes

The possible motions of the wire itself under the action of tlio pipe group

themselvca under two heads . Hesonance with the pipe tone , and ^EoUan

tones, Owing to the hneness and short length of the wire, the pitch of its

fundamental was usually very high, beyond the range of the lower portials

of the pipe. Any sympathetic response by the wire of a particular grid to the

note in the pipe would have manifested itself by abnormally largp resistance

drops, compared with another gnd in which the tension happened to be

different The iEoliaii tunes of a wire are produced only at dehnitc and

steady values of the w’lnd velocity,* and have also the natural frequencies of

the wire In an alternating draught of the organ pipe they would not be

maintained. In the steady draught of the wind channel they would, if

produced, show an abnormal resistance drop

To teat the second pomt, ie, whether the frame obstructed the motion,

single platinum wires wore stretched straight across the pipe at a number of

points, BO that their leads projected a milbmetre or two merely into the pipe,

and the holes made for the leads well sealed up with wax. These straight

hot-wires were cabbrated in nfu ; the stop was replaced by a wide connection

to the aspirator, converting the pipe into a miniature wind channel The

results are shown in fig 4, and also, by ciosaeB, in fig. 6, and indicate that

* V would havs to exceed fi.OOO la the oaae of the 0*001 -inch wire before an ^Uan
tone could be produced (c/, ‘ Ptoc. Fhys Soo vol, 80, p 106 (1084)).
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the original grid does give rather low resoltB, compared with the itraight wire,

though the former Beema to preserve the correct proportion down the pipe.

In measuring small oscillationa where the amplitude is comparable with the

thickness of the wire, an error may arise in the sense that a thick wire may not

measure the whole amplitude given by V 2rma. Accordingly, beside the

0-001 -inch straight- wire grids, others of wires 0 002 inch end 0 001 cm. were

tested A comparison of the readings of tliesc different wires m the non-

turbulent region of the pipe, blown at 1 8 inch preaauro, appears on fig 8,

The two thinner wires give proctirally identical valuej? at the same plnc^

in the pipe, while the 0 002-mch wire registers a somewhat lower value.

A 0 001 inch wire seems therefore sufficiently fine for our purpose, and con

stand a reasonable strain It must be remembered that an organ pipe is a

rather unstable source of sound The mere removal and replacement of the

wooden stop is sufficient to produce changes in the amplitude, especially at

the point (x — 54 cm )
where the second harmonic has a node. This accounts

for some of the variation noticed between different gnds, or between the

readings of the same grid on different occasions.

With the pressure variations in the pipe, there is a simultaneous change in

the temperature of the air, deducible from the adiabatic role, which will afieot

the renstance of the grid, apart from the cooling due to the air currents which

one claims to measure. The temperature change m the node of a stopped

pipe was measured by Neuechelei* using a 0' 001 -inch Wollaston wire at

150° G,, the oscillatory change in redetanoe being observed The maximum

estimated temperature change was 0-13^0., oorrespondiiig to a preMure

vanation in the node of 0-0156 atmosphere, the pipe being blown at

* * Aon. d. Phynk,’ vol. p. IBi
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5 mohes water. Pressure and temperature (T) are connected by the relation

^ . z. Taking the temperature coefficient of resiatance of platinum

r p
as 40 X 10^^ this would produce a resistance change of 4 X 10 * ohm, winch

can be ignored in comparison with the cooling effect observed in the method

of this paper It is doubtful whether the indications of a resistance thermo-

meter can be relied on in such small but rapid Ructuations, in spite of the

careful technique developed by Neuscheler In a recent paper, Fnese and

Waetsmaun* claim that such a “ thermometer registers a fraction (depending

on the fineness of the wire) only of the temperature changes in an osciJiation

of iOO periods per second

Calculali(yn of Pressurefrom Dis'pUicemeTU AmjdUitde

Following Topler and Boltzmann, wo can, if we wish, calculate

from the amplitude at the mouth the total pressure change at the

node during the period, using the elementary thenry The instantaneous

displacement at t being given by ^ sin 27Tnr sm (2n x/iL) the

density — 1 — ^ = 1 — 2nrU cos
,
where the normal density is 1.

Using the adiabatic relation between density and pressure, and taking the

normal pressure == 1 atmosphere, wo ffnd the total pressure change at

X ^ twice the pressure amplitude . cos (y — ratio of specific heats),

In fig. 6, if there were no circulation, and the graph hod continued in sine

form to the mouth, Vton at the antircxle would have been 6 cm /sec., and

therefore the pressure change at the nodc= ^ Vm„ = 0 000086 Vniu
c c

= 0-0003 atmosphere, considerably lower than in the organ pipe of Rapa,

Open Pipe,

In an open pipe, a considerable proportion of the resistance drop is due to

the through current of air. Results for the upper half of the same pipe, with

the stop removed, appear m fig 4 After subtraction of the 16 cm. /sec.

<4 draught at the central node, the remainder indicates increase in auic form

to the open end.

A simple open tube without mouthpiece in which the sound is maintained

by the heat of the grid itself, on the principle discovered by Rijke,! Afi

’ ' Ann. d Phyaik.' rol. 76, p 39 (1926)

t
' Ann. d, Phyuk/ vol 107, p. 680 (i860).
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iDtereatmg subject for investigation. An iron wire gnd, passing 3 amps.,

placed m the lower half of a brass tube, round which cold water circulated,

caused it to sound its fundamental when the grid became red-hot When a

small hole was opened at the central node, the leak of pressure stopped the

sound. Simultaneously, a fall of a few per cent, in the resistance of the gnd

was noticed, roprescntiag the magnitude of the effect of the oscillation which

had been imposed on the upward draught. This Rijke tube is more readily

examined through the oscillatory change of resistance, and so will be dealt

with in a later paper.

Sound WaVfUi In Narrow Ttibes

The propagation of sound waves in narrow tubes in which viscosity may

be expected to play a part has been dealt mbh by Uolmholts, Kirchhoff, and

the late I/)rd Rayleigh * Measurements of the velocity of sound under such

circumstances (by German and Ameruan scientists), and of decay of amplitude

along the tube (by Simmons and Johansenf), have been almost entirely

confined to comparatively wide sections, in which the layer affected by viacosity

can only be a small fraction of the diameter, By using a tube O' 17 cm. in

diameter, and "aural frequencies," the writer hoped to have the main body

of air m the tube moving under viscous retardation Simmons and Johansen

produced slow haimonic motions of the aix at one end of a rubber tube (either

4 75 or 9*53 mm diameter) by means of a large piston operating into a

reservoir Different lengths of the rubber tube were taken and the transmitted

pressure measured by a diaphragm gauge which rocked a mirror. To produce

the waves, in the work about to be described the oscillating engine previously

described was used to produce displacement waves The piston was made

to oscillate the air in a little cylinderi having a brass tube leading out, to

which the rubber tube could be adapted. At the other end of the rubber tube.

1*7 mm. diameter, a similar adapter of the same diameter led to a box, 20 cm

long, open at the other end, made to hold the platinum gnd, which was placed

about 4 cm, from the pomt where the narrow tube debouched on the wide

box With various lengths of the tube from the shortest possible up to 1 m,,

the amplitude transmitted to different distances from the source was found

by the usual metliod of measuring Vmu. No evidence of resonance in tHe

box at these frequencies was obtained Four frequencies and four initial

amplitudes were used, and the 16 curves so obtained are shown m fig, 8,

* ‘ FhU. Mag.,’ vol. 1, p. 301 (1901).

t ’ PhlL Mag ; 7ol. 50, p, 553 (1025).
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A theory accounting for the observed decay as the waves traverse the tube,

together with the resonant lengths, may be developed by asannung the walls

(i)n.390 lz)n-«i o^n-esz i4 n 040

Fia 8.

of the tube to exert a dragging edect 011 the air in their immediate neighbour-

hood. Starting with the Eulcnan equations of motion :

(
1 )

with the equation of continuity

:

5(i Sw
+ 1 -”. (2)

Frandtl asHUincs that m a medium of small viscosity like air, the operation of

the viscoua forces is restricted to a thm layer adjacent to the Ixtuudary In

this " boundary layer," the tangential velocity m folia very rapidly from the

mean velocity m the body of the fliud to 0 at the boundary, m a fraction of

a millimetre
; the motion in this layer is approximately etieam-hno even when

lb is turbulent outside These aasumptions have the experimental support of

Stanton and Marshall,* one of whose curves u shown in fig. B, exhibiting the

• ' Hoy. Stic. Proo,/ A. vol. 97, p, 418 (1930).
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velocity gradient across the channel in which air is flowing. A new co-ordinate

u taken across the tube yj = y/c, where e la a sxnali quantity, bo that tj == 0

at the boundary and inhmty at the outer edge of the layer. For simplicity

he treats the motion as two-dimensional in planea at right angles to the wall,

and the assumption of stream-hne motion in the boundary layer allows him

to neglect v or in companson with u Tho friction being entirely in this

thin layer requires a new and larger co-cflicieut than that given by Foiseuille's

law
; it IS found that, with the above change of co-ordinates, it is necessary

that ^ — pje®. PrandtVs equations finally become

f t,

S!
^

’ Si

1 ^ Sp
(3)

or, With the further approximation,

I? j. *2L" = 0 ^
8x At]

* 8tq
= 0 and 0

,
— 0,

8u 1 8p
,

«

5^“p8x+''*SV-
(4)

which 18 the equation we can apply to the propagation of waves in pipes

Putting w, = 0***“ and ug = 0'"‘ the applied alternating velocity pro-

duced by tho piston at x = 0 Outside the boundary layer — -

^

p ox ot

approximately, where u the mean velocity along the tube at this point.

Ftandtl has considered the stationary state, where ^ = 0 Equation (3) is
w

thou unchanged on multiplication by -1-, if I represents the length of

boundary against which the fluid rube. In the case of our S.H M , this quantity

is represented by ti, and u by 2TT7k». Then the factor .y/^ ^ ^

represents the order of the dragging effect on the fluid, t,e. the thickness of the

boundary layer la proportional to \
Inside the boundary layer, let us put

with/(0) = — C to satisfy the boundary condition.

Then putting u =3= -|- v' m (3), we obtain
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wheDoe _
/(y) = -Ce*

_

u = C/in[l-e-" + ‘'V^^

The eeoond term in the bracket repreeentH the extent to which the motion

IB diBBipated by friction during propagation, and shows that, as might have

been guessed, it is the thickness of the boundary layer which determines the

rate of decay

Equating the tangential loroe on unit length of the tube — fi^ 2ntia to the

difierence of the forces on a corresponding section of air
;

and

using the sound-wave relation .

-('_i® =
V Po Sx' Po Sx ' 8c’ Sx\9x'

we get

This correaponds to the formula obtained by Rayleigh and others, save that

their V IB replaced by the valuo of which will be determined by the

experimental results. Incidentally (6) shows that the velocity of sound in

the tube 18 an against c m free air. (flA)

For convemenco, we now modify our expression for u and put

u = Ce'"' ' *.

and in accordance with (0) we must have

In our tube we have both incident and reflected waves, and a poitioular

solution to satisfy these conditions is

j = M [c" ** sin + e"* am (nf — ^21 — a;)]

+ N [e “ oos (ni — + c cos (n/ — — x)]

=o Vp sm (w/ — 4^Z -h «a), say.

Substituting the initial oondition, u = Vg sin ui at x => 0, we find

Vocos e* 2Ms-**

Vo sin e=-2Ne-*',

yOL CXI) —A.
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Substituting these viiluea for M and N, wo get at a; s f the Talue of the

maximum velocity at this point,

V.. 2e-**

(1 + 2«^ cos 2^1 + e
'

Resonance will f>ccuT at a value, L, of the length of the tube, given by

COB 2i{;L = —1, and the amplitude m auch cases will be approx.

As involves in a term forming a small fraction of the whole, we should

not expect Its value to affect the ptmUone of resonance to a great extent.

In hg 8 wo dud the experimental resonance position s corresponding with those

plotted from the Rayleigh formula, with v — 0 15. For the same initial

amplitude, the amplitudes at resonance average half tho Rayleigh values

Simmons and Johansen found in one case resonance at the same length as

the Rayleigh theory but with amplitude 0 * 425 of tho theoretical The loganthm

of this amplitude ratio will give us tho approximate ratio of 'y/ v to

the present case a value of 1 3 instead of 0 15 is indicated The value of this

coefficient will be a function of the roughness and elasticity of the material

of the tube, as both these factors affect tho thickness of the boundary layer

and reduce the maximum amplitude attsanable on resonance. The above

treatment is an attempt to account for this. Several experimonterB on the

velocity of sound m narrow tubes agree that the formula of Helmholta

c* = til — ^ y—
) (cf equation 5a) can be made to ht experimental results

\ 2a Yn/

\J a larger coefficienl is put instead of the viaocmlg p,.

Absorption Coeficienls of Malenah

We can investigate the change of ampbtude, by means of a gnd, at a pomt

in a oylmdncal resonator when different materials ore placed at the stopped

end, and, from the change of amplitude, we can gain information of the absorbing

qualities of tho material of the stop to the waves which are incident upon it

from the aourco of sound at the open end of the resonator Although obaeiva-

tiona of absorbing power are more accurately determined by expenments with

a large partition between two chambers, when tune and expense have not to

be considered, yet Taylor* by a small-acale methodf has obtained results in

good agreement with these His jdan was to send waves down a long resonator,

which by reflection at the stopped end formed nodes and loops in the tnbe.

• ' Phys. Rav.,’ vol. % p. 270 (1013),

f First Bug^tad by Tuma.
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The relative intenflitiee m these nodes and loops was reduced by placing abeor-

bent material against the stop
,

these intensities were measured by a long

search-tube connected to a Rayleigh disc resonator pushed down the pipe

until the maxima and miuima were discovered This gives a measure of the

relative amplitudes in the incident and reflected waves. In the present research^

the grid (either in the reticolate or, better, the straight-wire form) is placed

at any convenient point in the pipe, consisting of a wooden box of about the

same size os the organ pipe to which it resounded Values of Vmu were found,

first (V^), when a thick varnished wooden stop 12 cm deep was fixed in

the end, and again (Vg) when the face of the stop was covered with material.

It was essential that the stop tightly fitted the pipe under all ciroumstanoes,

and the stop was adjusted so as to bring the surface of the material to the

same point in the tube From the ratio Vi/V, we can calculate the ratio of

the incident and reflected amplitudes, assuming the thick stop to be a perfect

reflector

Taking the equation for an incident progressive wave as

y = a Bin Cl) (£ + ®/c),

where x represents distance from the stop, the equation of the reflected wave

will be

y 3= — 6 am Cl) (i — xjo).

Here a and b ore the amplitudes of the mcident and reflected waves, respectively.

Cose 1.—Perfect reflector, a = b Resultant amj^tnde at z,

y^
s 2a COB (of sin (27cz/X).

Maximum value of velocity in

Vj £= — 2aco sin 27rz/X.

Case 2. ~b < ci Resultant amplitude at t,

y, — (a — 6) sm Lit cos 27tz/X + (« + 6) cos coC am 27cz/X.

Maximum velocity,

V. - (a - X
cos 27r - — (a 4- 6)^ X

am 2n

, Vi ^ 2 ^2 Vl -f-

g-

' V, (1 _ 6/o)2 cot 2nx/J + (1 + 6/o)*‘
Fnt bja = 0, which we want to

find.

2a/2-i/TT0*
V, (1 - 0)' cot 27tx/l + (1 + 0)*

(The absorption coefficient]” a*= 1 — 6.)

2 o 2
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Thin equation may be solved by putting an approxunate Value (1'6) for

\/r~+T5"
, or by plotting Vg/Vj from trial values of 6, This has been done

in fig 9 for a number of values of 27cx/X,* from which we see that judgment

IB needed to get sensitivityj m selecting the distance x at which the measure-

ments are to be made. Results are shown in Table TV, making use of this

graph and values for similar materials from Taylor’s and other reHearches,

By obviating the employment of Taylor’s long search-tube, with its consequent

Table IV.

MBterlftl

Ond at z => 12

n- 104
Gnd at z = 23

104
Grid at z n 12

n i= 310,

Avenge
reaulta of

other
worken

aV,/Vt a V./V. a. v./v. a.

l^inob hkir lelt 0 BO 0 5S 0-Bfl 0 540 0-B7 o-oa 0 05
f-lnoh bur felt 0 BM 0'21 0 BO 0-16 O-BO 0 2 —
I’indi ubeatcM 0 eeo 016 0 B? 0 12 1

—

— 0 20 (l-lnoh)

2-lnoh cork 0 B55 0 2 0 03 0-3 004 0 83 0 52
A-inoh ciBbdt qmlt 1 03 0-75 0 BOO 0 7 0 BO 0-72 0 5
{.Inch carpet) ,

““ 0-030 0-84 0-20 too 00

* Denoted by ^ m the figure.
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intorfereoce with the motioa and the uncertainty of what is happening in the

aeaxoh-tube itaelf, it la hoped that the present method ia an improvement.

Smnma/fy and Omdusum^.

The steady drop of resistance of a hot-wire gnd is suitable for the study

of the amplitude of vibration in organ pipes, without cutting into nr specially

adapting the pipe, and in the form of a single wire offers the minimum dis-

turbance to the motion, The method is also adapted to measurementa of the

decay of sound in narrow tubes and of absorption coefficients of materials.

An instrument is much needed in applied sound at present that will give

absolute measurements \n free air of sounds of any frequency. If the above

method were employed to measure amplitudes in the open air, it would only

be of use for very loud sounds All local an currents would have bo be obviated,

aa any attempt to cover the grid would introduce resonance effects Supposing

that all air movements other than those due to the passage of the sound

were eliminated, the greatest YmBi which could be read with accuracy

is 2 cm, /sec,, corresponding to amphtudes of the order 10~’ cm. at a

frequency of 100, whereas the ear can detect amplitudes of 10'** cm at

this frequency. When pressure ampbtude is required, a manometno capsule

with a mirror recorder instead of a flame can be used, but, being less sensitive,

La of no use in the open an.

My thanks are due to Prof A. W Porter, D.Sc., F R 8 , for giving eveiry

enoouragement to this work, and to Mr. R C. Richards, BA, M Sc., for

giving me a more complete account of h^s work than appears in the paper cited.
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Itdrodudxon

A large number of investigationB bave been made on the solubility of gaaoB

in metals, and on the rate of diffusion of gases through metals Hydrogen-

platinum and hydrogen-palladiuin arc, however, the only systems which have

been thoroughly investigated The behaviour of these systems is such that

they can by no means be regarded as typical The system oxygen-silver

was chosen as a more typical one which was suitable for purposes of investigation.

The rate of diffusion of oxygen through silver has been measured by Johnson

and Larose * This paper deals with the solubility and rate of solution of

oxygen in silver.

HuUmcal

It has been known for a long time that molten silver will abeorb oxygen from

the air and will spit ” on solidification Sieverts and Hagenackeil found

an absorption of 20 volumes of gas pet volume of silver at the melting point

The solubility decreases as the temperature increases beyond the melting point

The absorption is proportional to tbe square root of the presBure Dumas^

showed that a portion of the oxygen is retained by silver on solidification, He

obtained 67 o o. of oxygen from 1 kilogram of silver. BraunerB found that

0>04 volumes of gas were retained on sohdiflcation. Richards and WellsH

found 0 fi-1 ‘8 volumes. Graham^ found that silver takes up oxygen at a red

heat. He obtained an absorption of 0-7 volumes, Neumann** found a some-

what larger absorption, while Berthelottt obtained a smaller value More

recently Sieverts^t obtained an absorption of 0 d ydumes of gas per volume

* ‘J. Am Ghem. fioa vo] 46, p. 1377 (1824), sod nopubluhad reaults.

t ' Tail, 1 Phynk. Chem.; yoh 68, p 115 (1910).

f
‘ Oomptes Bendua,’ voL 86, p. 68 (1878)

S
' Bull. Aoad. Belg.; vol. 18, p. 81 (1889).

II
' Zat. Anorg Cbem,,' vol. 47, p. 79 (1906).

If 'Roy Soo, Proo.; vol. 16, p. 502 (1366)
<* ' Mcmata. I Chemle,' vol. 13, p. 40 (1892).

tt ' Ann Chlm Fh3nB vol 22. p 289 (1901)

' ZflH. pbyidk. CAmn.,' vd. 60, p. 139 (1906).
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of Bilvei Hifl reeulta, howeveTj do nofc check closely and he does not place

much confidence in them himself

All that can be concluded, therefore, from previous work is that sobd silver

abaoiba a small amount of oxygen.

of AfjHitfUuSi

In principle the apparatus was extremely simple. A definite volume of gas

was introduced into a bulb of known volume, which contained silver foil, and

was connected to a manometer. At any temperature the pressure of the gas

in the bulb could be calculated from the gas laws li any absorption took

place, the observed pressure would be Uss thanthat calculated, and the difference

between the two pressures would be a measure of the absorption

The apparatus is shown in fig. 1 Three bulbs, A, B, D, were contained in

an electric furnace F, The bulb A was filled with air and led to a thermal

regulator. D was part of a constant-volume gas thermometer. The third
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bulb B contained silver foil The bulbs and connecting tubes were made of

either Pyrex glass or of quartz, and were connected to the remainder of the

apparatus by means of de Khotinsky cement

The bulb containing the silver was connected, through the tap E, with a

manometer IJ. A glass pointer M was scaled into the top of the tube J, By

means of the taps H and K either the silver bulb or the gas thermometer could

be connected to the manometer The volumes of the tube J from the pointer M
to the tap E, of the capillary tube from the tap to the furnace, and of the bulb

containing the silver were all known

The tube J was connected to one arm of a two-way tap 0. The other arm

of the tap led through a phosphorus pentoxide tube to the gas reservoir R The

tube S led to another two-way tap U One arm of U led to a mercury container

W, and the other led through three phosphorus peutoxide tubes to the gas

supply Z and the pumping system Y, The bulb V was inserted to catch any

mercury which might inadvertently be let through the tap U
In carrying out an experiment, the bulb containing the silver was connected

to the pumping system by means of the taps E, 0, U and Y, and the whole

system was evacuated The taps E and 0 were then closed. The tap U waa

turned so as to connect S with the mercury reservoir W, and mercury was

allowed to rise and fill the tube S B was then connected to the gas reservoir B
by means of the tap O, the mercury reservoir w^as lowered, and gas was drawn

into S. 0 was then turned to connect S to the manometer tube J, and the

mercury reservoir was raised, forcing the gas into J. The mercury was allowed

to run up the tube after the gas till it took up the position shown in the figure.

O was then closed and K opened, connecting J to the manometer. The mercury

was brought to the lower pointer N and the pressure was read. Then, knowing

the volume of the tube and the room temperature, the volume of the gas under

standard conditions could be calculated.

The bap E was then opened and the gas was admitted to the bulb. The

mercury level was brought up to M and the pressure read, after eqmhbnum had

been reached. The absorption was then calculated from the difference between

the calculated and the observed pressure.

Metisurepieni of Temperalure ,—The temperatures were measured by means

of the ordinary type of consbant-volume gas thermometer DGHI The

bulb I) was filled with mtrogen By means of the taps H and R, the same

manometer was used for the absorption apparatus and the gas thermometer.

The thermometer was chucked at 0° Q., 100° C.,^ and at the boiling point of

sulphur 4i4'7° C. The maximum divergence was 0*2° C. lu calibrating at
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the boiLug poiab of sulphur, the pcooedure reoommended by Meiasoei* ww
foUoi^ed.

Electric Furnace .—A 15-inch length of 2^inuh iron pipe was covered with

aabeetoB paper and then wound with 18-gauge nichrome wire, the turns being

about ^-inch apart Thia waa covered with another layer of asbestos paper

and packed in an iron container with loose aahestoa The tubes were placed in

position in the furnace and the top was covered with a layer of asbestos

cement ” The high heat conductivity of the iron ensured an even temperature

throughout. The furnace would luainUm a temperature of 1000° C. with a

power consumption of 000 watts

Tempetalure Regulalion,—The temperature was controlled by the usual typo

of thermal regulator, using air as the expanding medium. The circuit was

arranged so that only about 10 per cent, of the current going to the furnace

was cut out by the regulator The temperature could be kept constant to

within 1-2° C.

Pumping System —At the conclusion of an e3q)enment the tap K was shut

and K opened The two-way tap O waa turned so as to connect the tubes J

and 8, and the tap U so as to connect 8 to the mercury reservoir W. The

reservoir was lowered and the mercui^ in J and S was allowed to run out,

Q, U and Y were then turned to connect the bulb oontaming the silver to the

piimptng system,

The pumping system consisted of a two-stage mercury vapour condensation

pump, backed up by a Hyvao pump. A McLeod gauge was used to indicate

the pTesBUEe. If it was desired to collect the gas pumped out, a Toepiei pump

was used as a fore-pump instead of the Hyvac. The gaa from the Toepler

pump was collected in the usual manner, transferred to an apparatus of known

volume, the pressure measured, and the volume of the gas calculated

Silver—Four samples of silver foil were used which were, approximately,

0 • 10, 0 • 1 5, 0 ^ and 0 -15 mm. thick, respectively. The first two samples were

of commercially pure silver Analysis showed them to contain O'02 per cent,

copper, 0 001 per cent, iron, and 0-005 per cent, lead The presence of tin,

bismuth and antimony could not be detected in a 5-gram sample. For the third

and fourth samples the same metal was purified by one of the methods of Stas f

The metal was dissolved m nitnc acid and the solution diluted with water and

allowed to settle. Silver chloride was precipitated from the filtered solution

by the addition of hydrochlono acid. The silver oUonde was boiled with

* ^ Ann PhyB.,' vol. 30, p. 1230 <10131.

t
‘ M6DL rAood. Belg vdl. 33, p. 1 (ISeS).
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hydioohlorio add and ^aelied with watei until free from acid^ It was then

reduced to the metal by boiling it with invert sugar and sodium hydroxide.

The precipitate was thoroughly washed with hot distilled water and fused to a

button in a crucible under borax. The button was cleaned by scrubbing it with

sand and was rolled out into a sheet. The punBed silver gave, on analysis,

O'004 per cent copper, O'OOl per cent lead, and a trace of non

0a$66 .—The nitrogen used was the ordinary commercial vanety, supplied

in cylinders It was bubbled twice through alkaline pyrogallate to free it from

oxygen, dried by bubbling through concentrated sulphuric acid, and stored

m the gas reservoir over phosphorus pentoxide.

The oxygen was also the commercial variety It was dned in the same way

with Bulphuno acid and phosphorus pentoxide.

Experimental Procedure,

Pnor to making an eicperiment, the furnace was raised to a temperature of

about 550° C in the case of thePyrex glass apparatus, or 750° C.with quartz,

and the bulb was evacuated contmuously for 6 to 8 hours. The silver was

allowed to stand in vacuo over night, and the next morning the bulb was again

pumped out for about an hour.

The tap next to the bulb was then closed, and gas irom the reservoir was

admitted to the tube and measured as previously desenbed. The gas was then

let into the bulb, and after equilibrium had been reached the temperature and

pressure were read, A senes of observations was made without changing the

gas At high temperatures equihbrium was quickly reached, at temperatures

around 200° C., however, several days were required for oquihbnum.

At the conclusion of the expenment the bulb was agam evacuated continu-

ously for several hours, and the gas pumped out was ooUected and measured,

and the volume com5>ared with the volume originally admitted to the bulb.

If any discrepancy between the two volumes existed, the results were discarded.

This long-continued pumping out is absolutely essential in order to obtam

consistent results The last traces of the gas are only very slowly removed

from the Bilver. This pomt has, however, been overlooked by the DLajority of

investigatore.

Preliminary Resi4t9

Some preliminary results were obtained with a simplified form of apparatus.

They did not agree very well and several sources of error had to be eliminated.

(1) Originally a quartz, nitrogen filled, mercury thermometer was used. If,

however, the tompexatuto of the furnace was Oot even throughout, this wotold
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only indicate the temperatme of one particular place What lb really needed

for pUTpoaea of calculation la the mean temperature of the bulb containing the

ailyer. The meroniy thermometer was accordingly replaced by a gas thermo-

meter The bulb of thii waa made the same size and shape as the bulb contaming

the ailvei and was placed next to it In thiB way the gaa thermometer auto-

matioally coznpenaated for any irregularity in the temperature of the bulb

containing the silver.

(2) During preliminary experimente the tap between the silver bulb and the

short arm of the manometer was left open. It was found that there was a slow

steady drop in pressure amounting to about ] nun, per day The only possible

cause of this appeared to be oxidation of the mercury. This idea was supported

by the fact that there was a small reddish-brown deposit on the walls of the

capillary tube just outside the furnace

A blank experiment was tried with an empty bulb at 500° C,, and it was

found that about 0*1 c c of gas disappeared m 10 days, but no oxidation was

detectable if tbe bulb was kept at room temperature The drop in pressure is

apparently due to the oxidation of mercury vapour in the bulb The oxide

then diatils out and condenses in the colder part of the apparatus, more mercury

vapour diffuses in and the process goes on continuously. By keejnng the tap

between the bulb and the mercury surface closed between readings, the difficulty

was overcome and no further drop in pressure was noticed.

(3) A further difficulty was met with in connection with the use of tap grease

on the tap mentioned above Blank experiments showed a slow but appreci-

able absorption of oxygen by the ordinary type of grease, consisting of rubber,

paraffin, and vaseline A mixture of paraffin and vaseline did not absorb

oxygen and gave satisfactory losulta.

Sample Calculation

In order to illustrate how the calculations wore carried out. the complete

data of one experiment are given below

Table I

Vulume of (N T F ) 2 OBfl o.o,

K 0 S907
Voluotfl ol gu pumped out 2 981 o e.

Boom temp
1

PreH. obi
' rc ' T"K PreM, wlu Frou dlH C-a. ube Vob.at*.

76 66 746 Bl-74 B-1B 018S 0-097
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The vplume of gu admitted to the bulb wai 2 '980 o.o, under sthndwd Qon-

ditioiu, or 3 '247 c.v. at room temperature. The total volume of the bulb and

dead space was 6 222 c c Hence the pressure exerted hj the above amount

of gas at room temperature would be
3-247 X 76

5-222
47-20 oms.

Here we have a volume of gas which is all at the same pressure^ bub the

difierent parts of which are at different temperatures Now from the gas

laws^

2?iXj
Tt

= K,

^ Vol. of bulb
^

Vol of deati space \

hTemp, of bulb Temp, of dead space/

This equation will bold for any mass of gas in the apparatus Inserting the

actual values in this case, wo have, at 24° C
,

47 26 (-
\ 2

668
,

I 654

297
+

297 :)
= K.

whence K = 0-8307.

According to the table, when the room temperature was 24° C and the

temperature of the furnace was 473° C
,
the observed pressure was 76 56 qma.

If there were no absorption the pressure would be given by

P
/3-66a l-654\

I 746 297 /

0-8307,

hence F =s 81-74 cms. This la 5- IB oms. higher than the observed pressure.

Hence an amount of gas has been absorbed which would be sufiicient to exert

a pressure of 5*16 cms. m the apparatus when the temperature of the bulb is

473° C and the temperature of the dead space is 24° C Bnngmg this, to

N T.P., we have,

(1) For the gas in the bulb (at 746° abs )—

6-18 X 3*668 X 273

76 X 746
0-091 Q 0.

(2) For the gas m the dead space (at 297° abs.)

5-16 X I 654 X 273

70 X 297
0*097 0.0.

Total volume of gas absorbed a 0-188 c.o.

The weight of silver in the bulb was 20-316 grams. Taldng the den^y of
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silver to be 10 ‘D, this is equivalent to 1 *93 g c of silver Hence the niunber at

o.c of gas absorbed by 1 c c of silver under the conditions of the experiment u
0*097. That is, 0 097 volumee of gas at N T.F are absorbed by one volume of

silver at 746° abs and a pressure of 76*50 ems, of mercury

EzptnmpmUd

No apparent change took place m the silver used m the expcrimenU except

the development of a somewhat crystalline appearance on the surface due to

evaporation The Pyrex bulbs turned a dark brown colour, apparently due to

the presence of colloidal silver m the glass The quartz bulbs developed a

milky appearance.

Owing to the large number of observations which were made, only the

smoothed curve values are given m the following tables of solubdities The

results for one soTies of observations on the rate of solution are given in full

The maximum divergence of any observation from the smoothed curve was

about 0 per cent

The results ore discussed in the next section

(A) SofuWtfy oj Exirogen —^No measurable absorption of nitrogen by silver

was found between 200° and 600° C If any absorption takes place, it is cei^

tainly leas than 0-002 volumes of gas per volume of silver This is to be

expected, as it has been found by a large number of observers that nitrogen is

not absorbed by metals except in cases where a well-defined nitride is formed

(B) t>f Oxygen—
Table II,

s-
Ti- 200" C T, T,= 400“C Ti- 500’

C ]

j

T,= rt00”c

L

T,= 700" C 800’ C

li
vola

1

n/P/Q
1

toIb Vp/q
1

vob
I

s/p/q,
1

vola •Jfn volfl Vp/q vola, s/p/q to1h« Vp/q

0 0*030 74 Q 0 021 106 0 0 020 112*0 0 022 102 0 0 033 68 0 0 04ti 46 7 0 0S8 25 6

10 D-OfiO 63 4 0-0J2I 90 S 0-031 102 3 0 034 93 2 0 047 67 & 0 068 46 6 0-124 25 6

20 0 071 03‘3 0 04S ei'U 0 044 102 <3 0 048 93 4 0 066 67-0 0 Qoe 46-7 0'17B 25 6

40 0 100 03 0 0 070 00 n 0 061 103 9 0 067 94 5 0*003 68 1 0 134 46 3 0 247 26-7

HO 0 142 03 2 0 097 01 7 0 007 103 0 0 095 94 3 0 132 67-9 0 193 46 6 0'354 U 3
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(C) Aoto of Solution of Oxygen.—

Table III

IniUai Prea
un

Tcmpenture

33 64

2S0° C

7 55

310’ C

13 04

310“’ C

SI 34

310“ C

39 66

310“ C

66 IB

810" C

07 32

SIO" c

Time muu. Voliunefl Absorbed.

k 0 OOS 0 0020 0 003 0 004 0 007 0 014 0 016
1 0 011 0 0038 0 oee 0 013 0 017 0 024 0 026
2 0 017 0 0066 0 009 0 018 0 026 0 036 0 033
3 0 020 0 0006 0011 0 024 0 032 0 030 0 041
4 0 021 0 0075 0 013 0-028 0 038 0 046 0 046
5 0 027 0 0080 O'OU 0 031 0 042 0 047 0 061
fl 0 031 0 0068 0 Olfl 0 034 0 046 0 061 0 066
S 0 034 0 0100 0 018 0 037 0 051 0 068 0 063

10 0040 0 0110 0 020 0-041 0 066 0 004 0 067
12 0'042 0 0120 0 022 0 0426 0 060 0 060 0 073
16 0 046 0 0136 0 024 0 0466 0 062 0 072 0 078
IS 0 OSO 0 0146 0 026 0-060 0 066 0 076 0-080
21 0 063 0 0166 0 027 0 062 0 067 0-076 0-082
2fi 0 067 0 0170 0 0206 0 0536 0071 0-078 0 084
Final 0 068 0 0226 0 034 0 068 0 076 0 081 0-087

K (mean) 0 026 ' 0 OIM 0 038 0 042 0 047 0 067 0 068
C 0 10

,

010 0 10 0 10 0 10 0 10 0 10

s/P/K 332
1

1

140 133 133 134 180 131

I>ucu8t%on of ResulU.

The values obtained for the solubility of oxygen in silver are given in

Table II for vanous temperatures and pressures. From the constancy of

's/V I Q (where F is the preasme and Q the absorption), it is apparent that the

solnbility is proportional to the square root of the pressure. There iB| however,

a deviation from this relationship at the lowest pressures, the amount absorbed

being too small. This deviation is not noticeable at the higher temperatures

The absorption has been found to be proportional to the square root of the

ptessnie in several othu oases, for example, the abscHption ol hydrogen by

tantalum,* copper,! iron,! mckelj and for the absorption of sulphur dioxide

by copper.
II

The variation of solubihty with temperature is shown in fig. 2. The solubility

* Bleyerts and Becgner, ’ Bor.,’ vol 44, p. 2304 <1011).

t Sleverts and Krumbhiar, ' Ber vol. 43, p. 003 (1010).

X Sieverts and Krumbhaar, ' Ber.,' voL 43, p. 003 (1010).

I Bleverta and Hagenukar, ' Z. phyiLk. (Them.,' voL 68, p. US (1010).

II
Pease, ' J, Am. Chem. Soo.,' to). 43, p. 2200 (1023).
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IB a nunimum in tho neighbourhood of 400° C. On account of the extreme

slowneas of the proceu of difiuBion at low temperatures, it weis not practicable

Fis. 2.—Ourre* ahowiDg the Varution of Solubility with Temperature.

to make any meafluremenba below 200° C., but from the form of the curve it

appears probable that tho aolubihty is considerably greater at room temperature

than it IS at 200'*’ C

Above 400° C, the equation

l/Qr=K(930 -f),

where Q is the absorption and t is the temperature in degrees Centigrade, fitted

the experimental results quite accurately. The melting point of silver is

960° C., but this IS lowered by the dissolved oxygen. Hence, it may be said

that above 400° C, the reciprocal of the solubility is approximately proportional

to the distance below the melting point. Molten silver dissolves about 20

volumes of oxygen at the melting pomt It seems probable that there is no

vciy abrupt change m solubdity on melting, but that tho solubility curve is

merely very steep in the neighbourhood of the melting point.

As previously mentioned, four samples of silver of vanoua Ihiokuesses were

used. No difference in solubility was detected due to the difference in thickness
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or surface, hence adsorption is apparently negligible at the temperatures

employed.

As the solubility was the same for the highly punhed and the commercially

pure silver, small traces of impurities such os copper and iron have no measur*

able effect

Rale of Solution .—Some of the experimental results for the rate of Bolution of

oxygen m silver arc givenm Table III. All these expenmente were made with

a piece of silver foil 0 15 mm. thick. Some sample absorption-time curves are

given m ffg. 3.

Fio 3 -Absorptios-Tlme Curves,

No 1 —690“ C, 31 38 om No 2 —fiOS" C., 66 66 cm. No 3 —660" C., 31-24 om.

No. 4.-260“ C., 33 64 UD. No. 6.-400" C., 32 • 18 om.

In order to derive an equation for the rate of solution, consider a block of

ailver placed in an atmosphere of oxygen. Assume that the surface layer of

the silver is immediately saturated with the gas in the dissooiaied condition.

The process of solution will consist of diffusion of the gas from this saturated

layer into the body of the metal. As the gas diffuses inwards from the surface

layer, more gas will dissdve m it so as to keep it satmated. Let S be the satufa-

tion conoentration, and X be the average concentration of gap in the body of

the silver. Then, acoordiiig to Fkik'i I>iffasl<Mi Law, the rate of diffusion
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lavraidfl will be proportional to the oonoentration gradient, that is to S ^ X
Hence

f-K(8-X).

Integrating and evaluating the constant of integration by putting X =
/ = 0, we obtain

K = 8

S -X‘

0 when

Afl may be seen from figa 4, 5 and 6, log S/S — X plotted against t gives a

No 1—57 *fliicni No 2 ^0 5S cm No 3^1 34 om. No. 1.—13 04 cm.

No 5.—7 55 otn

Btraight line , The first two or three points, however, generally lie below the line,

and the line does nob pass through the origin, as the foregoing equation would

require Apparently the first part of the gas is absorbed much faster than the

equation would indicate. The process evidently consists of two stages. If we

neglect the first two or three points on the curve, and take into account the

fact that the lino does not pass through the origin, we obtain a corrected

equation of the form

"-'(‘"•rb-')'
VOL. oxn.—A. 2 p
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where K ia a constant depending on the temperature and preBSure and C vancB

with the temperature but is independent of the proasure. ThiB equation has

been found to givo good agreement with the experimental results.

19 30 TIME 46

Flo S.—Vorution of Solution Velocity with Temperaturo at a Frwure of 30 om. (Fart 1).

No. 1 — C. No 2.^75* C. No 3.-337° C No. 4 ^10“ C No. 6 —280° C

In hg 4 log S/S — X 18 plotted against time for various pressuiea at 310° C.

All the lines cut the axis at the same pomt, showing that C in the solution

velocity equation does not change with pressure K, that is, the slope of the

line, IS projiOTtional to the square root of the pressure, as may be seen from

Table 111, This is to be expected, diffusion is the predonunatmg factor in

the process of solution, and Johnson and Larosc* have shown that the rate of

difiuuon of oxygen through silver is proportional to the square root of the

pressure

The effect of temperature on the velocity of solution is shown in flga. 5 and 6.

At temperatures below 400° C. (that is, below the position of the minimum in the

solubility-temperature curve), the value of C in the equation remains constant

at 0-10, while E increases as the tnnperatare is raised. Between 400° and

440° C ,
C inoreases rapidly while K decreases. Above this temperature G

•
•

" J.A.O.B./ vd* 46, p. 1377 (1924).
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oontinucfl to increane as tbo temperature ie raised, and K mcreases slowly and

regularly. The peculiar behaviour of the solution velocity in the neighbourhood

of 400° (J. makes it impossible to obtain any simple eupTCssion for the efieot of

No 1 —690“ C No 2 —005“ C No. 3 ^560'^ C No 4 —008° C No. 5 —405° C.

No 6 ^50“ C No T —430° C No 8 —440“ C\ No 0 -^400° O

temperature The temperature coefficient is low, however, as would be

expected in a process in which diffusion is the controlling factor

QmBTul Dtscuasion.

As poiut^Hl out by Dojinan and Shaw,* the variation of the solubility with

the oc^uare rout of the pressure shows definitely that a dissociation of the oxygen

takes place on solution. The actual condition of the oxygon after the dis-

Bcndation has taken place cannot be definitely established, The two must

likely possibilities arc the solution of the oxygen in the atomic state, or as

AgiO* At the temperatures investigated Ag^O would be in existence at oxygen

pressurea fox below its dissociation pressure. It is possible, however, that

AggO Would be stable, even under these conditions, when in dilute solution.

« ' J, Soo. Ohfim. Ind.; voL 29, p. 987 (1910).

2 P 2
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The ejtplanation of the miDimum in the solubility-temperature curve is

difficult The fact that a eiidden change occurs in the rate of solution at this

temperature seems to point to a transition nf the silver from one allot>ropic

form to another. It is interesting to note in this conneetion that Holt* was

obliged to assume two forms of the metal m onler to explain his results on the

rate of solution of hydrogen in palladium

There is also the possibility of a change in the manner of combination of the

oxygen From the shape of the solubility-temperature curve, the heat of

solution IS obviously positive at the lower t<*nipcraturcs, zero at alxjut 4(K)“ C
,

and negative at higher temperatures The he^it of formation of AggO, cahndated

from the moasuremcnt<s of Tiewis.t positive, while the heat of dissociation of

oxygen is negative. It is therefore jxissible that at low temperatures the

majority of the dissolved oxygen exists as Agg^h while at temperatures above

400° C. it IB mostly atomic oxygen.^

Solutiofi arid Diffusion —The phenomena of absorption of gases by motals

and diffusion of gases through metals must lx* fundamentally connected It is

virtually impossible to concoive of a mechanism for diffusion other than that of

solution on the high-pressure side of the metal and subsequent giving up of

the gas on the low-pressure side which is supersaturated Apparently, then,

solution must precede diffusion This conclusion is substantiated by the fact

that there is no known case of a gas diffusing through a metal in which it is not

appreciably soluble

111 the case of oxygen and silver, the solubility and the rate of diffusion am

•both proportional to the square root of the pressure Hence, both phenomena

point to a dissociation of the gas

If We Bssuine that diffusion is due to solution, we can calculate the actual

distribution of oxygen in a silver plate through which the gas is diffusmg into

a vacuum Consider a plate of silver of unit cross-section and thickness T,

through which oxygen is diffusing from one side on which the pressure is F to

the other side which is kept at zero pressure. Let the concentration of gas

dissolved in the metal be Ob at the high-ptessure aide, and at any diatanoe x

in from this side. The number of c c of oxygen diffusing through per sofxind,

Q, IS given by

Q “^ (1)

• ’ Roy. Soo. Pno..' A, toL M, p. IM (1»I4).

t ' Z. idkjHk. Clun.,’ toL OS, p. 4aS (1000).
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llm amouat of oxygon diMulved m the aurface layer, Co, will be given by

c„ = i,VF,

Biuce the Holiibility h proportional to the square root of the pressure Sub-

Btifcutiug for P m equation (1), wc obtain

(-:)

This aniouiit of gas munt cross any plane in the metal per second.

The amount of gas diffusing towards the low-pressure side at x is given by

an expression similar to (2),

KC
T -

But the total amount of gas crossuig any piano in the metal per second is the

same, hence Qc = Q, so that

whence

KC„_ KC,

T T-i.’

(T-^)
T

Co

This gives the concM;utration of oxygen at any point in the plaU^

We can also calculate the average velocity of the oxygon atoms through the

plate. If S bo Uie quantity of oyxgen dissolved m a plate of thickness T and

unit croBB-scction, and if Q bo the rate ot diffusion through the plate, then tfie

average velocity of the gas through the plate will be QT/S For a plate 1 mm,

thick at 600“ C , with a pressure of 76 ems
,
wo have 9 = 0 0104, T — 0-1,

Q = 2-2 X 10"’ c.c. per second. Henco

* 2’2xl0-’x0’l
Velocity = r-T—: cms. per sec

0'0104 ^

= 2 2 X 10"® cms j)er see

This is extremely small compared with tho probable mean displacement of an

oxygen molecule in oxygen

Sinoe the solubility is a minimum at 400° C ,
and there is also a sudden change

In the rate of solution at this tomperature, it is probable that the rate of diffusion

Would bJbo undergo an abrupt change below this temperature. Unfortunately,

DO meonirements of the rate of difiusiou below 400^ C. have yet been made.

13ie authors hope to investigate in the future the rate of diffusion of oxygen
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through silver at low temperatuios, and also the rate of difTuaion, robe of

solution, and solubility fur hydrogen and silver

Sutnfmry

The solubility of oxygen in silver has been measured over a wide range of

temperature and pressure. The solubibty is proportional to the square root of

the jiresBure. The solubility-temperature curve has a minimum at 400° C.

Above this temperature the solubility la expresaed by 1 /Q = K (930 — /),

where Q is the solubibty and i is the tempenituro m ° C.

The rate of solution of oxygen in silver has also been measured. The e^quatinn

K— 1/^ (log (S/S — X) — C) has been found to express the experimental results,

where 8 is the saturation concentration, X is the amount dissolved at time

and K and C are conatanta The rate of solution is projiortional to the square

root of the pressure. Tlic variation with temperature is complicated and

suggests a transition of the silver, or a change in the manner of combination of

the oxygen m the vicinity of 40(>'^ C

By companson with diffusion uieasuremonts, the concentration gradient of

the oxygenm a silver plate througli which the gas is diffusing has been calculated

Nitrogen has been shown to be ijisolubie in silver

Acknowledgment is mode of the receipt by one of ua of a Studentship from

the National Research Couned of Canada, during the tenure of which part of

this work was jicrfonned.
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iNTRODUCnrON

(1 )
The Genesis and Obyedii of the Investigalian

The investigation undertaken in this paper arose out of a suggestion that

the deflexion of a circidar steel plate, firmly held at the edge, might be used as a

measure of high explosive presnureH The plate would be securely screwed into,

and form the base of, a cylindrical closed vessel of the usual type, and the

measurement made would be that of the normal central deflexion of its external

flat surface

These deflexions, which are, of course, necefisanly small, can be suitably

magnified by optical means, and thus a pressure- time curve of the explosion

would be obtained lu the usual way.

Originally, it was taken for granted that the bending of the plate would

depend on the pressure m the manner indicated in the standard text-books on

elasticity and engineering {wde Love, ‘ Elasticity,’ chap XXII), so that the

usually accepted formulae for a clamped plate would apply to the case under

consideration.

This being so, it would be possible to obtain some idea of the orders of magni-

tude of the deflexions to be obtained with a thick plate when subjected to high

preasurcB, of the order of several tons per square inch, a point of great importance

when considering methods of measuring such deflexions.

It was felt, however, that further invest]gatiou was needed for two reasons,

flrstly, because the plates to be used would be very tluck, the rabo of thickness

to diameter bemg one-fifth or more, and, secondly, because of the doubt as to

what bQundary condibons would apply at the circular edge, as these plates

would have to be turned out of sobd metal

As regards the thickness of the plate, this has been tacitly assumed mtho past

to be oi slight importance, at any rate within limits, so that, lu the olasaical

treatment of the problem, the assumption is made that the forces applied to the

edgo of thepUte, considered as a cylindrical surfsce, can be expressed adequately

by a Uue distribubon of force and a bne distribution of flexural couple, both

* Ifu vriber is Indebted to the Director of Artillery, War Office, lor peraisiloa to

pobUiih the paper.
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being reckoned per unit length of the edge linOj which ia the curve in which the

middle plane of the plate outs the edge surfaco (vide Lovej ' Elasticity/ 2nd

edn
, p 453)

Such an assumption is valid only when the plate is thin, for then " the actual

distnbution of the tractions applieil to the edge, regarded as a cylindrical

surface, IS of no practical importance " (Love, loc ci/
, p 438). The question

of the boundary conditions at the edge is also of fundamental importance It is

impossible, with thick plates, to fix the edge by “ clamping,” and so, for experi-

mental purposes, the plates were turned out of a block of metal, leaving them

with a heavy flange, this metho<l being necessary to permit of cahbration.

The boundary conditions in such a case cannot be B]iecifiod beforehand, and

the problem has thus to bo approached indirectly by postulating various

boundary conditions at the circular edge and investigating their consequences

analytically

Experimental Hoik earned out on thick plates of the type desenbed has

given remarkable results, the deflexions obtained greatly exceeding the expected

values Practical considerations have thus shown the necessity for a re-

examination of the subject from a theoretical standpoint, and they constitute

the apology for the present paper So far as is possible the results have been

expreBsed anbhmetically to render them of practical use, and the invesbigatious

have been confined to the case of circular plates as the type obviously meant

for use m experiment,

It may be noticed that the ordinarily accepted formule fail also for very thin

plates, le. plates for which the thicknesa-diameter ratio is of the order of

Of less Experimentally it has been found that the deflexions obtained ore

markedly less than those indicated by the usual theory. An investigation is

in progress to try to account for the discrepancies observed, but the matter will

not be dealt with in this paper,*

(2) The Statement of the Problem

The plate is taken to he a right circular cylinder in elastic equilibrium under

tractions applied to its flat ends, being held bo that there is no displacement at

* The case of tliin plates is peculiar in that deflaxUina greater than the thlckneiw can

he obtained without bho pUte suffering overstrain, and so the theory that treats the dla-

placementfl u Inffnibeaimal, ooinparod with the plate dimenalonfl, must obviously be wrong,

Var a vory thin plate the flexund rigidity can almost be ueg1ec(ed entirely, and the pUte
treated as a membrane reacting by taosloa alone In intermediate caaee, both Aeiural

ngldity and tonelmi have to be taken into account, and the pTublem becomes complioated,

TheM matten have been dieouitiied In a paper by J. Preteott EUstlo Plato wider KcrmaL
Pressing” ‘ Phil. Mag (eer. 6), vol, 43, pp. 97-123 (1922)).
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any point of its oybndncal edge, body forces being neglected, The problem is

to determine completely the streBS-stram ayatem throughout the plate in caees

where the tractions on the plane ends are such as can Lhs applied expenmentally.

We thus confine ourselves to cases where the plate is subjected to uniform pres-

fiures over one of the fiat surfaces or to loads concentrated over small areas at

the centre, or acting solely at the centre of the plate So far os is known, this

problem, in its complete generality, has not yet been solved, and apparently

cannot be solved by the methods of this paper, and so, analytical solutions have

been obtained partially fulfilLng the conditions at the edge, and possibly adapted

to various practical methods of fixing the edge.

In particular, an attempt is made to obtain solutions which give results in

accord with experiment, so that the paper is limited to certain specific problems

of practical interest, and no attempt is made at a general discussion *

(.3) Methodic of Solution EmjAwjed

The problem is one of symmetric strain in a right circular cylinder, and

solutions of the fundamental equations of elastic equihbniim apphcablc to this

case ore well known (tnde Love, ‘ Elasticity,’ 2nd edn
, p. 263)

Corresponding to any such solution, expressions for the displacemenU and

stresses can bo found, and these have to be manipulated to satisfy certain

boundary conditions both at the curved edge surface and over the plane ends,

and then the stress-strain distribution inside the plate ca,n be calculatetl

The boundary amditious over the piano ends of the plate are known at once,

and the method adopted is to fit the sdlutions to satisfy these conditions, and

then to examine what particular edge conditions can bo satisfied

We take Oz to be the axis of the plate, and then, from symmetry, everything is

expressed in cylindrical co-ordinates, r, z

The solutions referred to arc of three types ‘—

(i) national integral functions of r and z

(ii) Solutions which ore exponential in z, and contain Bcsael functions of r

(lii) Compound solutions of (i) and (ii).

It will be seen in the sequel that the last type is the most useful. The satis-

faction of the boundary conditions over the flat surfaces of the plate, vis

,

z ^ when 2h is the thickness, is straightfotward in the cose of type (i),

ahd is effected in the cases of types (n) and (iii) by the use of certain Fouiier-

* Sueh a (UiDiuBicm of oxoct aoluttons for a general dlstributlou of loud ii to be fmind

tn a pspv by J. DoDgoll (' Trans H a.E / voL 41, (1004)) He does not iUmuh the edge
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Bessel expanstons It will be shown that solutions (i) and (ii) are of limited

application when we tzy to satisfy the boundary conditions at the circular edge,

and it is with the mixed solutron (iu) that we shall be chiefly concerned, Never-

theless, it is thought to be of importance to indicate the limitations of the

simpler solutions

(4) The Three Types of ^JoZw/irm.

In cases of symmetiical strain such as we are considering, the stress com-

ponents and the displacements can all be expressed in terms of a single function

/ as follows —

iJ,
VZ \

'

i

60 =
cz \

13x1
r dr^

^ Cl)

fj - - ^ ^
E ?rDj

1 +5
{(.-2.)V.x+g + l^)

(2)

the usual notation bcuig employed (vide Love, 'Elasticity,’ 2nd edn

,

pp, 260-263).

TJie function x itself satisflca the equation

and we have also

v*x = o,

V‘ii> = 0,

»3)

(4)

whilst the stress equations of equilibrium are

3rr
,
3« ,

rr — 06

drz , dzz
,

rz

yr+'Si+T 0

(B)

Solutions of equations (3) and (4) of the three types referred to above are well

known,* and corresponding to any such solution, the complete stress-displace-

ment system can be calculated by equahons (1) and (2).

0/ Love, ' Elasticity/ 2iid edn , p 263, where references are given.
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Thf solution of type (i) la oonatituted by the equationR

n = 0

1 - ». = N+2

rj B = 2

where V„ la the solid zonal harmonic of degree n

The connection between the sets of constants oc, [3, A, B are obtained from the

second of equations (2), and wo And the following —
oo ^ 2 lAo

a, =- 2(1 - 2»i) 2Bn - 3 2Aj - 28^

Qtg ^ 2(1 — 2rT) IlBj — 4 3 . A4

Ob = 2(1 --2^)(wH-l)B^ H
-(«+2)(/»+1)A,+2

notice being taken of the fact that, oince Vi = 2V0 ,
the term PozVocan be taken

up with oti \u so that wo drop po write pgaVo as PjV^.

For the solution of type (11 ) wc may write

w — h ((a + pz) cosh kz 4- (y + 52) smb fcz} Jq (At)

li-? X --- ^ {(A -I- Bz) cosh kz + (C + Dz) smh kz) J, (Jtr)

where the summation includes any finite or an inAiute number of terms The

relationshipB between the constants, found as before, are

a = 2 (1 - 2a) AJfc2 ^^2(1- 2a) BA: - Cib^
|

(9)

p = -Bib' S = J

To get the solutions of type (in) we merely combine the above solutions,

the part of the solution corresponding to type (u) being necessarily an infinite

series, to permit of satisfying tho boundary conditions over z — i A by the

use of Fnuner-Bcssel analysis.

The solutions corresponding to (8) with K imaginary, leading to circular

functions of hz and to the Bessel fimctiona with imaginary argument, viz,,

Id (^), can be shown to be mefioctive for the problems we have in Mew, and

there is also a solution of the typo

w =3 S (flt' ooflh ifca + P' sinh kz) rJo' (ir),

Pi^

3 283

4 3B|

p,.- -(>*-l-2)(«+ l)B,+,

(7 )
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'which contains inBiiHiLictit constants to permit of the atresa boundary

condition a over z " h being aatiaticd

The Rational Inteohal Solution and its Application 'lo the

Plate Problem*

(fl) A Spt‘€ijic Prr^lein

We cojHuler the coao of a plate bounded by the surface r --- a and the planes

2 =-= ^ A, subjccfecl to a uniform pressure p over z ^ h, zero pressure over

z — — h, and no shear atn^ss over z — ^ A, and determine a solution of type (i)

which htH these boundary conditions, and then discuss the conditions at / = a.

The boundary conditions at z ~ h arc rz — Q for 2 — -j^ h, rs — 0 for

z — hj zz — — p ioT z ~
-f A, in each case for all values of r

These conditions, in combination with the !4ccond of equations (5), lead to

the equations

« = r {h^ — z*)/, (z)

^

»-(Afr)/i(z) I’

(10)

where /j./a are rational integral fimctions

We take tho expressions for w and x given m equations (6), and the following

properties of ore used —

V = z" — 1 ^
’2l(n-(n - 2)

!

r*z""* 4-—^2 4 4'(«-4)l
f'z

3V.

137

av,

Mil).

„/y -y \ i (** 1)^
i

^ ^
^ r*r

^ - '‘(V, - r z +_ r »

The equaliona (1) then give

2 = - 2o[3 . 2B,(- 1) + 4 , 3B, (-Z) +5 . 4B.(—Jz'+lr*) + .. ]
Pi r

- [4 , 3 . 2 (A4 + B.*) (- J) + 5 . 4 . 3 (A, + B,z) (-Z)

+ a.B. 4 (A, + B.»)(~^z*+|f*) + ...]. (12)

'wbioh, by (10), must be a {unction ol z only, and it ia eaiily seen that the tense

written down in (12) are aD that otn occur.
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The expresaioD for zz thus beoomoa

= (1 -2<j)[2BH-3.2B^+4 3B.(z*-|r‘)+ 5 4Bs(z'’- Jr«z)]

-3.2.1(A, + Bjz) "4 3 2(Ai + Bjz)z

- 5 4 3 (Aj H- B,z) (Z-' - Jr^) - 0 . 6 . 4 A. {z' - Jr^z) (13)

In (12) the terms m and r® must vanish and the remaining terms must

be equivalent to a constant multiplier of — z®
,

in (]3) the t^rme in rh nnd

must likewise vanish, and zz become equal to — /j and zero lor z — A

respectively

The constants A. B are thus determined as follows —

(l- 2a)B,-3A,=

B. = - ElL+il)
^ 160EA’

Ai = Bn ~ Bfl

z ^ p(l + q)(7

® 480E;i"
(14)

leaving three arbitrary

The expressions for w and U may now’ be worked out, using equations (2)

and (7), nnd it is found that, by writing the three arbitrary (constants m the

forms a = “ 2Ag
, p = 6A4 — 3 (I — 2*7) Bg , y = 3Ag -|- Bj* we have

Anally,

= {» Hh (ir*
3v{l-a*) A _ i 2a p(l ) q)(l -•2») )

128EA* f U-ff' 2E(l-ii) )

z

u

+ 8p(l+o) 3?x»a+c) .1 .

8BA(l-<r) 16EA* /

P (!+«)
ICEA"

** (16)

2p}r-f-
apd-g*) ,.]

32EA’ J

_ p(l +g)(2— <T) _a
HEA»

(16 )

These expressions constitute the most general values of the displaocments,

oorresponding to the solution of type (i), which are in accordance with the

assigned boundary conditions over g = ± h

(6) Tke jCnown BesuUsfor the Clamped and Supported PUUe$,

In equatigns (15) and (16) there are three constants at our ohoipe, and they

nan only be determined by assigning conditions to be satisfied at the edge
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r = a. The olaaaical procedure [vide Love, ' EUaaticifcj,' chap, XXll) is to

conaidei only the middle aurfoco of the plate, t e, the plane z = 0

We denote by Wo the value of for z » 0, and then, taking as the conditions

for a clamped plate, Mq = 0, dwjdr = 0 for f = rt, we get from (16)

^ 64D

where D is known as the “ flexural rigidity of the plate

This result might well apply when the plate is suifioiently thin, and, in fact,

is found experimentally to hold m such cases, although it is difficult to determine

for what range of values of A/a the equation (17) is valid.

For a thick plate it would appear that the conditions of clamping arc not

sufficiently represented by making Vq and dwjdr vanish for r = a

Further, it should be noticed that the result (17) docs not depend in any

way on y, so that the middle plane may either be stretched or unstretched,

Assuming y = 0, so that the middle plate is bent without extension, we

find easily from (16) and (10)

„ = 1+^ + l - 1
DL24 1-(j IGl-n Sl-o

_ 1 _ 1 1 .3]

4(1 -<j)* 3(1 -o)» J*

a result given by Love [loc. 6i^, p. 463)

For the supported plat-e we assume at r = o, Wq^O and

I
rr . dz —

I
fr rdz = 0,

1 e that the integrated Radial pull over r ^ a^h'^ ^ h does not give nso

to forces or couples, and the usual result is obtamed.

Inadentally we find y = ^ (op/E)i so that the middle plane is stretched.

(7) Some Further ResuIU,

The solution of the problem of the uniformly loaded plate comprised in (15)

and (10) con be made to satisfy certam other edge conditions.

Thus, suppose U = 0 for z= ±h, then ^ and y determined,

Y being zero . making v;o = 0 for r = a, gives a and the result u

6*Dr oV\ a‘^8 1-ffW
* Thu IB generally bnown to engmeen as the Onahof formula, and is quotci] as Bdch in

wmlu on Strength of Mateiiali* although ftwM originally worked out by Folieon.
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AootiieT case is U = 0U/3z ^ w ^ 0 for f — z = 0, which give*? y == 0

and dotermineH a and We hnd for Wq,

Wm — H 10 h^\

1 — a a^l
(19)

These boundary conditions may not be practicable, but wc quote these

resultfl for comparison with others to be obtained later.

In each caae the normal deflexion of the middle plane is much greater than

that given by (17) if hja be at all large, le for a thick plate

(fl) Remarks on the Solution of Art 5

It IS to be observed that, with the solution given by equations (1/j) and (16),

wo cannot make cither tc or U vanish at every point of r = n

By choice of a, p, y all but the lost term in (equation (16)) can be nuule

Eero, and similarly for U, so that the limitations of the solution m finite terms

are manifest and the problem of a thick plate must be investigated by a fresh

type of analysis

The Bolutions given above ate thus necessarily approximate, even for thin

plates, but it will be shown ui the sequel that the results obtained by more

elaborate analysis can bo expressed in a form similar, for example, to that

of (17), with a correction term which is of small consequence when hja is

Hmall.

(9) Thf Stresses in a Thin Plate

Some remarks on the stresses m a clamped or supported thin plate may bo

interposed here before we pass on to the next type of solution. The following

results are easily obtained .

—

2l!iT-qy
I

r 3p 2Ep 3(3+g)y ^1^ (2+q)p ,

2(1-0) ^Lau-o) l-o"^ 32V I 8V

a=n +
2 4A ^ a"

BA’

> (20)

ea - 2EY-ap ,
r 3p ^

a(i-o) ^ua(i-8) 1-0
3(1+3o)p _,

I

(2+o)_£,s

32A’ J '"bP
'

The itreu a ie of the order of p only, and the greetest value ot n is of the

OTdei of pajh (vi*. at r = o, z = 0), but rr and 0G will, at the edges r — a,

s SE ^ A, contain terms of the order pa^jk^.

' For a okifiiped platci P ^ pti’/32D and y, although undetermined, is of the
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ordei of only, ao that the greateat Btreaa i& the radial pull at the edges, which

IS numerically equal to A the value of rr at r ^ a, t = h being

actually the greater, the diflorcncc being of the order of p.

The value of 06 at the edges is

For a supported plate, \vc find

- ^ r3(2 + a)j, _ 3(3 + ») +
L m 'J 8A>

’

SO that rr, for r — a, is only of the order of p, and the maximum stress is at

the centre of the plate, or rather of its upper and lower surfaces, and is,

numerically

3 (3 -h q) pa*

32A»

These results will be compared with those to bo obtained later for the case

of a plate, definitely thick.

The Solution of the Pbodlem by Infinite Series involvinu Bessel

Functions.

(10) DiscuHinon of the Methods.

The solution given by equations (8) can obviously be made to satisfy condi-

tions at r — u more general than those considered in the last section. Thus

ur can be made to vanish at all pomta of r — a by choosing k so that Jo (ka) = 0,

and, therefore, there arc possible applications to the thick plate problem

AVe have next to consider the method of satisfying the stress boundary condi-

tions over z = which involve zz and rz (art 5)

Equations (1) show that, being of the form given m equaticm (8), zz and

tz arc respectively expressions of the types (2 ) Jo (M and £Q (2) Jq'

so that, when z is constant, zz takes the form 2)PJo(Arr) and rr the form

^QJi {kf),V and Q being independent of f.

Now it IS known that if /(r) is any function which could represent a displace-

ment or a stress m the range 0 to a, then the constants P,, can be so chosen

as to satisfy an equation of the form

/(r) = SP,J.(M. (21)

where Jg » 0, (n = 1, 2, 3, ...)

If Jg (/t,n) E 0 we have also

Ji (M “ 0, (
22)
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and thu leault can be uaed to determine tbe oonatanta Q. in an equation of

tbe form

K(r)-£Q,Ji(^.f). (23)
i

In fact we have {vtde Gray and Mathews, ‘ Beasel Functions,’ chap VI)

, r

It follows that, if wc take an inAnitc number of terms in the expresaiona

for w and /, the boundary conditions over z= can be satisfied provided

that the mtc^als in (24) can be determined for the particular forms of J(r)

and F(r) which may arise

To this end, a number of results m Fouiior-Beasel analysis are required,

vhioh we proceed to detail.

(11) Colleclum of Necessary ResuUs in Founer-Bustl Analym,

(a) Res^iUs \nvohnng the Roots of J^^a) ^ 0—We have the following results,

m being a positive integer and Jo (^) = 0 —

I- = J]jo(fer)r'-+‘df

o*"+‘>J.(fai)rj 4»b'
I

4m*(m-l)«
ka L (M* (A»)‘

+ (-!)’

(A»)‘

(ter

= J, (itr)r<if

2trM»"+*J. (te)

*>o»

4(to- 1)» 4‘(m-l)>(m-2)*

(te)» • (te)‘

... + (-1)'-.1
4"-Hw-l)‘ 2« 1«

I7ow, tho equation r*" — o*" = 2 whole Jo = 0,

which is legitimate since both sides vanish for r » a, we have, from (24 ),

T0iu xcn.—1.
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which deteiminea P„, ao that

Jo(V)

ifcuVJi
H" 4n»® (m— 1)“ £

1

Jo(M

This equation muat be identically true for all values of fn, and putting

in = 1, 2, 3, ,
and sorting out the various series, we find the following .

—

^ Jo (b.r)
^f'l- (26)

1 i,VJi(b.a)
^

8 \ , aV

” Jo (k,r) _ - -V'3 - (27)

t b,"a“Ji (b.o) 128 1 a*) \ aV

£ Jo (V)
'-SK- (28)

tb.VJ.(fe.o) 4608 \

Putting r = 0 in tho above, wc have

etc., etc.

^ 1 1 ^ I _ 3 .

, i„VJi (*«<») 8’
, tvj, (fc.o) 128'

* 1 _ 19

?fc.VJi(ife,a)~4608
(29)

Using the equation = Q.Ji(^.r), or, alternatively, difierentiating

the above results term-by-term (which can easily be justified), we find .

—

j;
Ji(fe.T) _lr

1 *.'<»' Ji (t,o) *0
(30)

£ J.L—III
,Ai.VJi(*.») 32 o’

(81)

^ J.(t.r) 3 f 1 r’
I

1 r’

. t,'a'J, (fc.o)
’ 266 a 128 a“ ^ 768 a"

and, with r = 0,

f._]_^l f;_l_^l f;_l_ _L
1 4’

I /t.*o‘ 32’ Ti.V“l92

etc , etc

,

(32)

(33)

(b) BesvUa inv6lmt]g the Soola of J, {kja) = 0 {exduixng the Zero Root).

—

To discuss the plate problem when the radial diaplooement U ia assumed to

yaniah at all points of r -= o (b ^ s> — b), it is necessary to use results aiinilar

to the above, but involving the roota oi J, (b^) = 0.

These are obtained by BBSumptions of the type £ F.Ji (kjr) ^ r (r** — o'”),

since Ji (b[,r) vanishee for r •»: 0 and r — a.
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The results required ere as follows :
—

f Jo (k.r) 1 I. 1
>:!

1 *,‘o«Jo(*,a) 8^4o>

g, Jo(fc.r) _ 1
I

1 1 r*

1 Jo (ife,u) 96 ^ 32 o‘ 64 a*

g. Jo(t.r) 7 If* 1 r*

1 *,*a*Jo(ifc.a) 0216 3840' 512 o‘ 2304?

R J] (t«f) 1 r . 1 r*

1 Jg (/t,a) 16 o 16 o’

R Ji (t,r) ^ r_
, _1_^

. i.VJo(*.a) 192 a '''1280" 384 o’

f;
Ji (t.r) 7 r 1 r" 1 f» 1

1 Jt,VJo(t,a) 18432 a 1636 o’ 3072 o’ 18432 a’'

Putting r = 0 and r = o m equations (34) to (36) we have

t
1

£
I

t

1 _ 1 1

A:,’o' Jg (l:,o) 8 1 6

1 1 z ^ — 1

i-.Vjg(*.0) 96 . Ifc,v 192

1 _ 7 £ ^ — 1

l.v Jo (k,a) 9216 *.v 3072

(34)

(36)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(0) Sesullt involving Loganthmtc FuneCunu wUh Jo (k,a) = 0—To discuss

the csss of the bending of a plate when the load is concentrated at the centre,

some further results are required.

Consideration of the integral y„ = T Jg (itr) r*"” log - dr (m a positive
Jo «

Integer) on the bnes of (o) above gives the following ,

—

*,'o'Ji*(t.a)
tlogj

V Jq (li>r) ^ Iq. *

1 kfa* J,« (A:,a) 8 T oV 8 o* 7

etc , etc.

Multiplying by r and then integrating term-by-term, we find

^ rii
-
> = ?-( 1 + 2 Jog-

)

A Ji (M
==, i. L/i — ® — 1 Ino

1 its*V Ji* (^,0) 16a \ 8 » 2 a* ®r/*

2 Q 2
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this process being legitimate because of tbe uniform convergence of (41) and (42)

in the range 0 to a

Putting f = 0 in (42) gives £ _ . — = -j whilst r = o in (43) and (44),

leads to the results (29).

(12) The Elastic Problem—Reasonsfor the Choice of Solution of Type (iii),

From ait (10) it is apparent that, with the solution of type (ii), the boundary

conditions overz — ± A lead to equations of the type £ P^Jq (^,.7)
= a constant

1

or zero, in the case of a uniformly loaded plate

* 2A. h

If h P,Jo (A,r) = Aaay, (24) gives P, = -— ,
but this is equivalent to

1 at^oJj (A^a)

J (kjr)
assuming that £ ;

—

v ^ result which ia untrue for r = a, although
1 AfcoJi (ApO)

it can be shown to hold for 0 = r CT a It will be necessary, therefore, to

use a solution which docs not depend on this result for the satisfying of the

boundary conditions at z — ± A

Furthermore, the assumption

w = i {(a. + p„r) ooah + (y, + *»*) sinh *„*} Jo (*.*)
1

With Jo(ARa) =s 0, gives w = 0 for every point of the edge surface, but permits

of no othoi edge condition being satisfied, because the BCtLes constants

ocm Pfii Tnp completely determined by the stress conditions over

2 = i A

It may bo noticed, os a matter of interest, that if this solution be worked

out, we arrive at the foUowing result for the deflexion of the middle surface

of a fAtn plate (using methods of approximation to be explained later).

A result, m partial agreement with this, can be obtained from (LQ). By

choice of oc, ^ can be mode to vanish at f = a, except for the final term,

^ ^ ^ ^ vanish fw z = 0, and attam its greatest

numerical value at z ± A viz
16E

The latio of this quantity to the central deflexion it
8(I + ff)*

BO that.
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for ihin pkfcea, the condition w = 0 at all points of r = a is approximately

aecuied. Determining at, Y ^ indicated, we find

[3 - 8 ^1
a^f L o* ' a(l — ff) o"J

'

which la nearly the same as (45) if hja be small

It should bo noticed that the central deflexion with the sole edge condition

UP ^ 0 is three times the value for a clamped plate.

(13) The iSoIti^fon of Type (ui )—Expreseuyne for the DisplacemeTUe and Slreaaes

We take as the solution

UP = ao' + (a/ -j- Pi'2) Vi -f (utg' + ^2^*) V2 +

. • + S {(gt„ + M cosh kn2 + (y. + K2)
sinh k^z] Jq (V

)

1

X = (As' + Bj'z) Va + (A,' + Ba'*) V, +

.
. H- 1 {(A, + B,^) cosh k^z + (C„ + D^z) sinh k^] Jo {k^r)

where the number of terms in the finite part of w is, at present, undetermined.

The connections between the sets of constants a.\ p' and A\ B' are given

by (7), and those between «, p and A, B by (9).

We require for our immediate purpose the values of U, rz and zz, which are

determined from the function y by equations (1) and (2).

We find, using the results of (11),

r (tT) = - 2 (B,' + 3A,' + 3Ba'*) (V, - *V,)

- 3 (Ba' + 4A4' 4-4B.'*) (V, - sV,) ...

+ t[(A, + B«r+^-)BmhM >- («)

+ (c, + D.r + 1?) cosh *.*] (M

i-^.M*2(2-o)[2.1B,' + 3.2B,'.Vi + 4.3.B4'V, + .. ]

- [0Bs'+ 3 2(A,'+ B,/*)+ 3 .2 (3B,'+ 4A4'+4B,'s)V,

+ 4.3(3B4' + 6A,' + 6B,'s)V,+ ,.]

— S [|a, + B,*-- (1 — 29)^j8iiihi.z

+|C. + D.Z - (1 - 2o) |r}ooshifc.s]l.»J, (tf)
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f . re = - 2(1 [3 . 28/ (Vi - iV.) + 4 . 3B«' (V, - zXt)

+ 6.4B.'(V.-*V.) + -]

-[4.3.2(A.' + BA){Vt-zVi)

+ 6,4.3 (Aj' + Bs'z) (Vi - zV.) + .. ]

+ £ I^^A, + B„z + 2o^^ooahi,i

+ ^C, + + 2a^j8inh

y. (60)

(14) The Problerntt to be Discussed—the Forms of the Solutions

It IS clear from the above that both displacements u> and U cannot bo made

to vanish at all points of r °= a, so that the general problem of art. 2 cannot

be solved by this type of analysis.

It is possible to make one displacement zero for r = a, A>2> — h, and

then to choose the constants to make the other vanish for r ==- a and particular

values of z, such conditions constituting approximations to the general caao

of the fixed edge,

We shall, therefore, discuss the problem of the plate under uniform pressure

p over z = H- A with the following boundary conditions ;

—

(fl) 1/; = 0 for r = fl, A > z > — A ; U = 0 for r i=:= a, z = ± A,

(6) U = 0 for r — d, A > z > — A
,
w = 0 for f = o, z = 0,

and shall refer to them subsequently as problems A and B respectively.

We have first to determme the number of terms required in the finite parts

of the solutions in each case, the constants in the infinite senes parts being>

of course, determined by the stress boundary conditions over z s: ± A.

From equations (7) it is seen that the B' constants are given m terms

of the a', constants, with the exception of B^\ which is left imdotennined.

The constants to be obtained from the edge boundary conditicms can,

therefore, be regarded as the |3' constants, plus We shall call these

the accented constants.'

Suppose DOW that the finite part of 10 oontadned terms up to, and inoluding,

V„. Then the total number of accented constants is 2fn + 2.

In virtue of equations (11) the finite parts of U and rz can be expressed as

Beriea of odd powers of r, and the finite part of as a series of even powera

(including a term independent of r), the coefiScients involving z.
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To aabiefy the boundary oouditions of problem A we must have Jq (^a) = 0,

and> M the hnite part of w must also vanish for r = a and all values of 2
,
we

have m -i~ 2 relations between the accented constants, since the highest power

of 2 occurring is 2"^^

The zz conditions at z ~ -}zh give two relations between the constants,

and the U conditions two more, making m -j- 6 in all

In the case of problem B, the vanishing of U at r = a requires (A:„a) = 0,

and the vanishing of the finite part for t ~ a. The highest power of z occurring

therein is easily seen to be z**, so we have m -|- I equations between the

accented constants The finite part of rs must vanish for r — a, 2 = ± A,

and this gives two relations between the constants, and, in applying the results

of (34) and (35) to satisfy the zz conditions at z ^ A, we obtain two more

Finally, the condition at t ~ a, z = 0 provides a further equation,

BO that, as before, wo have altogether m -|~ fi relations between the accented

constants

To solve each problem, then, wc must take m = 4.

It is clear that, by taking more terms, \.e increasing m, m could be made

to satisfy further conditions at r = a in problem B, but the aolutions become

very lengthy, and, m any case, the mam ob]ect in solving this paiticnlar

problem is to indicate the effect, on the flexure of the plate, of assuming zero

radial displacement

Making vanish at r = a, 2 = 0 will lead to a comparatively simple

solution,*

(Ifi) ProlAetn A—Valculaiion of the ConstafUit and the Stress-IhsplacemerU Syntem,

By the argument of the preoeding article it is seen that the finite part of v
can be written (the V functions being obtained from (11))

W — OCo' + (*i' + Pi'2) 2 + («/ H" Pz'*) (2® —

+ (««' -F Pfl'2) (
2’ - i

r*2) + (»/ + ^,'z) (2
* - 3r^H- I r‘).

This must vanish for r == a and all values of z, giving six equations between

nine unknowns. Equations (7) determine all the A^ constants in terms of

these, except B^', so that there are four undetermined constants, which we

choose to be a/, and Bg'.

Omitting the algebra, the finite part of y> becomes

w = (a* - f«) a/ + «.'2 + f «4V - I *4' (a“ + r*) ].

* In this oomneotion, renunhs in ad £0 shoiilid be iMiitio«L

(51)
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We now calculate U, zz and rz, ai given m art 13, and the reaults are oa

follows, the constants A,, G^, D„ being replaced in terms of p,,, Y,,,

3. as shown in equations (9)
:—

>

U ^ [2(1 - 2(t)B 2' - 1*8V-h (1 - 2^)fl^'z - 3(1 - <i)(nV2

+ (1 - 2o) (a/2* + a/z*)] r + Jo (a/ + ^x,'z) r*

- £
I"

[a. + + (3 - 4a) |=}siiih k,z V (52)

+ |t« + ®ii* + (3 — 4a)
j
cosh Ji (2^r)

. zz = [4aB2' + aiaV + 2axz'z 2aa]|'e" + 3(1 — a)a/a“r
E

+ 2aa 4V] — (1 + a) (ota' + 3*4

'

2) r*

+ 2 [|a, + p,j + (1 — 2<r) i,z

+ |y» + (1 — 2o)|^| coah *,*j Jo (t,f)

n = [
— »«:' — 9^ (1 — ff)a 4'o* — 2o«9'z — 3ff«i'z*]r

+ }(l + a)Qt4V

-f [{a, + p,z + 2 (1 - a) *} coah k,t

+ [r. + 8.* + 2 (1 — o)
|!| Binhfc^J k.3i (fc,r).

We now apply the stress boundaiy conditions, viz., rz — 0 for 2 =±A,
M = 0 for z = —hfZz— — p for 2 — -|- A, in each case for all values of r.

Putting f == fl, 2 = ± A m (63), the zz conditions give

— = 4aB/ —a (a* — 2A“) (66)

- £ - 2««,' - 2ff (3«»* - A») ««'. (60)

Denote by Pn, P/ the coefficients of Jo {k„r) in zz with ^ ^ ± A, and

similarly by Q., Q„', B., the coefficients of (A„f) in rz and U respectively.

Then B« ± can be caressed in terms of P,, ± P/, Q, ± Q/, and
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these Utiei are obtained, from the boundary conditions, by application of the

equationa (26) (30) and (31), in auoh forms, as, for example,

p p._ 16 (l+a).,la«

The conditions U = 0 at r = z=ibA then give, after considerable

reduction,

' [l6«(l -o)T. + a - 2a)^]as

where

- .,V [.B (1 - =•) (T, - ST.) + 48«(1 - .) (l -^ T,

4 o* a*J

Q ^ kjt cosh* kj^ 1

^
1 sinh 2kji -|- 2k

’

a _ A Binh 2kji
’

1 sinh 2kJi -|- 2k„h k^^a^
’

q, _ « ainh 2^^^ 1 T = £ ainh" kji 1

^
1 sinh 2kjt — 2A„A

’
*

i sinh 2kJk — 2hji kfa
^

'

m

^(59)

m _ ^ k^h sinh* k^h 1

°
I sinL 2*^1 - 2kji iT?

Equations (55) to (58) determine a/, cta^ a/ and Bg', and then P,, ± P/,

Qfl ± are known, so that a„, p,,, K can be found, and the solution is

oomplete.

(16) The Normal Defle^on of the Central Plane and the Limiting Case of

a Thtn Plate.

Equations (47) and (51) give, with r = 0,

« = (a" - [4«/ "K («* + 4- S«-Jo [Kr)

.

and is known in terms of P„ — P/ and Q„ +
The expression for w ultimately reduces to

- w ™ -a<,'[4 (a» - r») + ^‘{Vr + d - 3(t)W,}]

+ «4' [| (o* - f•) + {V, + (1 - 3«) W,}

+ ^^^^^^{W, + (l-2<»)X,}]. (60)
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where

y ^ cohh Icji Jo(fc,r)

" «nh 2kJl - 2M (k^) *

^ ^ j. Hinh kji JoiKr)
^ T Binh UJi— 2kji it,V J, (Jt,tt)

Y _ g, <^oah k\h— einh Jq (A:„r)

^
1 Binh 2AbA — 2ky^h (A^a)

(6J)

The forms of the iniiiiite sones lu (59) and (61) are chosen bo that the limiting

values, when hja— 0, of the multipliera of the Beasel function terms are pure

numberei, and thus the limits of the above series can ho found from the results

of art 11. The formula (60) cannot be simplified, but we can obtain the formula

for the deflexion at the centre of the plate (r = 0, z = 0) in a shape permitting

of exact or approximate calculation for any specified value of A/a, and we

can also show that (60) becomes the same as (17) m the limit when hja—*- 0.

To obtain these results it is necessary to determine the constants a/ from

(56) and (58) m appropriate forms, and to do this we anticipate some results

to bo obtained later (see art 17).

Thus we write

Ti-2T,= ^Jt4 = ^|(1 + 5Jt4') and = + (62)
a* o*\64 a* / 128 a®

Also, to the order of we have

vheie

Ij = £ 1 ( 1 _ ^ )
•

7it.VJ,(ifc,a) 8’

’’

1 KWi (*.0) 128^ aV’

by (26) and (27).

The above a^ approximate only, but with r » 0, for exact oalonlation. we

write

V = — -i- —V '

612^0'^"' W = — + —W '•

Bi2
m
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and then, putting f = 0 in (60), calculating at/ and at/ using the equations

(62), and replacing Vg, Wg, Xg by the expresuonB m (04), we obtain, dually.

e4D 3 - ^0*1 3 ' 3(1
—I-«»)/

_ T..' _ 24 fl — T/ ' * " 0
16<t (1 — d) Tg' — 24 (1 — o*) T/

- 32(2d* + 2(i + 3)W„'-96(l +(j)(l -2(J)X„'}

+ (1 + 4 ifa (1 -M ,
(6ft)

this expression permitting of direct comparison with the usual formula for

thin plates. Tf, further, we replace and T/ m (62) by their hmiling valuea,

vu ^ and respectively, and use the results of (63), the expression for

w in (60) can be reduced in the limit to — u» — ^
.

(17) The Numerical Calculalion of the Infimic Senea involved.

Wo propoao now to indioate methods of calculation which will give numerical

results for thick plates and approximations for plates whose thickness, though

small, cannot be neglected.

The numerical values, for specific values of hja, of the vanous series can

be obtained by direct calculation without undue labour in most cases correct

to six or seven decimal places.

In some oases, however, the procedure involves finding a remainder after

the calculation of the first few terms, the expressions involving h being replaced

by simpler expressions^ use being made of the facta that the difierences of

socoessive roots of Jo(2;) — 0 tend to te in the limit, and that n hen x is moderately

large, (x) = ± a/ — approximately.
* 7tX

For A/a = ^ it is usually sufficient to calculate about ten terms and then

to fittd a remainder ; for A/a = ^ fewer terms would be required.

These methods become impossibly laborious for smaller values of A/a, say

of the order of 1/10, but suitable approximations can be obtained in such

osiges by expanding the terms in the series involving A la powers of and

ftp^ying the results of art. 11.
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Thus, for example, we have

a Binh 2^;^^ 1

1 Binh 2kf^h — 2k„h
2ii[i+lw +^W+...]

1

1 7 h* 11 A*

128 320 o“ ^ 1400 a*
’

bj et^uationa (33), and it is found that the expression written down is a very

close approximation even for values of A/a as large as

The above procedure is not, perhaps, aufiicientl/ rigorous as it stands, but

the values of the series can bo shown to be between limits which are pretty

close if A/a is not too large

Table 1 on p. 581 gives lesults for the senes which occur in the discussion

of problem A ,
some of the approximations arc not vabd for other than small

values of A/a, so that the results must be used with discretion

(18) Numencal Values of the Central Normal Deflexion for a Thick Plate.

Equation (65) gives the required expression for Uf at r = 0, s = 0,

From the results of the last article it is seen that Vo^ Xf can all be

expressed approximately in terms of A/a correct to the order of AVa^ but,

unfortunately, T/ and T/ cannot, so that only their luniting values are known.

Thus a simple expression for u'q correct to the order of A‘/a‘ cannot be found,

but exact results for A/a ^ and A/a — } can be given, and these are important

as showing the great divergence between the laws governing the bending^ of

a thick plate and that of a thin clamped plate.

Taking o = equation (65) gives the results,

for A/a — — tVo ^ 1 '3012
64D

for A/o = J,
- X 2 2262

(66)

whilst with cr the results are

for A/a = J — ifi5 = ^Xl-4918

for A/a = i — Wo ^
(67)

The above are outside values of a, but it is important to notice the marked

effect on the deflexion formuls of variationa in a.
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(19) The Zfe/tecMms ol the CerUtea of the Uj^per and Lovfer Suifacea of

a Thick Plate,

In ezpennientLQg with pUtea the deflexion can be measured only at the

flat surface other than that to which pressure is applied, and bo it is important

to calculate the value of w at the point r = 0, z *= — A.

It IS shown below, however, for a plate in which hja = J or less, that there

is little variation between the values of w at the pomta r = 0, z = 0, z = d: A-

Denoting by tr+n, the normal displacements at r = 0, z = ± A, we

have, naturally, w+a > Wq >
ED

From (47) and (51) we find Wh*— = 2a“a/A + S {p,»A cosh kjh

-|- ainh kji), and p„, are known in terms of P„ +T/ and Q„ — Q/, whilst

a/ is found from (56) and (57). BepUcing the various senes that occur by

their values as given by (29). or by then appronmate values determined as

in art, 17, as the case may be, we find the approximate result

A“ pa*

? tS)' (
68)

This shows that the difierence between the displacements is of a high order

in h/a, and, although only approximate, should give results of the correct order

of magnitude.
^

With A/a = t and a * i we find u)+»— w_* ,
and amoe the

130
*

central displacement in this case is wq = X 1*3612, the difierence

between and is only about 1 J per cent of Wo, and so can be neglected

for experimental purposes.

(20) iSfrsss Calculatdonefor the Thick Plate.

The expressions for zz and rz are given by (63) and (54), and those for the

remainmg stresses are as follows :

—

i^rr = 2B2
'— Jas'a“+Jaats'^“+(as'— 3g(4V+ iaa4V)zH-a3V+a4V

— 2[{«,+ 13.*+ (3— amh

+ '[yi.-I-*»*+ (3—2«)|?j coahAyijWo (V)

+ £ [|«.+ P.*+ (3—4a)^ ainh

+ |y.+ *.*+ (3—4®)61
ooah *.»]

h^.

— 10. n
= 266 (1 - 20)

9|l-3a-S(l-«T)*
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00 = 2B,'- + (ass'-Wo*- 5<*i«.'r*)z4 a/z'+oi'**
IL

— iiaS (8* Binh k^Z’^- p* cosh k^^z) Jq (A:,jr)

— ^[|«i.+ P.*+(3— 4(i)|s| iiinh4:,z

+ [^r„+*,z+(3—4o)|s|coshi:.zj^J-^^.

With these equations the stresBca ihaj be calculated at vanoua points inaide

and on the boundary of the plate, reaults of simple form being obtained by

using the approximate methods outlinedm art 17. AVhilat not stnctly accurate,

they cannot be more than one or two per cent in error provided that hja

does not exceed and they suffice to indicate the distribution of atress through-

out the plate Cortam of the reaulta require careful examination as they

preaent atnlong differences from the ooireaponding atreas values deduced from

the rational integral solution (see art. 9).

Thua, putting r = a in (69) and (70), and using (52) with U 0 for r a,

s = ± A, we find

(1 -o)E

by equations (55) and (56).

The stresses rr and 66 are thus of the order of p only at the edge for any value

of A/Up whilst with the rational mtegraJ solution they can be shown to be of

order pa^jh^t whichever of the various sets of boundary oonditions in arts, 6

and 7 be assumed, in particular the set U = 0 for r = o, z = ± A, w = 0 for

r = O) s = 0.

Thi^ latter set would appear, at first sight, to tend to the edge oondibons

of problem A, when h/a— 0, but, os the value of 3w/3r, which is zero in the

latter case, is of order (p/£) in the former, the two sets of boundary

oonditions are not efiectively the same even for a thin plate

The pouit has been raised* that the discrepancy may occur because certain

of the Series have a discontinuity at r — a, z » ± A, due to non-uniform

* By <nia d tbs zefenoiL
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convergence in the range 0 to a. If the terms in rr and 06, with f n ± A,

involving Jq (^„f) are written out in full, we find series of the types

S/(U)
1

Jo (^mr)

Va“Ji(M‘
iF(JknA)

Jo(M

the functions / and F being of the same general form as already met with

in equations (69) and (61), and such senes are absolutely and uniformly

convergent m the range 0 to a.

An eramioation of the conditions near the edge, say at r =» a — c, shows

that the terms in rr and 66 involving Jo(^iir) contnbute an expression which

vanishes with c, but becomes large, and of order or higher if c be taken

of the order of A/tz, so that there is a very rapid variation of stieas near the

edge if the plate is thin, but no actual discontinuity.

The boundary conditions of problem A do not therefore approximate to

any of those previously considered, nor can they be considered as the equivalent

of those of problem B when the plate is thin.

The collected results for the btresses are given in tabular form below, those

which are valid for any value of h/a being starred, and the remainder must

be regarded as accurate only to the order of the lowest power of a/A

occurring.

Thus, for example, at / = 0, z = f A, ^ (1 + £r) — 7-^- plus
32 A* 1 — 0

additional terms of the order of pA*/a® which, however, the approximate

methods employed do not enable us to obtain.

For thick plates the position and magnitude of the greatest stress will depend

on the values of o and A/a
;
thus for o ^ and A/a = ^ it would appear that

— 3p, whilst for a =) i it isthe numerically greatest stress is (rr),.a <

In the case of defimtely thick plates the variation of sixesa near the edge

oomplicateB tiie question too much for a definite answer to be given.
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Table 11.

StrOH r -> 0, £ =. 0 r » 0, 2 « -1- A U P H 111 >• r := a, 2 =- 0 r — a, £ = + A r = a, z — A

rr/p
IT a (I -h <r)rt> IT 1 - 2<r - a*** 1 - (2*

0*
2 (1 - <r) 32 A' 1 - (1 — ff)

Hip
ff 1 - 2.2 - 2o" - !• 0*

2(1 - ») 32^ +
^ A- \-tr 4 (J - ff)-

u/p

1

- 1- 0* 1 - 2(2 - iff* - 1* 0*
4(1 -(2)-

M/p 0* 0* 0* 3alh () f>*

(21) Problem B—CaUcuUdion of the Stress-Disflacemerd System.

By the ar^imonL of art 14 it is seen that the A", constants which

occur arc Ag^ kf . Ag^
,

B/, B/ .. Bq'', and since the polynomials

in U and rz, equations (48) and (60), must vanish for r= a and all values of r,

by reason of (A;,a) = 0, we have seven linear equations between these ten

constants.

The stress boundary conditions satisfied by rx and xz at z — rt h give, by

use of (34) and (37), two further equations between the A', B" constants,

and also determine P, ± P/, Q„ i in terms of the A', constants

(actually only Bg"' is involved) and functions of

We have, thus, nine equations which determine all the constants, except

A|^ 08 follows .

—

A ' = -iLizLL-
' 24(1 -(t)E'

-V = (1 + a) pg*

e4EA* (1 — «)

A ' = — (1 + g) P
' 240Efc' (1 - o)

’

B.
(1 + °) p

8E(1 - o)’
^

04EA* (1-0)1 a*r

B.'
(1 + a) V

160BA* (1 - o)
’

(71 )

V = B.'=B,' = 0
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The s', oonstante are known in terma of the A', B' conetanta by eqnationa

(7), and ao we find the following ozpreaaion for i«,

r_ „ , , _ 3(1 +e) (3-2g)ix.M . _ 8(1 -e) A*l .

L “ 64(l-a)EA^ 1 3-2cto*J

. 3(1 +(i)(3-2o)p .-1

128(1 - o)E*> J

(l + g) (1-20)7) ,
I

r 3(l+o)7)a* |. 2(1-2it) AM

2 (1 — o) E L 16Eh’ I 1 — o o'i

+ •' + ? (K +M
+ (y. + K^) k^z) Joik^r)

(72)

A 2
^

ifl d«tennined hy the condition tc; = 0 for r = a, z = 0, bo that it can

be found when £ ot„

J

q (k^a) ib known, and a, depends on P„ — P/, Q, + Q/,
1

which involve B/, and this constant is given above

Thus all the constants are determined and the problem may be regarded as

solved.

(22) The Bending of the Middle Surface, and the Central Normal Deflearum,

Bmce w = 0 for r = a, z = 0, (72) givee with z = 0,

^3(l+o)(3-2,)ya» f 8(I-o) 5>l
.

\ 64(1 -9)EA* I 3-2<To‘j^ '

I*.') -'.iw)
(73)

We find

where

£ (i.f) = + (1 - 2®) M,]. (74)

L-g ftaWiunhM JQ(t,/)

I ainh 25^ — 2il!jl (k^)

„ _ jMcoeh^-aiiihM Je(i,r) I^ 1 nnh2M-2igk J

(75)
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The ooeffiments mvolving A in Ii, and M,. are the same as those of the series

IVr and X,. of equations (61), and so we can write as in (03)

_ Jn(A„r) lA«g, Jo(A,r) 1

7 (ArtO) 40 a* i A:,*a"Jo (M)

M _ 1 Jq (A|,r) i y Jq (^w^)

*
1 A„VJo(A„a) 40 a* 1 A;j*a*Jo(A,(K<^)

(76)

correct to the order of A*/a*.

Thus, by (35), wc have

“•=-7-i5(*-'5+’S)+>'

(77)

where M/ are assumed to be defined by those equations, whilst, for small

values of A /a, wo have by (76) and (34),

L/ = M/ =--(l -2^1).
320\ o’/

Putting r = a in (77) we have

^ = 9^

+

25G or

M. = — + -M,'
(78)

768 o*

SO that £a,Jo (k^a) can be found.
1

Using (74), (77) and (78), the expression for w in (73) reduces to

_ V,

=

£2i r/'i _ !iy + i* (-ifl- _ t!)
64DL\ o’/ o’U-tiV a*'

- + (I - 2*') (“.' - M.') )}] (W)

In the bmiting case when A/a—^ 0 we got back to the usual result.

To find the central normal deflexion we put r = 0 m (79) so that the values

6£ Wi Wi Wi Ma' are required.

Using the approximate methods of art. 17 and the equations (40), we have

_L . J_A>
128 ^ 320 a*'

J 1_ A*m 320 a“^

Mo

M,

1 1 A* T
~ 514^320 iS

J 1_A«

788 320 ,

(80)

The results in (80) see reasonably aoourate for values of A/a up to

2 n 2
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Thus, for hja = \, (60) gives Lo= ^0 0076172, the coireot value being

— 0*00760533, and for A/a the respectivo values are —0-00703126

and — 0-00684539, similar results holding for the other senes, so that the

approximations (80) may he taken as vahd for any value of hja likely to occur

in practice. Hence, to this degree of approximation, Lo^ = Mo' =
= — Ma' and we hav'e from (79)

—
-Wo = 8(8_+_^^-l

6 (1 - a) aU m
With hja — ^ and o = this formula gives 2-1 times the deflexion given

by the thin plate formula, and with o = ^, the ratio is 2-25

For direct comparison with experimental results, the deflexion at r ~ 0,

z = — A IS required (see art. 19). •

This can be calculated from the foregoing analysis, and the final result is

-
*•)] •

where

y _ ^ smh 2AhA — 2AnA cosh Jo( A^r)

' T sinh tkji — "ikjh A„VJo (A;«a)
’

We find the approximations, using the results (40),

Xn- J_
192

J_-l
364 40 a>

(83)

For hfa = i, the approximate and correct values of X^j are 0 006770d3

and 0 0066669, and for X„ they are -0-004167 and -0*00399661, the

lattes not being m particularly good agreement.

The approximation to (82) is, therefore,

-w,= 22l [1+3? 2^ An
e4D L ^ 0 1 - o o']

• (64)

This equation gives, as we shall see, results in fair agreement With ezpen-

meat. It should be Dobioed that the difference between the deflexion at

r i=c 0, z ^ 0 and at r = 0, z = — A are here greater than in the case of

problem A.

(23) StresB CalaukttU^for the Thick Plate

The stresses at various points in the plate are determined as in art. 20, and|

as before, certain of the results are exact, especially for the value s « 0.
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This ariBes from the fact that and an found to vanish in this aolutiOD,

and so the expressiODs for the Btiesses involve only the finite terms when 2 = 0.

The result rz = — z^) should be noticed in comparison with that

given in equation (20), viz
,
tz

There is some little difficulty m determining approximate values for rr and

00 when 2 = ± A Thus, for r =s 0, 2 = ± A we find in the expressions for

these stresBea, besides terms in p and pa^/A^ a term of the type^- (S — 2S'),
A

where

a ainh 2AhA 1 _
1 ainh 2A„A — 2k

hji ainh “A^A 1

ainh 2kJ^ — 2A,|A A*^a*Jo (Ap«)
S' = S

1 _
64 “ 80 o®

128
'
1 ^
80

1 A®
Approximately, 8 — 2S' “ Jq”'

order of A®/a*, and we

should have terms in p if the approximation could be carried as far as

The correct value of S — 28' for A/a = J is — 0*0040342 as against the

approximate value —0 '00390625, the values being sufficiently close to permit

of the omission of the extra terms in p.

For r = a, 2 = i: A wo have similar terms^ (T — 2T'), where
A

T = f A/A® sinh 2A„A 1 _ J_ , ^ ^
7 Binh 2A^A - 2kji 128 80 o"'

X' = S A,tA Binh ®ApA 1 1 1 A®

1 sinh 2k^k — 2kJi k^*a* 250 60 a®

'

1 A®
Here the approximation T — 2T' =

jg
"j since for

A/o = J the correct value is 0-00477417.

We cannot, therefore, neglect the extra term, and we write T — 2!^ >»=

1 A® A^— + A -j ,
where A is an undetermined quantity which varies with A/a,

1 D a" a*

and BO we have a term pk in the expresaiona for the stresses.

For A/a = ^ we find A = 0 222.

The values of the stresseB at various points are given below, it being under-

stood that the remarks of art. 20 have equal force in this case.

Correct results are starred as before.
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For kja we have 1; = 0 222, so that, with ff = the numerically

greatest streaa is (fT)r-o = —p=~ 4 ’05 which is somewhat greater

than in the previous case (see Table II).

The values of rr and 60 at r ^ a. z = ^ h are of the order of pa^/h^ in

contrast to the results of problem A, and this is considered, as before (art 20),

to be due to the fact that Bv^/Bz is of the order of pa*/EA* at the edge in this

case, BO that the conditions of problems A and B do not become equivalent

when h/a— 0.

(24) Some Problems of Non-Uniform Loading.

We propose now to consider briefly some cases of nou-uniforni loading,

the object being rather to indicate methods than to work out particular

problems in detail The loading is considered to be symmetrical, so that we

have zz —f(f) over z h, where / (r) is a specified function, and this

condition is to be satisfied as in art 10 Assuming, for example, the edge

boundary conditions of problem A, we have Jo(Ir„a) — 0, and the integral

J

‘a

f{r) Jo(A^r)rdr is to be found,

0

This integral can be obtained for many values of / (r), but hero we confine

the discussion to the case where the plate is loaded only over a small concentnc

circular area, or, in particular, where the load is wholly concentrated at the

centre.

Suppose, then, that there is uiuform pressure p' over the area of the circle

r = b (b <a) and zero pressure over the remamder of the plane z — + A,

Then we have

\’f(r) J,(Kr)TdT = - pT Jo(*.r)r<Ir = J, (Jb.6) (86)
Jo Jo *11

If the total load is equivalent to a uniform presaure p over the whole plate,

we have p'b* ^ pa^^ and we can pass to the limiting cose of central loading

by making b 0 and keeping p'b^ fimte.

The typo of solution given in art. 15 will serve, and wo have from (63),

wiitbg jwi =c /(r) for z — + A,

(*.1-) = 4^/(0 - (teB,' + + 2«i,'A') + (1 +

S +3 (1 - - w**
+ 3(l+<r)a/*f*,

where /(f) = — / for 0 ^ r S b, and vanishes for A S r S a.
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Sioce Jo(iliia) = 0 and f{a) = 0, we arrive at equationi (65) and (65) wi^
the oinifuion of the tenue in p, and, multiplying throughout by Jo(jb,^f)r,

integrating from 0 to a and ueing the result of (65), we get expronaioDs for

Fq P/. The resulta are, as before (art 16), with added terms of the type

L.
Kb

^liKb)

3i^{Ka)
;
the remainder of the Bnalysia of art. 15 ia unchanged

The equations correfiponding to (67) and (56) are the same with added

tenus, BO that the constants of the solution can be determined.

The results for a thick plate can be worked out if reqmred, but arc, necessarily,

rather complicated.

To proceed to the case of central loading we make 6 0, so that - * k
Kb

The equation giving the normal deflexion of the middle surface is then the

same as (60) with the following added term

1 -f- q
[2 a — Z fc,"V cosh Jo (fc»r)

E h" L ^
1 Binh2A:.h-2it,\ifc>*Ji*(it„a)

1 ^ y Aw^A^sinh kji Jq (K^) ~|

a- 7 sinh 2k^h - 2Kh Ji« (ifc„o) J

Approximate resultH for the new senes introduced can bo obtained as in

art, 17, usmg the resulU of art 11 (c), and the normal deflexion can be calculated

as before for a specified value of hja

There is one point to be made clear conoenung the value of the deflexion

lit r = 0, z = 0 We have, by (41),

m Jo(Kr)

which becomes infinite for r = 0, and so the exptesaion

V Binh kji 1

,
sinh 2k — 2jfc„h Ji“ (A;„o)

must be exammed more closely, because the deflexion at r &= 0, z = 0 is finite.

We have

Q* sinh 0

Bmh26 — 20 =i

0“^

+ - . + «.8^

(2r + 8) I

0*' +
}/(e). My,

aiid/(0) < 1, for© ?> 0.
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deacly

where

/(e) <

T^'
^ ( 6 )

= .

+ f- + e*'

+

(‘2r+ 1)1

30 .
2*'+*

-t-

(2rH- 6)1
0» +

The ratios oE correfiponding ooefficients m the numerator and denommator

of ^(6) decrease steadily from I to zero, so that ^(0) < I-

Thus

m < ^ and 8 = 1
40‘ “ sii^2k,h-2kJthJWJi*{k,a)

^
ifc,VJ,»(ifc.o)'

I ^
I

H < I2?f JL 1 ^ 105o« g 1

16 7 (M) 16A* I (M)'
hi IQH

SO that T 3 < (art 11 (c)), and the deflexion at r = 0, z = 0 is fimto.
or 128 -

To proceed to the limiting case of a thin plate, we follow out the method of

art 16, replacing the various inimite senes that occur by their equivalents

as given by equations (26), (41) and (42), and the result given by Love

Klastioity,’ p. 466) is obtained

The problem can also be diBOUssed using the boundary conditions of problem

B, and detailed results obtained in both cases for the case of central loading,

but enough has been said to indicate the possibilities of the methods of this

paper.

Some GEtfEBAii Conbideratioxs,

(25) The Question of Uniqueness of Sduiion.

Ths question anses as to whether the solutions, given in this paper, of the

problem of the thick circular plate, with assigned stress boundary conditions

over the plane faces and displacement boundary conditions at the cylindrical

edge, ore true sohitions m the sense that they are the only solutions.

If either the BurfaCo tractions or the surface displacements are given com-

pletely, it is known that the solution of the problem of elastic equilibrium
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18 unique, ao that the stress diBplaoemeut system throughout the body is

detonmoable without ambiguity {vtde hove,

'

Elasticity/ p. 167).

The argument can easily be turned to suit the case where the tractions are

given over part of the bounding surface and the dis^daoements over the

remainder, so that, in the case of tho circular plate, with symmetrioal loading,

if iz and rz are given over z = ± h and U, k? over r = o, the problem would

have a unique solution.

Id the cases worked out m this paper the stresses are so given over z

but one only of the displaoements U, w has been completely specified over

r = a, for all values of z, the remaining displacement being given for partioular

values of z only. Thus, in the sense of the above remarks, tho solution, certainly,

is not unique

It has been shown, however, that a complete solution as such is not possible

by the methods employed, and, therefore, it becomes necessary to consider the

limitations of the partial solutions obtained

It is clear from tho argument m art. 14 that solutions could be obtained

to satisfy more general boundary conditions at r = a, although they would

be very complicated.

Thus, m tlie case of problem A, we could by choice of m (art 14) make U
vanish at s positions, say, on the oybndncal edge by choosing tn = 2 -| g.

If, for example, we make U = 0 for r = a, z = ± A and also for r =
z = 0, so that m = 5, the solution gives the same equations for oc/ and

as before, so that the law of bending of the middle surface, which depends

only on these constants (equation (60)), is unchanged.

In the solution as given, U does not vanish at r = a, z =- 0, and it is interesting

to note that the vanishing, or otherwise, of U at this poutiou has no effect on

the bending of the middle surface.

Similarly, m the case of problem B, we may take 10 ^ 0 for r = a, z it

mstead of merely w = 0 for r =& a, z = 0, os worked out.

The more general solution is very lengthy, hut, on working it through, and

approjcimating as usual to the infinite series which occur, we find that the

normal deflexioa of the centre of the plate is the same os before to the order

of

It is found that the analytical difficulties of the problem arc gcsstly increased

as the number of terms in the finite part of the eohltion beoomfis greater, and

it seems advisable Ao oontmit ourselves with the simplest possible solutiona

which apparently give a unique value for ihe bending of the middle surface,
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and S0 |
in a sense, may be regarded as the appropriate solutions consistent with

the given boundaiy conditions.

(26) Expennuental Dderminatum of the Elashc CorUenU

A point of some importance, upon which, it is hoped, the present invcstigationr

may serve to throw some light, is the fact that diflerent values of the funda-

mental elastic constants, Young’s modulus and Poisson's ratio, are obtained

when various testa are applied to specimens of metal

Thus the tensile test and the bender test give slightly different values of

Young’s modulus, and it is clear that tests on the bending of plates will give

values differing from those obtamed by the other teats mentioned, if the accepted

formula for thin plates is used.

Filon, m a memoir " On the Equilibrium of Circular Cylinders under Certain

Practical Systems of Load ” (* Phil. Trans A, vol 198 (1902)) has shown that

the values of the elastic constants determmed by a tensile test depend on

the dimensions of the test piece, and it is clear that similar considerationa

apply to the bendmg of plates, as the effective thickness (A/a) of the plate

must be taken into account

Most experimental work in the past* has been done with plates for which

the Grashof formula, so called (p. 666, equation (17)), applies fairly well, as

the thickness-diameter ratio was of the order to bo that the effect of

the dimensions of the plate was not important, but more recent work, as

mentioned below, has shown that this formula fails for thick plates

(27) Ex^enmeotal Resfult^ for Thuk Ploies

Experiments on an extensive scale have recently been made, using plates

of VBiying thickness-diameter ratio up to a value exceeding these plates

being manufactured by turning out a block of motal in order, as was thought

at the time, tu secure effective clamping.

The results, howovei, showed central normal deflexions for thick plates

greatly exceeding those calculated for a clamped plate by the usual formula,

the discrepancies increasing with the thickness

They have boon compared with the values calculated from the various

formultt arrived at in this paper

* ExpBrlnuintAl nsMrchei which have been ooiuulted we the foUowing .

—

Orawfohl, ' Proc B.S.E / voL 32, 34$ (1Q11>12)-

Slelntliel, ' EngineniDg,' voL 01, p. 077.

EhMUn, 'Btngier’s PolyteohnlMher Journal.' vd SIB (1903).
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It ifi cunous that the beit agreement with experiment is given hy the fonnula

for w) at T = 0, r = — ft, uaing the boundary conditions U = to = 0

for r = a, z = 0, for which (19) gives the dedexion at r = 0^ z c= 0,

It IS not considered, howevcTi that the simfdo solution, with these aaaump-

tions, can be applied to the case of a thick plate, since the boundary conditions

refer only to the middle surface, and the agreement with exporuneut must be

regarded as accidental

Of the solutions which are taken specifically to apply to the case of a thick

plate with a fixed oylmdrical edge, the better agreement is found with those

values calculated from the formula (64), which was obtained on the assumption

tj=^0forr=:fl, A>z> — h

The results tabulated below were obtained using plates 3 inches in diameter,

and they are compared with the calculated deflexion m inches given by the

thin plate formula (17), the appropriate fonnula for r= 0, z= — A corresponding

to (19), and the formula (64)

The value of a used in calculatmg these results was 0 266, but this figure

IS not vejy reliable, and it is probable that the value should bo somewhat

greater
,

if so, the figures in columns 4, 5 and 0 would be increased

The agreement between columns 3 and 6 is far from perfect, but it must

Table IV.

1 2 3 4 5 8“ 7 8 9

TliUtkiioH
A/o.

Deflexion lor

- 1000 lb

peraq In

1 Doflexioa Deflexion Deflexion Col 3 Col 3 Col a

In inohoa from (17). from (84). from (10') CX4' Col 5' C^l. 6

0-1 0-03100 0 029800 0 030300 0 030428 1 040 1 023 1 OIB

0 2
1

1/15 0003728 0 003980 0 004040 1 188 1-113 1 096

0 3 1/10 0 001105 0 001313 1-425 1-938 1 900

0 4 2/15 1 0 000740 1 0 000460 0 000621 M1&8 1 252 1 109

0 6 1/6 0 000427 0 000239 0 000340 0000363 1 797 1 256 i-na

0 0 1/5 0 000287 0 000138 0 000921 0000240 2 080 1 298 1-198

0 7 7/30 0 000203 0 0000870 0 000169 MSO

0-B 4/lB 0 000150 0 0000582 O-OQOISI 0 OOOIH 2S7S 1-949 M80

* (19') Ja used |o refer to tfto formula for |p at r « 0, s A, oaitespoadiag to (l9).
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be reabeed that there is do guarantee that the boundary oonditionu postulated

have been Beeured
;
the more or less steady values m column 6, lor the thicker

plates, would appear to show that the theory is on the right lines

It could hardly be expected that an admittedly tentative set of boundary

conditions would be realised in practice, and it is possible that there exists

unavoidable boundary strain which cannot be taken account of in the theoretical

treatment of the problem.

(28) Sumnuiry and Condus^ns

The mvestigation in this paper is that of the flexure of a thick circular plate,

held BO that there is no displacement at the oylmdncal edge, subjected to a

uniform pressure over one of the flat surfaces

Throe types of solution have been considered - -

(i) The solution in finite terms
,

(ii) The solution in infinite series involving hyperbolic functions of z

and Bessel functions of r
\

(lii) The solution afforded by a combination of (i) and (u).

It has been shown that no one of these solutions can solve the problem m
its Complete generabty, and each has been examined m turn to discover what

problems can be discussed by its aid.

The solution (i) leads easily to the usually accepted I’esults for thm plates,

but is moapable of dealing with the case where the thickness of the {date

cannot be neglected.

Solution (ii) IS of restneted appbcation, as boundary conditions at the edge

referring to one displacemont only can be satisfied.

Solution (in), m venous forms, permits of the discussion of a variety of

problems, the method being to satisfy the stress boundary conditions over

z = ± A, and then to consider diflerent boundary conditions at r = a, such

conditions being expressed m tends of w and U
It is possible to satisfy oas condition only at r ^ a, for all values of z, such

as or U = 0, and these have been considered in turn, the remaining

displacement being made to vanish for specified values of z only, thus leading

to partial sdutiona of the problem.

It is foufld that, for a thick plate, the condition Ue=0(orr = a, —

A

leada to greater bending for a given pressure than the condition ts b> (>, which,
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in its tunif gives more then that according to the usual foriaula for thin

plates.

In eocli case, the usual result for a thin cHamped plate is obtained in the

limit when A/o tends to zero,

Methods have also been indicated for the discussion of the problem for the

case of non-uniform loadingj particularlj' when the load is oonoentiated

entirely at the centre The theoretical results for thick plates are expressed

in the form of infinite senes, which have been reduced to simple terms by the

methods desenbed in the paper, so that concise approximate expressions for

stresses and displacements are obtained which are vabd in most cases even

for comparatively thick plates (e g., h/a = J).

The distnbution of stress throughout the plate in the oases considered is

indicated by tables giving the values of the stresses at various particular points,

and attempts arc made to determine the greatest stress in terms of the applied

pressure and the ratio hfa

The maximum stresses vary m position and magmtude according to the

values of e and hja, and are beat determined at iniiio in any particular cose.

It 18 hoped later to obtain, experimentally, some criterion for elastic failure

in the case of the bendmg of thick plates, and then, perhaps, to make further

apphcatious of the results of this paper

In conclusion I wish to make my grateful acknowledgments to the following

^ntlomen Prof A E. H Love, F.R.S , who read the paper m lU first form

and made valuable suggestions for alteration and improvement ; my friend and

colleague Captam W. E. Orimshaw, 0 B E., who also read the paper and with

whom 1 have discussed* various points ; my ooUeague Mr. 0, M, Russell, who

undertook the experimental part of the reseandi* ; and Mr. N. M H. Lightfoot,

now assistant lecturer m the Univeruty of Sheffield, who carried out a good

deal of the numerical wc»k involved.

* Xb« work was carried out in the BoUistio Branch of the RoKorah DeputaiM,
lYoolwlch
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On the Total Photo-Electric Emiasion of Electrons from Metals as

a Function of Temperature of the Exciting Radiation.

By S. G. Roy, M.8c ,
Physios Research Department, King’s College

,
Tjondoii

(Communicated by Prof 0 W Riohardaonj F R 3 —Received July 29, 1926 )

1. Inlroduction.

In the year 1013 K T. Compton and 0. W Richardson (‘ Phil. Mag / voL 20,

p. 549 (1913) )
published a paper containing an important investigation on the

action of homogeneous mono-chromatic radiation on a number of metals The

essential characteristics of the photo-electric activity of various metals are sot

out m their experimental curves obtained by plotting photo-electric yield of

electrons against excitmg frequency These curves contain double maxima

m the cose of extremely electro-positive elements like Na, and one maxunum

for a less electro-positive metal Al, while the curves for Pt exhibit no maximum

in the range of frequencies covered by their experiments Later inveetigations

by Souder Phys. Rev / vol. 8, p 337 (1916) ) and 0, W. Richardson and

A F, A* Young (' Roy. Soc Proc / Ai vol. 107, p 377 (1925) )
have conJSrined

these general charactenstics of photo-olcctnc activity-frequency curves A
photo-electric maximum for the " selective ” effect was observed by Pohl and

Pnngaheim (* Verb. d. Deubsch. Fhysik. Ges,’ vol 11, p, 1030 (1910) )
as early

as 1910 lu the case of some cleotro-positivo elements. The general shape of the

humps in tbeii curves appears to be a function of the angle of incidence of the

exciting radiation, nevertheless, the position of the maximum is qmte

independent and dehmte. Lately, B. Dopel {' Zeits. ftir Phys.,' vol. 33, p, 237

(1925) ) has shown that a less eleotro-po^itive metal like Sr also shows the

photo-electric maximum It is therefore probable that all metals would exhibit

such maximum photo-electric effect if it were possible to extend the range of

exciting frequencies far into the ultra-violet. The presence of double maxima

in the curves for Na and R probably pomts to the existence of two photo-

electno thresholda in these elements, as suggested 1^ 0. W. Richardson (' Proc,

Phys. Soc. London,’ vol. 36, p, 388 (1924)), and may lead to interesting

developments in future.

In the following Table 1 are coUeisted the observed values of the long wave-

length limit Xa and the wave-length of the maximum photo-electric effect.

A oamparison of the figures in columns 1 and 3 shows that the frequencies
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Vo and v^i can be correlated within the range of aodbraoy and conaiatenoy

attainable in photo-electric meafinromenta by a aimple relation,

ho (1 )

Table 1.

Uetoii (oba)

C> two* >7fl0t >(W0
Bb 480* — —
K 440* 7001,

677t

465

Na 3001 386

Ca aoo* 40011 (I) 267
Ba 2B0* —

260* 300t 260
247 Sf 360t 240

Fohl and Prinsihfllm, ‘ Verb d b Phys Ges vol 12, p 340 (1010) j toI. 12, p. 682 (iOlO)

;

ol 13, p 474 (1011), vol 14, p 46 (1012), etc

t K. T. Oomptan and O, W nlch&rdson, Zoe cil.

t Oofneliiu, ' Phya. Rev,' vol 30, p 3 (JOIO)

I A. P A Young, * Roy. Soc Pme A, vol 104, p 611 (1023).

II
Rlutianl H&mor, Optical Soo of Amenca, ‘ J & Rev, So, Inat toL 0, p< 261 (1024)

This significant result leads at once to tbo formulation of a functional relation

between photo-elec tnc activity and exciting frequency Thus if F,, represents

the number of electrons emitted by the absorption of unit quantity of radiant-

energy of frequency v, then the relationship (I) is satisfied if Fr be of the form

F„ = const ~—~ . (2)
V

These two important relations were given by 0. W. Richardson (' Phys Rev.,'

vol 34. p. 119 (1912) ;
* PhiI. Mag./ vol. 23, p. 015 (1912); vol. 24, p. 670

(1912) ) on the basis of some thermodynamic and statistical reasoning, As a

matter of fact, these two relations 'represent all the important aspects of the

photo-clectric operation of monochromatic hght on metais. A. Becker (' Ann

der. Phys./ vol, 60 , p. 30 (1919) ) attempted to nspresent the photo-electric

activity of platinum by an empirical relation of the form

r. - court, (l - (3)

No importance can probably be attached to this empirical relation inasmuch

as It is basSd on data of jdioto-electric activity of a aingle element over a limited

range of frequencies, and also partioularly because it fails to represent a very

important feature of the photo-electrk activity^frequeiicy curve, namely, the
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ezjBleiicft of a frequeacy of maximTim effect related to tin* tLreakold frequcooy

ID Boioe BDch simple manner a« le expresaed in relation (1),

It should, however, bo pointed out that the theoretical curve of photo-eJectnc

activity according to the expression (2) differs somewhat in shape from the

experimental one
,
but there are a number of causea which might fnrmah a

natural explanation of this discrepancy. This is, however, of secondary

importance for a study of the broad features of the photo-electnc activity of

metals,

The total photo-olpctno yield of electrons resulting from the action of a

‘'black-body"’ spectrum is obtiunod by multiplying the function Fp by the

intensity Kp and integrating it over all frequencies greater than the threshold.

One thus obtains

Npitot — f Fp.Kp dv

= const. (i)

It IB clear that a law of total photo-electric emission in the form (4) is a conse-

quence of the presence of a maximum photo-electric effect at a frequency

= ivo,

WiUiam Wilson (‘ Itoy. 8oo. Proo.,’ A, vcl. 93, p. 359 (1917) )
was the first to

make meafiuiements on the total photo-electric emission, using Na, He was

able to represent his results by a law of the form,

N|,bo« = const. T* . *“ (5)

where a lies between 1 and 2. A. Becker (' Ann. der Physik/ vol. 78, p 83

(1925) ) has recently studied the photo-electnc excitation of A1 by the complete

radiation from a tungsten source at tomperatores of 2100-3200 aba. He
concludes that a is greater than 2 and probably lies between 3 and 4. Owing to

the predominating influence of the exponential term in (6). it is scarcely possible

to decide experimentally between values of a such as 1, 2, or even 3. So

far aB the writer is aware, these are the only two expenmenta on record *

0. W, Richardson (‘ Emission of Electricity from Hot Bodies/ pp. 97-100

(1916), and 'Phil Mag vol. 31, p, 149 (1916)), on some computations based on

experimental data on the action of monochromatic light cn Ft, pointed out that

the value of the total photo-electric current from Pt by “ black-body "* radiation

* ^^angmulr (‘ Journ. Am Chem. Boo vol. 42, p, 3100 (1030) ) mfloUoiu In a lootsola

(pb 29(M) that some oareful expeiimenta (uopobliahed) made by him on the total photo-

eleotiie emission firom tungsten hid shown that the magnitude of the photo-clectrlo ouirenta.

WaaoC the oedev of oae-tniUkmth of the oocrseponriing (hmmionia ounsnits,

VQt. 0X11 —A. 2 g
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at 2000°^ should be about 10' iimcii leda than the thermiomo current from Ft

at the same temperature

The idea that the thermionic omiasion from hot bodies may really be due to

the pboto-electno activity of the radiation of the hot body itself owes its origin

to 0 W Bichardsoii {ioc. tnl) and W. Wilson (‘Ann. der Physik,’ vol. 42,

p. 1154 (1913) ) 8o far as variation with temperatJure la concerned, Wilson a

expenment substantiated this view. Furtheri A Bcckei (/oc. cU ) brought

forward another fact to strengthen the basis of the radiation theory of thei-

miODiQ emission—namely, that the distribution of velocities amongst photo-

electrons is the same as is found in the theimiomcally emitted electrons But

although no syateinatio attempt has been made to study quantitatively the

magnitude of the total photo-electric emi<^sion, it is generally known that the

amount of thermionic einission of electrons is vastly m excess of the total

photo^lectno emission. This fact has been made the basis of some comments

against the radiation theory of thermionic emission It is obvious that tbe

origin of such adverse criticism lies in the fact that one is apt to overlook the

distinction between thermionic and photo-electnc phenomena when laying too

much emphasis on the resemblance between them That both kinds of processes

are promoted by radiation of course constitutos a resemblance
,

but the

distinction liesm the fact that one is due to the action of radiation on a sjrstem in

temperature equilibrium, while the other is duo to the action of high -temperature

radiation on a cold system. In the thermionic phenomenon the exciting

radiation is isotropic, and has the same intensity throughout the body of the

emitdng system, while m the photo-electnc experiments the intensity of the

exciting radiation is greatest at the surface of incidence, and falls off

exponentially with the depth of penetration.

Recently the writer (' Fhil. Mag.,’ vol. 50, p 250 (1925) ,

* Roy Soo Froc.,’

A, vol 110, p. 543 (1926); ‘Z. fUr. Physik,’ vol 34, p. 499 (1926)) mode

some attempts to renew an interest in the radiation theory of thormionio emis-

sion and chemical reactivity The phenomena which may be supposed to be

due to the action oE radiation on a system in temperature equilibrium are

(I) the thermiomo emission of electrons from solids, (II) the thermal ionisation of

gases, (111) the utdmolecular decomposition of chemical molecules by heat

;

while those promoted by the action of high-temporature radiation on a edd

systciD are (I) the photo-electric emission of electioas from solids, (II) the photo-

electric ionisation of gases, and (Itl) the photo-ohemkisl decomposition of

ohemicsl molecules. It occiuied to the writer that if one could explain the

quantitatiTe discrepancy between thenmooic and total photo-electnc ourronts^
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oDe would fitrengthfeU the hasis of the radiation hypothesis of chemical

reactivity in general But before one can do bo, one must have at one’s disposal

some quantitative data on total photo-oleotric emisaion It was with this

object in view that the present expenments were undertaken by the writer

2 Expenmental Afrangemenie.

The apparatus (as shown to scale in plan in fig 1) is made of transparent

quartz-glass, and was originally designed by Prof 0. W Richardson for the

study of soft X-raya It was found, however, that the some quarto-tube could

be adapted with certain modifications in arrangementB to the study of total

photo-eleotrio emiaaion of electrons from metals by the action of radiation from

an approximate ^ black-body ” source

The Bouice of radiation is an electrically heated tungsten wire Of radius

0'005 om„ and of length about 10 cm
,
wound into a spital of 11 or 19 turns.

2 a 2
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This apiial) F|, is kept centrally snapended inside a cloaed copper oybnder, C],

of height 2*3 cxn. and of diameter 2 2 cm., by means of two stout leads, L,

of constantan wire. The use of a fairly large length of tungsten ensures

precision in the measuremontB of temperatures and reduces to a minimum any

correction due to end-losses The copper cylinder, is put to earth and the

filament is maintained at a positive potential of about 10 volts in order to prevent

emission of electrons The radiatiou from the filament streams out of the copper

cylinder through a rectangnlai sht, Sj, 2 cm X 5 mm. in dimension Any

positive ions or electrons diffusing with the stream of radiation are trapped by

a pair of metal condenser plates, A and B, which are held tight against the flat

walla of the apparatus These plates are, respectively, 2-2 X 1*8 and 2x18
sq. cm in size, and about 0‘52 cm apart. A potential difference of about 50

volts or even less between the plates suffices to extract aU the ions or electrons

from the beam of radiation when the pressure inside the apparatus is less than

10”® mm.

The radiation enters through a second slit, Bg, of dimensions 2 cm X 2 * 3 mm.,

into the copper hslf-cylinder, C^i and impinges upon the photo-eleotnc 4:argets

enclosed by Cg The eleotrons liberated from the target by the incident

radiation are drawn to Og, which is maintained at a positive potential of about

20 volts. This potential is sufficient to saturate the photo-electnc current h,

which range from 10““ to 10”^^ amp in the present experi-

ments These currents are measured by a suitable electro-

meter of sensibility 30 4 cm. deflection on the scale per

volt, and of capacity 96 cm

In order to ensure that the current so measured is really

due to photo-elaotno action, and also to enable a comparison

of the photo-eleotnc properties of various metals to be made

under the same expenmental conditions, the experiment is

HO arranged that four different metal targets can be studied

at the same time. For this purpose four metal targeta

(2 cm X 1 cm.) are mounted in a nickel framework, T
(fig. 2), which is held by means of two metal spikes, P| and

Pfi, to a metal coUar,^ fixed ti^Uy round a short glass

tube, Tj, carrying two iron arms, Ig and Ig, by means ol a

second metal ooHar, M,. The glass tube, Tp has four grooves

cut in its bottom at equal angular distances of 90^ and can rest vertically

throng any of these grooves on a pin, P, attached to a glass tube, The

electrical connection to the target-holder, T, is made by means of a spiral ol

FW. 9.
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thin copper wire passing through T, The target-holder, T, can thus be Kfted

and turned from outiiide by means of a smaU electro-magnet bo as to present’

any of the metal targctH to the action of the impmgtng radiation

The evacuation of the apparatus is done by means of Volmer^B condensatio

pump system backed by a Ficuss oil pump. The apparatus is connected to the

pump system through two double-walled glass condensers in senes, one of them

oontaining coconut charcoal. Both of these glass condensers are kept immersed

in liquid air after complete evacuation by the pumps. The joints and seals are

all made with hard sealing wax of very low vapour pressure. The central parts

of tho quarts: apparatus can be heated to red heat to get rid of occluded gases

The metal cylinder, Cj, is degassed by electron-bombardment from the filament,

F|, and the half-cylinder, C2 ,
and the metal targets c<an be cleaned up by

bombardment of electrons from an auxiliary filament, F, In this way it is

always possible to maintain apn'ssure lower than 10~^ mm inside the apparatus

when the temperature of the filament, Fj, does not exceed 3,000”^

3. Electfioal Conneoiiom

The electrical connections arc shown diagrammatically in fig. 3 Hie resist-

anoe of the tungsten sinral, F|, is measiirod by a simple Wheatstolie bridge

Fio. 3

arrangement, of which constitutes one arm and P, Q and K are the other arms.

R ii made of veiy thick manganine wire, so as to be capable of oarryhig a large

ouirent without heating, and has a resistance of 6 -44 ohms., whidi is eontpanble

with that of tho spiral at high temperatures. The neiataiiee of the am F is

3.000 dims and that of Q is variablr The P-4) oboait has a taemtoaoe large
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compared to that of the R-F^ circuit, so that a very negligible fraction of the

cunent pasaeB through P-Q The heat4ng current of the filament is supplied

by a set of storage batteries of about 02 volts through, au ad]u0tablo rheostot^ r,

G IB the bridge-galvanomctor The ammeter, A, mosaures the heating current

of the filament, and the voltmeter, V, recorda the voltage drop across it The

posttive potentials on the filament, F|, the metal plate, B, and the copper

oyboder, Cg, are taken from a set of dry cells of about 50 volts, whose negative

terminal is put to earth The cylinder, Cj, with the condenser metal plate, A,

18 also earthed. The target-holder is connected to the electrometer by means

of a wire running through an earthed metal tuht}

4, Measnremenls of

The temperature of the filament is estimated by three mde^iendent methods *

(IJ by direct measurement of its resistance, (II) by the wattage input given by

the voltage drop and heating current in the filament, and also (111) by measure-

ment of saturated thermionic current. Owing to the fairly large length of the

tungsten wire used for the filament, any correction due to end-losses is very

small, and it is thought unnecessary to introduce it, particularly in view of the

fact that radiation from all parts of the filament is operative In producing the

observed photo-electric current so that an estimate of the average temperature

of the source is more desirable than that of its central part alone In practice

it is found troublesome to employ the three methods of measurement in each

individual expenxnent Occasional comparison of the estimation of temperature

by the different methods shows fairly satisfactory agreement. The methods

(I) and (11) can be equally relied upon. The estimations of temperature given

in the following pages are oil made from direct measurements of resistances of

the filament, and the scale of temperature adopts is that of Worthing and

Forsythe •

5. Expentfisntal RennU^

Measurements on total photo-electno emission of electrons from eleven

elements—Al, Fe, Mo, C, Zn, Pt, Ag, Au, Ta, W and Ni—are given, and the

constants of the equation

I _ A T* I
I, _ ^0 ^

*uhot — t *
j

n — j

are determined from these data by plotting graphs of (logjo 1—2 logio T) against

T-* (figs, 4, 5 and 6).

* Report 0B ' The Pfuportios o| Tungsten and ibe Cbanoteriitiea of Tangrten Lamps.'

6oe also Worthing, ' Ffays. Rev./ vol. 19, p. 436 (1932).
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Fmi fl

The specimeufi were supplied by Johnson, Mathey and Co They were not

subjected to any special heat-trcatnient in these cxperimcDts, but were cleaned

with sand-paper before inserting the target-holder into the apparatus. The

pumps were started just after its insertion, and a vacuum of the order 10”® mm.

could be attained in about two hours' lime

The range of teinprratures covered by the present experiments extends

from 1900°^ to 2700°^, The pressure inside the apparatus was always about

10" mm. when the photo-electric currents were measured At higher tempera-

tures evaporation of tungsten from the radiating source interferes with the

maintenance of satisfactory working conditions inaicia the apparatus, and it ia

found difficult to maintain a vacuum at a pressuni lower than 10”* mm.
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Tuble If

Iphoi X 10>* empe per«q cm

Al

1

tv 1

j

Mo V

2073 2 240 _ _
21U 4 m — — —
2104 0 241 a 151 — —
2272 20 02 5 672 2 801 1 761

ms 40 4<l 9 380 5 463 6 042
M02 08 71 17 53 10 11 10 02
24«6 127 4 31 mi 17 07 14- 02

2222 101) 2 53-80 J4 56 24 16
2587 — 93 11 43 70 41-10
2650 “ B2-00 72-11

Table III

I0< - T-',

20 + (k)Bio Iplio) - 2 lr.H,„ T)

Al te
^

3[o C

0 4826 0-7174
0 4088 0 0700 — — —
0 4507 1 2838 0 7100 -- —
0-4401 1 5888 1 0412 0 7848 0-5331
O' 4X70 1

1 8084
1

J 3538 0 9994 D 0640
0 4104 2 U701 1 4827 1 2437 1<2772
0 4007 2 2210 1 7196 1-4488 1 3814
O>3072 2 4320 1 9258 1 5845 1 5773
0 3860 — 3 1433 1 8155 I'TOOe
0 3774 — 2 0706 2 one

Table IV *

Iphot X 10“ Mip per«q ciu

Al Fr
1

Mn c

3040
1

1 792

2106 ) 648 — —

.

2181 7 508 2 BOO — —
2X48 14 90 6 278 2-804 2 0X4

29 16 11 87 0 (m 4'550
5512 23-34 11 87 9 004

X401 103 7 42 42 28 34 18 42

3581 175 0 77 78 43 74 80-90

xeox — 127 a 77 78 71-8X
2070 — """ 155 a 140-0

* TftUM tv uul Vlir opntun lecond »et of obnorratioiu mode on theee ipeolnleiM ettef

ti>Hk lAnidnf wltk o ikorp knife
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Table V.

10* T -^

A.
1

30 + (lojlia Ipho

'

i
1

1 -aiog,.T)

AIo 1 C

0 4BAH 0 631H
1

1

0 4740 0 Olfil
1

— , —
0 4S8A 1 2016 0>7H08 -- —
0 4448

1

] 4604 1 OB41 O' 7440 O' 0024
0 431A ] 7680 J'3447 i 0808 0 0862
0 4108 1 9822 1 6080 1 3163 i-1906
0 4068 2 2334 1 8464 1 6840 1-4611
0 3081 2 4362 2 0840 1 B34] 1 7668
0 3643 -

1

2 274^1 2 0600 2 0264
U 3737 — — 2 3370 2 2911

Table VI.

X"4

Ipbot ^ 10'* .mp fier B([ opi,

1

/n 1

1

Pt

1080 1 408
i

1

2014 6>232
1

2 67H ~
2060 6 fiOO 0 889 , J 483
214.7

,

12 .76
1

10 97 0*102
1 2 726

2210 1
1 33 40

,

19 80 1 10*07 4 050
2278 43 67 ! 67 94 ! 21-94 9-893
2667 M2 62

]

73 91
1

40-20 16-00
2402 IM 6 134 4 87-74 41-20
2466 1

1 —
1 108 6 82 62

2826
1

—
1

1

— 128 4
2884

' -
1

— a.. 4

Table VII

10" T *

SW + (l<^u Iphot -2 logia T)

A\
1

Zn Ag Pt

0 8128 0 5947
0 4065 0 0001 U 8206 —
0-4608 1 1469 1-1300 0 0003
0-4663 ] 4654 1 3774 1 1208 0-7995
0-4A2S J 6605 1 6015 1-6516 0 9099
0-4481 1 0370 1 6860 ]'6860 1-1636
0-4970 3 1705 1 2 1311 1-0184 1-6749
0-4170 2-4310 2-3M1 3 1830 l-6t82
0-4000 — — 2-4170 9- 1609
0-8050

,

— — — 9-6160
0-3870 '

—

— 2-6171
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Table VlIT

r*
Iphol X 10*" amp per aq cm

AL
j

1

Zn As Pt-

104^ 1 04S
^ „ . _

200B 3 Slfl 2 079 1 810 —
2074 7 880 5 754 3 815 —
2U0 14 47 11 DO 7 -672 2 590

2900 27 54 21 04 10 91 0168
2271 51 05 41 20 28 95 11 61

2290 03-M 06 85 47 35 1963
2804 140 4 107 0 77 98 36-04

2400 234 0 200 5 140 4 70-90

2AI7 — 234 0 1170
2578 —

1

— 216 0

Table IX.

10» >; T-»
20 f (l^g,i Tphot —2 loRit T)

Al Zn Pt

0 5142 0 7110
i

1

0 4081 0 9760 O' 8234 I
0 0542

I

—
0 4617 1-2626 I 1256 0-9471 —
0-4673 1 4906 1-4145 1 2330 0 7683
0'46£fl 1 7516 1 6530 1 5401 1 1012
0-4403 1 9956 1 9034 1 7403 1-3033

0 4292 2 2365 2 0905 1 0398 1-5060

0-4191 2 3690 2 37^ 2 1336 1 9091

0 4005 2 5873 2 5204 2-3655 2 0045
0 3973 — 2 5071 2 2604

0 3879 — —
f

~ 2 8110

Table X.

Iphol X IU‘* amp fata

'r» AV
1

Au

8061 1 072 1 713

2110 4 555 — 3 097
2176 — 7-798 —
3340 10 60 a-474 13-60 2 964

3810 26 00 6-eiB 34-21 S 946

3171 47-40 13 00 46-80 10-97

3441 93 58 36 00 9006 27 06

8601 147 B 1 60-U 164 8 30 65

3668 90-09 — 70-30
2033 ““ 122-1 — 127 4
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Table XI.

101 T-i
20 (LaXii Ifhot — 3 lofi^ T)

T» W Ni Au

U 4S7fl 0 07(»8
1

U 6003
U 4720 I'OOT — n-Ne2 —
0 4M7 1 2704 — 1 2172 —
0>44ftl 1 4220 ’ 0 8407 1 4201 0 7812
(1 4220 1 0800 1 0038 1 AS70 1 0220
0 4217 1 0387

1

1 3840 1 02DS i-2002
0 40M 3 •1082 1 6400 2 IBi7 1-6571

U 9028 2-3720
1

1 0096 2 4308 1-7548
0 3000 — 1 2 1128 2 0203
0 3S2I 2 2490

—
1 3-8683

1

That the vamtion of total photo-elcctnc currontH from all these metals

with temperatuie of the source are satififactonly represented bj Richardson 'h

law of thermionic emission is shown by the linear plots of (logio Ipsot ^

against T"^ in figs. 4, 5 and 6.

7. Inltimly of the Itieidenl Radtaiwii at the Surface of the Targets.

In order to be able to compare the observed photo-electric currents with any

theoretical calculations, one has to know what proportion of the radiation

cnutted by the tungsten-source reaches the photo-clectno target, An esttma-

tion of this necessarily involves considerable uncertainty, owing to the

geometrical arrangements of the apparatus and the unknown correction for

cooling at the ends of the filament.

If be the emissivity of tungsten for radiation of frequency v, and

be the specific mtensity of “ black-body radiation of the same temperature

as that of the tungsten-source, its specific intensity of emission is . K,^ and

the amount of radiation falhng per second on unit area of the target is equal to

f . E„ . K„, where/ is a fraction determined by the distance between the source

and the target, and other geometrical airangcments of the equipment.

The distance between the source and the target in the present expeiiments

IB 6 ‘5 cm, The slit B| is about 5 mim in front of the target, and has a width

0 23 mm. For practical purposes, iherelOTc, the peution of the target reoeiving

radiation can be regarded as a part of a cylinder coaxul with a thin cylindrioal

source of light, and an appioiumate oaloolation can be made by taking the

effieotive emittiiig surface of the helical sonice of radiation as equal to half the

total surface of the tungsten-wire wound into the spiral.
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The calcuJatioii of / is made aa followa

b

L ~ height of the target and also of the tungeten-Hpiral D = diatance

between the target and the aource. b = breadth of the target reoeivmg light.

The solid angle subtended at a point in the filament by a surface-

•leroeikt ft . of the target (fig. 7) la equal to

ft dy C06 B _ 6.D dy

(D* + y») “(D* + y*r“

Let Q be the quantity of light emitted per second by amt length of the helical

soorce of light. The amount received per second by the target of area ft X L
iB therefore given by

ft D dy

471 +
Q L ft.L

47t D . (D»+I^)W
(2>

Now Q X L representa the total quantity of radiation emitted outwarda by the

source per second, and la equal to

2T:r 1

X 47rB, . K,.

= 47c* . r . L . Kw
(
3)

where r and { are the radius and length ol the tungsten-wire wound into the

spiral and is the specific intensity of unpolarised black-body
**

radiation

of frequency v.

Thus the quantity of radiant energy falling per second on a square centimetre

of the target is equal to

n T f . . Kr ^ f

D.(D»+L«1*"‘^ (
4)
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la the present experimonta r — 0-000 cm, 2 ^ 8*0 om., D k 0>5 om,,

L SB 2-0 cm.

Therelore / = 3 02 X 10“’. (B)

6, of R^idwhar} in Thermionic and Photo-Eleotnc Phenomena

Ab a preUniinary to the following diflcuaeion, it la ueceB&ory to etate briefty

the recent developments in the ideas of radiation-structiiie, a comprehensive

account of which has been given by E C Stoner (‘ Ptoc. Camb. Phil Soc

voL 22, part 4, p 577 (1925) ). It is well known that the whole range of

phenomena typified by the photo-electrit action necessitates the adoption of

some form of light-quantum hypothesis. The question whether radiation

spreads in waves with power to collapse nt a jKiiDt or travels linearly os discrete

entities of energy is, perhaps, still an o|)eD one.

But if energy and momentum are to be conserved in the individual processes

of emission, absorption and scattering, there seems no escape from the condiiiion

that radiation is propagated m Imearly directed quanta. The writer believes

that the recent experiments on the Compton effect ” and on the associated

idea of mono-electronic scattering in relation to fish tracks "* due to recoil

electrons have sufficiently strengthened the [losition of the corpuscular theory

of radiation to warrant a speculation on the "size ” of a light-quant Such

speculations have already enabled Qrnstem and Burger (' Z. f. Physik/ vol. 20,

pp. 345, 351, and vdl 21, p. 358 and other papers) to give a coherent

account of vanous physical facts hitherto unexplained on the quantum theory

There is, however, some vagueness in the definition of the terms **oroes-

section " and " volume " of a light-quant. As pointed out by Btonei, the aame

difficulty arisesm defining exactly the aize of an eleotron Several writers agree

that a light-quant has its energy conoentrated in a " sphere ” of volume

where X is the wave-length. The value of q crudely estimated by different

wnterst does not agree, but is h>und to be of the order of a tenth. It is assumed

in this paper that a light-qoant is Imearly directed and spatially localised,

snd that its sphere of action has a radius equal to X

In order to appreciate fully the distinction between the operation of radiation

* C. T. B. Wilson, ' Boy Boc. Proo.,’ A, vol. 104, p 1 (|92S)
,
SkoboUyn, ‘Z. f. Fhyslk.'

toL ]», p. 278 (1024) : Oomptoii. > Phys Bev.,' vol. 28, p. 489 (1924), W. Botho, ' Z. f.

Fhyslk,' vol 16, p. 819 (1923) ; vol 26, p. 39 (1926).

t Omsteln and Burger (Ido, cU,), vohuae " of a UgbiquoDt ™ Sdoh Man.

(* Z. ( Fhjrtdk,' TOI 27, p 248 (1B34) ),
" croM-wotfani " -
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on a lyitem ia temporature'equilibriuiii and that uf higli-t«iuperature radiation

on a cold ayatem, it ia neceaaary to direct attention to the essentiaJly diiferent

conditiona under which the moLeculea or atoms execute their functions as

converters of radiation. The conception of matter and radiation being at one

and the same temperature means that, aa a result of absorption or emia&ion, a

certain £xed and stationary distribution of energies is maintained amongst the

various frequencies. If by any process a set of frequencies is removed, the

system has to make good the loss by a corresponding reverse process For tlie

mamteuanco of the stationary and isotropic character of the radiation, the

molecules or atoms are, therefore, tunstrained to work in two reverse processes

Id the action of high -temperature radiation on a cold system, the atoms or

molecules accommodate and utilise radiant energy for any puipose by means of

unidirectional processes, The absence of any constraint on their functioning

as converters of radiation leaves them free to run the difierent unidirectional

processes of conversion at rates compatible with their mechanical power under

their working condition The intensity of radiation is highest ]uat at the

surface of incidence, and falls off rapidly with the depth of penetration, the

energy being absorbed m the processes (i) of photo-electric ejection of electrons,

(u) of excitation of atoms to states of higher energy, (in) of thermal degradation,

and also (iv) of scattering or dispersion

Superficially it appears anomalous that the atomic converters should work

faster under some constraint than when they are free A bttle oonaideration,

however, shows that molecules or stoma in the first case cannot afford to be

slower in one direction than in the other
;

so that, when matter and radiation

are at one and the same temperature, the rivallqig process compels the atomic

machines to display a high roechamcal power of conversion of radiation But

they can afford to be lacy when they have no rivalling process with which to

compete,

9. RaduUxon Theory of Thenmomc Emu»%on

In a previous paper (he. cil.) an attempt was made by the writer to explain

thenniomc omission of electrons from hot bodies on the basis of Uie radiation

theory. This phenomenon is the simplest of a class of thermal reactions which

go by the name evaporation.” Some points of interest in conneobon with

the present discussion were not made clear in the former paper. In view of the

fact that this phenomenon is fully illustrative of the principles involved in the

study of the action of radiation on matter in temperature equilibrium, a fresh

diioussiou on the subject is given below.

Oonstder a piece of metal immersed in a bath of black-body ” radiation
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vfUi whick It 19 in cquiiibrium at a tempeinture If the abeoiption of a

light-quant Av by the metal resolta in the evmporatioa of an electron with

velocity tf, it M believed that the ooDdeneation of a o-election u invariably

attended by the emiwion of alight-qnant Av, Tbe staricmaiy state of the

radiation m the
** Hahlraum ” la maintamod by the working of tbe two reveue

processea according to the unit mechanism

( 1 )

where ^ represents the energy necessary to release an electron from its bondage

and IS equal to Avq

The number of “ light-quanls with frequencies between v and v -|- dv

passing through unit area in time dl m a cone of solid angle dH m the direction 0

u given by the expression*

2 cos 6 . dO dl, (2)
AV

where Kv 18 the ajiecific intensity of radiation of frequency v Similarly, tbe

stream of electrons moving with velocity v through unit area in time d< in a

cone d H m direction 0 is given by the expression

A, V . cos 0 . dn df, (:5)

where ttp^is the density of v-electrous in the Hahlraum

Let there be N atomic centres of condensations or evaporation of electrons

per unit area of the metal surface. The “cross-section** of a light-quant

fer ooUmon is but each quant-atom encounter m not inelastio. If

G(v) be the chance that an atom-quant enoountei results in the ejecUon of an

electron, then we can take the “ effective area “ f(» an inelastic quant-atom

oollision to be oLv equal to nX' , C (v). Thus the numhei't of condensatume of

light-quants per unit area of the metal surface in time dl is

(4)

a„ has the dimension of an area and may be defined as the atomic co-efficient

of absorption of radiarion. Also if ^ be the “ effective area “ presented by an

atom to tbe capture of a ivclectron, the number of condensations oi such

electrons per unit area in time dl is

47e. w.df. (6)

* Tbs ntdiatafin is nnpolaiised and iaotroplo. So the factor 2.

t Those movfng towards tbs fUrfSoe al say iastmt only count In ihs eotUrioas.
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In the stationary state oi tempeiatme radiation the expiessions (4) and (5)

must be equal, Hence one obtains

n, V
a,

% Av
(^3)

The corpujsi'ular theory of radiation regards the events of ciniaaion and

absorption by atoms as independent phenomena, all involving the same energy

Av, bnt it has no measure of the frequency of occurrence of such events. The

presence of thermo-dynairuc equilibrium between matter and radiation in the

present problem, however, enables one to correlate the probabilities of photo-

electno ejection and the associated reverse process of photo-electnc capture of

electrons by the method of caiculation introduced by Einstein in his well-known

deduction of Planck’s law of radiation, herein he confines his attention only

to the pToccBses oi excitation of atoms to states of higher energy and of reveraiun

of excited atoms to the normal state The relation* between sc, and (3, obtained

by the use of Einstein's line of reasoning is as follows
*

5:

P. oAM
(Av — Avo), (7 )

where or IS a statistical weight factor determined by the relative a pnm
probabilities of an atom in the normal and ionised states,

The relation (7) embodies the nature of interdependence of the probabilities

ol the two competing processes On combining relations (7), (6) and (3), one

obtains after integration the following expression for the rate of thermionic

emission per second per unit area :

Nu*. = T* (8)

Also from (7) it follows that

C (v) = —
. ^ . P, .

(v — Vo),
7:0 A

t.c, apart from the indirect dependence on v through the chance that a

quant-atom encounter shall result iu the ejection of a i>eleclion is proportional

to (v—

V

q). This conclusion will bo found of interest in connection with the

study of the action of high-temperature radiation on a cold system.

10. Photo-Electnc Emimon,

The absorption of radiation can be brought abont by various conceivable

atomic processes. But attention will be confned here only to the process of

pboto-electric absorption.

* B. C. Bey, 'Roy. Boo. Proo.,' A, vol. 110, relation (12), p. 540 (1OS0),

VOL. CJiir-a. 2 T
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la the prettent problem there ia ao nvalting process with which to relate the

process o( absorption The rouditions of the problem are such os to demand a

fuller knowledge of the mechauism of photo-electric absorption of radiation

than one possesses at present All one knows is that the catastrophic event of

the absorption of a liglit-quuut Av by the atomic machine results in the

expulsion of an electron with velocity v given by Kin'^tein^s equation,

= hv — Avo.

when V IS greater than vq. How frequently the atoms allow such catastrophic

events to take place one does not know. The problem, however, entails in it

the idea of '' continuity of happening '' of quantum events in so far as such

events are taking place smoothly in one direction, and one naturally enquires

if one can call in the aid of the classical theory to formulate a scheme of the

mechanical power with which the atomic systems work out such catastrophic

events A way of possible approach to the misaing statistics of quantum

events of photo-electric absorption is indicated in the following pages The

attempt, however, is only a tentative one, and the assumptions and arguments

adopted ore mainly of a provisional character

It IS supposed that a light-quant offers a target of area its euoouuter

with an atom, and that the time* for which the quant-atoiu encounter lasts is

equal to T/S, where T is the penod of the radiation and is equal to ]/v

The effective time t for an inelastic collision is, however, equal to only a

fraction of the whole time of encounter A certain inference as to this “ effective

tiino ” T ia made from a well-known resultf of tho classical electro-magnetic

theory, namely, if an electron moving with a constant velocity v (» e. without

radiation), at an instant t, has its velocity changed by Av in time A/, and then

ogam moves with the conatant velocity v -j- Ai^ (i,e, without radiationX then

if V be small compared to the velocity of light,

(Energy radiated)
=a £. i /i\

(Work done on tho electron) — (Energy radiated) 2c t
’

* Id making thU OBSumptiOQ the writer hae kept in mind the folloudng plctnro of a

Light wave anting on an ekotron inside an atom. It is imagined that the atom offsn an

opportanlty to the penodio eleotrla force to break loose the elratron only dnring the interval

in which the foroe is in the mcreanng phase. This interrai oompriset all values between

aero and T/4. Ueooa m a Urge number of wave-atom enoOoatefs the average time of

enoounter is equal to T/B>

t See 0 W. Buhardson'a ' Klectron Theory of Matter,' p, &41, equation (16). 1910

edittoo.
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where a is the radiiu of the electron and the reciprocal of the time t is equal

toi.A2.
V

Id analogy with thia clasaical result, one infers that in the converse process of

the photo-electric absorption of a Ught-qiiant Av. the effective time '* t is

given by the relation

(absorbed) a f >

A V (absorbed) — A vq (work done by the electron) 2c t'

Thus the chance that a quaut-atoin encounter shall be inelastic is given by

C(v) = t/^ = 8v.T = — (v — Vo).

and so the " effective area for an incla.^tic quant-atom collision is,

a, = C (n) X irX*

_ 8rc e® V — V|)

3 ’ me v“
*

(3)

(4)

(6)

where die electronic radius is taken equal to |
inc«

The relation (6) is in accord with the various outstanding facts pertaining to the

operation of monochromatic radiation on metals discussed m the introductory

chapter

Consider first the photo-electric absorption of isotropic radiation in a thin

metal slab of thickness dr and of area I sq cm. If K,, be the intensity of radia-

tion at the surface of incidence, the amount of energy absorbed by dx per

sec- IS given by,

— dK^ = Av X total number of inelastic atom-quant collisions per sec.

in da,

^ " effective collision-area ” X stream of light-quants X number of

atoms in the slab dx,

= Av X C (v) X ^ X 2 (6)
Av M

where D is the density of the metal and M is the atomic mass of the element.

The relation (6) can be re-written lu the form

‘^ = -TcX‘.C(v)g.<fc. (7)

10 that,

[K,], = [K.I. .

2 T 2

(8)
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where fi, is the exponential co-efficient* of photo-electric absorption of radiation

of frequency v and la given by

Putting

For ftilver

and

St; e® y—\ D
M'

c = 4-774 X 10 *" ESU
m = 8 ‘496 X 10““** grams. ^

c = 3 X 10*° cma /sec

1

/

7 08 X 10 “ ^ cm

^ = 6 87 X 10“
M

[liJi, = 4-16 X 10-*

V

(9)

(10)

(11 )

The exponential co- efficient of extinction of light in silver has been determined

very carefully by Hagen and Rubens and also by Minor over a oonaiderable

range of frequencies in tbe ultra-violet. The extinction of light is brought about

by vanouB atomic processes. The photo-electric absorption, however, sets jn

only when the frequency exceeds tbe threshold value. The (^o-efficient of photo-

electric absorption starts by being aero at Vq, and increases rapidly to higher

values according to tbe relation (11) If, therefore, one plots £(ii| against \
one would expect to find a break in tbe curve at a particular wave-length

shortei than Xq, when the photo-electric absorption becomes a predominating

process. How far this expectation is fulfilled will be evident from the graph

(fig. 8) obtained by plotting the experimental data of Minor, and Hagen and

Rubms,

* Uemenia with n elecLroni in the optical level may be expected to have a oo-efflekni

a times this. But tbe ebwrptlon-data avadable at present do not enable a dedahm

bo be obtained on this point.

f The raminatlon sigD algnlflca ihst the processes of itbsorption are more (ban one.
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The theoretical curve, aci^ording to expression (11). u also given side by side

with the ezperimeDtal one The expression (11) agrees quantitatively as well

as qualitatively with experiment as far as observations go Theory predicts a

maximum co-efBcicnt of photo-rlBctnc absorption at a wave-length ^/2. How
far this is truo must be left for future experiments to decide.

Tho long wave-length limit ^ for silver obtained from the X—Ip* curve is

530 pp. This is in good agreement with the value 339 pp directly detormined

by Richard Hamer, and also with the value 321 ‘3 pp given by the present

etperim^nt on total photo-electru!! emission bom silver. This method* should

form a very aatisfactory way of computuig short wave-length limits. Unfor-

tuniately, the experimental data on other metals available at present are not

* J. J, Wslgfe (* Phy«, Rev vol. 26, p. 893 (1920) ) and Riohanl Hamw {ikU,, p, 894)

have independaiitly pointed out this pouiibility. It should, however, be, noted that the

break does not ooour st the wave-length X. but at a sUghtly shorter waVe-length.



TaUc XII. Silv(>r.

Minor Haf^n Hod Rnbnu-

10“ ‘ X Xma Lm " * • 10“ • X X^iJA om “ ' •

2fi0 6 637 2GI S-007
2fl7 3 6 3Ufl 288 4 408
274 0 303 3-256
2S3 4 161 31U 2 314
298 1 3-S37 1 316 1 7B0
303 3'ieo 321 1 644
300 2 B76 326 1 736
300 2>441 332 2-093
311 2 101 S38 S 197
314 1 762 337 4 Boe
3]fl 1 711 363 5811
aro 1 OGO 420 6 918
3t24 1 629 — —
as 1 724 —
329 2 lai — —
332 2 461 —
386 3 068 —
346 3 096 — —
361 1 a-M8 — -

39& 6 0771 —
1

* Taken Irum Laindolt and Bflmrtein'a Tablet of L in the pquaMon

|j-=. ^ iolhataMA

bufficieDtly close near the break to ascertain with any degree of precision the

values of bat the experimental measures of the optical absorption on the

short wave ride of the threshold are m good agreement with tJie theoretical

formula for all metals for which 1 have been able to And optical data,

Gaknlation of the pboto^lectm yield of electrons involves in it not only the

problem of absorption of radiation, but also that of abaorpiion of eleotrona by

metals. In the absence of any knowledge of the law of absorption of electrons

It IS not possible to estimate what fraction of the electrons liberated inride a

metal is able to escape out of its surface. In making some measurements on the

photo-electric absorption of ultra-violet light by a thin film of gold, Rubens

and Ladenburg (' Verb, der, Beutsch. Fbys. Ges. Jahig.,’ voh 9, p. 749 (1907)

)

observed that while the intensity of radiation on the incident side was about

1,000 times that on the emergent side, the emission of electrons on the front ride

was abogt 100 times greater than on the back ride. From these data Partaioh

and HaUwachs (' Ann, der. RLysik,’ vol. 41, p. 269 (1913) ) have oaloulated

the exponential cO-efficients of absorption of radiation and electrons, Ihe

values are Iji. = 1 03 X 10* cmr* and Sij, -* 5 W x 10^ cm.-*, whew
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rofera to the average value of the electron absorption co-efiicient. It is

known that is a fanction of frequency, and presumably also vanes

with the Velocity of electrouB, and hence is indirectly a function of frequency,

Assuming exponential laws of absorptions, one obtains the following expression

for the photo-electric yield of electrons promoted by the action of unit quantity

of radiation falling per second pc;r unit area of a inctoJ.

F„ = N.?=!* -5-

8ne‘ V - vq

[1 -j-
g" +

J

. [1 — S' (12)
3incA

where N — number of atoms per unit area

and (/ ~ distance between successive atomic layers.

The experimental data ou various metals for —given by Minor, Drude,

Hagen and Rubens, and others—show that its value is greater than 10^ cm.~^

for all frequencies The maximum amount of photo-clcctnc emission of

electrons results from the action of radiation of frequencies near about

Kor frequencies in this range, the theoretical expression (11 )
gives for Spp a

value about lU" om.~^ for different inelals in agreement with Partesch and

Hallwach’s computed value for gold. A rigid evaluation of the factor

[I —

ID expression (I'J) is impossible W'lthout a knowledge of the functional relation

between I17P and frequency. One con, however, see the order of magnitude

of this factor by taking + ilijp), equal to 1 - 0 X 10® cm.“\ and d = 4 X
10~® cm. os on illustration. To a first approximation, the factor is equal to

Multiplymg
(
12 ) by the dcctroiuc charge and using the values of the constants,

7 19 X 10'=.

N

V — Vq
coulombs/calorie per sec. per sq. cm. (14)

except for a factor of the order 15, which probably vanes with frequency. It

u not known whether mcieases or decreases with frequency. To simplify

the complexity of the problem, let us suppose that 2^?)^ increases with frequency

in such a manner as to keep (2^pp + 2]v)p) practically a constant. If this be so,

then from (13),

dFp 3 ,
3^0. ^4-

T5v v* V*
(i«)
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For Fv to be maicirnuin, one obtaioB tbe oondition

= flVo (16)

Experimente on pboto-eleotrio emiAsion from several metaU have confirmed

this relation of 0, IV Richardson It would be an additional support to the

theory if extinction co-efticiontH show a maximum at a frequency equal to 2vo

It ought to l>e possible to verify this point by meusurements on metals whose

long wave-length limits he in the visible spectrum

One important conLliision emerging nut of the ebsc-ussion given in the foregoing

pages is that the density of the incident stream of ligfat-quants decreases very

rapidly with the deptli of jienetration As regards order nf magnitude, it is

Buibciont, therefore, to estimate the number of electrons emitted from the

layer of atoms, for the bulk of the emitted electrons ongiiiatcs certainly from

quant-atom collisions iii the first feu layers Hence the order of magnitude

of the totaJ photo-electric emission ])er second per unit area is given by

NpL»i=-N ['IAILjLi C(v), (17)
J i.i

where

E„ IB a function of the frequency, but E O Hulbert’n (‘ AHtrophy Jouru /

vol 45, p. 149 (1917) ) cxperinients show that its variation with frequency

towards the ultra-violet is limited to a very small range The order of photo-

electric emiBSion of elertrons cannot, therefore, be appreciably affected by its

vanation To all intents and purposes one can take E,. as constant in the

present calculation. Thus, substituting for C (v) and K, in (1 2), and performing

the integration, one obtains

For a perfect * black-body ' radiator E — 1

U. Ctmpariaon 6f Tkertnumic and Total Pholo-Electne Currenls.

The tberraionic riirrent from ft squftre centimetre of a hot body at is

given by

(1)

where

. 2icm4^
(2)

*
~aV~'
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Tho total photo-electric current from unit area excited hy radiation from a

flource at ih veu as regards order of magnitude, by

where
^phoL ““ ^phot

A

T* -*|-Pfcat Itr

^phot

(3)

(4)

TBliing «» =- 8 995 X IQ-'" gram-H. 4-774 X lO^’® E S U , I - 1 37

X ergs/deg
,

A = 6'.15 X 10^"^ ergs/sec , c — .1 X cm /see
,

<i — Ij ft — 0 6 (for tungsten),

A^imi. ^181X10" E.a.U./cm ^deg.- hO 2 amp /cm " deg “ (6)

A,t.pt ^8-22 X lO-’VN. ESU ^cm.Mcg.=^

— 2 74 X 10 /.N nmp./cm Meg.® (ti)

The above calculatiou of A^i,^ takes no account of the electrons emitted from

the inside atomic layers The nrtual theoretical value of ApUj^ is therefore

grcat'CT than (6) by u factor of the order 10 as seen from the considerations given

in the previous chapter But until one knows more about plertroii absorptiou

in metals, one has to remain satisfied only with the calculation of the order of

magnitude of the totol photo-electne emission

Putting

And
[

/ = 3 02 X 10 V

Aphot — fl'32 X 10"“ l/d-amp/cm ®deg,^ (7)

where d is the lattice -constant of the metal

The following table gives a comparisoD between the calculated and the

experimental values of Apboi -

Table XIII

KUsnionti
lU*® X A|ihf>l

(obtfrv^l
IQ* < rf cm

10‘“ ^ Apijot

(CAlculiteU)

Aphoi (oalouUted)

Apijot (ftbBBrvfcl)

A1 U B2 4 040® 30 S ei’B

Zn 1 :m __ ' — —
Fe 2 Si 2 MO* 104 2 41 ‘2

n 34 3 4W 00 a 13 2

1 114 4 070* 51 1 20'3

Au 10 0 4 005* 31 3 2 0

Tii 1-9S — — —
Pt 12 5 n 912* 53 S 4 4

Mrt 3 142* M 7 35 0

W 3 IM* 83 2 0-3

G na
1

“

* \V. P. Davey, ‘ Phya R«r / rol. 29. pp TftS^l (102(1)
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10. Summafy.

(1) This paper coDtaiuH au aicount of the meafluiementa uf total photo-

electric cunentB from eleven metals excited by complete radiation from a

tungeten source at temperatures between 1900-2700° abs. These currents are

found to vary with the temperature of the radiating hourte according to

Rjchard.M>ii’H law of thermionic ezuission

(2) Conaiderations are brought forward to show that the interaction between

matter and radiationm the state of thermal equilibrium can proceed much faster

than the action of high-temperature radiation on a cold system, and a tentative

attempt is made to work out this idea in a quantitative form

(3) An expression is given for the exponential co-cfficient of photo-electnc

absorption iu the form

_ 8n V — Vn D
3 me* V* M

(where D and M are the density and atonuc mass of au clement), which is in

quantitative as well as in qualitative agreement with Minor^ Hagen and

Rubens, and other observers' optical absorption data on the short-wave side of

the threshold.

(4) The photo-electric yield of electrons promoted by the action of unit

quantity of radiation of frequency v faJbng per second per unit area of a metal is

shown to be given by

F, = N
3 men

where L|i, and arc respectively the co-efiioients of absorption of radiation

and elections, d is the distance between auooesuve atomic layers, and K is the

number of atoms per unit area.

(5) An approximate calculation of the total photo-elcctnc current leads to

the expression,

W-/ B

^bich u in fair a^eement with observed values, / being a constant of

th# apparatus equal to 3 07 X 10'^ and E being the average emisaivity of

tungsten.
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The Crystal Struct^ire of Meteoric Iron as detemwned by X-R^y
Analysis.

ByJ Young, B.Sc ,
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(Commumcated by Prof 8 W, J Smith, F R S —Received July 23, 1926.)

[Plate 20]

1. Introdiictton

The well-known Widmanstatten figures, obtained by etching the polished

surface of meteoric iron, suggest the ooonrrence of two types of crystal structure

in alloys of the nickel-iron series

Those figures, easily obtained when the meteorite contains more than 7 per

cent, and less than about 14 per cent, of nickel, owe their existence to the

presence of two constituents One of these, taemte/’ oontauu a higher

percentage of nickel than the other, “ kamacite,” and is much len easdy

attacked by etching reagents.

In typnoal oases the taenit# occurs in thin lamelle, separating much thicker

lamells of kamacite, arranged octahedrally with respect to one anothn.

It was suggested to me by Prof. S. W. J. Smith, who placed suitable

meteorites at my disposal, that it would be of interest to examine the structure

of kamacite and taenite by X-ray methods.

In the materials Bup|died, the crystal grams were large enough to permit

good X~ray reflexions to be obtained from prepared suriaces of singb oi^stals^

and It was found to be possible to examine not only space lattioee df

kamacite and taenite but also the way in which the two kinds of Ut^ ate

orientated with respect to one another at their common boundary.
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It la now known that s«gregabioa of the type to which the WidmanatAtten

structure is due is not oontiaed to meteorites, but occurs frequently in artificial

alloys of various kinds. Consequently the results of a study of the kind here

proposed are of general interest and are the more important lu that the structure

of artificial alloys is usually so fine grained that it would be difficult, if not

impossible, to apply to tliem the X-ray methods which the large-scale structure

of meteono iron permits

The crystal stnieture of artificial nickel-irou alloys has been studied by

McKeehan,* who has fouud that m general the crystals are of two types, whose

occurrence depends upon the composition of the alloy. When leas than 25 per

cent, of nickel is present, the structure is body-centred cubic with a parameter

which increases from 2*87 A U for pure iron to about 2-69 A U in the alloy

richest in^ nickel
,
when more than 25 per cent, of nickel is present, the stmotim*

iH face-centred cubic with a parameter which diiuimshes from about 3 60 A U
in the alloy richest in iron to 3-51 A U. in pure nickel,

McKeehan fouud that when the percentage of nickel lies between 25 and 30,

either or both of these structures can occur in the same alloy. Although hia

obaervations seem to show that the body-centred cubic lattice is unobservable

in alloys containing more than 30 per cent, of nickel, they are insufficient to

fix the percentage of nickel at which, in its turn, the face-centred lattice

disappears It can, however, be inferred from the measurements described m
the present paper that in meteoric mckel-iron, at any rate, the face-centred

lattice persists until the percentage of nickel falls below 7.

2. The X-Ray Reflei^m frmn the Octahedral Planea of Meteone Iron

The first eXpenments were made to find out the particular crystal planes

which the kamacite and taemte present to one another along their common

plane surface boundary The Carlton meteorite was selected for this investi-

gation on account of the very regular development of the Widmanst&tteii

struotuie m it and the consequent ease with which a small area of taemte

may be exposed by grinding parallel to an octahedral plane of the struotuie.

As the taemte plates are only about 10 p thick, it was found a somewhat difficult

matter to obtain an area large enough to give a strong X-ray refie^on, but after

a number of trials an irregular area of about 5 sq. mm. was exposed, embedded

la and surrounded by the kamacite to which it wia expected it woidd be related

ciyatallographioaliy. This face was polished and then lightly etched m dilute

nitric acid Plate 20 (a) is a low-power photograph of the face. Taemte appears

^ ‘ Phy#. IUt.,' vuL 21, p 403 (1W3).
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afl jet Ulick end kunecite is skown ih lilJf tabe. The X-ray reflexions

from the eurbee were esutioined photDgrsphiedllyp ueiiig a Shearer tube with

interohiuigeable anttoathodes aa a aonrce of X-iayt, Mul a Midler X-ray

Bpeotro^ph made by Hilger. Hie preliimBaiy ezpeii^ots were carried out

with lOdybdenum as antioathode, but more accurate leauka were obtained

with a copper anbicathode, when it became apparent that the first-order

refieiion angles would not be too great with this element. Ilk computing the

results the following wave-lengths were adopted —

Copper 1 537 ^ 10"* cm.

1 .543 X 10-' cm.

K, l-3fi9 X 10“*cm.

Molybdenum K.. 0-708 X 10"* cm.

K.. 0-7ia X 10-*om.

The reflecting angles found for this prepared face of the meteorite are given

in Table 1, together with the nature of the radiatJon, the spacing of the crystal

planes, the probable source of the reflexionS) and the probable parameters of

the lattices RrsiiUe from the same plate are bracketed together. Dunng

the exposures the crystal was slightly rocked about an axis parallel to the

spectrometer slit.

Table 1.

RadiAtioD
Reflraion
Angle

Cryatal

P1*T»«
Paramrtpr guunie.

10 4 3

AU
S-Oli 110

l.u
It MW Kamttolta

2 1 Uo 0 S4 2 oro 111 3 370 Tneaito

3
1

[K«.llo 1U 3 3 2>(SQ no 2-S70 Kafudta
ii K., Mq 10 7 5 2 027 no 2 807 Kamndte
sj. K., Mo

1

9 37
1

2 U3 111 3 33 ^rnanfle

e jrKd, Cu 1 21 43 1 2 075 111 3 303 Taaolto

7,1LK., Cu 22 13
1

2 030 110 2 B73 Kuudta
® JrK^Ou 22 10 2022 uo S'W Kunnvlte
9 iLKr,Cu 21 31 S'Ose 111 a s^o TKTiite

la K-,Cn 21 34 s oes 111 8-372 Tnenlte

An examination of the above table shows that there are two difierent spacings

parallel to an octahedral plane oi the metddrite. These spacioga arc very

tkcarly and iq the photographs give rise to doublets, the components

of which are of api^xiosately equal intenrityp but are found at difierent levels

on the plate, These levels were found to correspond to the difierent levels of
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the knnmcitic and fV|^olp9 H/t apttriiaen, and a careful oompi^itti^

indicated that ifl kathaeite the tfpwsiiift b •iboH* i-m A.U., whik in taeMe

It iH about 2-063 A.U. In ordef to c<ulfinii ihb reftijt the kamaoitlo region a|

the Bpeciraeti was covered with a sheet of fend foil in which a email aperture

hod been cut. Hm poeitiOfi of the sheet wee adjusted nntil only taenite could

be Been oa looldtig through the aperture, end an X*riy photograph was then

taken This phOtOgTaph (leSttlt 10^ indicated a strong reiexion at 21*’ 54^

and except for some faint tines due to the lead, which were easily identified,

there was no other line on the jdate. It was therefore clear that the 2-063 A.U.

apaciug belonged to tatnite.

There cad hnrdly be any doubt that kamacite, like iron, is n bodty-oentred

cubic oryetal. The lattioe-ooBstant, oalcubted on this assnnqitiOD, agrees with

that of iron, while photographs of kamadte taken lor other purposes hnve

yielded reflemoiis from the (211), (100) and (111) planes ci such a lattice The

face-centred nature of taemfo was shown by taking e powder photograph of

A part cd the epecimen relatively noh.in taemte. This showed strong (lU),

(iOO), (tlO) and (311) Lines fhjni a faoe-K^entred bttioe^ The kamaoitic lines

were weak and could only just be identsfled»

It b therefore obar that, as implied in TaUe I, thn ksmaoite ^nd taenite grow

with inepeot fooM mmtter msooha Wiy that a ()10)pbiie of the kamadte

1$ Iwndbtton (nilpfane of the taemfo. next matter suggesting itself

te ^^tigatioli Whs to find whether the same tebtion existed between the

sxnaU otyri«b of kamaotte and taenit^ Resent in the relatively fina-grainod

regions known at jdesaite,^’ which are frequent in the CWlton meteorite

An octdiednl area of pfeeslts was therefore X-rayed jn the manner described

above.' The results of the two photographaare given inTahb II, an ezaminaiion

of which revoab the fow Idndof relation in Uie pleadte. A uomporbrni photo-

graph in whieh the kamadtb-taenitfo specimen was mounted on the crystal

holder below tiie pbssitic spedinen esiablidied the eompfete id^taty of the

lin^ from the pfessite with those bom kamacite and taei^ eeg»nliely. Hie

plessitb linea^ however, were mDte diftise than tfaoae phtsihod from kamadte

and taenfee separably, and on 4hb aooount the K« donhbt jmg not resolved

in the photographs giving l^hb U. ,

von* oxu.^A« i n
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Table II

Ruliatkm
Angle

Spat'ing
Cm Ini

Pf«np
Parainpt«r Souno

1 , .

A V A U
/It. Mo 10 2 2 Ui3 110 a 874 Kamaoite
\K. Mo

1

0 62 2 mio 111 3 580 Taenltv

fK. Cu 21 2 U7J in 3 600 Tooiuto

J K. Cu 22 U 6 2 033 no 2 872 Kamaritr
iKpCu 10 w a

,

2 006 111 A 500 TmoiIo
Cu 20 4 3 2 024 110 2 BH2 KamiwiU*

3, The Delertmnatum of the. OrienUUwn of the KamaoUe Crystal with resjject to

the WidmansidUen Structure

Thfl Widnianstatf**!! atnicture of the meteorite m determined by the plate

-

like ciystala of kamaeite, of which there are four familiee, corresponding to the

planefl of a cellar octahedron. As shown m § 2, the crystals of kamacite

grow with a rhombic dodccahednil plane parallel to the plane of the plate,

that iR, to a Widmanstatten plane
,
but as this does not wholly determine the

orientation of Ihe kuinadto crystal, it is both interenting and imjxirtant to

examine whether this orjentatirni can be fixed more precisely,

As the thickness of (he kamacitic plates lu the Carlton meteorite (containing

about 13 per rent of nickel) ih stnall, necessitating long exposures when Bsctions

are examined, another meteorite, the Oaflon Diablo (containing about 7 per

cent of mckel) was selected for this test on account of the relatively large

crystals of kamaiite which it contains The Widmanstatten planes are not

so well defined by individual crystals in this meteorite, but by considering

the setting of numerous rrystaU, a fairly good estimate of the position of these

planes can be made X-ray examination of these planes showed that in this

meteorite also the WidmanstAtten plane is a rhombic dodecahedral plane of

the kamacite

The specimen was then cut perpendicularly to a WidmansUtten plane in

such a way that the section exposed was parallel to one of the sides of the

equilateral tnangles formed by the intersections of the remaining Widman-

statten planes with the above-mentioned Widmanst&tten plane.

For wmvenionce, such a plane of section will be referred to as a " prismatic

plane and the sections of the kamacitic plates which it exposes will be

described as pnsmatic areas. The importance of a pnsmatic plane lies in the

fact that although it is not necessarily a rational plane of the kamacite, yet it

belongs to a zone w^hich contains several rational planes of both kamacite
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and tuenibe The* dettirmination of the anglen which the kamacitic planes

(100), (1 10) and (211) of thu zone make with the aasociated pnaniatio plane

would servo to hx the position of the kamacite crystal witJi respect to the

Widmanstatten structure

When the meteorite was cut iii the way ]uat described, the section exhibited,

after etching, the structure shown in Plate 20 (6) The prismatic areas A, B, C,

and D of this section l^elong to a set of parallel kamacitic plates and show

the true thicknesses of these plates These areas were examined separately

X-rays from a molylKlenum target, the specimen being mounted on the

crystal tabic so that the pliines of the kamante plates were horizontal By

Qfling cams varying from 4” to 0 5
", the setting of the plane of section at which

reflexion occurred m caeh case could bn fixed within a degree

The results are given in Table III, which shows the crystal setting (if, angle

between X-ray beam and plane of section), the reflicting angle (i e
,
the angle

between the diffraeted beam and the diflriictiiig planes), the plane causing

reflexion, and the angle which the reflecting plane makes with the plane of

aection

Table III,

Area
Crystal

8ettUig
Heflepting

Angle
Keflocting

Plane

(Crystal Setting)

— (BellMtlDg

0 a / Q f

A 14-G 17 40 (112) -3 10
B IG Q 10 A (110) + 0 20
C U 17 40 (112) - 3 40
D U 17 40 (112) - 3 40

The inulination of each reflecting plane to the plane of section is indicated

by an arrow m Plate 20 (6)

The actual plane of section was found by measurement to be about 1-5°

from parallelism with a truly prismatic plane as defined above, and, in conse-

quence, the angles in the last column of Table 111 require correction, by the

addition of this amount, to give the inclination of the reflecting planes to a

truly prismatic plane of section.

The results suggest two possible arrangements of the kamacite crystal m the

meteonte. These are shown diagrammaticolly in fig. 1, in which the iraoea

of prismatic planes on a Widmanstatten plane are shown as the equilateral

tn*DgleSj aho and a'b'c, and the traces of the (211) and (110) planes of

the kamacite belonging to the same zone are shown as brokpii bnes. The

2 u 2
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angles which these latter planes make with the former planes are also indicated

m the figure

An X-ray examination of each of the four crystals on another prismatic

plane confirmed the existence of the above types of growth in the meteorite,

the crystals A and D belonging to type (a) and B and C to type (h) (see fig 1),

4. Discussion of Remits,

Adopting the values 2 070 A U. and 3-690 A.U. for the respective para-

meters of the lattices of kainacite and toenite, it is easy to calculate the number

of atoms per square A U on the most important planes of the lattices These

are given in Table IV.

Table IV.

riane.

AtoiUB/lO-*" om

(KbjqbcILo
)

(Tqenit«
)

100 0 1214 0 1U2
no 0 171B 0 1067
21] 0 0092
111 0 0702 0 1790
3iu 0 0768
an 0 0930
312 0 O«0O
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It will be seen that the two connected planes, (ilO) uf kamacite and (111) of

taemte, contain very nearly the same number of atoms per unit area, the

number being greater in taenite by about 4 per cent

Even without knowing the crystallographic nature of the solid solution from

which the kamacite and taenitc crystallise out (though this is almost certain

to be, like “y " fai p-cciilred cubic), it may be anticipated that these

crystals will orient themselves to that solution in such a way as to make the

rearrangement of the atoms a minimum
,

and, therefore, that the spacings

of the atoms in the kamacite and taenite in any particular direction W'lll be

those which most resemble each other. When it is remembered that the

spacings of the connected planes of kamacite and taoiutc only differ by 2 per

cent, and the concentrations in these planes by 4 per cent
,
it is immediately

obvious that the above condition has been partly sat ished

Fig, 2 shows the atoms on a (HI) piano of taenite, together with those on

a (110) plane of kamacite on the same scale

lu 2a the lattices have been superposed so that the traces uf the (211) planes

of kamacite which are perpendicular to the plane of the diagram make angles

of 2“ and 8 5“, respectively, with two of the sides of the equilateral triangles

formed by ]oimi)g the taenite atoms . in 26 the superposition is such that

the corresponding angles are 2° and 12 '5" These are the orientations of the

kamacite crystal which w'erc actually found to exist in the Gabon Diablo

meteorite (see fig 1)

Consider now the arrangement of atoms in fig, 2, In taemte the atoms
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are at the apices of equilateral triangles of side 2*54 A U ;
in kamacite the

utoznfl are at the apices of isosceles triangles of base 2 87 A,U. and side 2'4B3 A.U.

The approximate equality of the equal sides of the isosceles triangles with

those of the equilateral triangles is very sinking, and no doubt the approximate

coincidence of A 0 D with A' O' D' is partly due to this equality. Two other

considerations should also be noted, viz .

—

(1) In fig 2a, the trace A E of a (110) plane of taeiute, at right angles to

the plane of the figure, is mclined at only 3-26'' to the trace A' E' of a (100)

plane of kamacite
,
in fig 2h, the trace AC of a (110) plane of t^Lomte at right

onglejs to the plane of the figure is inclined at 7 26'’ to the trace A'" C' of a (lOO)

plane of kamacite As the spacings of these planes differ by about 11 per

cent and their atomic concentrations by about 10 jier cent
, some physical

connection between these planes seems not unlikely

(2) In both diagrams of fig 2, the trace F B of a (110) plane of taenite at

right angles to the piano of the figure is incbiied at only 2 degrees to the

trace fl' N' of a (111) plane of kamacite, and the atomic concentrations and

apacings of the (110) planes of tacnite are approximately one and a half times

those for (111) planes of kamacite

Here also there seems to be some evidence for physical connection between

planes which are very nearly parallel in the two ty|)CB of lattice

5 The Origin of the Widmanstatten Siru/^ure.

It IB of interest, in conclusion, to attempt to find reasons why the relationship

between the kamacite and taenite lattices should be that whiih the experiments

have disclosed

For this purpose it is necessary to adopt some view as to the sequenLc of

the transformations from which the Widmanstatten structun* results

This sequence has been the subject of many investigations,* which it is

outside the purpose of the prosoiit communication to discuss According to

a view commonly held, the structure is a consequence of recrysUlliBatioD,

Iwginning much below the solidification temperature of the meteorite, of which

the first stage is the formation of kamacite and the second that of taenite.

Prior to this reciystBllisation, the niateiia] is a homogeneous alloy of iron and

nickel with a face-centred lattice of which the parameter is about 3*60 A U ,t

and thus not very different from that of taenite

To a first approximation, therefore, we may take the taenite lattice of

• C/.. t.g
, S. W J. Smith, *PhU. Trans./ A, vol 208. p. 21 (1000)

t ^0 > Westgran, ' Joum. Iron and Steel Inst/ (1021, 1022, and 1024).
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fif; 2 aa reprpHenhng that of the "solid solution ’from \Kh]('h the kaiuacite

segregates.

In an attempt to fonn a body-centred lattice, the HtoiiiH (J and L, fig 26,

of the iHilid solution in octahedral planes respectively above and belo^v the

plane of the figure may be imagined to move m their own planes parallel to

A C HO as to occupy positions respectively above and below' the middle point

of O B This cannot take place without an outward movement of B, because

G and L would then be at distances from 0 and B less than the minimum

distance permitted in the body-centred lattice But such an outward displace*-

ment is resisted by the surrounding atoms^ with the result that the displace-

ment of B takes the form of a slip B B', the atoms G and L reaching O'' and M
In a similar way, C slips to C', E to E', F to V'. et-c

It la then possible to picture how. by shearing in row's approximately parallel

to A D, the atoms in an ortahe<lral plane of the solid solution can arrange

themselves in positions loiiforming with the lattice of kanutUc

It IS interesting to note, in this coimrction, that rows of atoms such as A' 0
are parallel to a (21 1 )

plane of the kainacite, which we have found to be a cleavage

plane of this type of crystal, This was proved by X-raying a cleavage plane

of the C'oahuila meteontc, of which the main constituent is kamacitc

With respect to the movenumt of the aloms in the jilanes adjacent to those

of fig 2, it IS to be noted that those of atoms N, K, L, H, etc
,
of fig 2a are

all very nearly m (100) planes of the kaniacite, To a slightly less extent,

the same is true of the corresponding atoms of fig. 26

Cleavage along a (100) piano is well known to occur in "a iron,” of which

the space lattice is practically the same as that of kamacitc.

Since a cleavage plane is probably one of considerable stability, the formation

of a (100) plane from a plane of the solid solution, havuig approximately the

required number of atoms per unit area, by rearrangement of atoms already

in this plane, would not W surprising

Careful examination of the Widmanstatten structure has led others* to

suppose that it liegins with the formation, along the octahedral planes of the

onginol solution, of very thin InmelleB of kamacite which, as the structure

develops, increase in thickness by parallel growths outwards from the initial

surfaces

It seems now to be possible to suggest more pxpli(‘itly why growth should

occur in this manner

• Of,, €,g . S. W, J. Smith, loe, eil
, p. 102,
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On account; of the maiked reaemblnnce of the (111) plane of the sohd

KolutioD and the (HO) plane of kamacite, it ia poafiible to form from the solid

solution, by simply shearing rows of atoms and rearranging the atoms in

adjacent planes, as already described, a crystal of kamamte 'whieh is only a

few planes in thickness Init of considerable area This crystal can spread

inde finitely in its own plane without causing very much disturbance of the

atoms, but IB prevented fioiii growing rapidly at right angles to the plane

because the atorair movements required are much greater and do not take

jilace in the same direction

Thus, while shearing of rows of atoms lu an octahedral plane of the solid

solution IS relatively easy, the atomic movements involved in forming a (100)

piano of kaniac'itp from a (110) piano of the solid solution arc more complicated

Briefly, there is a
** ready-made " plane of kamacite m the solid sulutionj and

for this reason growth is rapid parallel to this plane but slow at right angles

to It The parallel growth of the kamacite* in Widmanstatten planes is

probably emphasised still further by the fact that these planes are not only

the planes of kamacite and of the solid solution in which the atomic densities

are most nearly equal, but are also the planes of maximum atomic density

If, os IB commonly assumed, the temperature at which kamacite begins to

separate from the solid solution dejieiids upon the percentage of nickel w'hich

the latter contains, dei^reasing as that percentage increases, it cun lie inferred

that the rompositiou of the kamacito must differ from that of the solution

from which it separates The mckel content of the kamacite must, in fact,

be less than that of the solitl solution with which, at a given temperature,

it IS m equilibrium Unfortunately, it does not seem very likely at present

that this inference con be tested satisfactorily by X-ray methods
,
but it has

two important consequenceH. The first is that the composition of the kamacitic

layers must change continuously as they increase in width The second is

that, (luring the growth towards one another, os the temperature falls, of two

adjacent kamacite plates, the nickel content of the narrowing layer of solid

solution, which lies between them, must steadily increase, It is probably not

yet possible to decide whether the final composition and structui'e of this

latter taenitic layer is always the same Attempts to settle this question by

other methods are in progress in this laboratory Meanwhile, by the kindness

of my colleague, Mr A A Dee, who has mode a detailed photo-micrographir

investigation of the (Wlton meteonte, I have been able to examine photographs,

at high moguihcations, of transverse sections of taenite similar to that upon

which my X-ray measurements were made. From these it is obvious that the
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ta^nitir })and^ are not homogeneous, although their Hurface layers are relatively

uzufomi and are probably those to which my measuremeiits refer

Prof Bmith haH suggested to me that, if the duplex stniLtuie of the tacmte

band is due to the fact that it contains a eutectoid of kamacite and a nickel -rich

alloy, it 18 possible that ^^hpn the eutectoid strength of the solid solution is

reached, at the Hurface of a growing kamacite crystal, the eutectoid kamacite

which segregateH from the surface layer of this solution may attach itself to

the already existing kamacite hand, leaving behind a thin band of the nickel-

rich face-tentied rdloy vihich will separate it from the intenor of the solid

solution ill which the < onditions of rec rystnllisation wdl lie different, as

Mr Dee’s observations show

My warmest thanks are due to Prof 8mith not only for suggesting meteorites

as a suitable subject for X-ray study and for placing at my disposal the necessary

apparatus, but also for the great interest he has taken in the work and the

many helpful suggestions he has made I am alfio indebted to Mr Dee for

much information about the metallography of meteorites and of the mckel-iron

alloys My best thanks are also due to Mr, G 0 Harrison of the Physics

Workshop for his invaluable help with much of the high-vacuum technique,

and for making many of the accessories required in the research
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On the J^jrcitation of Polarised Light by Electron Impact

By H. W B. Skinneu, Ph D , M A ,
Exhibition ol 1861, Senior Student.

(Oomniuniratt'fl by Hii Enicwt Hutbi‘rfordj Free R S — llecoivod July 1, 1920 )

(Fixate 21 )

§ 1 Introduction

In tliL' courne ol wunc expenmentB* on polarisation efii'cta shown by mer-

cury lines, emitted from a low-presHuro electron-maiiitnined arc, it \^as found

that the yellow mercury lines X 5770, 5791 are weakly polarised gy(ui in the

abseiico of a magnetic held, the direction ol the inaximum electnc vector being

parallel to the direction of the discharge From the general characteristics

of the effect, it appeared likely that the polansation is due to the partly directed

character of the electron tracks in the arc
,

and, in this way, one was led to

the V1 C 1S that an electron is capable of exciting an atom to the emission of

polarised light The present paper describes an attempt to investigate this

]K)int more thoroughly.

While the work was in progress, tw o papers have appeared m which a search

for signs of polarisation m the light excited by electron impact has been made

The first is by Kossel and Gorthsenf who examined the case of the D lines of

Sodium with a negative result This was confirmed by Ellett, Foote and Mohler.J

who also investigated the case of the mercury line X 2537 with a positive result,

which will be descnbeil subsequently These experiments, however, only

tlealt with a few individual spectral lines. In the present work data have been

obtained for all the more prominent lines of the mercury spectrum g

§ 2 The Source oj Light

It is clear that the chief necessity for the experiments is an electron tube

which IS capable of producing an intense, perfectly directed streani of electrons.

After some trials, a tube was designed which has proved to work well The

design is shown in fig 1 (approximately a quarter of actual size) and fig 2 (half

of actual size).

It 18 an electron tube which runs on mercury vapour at a pressure of one-

* An acoount of these ib in the press.

t
‘ Ann. d. Phywk,’ voL 77, p 273 (1923).

X * Phys Rev / vol. 27, p. 31 (1926),

f PreUmmaiy results were pubbahed la " Nature,' vol. 117, p 418 (1926),
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thousandth of a mm. or less. The tube was exhausted coutinuously by means

of a diffusion pump, and the pressure may bo oontrolled by Filtering the

temperature of the mereury bead M
' 2000

F IS the fflament, a narrow platinum strip coated with a mixture of Ba/Sr

and Ca oxides, The yiotential drop across it when heated is about 2 volts

C IS a cup maintained at a suitable positive potential with respect to F and
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act>j3 aa a focuBaing cyUndei F la a metal plate with a aht 2 mm. wide, and

Q a second plate with a slit mm. wide Finally there is a third plate A
aa anode The space between Q and A Js surrounded by a metal cylinder

joined to Q Two holes are cut in it for observation and its function is

electrostatic shielding

The iilaniGnt, together with the plates C and Pj can bo removed bv means of a

ground-glass jomt The window W (of fluorite) had t<i be fixe<l on with wax,

Binc'4; it must pass the ultra-violet In spite of this the spectrum emitted is one

of pure mercury, and the amount of impurity present was certainly less than

10"* mm.

The plate P serves as a gnd Normally an accelerating field of 60 volts is

applied between F and P, and a retarding field between P and Q. The object

of this double potential is to obtain an intense stream of alow electrons Suffi-

cient visible light IS emitted for visual observations when the speed of the elec-

trons corresponds to 20 volts A is connected to Q through the galvanometer

G which measures the current in the electron jet This at 20 volts is of the

order of 1/lOth ma
When the tube is working, a W'ell-defined stream of electrons is obtained m

the region between Q and A This is made visible by the light emitted from

the mercury atoms along its track The light appears as a narrow bluish streak,

which hardly spreads out at all in passmg from Q to A, and little light comes

from points outside the streak. The application of a magnetic field showed that

the velocitiee of the electrons were very uniform
,

the bright streak was bent

into a circle without being notic,eably diflused

A photograph showing (slightly enlarged) the appearance of the stream

(a) without a magnetic field, and (6) in a magnetic field of 5 gauss i'^ given in

fig 3 (see Plate 21).

§ 3 MQQnet%c and Optical Apparatus.

The tube IB placed so that the electron stream nuia vertically The light

emitted from points immediately under the slit Q is observed in a direction

perpendicular to the stream A pair of Helmholtz coils GO cm in diameter

is provided, with axis in the magnetic meridian for balancing out the earth’s

field, With the aid of a horizontal and a vertical magnetometer this could be

accomplished with great accuracy. The mam part of the metal portions of

the apparatus are of molybdenum, so as to be non-magnetio and not to absorb

mercury The electrode seals through the glass are, however, of niokel-iroii

alloy, welded to motybdenoin^ close to the seal, and were found th have a

neghgihle magnetic effect in the region used for observation,
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There remains the difiicuJty of heatmj; the tiUmeiit without providing a

greater magnetic field than can be helped This is accomplished by benihug the

filament leads as shown in tig 2 With a heating current of 4 amps the field

in the observation space 15 mm away from the filament is Icsh than L/50t<h

gauss, and this accuracy of balancing was considered sufficient

A second pair of Helmholtz coils was provided in order to impose a magnetic

field These can be placed in any position, but the standard position is with the

axis in the direction of observation

For visual observation, an Tlfonl filter has been used to isolate the yellow

mercury lines A Babincb conipen sat^ir and analysing Nicol prism ha^ e been

used for detecting polarised light, and measurement is performed by means

of the interposition of glass plates at an angle.

Spectroscopic work has also been carried out, using a large Hilger quartz

spectrograph (Ej) The high dispersion is necessary in order to separate

the lines while using a broad slit, This is required in onler that faint fringes

may be visible on the spectrum plate

The method adopted for the photographic work is to focus the electron

stream on to the Babinet compensator by means of a fluorite lens. The Babiuet

fringes and electron stream arc then focussed vnth a quartz lens on to the

slit of the spectrograph

When the Babinet is employed, we have no direct means of determining

the plane of polarisation (c g ,
whether horizontal or vertical). This can,

however, be determined by omittmg the Babmet and using a Wollaston

double-image prism of ralnitc The method then is simply to place the prism

at a distance imniediately in front of the tube and to focus the two images of

the (deefcron stream with quartz lenses on to the sbt of the spectroscope,

which IB aligned accurately with the direction of the stream. In this way

we get two spectra, one corresponding to vibrations parallel to the electron

stream and the other to vibrations perpendicular to it It is true that the

reflexion losses for these two beams during their passage through the spectro-

graph may differ slightly
,

but to the present degree of accuracy this

correction proves to be negligible. Thus the relative densities of the two

images give the direction and percentage of the polarised light; but the

determination of the (icrccntages involves a considerable amount of photo

metric work and has not yet been accomplished.

To find out whether the upper or lower image of the double-image prism

corresponds to light polarised with the electric vector parallel or perpendicular

to the stream, a source of light reflected from a glass plate was examined
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through the priGin The struDger image then correnpouda to light polariaed

with the eloctno vector parallel to the glaas plate.

§ 4. Reaulta

111 thia way it has been found that, in the absence of a magnetic heldj most

of the mercury lines are polarised, if the speed of the electron is sufficiently

near to that cOTteeponduig bo the excitation voltage. In moat caaeSp the light

iH ])olariBed with the direction of the maximum electric vector parallel

to the electron sireain, but m a few instances the perpendicular direction is

found

The direction of the plane of polarisation rotates when the tube is turned

through ail angle about the direction of observatiom and, sincv the direction of

the stream is the only factor which can determine the plane of poUnsation,

there can be no doubt that the eflect is caused by the uni-dircotional character

of the electron stream Further, the fact that the light is oonc/entrated in the

electron stream instead of spreading out throughout the tube shows (since the

mean free path of the mercury atoms is about 3 cm ) that the light observed

is emitted imniedmtcly after an electron impact, and thus the light observed

IS that directly excited by the impact We are, therefore, dealing with the

direct excitation of polarised light by electron impact

Fig 4 18 an example of a plate taken with the double-image prism, showing

the polarisation of some of the lines by intensity diflerences between the upper

and lower spectra The upper spectrum corresponds to light polansod

parallel to the stream Fig 5 shows the lines X 4347 and 4358 photograidied,

using a Babmet compensator Here obhqiie bands show the polansatiou of

X 4347 clearly (see Plate 21)

The lines which we have investigated moat completely arc the lines X 5770

(2’Pt— 3 and 5791 (2^P|— 3‘Di), These have been produced with a mercury

pressure of one-thousandth mm. in the tube Both are polarised with the

maximum electno vector parallel to iho electron stream. The polariaation

measurements have been earned out visually on the two linos together, using

a filter for analyBis of the light.

The lines passed by this filter are the yellow lines X 5770 and 5791
,
a faint

and inseparable companion to X 5791, and three very £amt red Imes, The red

lines certainly, and probably the faint companion also, will have no apprecuble

iniluence on the results. The line 5770 is rather iamter than 5791. An exact

test of the equality of the degree of polarisation for these two hues haa not been

performed, but no diHerence can be noticed by mere inspection, and gaweahall
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seo later, the fierceutagea of polanaation cauoot differ by mure than about

6 per cent

The curve of fig 6 ahowa the variation with the voltage (i e
,
with the energy

of the exciting electrons) of the degree of polarisation of the two yollow' lines

together (for which the excitation voltage is 9 volts) The percentage polar-

isation iH approximately an exponential function of the energy of the electron

after impact.

We now come to the effeota produced by the application of a magnetic field.

These measurements again apply to the caae of the two yellow lines together,

a filter being used

In the first place we consider the effect of a magnetic field parallel to the

electron stream. Fields of strength up to 40 gauss in this direction have been

tried and have proved to be without infiuence on the polanaation.

A field ap^ed at right-angles to the stream has a depolarising action which

is at a maximum when the direction of the field coincides with the direction of

observation This, then, is the most interesting case. The depolarisation is
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then ftoenupanisd hf a nf the pktke nf polarisation about the uxi>j of

the field, rotatiott prodaoed a 8e]d ol ^ gavaa is quite appreciable, but

in the stmngeet fields possible (namel^t 12 galuu) there is always some polarisation

left. A limit n set to the atcengtii of field irhich can be used, for, of cuuiBe. the

electron stream is bent into a circle, and if the cmi^'ature is too great, ohaorva-

tions are not possible In detenmninig the rotation this curvature of the slreani

was allowed for.

Curves of the rotation and depolariaation duo to a magnetic field aro given

in fig 7. Tot a reason which will appear tuhsoquently, wa have hero plotted

against H, tan where 8 is the iptatiQn, and v^JV/TP—T, where II is the

observed percentage polansation* and IIq ia the percentage polariaation in a zero

field. In both cases the method adc^iCed is such as to exaggerate greatly small

errors in the measurementa, which can hagdiy be made more accoiately than

to within in tiie case of lotatiQn and to within 1 pet oaut. in the case of

polarisation. The points in both curves corresponding to the strongor fields

are partacnlatly liable to error, owing to the considerable depolarisation.

The case of X 3637 has also xooeived a good deal of attention.

If the rest of the mercury spedzttm ia being ^tted, the tight from this line

* n - 100 where siV the lateuslIJes ols the light poUrlsed pamUel and

psipcadlmder ^ a ||lvm
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which IS observed will not liM wiioO^ Huki dif^ to direct ezraUtion of the 2*Pi

stAic by electron impact. We raoet work therefore at Book a voltage that the

other meroviry linea are ncA eMiitted. ODie Siuet iJeo work at a much lower

pressure than is noccBaary in the caae of the other Unee on aooount of the fact

that X 2537 ifl absorbed by the botcqaI mercury atom. In a recent paper*

Ellel t, Foote and Mohlei have deacribed the reeiiHa ol thie e^teriment. Working

at a preMsiire of memiiy oofieapoiidizigto a temperature of —18*’ C. and with an

electron speed of 6-7 volts, they found X 2597 to be 90 per cent, polarised in a

plane perpendicular to the electron stream.

This result 18
,
as was pointeil out by Ellett, Footo and. MohleT> iud as will

bo scon subsequently, difficult to interpret theoretically, and tberefoM it seeikied

worth while to obtain eonfirmatoiy evidence. With a meiicury tempemtuie of

— 12° and an electron speed of 8 volts, a oonsidenble polansation perpendioular

to the stream was ohsorvod. The same result was also obtamed using a stnall

speetTograph to analyse the light, thus removing any slight doubt that tho

eifect might bo one belonging to "false" H^t, EUett, Foote and Mobler

arranged their experimental conditions very carefully in such a way that it

Rcrms impoBsilde that the li^t observed should have any ather origin than

direct electron impact.

They further showed that the effects ol a magnetic field on the poLurisation of

X 2537 are simtlarm nature to those we have found for X 6770, 6791. We have,

in fact, also oonfiimed their oonolusion that the polaiisataonm a plane perpendi-

cular to direction of the electron stream is praotioAlly removed by a magnetic

field of 3 gauss in the direcdon of obseivation.t This is of importanee in that

it shows that the poUrisaticn effect observed on X 2537 iB of a similar nuturc

to those found for the remaining lines.

We have finally to give a list of the mercury lines which have been observed.

Exact polarisation measurements have not yet been made in most cases,

Table I shows the observed palarisstion of the mercury lines examined when

produced with a preuQre of I /lOOOth nun, of mercury in the tube. The re-

sidual magnetic field was not greater than l/60th gauss. The electron voltage

to whidi the observaiioziB correspond is 20 volts, while the excitation potendala

of tho linos w between 8 and 9 volts.

The signs ||
and 1, imply polarisation with the maximum dectric vector

parallel or psipendicular to the deotron stream^ The symbola s, m and u>

• Lor cU.

t It 18 probable that the mem effect of tbif field Is a toUtUifi of the plans of po4ltiaatlo>»

through lUArly 45°.

2 XVOL CXIL— A.
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Tubie i

Menea
Wavc-
Lnigtb

PolariABlinn

ohaer^eH at

20 v(iUh

PnUmatiOlL
iroloulated at

Fxoitatton
Voltage

IVr ifiit

+1 2*P, — aiij/ 571)1 m
1 00

i;

(j'l-, -

+1 2'P, - 4*147 iu
\

00 1'

+1 2>r, ^ rtM), 3B00 m
1

UO
1,

-fl 2*r, -a'D, 5770 in 1 on L

+1 2*1*, — VD, 2»«7 tr 1 lUO !

-l-i 2*P, - J'ls 5132 1 «)

( 1«H. - a*D,)

+1 2*P, 4'D, 2IU.'; ni
j

fH)
1

+ 1 2*P, - 3*1), JliH 110 [1

+1 2(152 m
1

(10
1,

+1
!

**‘*1 - 3’Oj mio tt ]' .30
li

-hi
1

2“H, -4'I»3 3021 ir
1

50 [i

0 2"P,-" J*Dj
(2*P, -J-D.)

.30ttJ - 1 100 1

0 S'?, — 4‘|), ,W)27 It X 100 X

0 2*P, tl>D^ )rt55 1 100 1
0 2iP,— 4«D, 1023 1* 1 100 1

-1 2*F, -
.2‘.Sj 410tl P

1

0
1 , _

-1 2»P»^4^S, 4077 0 0

+1 2*P, — 4047 " loo i(

(» 2“P, — 2*S, 4308 l»' ± 100

-1 2*P, -3*H,
1

Mdi 14

+1 1% — 2*P, 2337
I

30i)erDenl xt 100 ji

gi7c a Hc^e of polariaatian based on vuiual cstimati*a, in which, very roughly

speaking,

» = 40 per cent., w = 30 per cent , and wf = 20 per cent

But theae values, ejicept for the value of m, niay need conslderablo correction

when photomctnc Dieasuroniente have l^en made

* We ace DBing the aariee notation of RomoU and Sauoden (' Afttrophyi Journ / vo] 51,

p 38 )> ^ which ternu vith increulag lunuthal quantum number oM irpieaeiited bj the

•ymbola 8, P, D. We wnte lor e term eg, nf P^ when u 1b the total quantum number, r is the

mnltiplicty of the term and j la the inner quantum number For uonrenlenoe on Integral uale
for r b token, end in the ouee where j la haU^tegrol, we aubafcitate lor It the value (^-4)

t At 7 volU (obeeivatlon ol ELleti, Foote and Kohler)
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Thp linpH whoso sprios mp pivcii in bmckots nre (onaidcrably weaker and

inseparable companions to the lines above them

The calculated values of the fifth colunin will recent- eirplanatLon later and

nn- connected with the values (rolumii 1) of the change of the quantum number

j

(which represents the angular momentum of the atom) caloulatiMj for an

absorption switch

§ 5 of RenitllH

It (.an Hcorrcly bo iloubt^cl (bat the polarisation effects in question ha\e tlicir

origin in the fat t that the electron stream is imidirectiunal We must therefore

assume that in the case of many spectral lines, at any rate, the iiiipatt of an

electron on an atom has the result of exciting the atom to produce plane-poUnsed

light The effect iH unalogoiLs in some respects to the known result that the

X-rays (imitted from an orclimiry target are jKdarised But the analogy seoius

rathcT superficial U eause it has been shown* that this polarisation i'^ only

found in the case of the coiitmuoiis X-ray .sjiectniin and not for the lines

Asaiiming that an atom is m a position to emit planc-polansed lights one

would pxpec't that the rffects of an external field on it will be independent of

the mechanism by which it has reached this excited state This fact suggests

an obvious analogy between the results we have described and the results

found in experiments of the type imtiated by Wood and Ellett f These ex-

periments deal with observations of the polarisation of resonance radiation and

the effects of a magnetic field on it In their case, the excitation of the atoms

by the absorption of radiation, and in our case by electron impact, but the

effects of an external field on the polarisation may be expected to be the same

This actually proves to be the case The must completely studied case of

resonance is that of the Mercury Lino X 2537, for which observations have been

made most completely by Hanle^ and von Ep ussier,§ who have found the

depolarisation and rotation effects exactly as we have desonbed them

The theory of the effect which Hanle has given is the following.—Suppose there

is a linear vibrator in the atom which is emitting the light as on the classical

theory. If a magnetic field is applied in a direction at right angles to the

direction of vibration, a Larmor precession will bo superposed on the motion.

Siooe, further, we must assume that the vibration is damped, the motion will be

of the type shown m fig 8 It can be seen from this that the plane of polanaa-

• Buslor. ‘ Ann. d Pbysik.* yoL 28, p 808 (1000).

t
‘ Phya. Hey ,' voL 24, p 243 (1024)

t
* Z L Phyeik; vul 37, p 93 (192fl).

I
‘ Phye Zeit vo\ 27, p, 381 (19M).

2X2
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tiofi of the total light emitted can be conaidered aa rotated to a direotioa lodi^

cated by the arrow and the total bght partially depolarised, li a Babinet

Electron Path
Fig S

compenaatoT le used for detection, it le osKy to calculate that the apparent

rotation will be given by the relation

Ian 2$ - <ij

infi’

where u is the magnetic rotation frequency corresponding to the field strength

H, and p is the damping constant of the oerillation, defined by the statement

that the amplitude of the vibration is given by

a = a<jc

The apparent depolaruation is also given by the formula

!Ll“_ 1

ir-
’

where TIq is the percentage polarisation in a zero field and II the percentage

in the field H.

In the c.ase of the singlet 2^Fi— combination, A 5791, there is no ambiguity

as to what we ahall take for m The Zeeman splitting is normal and so we natur-

ally take the Laimor frequency. In the case of the line A 5770 (2^F]—3” Dg),

the Zeeman effect is anonialouBj since the term has a Land6 splitting

factor (g) of 7/6, that for the ^Fi term being of course 1, But since the value

7/6 is not very different from 1, it would seem that m this case also we shall

not be much m error li we again take the Larmnr frequency for u.

We are now in a position to interpret the ourvea of the rotation and
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dcpoUriution which have been given in fig 7 The curves should, according

to the theory, be Btraiglit lines, which within the limits of error they are The

slope of these lines gives in each case the value of for a field of 1 gauss

The values obtained also agree well. From them one can calculate p, but it is

of more significance tn calculate t = 1/p t, on the classical theory, is the time

taken for the vibrations to the down to 1/eth of their initial value It corre-

s|xjnds on the quantum theory to the mean life of the atom lu the excited state,

We obtain, iii fuit, the following vahiea for the mean life of the mercury

atom in the and 3^0^ states before the switch to the 2^Pi state

From rotation — 2 85 i 0 15 10'** see

From depolarisation — 2-88 i 15 10 ® see

Wp may therefore take 2 0 10“ ^ ^ec as the value of t for these states.

The value found by von Keussler for the 2®Pi state of mercury la 1-12 10'^

sec ,• and that of the mean of the 2®Pi and 2“Pi states of soiliumis considerably

less. These results are in general agreement with the results of Wien on the

mean time of life of an atom in the excited state

We mayhere alst) note that if the t for the IPDj and 3®Dj states are not the

same, we should not expect the curves of fig 7 to be straight lines The fact

that they are approximately so shows that the t’s must be nearly, at any

rate, the same as has already bi‘eu mentioned.

The t's for the other lines have not so far been determined, but the method

described evidently admits of a wide application

These effects of a magnetic field on the polarisation have been interpreted

on Hanle’s classical theory We are here dealing with such weak magnetic

fields that the atoms are not space-quantised For if they were, it has been

point^l out by Hanle that the mtatioii effect could not exist For this is

essentially an interference effect between the light of different frequencies

emitted by an atom in a magnetic held, and ho concludes that in the oase of

these weak fields nil the Zeeman components of a line must be emitted by the

same atom We have here, then, a case to which the rigid quantum theory

seems quite inapplicable

This remark is of some importance when we attempt to frame a quantum

theory of the mechanism by which an electron can excite an atom to emit

polarised light. For it shows that we cannot hope to do so while the atom

remains in a degenerate state On this ground the theory ol Ellefct, Foote and

Hohlet would seem to bo open to criticism They predict theoretioally that

* Tbelr value ia further oonhriued a« regards order of magnitude by the iKpenmenta of

EUletfc, Foote and Mahler vrbteh have been mentioned
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polajiBation should only ocriir for the transitiouB in which j, the quantum

number repreBentiDg the angular momentiini of the atom, changes by one unit

,

and this prov^es to be by no means the case

The simplest method of treatment would seem to be to suppose a magnetu:

held parallel to the electron beam, of suiHcient strength to ensure orientation

of the atoms, but not strong enough to split the lines appreciably Vn^c ha\e

seen that experimentally such a held produces no effect on the polarisation,

and Heisenberg* has shown, in the case of resonance ra^Iiatiou, from arguments

based on a generalised corresjxmdeuce pnnciple, that this may be expected

We now come to the (undaniontal basis of the theory To simplify matters

we shall at first suppose that the impa<3tiDg electron has ]iist that velocity

necessary for excitation of the line in question iind no more This means

that after the collision the electron is reduced to rest One may reasonably

assume that the angular momentum which is given by the electron to the atom

must be in a direction at right angles to the initial direction of motion of the

electron t

Since the angular momentum transferred during the eolhsiou is at right angles

to the direction of the electron stream, it is at right angles to the magnetic

held which we are supposing to bo applied m the direction of the stream

We represent by j the quantum numlw^r expressing the total angular

momentum of the atom, and by wi its coinpoucub in the direction of the

magnetic field H It follows that in the transitions induced by the impact of

an electron moving in the direction of H that the change in fU, namely,

Am ^ 0 (1)

This equation therefore expresses the condition that in the excitation of light

by electron impact the angular moiuentuni communicated must be at right

angles to the direction of motion of tlio impacting electron previous to collision

Now the magnetic field has the property of splitting the levels of the atom.

The way m which the splitting takes pla<e is well known from the analysis

of the Zeennan effect Actually, the uortnol unexcited state of the mercury

atom, the USq state, is not split, the magnetic quantum number of this state

being given by w = 0 In general the states wdl, however, be split, and m will

have for them, in the case of the mercury atom, the values 0, i 1, ± 2 .. ±
0 - 1 )

We may represent these states diagraminatically, for the sake of simplicity

• ‘ Z. f. Phyalk; vol. 31. p. 617 (1925).

t This point also iomu thin basis of the Ihrory M EUstt. Foote and Mohlec.
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only three terms beinf; taken -the USo term, the 2‘Pi term and the 3'Da term

(fig %

Now the at/)m is luitially iu the HS,) stale ami has ru — 0 Using equation

(1) wc sec that by the impact of an electron it must bi' transferred (for example)

into the iPDj term (m -- (1). This is rcjireBented by the upward arrow

The atom is now free Co emit light, and, according to the rules of the Zeeman

effect, it IS known that the following traiisitioiiH ran occur, for instance to the

2’Pi state

(a) m — 0 corresponding to light iwlarised parallel to H (!l)

[h) Tif = ±l corresjKinding to light polarised perpendicular to H (X).

Since there are no atoms in the state correstionding to ni = ±1, ±2, the

lines which will be emitted are represented by the downward arrows.

The intensities of these Zeeman components are calculable on the basis of

the ** 8uiTmiatJon niles of Ornstein, Burger hiuI Dorgelo A useful account

is given by Kronig* of the application to the case of the Zeeman componentfl.

We have in our case only three Zeeman components emitted, one polarised
||

and the other two polarised X The net polarisation of the emitted light is thus

c^culable. In the case of all transitions involving A j — 1 (as in the example

given) the inieiiaity of the comixment polarised
i|
is greater than the sum of

the intcnsi titles of the components polarised X Thc^ net j)olarisatioii is thus

r Ph>-«ik,’ vol 31, P HKI (IMB)
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a
II
polansation, the value of which varies with the precisej and k values involved

in the transition,

However, in the case of the transitions Aj 0, the stut:e of affairs is quite

fliflerent The pssentiftl distinction is that the analysis of the Zreinan effect

has shown that the traiisitioiia

-r a Am - 0

do not oc<!ur, and this also follows from the theory of Kronig,

If the atom is excited by electron impact, it will, as before, Ix' in an m — 0

state In the emission of a line corrpHi>ondni(? to Aj — 0, therefore, only the

transitions

A?m - jLI

can take place, and the light will bf polarised perpendiciilnr to the direction of

motion of the electron

These considerations are basnl on the assumption that the electron has just

enough energy bo excite the atom, and no more However, obaervatioDs at

such velocities are not possible on account of the faintness of the light, and

hence the experimental results apply to electrons of higher sjieeif If the

electron lias a finite velocity after the impact, it is clear that it will be possible

for It to transfer angular moincntuni in a direction parallel to that of its initial

motion to the atom

Unfortunately, it is not [Kissible to calculate* precisely the ratio of the amount

of angular momentum perpendicular to the initial direction of motion of the

electron transferred m a number of collisions to the amount transferred in the

perpendicular direction The reason for this is, that in the general case under

consideration, the relations of energy and momentum do not suffice, We
require a more detailed knowledge of the forces acting on the elec‘tron during

impact, and this at present is lacking

However, it would seem reasonable to suppose that the pnibabhty of a

rollisiou in which angular momentum in a direction parallel to the initial

direction of motion of the electron is transferred will increase with the emerging

velocity of the electron, The magnitude of the polarisation effects will, there-

fore, be expected to decrease with the increasing initial velocity of the electron

In the case of X 5770, 5791 a steady decrease with increasing velocity was

observed (see fig 5)

In the case of X 5770, 5791 we have already sufficient material for a rough

miiuencal test between theory and experiments. The polarisation of these

lines la parallel to the stream. W'e require the degree of polarisation when the
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olectron Hpeecl corrpHpondH to the excitation xilta^e of the lino, anrl this can

only be obtained by extrapolation of the results obtaino<i with greater

electron speeds In fact, an extrajKdation back to 9 volts by incuiiH of an

exponential formula (see fig 5) gives a value of about 05 per lent of fKjlansa-

tion This correspond s very nearly to the calculated value of GO per cent

In the cases of the other lines, ye ha^c at the present moment to fall hark on

a qualitative test The values of the polarisation calculated for eleidrons of

speed corresponding to the excitation jK>tcntia1 have been inserted in Table 1

and may be rompared yith the exfierimental results for an electron speed n[

1!0 volts

It IS seen that, in spite of some exceptional cases to be mentionetl later,

there is a general agreement both ns regards the direction of the plane of

polarisation and the relative magnitudes of the polarisation

Wo may hero also notice that the ease of the D lines of sodium also agrees

with the theory This case has been investigated bv Kossel and Oerthsen,*

who found no |>olarisation effect, and their result was confirmed by Ellett,

Foote and Mohler * The normal l*8i state of sodium splits in a magnetic

field into two states with m = -bi and one sees at once that on this account

the pfTerts will be smaller than in the ease of mercury with its unsplit normal

state Actually, calculation ahows 0 per cent and 00 per cent with a mean

(bcanng in mind the relative intensities of the D lines) of per cent
,

and

remembering the rapid decrease of the percentage polarisation with increasing

ajwed of electrons, an effect of this magnitude might well escnjie detection

ft will be seen therefore, that the theory goes a considerable way towards

explaining the facts But returning now to the inereury lines it appears from

Table I that there are four lines for which the obaen^ed polarisation seems

definitely not to agrt^c with the cnlculated. These are --

Table Jl

Senes

t!537 1% - 2*Pi

4047 . — 2^1

4358

2967 2n»o-3*D,

Of theao the most flagrant case is X 'J557, which shows a ^ polarisation of

30 per cent, at 7 volts in place of the theoretical value of 100 per cent |)
at

• Loc. eU
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the cxci tuition vultttgr. lu Ihr otbor tho piano of pulatiaatiuii ih uurrcctly

given, but the ubsceved luagnitiirle in ninaller than expected.

It will be noticed that all these lines involve impact switches from the normal

I'So state of inereury for which = 1, while for the lines for which the theory

Bccms bo hold, in the impact transition, Aj ^ 0, 2 or 3 *

Let UB take tho case of X 2537 as the clearest example for which the theory fails

The observed X polarisation, if our picture is corre^'t at all, showH that the

probability of the excitation of the states 2^Pi (»i — il) must be greater than

the probability of the excitation of the state 2®Pj (la 0)

ft is not definitely proved yet whether or not this ^ polarisation occurs when

the speed of the electrons corresponds exactly to the excitation voltage All

that is proved is that there is a X polarisation at an electron speed of 7 volts

This fact may provide a loophole for the applicability of the theory
,

for, as

wn saw, if the electron gcH'S away from the oxci bed atom with a finite velocity,

the impact switches Am d: I pt>ssible,and we have no moans of determining

the relative probabilities of these switches and of the impact switch Am = 0.

But although further work on thin point is iieedH, it would seem fair to

state that the cxperiinontH make it ap]M*ar unlikely that, for an electron S]>eed

of 4 9 volts (the oxeitatioD potential), the line X 2537 wiU be found polarised

iOO per cent
||

if this is not the ease, there would he a definite diaagnTmeut

with tho theory suggested above. \\’e may perhaps put forward some

tentative speculations on this point

The diihculty might be avoided by making the assumption that the impacting

eledron may poawsB angular momentum of spin This is the model propow^d

by LTdenbeck and Goudsmidf which has proved successful m resolving many

of the difiicuUirs coiineotod with the multiplicity of spectra and the Zeeman

effect. On this hypothesis, when an electron in ail atom is orientated by the

magnetic field within the atom, it adds a half of a quaiiliiin of angular moment

turn in tho direction of the field, or m the op]K)sit^ direction. We may perhaps

extend this case by HupjKiHing that a free electron when orientated by an external

field has half a quantum of angular momentum in the direction of the field

or in the opposite dircLtioii

In the present problem, if we Rupposi*, as before, that there is a magnetic

field, in the direction of the electron stream, it is clear that, with the hypothesis

of the spinning electron, wp have the possibility that an electron (by changing

• Except lu tho cHMo of the nimn line X 5401 (2"Pj— yt?,), for wliu'K the calculated

polarlsathm u too small for any deoialon to he ]Mw8ible.

t
* Nature,’ vol. 117, p. (102fl).
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its direction of orientation) niay on impact traiiHler to tho atom one quantum

of angular momentum in the direction of the held (We call thiK process

“ ProcpHB B/*)

Now it 18 ]uat in the case of the Imps which involve impact u\>jtiheH

(i e. the atom, on impact, gams nr loaes one quantum of angular momentum)

that the simple theory Muggested above appears to breakdown, aiul this fact

la suggestive.

Of course, we still have the possibility of the transfer of any number of quanta

of angular momentum m a direction 'perpendicular to the field, as described

previously (“ Process A ’

) We may suppose, therefore, that a line like

X 2537 which involves an impact switch Aj = il b® excited either by

Process A or by Process B, and the degree of polarihation to bo expected will

be indeterminate

In the case of tbe Iiuph invulvmg impact switches \j
~

2, d, we have seen

that, experimentally, the part played in rxcitiitiun by Pna^esM B, if any, must

be small. SincCf by Proc^oss B, exactly one quantum of angular momentum

must be transferred, it m evident that Process A must be concerned m every

excitation of this type if both processes were concerned m an excitation, the

angulax momentum transferred by proceas A w^ould not be quantised.* If,

therefore, we were to make the hypothesis that the angular momenta transferred

by Process A and Fiocess B are quantised individually, tho simple theory

involving Process A only, which was desenbed above, might be retained for

these lines.

Experiments on the excitation of polarised light by electron impax t are stiJl

in progress, and it is hoped that before long it will be possible to subject these

Njieculations to a more rigid test

5i«u»kiry

] An electron tube producing an intense uuidiToctional stream of eleclrous

of slow speed mused for the exiitation of the mercury spcctnim, and polarisa-

tion measurements arc made on the light emitted from the tube in a direction

at right angles to the direetion of the stream. It is found that with an electron

speed correapondmg to JO volts many of the mercury hues are partially plane-

polarued, most with direction of the maximum electric vector parallel to

the stream, but some in the perpendicular direction. The expcnmeiita of

* For pxemplFi, in the uaj«u of an impM t trannition hi which = 2, if oue quantam of

angular inoinentmn parallel m the field in traiuiferrcd by Proceu H, li would be neoeesary

for \/3 quanta perpendicular to the tield to Im tranf^fnireil by PrucoM A
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Foote Eind Mnhlor, who found that X 2537 wait polarised in the latter

direction, arc confirmed, In the cases of X 5770, 579L the polarisation parallel

to the stream decreases rapidly as the speed of the electrons increases.

2 The application of a magnetic field in the direction of the stream has no

influence on the po]nn.vition
,

but a weak field of the order of 2 gauss causes

two effects to appear which increase with the field strength, namely, (o) a

depolarisation and (b) a rotatnm of the plane of jKjlansation, These are

investigated in the case of the lines X 0770, 5791.

3 The magnetic effects are interpreted satisfactorily on a theory of Hanle

put forwart.1 in connection with work on resonance radiation Each effect

(o) and (6) leads to determination of t, the mean life of the atom in the excited

state, and these values are concordant

4 The polarisatioii effects are due to the direct excitation of polansed light

by electron impact An attempt is made to picture this process. The theory

ifl based on the fact that, in excitation, an electron may, if its speed corresponds

nearly to the excitation voltage, lie expected to transfer angular momentum

to the atom in a direction perpendicular to the initial direction of motion of

the electron The facta in the case of most of the lines agree well with the

theoretical expectation, but in a few cases the theorv seems to be inadequate.

In coiicluaiun, the author wishes to express fiis thanks to Prof 8ir Ernest

Rutherford, 0 M , F R.S
,

for his constant interest and helpful criticism, and

to Mr R. H. Fowler, F.B 8 ,
for valuable discussion
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On the Theory of Qvmitum Mechanics,

By F A M. Dihac, 3t John’s College, Cambridge

(Communicated by R H Fowler, F R S —Received August 26, 1928 )

§ 1 . Inlrodiidion and Swnrnary.

The new meehanicn of the atom introduced by Heisenberg* may be based

on the assumption that the variables that describe a dynamical system do not

obey the commutative law of multiplication, but satisfy instead certain quantum

conditions One can build up a theory without knowing anything about the

dynamical variables except the algebraic laws that tJiey are subject to, and

can show that they may he represented by matnees whenever a set of uniform-

ising variables for the dynamical system exists j It may be shown, however

(see § 3), that there is no set of umformising variables for a system containing

more than one electron, so that the theory cannot progress very far on these

lines.

A new development of the theory has recently been given by Bchrodinger.

{

Bti^mg from the idea that an atomic system cannot be represented by a

trajectory, t.e., by a point moving through the co-ordinate space, but must be

reprosented by a wave in this space, Schrodinger obtains from a variation pirn-

ciple a difierential equation which the wave function must satisfy This

difierential equation turns out to be very closely connected with the Hamiltonian

equation which specifies the system, namely, if

IB the Hamiltonian equation of the system, where the are canonical

vahables, then the wave equation for ^ is

( 1 )

where h is
(27c)~^ times the usual Planck’s constant. Each momentum H

is replaced by the operator ih S/dfri supposed to operate on all that exists

on its right-hand side in the term in which it occurs. Schrodinger takes the

values of the parameter W for which there exists a <{; satisfying (1) that is

* See vfuiotu papers by Bom, Heuenberg and Jordan, ' Zeite f. Pbys vol, S3 onwanla.

t 'Roy Soc. Proo A. vol. HO, p 561 (1026).

) S6e vanmu papen In the ' Ann d. Phys beginning with vol. 70, p 361 (1026).
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continuouA, single-valued and bounded throughout the whole of ^-space to be

the energy levels of the system, and shows that when the general solution of (1)

known, matrices to represent the and mav easily be obtained, satisfying

bU the conditions that tlip)*’ have to satisfv according to Heisenberg's matrix

iiiecbanics, and consistent uith the energy levels ])revioufily found The mathe-

matical equivalence of the theories is thus established

In the present paper, Hchrodinger's theory is considered in § 2 from a slightly

more general point of view, iii \^hic'h the time i and its conjugate momentum

—W are treated from the beginning on the same footing as the other variablea

A more general method, requiring only elementary symbolic algebra, of obtaining

matrix representations of the dynamical variables is given.

In § 3 the problem is considered of a system cnataiiuiig several similar par-

ticles, such as au atom with seA'eral electrons If the jxisitions o£ two of the

electrons are interchanged, the new state of the atom is physically indistinguish-

able from the original one. In such a case one would expect only symmetrical

functions of the co-ordinates of all the electrons to be capable of being repre-

sented by m/itrices It la found that thii allows one to obtain two solutions of

the problem satisfying all the necessary conditions and the theory is incapable

of deciding which is the correct one One of the solutions leads to Paulrs

principle that not more than one electron can be in any given orbit, and the

other, when applied to the analogous problem of the ideal gas, leads to the

Einstein-Bose statistical niechauica.

The efiect of an arbitrarily I'-arying perturbation on an atomic system is

worked out in § 6 with the help of a new assumption The theory is applied

to the absorption and stimulated emission of radiation by an atom. A generalisa-

tion of the description of the phenomena by Einstein's B coefficients is obtained,

ID which the' phases play their proper parts This method cannot be applied to

spontaneous emission

S 2. Gemral Theory

According to the new point of view introduced by Schrodinger, we no longer

leave unspecified the nature of the dynamical variables that describe an atomic

system, bat count the f’s and t as ordinary mathematical variables (this being

permiBsible since they commute with one another) and take the p's and W to he

the differential operators

a)

Whmever a prOrVf occurs in a term of an ejualion, tl must he ooneidered as

fneamti^ the oorrespondtnff dtffermitai operator operrxhng on oil that occurs on tU
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nphi hanti mWp im ty term que^w Thus, bv tarrviiiy imt the operationa,

on« ean reduce nuy hiiutuu* of the ^ 8, W ami t to a fuiietioii of the q a and I

only.

The relations (2) require tvio obvioub luodilicatioiiB to be made m the algebm

^ovemin^ the dynamical variablea Firstly, only rational integral functions of

the p'fi and W have n meaning and, secondly, onf can nndhply up an €qua(%on

a {integral in the p'n an<l> W) on the left-hand side, hut one cannot, in

general, muUiplg up hg fadtor on the nghidumd side Thus, if one la given the

equation a — h^ one ( iin infer from it that Xrt ~ Xii, wliere X I's aibitrarVp but

one cannot in general jiifcr that nX — frX.

There are, however, certain oquationaa ^ b for which it is true that nX = 6X

for any X, and these equations we call identities The quantum conditions

^rVt — PrP, — ptpr -- 0

with the simdiir relations involving —AV and /, are identities, ns it can easily

be verified (and has been verified bv Schrodinger) that the relations

(W- ^ V^flr) X —

etc
,
hold foi any X These lelations form the inaiii justification for tho

asHuiDptions (2).

If a — 6 IB an identity, we can deduce, since aX — 6X and X» — \b, that

aX-Xa = 6X- Xb,

or

[a, X] ^ ['>. X]

Thus we can equate the Poissou bracket of either side of an identity with an

arbitrary quantity, and so our quantum identity is the analogue of an identity

on the classical theory. We assume the general equation xg — yx — iA[j, y]

and the equations of motion of a dynamical system to be identities

A dynamical system is specified bv n Hamiltonian equation between the

variables

W = 0, (3)

or more generally

F(VnFr.f. W)^0 (i)

and the equations of motion are

dxlds ^ [Jt, FJ,

where £ la any function of the dynamical variables, and r is a variable which

depends on the form in which (4) is written, and, m particular, is just t if (4) is

written in the form (3) On the new theory we consider the equation

F(J^0. (&)
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which, if we Lake 4^ to be a [unction of the g's and t only, la an ordinary diSecon-

tial equation for From the general fiolution of thia diflerential equation the

matricea that iomi the solution oi the mechanical problem may be very easily

obtained.

Since (5) IB linear in 4^, its general solution is of the form

(6)

where the are arbitrary conatanta and the a set of indeiiendont

solutions, which may be called eigenfunctions Only solutions that are con-

iinuoiiB, single-valued and bounded throughout the whole domain of the q a

and t are recognised by the theory Instead of a discreet set of eigenfunctions

there may be a continuous set 4^ (at), depending on a parameter at, and satis-

fying the differential equation for all values of a in a certain range, in which

caae the aum in (6) must be replaced by an integral |c.i4 (a) oi both a discreet

set and a continuous set may occur together. For definiteneas, however, we

shall write down explicitly only the discreet sum in the foUowiug work.

We shall now show that any constant of integration of the dynamical system

(either a first integral or a second integral) can be represented by a matrix

whose dements are constants, there being one row and column of the matrix

correaponding to each eigenfunction Let a be a constant of integration

of the system, i.e,, a function of the dynamical variablea auch that [a, F] = 0

identically We have the relation

Fa = aF,

which, being an identity, we can multiply by 4^„ on the right-hand aide. We
thus obtain

Fa 4/11 = aFiJ/n = 0
,

since F4'ii = 0 (although not identically). Hence a 4^. is a solution of the

difieiential equation (5), so that it can be expanded in the fonn (6), t.c,,

a+P. =

where the are constants. We take the quantities a„„ to be the elements

of the matrix that represents a. The matnx rule of multiplication eyideiiUy

holds, since, if b is another constant of integration of the system, we have

* The general boIuUoh may contain qnantlliee, such as 4^. and c^«/Pn, which Mtiafy the

diflerential equaikon (5), but which cannot stnoUy be put m the fonn although

they may be regarded as the limits of aedea of quanlities whkh are ol thia fonn,
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aai] also

BO that

Ab an example ul a eonntant of intogration of the dynamical nybtenip we may

take the value x(lo) that an arbitrary function x of the p’s, g’s, W and t haa at a

specified time t — tu The matrix that lapresentM 2;(fo) will conaist of eleuieutB

each of which is a function of fa. Writing t for fo> so® that an arbitrary

function of the dynamical variables, x(f), or simply x, can be represented by a

matrix whoae elnmcnts are functions of t only

The matrix representation wc have obtamed is not iiiuque, since any set of

independent eigenfunctions will do To obtain the ma truces of Heisenberg's

ongmal quantum mei'hanics, w^c must choose the iji^’s m a particular way We
can always, by a linear transformation, obtain a set of w^hich make^ the

matrix representing any given constant of integration of the dynamical system

a diagonal matrix Suppose now that the Hamiltonian F does not contain the

time explicitly, so that W is a constant of the system, and is the energy, and

we cho<]BO the so as to make the matrix representing W a diagonal matrix,

1 p , so as to make
W+.-W„+„, (7)

where W„ is a Dumencal constant Let x be any function of the dynamical

variables that does not inixdve the time e^rflicitly, and put

where the are functions of the tune only Wc shall now show that the

are of the form

•^..
1 . = (.

8 )

where the u,„„'h arc uonetants, ae on Heisenberg's theory We have

- (W=r„, - ®„.W)

^ (»)

Also, since x does not contain t explicitly,

^ a:W^;/, = xW„4/„ =

^ (K>)

Equating the coefficients of m (9) and (10), we obtam

*A*iim* = (Wn W,b),

which shovrs that x^ is of the form (6),

VOL. cm —A. 2 Y
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Wo have thuA shown that with the chosen in this wa^r the inatnoea satisfy

all the conditions of Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics, except the condition that

the matrices that represent real quantities are Hennitic (i e
j
have their tnn and

nm elements conjugate imaginaries) There does not seem to be any simple

general proof that this is the case, as the proof would have to make use of the

fact that the ij/n’s are bounded It is easy to prove the particular case that the

matrix representing W is Hermitic, t e , that the Wh’b are real, since from (7)

i{;n must be of the form

1^.

=

where ia, is independent of f, and if contains an imaginary part, would not

remain bounded as t bacomes infinite. In general, the matrices representing

real quantities could be Hermitic only if the arbitrary numerical constants by

which the ^„’b may be multiplied are chosen m a particular way

We may regard an eigenfunction as being associated with definite numerical

values for some of the constants of integration of the syetem. Thus, if we fiud

constants of integration a, h, . such that

= = (ii)

whore <!„, b„, are numerical constants, we can Say that represents a state

of the system m which a, b, have the numerical values a„, (Note

that a, 6, must commute for (II) to be possible ) In this way we can have

eigenfunctions lepresenting stationary states of an atomic system with defimte

values for the energy, angular momentum, and other constants of integration

It should be noticed that the choice of the time t os the variable that occurs in

the elements of the matrices representing variable quantities is quite arbitrary,

and any function of i and the ^’s that increases steadily would do. To deter-

mine aocurately the radiation emitted by the system in the direction of the

z-axis, one would have bo use — xjc) instead of f.* It is probable that the

representation of a constant of integration of the system by a matrix of constant

elements is more fundamental than the representation of a variable quantity

by a matrix whose elements are functions of some vanable such as f or (t — xjc).

It would appear to be possible to build up on electromagnetio theory m which

the potentials of the field at a specified point Zq, yoi Sg, fg m space-time are

Tepresented by matrices of oonstimt elements that are functions of Zq, yj, sq. fo-

§ 3. iSysfms oonUsining Several Stmilar Parliclee,

In Heisenberg’s matrix meohanioa it Is assumed that the elements of the

matrices that represent the dynotnioal variableB determine the frequenmeB and
• ' Hoy. Soo. Proo.,* A, vol. Ill, p. 406 (1026).
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intensities ot the components of radiation emitted The theory thus enables

one to calculate just those quantities that are of physical importance, and gives

no information about quantities such as orbital frequencios that one can never

hope to measure experimentally We should expect this very satisfactory

characteristic to persist in all future developments of the theory

Oonsidei now • system that contains two or more similar particles, say, lor

definitenesB, an atom with two electrons Denote by (mn) that state of the

atom in which one electron is m an orbit labelled m, and the other in the orbit n

The question arises whether the two states (mn) and (nm), which are physically

indistinguishable as they differ only by the interchange of the two electrons,

an to be counted as two difierent states or as only one state, i e
,
do they give

rise to two rows and coiumne in the matrices or to only one ? If the first

alternative is right, then the theory would enable one to calculate the intensities

duo to the two transitions (mn) (/n'n') and (nm) -* (ii'm') separately, as the

amplitude corresixmdmg to either would be given by a definite element in the

matnx representing the total polarisation. The two transitions are, however,

physically mdistiugiushable, and only the sum of the intensities for the two

together could be determined experimentally. Hence, in order to keep the

essential characteristic of the theory that it shall enable one to calculate only

observable quantities, one must adopt the second alternative that (mn) and (nm)

count as only one state

This alternative, though, also leads to difiiculties. The symmetry between

the tno electrons requires that the amplitude associated with the transition

(mn) ^ (m'n') of 2^

1 ,
a co-ordinate of one of the elections, shall equal the ampli-

tude osaociated with the transition (nm) of z,. the corresponding

co-ordinate of the other electron, 1 e ,

Xi (mn ,
mV) = Xj (nm

,
n'm'), (12)

If wo now count (mn) and (nm) os both defining the same row and column ot

the matrices, and similarly for (m'n') and (n'm'), equation (12) shows that eaoh

element of the matrix equals the corresponding element of the matrix x,, so

that we should have the matrix equation

This relation is obviously impossible, as, amongst other things, it is inconsistent

with the quantum conditions. We must infer that unsymmetrioal funotions

of the co-ordinates (and momenta) of the two electrons cannot be represented

by matrices. Symmetrical functions, suoh as the total polarisation of the

atom, oan be oonsidered to be represented by matnoes without mconsistenoy,

2 Y 2
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and theae matnoes are by themaelvea sufficient to determine all the physical

properties of the system.

One consequence of these considerations is that the theory of uniformibing

variables introduced by the author can no longer apply This is because,

oomsponding to any transition (mn) there would be a term m
the Fourier expansions, and we should require there to be a unique state, (la^n'),

say, such that the same term corresponds to the transition (w'n') -
and correspouda to {mn) Jf the m’s and nn ore quantum num-

bers, and we take the case of one quantum number per electron for dehniteness

we should have to have

ni' — ni — ?n' — m, n" — /i' = n' — n

Since, however, the state {m'n') may equally well be called the state (n*fn), we

may equally well take

iji' ^ n = n' — m, nf' — m' ^ m' — n,

which would give a difierent state (fn"n'') There is thus no unique state (WV')

that the theory of uniformiBing variables demands.

If we neglect the interaction between the two electrons, then we can obtain

the eigenfunctions lor the whole atom simply by multiplying the eigemfunctions

for one electron when it exists alone in the atom by the eigenfunctions for the

other electron alone, and taking the same time vanable for each.* Thus if

'1^11 (Xi Vt 2
, i) IS the eigenfunction for a single electron in the orbit n, then the

eigenfunction for the whole atom in the state (mn) is

'!' (®l. »! *
1 < 0 (*!• y*> *!• = +- (1) +« (3).

say, where and are the co-oidinates of the two oleotrons, and

^(r) means 1^(2:^, 0 eigenfunction vj^M (2) ( 1 ), however, also

conesponds to tlie same state of the atom if we count the (mn) and (nm) states

as identical But two independent eigenfunctions must give rise to two rows

and columns m the matrices If we are to have only one row and column

in the matnoes corresponding to both (mn) and (nm), vre must find a set of

eigenfunctions of the form

(1) (2) + 6„„|.(2) (1),

where the a^^’s and are constants, which set must oontam only one

comaponding to both (mn) and (nin), and must be sufficient to enable one to

* The Same time Tuisble ( nmsi be taken in each owing to the fact that we wnte the

HanilUmian equatitm for the whole systSm . H(]) +B(2) — W ^ 0, where H(l) aiidH(2)

an the HainiltonianB for the two eleotnnu s^wntely, h that there is a coniimm iime i

eorqagate to mhiui the total eoWKy ^
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obtain the matrix representing any B3rmmetrical function A of the two eleetrone.

This means the must be chosen such that A tirnen any chosen can be

expanded in terms of the chosen form

^^'11 n*n»

where the A,^„ _,nH’s arc constants or functions of the time only

There are two ways of chousing the set of to satisfy the conditions We
may either take which makes each a symmetrical function of

tho two electroua, ho that the left-hand side of (13) is aynunetiioal and only

symmetrical eigenfunctions will be required for its expansion, or we may take

o„,„
— — which makes autisymmetncal, so that the left-hand aido

of (13) IS antisymmetrical and only antisjonmetrical eigenfunctions wJl be

required for its expansion Thus the symmetrical eigenfunctions alone or the

antisymmetrical eigenfunctions alone give a complete solution uf the problem

The theory at present is incapable of deciding which solution is the correct one

W'e are able to get complete solutions of tho problem which make use of less

than the total number of possible eigenfunctions at tho expense of being able bo

represent only symmetneal functions of the two electrons by matnoes

These results may evidently be extended to any number of electrons. For

r non-interaoting electrons with co-ordinates Xi, Zg
, y,, the

symmetneal eigenfunctions are

fc+n, (“l) '1',^ («*) • • I,, («r), (14)

where aj, at, ^**0 any permutation of the mtegers 1, 2 .. r, while the

antisymmetrical ones may be wntten in tho detennmantal form

k(l). ^nAr)

KW, M ^^(r)

+..(1). <{'..(2) <!'..(>•) I . (15)

If there ia interaction between the electrons, there will still be symmetrical and

autisymmetncal eigenfunctions, although they can no longer be put m these

simple fonns In any case the symmetrical ones alone or the antisymmetncal

ones alone give a complete solution of the problem

An antisymmetrical eigenfunction vanishes identically when two of the

electrons an in the same orbit This means that in the eolation of the problem

with antisymmetrical eigenfunctions there can be no stationary states with
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t^o or more electroDB in the same orbit, which is just Pauli’s exclusion principle.*

The solution with symmetrical eigenfunctions, on the other hand, allows any

uumber of electrons to be in the same orbit, so that this solution cannot be the

correct one for the problem of olectrons m an atom f

§ 4. Theory of the Ideal Goa

results of the preceding section apply to any system containing several

Btniilar particles, in particular to an assembly of gas molecules. There will

be two solutions of the problem, in one of which the eigenfunctions are sym-

metrical functions of the co-ordinates oi all the molecules, and in the other

antisymmetneal

.

The wave equation for a single molecule of rest-mass m moving in free space is

{p~ + p/ + -f 4-^0

f I 51 ^ I

IS? I

and its solution is of the form

^ exp. % (oti® + ftjy -f as* — E«)/A,
(
10

)

where a,, a,, and E are constants satisfying

oEji*
— -j- = 0.

The eigenfunction (16) represents an atom having the momentum components

energy E.

We must now obtain some restriction on the possible eigenfunctions due to

the presence of boundary walls It is usually assumed that the eigenfunction,

or wave function associated with a molecule, vamshes at Uie boundary, but we

should expect to be able to deduce this, if it is true, from the general theory.

We assume, as a natural generalisatiDn of the methods of the preceding section,

that there must be only just sufficient eigenfunctions for one to be able to

repiusent by a matrix any function of the co-ordinates that has a physical

meanmg Suppose for definiteness that each molecule is confined between two

boundanes at x = 0 and it ~2n Then only those functions of x that are defined

only for 0 < X < 2n have a physical meaning and most be capable of being

represented by matrices. (This will require fewer eigenfunctions than if every

* PauU, ‘ ZeitH f. PhyB ,' vol 81, p. 76fi (1926).

t Prof Bom hu informed me that Heisenberg has independently obtained reaolta

equiralenl to theae. (Added in proof)— HQiwnberg.r * Zelt. fur Phys-,' viH. 3H. p. 411

(1920).
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funotion of X had to be capable of being represented by a luatruc ) These

funotianB/(x) oan always be expanded as Founei senes of tho form

(17)

where the Oh’s are constants and the n's integers If we choose from the eigen-

fnnctionB (16) those for which txijh is an integer, thGn/(x) times any chosen

eigenfunotion can be expanded as a series in the chosen eigenfunctions whose

coefficients are functions of t only, and hencef{x) can he represented by a matrix.

Thus these chosen eigenfunctions are sufficirnt, and are easily seen to be only

]ust sufficient, for the matrix representation of any function of x of the form

(17) Instead of choosing those eigenfunctions with integral values for a^/A,

we could equally well take those with ajh equal to half an odd integer, or more

generally with fijh — n + e, where n is an integer and c is any real number.

The theory js incapable of rlocidmg which are the correct ones. For statistical

problems, though, they all lead to the same results

When y and z are also bounded by 0 < y <C 27t, 0 < z 2it, we lind for the

number of waves associated with molecules whose energies lie between E and

B + dE the value

^(E«-wV)‘E(JE.

This value is in agreement with the ordmary assumption that the wave functioo

vanishes at the boundary It reduces, when one neglects relativity mechanics,

to the familiar expression

|2(2w)’B,‘rfB„ (18)

whore Ej = K — nw* is the kinetic energy. For an arbitrary volume of gas V
the expression must be multiplied by V/(27t)’.

To pass to the eigenfunctions for the assembly of molecules, between which

there is assumed to be no interaction, we multiply the eigenhuictions for the

separate molecules, and then take either the symmetnoal eigenfunctions, of

the form (14), or the antiB3rmmetrical ones, of the form (15), Wc must now

make the new assumption that all stationary states of the asaombly (each repre-

sented by one eigenfunction) have the same a prion probability. If now we

adopt the sohition of the problem that involves symmetrical eigenfunctions, we

should find that all values for the number of moleoules associated [with any

wave have the same a pnon probability, which gives just the Einstein-Bose

statistical mechanics,^ On the other hand, we should obtain a difiarent

* Bcect, ‘ Zeitii. f PhyH veil 2C, p, 17S (1924) , Einstelii. ' aiUongsb. d Preua Ao

p.aei (1924) and p. 3(1925)
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«t«tifltical mecliaiiicB if we adopted the solution with antisynunetncal eigen

-

fu notions, as we shouJd then have either 0 or 1 moleeuie associated with each

wave The solution with syininetrical eigenfunctions must be the correct one

when applied to light quanta, ainoe it is known that the Einatein-Bose statistical

mochanica loads to Planck’s law of black-body radiation, The solution with

antisymmetrical eigenfunctions, though, is probably the correct one for gaa

molecules, since it is known to be the correct one for electrons in an atom, and

one would expect molecules to resemble electrons more closely than light-

quanta.

We shall now work out, accurding to wolUknown pnnciples, the equation of

state of the gas on the assumption that the solution with antisymmetrical eigen-

functions is the correct one, so that not more than one molecule can be associated

with each wave Divide the waves into a number of sets such that the waves

m each set are associated with molecules of about the same energy. Let Aj

be the number of waves m the sth set, and let E, be the kinetic energy of a

molecule associated with one of them. Then the probability of a distribution

(or the number of antisymmetrical eigenfimcbions corresponding to distribu-

tions) in which N, molecules are associated with waves in the sth set is

giving for the entropy

w = n.
A,!

8 — i log W = *1, {A, (log A, — 1) — N, (log N, — 1)

This IB to be a mazimuxn, so that

0 SS - AE. (- log N, -f log (A, - N,)} SN.

= kE, log(A./N,-^l).8N„

for all vanatioDs 8N„ that leave the total number of molecules N = E,N, and

the total energy E = S.SfN, unaltered, so that

E,8N. = 0, EXSN, U.

We thus obtam

log (A,/N,^l)-*+^..

where a and p are constants, which gives

(19)
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By making a variation in the total energy E and puttmg =- T, the

temperature, we readily find that p 1/4:T, bo that (19) becomes

A
N ^

^-+E.;*T
_|_ y

This formula gives the distribution in energy of the molecules On the Einstein

Bose theory tho corresponding formula la

N̂
* gm hK.4T ~l

If the .vth set of waives consists of thoae assoc'iated N^ith molecules who.so

energies he between E, and E, + cfE,, we have from (18) [where E, now means

the Kj of equation (18)],

A, = 27:V (2m)J E,* dE,/(2itA)'*

where V is the volume of the gaa This givea

nnd

2T^V(2mV^ r E,*dE,

(‘W Jo 1

2TrV(2i»)f r E/rfE,

(2rtA)> Jo + i

By eliminating a from these two equations and using the formula PV ',E,

where P la the presaure, which holds for any atatistical mechanics, the equation

of state may be obtained

The saturation phenomenon of the Einstein-Boae theory does not occur m
the present theoiy. The specific heat can easily be shown to tend steadily to

zero as T - 0, instead of first increasing until the saturation point in reached

and then decreasing, as m the Emstein'Bose theory

S 5. Theory of ArbUrary Perturbatwns.

In this section we shall consider the problem of an atomic system subjected to

a perturbation from outside {e,g
,
an incident electromagnetic held) which can

vary with the time m an arbitrary manner. Let the wave equation for the

uiidiaturbed system be

(II_W)^ = 0. (20)

where H la a function of the p's and g’s only £t» general solution is of the

form

+ = (21)

where the c^'s are constants. We shall suppose the il*. a to be chosen so that

one IS associated with each stationary state of the atom, and to be multiplied
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hy the proper constants to make the matrices that represent real quantities

Hermitic

Now suppose a perturbation to be applied, beginning at the time t = 0 The

wave equation for the disturbed system will be of the form

(H - W + A) >}; = 0, (22)

where A is a function of the ^'s and ^ and is real. It will be shown that we

can obtain a solution of this equation of the furni

+ (^3)

where the a„’fl are functions of t only, which may have the arbitrary values c„

at the time I = U We shall consider the general solution (21) of equation (20)

to represent an assembly of the undisturbed atoms in which
|

j

^ is the number

of atoms in the nth state, and shall assume that (23) represents in the same

way an assembly of the disturbed atoms,
|

a„ (^l^^ being the number in the nth

state at any time t AVo take
|

|* instead of any other function of becausej

os will be shown later, this makes the total nuniher of atoms remain oonstAnt

The condition that defined by equation (23) shall satisfy equation (22) is

0 = i:jH-W + A)a.^i;„

= S.a, (H - W + A) «!<„ - (24)

since II and A LOinniute with a„,t w’hile — rt„W — identically.

Suppose A\j;„ to be expanded in the fotm

A+, =
where the ooefficients A„„ are functions of I only, and satisfy A^m"^ — A^i
where the * denotes the conjugate imaginary. Equation (24) now becomes,

since (H — W) — 0,

Taking out the coefficient of we find

= (2B)

which IS a simple differential equation showing how the a,„’B vary with the tune.

Taking conjugate iniagiuaries, we find

— »Aa„* = 2,0,* A„,* -- 2.0„*A,„

Hene«, if N, = <>„<>„* ib the numbei of etome In the mth state, we have

= ih (a„a„* + o,*o„)

t The ntaiemciit a roiilmutea with & means ab ideotioBlly,
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Thit) givea

^iiBi ®ii -^pim^m)

as requiretl.

If the pertuibation conaista of incident electromagnetic radiation movmg in

the direction of the x-axis and plane polarjRed with itfi electnc vector in the

direction of the the perturbing term A in the Hamiltonian ib, with

neglect of relativity mechanics, /t/c if),f where t) is the total polanaatinn in the

direction of the ^-axiB and 0, /<, O, 0 are the oomponenta of the potential of

the incident radiation Wc can expand and 7]i|i„ in the form

'll.
=

where the and arc constants and — i (W,„ — W„)/A Our

previou'i is now /c/c and equation (2r)) becomes

>*ca„, ^ ""* (2fi)

We can integrate this equation to the brat order in k by replacing the a,/a

on the right-hand aide by their valuea c„ at the time { — 0 I’hie gives

'U = fn, + !/«*= I « (<) e*'"' ‘f»- (^7)
• II

To obtain a second approximation, we write for the on the right-hand side

of (20) their values given by (27) We tbua find for the value of o,„ at the

time T,

Om =- r« + \lihc r K (I) dt

~1/AV SnkCtil.iTiM,
f

•''(J* (28)

--= c,. +
say, where cj and cj' denote the first- and second-order terms reapeotivcly

This givee for the niunber of atoms m the state at the Imie T

N_ == ~
-f- C,„C,„ * d" ^ni

'

-h c,„

If we wish to obtain efiecU that are independent of the initial phases of the

atoms, we must substitute Cp,eip. lym for c„ and average over all values of

t We have n^leot^ a t£rm iDvolvmg This approximation u leffitimalt, on thoueta

we Uber evaluate the number o( transitiona that ooour in a tune T to the order provided

T Ji laige compared with the penods of the atom.
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from 0 to 2tu. This makea the first-order terms in N^, namely, and

c„^cJ*, vanish, while the second-order terms give

Jd Jo

—1/AV l»c„OTri„^Tj„„ I /e (0 dr
[

«(s)
Jo Jci

-1/AV- . r * (0 e-(«-».»'/* * f
^

Jll Jo

which reduces to

l/AV-.S.{lc„
I

=) h* (I)
,•(».-«-»'/»*

(29)

This gives AN„, the increase in the number of atoms in the state m from the

time r ^ 0 to the tune r — T. The term in the summation that has the sufiiz

n niay be regarded as due to transitions between the state m and the state n.

If we resolve the radiation from the time r 0 to the time r = T mto its

harmonic components, we find for the intensity of frequency v per unit frequency

range the value

I, = 2Trv^r“*
I p K (t) e®*’*"* dt

I Jll

Hence the term in ezpression (29) for due to transitions between state t>i

and state n may be written

Ll'iTihS-C ( I

c.
1

“ —
I Tl^l *I„

where

a«v = (W,-w.)/A.

2n/A>c
. ( 1 0.

1 " —
I (w I

*} h.« r I,.

If one aveiages over ell direotione and states of polarisation of the incident

radiation, this becomes

2W3A*o,(|cJ*-lcJ*)lP„l*I„
where

Y] and Z being the three components of total polansation Thus one can say

that the radiation has caused
• I I

‘
I I

‘ transitions from state n

to state m, and 2;i/3A2c .
|

c„
|

®
[ P„„, |

“ I„ transitions from state m to state n,

the probability ooelficient for either process being

in agreement with the ordinary Einstein theory.
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The present theory thus accounts for the absorption and stimulated emission

oE radiation, and 'ihows that the elements of the matrices representing the

total polarisation determine the transition probabilities One cannot take

spontaneous emission into account without a more elaborate theory involving

the positions of the various atoms and the interference of their individual

emissions, as the efEects \m11 depend upon whether the atoms are distributed at

random, or arranged ill a crystal lattice, or all confined in a volume small toin-

pnred with' a wave-length The last altcrnotive mentioned, uhich is of no

practical interest, appears U) be the simplest theoretically.

It should be observed that we get the simple Einstein results only because

We have averaged over all initial phases of the atoms The following argument

shows, however, that the initial phases are of real physical importance, and

that in consequence the Kinst^nn coefhcicnts are inadequate to describe the

phenomena except iii special (ohch If initially all the atoms are in the normal

state, then it la easily seen that the expression (29) for AN„ holds without the

averaging process, so that m this case the Einstein coefiicitints are adequate

If we now consider the case when some of the atoms are initially in an axoited

state, wo may suppose that they were brought into this state by radiation

incident on the atoms before the time ( — 0. The effect of the subsequent

incident radiation must then depend on its phase relationships with the earliei

incident radiation, since a correct way of treating the problem would be to

resolve both incident radiations into a smgle Fourier mtegral If we do not

wish the earlier radiation to appear explicitly m the calculation, we must

suppose that it impresses certain phases on the atoms it excites, and that these

phases are important for detennming the effect of the subsequent radiation.

It would thus not bo permissible to average over these phases, but one would

have to work directly from equation (26).
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The Simcture of y^Bra&s.

By A. J. Bradley, M.Sc
,
Ph D ,

and J Thewlis, B Sc , the Phyaical

Laboratonea, the Umveraity of Manchester,

(Coramunicntorl by Prof W L Bragg, F R S —Received August 31, 1926 )

(1) lidfodudwn

WcBtgren and Phragm^n* have recently described the resulta of luvestigationa

on the atnictnreB of Cu-Zn, Ag-Zn and Au-Zn alloys. Ab a result of X-ray

analysis by the powder method, hve different types of structure were found id

the case of the Cu-Zn alloys. Structures were successfully assigned to four of

these phases, but m the case of the -f-phase a complete elucidation was not

attempted The structure is cubic, and contains 62 atoms to the unit cube.

The following table is taken from Westgren and Phragm^n’s paper —

Table T - Jjiittice DiiueuHions and Nuniber of Atoms per Elementary Cube m
the y-Phases

Alloy,
1

1

Prif-eDUgc

Zn
Av Atomic Dwniilty rfioo 'll A

Niimlitr ol Atomfl
jM?r Elpni^nUry

C'libt

Cu-Zu H] 7 64 67 8 04 8 830 ns 32
Cu-Zu 64 7 64 72 7-99 8 860 62 05
Cu-Zu 67 7 64 78 7 02 8 B7U 52 02
Ag-Zn flO 3 81 29 B 66 0 327 32-37
Au-Zn 3fl 9 iia 07 13 26 9'268 62 27
Au-Zit 41 1 107 71 11 76

1

9 223

1

51 Bt’i

Further information was obtained from eirainuiation of single crystals of a

y Ou-Zn alloy. Laue photogiams and rotation photograms were both used

for this purpose. By way of oonjeoture, Westgren and Phragm^n suggested the

lormulffi Cu4 Znt), AgiZcg, and Au4Zn|^, as these correspond to compositions

coinciding with one of the homogeneous y-phase ranges. We have found that

these fonnuliD are incorrect, the true formulffi being Cn^Zne, Ag^Zng, and

AugZn«.

It is at first sight surprising to find such a large number of atoms in the umt,

* X-Ray Anslyaia cl Ooppei^Zuio, SiItht-^Zuio sud Gold-ZiiKS AUoys by Aros Wealgnu
and Gdsta PhrogmAo, ‘ FhU. Mag / toI, SO, p. Sll (102S),
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but this IS by no means an isolated instance The y'-phase u! the Cu~Al aUoys,*

and even two distinct modifications of the element manganese,t| present the

same phenomenon. It is a remarkable fact that a-manganese,§ y Cu /n,

y Ag-Zn, y Au-Zn, and y' Cu-Al all have a unit cell of about the same dinieii-

Biona, and containing about the same number of atoms Moreover, the

intensities of the reflexions from many planes of these structures are found to

be extraoidmanly alike, whatever subetance is examined In particular, the

two strongest lines on a powder photograph invariably occmr at the same pint

of the fllm, so that for all these substances two interplaiiar spacings are

particularly pronounced. It is aigniflcant that these are the spacings of the

(110) and (211) planes of a body-centred cuhic lattice whose lattice constant is

about a — 2'95A

There is clearly a fundamental relationship between the structures of the

above substances and the simple body-centred cubic structure The present

paper gives the results of an attempt to determine the relationship in the case

of the Ou-Zn alloys

(
2 ) PoM9ihU SjHtce-Gfoups for y-Brau,

The only reflexions found for Gu-Zn and Au-Zn are those from planes (hkl),

for which ^ -H 0 is even. In the case of the Ag-Zn alloy there are lines

which are exceptions to this nde^ but these extra lines arf> all very weak, and

are probably either [i-lines or are due to impurities There are no extra linen

on the rotation photogram of y-brass, taken from a single crystal Tbis may be

taken as conclusive evidence that the structure is built up from the spaoe-

lattioe F". According to Westgren and Phragm6n, there are 52 atoms per unit

cell, so that the structure contains 26 mter-penetrabing body-centred cubic

lattues, each of dimensions 8 86 A
From a Laue photograph Westgren and Phragm^n deduce that the symmetry

of y-brasa is either Tj, 0, or 0;^ The only abnormal spacings arc (AW), where

(A + A -j- f) IB odd, which are halved Three space-groups satisfy these condi-

tions^ namely, Tj®, 0^ and These are therefore the only possible

space-groups

The above are the only conclusions for which there is direct experimental

evidence

Jptte, PhragiD^n and Wntgreo, ‘ Joum, lust Mei./ vol. 31, p 193 (1924).

t Westgren and Phragm6n, ' Z f Fhyoik/ vol 33, p 777 (1925)

t A J, Bradley, ' Fhil. Mag.,' vol DO, p 1018 (1B2D)

) In order to avoid Inrbher oonfuaton the authore have decided to adopt the nomen-

elatore deviood by Wee^nn and Fhragm^n (or the modlfloationfi o( maoganese,
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(3) A'pproxt^mte Pos\liona of the Atoms.

To test directly every pofiaible arrangement of atoms which would satisfy

the above space-group conditions would be almost impossible We have

selected the most probable types of structure, and tested such arrangements of

atoms by comparing the intensities calculated for those arrangements with the

intensities of the lines as observed by Westgien and Phragm^n. In order to

detenume which arrangements were feasible, use was made of the following

criteria —
(1 ) A clue to the approximate positions of the atoms is obtained by umsider-

iiig the positions and intensities of the strongest linos

(2) The distance of closest approach of the atoms is not lihely to be very

difierent from that in other crystals of a similar type containing the same

atoms

With one eece'piwn, the strongest lines on the JUm of y-brass are identical in

position and intennty imth the lines on the p-bross film

The lattice of p-brass is body-centred ciibio, the lattice constant t/joo is 2 945 A

,

the unit cell coutums two atoms The lattice constant of y-brass (G1 7 per

cent. Zii) dioo is 6*85 A, and each unit cell contains 52 atoms The side of the

unit cube of y-brass is therefore exactly three times that of p-brass, and its

volume is 27 times as great, lb follows that if y-hrass had 54 atoms to the

unit cell, they might be arranged m exactly the same way as the atoms of

p-brasB, namely, on a body-oentred lattice.

In such a case, y-brass would only give rise to those lines which appear on

the film of p-brasB. The existence of extra lines on the film of y-brass can be

accounted for if we suppose two of the 64 atoms to be removed without greatly

displacmg the remaining 52 atoms

These considerations show that a possible structure for y-brass consists of a

body-centred cubic arrangement with 1 atom in 27 removed, the remaining

atoms being slightly displaced, but necessarily in such a manner that the cubic

aymmetiy is preserved.

Fig. 1 shows a unit cell containing the whole 64 atoms in the correct positions

for a body-oentred cubic structure. With the exception of one atom at the

centre, all the atoms he on the surfaces of three-concentric cubes which are shown

in the figure The diagram ilhistratoa the special case where every atom is

situated at exactly the same position as m a body-oentred lattice, bat since the

unit cell contains so many atoms, they need not all be etructuraJly equivalent.

Cubic symmetry will be preserved and the spaoe-group requirements fulfilled
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if the atoms are divided into four or five groups of equivalent positions. The

most general case, vrhich conesponda to the spaco-gmiip la shown in the

Fig. 1.—Tbo Derivation of the Struoture of y-Bnas from a Simple Cube-Oentred

Arrangement of Atoms.

figure . Structurally equivalent atoms aie denoted by the same symbols. The

54 atoms are divided between five groups of equivalent position s m the following

manner —
Table II.

Type of Atom Symbol of Type No of AUmu per Uiul Cell

“ X "

a 2

“A’’ • 8

“B” 0 8

“C” 12

“D” m 24

Total No, M

There are more than 54 atoms shown in the figure, as the atoms on the outer

fhm of the cube are shared with the neighbounng cubes. The eight atoms at

VOL. oin.—A. 2 E
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the cube corners are each sJiared between eight cubes. The atoms on the cjuba

edges arc each shared between four cubes. All the other atoms on the outer

faces are shared between two cubes.

The atoms may be displaced m dilferent ways while still conforming to the

space-group Tj*, but atoms belonging to the same set must be displaced in the

same manner Fig 1 will also represent the case of the space-group 0^'*, the

additional condition being imposed that the A " and
** B ” atoms must be

equivalent. Consideration shows that it is not necessary to discuss the case

of 0^, since any displacements from the arrangement of lig, 1 which are

consistent with the symmetry elements of CV' also satisfy the requirements

of O,"

A possible structure of y-brass must have two atoms per unit cell less than

the arrangemeut of fig. 1 It is clear that the only two atoms which could be

removed, if our general scheme of arrangement is correct, are the X " atoms,

because there are more than two atoms of each other type in the unit cube

Flo. 2 —Siniotim of y-Bram

Fig. 2 represents a unit cell from which the X ” atoms have been removed.

The . lemaining atoms are slightly duplaced from the poaitions of fig. 1, the

displacement being shown by the ^ort lines. The extents of tha displace-

fnanta aotuaily shown in the figure are those aasigned to y-braas by the preseht
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luialysifl. The diaplacemeatH have carried some of the L> atoms, which were

formerly on the boiindary facea of the unit cell, eutirely into aeighbouring

cells. These atoinH have been inserted in fig. 2, m order to facilitate com-

parison with fig 1

(4) CAowf oj Space-GTiiupis

The arrangement of fig 2 wx>uld correspond to the space-group only if

" A ” and “ B '' atoms were made equivalent As actually drawn it corre-

aponds to the space-group T^^, We need not consider space-group O ', as this

requires the atoms to be placed in exactly the same positions os 0/,^, if the

stnictnre js to be at all similar to the body-centred rubc^

To decide between T^^* and 0;,^ requires a deterniinatioii of the parameters

of the atoms, which cun be made from considerations of intensities and

interatomic distances.

The co-ordmates of the atonic arc follows .

" A ” Atomu,

(fl a a), {a — a — a), (— a o — a), (— a — a a),

(1 + 0 i + O i + “). (H- “ i
- ® i

— “)• (4 — “ i + “ l
—

(i - a
I
— o 1 + o)

“ B ” Almmi

(_ 6 _ 6 _ 6), (- 6 6 6), {b-h 6), (6 6 - 6),

(j
_ 6 * _ 6 i

- 6), (i
- 6 J + 6 i + 6) (i + 6 i - 6 i + 6).

(i + 6 4 + M - 6)

" C;‘ Atoifu.

(e 0 0), (- c 0 0), (0 r 0). (0 - c 0), (0 0 c), (0 0 — c),

(4 + <= 4 4). (4 - « 1 4). (4 i + 1 4). (4 4 - e 4). (4 4 4 + c). (4 4 4 - «)

"D" AUmt.

(d d e), {d-d - e). {- d d - e), (- d - d «),

(4 + rf4 + rf
S + rf).(4 + rf4 - +

(i-Jl-di + f).

(d ed), (d —e — d), (— d e — d), {— d — e d),

(i + rf4 + ^ 4 + <(), (4 + d4-«’4-<*).(4-rf4 + e4-<«).

(4
- d i

- r J + d),

(e d d), (« — d — d). (— « d — d), {—e—di^,

(4 + *4 + *^4 + ‘^)'(i + *’4~‘*4~*0. (4~«t + <J4~<^.

(4
- e 4

- d 4 + d).

For ipace-group^ 0^ and 0^’ a = b and e^O,
‘1 z ‘i
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At this otage no disonmination will be made between Gu and Zn atoms.

The atomic numbers are so nearly equal that Cu and Zn may be considered

to scatter X-raya by the same amount No appreciable error wiU be introduced

into the oalculatjona by this assumption. The atruetiire'amplitilde of any plane

(h/r2) IS given by the following equation :

—

jS = 8 COB 27t

A

a . coa 27cl:a . cos 27: /o + 8 cos 27i hb cos 27t Ah oos 27? 26 .

-f- 4 (cob 2,1^ hc-{- COB 271 kc. -|- cos 27: 2c) + 8 (cos 27t M . cos 27: kd .

COB 271 le -j- cos 2?: hd . cos 27: he , cos 2k Id

-f cos 27C he . cos 2?: kd cos 27t Id)

H" t {— 8 am 23t ha . sin 27r La . sin ^tz la -\- S sm 27t hb sin 27t kb .

sin 27c 26 — 6 (sin 2?: hd sin 2?: hi sin 2:: h -f sm 2?: Ad .

sin 27e Ice . sin 2k Id sm 2?: he . siu 2k kd . sin 2n 2d)} *

In the arrangeinent Bhown m (ig. 1, a = 6 = J,
c d e = 0 If

the atoms of y-bTaBs were situated in these positionB> the X " atoms being

aWnt, the interatomic distances would be 2 55 A. This is the same value aa

the distance of closest approach of the centres of copper atoms in the lattice of

pure copper The zinc atom in metallic zinc has two inteiatomio distances,

namely, 2 66 A and 2*91 A , whilst in ^>braBH the interatomic distance is

again 2-55 A. One may anticipate that in Y'hrass the interatomic distances

will again be of the same order of magnitude

Displacements of the atoms consistent with the symmetry requirements of

0^** and Tj* may now be tried m order to explain the observed intensities of

reflexion. The parameter values were tested by the use of the structure-

amplitude formula, comparing the values of B so obtained with the observed

intenBities. In such a comparison allowance must be made for two other

factors which a£ect the observed intenaities. These are the frequency factor

N, giving the total Humber of pUnes corresponding to the ionn {AAi}, and a

factor expiessing the general falling ofl in intensity aa the angle of reflexion

mcreases. This is due to a number of auperimposed efiecta, and to allow for

each separately would bnng in many unproved assumptions. The net effect

may to some extent be compensated for by the insertion of a factor oosec^ 0 in

the intensity formula. We then obtain the expression NS^/ain‘ 8 for com-

parison with the observed intensities. The use of thia purely empirical formula

is only justifled by its value m affording a rough comparison between reflexions

at not too widely differing angles of reflexion. In the present case of a cnbio

mystol it may be expressed as NS^/(A> + + P).

* In Older to out down the srlthmeUc, the above expression for >9 was divided hy

Isctor 4 In a]] caloulatloDB.
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Table 111.

685

AW OIm IiOpdhiU

NS>/(A> h ^ '{-P)

HnlohMlrat Hamihedral

a' ^ A' . 32"*

r' - 120"

rf' . ISO'
r' — 0

a' = 37’

r' = 120%
b' - 00"

f' 16“

rf' ^ iao'» rf' = nil*

llu nhH 0 0 0 B 1 4

!iS00 aIm. 0 4 0-S 0 1

211 nlw 0 5 1 A 0 0

220 alu4 2 4 0 4 0 a
3KI ahH I 3 0 0 0 7

322 wpflk 3 2 0 9 2 0

321 wrat 3 2 fi 1 n n

400 1 0 S 0 0 0

.130 \ r 102 .1 fW 2 M 1

411 )
cc

1 2 + 11 4 36 1

420 abs 0 A 0 7 0 4

332 ithmI
1

ri .1 4 0 a 2

422 weak
1

0 0 5 S 6 1

ASL nim 1 0 0 3 B 0 0

440 aba 8‘2 0 a 0 1

4M \ r 1 5 0 e 1 3

MO /
aiM

\ A 2 0 1) J B

690 bIm 0 4 u s 0^7m aha 1 0 1 2 0 a

444 moiL 4 2 2 3 a 2
040 afai 1 6 1>4 2 B

642 wy wmV 0 7 1 4 a-3
730 aha 11 0 1 3 1 a
BOO ahB 1 a D 3 1 2
003 very weak 2 6 0 1 1'4

* For Qonvenienoe in oalriilatian the panmeten are expreeMd hete Id depwe, bo that

a* ui equal to 30Orr.

Table III conipare b the calculated and ohserved infcenaity values for a

ntunber of planes selected from the powder photograph data. In the case of

the holohedral structure the synimetry requirements, combined with the

criterion that the interatomic distance must not depart too widely from 2 ‘55 A,

llitiit the displacement of the “ A ” and B ” atoms to a small amount, and

hardly permit the " C and D " atoms to be displaced at all. On the other

hand, the lower symmetry requirements of T^^ allo^ much larger displaoeinents.

In Column 111 are given values calculated for the holohedral atmotuie with

those parameter values which give the beat oorcespondence between the

observed intensities and the calculated values. This is so unaatiafactory as to

make it clear that considerable leadjustmenta are required in the parameter

values. So long as the structure remains holohedral, no appteoiabJe ohange can

be brought about without bringing some pairs of atoms much oloaer together
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than 2 08 A. It may be concluded that no arrangement based upon spaoe-

group can satisfy all the requirements, and that it remauiH to consider

arrangements based on

The values shown in Column IV of Table III were obtained by giving the

a* and e' parameters the greater displacement which is pennitted by T^’. The

much oloeer correspondence indicates a closer approximation to the correct

stnictnie. These parameter values are actually the maximum displacements

allowed by considerations of interatomic distance. The other parameter

values were unchanged A much better agreement was obtained by putting

d' — 110°, as in the last cxtlumn of Table III

Table IV

hkk
Ubt
In(.

Na«;(/i" + + f*)

All
OIm
Till

N.S>/(A* + 1> + P)

c'=120" r'-125' c'c-i2e' 120“ c'=lM° 6'= 129"

iin abii 0 40 0 22 0 10 002 aba 0 10 0 03 000
200 1 ahH U 10 0-03 0-00 202 abfl 0 20 0 07 0 02
220 ahs. 0 30 0 07 0 02 222 Ml 1 30 1 87 3'37
310 abn 0 24 1

0 15 0 os 312 0 08 0 02 0 02
400 abi 0 02 0 00 0 01 402 V vr 0 OR O'lO 0 11

420 W U IS 0 20 0 22 422 111 2 01 1 W 1-83

nso aha U 00 0 32 0 le 512 VV 0 02 0 05 U 19
040 in. 0 S2 0 56 O'M 022 aba U 30 0 24 0 34
730 O'M

1

0' 33 0 £6
NOO m 6-70 0 52 0 3ft 103 aba 0 12 0 OS O'Oi
7fi0 w O' 04 0 04 0 Oft 213 w U 08 0 tt2 0 62

4M\ ro 43 0 24 0-12
503/

V w
\0 30 0 10 o-io

101 aba 0 40 0 22 0 10 703 w 0 27 0-17 U-13
301 abft 0 12 0 Ofl 004 053 m 0-22 0 21 0-21
321 W- 0 es 0 02 0 62 — —
621 w 0 02 0 05 0 10
S31 w. 0 23 0‘22

1

0 22

1

Further information with regard to parameter values was obtained by the

use of the rotation crystal data. Table IV shows that the beat agreement is

obtained by increasing the value of o'.
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^able V,—Powdei Fhotogram of y-Brafis from WostgrcD and Phragmiik’s

Observations.

hki *1 + jti _|. /j

Square of

LruciuiV'
amplitude
« S*

NS*/(A' + r n OboorrFd
InlonHlty

110 2 0 1 13 0 3

nm 4 0 0 6 0-0
211 0 0 1 24 0 6
23(1 8 0 0 12 0 1

310 10 0 1 24 0 2

222 12 7 2 8 4 8

321 14 1 1 48 3 7

400 16 0 0 6 0 0
330

18 {
76 3 12 32-3 1

,

411 / 31 7 24 42 1 r
420 20 O 0 24 0 7 \

332 22 N 4 24 n 2

422 24 6 0 24 5 J

filO \ 26 {
3 J 24 ,1 0 i

431 1 0 r» 48 n 0 ;
521 30 0 7 48 l 2

440 32 2 2 12 0-8

433 \
34 1

0 6 24 0 4 \
530 0 6 24 0 0 f

flOO Y
30 I

24 0 0 4 1 Y
442 j N 4 24 5 0 /
611

36 /
a 4 24 S 1 Y

632 f 1 5 48 1 D /*

620 40 0 1 24 0 0
541 42 0 1 48 0 1

622 44 1 3 24 0 7

631 46 H 0 48 N-

J

444 46 63 0 1 8 10 8

710 f (» 4 24 0 3
1

543 [ 60 i 3 0 48 2-0 y

560 J 1 27-7 12 6 7 J

640 52 2 3 24 1 1

633 -] r 27 2 24 12 0 '1

721 w i 23 0 48 30 4
}

5A2 J \ 0 U 24 3 1 J
642 06 3 4 48 3 U

730 56 1 6 34 0 8

732
02 {

6 3 48 4 9 \
601 \ ) 3 8 46 3 0 /
HOO 64 6 0 0 0 6

611 0-7 24 0 2 1

741 1 06 32 0 48 16 7 y
B54 J

2 3 34 0 8 J
630 \ 8 B 34 3 1 \
644 }

A8
^ 5 I 24 IB /

663 70 19 48 1 3

623

} 72
^

10 2 24 3 4 \
600 31 1 12 5 3

'

/
631

4

1

' 2 0 48 1 9 \
750 4 74 i 0 7 24 0 2 y
743 1

2 1 48 1-4 J
662 70 ' 15 7 24 5 0

762 78 6 1 46 J a

aha

atu
aba.

ahi
aha

veak
weak
aba

iLrung

V weak'
mud
wnak

weak

ahn

aba.

strong

veak

ahi

aba,

abi.

weak
mod

weak

itroDf

V weak
ahi

weak

ibi

sLrong

weak

V weak

qtrOOg

weak

weak
V. weak

• Thii line eormpondi to Uie R0 line ol (332)
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Table VI.—Fhotogmm of a -yxBrans Crystal rotating about (001), frotn

AVestgren and Fhragm^n'i Obnervationfi.

hU N8*/(S‘ -1- + P) Ub« Int

1

N Si^ + P) Oba Ini,

110 4 0 10 Bb«, 002 4 0 00 nkn

200 A 0 00 112 4 0 10- BhB

350 4 t) 02 mIm soi 4 0 02 BbB.

310 H 0 ON Rim 322 4 2 J7 It

400 4 0 01 uIm 312 N 0 02 w
4 17 2 Kt 402 4 0 11 vw*

4S0 N 0 23 W 332 4 1 62 n
SIO H 1 01 m 432 H 1 B3 m.
440 4 0 2N 1 fl 612 B 0 10 w
A3n B 0 10 hIm 442 4 0 M m
eoo 4 2 lU at 632 8 0 .HI T w
eso H 0 01 dId fK>3 4 O'Ol bOh
710 B 0 0{\ \ Rt

1122 B 0 24 ahn

4 2 22 / 712 B 3 46 \ Bt
B r» 34 inn<l 662 4 0‘«t /

730 B 0 2n miKl. tUS 8 w
eoo 4 0 SB mn\ 732 8 0 82 m
sao R 1 07 Hi 802 4 n 54 m
eui 4 1 B7 fll 822 8 1 12 Bt

7IJO a 0 ON 1 052 4 it

I

]( 0 61 St

101 4 0 10 aim
211 H 0 10 rIm

1

103 4 0 04 sba.

SOI
,

4 0 04 oIm ! 213 B o-n2 w
331 B 0 52 «

I

303 4 17 2 at

411 B 13 U It, 323 H 3 r>4 sfc

601 4 n .v» \ VI, ;

413 B 0 10 abi

431 8 0 Ifi J 433 8 0 12 \ V w
flSl H 0 10 w- s 1 602 4 0 10 /
Oil B 0-71 u If ! 623 H 0 31 V w.

641 B 0 01 tllA 013 B 1 3il Bl

591 B 1 30 m 1 643 B 0-48 w
70J 4 0 03 nlm

;

033 8 " 4 08 It,

721 a 3 46 It. 703 4 0 -ia w.
6fil B 0-60 723 8 0<B2 m
811 B 0 08 \ Bt,

mMM 8 0 21 m
741 H 2 76 / HI3 8 0 92 \ m
831 B 0 22

1

^
'

743 8 0 23 /

• (kHnCHlu With <n38) Kfi

The beat value is about e' ^ 129°. No further change la indicated in the

values of the other parameters.

The parameter values, now expressed again as fractions of the side of the

unit cell, which give the best agreement between the observed and calculated

intensity values, are a » O-lOg, h = 0-16-, c =» 0^35a, d scO-SOg, e ^ 0*04g,

Tables V and VI give tMimplete lists of observed and calculated intensities

from the powder photogram and the rotatioo pbotogram. With regard to the

powder photogramj it may be noted that libes 36 and 72 are marked " strong
**
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by Weatgren and Phiagmen, while liDea 46 and 50 are marked “ weak,” but

on the reproduo tiona of their photographa all four lines appoar to have about the

name intenaity as line 48, wluch in marked " moderate ” With these exceptions,

the agreement between obaerved and calculated values ib sufficiently good

to afford strong confirmation of the correctness of the parameter values

and entirely confirms the original supposition that y-brass has very nearly a

body-centred cubic structure

(6) IdftU}ficaliion of Ihe Atomic

The scattering powers of copper and xinc are so nearly equal that there was

some difficulty in distinguishing the respective copper and zinc atoms, nnd an

indirect method had to l>c employed for this puqioHe.

The powder photograms of y-f 'u-Zn, y ^Ag Zn, and y Au-Zn are so similar

that there can be no doubt that they have the same type of structure. Table V 1

1

gives a list of the linos w'hich have slightly different intensities for the three

senes of alloys. Lines 48, 5(1 and 72 need not be considered, as the remarks

made above are apjl^ieable again here In all other cases the differences in

Table VIL

kU 1
f H-

ObHfirved Intoiuitlira
Poiilciona of Atoms vhioh vould account

fur Intensity L'hjuigea

Cu-Zn Aa-Xu Aii-Zn A B. C D

211 0 Ilia V W u Zn Cu Af( All (!u Ag Au
222 12 w. H alw Zn (‘u All (’u Ag Au Zn
321 14 w sb. aim — Cii Ag Au Zu
42U 20 V w. sha 1 Zn Cu Ak Au Zd
332 22 in, W- w Zn ~ Zn
422 24 w n m l*n Az All C'li Ag Au Cu Ag Au Zn
431
610

\ 2(1 w V w \ w Zn Cu Ag Au (Ju Ag All Zn

440 r »2 nU w X ir On Az Au C'li Ag Au ('ll Ag Au Znm
433 }

w
1

nbft ab v.w. Zn — - Cu Ag Au

641 43 uIm. T W r Zii (’u Ag Au Cu Ag Au —
444 48 ID atm

1

•
i

7l0
r

^ w W, mm J
640 m T w alia, t Zn — — Zn

S!*MO } “
,

w
1

st,

063 70 V w aha aha Zn — Zn
6M
600 },

” St. at

, 1

m.
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inteiiflity are either due to slight diflerenoea in parameter valuea or to the

replacement of the copper atom a by the more eihcient Acattorere, silver and gold#

The table shows what distribution of atoms would produce the obaerved intensity

changes. Evidently " A ’* and " D ” atoms are 2inc and B ” and “ 0 ’*

atoms are either copper, silver or gold There is no indication of any change

in the values of the jiarameters.

(7) Lhacimion of ikf Slructitn’

The complete arrangement of atoms in the structure found for y-brass is

shown in hg- 2 The open squares and circles represent copfier atoms, the

solid ones represent zinc atoms The arrangement corresponds to the space-

group Tj’, the atoms being situated in the following positions —
Zn AtotHB.

(0-10 0 10 0-10) (O-IOO'OOO 90) (0 90 0-10 0 90) (0 90 0-90U10)

(0-60 0-60 0-6(1) (0-60 0-40 0-40) (0-40 0-60 0-40) (0-40 0-40 0 60)

(0 31 0 31 0 05) (0-31 0 69 0 95) (0 69 0-31 0-96) (0-fl9 0-69 0-05)

(0-810-Hl 0 56) (0-81 0-190 45) (0-19 0-81 0-46) (0- 19 0- 19 0-55)

(0-31 0-06 0-31) (0 31 0-96 0 69) (0-69 0 95 0-31) (0-69 0-06 0-69)

(0 81 0 66 0-81) (0 81 0-46 0-19) (0-19 0-45 0-81) (0-19 0-56 0 19)

(0-06 0-31 0-31) (0 96 0-69 0-31) (0*96 0 31 0-69) (0-(>5 0 69 0-69)

(0-66 0-81 0 81) (0-46 0-19 0-81) (0-46 0-81 0-19) (0 55 0-19 0- 19)

Cu Atoms.

(0-83 0 83 0-d3)<0 83 0-17 0-17) (0-17 0-8J 0-17) (0-17 0-17 0-83)

(0-33 0-33 0-33) (0-33 0 67 0-67) (0-67 0-33 0-67) (0-67 0 67 0-33)

(0-36 0 0) (0-64 0 0) (0 0*36 0) (0 0*64 0) (0 0 0 30) (0 0 0-04)

(0-86 0 0) (0*14 0 0) (0 0-86 0) (0 0-14 0) (0 0 0-86) (0 0 0-U)

There are 32 zinc atoms and 20 copper atoms in the unit cell. The coiie-

sponding formula is Cu^Zn^. A confirmation of this formula is given by metallo-

graphic data. Several properties of y-brass alloys exhibit a maximum at

compositions oorrespendiDg to just over 60 ppr cent, zinc For this reason

metallographers ascribed the formula Cu^^ to the alloy, In view of the X-ray

data this formula must now be considered untenable. However, CusZi4
contains 62-6 per cent. Zn, and this accounts e(][ually well for the observed

maximum.

Table Vlll gives a list of the interatomic distances found in Cu^Zni. This

completely oonfirms the hypothesis put forward in section 3, that these distances
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would prove to be very ocArly the saioe aa the interatoiuie distanoen jn Cu,

Zd and CuZn.

Table VIIL

' (;u Cm
j

1

'

(.‘u-Zn
1

1

Zn Zii

Met«l or Allciy

Npishboiiring
i

AlODlR

1

1

1

1

Difjf. ill

A
XfiiffhbonnnK

Atumi
in

1

Neighbouring
Atncnii

Din! IQ

\

C-C 2 5 B-A 2 .VI A-A 2 Vi*
Bta:

I 2 7 2 55* A-i) 2 a

B-D (2) 2 AA D-D 2 7

In t'n^Dg 1 r^A 2 1)

r-11 (i) 2 H

C-B (2) 2 75

1

r;-D (3) 2 m
In Qiptalbc 1

Co J
In CnZn
In nieUUic 11

2 .Vi
1

1

2.-.0

1

Zn
jr i

2 9

The two distanceB marked with a * were assumed as guides fur selecting

parameter values for purposes of calculation. The agreement of the mtensity

valoeadiowB the validity of this choice. With regard to the remainuig distances.

DO assumption whatever was made They are deduced directly from the para-

meter values which were found to give the beat agreement for the intensities.

The accuracy is about 0 • 1 A. The mean value, not including the value 2 96 A

,

which probably does not represent any real point of contact between two

atoms, is 2-6 A. This itf just a little greater than in CuZn, which would be

expected from the fact that there are fewer atoms per unit volume in Cu^Zne

The copper and zinc atoms are distributed symmetrically throughout the

unit BO that each atom has the greatest possible number of neighbours of the

Opposite sort. These neighbours are distributed as follows

—

Copper Atoms,

" C ** atoms have 10 zinc and 3 copper atoms as neighbours.

B atoms have 9 zinc and 3 copper atoms as neighbours.

Zinc Atoms.

" A ” atoms have 6 zinc and 6 copper atoms as neighbours.

D " atoms have 6 zinc and 6 copper atoms as neighbours.
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Swnmary

(1) The BtEUcfcare of y-brass has been deduced from the data of Westgren and

Phragmeii, who had already shown that It waa cubic, the lattice dimensioof)

of the unit (veil being about 6-9 A

(2) y-braas has the forumla Cu^Zn^, each unit cell containing 20 copper atoma

and 32 zinc atoms.

(3) The space-group i8 T/. There are four seta of equivalent poaitiona

containing, respectively, 6, 6, 12 and 24 atoms.

(4) The arrangement of atoms is almost body-centred, but in each unit cell

there are two atoms less than would be required for such a simple arrangement,

(5) The different sets of atoms are displaced by definite amounts from the

bixly-centred positions These displacements have been measured.

(6) The interatomic distances are about 2 - fi A, which is about the same value

B9 in the elements Cu and Zn^

(7) y-Ag-Zn and y-Au~Zn are similacly constituted, the formnle being

AgjZng and Au^Zng, respectively

The authors desire to express their thanks to Prof, W L Bragg, F.B.B
,
for

his kind interest and valuable suggestions during the progreas of the work^

and to Mr A P. M Fleming, C.B,£
,
M Sc. (Tech.), Director of Research of

Metropolitan-Vickers Rleotrical Co , Ltd., for permission to publish the results
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